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ERRATA ET ADDENDA.

In volume 60

In the Table of the Names of the cases reported, add under the letter F.
Follick, Wabash Railway Co. v.............................. 375

and under the letter W.
Wabash Railway Co. v. Follick. .......................... 375

Page 20, in the ninth line replace the word "represented" by the word
"presented".

Page 21, in the twenty-eighth line, replace the word "National" by the
word "national".

Page 105, in the sub-titles and page 675 under "Principal and agent",
replace "716" by 1716.

Page 326, in the second line of caption, replace 1955 by 195, and in the
first line of head-note, replace 41 (1) by 40 (1).

From page 223 to page 236, strike the words: "In re Public UtilitiesAct"
from the margin.

Page 523, in the sub-titles and page 674 under "Negligence" (3), replace
"281" by "291".

Page 553, in the sub-titles and page 676 under "Sale" (3), read Act,
1644 C.N. instead of 1644 C.C.
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MEMORANDUM RESPECTING APPEALS FROM
JUDGMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF
CANADA TO THE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE
OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL NOTED SINCE
THE ISSUE OF VOL. 60 OF THE SUPREME
COURT REPORTS.

Legault v. Desbre (60 Can. S.C.R. 65). Leave to appeal
refused, Nov. 30, 1920.

Minister of Finance of B.C. v. Royal Trust Co. (60
Can. S.C.R. 127). Leave to appeal granted, Nov. 30,
1920.

Standard Bank of Canada v. McCrossan (60 Can. S.C.R.
655). Leave to appeal refused, Mar. 16, 1921.
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Mortgage-Mortgagee holding first and third mortgages-Foreclosure
of first mortgage and sale of land-Recovery under covenant on third
mortgage-Collateral security not discharged.

The appellant, having purchased a property from the respondent,
transferred to him, as security for the balance of the purchase
price, a first and a third mortgage due by one Yandt upon
another property; and, as collateral security, he also gave a
mortgage on the property bought, payable at dates corre-
sponding with the respective due dates of the above two morgtages.
In course of time, the respondent obtained foreclosure under the
first mortgage and sold the land. The appellant then claimed
a discharge of the collateral mortgage.

Held that, notwithstanding the foreclosure of the first mortgage and
the sale of the foreclosed property, the respondent could still
recover under the appellant's covenant for payment contained in
the third mortgage and the appellant was not entitled to the
discharge of the collateral mortgage until the payment of the
third mortgage.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal (12 Sask. L.R. 445; [1919] 3 W.W.R.
719) varied.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, -Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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192 APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal
ISMAN for Saskatchewan (1) reversing the judgment of the

V.
sIOT. trial judge (2) and- dismissing the appellant's action.

The material facts of the case are fully stated in the
above head-note and in the judgments now reported.

Aug. Lemieux K.C. and V. R. Smith for the appellant.

C. H. Locke for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur with my brother
Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant bought, on the 16th
April, 1914, property in Kamsack, Saskatchewan,
for $60,000, which consideration was made up largely
of other properties taken in part exchange-with
which we are not concerned.

$8,150 of the consideration was made up of the
balance due on two mortgages, a first for $7,000 and a
third for $2,150, made by one Yandt on other property.

But to secure the due payment thereof to the
extent.of $8,150, the appellant was to give a mortgage
on the property he was buying from respondent,
payable according to or corresponding with the
respective due dates of said two mortgages.

Said mortgages were duly assigned to respondent
and the promised collateral mortgage of 8,150 was
duly given. In course of time Yandt made default
and respondent took proceedings upon the first of
said mortgages for sale and purchase. Said proceed-
ings ended in a final order of foreclosure which vested

(1) 12 Sask. L.R. 445; [1919] 3 (2) 12- Sask. L.R. 115; [1919] 2
W.W.R. 719. W.W.R. 61.
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the property in respondent and had as an incidental, 12

necessary result, according to the system of land IMAN

titles in force, the barring of the charge upon the land sumoT.

which had been created by the third mortgage. Idington J.

The respondent thereafter sold the property thus
vested in him for less than the amount which was
found to be due under and by virtue of the said first
mortgage.

All these proceedings were brought under the
notice of appellant and he was expressly given the
opportunity of redeeming said mortgage on payment
of the sum due and which his collateral mortgage to
respondent stood as a guarantee for, but he did nothing
either towards making such payment or objecting
to the said sale of the property.

Later on he conceived the happy thought that he
was released entirely' by virtue of said purchase and
sale from all liability in respect of either mortgage
and instituted this suit to have it declared that the
said first and third mortgages had been fully paid and
satisfied, and that the said collateral mortgage he
had given to secure the due payment was duly paid
and satisfied, and for an order directing the respondent
to discharge the latter.

The appellant sicceeded at the trial by reason of
the learned trial judge (1) holding erroneously, as I
respectfully submit, that the later sale of the fore-
closed property by respondent discharged the mort-
gagor's covenant.

The Court of Appeal (2) set that judgment- aside
and dismissed the action.

(1) 12 Sask. L.R. 115; [1919] 2 (2) 12 Sask. L.R. 445; [19191 3
W.W.R. 61. W.W.R 719.

15780-1
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12 I so fully agree with the main reasoning of the
ISMAN learned judges in that court upon which they reachV.

SmNNOrT. that result, that I need not repeat the same here,
Idington J. or trouble explaining minor differences I entertain as

to one or two expressions therein that in no way affect
the result reached.

The historical development of the equitable doc-
trines upon which our judgment in the Mutual Life
Assurance Co. v. Douglas (1) case was founded, in no
way justifies such contentions as relied upon by appel-
lant herein.

And whatever possible difficulties might have
arisen upon a like case in England where the doctrine
of tacking prevails, or even in Ontario or where by
reason of the procedure in the Master's office requiring,
and often getting, proof made of subsequent encum-
brances there is no room for doubt or difficulty under
the system prevailing in Saskatchewan as explained
by appellant's counsel and assented to by respondents.

In other words under the old system of pursuing
the remedy of foreclosure the respondent might have
been induced to offer proof not only of the amount
due under his first mortgage but also that under his
subsequent mortgage and thereby given arguable
ground for the contention that he was claiming fore-

.closure of both mortgages and when he got his final
order of foreclosure stood bound by the usual rule
relative thereto.

It is, however, to be observed that the mortgage
under the "Land Titles Act" is only a charge on the
land and does not vest, as in England and Ontario,
any title in the land and that each is independent of
the other and dependent upon the terms of said Act.

(1) 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.
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I have examined all the cases cited in the appel- 1920

lant's factum on this branch of the argument, in the IoA-e

hope of finding something analogous to that thus SuWorr.

presented, to have been dealt with by the courts Idington J.

either in England or Ontario calling for the application
of the principles relied upon, but only to meet with
disappointments.

The case of Walker v. Jones (1), presents a series of
complicated facts which in the ultimate result might
have developed such a case as presented herein, or
somewhat resembling the same.

But all that was involved therein to be decided was
the validity of an interim injunction.

The court was particularly careful to avoid deter-
mining anything involved, or likely to be, in the
possible ultimate result..

The case of Dyson v. Morris (2), is,. so far as it
goes, helpful to respondent rather than appellant.

The case of Rudge v. Richens (3), effectually disposes
of the contention sometimes set up that a party
cannot sell part of his security under a power of sale
and proceed for the balance, and is also as helpful in
principle to respondent as appellant.

All the other cases relied upon in this connection
are each in the last analysis but the application of the
elementary principle that after foreclosure the mort-
gagor followed upon his covenant or something anal-
ogous thereto is entitled to say to the mortgagee,
give me back my property and here is your money
and default that claim he is no longer liable.

The appellant seeks to apply that to a case of two
different mortgages never consolidated or used jointly
in the foreclosure proceedings and having no con-

(1) L.R. 1 P.C.. 50. (2) I Hare 413.
(3) L.R. 8 C.P. 358.
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1920 nection either with each other or with securing the
ISMAN same debt but in the ultimate result as a necessity of

2,.
sII4OIT. getting a final order conformable with the "Lands

Idington J. Titles Act," wipes out the charge made by the third
mortgage.

If the argument is good for anything then on the
issue of that order and its registration and without
waiting for a sale by the mortgagee, the mortgagor is
discharged from liability on his.covenant in the later
mortgage.

That is not the true application of the old well-
known principle relied upon, but an extension of it by
a metaphysical process of reasoning for which there is
no precedent.

There are precedents cited by the respondent
which shew how little foundation there is for extend-
ing the principle in that way.

See, especially, the case of Worthington v. Abbott (1).

The statute in Alberta which was in question in the
Douglas Case (2) preserved, by the use of the word
"foreclosure," much of the law incidental thereto,
when used in the-way it is therein.

And in the mortgage therein in question the parties
specifically contracted for observance of Ontario law
so far as possible.

At the close of the argument herein I had the
impression that possibly the appellant was entitled
to rellef to the extent of such effect as might be given
to the ordinary application of the principles of fore-
closure in respect of that part of the indebtedness
covered by the first mortgage.

(2) 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.

6 VOL. LXI.-

(1) 119101 1 Ch. 5ss.
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An examination of the pleadings and facts including 1

the nature of the transactions upon which the collateral I^MAN

mortgage was founded, renders that impossible. snworr.

No such case is made by the appellant's pleading. Idington J.

And without presuming to express any definite
opinion I would suggest that the equitable doctrine
that "he who seeks equity in a court of equity must do
equity," might be found a rather formidable obstacle
in appellant's way for even such measure of relief.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-I concur with Anglin J.

ANGLIN J.-I was at first inclined to the view that,
inasmuch as the defendant had by his own acts in
foreclosing the first mortgage and subsequently selling
the Redvers Hotel property put it out of his power,
on payment of the third mortgage, to reconvey that
property to the mortgagor, subject to the first and
second mortgages, he had relinquished his right to
recover on the mortgagor's covenant in the third
mortgage and that that mortgage as well as the first
should therefore be deemed satisfied and paid foi
the .purpose of entitling the mortgagor to the dis-
charge of the collateral mortgage on the Kamsack
Hotel, which he claims. But on further consideration
I think that position cannot be maintained.

As Mr. Locke pointed out in his admirable argu-
ment after the foreclosure of the first mortgage all
that the mortgagor could claiin on payment of the
amount of the third mortgage would have been a
release of his covenant in that mortgage. By the
foreclosure brought about by the mortgagor's own
default any equitable interest of the respondent as
third mortgagee as well as the mortgagor's own

7
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(1) 61 Can. S.C.R. 109.
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1920 interest in the land had been foreclosed. There was
ISMAN nothing left to a reconveyance of which the mortgagor

SIeNOrr. would be entitled on payment of the amount of the
Anglin J. third mortgage. But that foreclosure did not exting-

uish the mortgagor's liability on his covenant in the
third mortgage ainy more than it did his liability on
his covenant in the first. mortgage. It was the subse-
quent sale that prevented the mortgagee from recon-
veying the mortgaged property to the mortgagor on
paynient of the amount due on the first mortgage and
thus precluded recovery on the covenant in that
mortgage. If it did not actually extinguish the debt,
that was practically the result. But it was not the
sale that prevented the mortgagor from obtaining
anything which, but for it, he might have required
the mortgagee to transfer to him on payment of the
third mortgage. Any right he had to a reconveyance
had already been effectually barred by the foreclosure
of the first mortgage.

The theory on which an action by the mortgagee
on the covenant is restrained after foreclosure. and
sale under the mortgage in which the covenant is
contained proceeds is therefore not applicable. That
theory I had occasion to consider fully in the recent
case, of Sayre v. The Securities Trust Co. (1) . The
distinction between the effect of foreclosure of the
first mortgage followed by sale on the mortgagor's
liability on his covenant in that mortgage and its effect
on his liability on the covenant in the third mortgage
is no doubt subtle yet I think it is substantial. The
mortgagor's position under the third mortgage was
of course affected by the foreclosure. But it was not
the foreclosure which had the practical effect of
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extinguishing his liability on the covenant under the 192n

first mortgage. It was the subsequent sale; and SMAX

that, as already pointed out, had no effect whatever smsorr.

on the mortgagor's rights or position under the third Anglin J.

mortgage.
Moreover, the proviso for redemption of the Kam-

sack Hotel is that the mortgagor is to be entitled to a
discharge of it on payment of the two mortgages on
the Redvers Hotel to which it is collateral. What-
ever may be said as to the debt under the first mortgage
by reason of the plaintiff having taken the property
in satisfaction thereof, there is no ground for main-
taining that the third mortgage has been paid.

However, I incline to the view that, having fore-
closed the first mortgage, on the Redvers Hotel and
sold that property thereunder, the mortgagee took, it
in satisfaction of the entire debt due on that mortgage,
that the amount thereof must therefore be deemed to
have been fully paid and satisfied and that the mort-
gagor is entitled on the accounting with the mortgagee
to credit for that amount and not merely for what
was realized by the mortgagee on the sale. On the
third .mortgage covenant, however, the mortgagee is
still entitled to recover the sum actually due and
owing in respect of the debt by' it secured and on
payment ' of that amount the plaintiff will be entitled
to a discharge of the Kamsack Hotel property from
the collateral second mortgage upon it.

In lieu of a judgment dismissing the plaintiff's
action, therefore, judgment should in my opinion be
entered declaring that, on payment to the defendant
of the amount due under the third mortgage on the
Redvers Hotel property, the mortgage held by him
on the Kamsack Hotel property will be satisfied
and the plaintiff will be entitled to a discharge of it.

9
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12 BRODEUR J.-I would agree with the Court of
I^MAN Appeal (1) that the foreclosure proceedings on a first

V.
sLwINOT. mortgage would not prevent the mortgagee, it he is the

Brodeur J. creditor of a third mortgage, from claiming on the
covenant on this third mortgage if even he has
bought the property on those foreclosure proceedings
and has since disposed of it.

But at the same time there is no doubt that if the
appellant could not succeed with regard to the third
mortgage his indebtedness 'has disappeared as far as
the first mortgage is concerned and he should succeed
to the extent of the latter. This point, however,
does not seem to have been strongly pressed in the
courts below, though it has been mentioned.

The action should not be dismissed in toto but a
judgment should be entered declaring that on pay-
ment of the third mortgage the plaintiff will be entitled
to a discharge of the mortgage held by the defendant
on the Redvers Hotel property.

There should be no costs on this appeal.

MIGNAULT J.-By the agreement of sale of.certain
hotel premises between the respondent (vendor) and
the appellant (purchaser), what was 'termed a col-
lateral mortgage on the hotel property was given by
the appellant to the respondent, it being stipulated
that this mortgage should be discharged when a first
and third mortgage on another hotel property for
$7,000 and $2,150 respectively, due to the
appellant by one Yandt, and transferred by him to
the respondent in part payment of the price, should
be fully paid by Yandt.

(1) 12 Sask. L.R. 445; [1919] 3 W.W.R. 719.

10
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Yandt not having paid either mortgage, the respond- 1920

ent took foreclosure proceedings against him on the IsmAs
first mortgage after having vainly tried to bring the SINo.
property to sale under a power of sale, and obtained Tignaault J.
a final order of foreclosure, subsequent to which he
sold the property for $4,000.

The appellant now claims that he is entitled to a
discharge of the collateral mortgage under the above
mentioned stipulation of the agreement of sale.

The first objection to the appellant's contention is
that Yandt has not fully paid the first and third
mortgages due by him to the appellant and by the
latter transferred to the respondent, and therefore
the appellant is not entitled to a discharge of the
collateral mortgage.

The second objection is that granting that the
respondent could not sue Yandt on the covenant in
the first mortgage without offering to reconvey him
the mortgaged property, which he is not in position
to do, his inability. to reconvey does not stand in his
way should he sue on the personal covenant contained
in the third mortgage, for Yandt having lost his whole
equitable right in the property by the final order of
foreclosure on the first mortgage, cannot demand
reconveyance as a condition of an action on. the
covenant in the third mortgage.

I therefore think the appeal fails, and for the reasons
fully stated by my brother Anglin I agree in his dis-
posal of the matter.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: McPhee, Smith & O'Regan.

Solicitors for the respondent: Patrick, Doherty, Killam
& Walton.

11
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12 THE MONTREAL TRAMWAYS APPELLANT;
*May 26. COMPANY (DEFENDANT) ........June 21.

AND

NAPOLEON GIRARD (PLAINTIFF).RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE PROVINCE
OF QUEBEC, SITTING IN REVIEW IN MONTREAL.

Workmen's Compensation Act-Tramways Company-Frce transporta-
tion-Injury to enployee-Liability-R.S.Q. (1909) arts. 7321 & seq.

The respondent, an employee of the company appellant, when injured,
was returning from his work to his home in a tramcar on which
he was entitled to be carried free under certain provision in the
company's regulations.

Held that the respondent had a right to compensation under the
Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act, as the injury was occa-
sioned "by reason of or in the course of (his) work" within the
meaning of article 7321 R.S.Q. (1909.)

Judgment of the Court of Review (Q.R. 57 S.C. 394) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Superior Court,
sitting in review at Montreal, Province of Quebec (1),
affirming the judgment of the trial court and main-

taining the- respondent's action with costs.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in

the judgments now 'reported.

Arthur Vallee K.C. for the appellant.

L. A. Rivet K.C. for the respondent.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) Q.R. 57 S.C. 394.
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IDINGTON J.-There is (at this stage) only one 1920

fairly arguable point open for appellant to take by MONTREAL
TRAMtWAYS

this appeal, and that is whether or not the phrase Co.
"accidents happening in the course of their work" G11ARD.

used in the first section of the Quebec Workmen's Idington J.

Compensation Act, is to be construed as the equivalent
of the phrase "happening in the course of their employ-
ment" in other Acts of a like kind, -as, for example, in
the English "Workmen's Compensation Act."

If so, then there is ample authority for holding
that, under the circumstances in question, including
the implied engagement of appellant to transport
men in their employment to and from their respective
places of abode free, of charge on the occasion of going
to or quitting work, the respondent, by reason of the
accident in question, is entitled to recover.
- I cannot say that I have any very decided opinion
on the question but in such an event I cannot properly
reverse the unanimous judgments of -the courts below.
I therefore conclude -that this appeal should be dis-
missed with costs.

DUFF J.-I am of the opinion that this appeal
should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-This action is brought under the
"Workmen's Compensation Act" of Quebec (R.S.Q.
1909, Arts. 7321 et seq. and amendments) and the
plaintiff holds a judgment for $2,280, affirmed by the
Court of Review, against which the defendant appeals.

These grounds of appeal are advanced:
(1) that the plaintiff's disability is not .due to the

fall from which he avers it has resulted;
(2) that the compensation awarded is excessive;

and

13
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2 (3) that the injury was not suffered in the course
MONTREAL Of his work.

TRAMWAYS
Co. There is abundant evidence to sustain the finding

GlRARD. in the plaintiff's favour on the first ground and no
Anglin J. case has been made for interference with the amount

of -the compensation awarded.
The third ground- of appeal presents the only debat-

able question, viz., whether the injury in respect of
which the plaintiff claims compensation was occas-
ioned "by reason of or in the course of (his) work"-
"par le fait du travail, ou A I'occasion 'du travail"-
within the meaning of Art. 7321 of the R.S.Q. 1909.

When injured the plaintiff was returning from his
work to his home in a tramcar of the defendant comp-
any on which he was entitled to be carried free, under
the following provision in the company's booklet of
"Instructions to Conductors and Motormen."

(Instructions aux conducteurs et garde-moteurs).
La Cie des Tramways de Montr6al. No 36.-Transport des

employds.-Les conducteurs, garde-moteurs, aiguilleurs et autres
employds de la compagnie rev~tus de l'uniforme et portant leur insigne
bien en vue, pourront voyager gratuitement pour se rendre A leur
travail ou en revenir sur tous les tramways de la compagnie. Ces
employds devront voyager A l'int6rieur du tramway quand i y aura
place, mais ne devront pas occuper les sisges quand les voyageurs
seront debout, ni engager de conversation avec les employds du tram-
way.

Although it was not expressly made a term of the
formal contract between the defendant company and
its employees that the latter should be carried free
between their homes and the company's sheds in
going to and returning from their work, the evidence
leaves little room for doubt that this privilege was
recognized as an established custom of the defendants
and that the right to enjoy it really formed part of
the consideration for which the employees gave their
services.

14
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I extract the following paragraph from the judgment 1920

of the Superior Court:- MONTEL
TRAMWAYS

Co.
Consid6rant en droit, attendu que suivant la coutume suivie et v

les rfglements m~mes de la compagnie d6fenderesse qu'elle remet A G

ses employds, il est permis A tout employ6 b la conduite de ses tram- Anglin J.
ways de monter gratuitement sur tout tramway pour se rendre A son
travail ou en revenir; que cette disposition est & 1'avantage de la
d6fenderesse en lui assurant une plus parfaite exactitude de la part de
ses employds en lui procurant des employds frais, en leur exemptant
la fatigue qu'il r6sulterait de se rendre A pied pour leur travail aux
hangars de la compagnie ou en revenir, et que cette disposition est
aussi 1'af'antage des employds en leur fournissant une espice de
surplus de salaire en outre du prix en argent qu'ils recoivent; qu'il
semble done que l'aller et retour dans les voitures de la compagnie
d~fenderesse pour effectuer le travail requis du demandeur fait partie du
louage de services entre lui et la d6fenderesse, que dans ces circons-
tances l'accident survenu au demandeur est arriv6 , 1'occasion du
travail et qu'ainsi il y a lieu d'appliquer les dispositions de la loi du
travail.

The evidence supports the conclusions of fact in this
passage.

The use of the conjunction "or" in the Quebec
statute in lieu of the conjunction "and" in the English
"Workmen's Compensation Act" ("arising out of
and in the course of the employment") will not have
escaped attention. The use of the disjunctive in
the French statute of 1898, from which the Quebec
law is taken, was deliberate and purposeful (Cabouat,
Accidents du Travail, Vol. 1, p. 186), and although
a commentator in Rec. des Assurances, 1918, at p.
38, says

pour qu'il y ait accident du travail, il faut que celui-ci se soit produit
au cours du travail, et soit en rapport direct de cause A effet avec lui,

the jurisprudence seems clearly to establish that

il n'est pas ncessaire que (l'accident) survienne par le fait m~me du
travail de la victime; il suffit qu'il se produise A 1'occasion de ce tra-
vail: (D.1900.2.181)-que l'accident se rattache par un lien plus ou
moins 6troit A l'exercice de la profession de la victime.
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12 Otherwise the effect of the two statutes in regard to
MONTREAL the matter under consideration appears to me to be

TRAMWAYS
Co. the same. I regard "by reason of" as the equivalent

V.

GIRARD. of "out of," and "in the course of their work" as
Anglin J. identical in effect with "in the course of the employ-

ment" and I am prepared to accept as applicable to
both statutes the view expressed by Buckley L.J.,
in Fitzgerald v. Clark & Son (1), that

the words "out of" point * * to the origin or cause of the accident;
the words "in the course of" to the time, place and circumstances under
which the accident takes place.

It follows, I think, that while some cases which are
within the Quebec Act may not be covered by the

-English Act, since it requires that both conditions
must be fulfilled, any case within the English Act
must necessarily fall within the Quebec statute,
which will ex facie be satisfied if the accident either
arises by reason of, or arises in the course of, the work
or employment.

While in view of such decisions as Davies v. Rhymney
Iron Co. (2); Walters v. Staveley Coal & Iron Co. (3) ;

Nolan v. Porter & Sons (4); Edwards v. Wingham
Agricultural Implement Co. (5); Philbin v. Hayes (6);
and Gilbert v. Owners of Steam Trawler Nizam (7),
the question whether upon a state of facts similar to
those of the case at bar an injured employee would be
held to fall under the provisions of the English Act
may be regarded as debatable, authoritative state-
ments as to the scope of the statute in recent cases
such as Armstrong-Whitworth & Co. v. Redford (8);

(1) I B.W.C.C., 197 at p. 201. (5) [1913] 3 K.B. 596.
(2) [1900] 16 T.L.R. 329. (6) [1918] 87 L.J., K.C. 779.
(3) [1911] 105 L.T. 119. (7) [1910] 2 K.B. 555.
(4) [1909] 2 B.W.C.C. 106. (8) [1920] 36 T.L.R. 451.
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Stewart v. Longhurst (1); Marsh v. Pope & Pearson, 12

Ltd. (2); Wales v. Lambton & Hetton Collieries (3); MONTREAL
TRAMWAYS

Thom v. Sinclair (4); Walton v. Tredegar Iron & - co.
Coal Co. (5); and Mole v. Wadworth (6); and in GIRARD.

such earlier cases as Gane v. Norton Hill Colliery Co. (7); Angln J.

Cremins v. Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, Ltd. (8); Blovelt
v. Sawyer (9); Holmes v. Great Nor. Rly. Co. (10);
Hoskins v. Lancaster (11); and Moore v. Manchester
Liners Ltd. (12); and the reasoning in Whittall v.
Stavely Iron & Coal Co. (13), rather incline me to
think that under circumstances such as those of the
preseit case an employee of an English company,
injured as the present plaintiff was, would be held to
be within the purview of the English statute. As put
by Warrington L.J. in the case last cited:

The real question that the Court has to ask itself is: Was it an
express or implied term of the contract of service that the workman
should do, or should be entitled to do, that which he is doing at the
time when the accident happened?

And as Bankes L.J. said in the same case:

- It is necessary to inquire when deciding whether the accident
arose in the course of the employment, whether the accident took
place upon a way which the workman was using as of right, because
then it would be a term either expressed or implied of his engagement
that he was to be at liberty so to use it.

It seems to me that, upon the findings of the trial
judge, which the evidence warranted, the case at bar
falls within the principle of the decisions in Cremins v.

(1) [1917] A.C. 249. (8) [1908]1 K.B. 469.
(2) [19171 86 L.J.K.B. 1349. (9) [190411 K.B. 271.
(3) '1917] 86 L.J.K.B. 1346. (10) [1900]2 K.B. 409.
(4) [1917] A.C. 127. (11) 3 B.W.C.C. 476.
(5) 6 B.W.C.C. 592. (12) 2 B.W.C.C. 87.
(6) 6 B.W.C C. 129. (13) [1917186 L.J. 985.
(7) [1909]2 K.B. 539.

15780-2
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Guest, Keen.& Nettlefords (1), where the workman was
MONFREAL held entitled to recover upon a finding that it was anTRAMWAYS

co, implied term of his contract of service that the train
GrARD. upon which he was being carried should be provided
Anglin J. by the employer and that employees should have the

right to travel to and fro upon it without charge with
the result that the employment was taken to begin
when they entered the train in the morning and to
cease when they left it in the evening, and in the
similar case of Walton v. Tredegar Iron & Coal Co. (2),
in which there was a like result notwithstanding a
special indemnity contract with the employers, rather
than within the decision in Davies v. The Rhymney
Iron & Coal Co. (3), where the contrary view was
taken although the workman had availed himself of
facilities given by his employer to go home, the court
there regarding the service rendered by the employers
as purely gratuitous. ,The decision in Coldrick v.
Partridge, Jones & Co. (4), is also in point.

Lord Cozens-Hardy, M.R., laid it down in Read v.
Baker (5), that
the facts being admitted or not disputed, it becomes a question
of law whether or not an accident arises "out of the" employment.

On the other hand Lord Buckmaster said in Stewart v.
Langhurst (6):

In my opinion, however, the learned County Court Judge has
fallen into error in his endeavour to obtain from outside cases a fixed
standard of measurement by which to test the meaning of the words
in the statute "in the course of" and "arising out of" the employment.
Some of the reported cases * * * . appear to me to have made the
same mistake and to have attempted to define a fixed boundary dividing
the cases that are within the statute from those that are without.
This it is almost impossible to achieve. No authority can with cer-
tainty do more than decide whether a particular case upon particilar
facts is or is not within the meaning of the phrase.

(1) 119081 1 K.B. 469. (4) [1910] A.C. 77.
(2) 6 B.W.C.C. 592. (5) [1916] 1 K.B. 927, at p. 929.
(3) 16 Times L.R. 329. (6) [1917] A.C. 249, at pp. 258-9.

18
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The facts in the very late case of Armstrong, Whit- 1920

worth & Co. v. Redford (1), bear a curiously close MNRA

resemblance to those in the recent French case of Co.
Masson v. L' Urbaine Seine (2). In both cases the GIRARD.

employer provided, a canteen for the exclusive Anglin-J.

but optional use of its employees. In each the canteen
had no direct connection <with the factory premises
and access to it was by a separate entrance. and a
stairway. In each the employee was injured by
falling on the stairs when returning from the mid-day
meal to resume work. In the English .case the em-
ployer was held liable by the House of Lords (Lords
Sumner, Parmoor and Wrenbury), on the ground
that the employee might be regarded as "in the
course of the employment" while descending the
stair-case to th'e actual spot where the work. lay.
Viscount Finlay and Lord Dunedin dissented. In
the French case the Tribunal Civil de la Seine (46me
ch.) dismissed the action on the ground that the acci-
dent had occurred during an interruption 'of the
employment and was "sans relation avec le travail."

Giving to the decided cases the consideration and
weight to which I consider them to be entitled it seems
to me that the plaintiff may fairly be regarded as
having been,- when injured, doing something which
an implied term of his engagement "entitled him to
do"-that he was. on the tramear solely by virtue of
his contract of his service-that he was making use of
the means provided by his employer to convey him
to his home-that he was doing something ancillary
or incidental tQ the work for which he was employed

(1) 36 Times L.R. 451. (2) Rec. des Assurances, 1918 p. 37.

15780--2
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12 (Davidson v. McRobb) (1), and that the accident
MOma=EA which befell him may therefore fairly be said
TRAmWAYS

Co. to have "arisen out of and in the couise of his
V.

GERABD. employment."
Anglin J.

A ~ But we are not without French authority directly
bearing on the subject which, for the reasons stated
in the recent judgment delivered in this court in
St. Lawrence Bridge Co. v. Lewis (2), is entitled pos-
sibly to even greater weight. The idea that injury
sustained by a workman while being taken to and
from his place of work in a conveyance provided, by
his employer as a term of the contract of hiring should
be regarded as part of the risk involved in his employ-
ment has received judicial approval in- France both
before and since the enactment of the law of 1898,
D. 1886, 2.123; Gaz. du Palais, 1886.2.66; Loubat,
No. 464, Sachet, Nos. 322-4. Under the law of 1898
and subsequent legislation, in this respect similar,
there have been several applications of this doctrine.
Thus in Lafaye v. Chemins de fer de l'Est (3), the com-
pany was held liable for injury sustained by a workman
while proceeding, after his work had been finished, to
take his place in a train provided by the company to
carry him gratuitously to his home in fulfilment of a
term of his engagement. Again in a case before the
Cour d'Appel de Grenoble, reported in the Gaz. des
Tribunaux, 1904.2.204, and in D. 1905.2.83, the
holding was that -

Laccident dont un ouvrier est victime au cours d'un voyage de
retour du lieu du travail A son domicile, aux frais du patron, doit 6tre
consid6r6 comme survenu A 1'occasion du travail,.auquel il se rattache,
par une relation incontestable de cause A effet.

(1) [19181 A.C. 304. (2) 60 Can. S.C.R. 565.
(3) 1 Gaz. du Palais, 1901.1.310: D. 1901.2.277.

20
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The return journey was regarded as part of the 1920

period of employment for which the workman's mom
wages were paid. In a recent case in the Cour de Co.
Cassation, D. 1917.1.23 (326me esp~ce), a workman GIRARD.

en route to his work injured while- unnecessarily Anglin J.

crossing some railway tracks in proceeding by a short-
cut, which he had, with the knowledge and tacit
consent of his employers, been accustomed to use, was
held entitled to recover, the court finding that

I'accident s'est produit A une heure ot\ la reprise du travail n6ces-
sitait la pr6sence de l'ouvrier en cet endroit.

and that

le lieu de l'accident devait 6tre consid&6 comme lne d6pendance du
lieu du travail.

But in 1910 the Cour de Cassation (Ch. des Req.)
decided the case of Veuve Dauvert v. Comp. de Tramways
de Cherbourg (1), which seems to me to be indisting-
uishable from the case at bar. Dauvert, an employee
of the company, was killed by falling from a platform
of a tramcar on which he was being taken from the
car-sheds to his home. By a general rule of the
company employees coming to and leaving their
place of employment (the company s car-sheds) were
permitted to ride gratuitously in the tramcars between
their homes and the car-sheds. The trial court had
taken the view that this rule had been passed with a
view to ensuring reglilarity in service and that it
secured moreover an advantage for the employees
which constituted a veritable addition to their salaries
and which thus presented indisputable character-
istics of a stipulation in the contract of employment.
The Cour de Cassation found no error in the conclusion
of the court that the accident which had caused the

.(1) Gaz. des Trib. 1910 (Vol. 2) 1, 143.
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1920 death of Dauvert occurred "A l'occasion du travail,"
MONTREAL and his widow's recovery was upheld. I think weTRAm wAys

Co may safely follow the precedent which the last cited
21.

GIRARD. case establishes and in the case at bar uphold the
Anglin J. judgment of the Court of Review confirming that of

the Superior Court in favour of the plaintiff.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

BRODEUR J.-C'est une poursuite sous la loi des
accidents du travail de la Province de Quebec. Le
demandeur intim6 6tait A l'emploi de la compagnie
appelante comme wattman ou garde-moteur. II
avait fini son travail et avait remis6 sa voiture vers
deux heures du matin; il 6tait mont6 sur un autre
tramway de la compagnie d~fenderesse pour retourner
chez lui, et en se levant pour descendre, il tomba lour-
dement sur le parquet glac6 et glissant du tramway.
Cette chute lui occasionna des douleurs dans la rigion
de l'abdomen. Il revint tout de m6me reprendre son
travail le lendemain aprbs s'6tre appliqu6 des bandages.
Mais les douleurs devenant plus difficiles A supporter,
il alla consulter son m6decin qui, aprbs examen,
constata qu'il souffrait de hernies. L'une d'elles
paraissait 6tre gu6rie lors de l'enquite; mais l'autre
subsistait encore et lui causait une incapacit6 partielle
et permanente.

La principale question qui se pr~sente est de savoir
si l'employ6 d'une compagnie de tramways qui est
Victime d'un accident lorsqu'il est transport6 gra-
tuitement en revenant de son travail peut invoquer
la loi des accidents du travail.

La preuve constate que les employ6s de la com-
pagnie appelante regoivent, en entrant h son service,
un livret intitul6 "Instructions aux conducteurs et

22
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garde-moteurs" et 1'article 36 de ces raglements 1920

comporte que les employds de, la compagnie revitus MO-REAL

de leur uniforme pourront -voyager sur tous les Qo.
tramways de la compagnie pour se rendre A leur travail B
ou en revemr.

L'appelante pretend que cette disposition des r~gle-
ments ne constitue qu'une simple faveur qui ne
saurait constituer aucune obligation.

Je considbre que ce passage gratuit que la compagnie
donne h ses employ6s est h l'avantage non-seule-
ment de son pr6pos6 mais aussi d'elle-mAme. Cela
lui assure, comme le dit si bien l'honorable juge
Lafontaine, une plus parfaite exactitude de la part
de ses employds qui peuvent alors se mettre au travail
frais et dispos, vu. qu'ils s'exemptent de la fatigue
de se rendre h pied A l'endroit oii ils devront pirendre -

leur tramway. D'un autre cot, cela constitue un
supplement qui fait partie de la r6mun6ration que la
compagnie est tenue de payer. Et elle violerait
certainement ses obligations si elle refusait A son
employd de le transporter pour aller A son travail ou
en revemr.

On voit par ces r6glements que ces employds qui
prennent ainsi passage sur un tramway sont soumis,
sous certains rapports, aux ordres du conducteur de ce
tramway et ne peuvent jouir de ce privilige que dans
certaines conditions.

La responsabilit6 qui risulte de la loi des accidents
du travail a pour fondement l'6tat de d6pendance oft
se trouve plac6 A '6gard du patron l'ouvrier qui est
victime d'un accident. Cette responsabilit6 est sub-
ordonnie h la condition qu'il existe un contrat de
louage. L'ouvrier qui irait chercher son salaire aprbs
son travail termin6 aurait bien droit h une indemnit6
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1920 s'il lui arrivait alors un accident. II devrait en 4tre
MONTREAL de mime du garde-moteur qui monte dans une voitureTRAM WAYS

Co. de la compagnie pour y jouir d'un passage gratuit qui
1'.

GiranD. fait partie de son salaire.
Brodeur J.

La loi des accidents du travail (art. 7321 S.R.Q.)
ne couvre pas seulement l'accident survenu par le fait
du travail mais aussi A 1'occasion du travail, c'est-h-
dire celui qui sans avoir pour cause directe le travail
de la victime a 6t d6termin6 par un acte connexe au
travail et plus ou moins utile A son accomplissement.
(Cabouat, vol. ler, no 150; Aubry & Rau, vol. 5, par.
372 bis, pp. 477-480; Dalloz, 1900-2-181.)

Comme on-le sait, la loi frangaise est ridigde dans
les mmes termes que celle de Qubbec. Le fait est
que notre 14gislation de 1909 est la copie presque
textuelle de la 14gislation frangaise de 1898. Or il a
t6 d6cid6 en France par la Cour de Cassation, dans

une cause de La Compagnie des Tramways de Cher-
bourg v. Veuve Dauvert (1), que l'employ6 qui en
vertu d'un raglement gn6ral d'une compagnie de
tramways qui permet aux employds venant prendre ou
quittant leur service de circuler gratuitement dans les
tramways entre leur domicile et le d6p6t, peut invoquer
la loi .des *accidents du travail s'il est victime d'une
chute de la plateforme du tramway qui le ramenait
de son d6p6t A son domicile. Revue judiciaire des
accidents du travail vol. 11, ann6e 1910. Gazette
des Tribunaux, 1910-1-143. La Cour de Cassation
nous enseigne que dans ce cas-lk, l'accident est survenu
A l'occasion du travail.

Une d6cision au meme effet se trouve dans la meme
revue pour l'annie 1913, A la page 143.

(1) Gaz.-des Trib. [1910] (vol. 2), 143.
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Il me semble bien 6vident alors que le demandeur 9

dans la prdsente cause a le droit de r~clamer sous la Mo-mou-
TR~AmwArs

loi des accidents du travail. Co.

L'appelante pr6tend que la maladie dont il souffre -deuj
Brodeur J.

ne provient pas de l'accident. C'est 1 une question -
de fait. La preuve d6montre que l'employ6, aprs
I'accident, a ressenti des douleurs qui, aprbs examen
par son m6decin, justifiaient ce dernier de dire que
l'accident avait caus4 la hernie qui a r~duit sa capacit6
de travail. Je ne me croirais pas justifiable de modifier
la d6cision des deux cours inf6rieures sur cette question
de faits.

Pour ces raisons, I'appel doit 6tre renvoyd avec
d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-D'aprbs les constatations de fait du
premier juge, I'appelante, tant par les r~glements
qu'elle remet A ses employbs que par la coutume
suivie, permet A ses employds de monter gratuitement
sur ses tramways pour se rendre I leur travail ou
pour en revenir, ce qui est un avantage pour l'appe-
lante en lui assurant une plus grande exactitude de
travail et des employds plus frais et dispos, et pour
les ouvriers en leur fournissant une sorte de suppl6-
ment de salaire.

Dans l'espbce, Girard revenait de son travail dans
une des voitures de l'appelante lorsqu'il fit une chute
qui, encore par les constatations de fait du premier
juge, causa une incapacit6 partielle et permanente de
travail, lui donnant, dans l'opinion de la cour sup6-
rieure et de la cour de revision, droit d'action d'aprbs
la loi des accidents de travail de Qubbec.
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1920 L'accident en question est-il survenu "par le fait
MONTREAL du travail ou A l'occasion du travail" (art. 7321, S.R.Q.,

TRANIWAYS
CO. 1909) de l'intim6? Les deux cours out rdpondu
V.

GIRARD. dans. I'affirmative et I'appelante nous demande main-
Mignault J. tenant d'infirmer les jugements rendus contre elle.

J'ai eu l'avantage de lire l'opinion trbs travaill6e
de mon honorable coll~gue, M. le juge Anglin. 11
'd6montre que les tribunaux anglais et frangais admet-
tent dans ce cas la responsabilitk du maitre sous la
loi, tant anglaise que frangaise, concernant les acci-
dents du travail. Mon honorable collogue, M. le
juge Brodeur, est de la meme opinion, mais se base
sur la jurisprudence frangaise uniquement, et, du reste,
puisque la loi des accidents du travail de Quebec est
copide, du moins pour ce que je viens d'en citer, sur
la loi frangaise, on trouve, dans la jurisprudence
frangaise, un guide tras utile pour son interpretation.

Toutefois j'avoue que je n'ai pu me d6fendre de
quelques doutes, car le but du *lgislateur est de pro-
tkger l'ouvrier contre les accidents dont son travail
est la cause ou du moins l'occasion directe, et ici,
malgrb que le privilige que l'appelante accorde A
ses employds de voyager gratuitement dans ses voitures
pour se rendre A leur travail ou en revenir soit dans
l'intirit des ouvriers et de la compagnie, on peut se
demander en quoi un accident arriv6 au cours du
transport gratuit a pour cause ou occasion directe le
travail de l'ouvrier. Cependant, la jurisprudence
admet le recours en ce cas et I'espice jugde par l'arrkt
de la Cour de cassation du 9 juin 1910, que cite
mon coll6gue, M. le juge Anglin, et qui est rapport6
dans la Gazette des Tribunaux, 1910, 2 me semestre,
premibre partie, p. 143, est h peu pros identique h
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l'esp~ce -qui nous occupe, car les constatations de 1920

fait du premier juge nous permettent de dire que MONTREAL

c'6tait une condition au moins implicite du contrat Co.
de louage d'ouvrage que l'intim6 pourrait .voyager GIRARD.

gratuitement dans les voitures de l'appelante en se mignault J.

rendant A son travail ou en revenant chez lui, sa
journbe finie. . Cette d6cision peut done justifier le
jugement dont l'appelante se plaint.

11 sera intkressant de citer ici les observations de
I'arr~tiste qui rapporte la d6cision de la cour de cassa-
tion b laquelle je viens de faire allusion:

En principe, un ouvrier n'est pas prot6g6 par la loi de 1898 sur les
accidents du travail lorsqu'il est victime d'un accident pendant qu'il
se rend de son domicile A son travail ou r~ciproquement, c'est-A-dire
avant que la journde de travail soit commencie ou apris qu'elle est
terminde. C. de Douai, 25 novembre 1902 (Gaz. des Tribunaux, 18
janvier 1903); C. de cassation, 25 f6vrier 1902 (Rec. Gaz. des Tribu-
naux, 1902, 2me sem., 1.6; Dalloz, 1902.1.273); 3 mars 1903 (Rec. Gaz.
des Tribunaux, 1903, 2 me sem., 1.61; Dal., 1903.1.273).

Il en est autrement, et l'ouvrier b6ndficie des dispositions de la
loi de 1898, lorsque, par suite de la nature du travail on de l'6loignement
du chantier, le patron a pris A sa charge le transport des ouvriers. En
pareil cas, 'accident survenu A un ouvrier, au cours du transport,
constitue un accident du travail. C. de Caen, 25 juin 1901 (Rec.
Gas. des Tribunaux, 1901, 26me sem., 2.421); C. de Grenoble,
27 mai 1904 (Rec. Gaz. des Tribunaux, 1904, 26me sem., 2.204;
Dal., 1905.2.83).

Cette m6me exception subsiste-t-elle lorsque, ne s'agissant plus
d'un transport A la charge du patron, celui-ci a simplement accord6
A ses ouvriers la facult6 d'un transport gratuit?

C'6tait la question que posait le pourvoi dans l'esp~ce ci-dessus.
La Chambre des requbtes 1'a r6solue affirmativement. Au point de vue
juridique, cette solution est peut-ktre admissible, 6tant donn6s les
pr6c6dents de la jurisprudence sur la question, quand 1'ouvrier se
rendant au travail est bless6 au cours d'un transport fait pour le compte
du patron.

Au point de vue pratique, on peut se demander si l'arr6t que
vient de rendre la Chambre des requ~tes ne confirme pas 1'opinion
de ceux qui pensent que lorsque la protection d6passe une certaine
mesure, elle aboutit A des r6sultats inverses des effets bienfaisants que
l'on e attendait. Il ne serait pas 6tonnant, en effet, que, comme
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1920 conaiquence de cet arrat, la compagnie de tramways demanderesse au
MONTREAL pourvoi eat retird A ses employds la facult6 du parcours gratuit, ne
TRAMWAYS voulant pas, sans doute, que cette autorisation ifit pour elle une

Co. source de charges. Accident survenu au cours du transport gratuit,
Gm m9*. accident du travail? Soit. Plus de transport gratuit.

Mfnaut J. Je suis absolument de cet avis.

L'appel devra done Atre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Perron, Taschereau, Rin-
fret, Vallde & Genest.

Solicitor for the respondent: L. A. Rivet.
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THE -QUEBEC HARBOUR COM- A

MISSIONERS (DEFENDANTS) .... * 2.

AND

LA COMPAGNIE DU PARC ST. RESPONDENT.

CHARLES (PLAINTIFF) ...........

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCE, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Arbitration and award-Preuious action-Agreement to arbitration-
Larger claim fyled-Ultra petita.

The respondent, alleging that the appellants had encroached upon
beach lot No. 586 of St. Roch Nord, took an action for $96,000.00,
the value of, 384,000 square feet. Before any contestation, both
parties agreed to submit to one arbitrator the question whether
such encroachment on lot No. 586 had taken place and, in the
affirmative, the amount of compensation. The respondent then
fyled with the arbitrator, under protest by the appellant, a larger
claim for $162,040.50, representing 681,162 square feet of land
comprised in lot No. 586. The arbitrator rendered his decision
allowing $51,539.58, the value of 572,662 square feet.

Held that the arbitrator's sentence was not ultra petita.
Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 302) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec, (1) affirming
the judgment of the trial judge, Dorion J. and main-
taining the respondent's action with costs.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in
the judgments now reported.

*PPsENr.-dington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 302.
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12 Lafleur K.C. and Rivard K.C. for the appellant.
THE QUEBEC

HARBOUR

SIONERS Gelly K.C. and Dion K.C. for the respondent.
V.
LA

COMPAGNE
DU PARC IDINGTON J.-The neat question raised herein is

ST. CHARLES.. c whether or not the arbitrator exceeded the terms of
Idington J.

the submission.

Having regard to all the surrounding facts and
circumstances, by which, if there is any ambiguity,
we must be guided in the interpretation thereof, I do
not think there is any room for argument.

He was duly appointed to determine how much
area the appellant had invaded of the property belong-
ing to respondent, and then to find the value thereof.

It was not the action alone and the limits of its
then ambit that was intended to dominate the terms
of the submission, though that was rather inaptly
referred to in the resolution leading up to the submis-
sion, and liable, in default that, to be expanded in its
operation by an amendment.

It was doubtless the possibilities of extension or
diminution of the size of the area encroached -upon
that led to a more comprehensive definition in the deed
of submission. The terms of the latter must govern.

I, therefore, am of opinion that this appeal should be
dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-On the whole, I am of the opinion that
the question passed upon was one within the com-
petence of the arbitrator.

AGLIN J.-I concur with my brother, Mr. Justice
Mignault.
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BRODEUR J.-La Commission du Havre de Quebec a 1920

fait du creusage h l'embouchure de la rivibre St-Charles THE QUEBEC
HARBOUR

afin d'ambliorer et d'agrandir le port de cette ville. comx
BIONERS

La compagnie intimbe a pr6tendu que ces travaux se
faisaient sur un lot de grove dont elle 6tait la pro- COMPAGNIE

DU PARC

pri6taire en vertu d'une concession seigneuriale faite ST. CHARLES.

A ses auteurs dans les premiers temps de la Brodeur J.

domination francaise. Ce lot de gr~ve 6tait recouvert
d'eau A haute mar~e. L'intim6e a alors pris une
action pour r6clamer $96,000 en alliguant que ha.
Commission du Havre s'6tait ainsi emparde de 384,000
pieds de son terrain. Les parties ont d6cid6 de
soumettre h l'arbitrage la question du droit de pro-
pri6t6, ainsi que la compensation qui devrait 6tre
payee pour tout le terrain dont la Commission. se
serait emparde.

Alors la compagnie Le Parc St-Charles a produit
devant l'arbitre une r6clamation non pas seulement
pour 384,000 pieds mais pour presque le double de
cette quantitA.
. Par la sentence arbitrale 1'appelante a 6ti condamne

h payer au delA de $50,000.
Par sa prbsente action l'intimbe demande l'homo-

logation de cette sentence arbitrale. La Commission
du HAvre s'oppose h cette homologation et pr6tend
que l'arbitre a proc6d6 ultra petita, qu'il n'avait pas
le droit d'adjuger sur la valeur de prbs de 600,000
pieds de terrain quand 'action soumise h l'arbitrage
ne portait que sur environ 400,000 pieds.

Voilh tout le litige qui nous est soumis .Nous n'avons
rien , faire avec la valeur pro'prement dite de ce lot de
grove.

Le montant r6clam6 et accord6 me parait exag6r6.
Car une reclamation semblable nous avait, t6 soumise
dans la cause de Blanger v. The King et nous n'avns
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1920 pas youlu confirmer le jugement de la cour d'Echi-
THE QUEBEC quier, tellement 61ev6 nous paraissait le inontant

HARBOUR
Com-S- accord6. Mais dans la pr~sente cause nous n'avonsSIONERS

LA rien A faire avec le montant de l'indemnitk. Ceci aLA
CoMePAGNIE 4tA laiss4 & la seule discr6tion de l'arbitre que lesDU PARC
Sr. CHARLES. parties ont nomH.
Brodeur J- Nous avons simplement A d6cider si l'acte

d'arbitrage r6f~re simplement A. la quantit6 de terrain
nentionnde dans I'action originaire, soit environ
400,000 pieds, ou bien s'iI peut couvrir les 600,000
pieds pros mentionnis dans la sentence arbitrale.

L'acte d'arbitrage,-dans le pr6ambule, parle d'abord
de l'action de $96,000, ensuite de l'impossibilit6 pour
les parties de s'entendre pour 6viter les frais d'un litige
judiciaire; et alors elles conviennent de nommer un
arbitre pour d6terniner en dernier ressort les points
suivants:

(a) Quels sont les titres de la dite compagnie aux terrains et lot
de gr~ve connu et ddsign6 aux plan et livre de renvoi officiel du cadastre
de St-Roch db Qu6bec Nord, sous le num6ro 586 dont il est question
dans la dite cause.

(b) D6terminer l'6tendue et les extr~mes limites de la dite pro-
pridti et du lot de grave no 586 de St-Roch Nord sur le c6t6 qui fait
face A la rivibre St-Charles et an fleuve St-Laurent;

(c) Etablir si les Commissaires ont empidt6 sur la propri6t6 et le
lot de gr6ve no 586 du cadastre de St-Roch Nord, s'ils ont de plus
pris possession d'aucune partie du dit lot par leurs travaux de draguage
pratiqu6s dans 'estuaire de la rivisre St-Charles;

(d) S'il est 6tabli A la satisfaction du dit arbitre que les dits
empiktements de la dite prise de possession out eu lieu, 6tablir le
montant de la compensation qu6 la dite Compagnie est en droit de
r~clamer et de recevoir des dits Commissaires.

Un arbitre n'a comp6tence que pour connaitre des
contestations qui lui sont soumises par l'acte d'arbi-
trage. La jurisprudence s'est en g6n6ral montrde
trbs tol6rante dans I'application de la rfgle qui exige
la designation de l'objet du litige; et de l'ensemble de
ses decisions il rbsulte que le litige peut 6tre d6sign4
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d'une manibre gn6rale. On a dans le cas actuel 1o

d6sign6 les points litigieux; mais on n'a pas cru devoir THE QUEBEC
HARBOUIR

les limiter A ceux mentionnis dans l'action qui a Commrs-
SIONERS

provoqu6 I'arbitrage, mais on a donn6 A l'arbitre le V..LA
pouvoir de determiner les limites du lot de grove, cOMPGN

DU PAnc
l'6tendue de l'empitement commis par la Commission sT-CHARLES.

du Havre, et enfin l'indemnit6 que la compagnie est Brodeur J.

en droit de r6clamer pour cet empidtement.

Cet acte d'arbitrage ouvrait la porte A une r6cla-
mation plus 6lev6e que celle qui 6tait originairement
faite. Et c'est ce qui a 6t fait.

Je considbre que l'arbitre a proc6d6 dans les limites
de ses pouvoirs.

L'appel doit Atre renvoyd avec d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-Les appelants se plaignent d'un
jugement de -la Cour du Banc du Roi, si6geant en
appel, confirmant A l'unanimit6 un jugement de la
cour supirieure A Qu6bec, prononc6 par 1'honorable
juge Dorion, lequel jugement homologuait une sen-
tence arbitrale rendue contre les appelants par l'hono-
rable M. H. C. Pelletier, juge en retraite de la cour
sup6rieure, nomm6 arbitre unique par les parties.

La compagnie intimbe, en juillet, 1917, avait intent6
contre les appelants une action en recouvrement de
la somme de $96,000 pour la valeur de terrains dont
les appelants s'6taient empar6s en faisant des travaux
de creusage dans la rivibre St-Charles dans le port de
Qu6bec. Sa declaration, trbs courte, se lisaii comme
suit:

1. La demanderesse est propridtaire pour l'avoir acquis de ses
deniers et en vertu de bons et valables titres du lot No 586 du cadastre
officiel de la paroisse de St-Roch Nord, dans la Cit6 de Quebec, avec
toute la grbve qui en d6pend.

15780-3
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1920 2. La demanderesse est aussi propridtaire du dit lot et de la dite

THE QUEBEC grive, en ayant prescrit la propri6t6 14galement par sa possession et
HARBOUR celle de ses auteurs b titre de propriftaire pendant audeld de trente ans
COmmIS conform6ment aux articles 2242 et 2251 du Code Civil de la Province
SATONERS

de Qu6bec.
L^ 3. Les d6fendeurs depuis plusieurs annies, et sp6cialement depuis

COMPAGNIE
D1U PARC l'ann6e 1912, ont fait des travaux de creusages dans la rivibre St-

ST-CHARLES. Charles dans le port de Qudbec, et spdcialement en front de la susdite -

Mfignault J. propri6t6 de la demanderesse:
4. Les d6fendeurs en ex6cutant ces dits travaux ont empidtd sur

la propri6t6 de la demanderesse, s'en sont empards, ont creus6 sur
icelle et enlev6 tout le terrain constituant une partie consid6rable de
la dite grove, savoir, sur une superficie de 384,000 pieds carrds, con-
vertissant ce dit terrain A leur usage.

5. La valeur du terrain ainsi enlev6 et qu'ils ont converti h leur
usage est de $96,000.00 A raison de 25 cents du pied carr6.

6. Les d6fendeurs.ont ainsi empidt6 et pris possession du terrain
de la demanderesse ill6galement, sans droit aucun et sans avoir pro-
c6d6 A aucune expropriation et malgr6 les protestations rditrdes de la
demanderesse.

7. Les d6fendeurs sont toujours rest6s depuis en possession du dit
terrain.

8. La demanderesse a requis les d6fendeurs de payer la dite somme
de $96,000.00, mais les d6fendeurs ont toujours refus6 de payer.

Pourquoi la demanderesse demande jugement contre les d6fen-
deurs pour la dite somme de quatre-vingt-seize mille piastres
($96,000.00) avec int6r6t et d6pens.

Avant toute contestation de cette action, les parties
sont convenues de soumettre leur diff6rend A 1'arbi-
trage. A cet effet les appelants ont adopt6 la rdsolu-
tion suivante le 10 aofit, 1917:

Resolved: That the action taken by La Compagnie Le Parc
St-Charles Limit6e, against the Quebec Harbour Commissioners,
claiming from them the sum of $96,000.00 for alleged encroachment
upon, and taking possession of that part of their property No. 586
of the official cadaster of St-Roch Nord, under No. 2354 of the Sup-
erior Court of Quebec, be submitted to one arbitrator, whose decision
shall be final and binding upon both parties, as a final judgment of the
Superior Court, without the right of appeal therefrom, said arbitrator
to enquire into, and give a decision on the following points:

(a) The titles of the company plaintiff to the land and beach lot
No. 586 of St-Roch Nord in question in this case.

(b) To determine the extent and extreme limits of said property
and beach lot No. 586 of St-Roch Nord on the side of said lot, facing the
River St. Charles and the River St. Lawrence.
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(c) Have the Commissioners encroached upon said property and 1920
beach lot No. 586 of St-Roch Nord, and have they taken possession H EBE

of any part thereof by dredging operations performed in the estuary HARBOUR
of the River St. Charles. Commis-

SIONERS
(d) In the affirmative, what is the value of the property so taken, v.

and what compensation is the company plaintiff entitled to receive COMLGA E
therefrom. DU PARC

(e) That the cost of said arbitration be borne equally by both ST-CHARLES.

parties. Mignault J.
Resolved: That Honourable H. C. Pelletier, retired judge of the

Superior Court, be appointed as arbitrator in this case.

Le 14 aofit, l'intine accepta cette proposition
d'arbitrage et nomnma comme son arbitre M. Antoine
Gobeil, avocat de Quebec, mais subs6quemment les
parties d6cidarent de s'en rapporter h la d4cision de
l'honorable M. H. C. Pelletier comme seul arbitre.

La convention d'arbitrage fut pass6e, le 6 septembre,
devant Mtre J. A. Charlebois, notaire de Quebec, et
elle pricisait la question h d6cider dans les termes
suivants:

(a) Quels sont les titres de la dite compagnie aux terrains et lot de
gr~ve connu et d6sign6 aux plan et livre de renvoi officiel du cadastre
de St-Roch de Qu6bec Nord, sous le num6ro 586 dont il est question
dans la dite oause?

(b) Dfterminer 1'6tendue et les extremes limites de la dite pro-
pritd et du lot de gr~ve No. 586 de St-Roch Nord sur le c8t6 qui fait
face A la rivibre St-Charles et an fleuve St-Laurent.

(c) Ptablir si les Commissaires ont empi6t6 sur la propri6t6 et le
lot de grAve no. 586 du cadastre de St-Roch Nord, s'ils ont de plus pris
possession d'aucune partie du dit lot par leurs travaux de draguage
pratiquls dans l'estuaire de la rivibre St-Charles.

(c) S'il est 6tabli A la satisfaction du dit arbitre que les dits empidte-
ments et la dite prise de possession ont eu lieu, 6tablir le montant de
la compensation que la dite compagnie est en droit de r6clamer et de
recevoir des dits Commissaires.

Cette convention stipulait que les appelants ne
seraient tenus de payer le montant accord6 par l'arbitre
que lorsqu'ils l'auraient re<u du gouvernement f6d6ral,
mais qu'en attendant ils payeraient les intirits au

15780-31
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12 taux de six pour cent par an sur cette somme. II
THE QUEBEc faut aussi ajouter que la convention d6clarait que

HARBOUR
COM- les parties avaient d~cid6 de soumettre toutes les
SIONERS

LA questions soulev6es dans I'action au jugement d'un
COMPAGNIE arbitre unique et amiable compositeur.

DU PARC
SM. CHARLES. Pendant la proc6dure de l'arbitrage, l'intim6e, se

-iu .basant sur des mesures des terrains empitbs faites
par M. Giroux, arpenteur, produisit une r6clamation
pour 681,162.1 pieds carris, estim6s A 25 cents du
pied, formant une somme de $162,040.50. Les appel-
ants s'object~rent A cette r6clamation pour la raison
qu'elle changerait la nature de la premibre demande
de l'intimbe qui 6tait de $96,000.00 au lieu de $162,-
040.50.

Le 19 janvier, 1918, 1'arbitre rendit. sa decision
devant le notaire Charlebois d6clarant que les appel-
ants s'6taient empar6s de 572,662 pieds carrs de
terrain appartenant A l'intim6e qu'il a 6valubs h 9
cents du pied, formant un montant total de $51,539.58.

L'intimbe demande maintenant I'homologation de
cette sentence arbitrale et r6clame des appelants la
somme de $3,092.37 pour un an d'int6r~ts sur
$51,539.58, le gouvernement f6diral n'ayant pas
encore fourni aux appelants les deniers requis pour
payer cette dernibre somme.

Les appelants pr6tendent:-
10 Qu'ils n'avaient pas le pouvoir de -soumettre

A I'arbitrage la question soulev6e par la premibre
action de l'intimbe.

20 Que l'arbitre avait adjug4 ultra petita en accor-
dant une compensation A l'intim6e pour 572,662 pieds
de terrain, alors que, par l'action soumise A I'arbitrage,
elle ne demandait A Atre indemnis6e que pour un
empidtement de 384,000 pieds.
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A la discussion devant cette cour les avocats des 192
appelants n'ont pas insisth sur le premier moyen, et il TH QumEC

ne sera question que du second, c'est-h-dire l'assertion com-
que la sentence arbitrale est ultra petita.

Malgr6 la savante argumentation de MM. Lafleur cOM E

et Rivard pour les appelants, je ne puis me convaincre ST. CHARLES.

que leur grief contre la sentence arbitrale soit bien Mignaul3.

fond6.

J'admettrais immidiatement que la sentence serait
absolument nulle si le savant arbitre avait adjug6
sur quelque chose qui ne lui 6tait pas soumis par la
convention d'arbitrage, et on ne pourrait donner
effet h sa sentence jusqu'A concurrence de I'empite-
ment sur lequel il 6tait charg6 de se prononcer. Tel
n'est pas le cas cependant.

La pr6tention des appeiants est que l'action qui a
donn6 lieu h I'arbitrage se plaignait d'un empitement
de 384,000 pieds seulement, et quels que soient les
termes de la convention d'arbitrage, ils doivent Atre
restreints h ce qui 6tait en question dans cette action,
et ils invoquent h cet effet leur rdsolution que j'ai
cit~e plus haut.

Il est clair que l'action de l'intimbe aurait pu Atre
amend6e jusqu'A jugement final, mais les appelants
nient la possibilit4 d'un amendement apr~s la con-
vention d'arbitrage, disant qu'une seule des parties
ne peut, sans l'assentiment de I'autre, changer 'acte
de compromis. 11 est bien 6vident que l'acte de
compromis ne peut Atre modifi6 que de consentement
mutuel, mais, dans mon opinion, il n'y a eu, dans
l'espace, aucune modification.

Et d'abord, j'interpr~te 'action de l'intimbe, qui a
6t6 rigl~e par la convention d'arbitrage, comme se
plaignant d'un empitement sur le lot cadastral no
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1- 586 et comme demandant, A raison de cet empite-
THE QUEBEC ment, une indemnit6 de $96,000.00. Il est vrai que

HARBOUR
Comms- la d6claration dit que l'empi~tement comprend une
SIONERS

A superficie de 384,000 pieds carrds, et que c'est en
COMPAGNIE 6valuant ce terrain A 25 cts du pied qu'elle en arrive

DU PARC
ST-CHARLES. a d6terminer le chiffre de $96,000.00. Cependant
Mignault . la superficie mentionnie n'est pas indiquie comme

4tant un terrain distinct, c'est une partie non limi-
tativement diterminde du lot no 586, et la mention
de la superficie de 384,000 pieds ne peut avoir un plus
grand effet, dans l'espice, que celui de la description
du terrain dont les appelants se sont empards. Etant
donn6 que l'intimbe se plaint d'un empitement sul'
un lot d~termin6 par son num6ro cadastral et demande
A en 6tre indemnis6e, si, pendant le procs, on cons-
tatait que 'empi6tement d~passait 384,000 pieds,
je crois-mais en cela je ne fais qu'exprimer mon
opinion personnelle-que le tribunal aurait pu, mime
sans amendement, indemniser l'intimbe pour tout
'empi6tement, A la condition de ne point d6passer le

chiffre de $96,000.00. En d'autres termes la partie
essentielle de 1'action c'est I'all~gation de 'empi~te-
ment au prejudice du lot 586 et la demande de l'indem-
nit6 de $96,000.00, et s'il y a description inexacte de
la partie de ce lot comprise dans l'empitement,
j'appliquerais la r~gle falsa demonstratio non nocet.
Au demeurant, nul doute que le tribunal, dans un
tel 4tat de choses, aurait pu, ex abundanjicautela, per-
mettre d'amender la d6claration pour la faire coin-
cider avec les faits prouv6s, mais dans mon opinion
l'amendement n'aurait pas kt indispensable dans
l'esp~ce si l'indemnit4 totale accord6e ne d6passait
pas $96,000.00.
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Mais le motif sur lequel la cour se base pour renvoyer - 1

l'appel, c'est que, dans l'acte de compromis, les Ty QUEEC

parties out expressiment soumis h 1'arbitrage la CoMMs-
SIONERS

decision de l'indemnit6 A 6tre accord6e A l'intimbe
LA

pour 1'empi~tement quel qu'il fu't que les appelants COMPAGNIE

avaient commis au prejudice du lot no 586, et qu'en ST-CHARLES

vertu des termes memes de cet acte de compromis MLignaukt J.

I'6tendue de l'empidtement n'6tait pas restreint aux
384,000 pieds carr6s mentionnis dans l'action qui a
6t6 r~gl~e par la convention d'arbitrage. En tant
que besoin en 6tait, on peut consid6rer la d6claration
dans cette action comme ayant t amend6e par
I'acte de compromis.

L'appel doit donc 6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

Appeal dusmissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellants: Adjutor Rivard.

Solicitors for the respondent: Gelly & Dion.
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1920 JOSEPH BOILY,
AMEDRE FORTIN, (PLAINTIFFS) APPELLANTS.*May 28, 31.

June 21. JOSEPH TREMBLAY,

AND

LA CORPORATION DE ST-HENRI
DE TAILLON (DEFENDANT).. . . . . E

THREE APPEALS

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Municipal corporation-By-law-Special meeting-Notice-Absence of
councillor-Minutes of the meeting-Closing of road between two
municipalities-Consent of the county council-Articles 505. 1233
C.C.-Articles 14, 115, 116, 118, 332, 334, 340, 344, 345, 355, 359,
467, 473, 474, 475, 519 M.C.-R.S.Q. (1909), articles 2064, 2065.

The notice for a special meeting of a municipal council having been
given to all the councillors by a non-registei ed letter sent to them
by mail, instead of the notice being served on each councillor
individually as required by the municipal code, the minutes of the
meeting could not and did not mention that such notice had been
served on one of the councillors who was absent (Art. 116 M.C.).
At the trial it was proved, (which evidence was objected to by the
appellants) by this councillor's own admission, that he had in fact
received notice in due time.

Held, Anglin J. dissenting, that the proceedings of the council at the
meeting were irregular and null. Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins
(Q.R. 19 K.B. 68) overruled.

Per Anglin J. (dissenting).-Any irregularity that there may have
been in the giving of notice of the meeting was cured by article
14 M.C.

A colonization road, which passed through the municipality respondent
and a neighbouring municipality, had been opened by the orovin-
cial authorities long before the existence of both municipalities.
The municipality respondent changed, within its limits, the course
of this road without changing the place where it connected with
the neighbouring municioality, and passed a by-law closing the
other road.

*PRESENT: Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-It was not necessary for the municipal 1920
council to obtain, previously, the consent of the county council. Bov
(Art. 519 M.C.). Duff and Brodeur JJ. contra. V.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 146) reversed, LA

Anglin J. dissenting. ConoEArroN
ST-HENRI

DE TAILIDN.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec (1), reversing
a judgment of the Superior Court, District of Rober-
val and dismissing the appellant's action with costs.

The material facts of the case and the questions
in issue are fully stated in the above head-note and
in the judgment now reported.

Belcourt K.C. and Bergeron for the appellants.

Aug. Lemieux K.C. and Lapointe K.C. for the
respondents.

.IDINGTON J.-These three appeals were heard
together as they involve the same question. For the
reasons assigned by my brother Brodeur (with which
I agree) relative to the failure of the council of respond-
ent to act in compliance with the statutory provision
(other than alleged need of county council's consent)
which should have governed it in taking steps to pass
such a by-law as in question, I think this appeal
should be allowed with costs throughout.

DUFF J.-I concur with Brodeur J.

ANGLIN J. (dissenting).-I respectfully concur in
the unanimous opinion of the learned Judges of the
Court of King's Bench, which I understand is shared
by my brother Mignault, that this case does not fall
within Art. 519 of the Municipal Code.

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 146.
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I likewise concur in their view that notice of the
BOILY presentation of the by-law in question was sufficiently

coOATon given unless the legality of the council meeting of the

SHENz 27th of October has been successfully attacked. In
DE TAILON. my opinion it has not.

Anglin J. Any irregularity that there may have been in the
giving of notice of that meeting to councillor Gilbert,
who did not attend it, was, I think, cured by Art. 14
of the Municipal Code, since it is proved by Gilbert's
own admission that he had in fact received notice in
due time and the omission to serve it in the prescribed
method and to state in the minutes of the meeting
that notice had been given in conformity with the
requirements of the Municipal Code therefore did
not entail any substantial wrong or ,injustice. I
accept the opinion of the learned judges of the Court
of King's Bench as to the admissibility of this evidence.

With profound respect for the contrary opinion of
my learned brothers Brodeur and Mignault, in which
I understand my brothers Idington and Duff are
disposed to concur, I also agree with the views of the
majority of the learned judges of that Court that this
irregularity does not fall under the last paragraph of
Art. 116 of the Municipal Code. I can find no justi-
fication for construing the explicit words

if it appear that the notice of meeting has not been served on all the
absent members ("s'il appert que l'avis de convocation n'a pas 6t
signifi6 A tous les membres absents,")

as if they read "if it does not appear that the notice of
meeting has been served on all the absent members."
and that, with respect, is what is done in maintaining
this appeal. If it appears affirmatively that notice
of the special meeting has not been given to every
absent councillor, the council is, no doubt, obliged to
adjourn at once, and, if it does not, nullity of any
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proceedings taken follows. But if this be not shewn- 9

if, although the usual proof of notice be lacking, the BOILY

council is otherwise satisfied that every absent mem- L
ber was in fact notified-while its proceedings may be sE
irregular they are not declared null by Art. 116 M.C. DE TAILLWN.

They are, no doubt, taken at the risk of nullity if the Anglin J.

fact should prove to be that any absent councillor had
not been notified. But, if he was in fact notified and
that can be established, a case is made, in my opinion,
for the application of Art. 14 M.C. which ordains
that

no objection founded upon form, or upon the omission of any form-
ality, even imperative, in any act or proceeding relating to municipal
matters, can be allowed to prevail in any action, suit or proceeding
respecting such matter, unless substantial injustice would be done by
rejecting such objection or unless the formality omitted be such that
its omission, according to the provisions of this code, would render null
the proceedings or other municipal acts requiring such formality.

The omission to serve the notice of the special meeting
in the method prescribed by Art. 340 M.C., and the
omission of the entry in the minutes prescribed by
the second paragraph of Art. 116 M.C., were in my
opinion not informalities which, according to the
provisions of the Municipal Code, rendered the pro-
ceedings of the council null. The only provision
relied upon as entailing nullity is the concluding
paragraph of Art. 116 M.C. The proceedings would
have been null under that paragraph had it appeared
that notice of the meeting had in fact not been received
by the absent Gilbert. But that did not appear-
could not have appeared-since the fact was other-
wise. I think it is too narrow a construction of the
last paragraph of Art. 116 M.C., to hold that 'it
entails nullity merely. because service of notice of the
meeting on an absentee has been effected informally,
where he has actually received notice in writing.
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12 For these reasons, I am with respect of opinion
Bour that the appeal should be dismissed.

1'.
LA

CORPORATION
DE BRODEUR J.-Ces trois causes ont tA r6unies parce

ST-HENRI
DE TALLON. qu'elles soul6vent des questions identiques. Ce sont

Anglin J. des actions confessoires par lesquelles les demandeurs
r~clament de la corporation d~fenderesse la recon-
struction d'une clture entre leurs fermes et les routes
y adjoignant. (Articles 505 C.C., 473, 474, 475 C.M.)

La d6fenderesse plaide que ces routes ont t fermdes
par riglement municipal du 5 novembre 1917, et que
la corporation pouvait enlever les cl6tures qu'elle
y entretenait (art. 467 C.M.).

Les demandeurs ont r~pondu h cette d6fense que
le raglement est nul parce qu'il n'a pas t6 prci&
d'un avis de motion r6gulier (art. 359 C.M.), cet avis
de motion ayant t donn6 A une sance sp6ciale
ill6galement tenue le 27 octobre 1917 (art. 116 C.M.).

La cour sup6rieure a maintenu ces actions en d6ci-
dant: 10 que l'avis de motion exig6 par l'article 359 du
code municipal n'avait pas 6t6 donn6, et 2' que le rfgle-
ment ayant trait h la fermeture d'un chemin qui sert de
sortie d'une municipalit4 A l'autre (art. 519 C.M.) ne
devenait en vigueur qu'aprbs avoir t6 approuv6 par
le conseil de comtk.

La cour d'appel (1) a renvers6 ce jugement et a
renvoy6 les actions.

Les faits qui ont donn6 lieu au litige sont les sui-
vants:

Le gouvernement provincial a commenc6 A con-
struire, il y a trente-cinq ans environ, un chemin de
colonisation dans la region du Lac St-Jean qui relie
la rivibre Saguenay & la rivibre P6ribonka et qui passe

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 146.
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A travers six cantons. Ce chemin s'appelle le Chemin 1920

Archambault.. (Rapports du Commissaire de l'Agri- BOILY

culture et des Travaux Publics de Quebec, 1887, p. 47. LA

Rapports du Commissaire de 1'Agriculture et de la sE
Colonisation de Qu6bec, 1890, p. 170; 1893, p. DE TAI1LON.

136-160; 1894, p. 381; 1896; p. 252). A certainS Brodeur J.

endroits it suit la frontibre des lots d'un rang et en
d'autres ii conduit d'un rang h un autre. A l'entrie
dans la municipalitk intim6e, St-Henri de Taillon,
il suit le front des terres du deuxisme rang. Il monte
ensuite entre les lots 21 et 22, 26 et 27, 30 et 31 des
rangs trois, quatre et cinq jusqu'd ce qu'il atteigne, h
la frontitre du sixibme rang, la municipalit6 voisine,
St-Henri de Taillon Ouest. Les demandeurs sont
propri6taires de fermes qui longent ce chemin dans le
deuxi6me et le troisibme rang. C'est la partie du
chemin que la corporation intimbe veut fermer.

La corporation de St-Henri de Taillon a r~cemment
ouvert une route plus A 1'est, entre les lots 14 et 15,
sur les rangs deux, trois et quatre; et cette nouvelle
route, qui part du chemin Archambault A la frontibre
du deuxi~me rang, prs de l'6glise, rejoint ce meme
chemin en utilisant le chemin de front du cinquibme
rang. Je d6signerai la route que l'on veut fermer
sous le nom de route Boily-Fortin et la nouvelle
route comme route de l'est.

En vertu de la loi (2064 S.R.P.Q.), une municipalit6
est tenue d'entretenir les chemins de colonisation qui
traversent son territoire de la meme manibre qu'elle
entretient les chemins qu'elle ouvre elle-mgme. Elle
ne peut fermer ces chemins de colonisation sans le
consentement du ministkre (art. 2065 S.R.P.Q.).

Le conseil municipal de St-Henri de Taillon paraft
avoir, le 9 juillet 1917, adoptA une resolution deman-
dant au ministbre de la colonisation de fermer les
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1920 route Boily-Fortin qui fait partie du chemin Archam-
oILY bault, disant qu'une nouvelle route (route de l'est)
V.

LA a 4t ouverte. Cette permission leur fut accordde
CORPORATION

DE le 30 aofit 1917.
ST-HENRI

DE TAILLO. Cette fermeture projetke a 6videmnent m6content6
e Jplusieurs contribuables, car une assemblie du conseil

a lieu le 15 octobre 1917; et, apris avoir pris le vote
des contribuables presents, it est d6cid6 sur une pro-
position secondde par Addlard Gilbert que la route
Boily-Fortin resterait ouverte.

Les partisans de la fermeture ne se tinrent pas pour
battus, car le secr~taire-trisorier, ayant regu des
requetes de leur part, convoqua pour le 27 octobre
1917 une seance sp~ciale du conseil. Au lieu de
signifier rigulibrement les avis, conformiment aux
articles 115 et 340 du code municipal, en en laissant
une copie A chacun des conseillers en personne ou A
leur domicile ou place d'affaires, il les d6posa au
bureau de poste.

Au jour fix6 par l'assembl6e, Gilbert, celui-lk mime
qui avait le 15 octobre second la proposition de
laisser la route Boily-Fortin ouverte, 4tait absent.
Le prochs-verbal de la s~ance ne mentionne pas qu'avant
de proc6der aux affaires, le conseil ait constat6 que
l'avis de convocation avait 6td dilment signifi6 A
ce membre (art. 116 C.M.); on n'a pas clos l'assembl6e
-ainsi que le requiert 'article 116 C.M. sous peine de
nullitk; au contraire, les autres conseillers ont proc6d6
et ont adopt6 deux propositions, la premiere rdvoquant
les procdures du 15 octobre, et la seconde autorisant
le secr~taire A donner des avis publics convoquant les
contribuables A une assembl~e et d6clarant qu'A cette
assembl~e le conseil proc6dera, apr~s examen des
requites, h la passation d'un raglement ordonnant la
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fermeture des routes Boily-Fortin. L'avis public fut 1920

donn6 pour le 5 novembre 1917; et ce jour-lA le BOlLY

conseil a adopt6 unanimement (Gilbert 6tant pr6sent) 0O LAI

un r~glement ordonnant la fermeture de ces routes. DE
S7-HENRI

DE TAILWN.
Plus tard, le 24 novembre, le conseil adopta une DE A .

autre r6solution autorisant le maire & engager des B
hommes

pour enlever la broche des routes entre 21 et 22, rang deux, et entre
26 et 27, rangs trois et quatre; les hommes nomms pour cet ouvrage
devront, avec la permission des propri6taires, fermer les routes I chaque
bout avec une cl6ture.

Les personnes envoybes pour s'entendre avec les
propri~taires voisins enlev~rent les cl6tures sans leur
consentement.

Comme on le voit, il y a eu de la part du conseil,
beaucoup d'h6sitation et de contradiction dans ses
actes. En aofit, resolution pour fermer la route
d'abord. Le 15 octobre, on decide de laisser le chemin
ouvert. Le 27 octobre, on rdvoque la r6solution du
15 octobre. Le 5 novembre, un raglement est adoptk
pour fermer la route; et enfin le 24 novembre, on engage
des hommes pour enlever les clotures, mais on leur
recommande de ne fermer la route qu'avec le consente-
ment des propriltaires.

La premiTre question qui se pr6sente est de savoir
si cette assembl6e du 27 octobre est 16gale.

Le nouveau code municipal s'est 4videmment
inspird de l'id6e qu'il faut Atre plus rigoureux qu'on
ne l'a 6tA dans le pass6 au sujet de ces assembl6es
sp~ciales et des avis qu'il faut donner. Nous n'avons
qu'A lire A ce sujet le rapport des codificateurs en date
du 20 novembre 1912 (p. VIII) sur les sessions du
conseil.
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12 Ainsi, dans l'ancien code, I'avis qu'il fallait donner
Bowy aux conseillers pour une session sp6ciale n'6tait pas

2,.
LA n6cessairement par 6crit (arts. 126 et 215 ancien

CORPORATION
DE code municipal) mais l'article 115 C.M. exige imp6ri-

ST-HENBI
DE -TAILo. eusement que cet avis special doit stre maintenant
Brodeur J. par 6crit. Le 16gislateur a voulu 6videmment 6carter

la jurisprudence de la cour d'appel dans la cause de
Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1), otL on avait d6cid6
que si une session du conseil est ajourne faute de
quorum A un jour subs6quent, I'avis requis sous
l'article 139 de I'ancien code, alors en force, pouvait
tre donn6 verbalement. Aujourd'hui, au contraire,

dans un cas semblable, 1'article 118 du nouveau
code exige que ce soit par 6crit.

Un r6glement pouvait Atre adopt6 sans donner
d'avis de motion; maintenant 'article 359 du code
municipal exige un avis de motion.

Comment l'avis pour les assembldes spciales doit-il
6tre donn6 aux conseillers?

Cet avis special doit 6tre donn6 par dcrit, comme je
l'ai d6jA dit (art. 115 C.M.). L'article 332 C.M. nous
indique ce que cet avis doit contenir. Des copies
dihment attesties doivent en ftre faites pour en remettre
une A la personne A 6tre notifibe (art. 332 C.M.).
L'article 340 C.M. nous dit que la signification d'un
tel avis sp~cial se fait en laissant une copie de l'avis
A celui h qui il est adress6 en personne, soit A. son
domicile, soit & sa place d'affaires. L'article 344
C.M. nous indique les heures auxquelles un avis
sp~cial peut Atre signifi6; et l'article 345 C.M. nous
declare que si les portes du domicile ou de la place
d'affaires sont fermies alors la copie de l'avis doit
Atre affich6e sur l'une de ces portes.

(1) Q.R. 19 K.B. 68.
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Quand la personne a fait la signification, elle doit 1

en donner un certificat sign6 et attest6 soit sous son Bo-y'

serment d'office ou sous serment sp6cial, donner son LA
ConroanroN

nom, sa r6sidence, la description de la maniare dont sDENm

l'avis a 6t6 signifi et le jour, le lieu et l'heure de la DE TAILLON.

signification (art. 355 C.M.). Ce certificat doit Brodeur J.

accompagner l'original de l'avis et 4tre d~pos6 dans
les archives de la corporation (art. 334 C.M.).

Dans le cas actuel, nous trouvons dans les archives
de la corporation le certificat suivant:

Je, soussign6, J. L. Larouche, certifie sous serment d'office que j'ai
signifi6 l'avis sp6cial par dcrit aux conseillers sus-nomm6s en laissant
une copie A chacun d'eux au bureau de poste entre et
heure de ' -midi le 226me jour du nois d'octobre 1917.

(Sign6) J. L. Larouche.

Il est bien 6vident que la signification de l'avis
sp6cial n'a pas 6t faite suivant les dispositions de la
loi, qui exigent de celui qui la fait de se transporter
au domicile ou A la place d'affaires du conseiller, A
moins qu'il ne lui remette cet avis ailleurs A lui-meme
en personne (arts. 340, 344 C.M.).

Pouvait-on faire la preuve testimoniale du fait que
tout de meme l'avis avait tA d6livr6 au conseiller
Gilbert qui 6tait absent A l'assembl6e du 27 octobre?

Je dis que non. Il y a eu objection A cette preuve
et cette objection aurait dd Stre maintenue. Le code
municipal exigeant que ces certificats de signification
d'avis soient par 6crit, les tribunaux ne sauraient
accepter d'autre preuve que celle r6sultant de l'6crit
lui-mime. L'article 1233 du code civil nous indique
les cas od la preuve testimoniale peut Atre admise.
Le fait qui nous occupe ne peut pas etre consid6r6
comme l'un de ces cas; et l'article 1233 C.C. ajoute:

Dans tous les autres cas, Ia preuve doit se faire au moyen d'6crits
ou par le serment de la partie adverse.

15780-4 -
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1920 Que devait faire le conseil A sa s6ance du 27 octobre?
BOILY L'article 116 C.M. nous l'indique:

'I.

CORP ATION onseil municipal, avant de proc6der aux affaires A cette session
DE doit constater et mentionner dans le procs-verbal de la s6ance, que

ST-HENRI l'avis de convocation a 6t signifi6 tel que requis par les dispositions
DE TAILLON.

-E du prdsent code aux membres du conseil qui ne sont pas pr6sents A
Brodeur . I'ouverture. S'il appert que l'avis de convocation n'a pas 6 signifi6 &

tous les membres absents, la session doit 8tre close A l'instant sous
peine de nullit6 de toute proc6dure adopt6e.

Dans la cause actuelle, le conseiller Gilbert 6tait
absent. Alors le conseil aurait dti, avant de proc6der,
ins~rer dans son prochs-verbal si l'avis de convocation
lui avait t6 signifi4. Il ne l'a pas fait. Et ce pour
une bonne raison, c'est que le certificat de signification
qui 6tait d~pos6 aux archives de la corporation ne
d6montrait pas que l'avis lui euit t remis. Ce certificat
6tablissait bien que l'avis avait 6t6 d6pos4 au bureau
de poste; mais rien n'6tablissait qu'il lui 4tait parvenu.
Alors la session aurait ddi 6tre close; et ne l'ayant pas
t6, les proc6dures qui y ont t faites sont frappies de

nullit6. Par cons6quent, la convocation des int6ress6s
qui a 6t d6cid6e A cette assembl6e est nulle, ainsi que
l'avis de motion qui a U6 donn6 qu'un r~glement
serait adopt6 pour la fermeture du chemin en question
A la prochaine seance du conseil. Mais il est 6vident
que ces d~lais ne faisaient pas I'affaire des partisans
de la fermeture; ils ont insist6 pour proc6der, croyant
leurs chances meilleures maintenant qu'en attendant
un peu plus tard.

On a invoqu6 l'article 14 du code municipal, qui
dit que l'omission de formalitbs m~me imp6ratives ne
saurait constituer une objection s~rieuse, h moins
qu'une injustice rdelle ne deft en r6sulter. Mais
l'article 14 C.M. ajoute:
A moins que les formalit6s omises ne soient de celles dont l'omission
rend nuls, d'apris les dispositions du pr6sent code, les proc6dures ou
autres actes municipaux qui doivent en 6tre accompagnds.
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Or I'article 116 C.M. d6clare formellement que
DOILYs'il appert que 1'avis de convocation n'a pas t signifi6 A tous les Bo

membres absents, la session doit 6tre close A l'instant, sous peine de LA
nullUt4 de toute proc6dure adoptke. CORPORATION

ST-HENRI

La d~fenderesse ne peut donc pas invoquer au DE TAILLON.

soutien de ses irr6gularitks I'article 16 du code muni- Brodeur J.

cipal. L'avis de motion de 'adoption d'un r~glement
qui a 6t6 donn4 h cette s6ance-ld n'est donc pas 16gal;
et alors elle s'est trouv6e, h la seance du 5 novembre,
k adopter un r~glement pour la fermeture du chemin
sans un avis pr~alable. L'article 359 C.M. d6clare
que tout r~glement, sous peine de nullitk, doit 6tre
pr6c6d6 d'un avis de motion doim6 siance tenante et
il ne peut etre adopt6 qu'A une seance subsiquente.
L'avis de motion en question a donc t donn6 A une
s6ance qui n'a pas t rigulibrement tenue et il rend,
par cons6quent, nulle 'adoption du. raglement fait' A
la sance sub$6quente.

La d~fenderesse a invoqu6 un jugement qui a t
rendu par la cour d'appel dans une cause de Hudon v.
Roy dit Desjardins (1), oft l'on trouve le jug6 suivant:

When a regular session of a municipal council is adjourned, for
want of a quorum, to a subsequent day, the notice of the adjournment
to the absent councillors, required under art. 139 M.C., may be given
verbally, and, although service of such notice must be established at
the resumed session, a mention in the minutes that this was done is not
essential to the validity of the proceedings. Hence, a resolution
passed at such. a resumed session, although the minutes contain no
reference to the notice given after adjournment to the absent coun-
cillors, if no substantial injustice is shown to result therefrom, will
not, in view of art. 16 M.C., be declared null and void.

Cette cause a 6th jug6e en 1909 par une majorit6
de quatre juges contre un. Le juge Cimon, qui a 6tk
dissident, 6tait bien au courant de nos lois munici-
pales, vu qu'il 4tait juge dans un district rural et
qu'il y avait exerc6 sa profession toute sa vie. Ce

15780-41 (1) Q.R. 19 K.B. 68.
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12 jugement de la cour d'appel renversait celui de la
Bory cour de revision qui 6tait compos6e du juge Langelier,V.

LA alors juge-en-chef suppliant, Sir Louis Jett, qui estCORPORATION

sD-ENax devenu plus tard juge-en-chef de la cour d'appel, et du
DE TAILLON. juge Carroll, qui est aujourd'hui juge de la cour d'appel.
Brodeur J. Comme on le voit, les opinions 6taient s6rieusement

partagbes dans cette cause de Hudon v. Roy dit Desjar-
dins (1). De plus, cette cause n'a pas t jugde sur la
validit6 d'une assembl~e convoqube par avis sp6cial,
mais sur la validit6 d'une assemble ajournie, c'est-
A-dire sous l'article 139 du code municipal qui 6tait
r6dig6 dans des termes diff6rents de notre article 116
du code municipal actuel.

Ainsi l'avis sp6cial n'avait pas besoin d'Atre par 6crit,
mais pouvait etre donn6 verbalement. Le certificat de
signification de cet avis pouvait se faire alors verbale-
ment devant le conseil et 'article 139 de l'ancien code
n'exigeait pas que la session filt close A l'instant
s'il appert que Pavis de convocation n'a pas t signifi6 A tous les
membres absents

sous peine de nullit6; mais on disait simplement que
le d6faut de signification rend nulle toute proc6dure
adoptie A cette s6ance du conseil. Notre article 116
du code actuel est couch6 dans des termes plus pricis
et plus formels et, par cons6quent, je crois que
l'on peut difficilement invoquer cette decision de
Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1). D'apris la nou-
velle r~daction des articles sur la matibre, les for-
malit6s doivent etre accomplies d'une manibre plus
certaine; I'avis ne doit pas etre simplement verbal
mais doit 6tre par 6crit. Tout cela, il me semble,
d6montre que le jugement dans la cause de Hudon v.
Roy dit Desjardins (1) ne peut pas Atre invoqu6 dans
la cause actuelle.

(1) Q.R. 19 K.B. 68.
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On a invoqu6 6galement la cause de Mathieu v. 1920

Corporation de St Frangois (2), jug~e en 1918 et ohi il BOIY

aurait t6 d~cid6 qu'une r6solution d'un conseil muni- LA
CORPORATION

cipal enjoignant au secrtaire-trisorier de donner s DR

avis public qu'A la session g6ndrale subs6quente du DE TA N.

conseil un r6glement sera adopt6 pour une fin indiquie, BrodeurJ.

6quivaut ', l'avis de motion pr~alable requis par
l'article 359 du code municipal.

11 s'agissait dans cette cause d'un r~glement qui
avait t6 adopt6 non pas pr~cis6ment sous l'autorit6
du code municipal mais sous l'Acte des Bonnes Routes,
3 Geo. V, c. 21. On avait adopt6 un rtglement et
on avait donn6 un avis de ce r~glement h une assemblke
prialable; mais la cour a d6cid4 qu'un rbglement
n'6tait pas n~cessaire et que l'on pouvait proc6der -
simplement par r6solution; et le regrett6 juge-en-chef,
Sir Horace Archambault, apr~s avoir exprim6 1'opinion
que j'ai citbe plus haut dans le jug4, dit:

D'ailleurs, la loi des bons chemins n'oblige pas le conseil de pro-
ceder par r~glement. 11 l'autorise A proc6der par r6solution, et il
n'est pas ndcessaire qu'une rdsolution soit pr~c6d6e d'un avis de motion.
Si le document dont ii s'agit n'est pas valide comme raglement, il Pest
certainement comome r6solution.

Comme on le voit, il n'y a pas de decision foimelle
sur le point que l'avis qui aurait t donn6 h l'assem-
ble du 27 octobre pouvait valoir comme avis public
exig4 par l'article 359 du code municipal.

Maintenant pouvait-on fermer les routes Boily-
Fortin?

Ces routes forment partie d'un chemin de colo-
nisation connu sous le nom de chemin Archambault
qui a t construit ii y a plusieurs annes par le gouver-
nement provincial, avant la fondation de la muni-

(2) Q.R. 28 K.B. 98.
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12 cipalit6 d6fenderesse et des municipalit6s environ-
IOILY nantes. Quand des municipalit6s sont 6tablies et

V.

LA qu'il y a des chemins de colonisation, ces chemins
s 2= tombent sous la juridiction et le contrble de la muni-

DE TAILLON. Cipalit6 et sont consid~rs comme des chemins locaux
Brodeur J. et non pas comme des chemins de comtk. Un

chemin local peut Atre sous le contrble d'une
municipalitk, mais quand il s'agit de le fermer, il faut
voir si ce chemin sert de sortie A une autre munici-
palit6. Dans ce cas-LA, quoique le chemin soit un
chemin local, il ne peut pas 6tre ferm6 A moins que ce
ne soit avec le consentement du conseil de comt6.
(Art. 519 C.M.).

Les parties du chemin Archambault qui se trou-
vaient dans la municipalit6 de St-Henri de Taillon
sont bien tombies sous le contrble de cette munici-
palit6, mais pouvait-elle en fermer une partie sans le
consentement du conseil de condA? S'il s'agissait
de chemins ordinaires, d'une route qui aurait t
4tablie par une municipalit6 et qui ne toucherait pas
directement A la municipalit6 voisine, je comprendrais
que le conseil local pourrait fermer cette route sans
r6f6rer au conseil de comt6. Mais quand it s'agit
d'un chemin de colonisation qui a tA ouvert pour
toute une r~gion, ce chemin ne peut pas 6tre d6tourn6
sans le consentement du conseil de comt6.

Nous avons la preuve dans le cas actuel que ce
chemin pouvait Atre utilise par les contribuables de
la municipalit6 voisine, St-Henri de Taillon Ouest,
pour aller A un quai qui a t construit par le gouverne-
ment f6ddral sur le Lac St-Jean, A un endroit appel6
Rivibre-A-la-Pipe. 60-61 V. c. 2, 1897, p. 33. Et
voici que par la fermeture de cette route, ces contri-
buables vont Atre oblig6s de s'allonger pour atteindre
le quai qui a t6 construit pour l'accommodation de
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tous les colons de la r6gion. Le conseil de comt6 1920

aurait dii, dans les circonstances, Atre saisi de la . BOILY

question pour savoir si on devait donner suite A cette LA

fermeture ou non. DE
ST-HENRI

Je crois done que la corporation intim6e a eu tort DE TAILLoN.

de fermer ce chemin et d'enlever cette cl6ture avant Brodeur J.

d'avoir obtenu cette autorisation du conseil de comt6.
Pour ces raisons, je suis d'avis que l'appel doit etre

maintenu avec d6pens de cette cour et de la cour
d'appel et que les jugements de la cour sup6rieure
doivent Atre r6tablis.

MIGNAULT J.-Ces trois causes soulRvent les mmes
questions et ont 6 plaid6es ensemble. Il y avait
une quatritme cause, William Tremblay v. La Cor-
poration de St-Henri de Taillon, o'i on avait 6galement
appel du jugement de la Cour du Banc du Roi si6geant
en appel. Cette dernibre cause diffirait des trois
autres en ce que le demandeur (appelant devant
nous) demandait 1'annulation du r6glement et des
autres procdures de la corporation d6fenderesse
(intimbe devant nous) invoqu6es par cette dernibre dans
sa d6fense aux trois actions, celles de Joseph Boily,
Amidde Fortin et Joseph Tremblay. Une question
quant au droit d'appel ayant 6t4 soulev6e dans cette
quatribme cause, cette cour a ordonn6 comme suit:

March 8. Motion to quash stands reserved until after hearing in
the other three cases against the above corporation, Boily, Fortin and
J. Tremblay. No further expense to be incurred meanwhile in this case.

L'audition a done eu lieu dans les trois causes seulement.
Les actions des trois demandeurs appelants se

plaignaient de l'enlivement d'une cl6ture s6parant
leurs propri6t6s d'une route ouverte b la circulation
du public, l'entretien de cette cl6ture 6tant pour
moiti A la charge de la d6fenderesse intim6e; et
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92 all6guant que leurs propridtis jouissaient d'une servi-
BoIY tude condistant dans l'obligation de cl6turer cr66e

2).
LA par la loi contre l'intimbe, les appelants concluaient

CORPORATIONpa

DE A ce qu'il fcft enjoint 1 l'intimbe de faire, entretenir
DE TAILLON. et muaintenir une cl6ture suffisante pour s6parer leurs
Mignault J. terrains de la dite route sur la moiti6 de son parcours

A 'endroit oth se trouvait la cl6ture enlev6e.
L'intim6e contesta ces actions all6guant que, par

un r~glement adopt6 le 5 novembre, 1917, la route
que les appelants d6claraient ouverte au public avait
6t6 dsment fermie; que ce r~glement avait t
pr&c6d6 des avis requis par la loi et avait 6tk dment
promulgu6 et 6tait en vigueur; que ce r~glement avait

tA fait conform6ment A la loi et que l'intimbe avait
autorit6 pour fermer cette route; que la cl6ture appar-
tenait A l'intimbe et avait 6t6 enlevie dans les dilais
voulus par la loi.

La rdponse des appelants alligua que le r6glement
du 5 novembre 1917 6tait radicalement nul, parce
qu'il n'avait pas t6 pr6cid6 de l'avis de motion requis
par la loi; que les avis publics 6taient 6galement
nuls, parce qu'ils avaient tO donn6s sans autorisa-
tion r6gulibre, la rbsolution ordonnant .la publication
de ces avis ayant t6 pass6e, le 27 octobre 1917, h une
s6ance sp6ciale du conseil irrigulisrement convoqu6e
et tenue de fagon h entrainer la nullitk de toutes
procdures qui y ont t6 adoptbes; que le 15 octobre,
1917, le conseil de l'intim6e avait d~cid6 que les dites
routes resteraient ouvertes, et que c'6tait pour tromper
les appelants et d'autres int~ress~s qu'une s6ance
sp6ciale fut convoqube le 27 octobre, laquelle fut
tenue irrigulibrement et ill6galement comme susdit,
et les avis intentionnellement donn6s de fagon A ce
que ceux qui 6taient favorables au maintien des dites
routes n'en eussent pas connaissance.
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Il est visible, par l'analyse que je viens de faire de 1920

la procedure, que le principal moyen soulev6 devant BOILY

cette cour et les cours de premibre instance et d'appel, LACORP'ORAnON

savoir que les routes en question communiquaient S RE

d'une municipalit6 A l'autre et ne pouvaient Atre DE TAILON.

fermies par le conseil de l'intimbe sans l'approbation mignault J.
du conseil de comt6, n'a pas 6t6 mentionn6 dans la
r6ponse des demandeurs. Il est possible que la
quatri~me action (William Tremblay v. La Corporation
de St-Henri de Taillon), soulevait cette question,
point sur lequel je ne me prononce pas, mais je cherche
en vain une all6gation de ce moyen de nullit6 dans la
rdponse des appelants. Cependant, comme cette
question a 6tk discut6e devant nous et devant les
autres cours, je vais en traiter tout comme si elle
avait 6t6 r~gulibrement soulev6e. J'ajoute que si je
croyais ce grief fond6, j'ordonnerais tout amendement
ndcessaire pour lui donner effet.

Premier grief. Le riglement en question ferme
une route qui sert de communication d'une muni-
cipalit6 A une autre et, par cons6quent, il ne pouvait
entrer en vigueur qu'apris avoir 6t6 approuv6 par le
conseil de comtd, ce qui n'a pas 6t6 fait dans l'espice.

Il s'agit de Particle 519 de code municipal, deuxibme
alinda, ajout6 en 1872 . l'ancien code municipal par
la loi 36 Vict., ch. 21, sect. 21, qui dit:

Nanmoins, tout r~glement ou procks-verbal fait pour ferner un
chemin qui sert de sortie, descente ou mont~e A une municipalit6 locale
voisine, ou pour d6tourner ce chemin A I'endroit de telle sortie, descente
ou montde, n'a de vigueur qu'aprbs avoir t approuv6 par une r~solu-
tion de la corporation de comt6, adopt~e par la majorit6 des membres
qui composent son conseil.

J'interprite cet article comme s'appliquant, non
pas h un chemin par lequel on peut parvenir A un
autre chemin qui sert de sortie, descente ou mont6e A
une municipalit6 locale voisine, mais comme empe-
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12 chant, sans l'approbation du conseil de comt6, la ferme-
BOILY ture du chemin m'me qui sert de sortie, descente ou

1).
- LA Imontie A une municipalit6 locale voisine, ou le d6tour-

CORPORATION

DE nement du chemin h l'endroit de telle sortie, descente
ST-HENRI

DE TAILLON. ou montke. Je me sers du langage meme de l'article
Mignault J. 519 C.M., langage assez d6fectueux au point de vue

grammatical, mais la pens6e du l6gislateur est rendue
trbs claire par le texte anglais de l'article, qui parle
d'un r~glement ou proc6s-verbal d6cr6tant

the closing of a road leading into or from any neighbouring local
municipality, or for diverting such road at a point where it leads into or
from such municipality.

Ce que la loi d6fend, h moins que l'approbation du
conseil de comt6 n'ait t obtenue, c'est de priver les
int6ress6s d'acc~s A une municipalit6 locale voisine
par les chemins ou routes qui y conduisent, et cela me
parait d~montr6 par les mots

ou pour d6tourner ce chemin d l'endroit de telle sortie, descente ou montie,

de sorte que nous devons examiner si, dans lespice,
les appelants sont priv6s de cet accs. Si le chemin
qu'ils devront parcourir pour atteindre une municipa-
lit6 locale voisine est rendu plus long, sans qu'ils
soient priv6s de cet acc6s, l'article ne s'applique pas.

Les appelants se plaignent de la fermeture d'un
chemin ou route conduisant A la municipalit6 locale
voisine, savoir A Honfleur ou Pribonka. Or il suffit
de lire le tmoignage de l'appelant Boily (et les parties
out admis que les autres appelants diraient la mime
chose) pour se convaincre que les appelants, par la
fermeture de deux bouts de route longeant leurs
terrains, ne sont pas priv6s d'acc6s A cette municipa-
lltA, bien que le chemin qu'ils ont A parcourir soit
plus long. J'en cite un court passage:
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Q. Si vous voulez aller aujourd'hui A Honfleur, vous avez un 1920
chemin pour y aller?-R. 11 y a un chemin. BOL

Q. Plus long?-R. Plus long. V.
Q. Vous avez un chemin pour aller A la municipalit6 voisine, LA

CORPouRATONla fermeture de cette route-14 ne vous a pas emp~ch6 d'avoir un DE

chemin existant dans votre municipalit6?-R. Cette route-lA 6tait ST-HENRI
construite quand je me suis bAti le long de la route. DE TAILLON.

Q. Cela vous fait plus long?-R. Oui, monsieur. -Mignault J.
Q. Vous avez encore un chemin complet pour aller A Pdribonka et

I'autre bord? R. Oui, monsieur.
Q. Seulement que cela vous rallonge?-R. Cela nous rallonge.

Je suis done d'opinion que ce premier grief est mal
fond6. Je puis ajouter que l'intimbe, avant de
fermer ces bouts de route, avait obtenu l'autorisation
du D~partement de la Colonisation, des Mines et des
PAcheries de Qu6bec, autorisation qui 6tait n6cessaire
car des deniers publics avaient t dipens6s h la
construction du chemin.

Deuxibme grief. Il s'agit de l'assembl6e du
conseil de l'intime, le 27 octobre, 1917, A laquelre on
a ordonni qu'avis public frit donn6 du r~glement
adopt6 par le conseil le 5 novembre. L'honorable
juge de premidre instance est arriv6 A la conclusion
qu'aucun avis de motion de ce raglement au d6sir de
l'article 359 C.M. n'avait t6 donn6; il ne discute pas
autrement la question de la 16galit6 de cette assemblie.
Or la cour d'appel 6tait d'opinion que 1'avis public
ordonn6 h cette reunion pouvait valoir comme avis de
motion, suivant en cela sa decision ant6rieure dans la
cause de Mathieu v. Corporation de la paroisse de
St-Frangois (1). En cela, si la session du 27 octobre
a 6t6 r6gulibrement convoquie et tenue, je partage
l'opinion de la cour d'appel.

Cependant voici la principale difficult6 quant
1'avis de motion qu'on pr6tend avoir t donn6. L'un
des conseillers, le nomm6 Ad6lard Gilbert, n'assistait

(1) Q.R. 28 K.B., 98.
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12 pas la rdiion du 27 octobre, qui 6tait une session
BOILY spdciale du conseil convoqu6e par le maire. Les avis

V.

LA aux conseillers de cette session avaient 6t6 donn6s
CORPORA11ONCouro arolnenn eon

E par le secr6taire-trdsorier par des lettres non recom-
Si-HENRI

DE TAILLON. mand6es, et il y a de lui au dossier un certificat, dat6
Mignault J. du 23 octobre, de l'envoi de l'avis par ces lettres.

L'honorable juge Pelletier dit que ce certificat 6tait
sur la table du conseil A son assembl6e du 27 octobre.
Je n'ai pu v6rifier cette affirmation au dossier; j'y
trouve, au contraire, dans la d6position de secr6taire-
tr6sorier, Larouche, I'admission que ce certificat n'a
pas 6 produit au conseil au d6but de la s~ance, et il
n'est pas mentionn6 au proc~s-verbal.

La cour d'appel s'est bas6e sur sa d6cision dans la
cause de Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1), pour 6carter
l'objection. On y avait jug6, sous l'empire de l'ancien
code municipal, que lorsqu'une session regulibre d'un
conseil municipal avait 6t ajourn6e A une date sub-
s6quente, faute de quorum, I'avis pouvait etre donn6
verbalement aux conseillers absents, et que bien que
la signification d'un tel avis doive 4tre prouv6e A la
session ajourne, la mention de cette formalit6 dans
le prochs-verbal n'est pas requise A peine de nullit6
des procdures. Dans cette cause-1a, la cour d'appel
infirma le jugement de la cour de revision, et le princi-
pal argument qui 1'a d6termin6e 6tait bas6 sur Particle
16 de l'ancien code, maintenant 'article 14 du nouveau.

Dans la pr6sente cause, la cour d'appel 6tait una-
nime, mais l'honorable juge Martin aurait 6t d'opinion
que l'assembl6e du 27 octobre 6tait ill6gale, s'il ne se
fiit cru li6 par Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1). Il ne
croyait pas non plus devoir mettre de c6t6 une juris-
prudence 6tablie depuis dix ans.

(1) Q. R. 19 K. B. 68.
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C'est cette derni~re raison seule qui me fait h~siter 8
en cette cause. 11 est vrai que le nouveau code a BOTLY

amend6 l'ancien en exigeant, dans 1'article 115 C.M., LACoRoRATIoN

que l'avis soit donn6 par 6crit, mais sans la d6cision sE
de Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1), on aurait pu DE TAILLON.

consid6rer l'avis requis par les anciens articles 126 et Mignault J.

127 C.M. comme devant 4tre donn6s par 6crit, car
Particle 127 C.M. parlait de sa signification. Mais
l'effet de 1'amendement est de rendre la loi encore
plus rigoureuse, et nul doute maintenant que, malgr6
Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1), l'avis d'une session

.sp~ciale du conseil doit 6tre donn6 par bcrit. Si
l'affirmation du secritaire-tr6sorier qu'il n'a pas pro-
duit au conseil au d6but de la seance son prochs-verbal
de signification est exacte, et elle n'est ni contredite ni
expliquie, la 16galit6 de la session ne peut se d6fendre
meme en vertu de Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (1),
car on y a admis la n~cessit6 de prouver cette signi-
fication A l'assembl6e du conseil.

Je partage entibrement l'avis du juge Martin quand
il dit:

It appears to me that the three paragraphs of Article 116 M.C.
must be read together and together form one article. Notice of a
special meeting must be in writing (M.C. 115) and served by leaving a
copy of the notice with the person to whom it is addressed in person or
at his domicile or place of business (M.C. 340), and it was the duty of
the council before proceeding to the business of the special meeting, to
set forth in the minutes of the sitting that notice of meeting had been
given to any member not present, in conformity with the requirements
of the Municipal Code, and the concluding paragraph of Article 116 to
the effect that, if it appears that notice of meeting has not been served
on all the absent members, the sitting must be immediately closed under
penalty of the nullity of all its proceedings, in my opinion refers to the
preceding paragraph indicating the manner in which the evidence of
the regularity and sufficiency of the notice is to be set down and estab-
lished.

(1) Q.R. 19 K.B. 68.
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1920 - A moins de prendre sur nous de mettre la loi entibre-
BOILY ment de ctd, nous devons donner effet a la dispositionV,.

LA impiratiVe de Particle 116 C.M., lequel comporteCORPORATIONiprtiod Iatie CMlqul om re
DE nullit6, que

ST-HENRI ,qu
DE TAILLON.

l J s'il appert que l'avis de convocation n'a pas 6t6 signifi6 A tous les' membres absents, la session doit 6tre close A l'instant, sous peine de
nullit6 de toute proc6dure y adoptde.

La cour d'appel dit que cette disposition ne s'appli-
que pas A moins qu'il n'apparaisse que les membres
absents n'ont pas regu signification de l'avis. Ainsi
si rien n'appert du tout il r6sulterait que le conseil
peut continuer sa s~ance. Pour ma part, je n'inter-
prite pas ainsi l'article 116 C.M.; et je crois qu'il
faut lire le troisibme alinia de cet article avec le
deuxi6me, car ils ne forment rbellement qu'une seule
disposition. Le deuxibme alin6a exige la mention dans
le proc6s-verbal que l'avis de convocation a t signi-
fi6 aux membres du conseil qui ne sont pas presents
A L'ouverture de la s6ance, et s'il appert (6videmment
par cette mention au prochs-verbal) que l'avis de
convocation n'a pas t6 signifi6 h tous les membres
absents, la session doit Atre close A l'instant. N'est-
il pas 6vident que le l6gislateur exige la preuve que
l'avis de convocation a 6t signifi6 aux conseillers
absents? Et afin que ma pens6e ne reste pas dou-
teuse, je dirai que dans mon opinion le conseil doit
constater, avant de procider, si l'avis a tA signifi6 aux
conseillers absents, et si la signification de cet avis
n'appert pas, il doit imm6diatement cl6re la session.

Il est vrai que Gilbert dit qu'il a bien regu 1'avis
plus de deux jours avant la session. Mais on s'est
object6 A cette preuve, et d'ailleurs le conseil n'avait
rien devant lui pour d6montrer que l'avis avait 6t
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requ par Gilbert, et il aurait dh suspendre sa seance 1

tant que cette preuve n'aurait pas 6 faite, et la BOILY

clbre en 1'absence de preuve suffisante que l'avis LA
CORPORATlON

avait Wt6 signifi6 au conseiller absent. DE
S-r-HENHI

DE TAILLON.
Si done on regarda comme un avis de motion la D -

Mignault J.
r6solution adopt6e le 27 octobre, cet avis-n'a pas t6 -

donn6 "s6ance tenante," c'est-h-dire pendant une
s6ance 16galement tenue du conseil, au d6sir de l'article
359 C.M., qui est de droit nouveau.

Convient-il maintenant de mettre de c6t6 une
jurisprudence 6tablie depuis plus de dix ans con-
form6ment h la d6cision de la cour d'appel dans Hudon
v. Roy dit Desjardins? (1). J'ai dit qu'on ne peut
mme se r6fugier derribre cette d6cision dans l'espice,
car il appert, par la deposition du secr6taire-tr6sorier,
qu'il n'a pas mis devant le conseil le certificat produit
par lui et qui d'ailleurs n'aurait pas prouv4 que Gilbert
avait regu l'avis envoy6 par la poste. Mais le nouveau
code 6carte ce pr6c6dent qui se contentait d'un avis
verbal, et, dans ces circonstances, et vu qu'il s'agit
d'interpr6ter un nouveau code municipal entr6 en
vigueur depuis peu, je crois qu'il vaut mieux que nous
exprimions notre opinion sur le m6rite de la question.
Mon opinion done est qu'on doit se conformer aux
exigences des articles 115 et 116 C.M., et, par cons6-
quent, je suis d'avis que la session du 27 octobre a

t irr6gulibrement convoqu6e et tenue.

Ceci amne l'application de 'article 359 C.M., et
il faut tenir que l'avis de motion du r~glement du
5 novembre, exig6 A peine de nullit6 par l'article 359
C.M., n'a pas t6 donn6, et le r~glement lui-mime est
nul.

(1) Q.R. 19 K.B. 68.
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1920 L'appel dans les trois causes devrait 6tre maintenu
BoILY avec les frais d'un seul appel dans cette cour et dans

V.

LA la cour d'appel et le jugement de la cour sup6rieure
r6tabli. J'accorderais cependant aux appelants tous

ST-HENRI
DE TAILLON. leurs d6bours6s dans les trois causes.
Mignault J. -

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Bergeron & Brassard.

Solicitors for the respondent: Lapointe, Langlois &
Sylvestre.
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JOSEPH LEGAULT (PLAINTIFF) . . .. APPELLANT; 1920

*June 1, 2.
*June 21.

AND

ALFRED DESkVE (DEFENDANT).. . .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Mortgage-Transfer of property-"A la charge de l'hypot hque"-
Personal obligation-Articles 1019, 1508, 2016, 8056, 2065, C.C.

The mere taking of a transfer of property subject to a hypothe,-"A
la charge de l'hypothbque"-does not, under the civil law of
Quebec, per se, entail any personal obligation on the part of- the
transferee to pay the debt for which the hypothec is security.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 375) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, Appeal side, Province of Quebec (1), reversing
the judgment of the Superior Court and dismissing
the appellant's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in
the judgments now reported.

Louis Boyer K.C. and Alphonse Dicary K.C. for the
appellant.

Aim6 Geoffrion K.C. and Oscar Dorais K.C. for the
respondent.

*PRESEN--Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 375.
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20 IDINGTON J.-I agree with the judgment of my
LEGAULT brother Mignault and hence that this appeal should

1.
DESVE. be dismissed with costs.

Idington J.

DUFF J.-I concur with Mignault J.

ANGLIN J.-I concur in the judgment dismissing
this appeal. The mere taking of a transfer of property
subject to a hypothec does not under the civil law of
Quebec per se entail any personal obligation on the
part of the transferee to pay the debt for which the
hypothec is security. There is no implication that
the transferee undertakes to indemnify the vendor
against his personal liability such as the English
equity system imports in the case of a purchaser
subject to a mortgage. In Quebec the assumption
of personal liability by the transferee must be clear
and unequivocal in order that it may be judicially
enforced. Ordinarily the words "A la charge de
l'hypothique" do not import it, but are regarded as
merely intended to preclude any claim in warranty
by the transferee against the transferor should the
holder of the hypothee subsequently enforce it against
the property. I do not find in the fact that these
words are unnecessarily repeated in the provision for
taking over the property in satisfaction in the event
of default contained in the instrument executed to
evidence the loan made by Des~ve to Lecavalier and
Chass (which had already referred to the existing
hypothec of $15,000 as a charge on the land) or in
their repetition in the instrument executed by the
curator of Lecavalier's estate in compliance with
Des~ve's demand for a transfer "A titre de dation en
paiement" sufficiently clear and explicit evidence of
an intention that Des6ve should on taking over the
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property in satisfaction of his claim assume personal 1920

liability for the debt as security for which the $15,000 LEGAULT

hypothec was held. The phrase "h la charge de DErVB.

I'hypothique" is at best equivocal. My brother Anglin J.

Mignault, whose opinion I have had the advantage of
reading, has discussed at some length the authorities
bearing on its purview and effect. For the reasons I
have indicated I agree in his conclusion that assumption
of personal liability by the respondent has not been satis-
factorily made out and that the appeal therefore fails.

BRODEUR J.-Je suis d'opinion de renvoyer l'appel
pour les raisons donnies par mon collgue, M. le juge
Mignault.

Les parties A la dation en paiement et au pr~t
originaire pouvaient certainement stipuler que l'acqul-
reur ne serait pas tenu personnellement au paiement
de l'hypothbque antdrieure. Les contrats disent bien
que la propri6t4 sera prise h la charge de l'hypothbque,
c'est-a-dire, comme dit l'article 2016 du code civil,
h la charge d'un droit rdel qui 1'affectai. Et alors
l'acqu6reur, dans ces conditions, pouvait Atre tenu
de dbguerpir si le cr6ancier de la dette hypothicaire
voulait proc6der contre la proprift6, mais le tiers
d~tenteur ne pouvait Atre tenu de payer la dette que
s'il s'y 6tait personnellement oblig6.

Dans le cas actuel, ''obligation de payer que
l'on rencontre d'ordinaire dans les actes notaribs
(Marchand, Formulaire du notariat, vol. 2, p. 553;
Lainey, Formulaire d'actes usuels, p. 552) ne s'y
trouve pas. Le plus qu'on puisse dire, c'est qu'il y a
doute; et alors le contrat doit s'interpr~ter en faveur
de celui qui a contractA l'obligation (art. 1019 C.C.).

L'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.
15780-54
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12 MIGNAULT J.-Cette cause-oil la seule question
LEGAULT A decider est la portke qu'il convient de donner A

V,.

DES*VE. une clause par laquelle l'intimbe se faisait transporter,
Mignault J. en dation de paiement, un imneuble, qui lui 6tait-

hypoth6qu6 pour une somme de $6,200.00, A la charge
d'une premibre hypothbque de $15,000.00 en faveur
de l'appelant-a donn6 lieu A des d6bats qui ont
dur6 une journde entisre. Dans cette discussion sur
l'interpr~tation de ces cinq mots "A la charge de
l'hypothbque", les avocats des parties ont fait preuve
de beaucoup de talent et nous ont cit6 plusieurs vieux
auteurs, en commengant par Loiseau, Ferrisre et
Duplessis et en finissant par Pothier. De plus, alors
que dans la cause que nous avons A juger quatre
juges se sont-prononc6s en faveur de l'intim6 et deux
juges contre lui, on nous a produit trois jugements
rendus respectivement par les honorables juges Demers,
Duclos et Martineau, ohi il s'agissait de la meme clause
ou d'une clause identique, et chacun de ces jugements
est favorable aux pr~tentions 6mises par l'appelant.
L'intim6 est partie dans les causes dciddes par les
juges Duclos et Martineau et on nous informe qu'il a
appel4 des jugements rendus contre lui. Des montants
consid6rables sont en jeu et notre decision rbglera
le sort non-seulement de la pr6sente cause, mais aussi
des deux autres causes que je viens de mentionner.
Pour cette raison, cette question d'interpr6tation
a une importance capitale pour les parties et je n'ai
voulu la r~soudre qu'apr~s l'avoir 6tudide A fond.

L'expos6 des faits essentiels peut se faire brisve-
ment. Par acte du 16 avril, 1914, pass6 devant
Chauret, notaire, l'appelant avait pretd $15,000.00 A
Lecavalier et Chass6 sur premibre hyopthbque portant
sur l'immeuble connu et d6sign6 comme partie de la
subdivision 3 de la subdivision 19 du lot 12 du cadastre
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du village incorpord de la C6te St-Louis, maintenant 1920

partie de la cit6 de Montreal. LEGAULT

Le 4 mai 1914, devant Rivest, notaire, I'intim6 DEsiVE.

preta $6,200.00 A Lecavalier et Chasse, avec deuxibme mignault J.
hypoth6que sur le meme immeuble. L'acte stipulait
que pour plus de garantie, et afin d'6viter les frais et
d6lais d'une vente par le shdrif, au cas o-h les emprun-
teurs feraient d~faut de rembourser la somme pr~tke,
ou de payer les intrets sur cette somme ou sur la
premibre hypothbque, ou les taxes ou primes d'assu-
rances, I'intim6 aurait -droit de garder la propri~t6
hypoth6quie et en deviendrait propri~taire absolu
A titre de dation en paiement du montant A lui dA
en capital, intkrits et accessoires, A la charge de
l'hypothique de $15,000.00 ci-aprs mentionn~e seule-
ment (l'hypothbque de l'appelant).

L'intim6, qui avait stipul6 toutes les garanties
possibles pour prot~ger sa crdance, ne s'est probable-
ment pas dout6 que cette clause de dation en paie-
ment, exig6e comme garantie additionnelle, renfermait
le germe d'un gros procs, m~me de plusieurs procs,
comme je viens de le dire. Toujours est-il que Chass6
ayant transport6 ses droits A Lecavalier, et ce dernier
ayant fait cession de ses biens & la demande de ses
cr6anciers, l'intim6 a exig6 la passation en sa faveur
d'un acte de dation en paiement.

Cet acte fut regu devant Rivest, notaire, le 28 mai
1915, et le curateur de Lecavalier, St. Amour, c6da A
l'intim6, avec I'autorisation judiciaire, et A titre de
dation en paiement, l'immeuble en. question avec un
autre immeuble sur lequel 'intim4 avait 6galement
une seconde hypothbque. Il y fut d6clard que la
cession des deux immeubles 6tait faite en consid6ration
de la somme de $1,800.00 et en paiement complet des
cr6ances hypoth6caires de l'intim6, et de plus
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1920 & la charge de P'hypothique de $15,000.00 affectant I'emplacement

LEGAULT en premier lieu d6crit (l'hypothbque de l'appelant) et de Phypo-
V. thbque de $25,000.00 affectant 1'emplacement en second lieu dbcrit

DEsavE.

Mignant J. (une hypoth6que en faveur d'une Dame Alice Daoust,
4pouse d'un nomm6 Viau).

Plus tard, le 3 d6cembre, 1915, devant Labr6che,
notaire, l'intimb vendit I'immeuble prbsentement en
question A Mr J. A. H. H6bert. II fut d6clar6 A
l'acte que la vente 6tait faite pour le prix de $12,500.00
pay6s comptant par bonnes et valables consid6rations,
et en plus

l la charge de l'hypothbque de $15,000.00 grevant le dit immeuble en
faveur de M. Joseph Legault.

En 1917, I'appelant poursuivit H6bert personnelle-
ment en recouvrement de sa crdance hypoth6caire, et
obtint, apris contestation, un jugement contre lui
de l'honorable juge Demers. II fit alors 6maner un
bref. d'ex6cution contre H~bert, et ce bref ayant 6t
not6 sur une execution ant~rieure, l'immeuble hypo-
thbqu6 fut vendu par le sh6rif. Le prix de vente
n'ayant pas suffi pour payer la cr6ance de l'appelant,
celui-ci r~clame maintenant la diff6rence, soit $5,711.60
de 'intimb, all6guant que l'intim6 s'est rendu person-
nellement responsable du paiement de sa cr6ance.

En cour sup6rieure, I'honorable juge Greenshields
donna raison A l'appelant, mais ce jugement fut
infirm6 par la cour d'appel, I'honorable juge Pelletier
diff6rant. De lh le pr6sent appel.

Il est 416mentaire de dire que le dsbiteur hypo-
th6caire demeurant propri6taire de l'immeuble hypo-
thdqu6 peut en disposer librement. S'il le vend, la
vente n'affecte pas les droits du cr6ancier hypoth6-
caire, qui peut poursuivre l'acqu6reur pour le forcer
A dslaisser l'immeuble, si mieux il n'aime payer la
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cr6ance du demandeur. Cette vente non plus n'engage 1

la responsabilit6 personnelle de l'acqu6reur envers le LEGAULT

cr6ancier que si l'acqu6reur s'est oblig6 A payer la DESAVE.

crdance hypoth6caire. 11 peut s'y obliger par une Mignault J.

convention avec le vendeur sans l'intervention du
crdancier hypoth6caire. Il y a alors d4l6gation ou
indication de paiement, d616gation dite imparfaite
parce qu'elle n'a pas t accepte par le crbancier.
Cependant, tant que cette dbligation n'a pas t
r6voqu6e par le vendeur, le crbancier peut I'accepter,
ce qui cr6era un lien de droit entre lui et 1'acqu~reur,
et il est de jurisprudence que le seul fait de poursuivre
l'acqu~reur en vertu de la d6lgation de paiement en
comporte acceptation suffisante.

Reste h savoir s'il y a eu d6l6gation de paiement
dans l'espce, car si cette d6l6gation existe, I'appelant
l'a accept6e par son action contre l'intim6.

J'ai cit6 la clause dont il s'agit et qui se trouve
d'abord dans l'acte de pr~t du 4.mai 1914, et ensuite
dans l'acte de dation en paiement du 28 mai 1915.
L'intim6, dans le premier acte, a stipul6, en cas de
d6faut de paiement, le droit de garder l'immeuble,
dont il deviendrait propriftaire A titre de dation en
paiement, et ce A la charge de l'hypoth6que de
$15,000.00 de l'appelant seulement. Et, dans le
deuxi~me acte, cet immeuble et un autre immeuble
lui ont 6t6 transport6s en consid6ration de $1,800.00
et de plus k la charge de l'hypothbque de $15,000.00
de l'appelant et de l'hypothbque de $25,000.00 de
Mme Viau.

Les honorables juges qui formaient la majorit4 de
la cour d'appel ont d~cid6 que par cette clause I'intim6
a accepts la charge de l'hypothbque seulement et n'a
pas contract6 une obligation personnelle de payer la
dette dont cette hypothbque 6tait 1'accessoire. Or
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19 nul doute que l'obligation personnelle de payer la
LEGAULT dette est essentielle, car sans elle il n'y a pas de d6l6ga-

V.
DE8AVE. tion de paiement que le crdancier puisse accepter.

Mignault J. Et j'ajouterai qu'il faut que l'existence de cette obliga-
tion personnelle ne soit pas douteuse, car on n'est
jamais pr~sum6 vouloir s'obliger; en d'autres termes,
celui qui pr6tend qu'on s'est oblig6 envers lui est
oblig6 d'en apporter la preuve, et cette preuve doit
pleinement satisfaire la conscience du juge. II doit
en 6tre ainsi surtout dans une cause comme celle-ci ott
'intim6 est un parfait 4tranger pour l'appelant et

oA ce dernier, qui n'a pas exig6 dans son contrat de
pret que les acqudreurs subs~quents de la propri:t6
s'obligeassent personnellement envers lui, veut profiter
maintenant d'une clause ins6r6e dans un deuxibme
contrat de prft et dans un contrat de dation en paie-
ment auxquels il n'6tait pas partie pour se faire donner
un nouveau d6biteur. Assur6ment I'appelant certat
de lucro captendo, et dans le doute la clause qu'il
invoque doit Atre interpr6the contre lui.

Done l'intim6 a-t-il contractA une obligation person-
nelle de payer la cr6ance hypothicaire de l'appelant
en achetant k la charge de son hypothbque?

J'ai lu bien attentivement l'opinion de l'honorable
juge Martineau dans la cause de Pilon v. Desave, un
des jugements dont I'appelant nous a fourni copie.
On y cite de nombreuses autoritds tir6es de l'ancien
droit, savoir, I'article 102 de la Coutume de Paris,
L'article 102 de la Coutume de Meaux, l'article 409
de la Coutume d'Orlians, Ferribre, Grande Coutume,
t6me 2, p. 67, Bacquet, Droit de Justice, ch. 21, no.
195, Henrys, t6me 2, livre 3, question 51, DeLalande
sur Larticle 409 de la Coutume d'Orldans, pp. 243 et
suiv., et Duplessis, p. 607.
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Dans toutes ces autoritks il est question de rentes 1920

foncires ou constitu6es assurdes par hypothbque LEGAULT

sur un immeuble, et on d6niait le droit de d6guerpisse- DEsivE.

ment A celui qui, en achetant un immeuble, s'6tait Mignault J.
charg6 de la rente, et h qui on demandait le paiement
des arrdrages 6chus de son temps. A cela je puis
ajouter une autorit6 plus moderne, bien qu'elle ne
soit pas de fratche date, otL on a d6cid6 que lorsqu'il
est exprim6 dans un acte de vente qu'on vend un
immeuble avec ses droits et charges, l'acqu6reur est
oblig6 personnellement A payer les rentes auxquelles
cet immeuble est hypothbqud. Lidge, ler juin 1814,
Dalloz, Privil~ges et Hypothbques, no 1855, 30

Toutes ces autorit6s n' envisagent que la question des
rentes, et on congoit que lorsqu'on vend un immeuble
tenu au paiement de prestations p6riodiques, comme les
arr~rages de rentes, les taxes, les rentes seigneuriales,
celui qui ach~te h la charge de la rente soit oblig6 person-
nellement A payer les arr6rages 6chus de son temps.
Mais l'appelant ne nous a citA aucune autorit6 odi cette
doctrine ait t appliqude A une cr6ance due par le
vendeur et garantie par une hypothbque sur l'immeuble
vendu, et je n'en ai trouv6 moi-meime aucune, sauf le
passage de Loiseau que je citerai tout & l'heure et qui
n'est pas favorable aux pr6tentions de l'appelant.

D'apr~s les r~gles g~n6rales qui r6gissent la matibre,
il n'est nullement n~cessaire, pour prot6ger le criancier
hypothicaire, de stipuler dans la vente de l'immeuble
hypoth6qu6 que cette vente est faite A la charge de
l'hypothque, car le cr6ancier a le droit de suivre
l'immeuble en quelques mains qu'il passe et de le
faire vendre en justice et de se faire payer, suivant le
rang de sa crdance, sur les deniers provenant de cette
vente (art. 2056 C.C.). Il s'ensuit que la vente se
fait toujours h la charge de l'hypothque.
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12 Quelle est alors l'utilit6 de la clause expresse que la
LEGAULT vente est faite A la charge de l'hypothbque? Cette

V.

DESVE. utilit6 ne peut exister que pour le vendeur, soit pour
Mignault J. que l'acheteur paie la dette hypoth6caire et libbre

ainsi le vendeur de tout recours personnel contre
lui pour cette dette, soit pour empicher que l'acheteur
ne le recherche en garantie A raison de l'6viction qu'il
souffre de la part du crdancier hypoth6caire.

Dans le premier cas, le vendeur impose une obliga-
tion que je pourrais appeler active A l'acheteur, il
l'astreint A payer la dette hypothicaire, et il faut que
la clause par laquelle cette obligation est stipulde ne
soit pas 6quivoque et ne laisse aucun doute sur l'inten-
tion du vendeur d'imposer et de l'acheteur d'accepter
cette obligation.

Dans le second cas l'obligation de l'acheteur est
passive. II devra subir 1'hypoth6que; et s'il est
6vinc6 1 raison de cette hypothbque, il n'a pas de
recours en garantie contre son vendeur.

Mais on dira: pour exclure la garantie il suffit
de d6clarer la charge dans l'acte de vente (art. 1508
C.C.). Or dans l'acte de prit de Des~ve A Lecavalier
et Chass6 on a d6clar6 express6ment l'existence de
l'hypothbque de l'appelant et dans une autre clause on
dit que la vente est faite A la charge de cette hypo-
th6que. Le but de cette dernibre clause n'a done pu
etre d'empecher le recours en garantie, car la d6clara-
tion ou d6nonciation de l'hypothbque suffisait A cette
fin. La seule utilit6 de la clause par cons6quent est
d'imposer A Des~ve l'obligation de payer l'hypothbque
de l'appelant A l'acquit de Lecavalier et Chass6.

Cet argument aurait beaucoup de force si les actes
notari6s n'6taient d'ordinaire remplis de clauses
inutiles et de r6p6titions, et l'acte en question n'est
pas exempt de ce reproche, comme la clause de rem-
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boursement en bonnes esplces de monnaies ayant 1920

cours le fait voir. D'ailleurs la clause en question LEGAULT

est 6quivoque et peut trbs bien signifier que l'intim6 DEsivE.

prendra l'immeuble avec la charge de la premibre Mignault J.

hypothbque qui le gr~ve, sans qu'il puisse demander
A Lecavalier et Chass6 de 1'en indemniser. De plus,
on dit dans l'acte: & la charge de l'hypothbque de
$15,000.00 ci-apr~s mentionnde, et plus loin on men-
tionne cette hypothbque, de sorte que les deux clauses
se compltent et ne font rellement qu'une seule
stipulation. On aurait pu 6viter toute 6quivoque
en disant: k la charge de payer l'hypothique de
$15,000.00 ci-apr~s mentionn6e, et alors il aurait
6t6 certain que Lecavalier et Chass6 voulaient faire
une d616gation de paiement, et non pas seulement se
prot6ger contre un recours 6ventuel en garantie de la
part de Deshve. C'est une clause de ce genre que
vise Loiseau, dans son trait6 du D~guerpissement,
(6dition de 1701), livre III, ch. VIII, p. 73, oil il dit:

Auisi la discussion n'a lieu en faveur du tiers d6tenteur, qui a
acquis 1'h6ritage A la charge expresse de payer la rente on la dette A
une fois payer; car celui-lA est tenu personnellement envers le cr6an-
cier, et m~me sans cession d'actions du vendeur, comme nous le prati-
quons en France, ainsi qu'il sera trait6 au livre suivant: aussi ne serait-il
pas raisonnable qu'il pAt demander que celui qui a recours contre lui
fAt discut6 auparavant lui. Autre chose serait en celui qui lors de
l'achat aurait bien eu connaissance de la rente, mais ne serait nulle-
ment charg6 de la payer; et mAine de celui qui aurait acquis l'hdritage
A la charge, non de la rente, mais seulement de l'hypothique pour
raison de la rente; car celui-A n'en est point tenu personnellement, ni
envers le cr6ancier, ni envers le d6biteur, pour 'en acquitter, mais ce
n'est qu'un avertissement et certioration de 1'hypothbque qui 4tait sur
l'hdritage pour s'exempter du stellionat; de manitre qu'avant que
s'adresser A lui, il faut discuter le d6biteur qui lui a vendu 1'hritage.

Les honorables juges de la cour d'appel interprtent
le mot "hypothbque" comme signifiant le droit acces-
soire que constitue 'hypothbque, ce qui la distingue
de la cr6ance dont elle n'est que la garantie. Cet
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82 argument aurait une plus grande force A mes yeux si,
LEGAULT dans le contrat de prit, les parties n'avaient pas

V.
vDESVE. employ6 le mot "hypothbque" pour d6signer la crdance

Mignault J. hypoth6caire. Ainsi l'acte impose aux emprunteurs
l'obligation de produire au pr~teur les regus d6mon-
trant le paiement des versements de capital et int6rits
"sur les hypothbques ci-apris mentionnies," et s'ils
font d6faut de payer A dchbance les versements "sur
les hypothques anthrieures affectant la dite pro-
pri6td," et si le pr~teur paie lui-meme "les intrets sur
les hypothbques antkrieures," il peut en exiger le
remboursement imm6diat avec intiret de dix pour
cent. Et il y a d'autres expressions du meme genre
qui affaiblissent I'argument qui a pr6valu devant la
cour d'appel. D'ailleurs je no crois pas cet argument
essentiel, et meme si la clause en question veut dire
que l'intim6 prend l'immeuble A la charge de la crdance
hypoth6caire de l'appelant, il ne s'ensuit pas qu'il
soit oblig6 A payer cette cr6ance. II a consenti A
subir l'viction qui en r6sulterait, voilA tout, et il me
r6pugnerait de donner A une clause aussi 6quivoque
une port6e qui d~passe, j'en suis convaincu, toutes les
previsions des parties.

De part et d'autre on invoque l'article 2065 du code
civil qui dit:

Le tiers d6tenteur assign6 sur action hypoth6caire et qui n'est
ni charg6 de l'hypothbque, ni tenu personnellement au paiement de la
dette, peut opposer, s'il y a lieu, outre les moyens qui peuvent 6teindre
1'hypothbque, les exceptions dnonees dans les cinq paragraphes qui
suivent.

Mais ce texte est sans port~e sur la responsabilit5 du
tiers d6tenteur qui s'est chargs de 'hypothbque ou
qui est tenu personnellement au paiement de la dette.
I envisage le cas de l'assignation du tiers d6tenteur
sur action hypothicaire, partant sur une action qui
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lui donne la facult6 de dblaisser pour ne pas payer, 1920

et tout ce que I'article refuse A ce tiers d6tenteur ce LEGAULT

sont les cinq exceptions mentionnies par le code, ainsi DEShVE.

que la d6fense basbe sur des moyens qui peuvent Mignault J.
6teindre l'hypotbbque. Il n'en sera pas moins con-
damn6 hypothicairement seulement, suivant les
conclusions de l'action prise contre lui. La question
de savoir s'il aurait pu etre poursuivi personnellement
reste ouverte, et pour admettre l'affirmative il faudrait
trouver dans l'acte d'acquisition une obligation per-
sonnelle de l'acqureur de payer la dette hypoth6caire,
ce que je ne puis trouver dans l'esp~ce.

Je suis donc d'opinion de renvoyer l'appel avec
d6pens.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Dicary & D6cary.

Solicitors for the respondent: Dorais & Dorais.
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1920
*May 27.
*June 21. THE MARCONI WIRELESS TELE-

GRAPH COMPANY OF CANADA
(PLAINTIFF) ...................... APPELLANT;

AND

THE CANADIAN CAR AND FOUN-
DRY COMPANY (DEFENDANTS). .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA.

Patent-Installation of invention-Foreign vessel-Infringement-"Pat-
ent Act," R.S.C. (1906), c. 69, ss. 30 and 53.

The respondent, having a contract from the French Republic to
construct twelve vessels at Fort William for use during the late
war, agreed, by a supplementary contract, when the vessels were
95% completed, to install on each of the ships a wireless apparatus
which the respondent claims to be an infringement of its patent.
These apparatus were bought by the French Republic in New
York and shipped to itself at Fort William. The.respondent did
nothing else than allow its men, under the direction of a naval
officer of the French Republic, to install these apparatus on the
vessels.

Held, Anglin J. dissenting, that the respondent did not "construct or
put in practice" the invention of the appellant within the meaning
of section 30 of the "Patent Act,"

Per Mignault J.-The terms of section 53 of the "Patent Act," cover
not only the case of a foreign ship visiting a Canadian port, but
also the case of a foreign ship built in Canada. Anglin J. contra.

Judgment of the Exchequer Court (19 Ex. C. R.,311) affirmed, Anglin
J. dissenting, and Duff J. taking no part in the judgment owing to
absence.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Exchequer
Court of Canada (1), dismissing an action for damages

* by infringement of the plaintiff's patent.

*PREsENr:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 19 Ex. C.R. 311.
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The material facts of the case and the questions in 1920

issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in MARCONT
WIRELESS

the judgments now reported. TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

OF CANADA
V.

Eug. Lafleur K.C. and Colville Sinclair for the C^AND

appellant. "NCOMPA NY.

Idington J.

Arnold Wainwright K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGToN J.-The appellant claims that because
respondent having a contract from the French Republic
during the late war to construct a dozen vessels at
Fort William for use in that war, by a supplementary
contract thereto, agreed to provide in each of said
structures a space so framed and fitted as to receive a
device or machine serviceable for wireless telegraphy,
and permitted, and possibly assisted in removing them
from the warehouse in which each of such devices or
machinery was deposited, to each of the said vessels and
placing it therein, there was such a breach of the
"Patent Act" under and by virtue of which the assign-
ors of the appellant had obtained a patent for such
device that appellant is entitled to recover damages
herein.

The "Patent Act," by section 30, provides as
follows:-

30. Every person who, without the consent in writing of the
patentee makes, constructs or puts in practice any invention for which
a patent has been obtained under this Act or any previous Act, or who
procures such invention from any person not authorized by the patentee
or his legal representatives to make or use it, and who uses it, shall be
liable to the patentee or his representatives in an action for damages
for so doing, and the judgment shall be enforced, and the damages
and costs that are adjudged shall be recoverable, in like manner as
in other cases in the court in which the action is brought.
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12 The respondent according to the evidence adduced
MARCONI herein certainly did not "make or construct" the
WIRELESS

TELEGRAPH devices or machines in question herein for they had
COMPANY

OF CANADA been bought in New York, already made, and shipped
V.

CANADIAN by the French Republic to Fort William and all the
CAR AND
FOUNDRY respondent had to do with them was suffering its men
COMPANY.

Idington J under the direction of an officer of the French Republic
- to place them as he directed in the compartment built

in each vessel, designed to receive some unspecified
sort of wireless device.

The vessels were each so far finished that only five
per cent. of the work to be done, under the original
contract, remained to be executed when this placing of
each of the said devices or machines took place.

It is argued that inasmuch as the title to the property
in and of the vessels remained in the respondent,
therefore the title in and to each of these devices in
question supplied by the French Republic became
vested in the respondent.

I cannot accept such a propositioi as tenable under
all the facts and circumstances in evidence.

A perusal of the entire evidence here leaves me rather
unenlightened as to the exact nature of the device or
machine, but I infer that it was something portable
and a piece of property belonging to the French
Republic independently of the property in the vessel.

The respondent's relation to the article in question
which I have designated a "device or machine" was
analogous to that of the custom's agent in question in
the case of Nobel's Explosives Co. v. Jones. Scott &
Co. (1), whom the Court of Appeal refused to hold
liable for damages.

(1) 17 Ch. D. 721.
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I am, therefore, not able to hold that the respondent 1920

in any way "put in practice" the invention in question. MARCONI
WlRELESS

TELEGRAPH
It is not necessary, therefore, for me to pass any COMPANY

OF CANADA
opinion upon the effect of section 53 of the "Patent .cANADA

CANADIANAct." CAR AND
Fouxony

As I suspected during the argument the cases COMPANY.

cited in support of appellant's contentions rest for Idington J.

the most part upon the right to an injunction which
it is frankly admitted could not now be granted.

None of those cases cited maintain any such pre-
tentions as set up herein.

They might support a claim to an injunction had
that been applied for during the course of construction.

But this case is reduced, notwithstanding what is
set up in the affidavit upon which leave to appeal was
granted herein, to a bare right of claim for damages
arising from an alleged tort.

And to found that I find no evidence and hence I
conclude this appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J. took no part in the judgment owing to
absence.

ANGLIN J. (dissenting).-The novelty and utility of
the plaintiff's patent, No. 74799, was prima facie
established, if not by its production; (Electric Fire
Proofing Co. v. Electric Fire Proofing Co. of Canada (1);
Fisher & Smart on Patents, p. 215; Fletcher Moulton
on Letters Patent, p. 188, note (c), by the evidence of
the witnesses Cann and Morse. The record contains
nothing that rebuts the primd facie case thus made in
this respect.

(1) Q.R. 31 S.C. 34.
15780-6
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Infringement is, I think, sufficiently established,
.1ARCO' as to the apparatus installed on the SS. Navarrine
W~IRELESS

TELEGRAPH by the uncontradicted testimony of the witness Cann.
OF CANADA By the 4th paragraph of its statement of defence the
CANADIAN defendant admitted having installed wireless apparatus
CAR AND
FOUNDRY on 12 small war vessels being constructed by it for
COMPANY.

the French navy at Fort William, Ontario. The
- evidence sufficiently shews that the "Navarrine"

was one of these vessels and there is no suggestion
anywhere in the record that the apparatus installed on
her differed in any respect from that placed on the
other eleven ships. Indeed, Mr. Canfield, the defend-
ant's superintendent, expressly stated that all the
ships had the same installation although he admitted
on cross-examination that he had not made personal
investigation to ascertain that fact. He added that
the vessels were all delivered by the defendant at
Fort William. Mr. Atwood, assistant to the president
of the defendant company, never heard of any differ-
ence in the apparatus installed on the several vessels
and Mr. Lloyd McCoy, the General Master Mechanic
who looked after the installation for the defendant,
called as a witness on its behalf, is not asked whether
there was any such difference. The apparatus was
all obtained by the French Government from Emil J.
Simon at New York and shipped to its representative
at Fort William. I think it primd facie appears
therefore that the apparatus on the twelve vessels
was identical.

The only substantial defences are (a) that, if there
were such user by the defendant of the apparatus
purchased from Simon as would otherwise be an
infringement of the plaintiffs' patent, it was upon
foreign vessels and therefore fell within the protection
of s. 53 of the "Patent Act," R.S.C., c. 69;
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(b) that there was in fact no such use made of the 1920

apparatus by the defendant as would constitute a mON

violation of the exclusive right of the plaintiffs under TEEGRAPH
COMPANY

s. 21 of the "Patent Act;" OF CANADA

(c) that the plaintiffs are at most entitled to nominal CAN-IAN
CAR AND

damages, any infringement by the defendant having FuY

been innocent.
Anglinl.

(a) Sec. 53 of the "Patent Act" was meant to cover -

the case of a foreign ship visiting a Canadian port
and having on board some article the use of which in
Canada would amount to an infringement of a Cana-
dian patent, such as was the subject of litigation in
Caldwell v. Vanvlissengen (1). The section was
not meant to, and does not, cover the installation in
Canada on a visiting foreign ship, and a fortiori not
on a ship built here for foreign owners, of a
device the use of which is otherwise in violation of
the exclusive right conferred by s. 21. The case of
Vavasseur v. Krupp (2), cited by the learned Assistant
Judge of the Exchequer Court is clearly distinguishable.
The French Republic is not a party to this action and
no relief is sought against it nor is interference with its
property asked. Moreover, under the terms of the
agreement between the defendant company and the
French Government the property in the vessels had not
passed to the latter but was still vested in the former
when it did the work of installing the Simon apparatus.
They were therefore not foreign ships at that time.

(b) There was, in my opinion, user by the defendant
of the infringing apparatus in violation of the plain-
tiffs' rights under s. 21. The installation was, and was
intended as, a step towards the effective use of it and,
in the absence of any evidence warranting such an

(1) 9 Hare 415. (2) 9 Ch. D. 351.

15780-6Q
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1920 inference, it cannot be assumed that there was to be no
MARCON user of the wireless equipment until after the vessels
WIRELESS

TELEGRAPH should have left Canadian territorial waters. If
COMPANY
OF CANADA such an intention would, if proven, have afforded

V.
CANADIAN a defence, the burden of establishing it satisfactorily
CAR AND
F6UNRY was on the defendant. The French Government
COMPANY.

Ang J. could not authorize the use in Canada of such appar-
atus. While it is not itself subject to answer in the
courts of Canada for its acts or those of its agents, its
Canadian contractors enjoy no such immunity. They
are properly sued (Denley v. Blore (1), cited in Frost
on Patents, vol. 1, p. 395 and Edmonds on Patents,
p. 364) and are answerable for whatever damages
were occasioned to the plaintiffs by the infringement of
their rights which they aided, or helped to bring about.
The principle of such cases as British Motor Syndicate v.
Taylor & Son (2), and Upmann v. Elkan (3), applies.

(c) Innocence of intention is immaterial in consider-
ing the question of infringement; Stead v. Anderson
(4). In the absence of a Canadian statutory provision
corresponding to s. 33 of the "Patents and Designs
Act," 1907, (Imp.) 7 Ed. VII., c. 29, the fact that the
defendant was an innocent infringer does not entitle
it to relief from liability for the damages sustained by
the plaintiffs-(Nobels Explosive Co. v. Jones, Scott &
Co. (5); Boyd v. Tootal Co. (6)-the measure of which is
the loss actually suffered by them as a direct and
natural consequence of its acts, Boyd v. Tootal Co. (6).
This is not the case of an innocent defendant submit-
ting and offering restitution as in Nunn v. D'Albu-
querque (7). The defendant here contests the plain-
tiffs' right. Proctor v. Bayley (8).
(1) 38 London Jour. 224. (5) 8 App. Cas. 5, at pp. 11-12.
(2) [1900]1 Oh. 577. (6) 11 Cut. P.C. 175, at p. 181.
(3) 7 Ch. App. 130, at p. 132. (7) 34 Beav. 595.
(4) 16 L.J. C.P. 250. (8) 42 Ch. D., 390, at pp. 393-420.
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The appeal should be allowed and judgment entered 1920

declaring that there has been an infringement by the AncouI
WIRELESS

defendant company of the plaintiff's patent No. TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

74799 and referring this action to the Registrar of the OF CANADA

Exchequer Court to inquire into and ascertain the CANADIAN
.CAR AND

amount of the plaintiffs' damages. The plaintiffs FouNDRY
COMPANY.

are entitled to their costs both of the action and of the Anin J.

appeal.

BRODEUR J.-The mere fact that the respondent
furnished certain labour and material in connection
with the installation of wireless apparatus on mine
sweepers which it was building for the French Govern-
ment would not render it liable in damages. These
wireless apparatus never were the property of the
respondent,but belonged to the French authorities, had
been bought by the latter in New York and had
been shipped in to Canada at Fort William, where
the ships were being built. There is no evidence
that these apparatus were used or put in practice
by the respondent before they delivered those ships.
Terrell, 5th ed. p. 312. As far as the respondent
company is concerned, there was no infringement of
the patent claimed by the appellant.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAuLT J.-On one ground I think this appeal
should be dismissed, that furnished by sec. 53 of
the "Patent Act" (R.S.C., ch. 69) which says:-

No patent shall extend to prevent the use of any invention in any
foreign ship or vessel, if such invention is not so used for the manu-
facture of any goods to be vended within or exported from Canada.

This section, which has been in our statutes since at
least 1872 (35 Vict., -ch. 26, sect. 47), was apparently
suggested by a provision of the English Act, now
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1920 section 48 of 7 Edward VII., ch. 29, but is in somewhat
MARCONI wider terms. It is contended that it was meant to
WIRELESS

TELEGRAPH cover the case, not of a foreign ship built in Canada,
COMPANY

OF CANADA for a foreign ship can undoubtedly be built here, but
V.

CANADIAN of a foreign ship visiting a Canadian port and having
CAR AND
FOUNDRY on board an article patented in Canada, and the use
COMPANY.

-li . of which here would amount to an infringement of a
Canadian patent. This, no doubt, may be the usual
case, but there is no such limitation in section 53,
which, in general terms, permits the use of any inven-
tion in any foreign ship or vessel, the only restriction
being that the invention is not to be used for the
manufacture of any goods to be vended within or
exported from Canada.

It is further argued that the English Act was amended
after the decision of Vice Chancellor Turner in Caldwell
v. Vanvlissengen (1), which was the case of a visiting
ship. The appellant also refers us to the Hansard
Debates when the English Act was amended, as
shewing the intention of Parliament in adopting this
amendment. I am quite clear that we cannot look
at these debates (Beal, Cardinal rules of Legal Inter-
pretation, 2nd. ed., p. 288). And even granting that
this amendment was made in view of the decision in
Caldwell v. Vanvtissengen (1), this should not, in my
opinion, make us hesitate to give effect to the clear
and unambiguous language of our statute.

The only "use" here relied on was the installation
by the respondent of the wireless device. If the
vessels in question were foreign vessels, no patent
could extend to prevent the use of any invention
therein, and when these vessels were on the way to the
sea, it does not seem to me that the use by the foreign
crew of this device could have been enjoined.

(1) 9 Hare 415.
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The learned trial judge found that these vessels 1

were -foreign vessels. It is true that the respondent MARCONI
WIRELESS

had a lien thereon, which lien went so far as to stipu- TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

late that property in the ships would not pass to the oF CANADA

French Government until the price was fully paid, CANADIAN
CAR AND

and it had been paid when the Navarine was inspected FOuNDRY
COMPANY.

in the Montreal harbour. I think however that this i

clause was inserted in the contract for the protection -

of the respondent, and of course could have been
waived by it. The vessels were constructed for the
French Government as a part of its navy. The wireless
apparatus was purchased by that Government in New
York and was consigned to it at Fort William. All
the respondent did was to instal it, being paid merely
the actual cost of installation. Under these. circum-
stances, I do not think the respondent should be
treated as an infringer of the appellant's patent.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant:
Greenshields, Greenshields, Langeudoc & Parkins.

Solicitors for the respondent:
Daidson, Wainwright, Alexander & Elder.
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1920 JOHN MAGDALL ................ APPELLANT;

*June 8,9.
*June 21.

AND

HIS MAJESTY THE KING ....... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Criminal law-Seduction under promise of marriage-Previous illicit
connection-Previous chastity of complainant-Findings of the
jury-Arts. 210, 212, 1002, 1140 Cr. C.

The appellant was convicted for having, under promise of marriage,
seduced and had illicit connection with an unmarried female of
previously cha-te character under the age of 21 years. The
girl complainant, at the trial, admitted that she had had illicit
connection with the appellant on one previous occasion under
mutual promise of marriage.

Held, Duff and Brodeur JJ. dissenting, that the fact of the previous
seduction did not preclude the jury from finding the complainant
to be "of previously chaste character" within the meaning of
article 212 Cr. C., the question whether or not the facts and sur-
rounding circumstances could justify such a conclusion being one
to be determined by the jury alone.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 313; [1920] 2 W.W.
R. 251) affirmed, Duff and Brodeur JJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Divi-
sion of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), dismissing,
on equal division of the court, the appeal by the
appellant from the refusal of Simmons J., at the trial
with a jury, to reserve a case for the opinion of the
Appellate Division.

*PREsEN:--Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 15 Alta. L.R. 313; [1920] 2 W.W.R. 251.
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The material facts of the case and the questions in 1920

issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in MAGDALL

the judgments now reported. 'THE KING.

W. F. O'Connor K.C. for the appellant.

W. L. Scott for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This was an appeal from the
judgment of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of Alberta which, on an equal division of opinion,
refused to quash a conviction against the appellant
prisoner under section 212 of the Criminal Code for
having, under promise of marriage, seduced and had
illicit connection on or about the 27th day of March,
1919, with one Mary Kovack, an unmarried female
under the age of 21 years.

Two questions only were raised and argued at bar:
one, whether the evidence of Mary Kovack, the

-female in question, was corroborated or not; and the
other, whether she was at the time of the alleged
offence of previously chaste character.

After hearing Mr. O'Connor, counsel for the appel-
lant, on the question of corroboration, we were unani-
mously of the opinion that there was sufficient evi-
dence of corroboration, and Mr. Scott was not called
on to reply on that point.

The second question raised a much more delicate
and difficult point: Was the jury justified in not finding
the complainant Mary Kovack, at the time of the
illicit connection of the 27th March between her and
the prisoner, a girl of previously unchaste character?

The material facts necessary to reach a conclusion
on that point are fully set in the learned judge's
reasons given in the Appellate Division (1). The

(1) 15 Alta. L.R. 313; [1920] 2 W.W.R. 251. -
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12 parties were, at the time of the commission of the
MAGDALL offence on the 27th March, and for some length of time

V.
THE KING. before that, engaged to be married to each other.
The Chief They were both of them foreigners whose parents

Justice.
had emigrated to Canada. At a date about the
latter end of December previously or the beginning of
January, and at a time when the marriage engagement
existed, there had been on one occasion illicit con-
nection between the prisoner and Mary Kovack, but
at the time this prosecution commenced, more than
twelve months having elapsed, that offence was
barred by the statutory limitation of time.

The prosecution, therefore, was necessarily confined
to the second offence of the 27th March, 1919, a date
when the engagement for marriage still continued,
and the question immediately arose whether on the
admission by the complainant of the first offence
having taken place in the latter end of December or
the beginning of January previously she could be
found by the jury to have been of "previously chaste
character" on the 27th March when the second offence
was committed.

Some evidence was given in prisoner's behalf by
some young men to the effect that the girl complain-
ant was not chaste, but the jury disbelieved that
evidence, and the sole question, therefore, remains
whether the single lapse of virtue by her with the
prisoner on or about the last of December when
the parties were under a mutual promise of marriage
prevented the jury finding her to be of "chaste char-
acter" when the offence of March 27th was committed.

I am not able to accept the argument that such a
single fall from grace of a woman, engaged to a man
to whose solicitations she yields, either because of a
weaker will than his or that combined with affection
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and a hope of their prospective marriage under his 1920

promise, necessarily stamps that woman as one of an MAGDALL

unchaste character for all future time. That surely THE KING

cannot be so. There must come a time when repent- The Chief
Justice.

ance and pureness of living can rehabilitate her as a -

chaste character within the meaning of the statute.
Whether or not the facts and surrounding circum-

stances justify such a conclusion can only be deter-
mined by a jury.

In this case, the jury had the advantage of seeing
the complainant in the witness box and hearing from
her all the material facts necessary to enable them to
reach a conclusion as to her family relationship,
nationality, occupation, conditions and habits of
life, marriage engagement with the promise and
other material facts, and to determine from her
manner, demeanour and evidence when examined and
cross-examined, whether she should be believed in
whole or in part. -

The prisoner acting upon his rights remained mute.
The result was that they found her not to be of an

unchaste character when the offence of 27th March
was committed, and, unless I am compelled to find
that one previous fall from virtue with the same man
to whom on both occasions she was engaged to be
married prohibits a jury from finding the same woman
afterwards to be of a chaste character within the
meaning of the Code, then I must accept the jury's
finding. There is no arbitrary lapse of time which
I can suggest as necessary before a jury can so find.
It must be a case for determination on the facts and
circumstances of each case. But assuming the jury
to have been properly charged and directed upon the
question, I think it would require a very extreme case to
justify a court of appeal in setting aside their finding.
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1920 In substance, then I conclude thatif under such
MAGDALL circumstances as we have in this case before us, a

THE KING. woman falls to the solicitations of a man to whom she is
The Chief engaged to be married, she does not, from that single fact,

Justice.
- necessarily become such an unchaste character within

the meaning of those words in the section of the Code be-
fore us as prevents a jury finding her, three months after-
wards, not to be unchaste in character. It must be in
the very nature of things a fact for the jury, under all
the proved facts and being properly directed, to find.

There is no statutory limit of time which must
elapse in order that she may rehabilitate herself.
There is no arbitrary time which the court may set up
which must so elapse. I cannot set up my judgment,
not having seen or heard the witnesses but simply
from reading, the record, against the findings under
proper direction of the jury who did see and hear them.

I would, therefore, dismiss the appeal.

IDINGTON J.,-The questions raised by the dissenting
judgment so far as relevant to the requirement by the
statute of corroboration "in some material particular"
were practically disposed of on the argument.

For my part I am of the opinion that in such a case

the previous relations of the parties concerned may
well form the subject of inquiry and evidence adduced
on such a basis become of the most cogent character
for the purposes of corroboration.

When that is applied herein th'ere seems to be no
reason for doubting the evidence of the girl.

But its very application and the mode of thought
by which it becomes effective, tend to raise much
doubt and difficulty in regard to the other question
of the girl having at the time in question been of
previously "chaste character."
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The dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Stuart with 12

which Mr. Justice Ives concurred, is the basis of any MAGDALL

jurisdiction we may have to hear this appeal, and on THE KING.

this latter ground I have some difficulty in finding a Idington J.

clear and decided dissent.
The burden of his argument deals with the question of

want of corroboration and all incidental thereto. He
holds the evidence of what took place in December was
inadmissable when presented, as it was, by the Crown.

The burden of proof relative to the want- of previous
chastity by the complainant is expressly cast, by
section 210 of the Code, upon the accused.

If it was, however, admitted in evidence, then I think
he had a right to rely upon it, for what it was worth,
as fully as if adduced specifically on his own behalf.

Yet Mr. Justice Stuart contents himself with relying
upon the non-admissibility of it relative to the question
of corroboration.

The question of her previous chastity is presented
by objections Nos. 3 and 4 of appellant's counsel at
the trial, as follows:

3. His Lordship should have withdrawn the case from the jury on
the ground that there was evidence of previous unchastity..

4. Assuming in the complainant's favour all the facts that the
jury could upon evidence reasonably find in her favour, that is, assum-
ing that the accused in undertaking the burden of proving the unchas-
tity which section 210 casts upon him proved against the complainant
the least that the jury could upon the evidence reasonably find against
her, were those facts such as to constitute the complainant a girl of
previously unchaste character?

Mr. Justice Stuart in his final disposition of this
part of the appeal disposes of it as follows:-

As to question 3, my view is that, under the existing authorities
and precedents especially in the American States whence the law has
come, the case should have been withdrawn from the jury and I would
answer it in the affirmative. But in view of my much firmer opinion
on questions 2 and 5 I do not think it necessary to discuss the matter
more fully. This also makes an answer to question 4 unnecessary.
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12 These points though submitted as separate really in
MAGDALL Substance deal with one and the same issue in law.

TH KING. The learned judge appears to answer one hesitatingly
Idington J. and declines to answer the other.

Is that such a dissent as to entitle us to speak? I have
grave doubts as to its being so. We should have a clear
and explicit dissent to rest our jurisdiction upon.

The majority of the court think it is, and answer
accordingly.

As I understand the proposed answer it is to be
that the question was one for the jury.

And, as the learned trial judge left it to the jury in
a way that cannot be complained of, unless that he
should have withdrawn the case from the jury entirely,
and the majority of this court hold he could not do
so, I may say that I much doubt if that is a satisfactory
view of the law applicable to the very peculiar facts
in question herein.

Many decisions have been given that tend to uphold
such a ruling, but I doubt if any of them have gone quite
so far as to justify the so holding in this peculiar case.

I do not hold any such decided opinion as to warrant
my dissent.

I see no good purpose to be served by enlarging
upon the matter.

Indeed to meet the possibility of such a case as of
this class again arising, enabling the offender to set
up his own wrong as a means of defence, I submit the
law might well be so amended as to prevent the
possibility of such a curious means of defence.

DUFF J (dissenting).-This appeal should, in my
opinion, be allowed on the short ground that evidence
of previous conduct could only be admissible as tending
to shew a reciprocal state of feeling between the two
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persons concerned making it not only probable that the 1920

prisoner would desire to have intercourse with the MAGDALL

prosecutrix but a disposition on her part also to yield to THE KING.

him. It could not be admitted for the purpose of Duff J.

shewing merely that the accused was a person who was
likely to try to commit the offence with which he was
charged; and it could only be admitted as evidence of
a reciprocal guilty inclination existing at the time
the offence was alleged to have been committed. The
result must be either that the prosecution alleging the
woman was chaste on the occasion of the occurrence
out of which the complaint arises could not be allowed
to say that the evidence was admissible or that the
evidence having been admitted upon assumptions
inconsistent with "chastity" on any reasonable inter-
pretation of the words used in the statute, a verdict
against the accused involving a finding of chastity could
not legally be based upon such evidence. To hold
otherwise would be playing fast and loose with justice.

ANGLIN J.-It was intimated on the argument
that the court was of opinion that there was sufficient
corroboration of the complainant's story to satisfy
the statute (sec. 1002 of the Criminal Code). The King
v. Shellaker (1), is direct authority for the admissibility
of some of this corroborative testimony and The
King v. Ball (2), indicates its value and effect.

On the other question I am of opinion that from the
facts deposed to by the complainant-that she had
received many visits from the appellant and that
they had spent many hours together between Christ-
mas, 1916, and the 27th of March, 1917, when the
act of illicit connection on which the present case
rests occurred, and that there had been no illicit

(1) [1914] 1 K.B. 414. (2) [1911] A.C. 47.
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1920 intercourse between them in that interval-if believed
MA^DALL by them, the jury might not unreasonably draw the

V.
THE KING. inference that the complainant, although seduced

Anglin J. by the appellant under promise of marriage about
Christmas, 1916, had so far recovered herself on the
27th of March, 1917, as to have become at that time
once more a woman "of previously chaste character"
within the meaning of sec. 212 of the Criminal Code.
If, as is practically conceded, that section does not
require that the woman should be virgo intacta-if, as
I think, the doctrine of rehabilitation is admissible
under it, I am unable to accede to the contention
that the trial judge should, or could properly, have
withdrawn this case from the jury. It was for them
to determine what credit should be given to the
complainant's evidence, and what inference should
be drawn as to the chastity of her character-for
that was the issue-on the 27th of March, three
months after the one previous act of unchastity
which she admitted.

I would dismiss the appeal.

BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-There was a question
raised in this appeal as to whether the evidence of the
complainant had been corroborated. It is not neces-
sary on a charge of criminal seduction under promise
of marriage that the corroboration should be as to
every fact, it is sufficient if it confirms the belief that
the prosecutrix is speaking the truth. Art. 1002
Criminal Code; The King v. Daun (1).

There are facts disclosed by other witnesses than
the complainant which show conclusively that there
was criminal intercourse between the complainant

(1) 11 Can. Crim. Cas. 244.
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and the accused and that this intercourse took place 1920

at the time the promise of marriage was made. I MAALL

have no doubt that there was sufficient corroboration. TE KING.

But the main question is whether the complainant Brodeur J.

was of a "previously chaste character," as required
by section 212 of the Criminal Code.

The girl was seduced for the first time, according
to her own story, by the appellant on Christmas Day,
1918. But she failed to lay any charge for this offence
during the year which followed its commission and
there was limitation of time for commencing a pro-
secution on this offence of Christmas 1918 (Sec. 1140
s.s. e-5). Then she made a charge against the appel-
lant that she was seduced a second time by him in
March, 1919. During her evidence at the trial she
had to admit that she had surrendered her chastity
three months before March, 1919.

Her own statement and admission as to having lost
her chastity a few months before the relations of
March, 1919, made it imperative on the trial judge to
withdraw the case from the jury, because one of the
essential ingredients of the crime which is charged
did not exist, according to the statement of the com-
plainant herself. She was no more a chaste woman
in March, 1919. Of course, the burden of proof of
previous unchastity was upon the accused (art. 210
C.C.); but the evidence of the girl herself rendered it
unnecessary for the accused to bring any witnesses
to prove her unchastity.

It is contended, however, that a woman who has
been guilty of unchaste conduct may subsequently
become chaste in legal contemplation and be seduced
a second time. But no evidence was brought to

15780-7
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19 show that this girl regained her chastity in the few
MAGDAIX months which elapsed between December, 1918, and

I,.
THE KING. March, 1919. The jury could not, with the evidence
Brodeur J. they had before them, declare that this girl was, in

March, 1919, of a "previously chaste character."
Their verdict should be set aside and the prisoner
should have been acquitted.

The appeal should be allowed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-The only question on which this
court found it advisable to hear counsel for the respond-
ent was whether there was evidence on which the
jury could find that the complainant, notwithstanding
the fact of her seduction by the appellant under
promise of marriage about the beginning of January,
1919, was an unmarried female "of previously chaste
character" when she was seduced by the appellant on
the 27th March of the same year. The evidence
was that although the complainant met the appellant
very frequently. from January to the 27th March,
she did not, after the first seduction, have any illicit
connection with him until the latter date. From this
evidence the jury could infer that notwithstanding
her fall in January, she had rehabilitated herself and
was on the 27th March an unmarried female "of
previously chaste character." It is not for us to say
that we would have so considered her, but the question
is whether the previous seduction of the complainant
precluded the jury on the evidence from finding that
she had rehabilitated herself, or, in the words of the
statute, that she was then an

unmarried female of previously chaste character under twenty-one
years of age.
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This was eminently a fact for the jury's determina- 'NO
tion, and I cannot say that there was no evidence to MAGDALL

go to the jury on which they could find this fact. THE KING.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs. M rJ

Appeal dismissed.

Solicitor for the appellant: J. D. Matheson.

Solicitors for the respondent: McDonald, Martin &
MacKenzie.
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1920

*May 10.
0June21. THE STRAND THEATRE COM -

APPELLANT;
PANY (DEFENDANT).................

AND

CAHILL AND COMPANY (PLAIN- R

TIFF) .......... .......................

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Nuisance-Theatrical performance-Crotod on street-Obstruction of
neighboring premises-Injunction.

A theatre Co. may be restrained by injunction from so arranging its
performances that persons waiting for admission assemble in such
numbers that they obstruct the access to neighbouring business
premises and seriously inconvenience the proprietors.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia (1) reversing the judgment at the trial in
favour of the appellant.

The question to be decided on the appeal is indicated
in the above head-note.

F. H. Bell K.C. for the appellant.

A. W. Jones for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent, complaining of a
nuisance created by the appellants inducing such an
assemblage of persons on the sidewalk in front of its
theatre and extending to the entrance of the respond-
ent's adjoining grocery, applied for an injunction, and
that application was by consent conducted without
formal pleadings.

*PRENr:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 53 N.S. Rep. 514.
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After a trial lasting two days Mr. Justice Drysdale 12

dismissed the application and, on appeal, the Supreme 8TAND

Court of Nova Scotia reversed said judgment of dis- COMPANY
missal and made instead thereof the following order:- CAm-s AND

COMPANY

And it is further ordered that the defendant, Strand Theatre Idington J
Company, Limited, its managers, servants and agents be and they are
hereby restrained from unlawfully obstructing the free access to and
egress from the premises of the plaintiff, Cahill & Company, at the
southeast corner of the intersection of Sackville and Argyle streets in
the city of Halifax by the collection of crowds of people or otherwise.

From that, by leave of said court, the said defendant
appeals to this court.

There appears herein some evidence which, within
the doctrine relied upon in the case of Lyons v.
Gulliver (1), might have justified a judgment for
damages if that form of relief had been sought or an
injunction restraining the repetition of the offences
disclosed in the evidence I refer to.

The above quoted order being confined to the
restraining feature "unlawfully obstructing the free
access to and egress from the premises of the
plaintiff," &c., can result in nothing more than the
trial of a specific complaint founded upon facts
disclosing such an unlawful obstruction hereafter,
and the payment of the costs as awarded.

In other words there seems to me nothing in fact or
law involved in this appeal but a mere question of costs.

The uniform jurisprudence of this court has rightly
been to refuse to interfere with a mere question of costs.

What then is left for us to consider? If there
occur any future like offences they must be decided
upon the facts according to the relevant law appli-
cable thereto.

(1) [1914] 1 Ch. 631.
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I am sorry to hear counsel suggest that the proof in
STRAND such cases must depend solely upon that furnished

THRATRE
COMPANY by affidavits in support or denial of the allegations

V1.
CAHIU AND of any such offence, and that there can be no cross-COMPANY.

- Jexamination.
- Such a feature in the administration of justice

I suspect must, if so, be confined to Nova Scotia, for
elsewhere rules of practice generally provide for
cross-examination of parties making affidavits.

That, of course, is not always so satisfactory as the
cross-examination in an open trial, but if its operation
does not exist in Nova Scotia I imagine some means
can be devised by the courts there for overcoming
such an unsatisfactory condition of affairs.

I think that must be entrusted to the local courts.
If there had been pleadings, or the court had seen

fit to permit of amendment to substitute them for
the procedure adopted so as to allow a judgment for
damages by way of remedying the undoubted wrong
that has occasionally been suffered, coupled with
costs of suit, it would, to my mind, have more appro-
priately met the necessities of the case than such an
injunction as framed.

On the other hand I cannot say that there was no
evidence of a cause of action and, as a result, hold
the appellant at liberty to pursue a like course of
conduct as it undoubtedly did.

Lawlessness is not to be encouraged by giving a
license to repeat such offences as were committed.

A little vigorous effort on the part of the local
authorities, if invoked by appellant, should produce
the result desired.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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DUFF J.-The form of the order may be open to 1920

objection, Parker v. First Ave. Hotel Co. (1), but the STRAND
THEATRE

point was not clearly taken and the Court has full COMPANY

control on its own order. I think the appellant has CAHILL AND
COMPANY.

not made out a case for interference.
Duff J.

ANGLIN J.-After considering all the evidence I
find myself unable to say that the careful apprecia-
tion of it in Mr. Justice Mellish's judgment is not
correct. It discloses, in my opinion, an unjustifiable
interference (for which the defendants are clearly
responsible) with the plaintiffs' undoubted right to
the full enjoyment of their property. The defend-
ants must find some means of putting a stop to the
obstruction complained of, even if to do so should
necessitate the incurring of additional expense or
some curtailment of the profitable use to which they
are now putting their own property. Lyons v. Gulli-
ver (2). Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas is an
elementary principle in point. The evidence shews
that the unlawful obstruction continued between
the date of the writ and that of the trial.

Had objection been clearly taken to the form of the
order of injunction I am not entirely satisfied that it
should not have been modified. An injunction against
unlawfully obstructing free access to and egress from the plaintiffs'
premises by the collection of crowds of people or otherwise

is open to the objection that it merely expresses, and in
terms no more precise, a general obligation which the law
imposes. It leaves undecided and open for discussion on
a motion to punish for breach of it what is prohibited.
Cother v. Midland Ry. Co. (3); AttorneyGeneralv. Stafford-
shire Co. Coun. (4) ; Parker v. First Avenue Hotel Co. (1).

(1) 24 Ch. D. 282, at page 286.
(2) [1914] 1 Ch. 631.

(3) 2 Ph. 469, at pages 471-2.
(4) [1905] 1 Ch. 336, at page 342.
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12 On the other hand, however, it may be that the
8T^A view of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia was that

COMPANY adequate protection could not be afforded to theV.

CO PAND plaintiffs by an order couched in less comprehensive
AI* *. terms. Elliott v. North Eastern Ry. Co. (1). Vere v.

- Minter (2). Moreover the defendants' contention
has been that no injunction whatever should have
been granted rather than that an order more definite
and precise should have been made.

On the whole the appellants have, in my opinion,
failed to make out a case for interference with the
order against which they appeal.

BRODEUR J.-It has been suggested that the control
of crowds in a highway was a matter for police regu-
lation and that the owner of a theatre was not respons-
ible because persons collected before the hour at
which it opened, formed a queue on the sidewalk and
obstructed the access to the adjacent premises. But the
Court of Appeal in England decided this question
adversely to that suggestion and declared that if the
natural and probable result of what a person is
doing will be the collection of a crowd which will
obstruct the highway, then the obstruction is an
actionable nuisance and this person could be restrained.
Lyons Sons v. Gulliver (3).

It does not seem that a theatre queue under all
circumstances and in all conditions is an actionable
nuisance. There must be some unreasonable use or
obstruction of the highway so as to prevent the access
to and.egress from the neighbouring premises and that
obstruction must be calculated to deter customers, to
some extent, from resorting to those adjacent premises.

(1) 10 H.L. Cas. 334, at pages 358-9. (2) L.J. 1914, Vol. 49 p. 129.
(3) [1914] 1 Ch. 631.
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Each case, however, should be governed by its 12

own facts and an injunction should be issued only in STRAND

circumstances which would amount to a nuisance. COMPANY
V.

CAHmL AND
The owner of the theater in the present case is COMPANY.

alive to these exigencies of the law and claims that he Brodeur J.

had been doing everything in his power to minimize
inconvenience to the plaintiff, his neighbour, and is
willing to incur all necessary expenses arising out
of a larger police force to control the crowd.

The evidence, however, shews that the plaintiffs'
premises have been unduly obstructed and cus-
tomers desiring to enter his premises unduly interfered
with. The evidence given by the police authorities
is generally favourable to the owner of the theatre;
but there were facts and circumstances established by
evidence, which was not contradicted, which shewed
undue interference. I am inclined to think that the
police protection was not sufficient; and as the appel-
lant has assumed the onus of seeking and even paying
for that police protection, he has then incurred lia-
bility. On the whole I agree with the judgment a quo.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-The law governing a case of this
description has been authoritively stated by the
English Court of Appeal in Lyons, Sons & Co. v.
Gulliver (1), also the case' of queues formed by the
patrons of a theatre waiting for admission, and obstruct-

.ing the entrance to a neighbouring business establish-
ment. The English case, however, differs from the
present one in that, in the former, damages only, and
not an injunction, were granted, in view of the under-

(1) [1914] 1 Ch. 631.
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1920 taking given by the defendants to open their doors an
STRAN hour before the performance, and it further differs in

THEATRE
COMPANY that the trial judge there found on the facts in favour

CAH ANT) of the plaintiffs, whereas here Mr. Justice Drysdale
COMPANY.

M - the trial judge said:-
Mignault J.

I find these queues have been formed and kept, that is reasonably
kept, on the outer side of the sidewalk with ample space for people to
pass up and down the sidewalk between the queues and the buildings,
for a long period before action. I find that plaintiff's shop has not
been obstructed or customers desiring to enter interfered with; in
short, so far as the entrance to plaintiffs shop is concerned, the plaintiff
company has no reasonable cause of complaint. Plaintiff Cahill in
describing conditions is somewhat in conflict with the testimony of the
police. His statements are, however, I think, exaggerated and this
perhaps owing more to his state of feelings than an intention to exag-
gerate, as conditions that now exist and for a long time previous have
existed. I accept the testimony of the police. These men are truth-
ful and I believe them and I do not think the Defendant Company had
been so using its property as to interfere with plaintiff's business but
reasonably and in a way as of right they might.

This finding is my only difficulty, for my reading of
the evidence would lead me to agree with Mr. Justice
Mellish, and were the conditions described in the
evidence to continue, I cannot doubt that the respond-
ents would be greatly prejudiced thereby. I think,
however, that the way the. appellant carries on its
business inevitably leads to the gathering of crowds
in front of, the theatre and of the neighbouring pro-
perties. It gives one performance in the afternoon
and two in the evening. The greater crowds gather
for the second evening performance, and the doors
of the theatre are closed about 8.20 p.m., when the
lobby is usually filled, and the practice being not to
let the second audience in before the first has left the
theatre by the side exits, the doors are opened only
about 8.40 or 8.50 p.m., so that, during from twenty
to thirty minutes at least, a crowd naturally gathers.
At first this crowd obstructed the street, but the city
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police formed them into queues on the sidewalk, on 12
one side those who already had tickets, and on the *TRAND
other those who had not secured them. That the cOMPANY
queue thus formed in front of the respondent's prem- CAHa AND

ises obstructed the entrance thereto cannot be doubted MWMIt J.
on any reading of the evidence. It is true that the
appellant carries on a legitimate business, but that is
no excuse for the annoyance caused to the respondents
and the interference with the free and unobstructed
access to their place of business. The appellant, if it
chooses to give two performances each evening, and
to let one audience out before it admits the other,
must not so use its right as to interfere with the equal
rights of the respondents to carry on their business
without any interference; sic utere tuo ut alienum non
laedas.

The form of injunction granted by the court below is
not free from objection, for it states that the appellant
must not unlawfully obEtruct the free access to and
egress from the premises of the respondents, and thus
in effect orders the appellant not to violate the law, but
the appellant's case is really that no injunction at all
should have been granted. It is indeed very ques-
tionable whether such an injunction is in any way
prejudical to the appellant, for the latter certainly
cannot claim the right to unlawfully obstruct the
respondent's premise; and if any one has an interest
in having the injunction made more precise it is
rather the respondents, for in any case where it is
claimed that the injunction has been disobeyed the
issue will be, as it was in this case, whether the appel-
lant has unlawfully obstructed the free access to and
egress from the respondents' premises.
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19W On the whole, I do not feel disposed to interfere with
STRAD the judgment of the Supreme Court en banc and the

THUATRE

coMA^ appeal should be dismissed with costs. -
P.

CARn. AYD
COMPANY.

Mignault J. Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: F. H. Bell.

Solicitor for the respondent: W. L. Hall.
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A. JUDSON SAYRE AND WILLIAM 1920
APPELLANTS*M. GILFOY (DEFENDANTS) ...... *Feb.11, 12.

*June 21.

AND

THE SECURITY TRUST COMP- RESPONDENTS.

ANY AND OTHERS (PLAINTIFFS) ....

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Mortgage-Order allowing purchase by mortgagee-Executionfor balance of
claim-Foreclosure-"TheLand Titles Act ,"(Alta.)S.(1919)c. 37,8.62 b.

An order by which a mortgagee becomes the owner of the mortgaged
land as purchaser at a named price with leave to issue execution
for the balance of his claim, is not an order for foreclosure operating
as satisfaction of the debt under section 62 b. of "The Land Titles
Act" as amended by chapter 37 of the Alberta Statutes, 1919.

Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idihgton and Brodeur JJ. (affirming
the judgment of the Appellate Division).-Though the order
should have been set aside and a proceeding de novo dikected,
the decision of the Appellate Division that, notwithstanding
the terms of the order, the mortgagee may still pursue his
remedy for the balance of his claim should not be disturbed, the
question involved being one of practice and procedure.

Per Duff Anglin and Mignault JJ. (reversing said judgment) -The order
should be set aside as the doctrines of equity in regard to mortgages
preclude the making of an order which purports unoflatu to vest the
mortgaged property in the mortgagee as purchaser free from all
equity of redemption and to enforce the personal liability of the
mortgagor for some part of the mortgage debt. A mortgagee cannot
have both the mortgaged property and the mortgage money.

Per Duff and Anglin JJ.-The sale sanctioned by the order was not a
sale of the land within the meaning of s.s. 2 of s. 62 of "The Land
Titles Act" and the mortgagee is therefore prohibited by that
section from issuing execution under his judgment on the
covenant.-The sale contemplated by the statute is a sale to a
stranger, not to the mortgagee.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 17; [1919] 3 W.W.
R.- 634) affirmed on equal division of the court.

*PREsEwr:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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* APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Divi-
SAYRE sion of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1) reversing

T.

s-EBI the judgment of Stuart J. at the trial (2) and dismis-
TRusT

Com~NY, sing an appeal by the appellants from an order of the
master in chambers at Calgary.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in
the judgments now reported.

A. H. Clarke K.C. for the appellants.

H. P. 0. Savary K.C. for the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-FOr the reasons given by
Chief Justice Harvey, of the Appellate Division of
Alberta, in delivering the judgment of that court now
in appeal in this action, and also for the reasons stated
by my brother Idington, I am of the opinion that this
appeal should be dismissed.

Personally I should have preferred that the master's
order in question herein should have been set aside
altogether and a proceeding de novo directed. But, as
I think the ends of justice can be fully worked out
between the parties under the order as construed by
the Appellate Division and the disposition they have
made of the action, with which construction and
disposition I am quite satisfied, I will not press this
view, more especially as it relates largely to a matter
of procedure and practice.

As to the limitation of time of two weeks, stated in
the Chief Justice's reasons, within which the defend-
ants might file a demand for an offer of the land for

(1) 15 Alta. L.R. 17; [1919] 3 W. (2) [1919] 2 W.W.R. 863.
W.R. 634.
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sale by tender, that limitation must, of course, be 1920

construed as running from the day of the judgment of SAYRE

this' court and, I think, under the circumstances, sEUBTF
TRusr

might well be extended to four weeks. COMPANY.

As this court is equally divided in opinion as to allow- tie.

ing or dismissing the appeal, there will be no costs here.

IDINGTON J.-The master's order in question herein
cannot, in my opinion, be treated as an order of
foreclosure.

It is, by its terms, though very inaptly using the
word "foreclosure", clearly intended to be a vesting
order carrying out the sale to the mortgagee, in like
manner as if to a stranger, and permitting thereupon
the mortgagee to proceed upon the covenant to realize
the balance due after confirmation of said sale.

Who has ever seen a foreclosure decree so framed?
I venture to think that no one can produce such a
precedent in a foreclosure proceeding.

The mortgagee has always had the right in such
proceedings to abandon his foreclosure and proceed
upon the covenant if ready and able to return to the
mortgagor his property upon payment of the amount
due.

Hence the legislation of the Alberta legislature of
1919, section 4 of chapter 37, must, by the express
language using the word "foreclosure" be confined
to the plain ordinary meaning that is well understood
by those conversant with it as a legal term.

I am sorry if any one has been misled by reference
to a dictionary instead of the masters of the English
law on whom I relied, and cited in the case of Mutual
Life Assurance Company v. Douglas (1).

(1) 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.
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The amending statute I cite clearly obliterates
SAYRE that option of a mortgagee after a final order of fore-

sECURITY closure and possibly effects a needed reform in our law.TRUST
COMPANY. But the legislature does not touch, or pretend to
Idington J. touch, the undoubted power of the court, according

to long standing jurisprudence, well expressed by
that eminent judge, Lord Hatherly, in the case of
Tennant v. Trenchard (1), to sanction a sale to a
trustee which a mortgagee is in conducting a sale under
a mortgage. Hence the exercise of that power in
question herein, cannot properly be held to have been
interfered with by the enactment above referred to.
Such a sale as made in the due exercise of such power
cannot mean a foreclosure.

The things covered by the term "foreclosure"
extending over the whole, and a sale possibly only
of a part, are entirely different.

If the legislature intended to destroy the power of
a court to sell to the mortgagee for part of the debt
the land mortgagee, it should have said so.

I am not concerned in that regard as to what is done.
There may be good reasons for its doing so. Indeed

conceivably good reasons therefor might exist in one
country and yet doing so be imprudent in another.

I am unable, for the foregoing reasons, to maintain
a reversal of the judgment appealed from.

I should have preferred, partly in accord with Mr.
Justice McCarthy's opinion, to have seen the whole
order set aside and a proceeding de novo directed,
within the undoubted rights of the court, to sell to a
mortgagee. But for us to interfere therewith would
savour too much of dictating in mere matters of
procedure.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.
(1) 4 Ch. App., 537 at 547.
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DUFF J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Anglin. 1920
SAYRE

ANGLIN J.-The question presented by this appeal sECURrfY
TRUST

is whether, in proceedings instituted to enforce a CoMPANY.

mortgage of property in that province, the law of Anglin J.

Alberta enables its courts to order the sale of the
mortgaged land to the mortgagee as absolute aiid
irredeemable purchaser for a price less than the
amount of his claim and at the same time that he be
at liberty to issue an execution against the mortgagor
for the amount by which the mortgage debt exceeds
such purchase price. Such an order was made by
the master in chambers in this action on the 28th
of May, 1919.

The circumstances out of which the question above
stated arises are fully stated in the judgment of Mr.
Justice Stuart (1), holding, on appeal from the master,
that such an order cannot be made; that the master's
order was a foreclosure within s. 62b of the "Land
Titles Act" (enacted by c. 37 of the statutes of 1919);
that the mortgage debt was thereby extinguished;
and that the provision of the order permitting the
issue of execution must therefore be set aside and
vacated-with the result that the mortgagee would
retain the property but his mortgage debt would be
wholly extinguished. This judgment was reversed
in the Appellate Division (Harvey C.J. and Simmons
J.-McCarthy J. dissenting) (2), and the master's
order was restored, but with a provision for the taking
of tenders for the purchase of the property and con-
firming the sale to the mortgagee if no higher tender
than the price at which he was allowed to purchase
under the master's order should be received and
(1) [19191 2 W.W.R. 863. (2) 15 Alta. L.R. 17; [19191 3

15780-8 W.W.R. 634.
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'* directing that, if a higher tender should be received
SAYRE and accepted and payment made in accordance

V.
sTary therewith, the mortgagee should transfer the land to
COMPANY. the person making such tender and should give credit
Aglin I- for the amount thereof on his mortgage claim.

We are informed by Mr. Justice Stuart that the
practice followed by the master has grown up and
"been in vogue for some time" as the result of an
amendment to s. 62 of "The Land Titles Act," made
in 1916 (c. 3, s. 15 (4) ), adding thereto the following
as s.s. 2:-

(2) Where any action or proceeding has before the date of the
passing of this subsection been taken or shall thereafter be taken in any
court either under the provisions of this section or to enforce the obser-
vance of the covenants, agreements, stipulations or conditions contained
in any agreement for the sale of any land, and personal judgment has
been or shall be obtained therein, no execution shall issue thereon
until sale of the land mortgaged or encumbered or agreed to be sold
has been had or foreclosure ordered and levy shall then be made only
for the amount of the judgment or mortgage debt remaining unsatisfied
with costs.

It is not surprising that such a statutory provision
should have led to some anomalies in practice. Just
what is meant by

the amount of the judgment or mortgage debt remaining unsatisfied

after foreclosure has been ordered it is a little difficult
for the legal mind to appreciate. Sec. 62 was repealed
in 1919 (c. 37, s. 1) and the following substituted:-

62. Proceedings for recovery of money secured by a mortgage or
encumbrance, or to enforce any provision thereof, or sale, redemption
or foreclosure proceedings with respect to mortgaged or encumbered
land may be taken in any court of competent jurisdiction in accordance
with the existing practice and procedure thereof.

(2) No execution to enforce a judgment upon the personal covenant
contained in a mortgage encumbrance or agreement of sale on or of
land or on any security therefor shall issue or be proceeded with until
sale of land, and levy shall then only be made for the amount of the
said moneys remaining unpaid after the due application of the pur-
chase moneys received at the said sale. * * *
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The following section was also added (by sec. 4) 19
as s. 62b:- AT

SECURrY
62b. The effect of an order for foreclosure of a mortgage or encum- Tnusr

brance heretofore or hereafter made by any court or judge or by any COMPANY.
registrar shall be to vest the title of the land affected thereby in the J.
mortgagee or encumbrancee free from all right and equity of redemption -
on the part of the owner, mortgagor or encumbrancer or any person
claiming through or under him subsequently to the mortgage or encum-
brance, and shall from and after the date of the passing of this section
operate as full satisfaction of the debt secured by such mortgage or
encumbrance.

Such mortgagee or encumbrancee shall be deemed a transferee of
the land and become the owner thereof and be entitled to receive a
certificate of title for the same,

obviously, as Harvey C. J. points out, to meet the
decision of this court in Mutual Life Assur. Co. v.
Douglas (1).

These amendments became effective on the 17th of
May, 1919, eleven days before the order of the master
in chambers, which is attacked, was made.

It is of the essence of a completed foreclosure that
the mortgagee cannot thereafter proceed to enforce
the mortgagor's personal liability for the mortgage
debt without opening the foreclosure, but that, so
long as he is in a position to reconvey the mortgaged
property on payment of his claim he may so proceed,
thereby, however, automatically opening the fore-
closure and affording the mortgagee an opportunity
to redeem as of right; and courts of equity have
maintained jurisdiction to grant the mortgagor a
corresponding right, where special circumstances war-
rant such a course, on terms which would protect the
mortgagee. "Foreclosure" under the Alberta "Land
Titles Act" was subject to these incidents prior to
1919. Mutual Life Assur. Co. v. Douglas (1). Under

(1) 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.

15780-8l
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19o0 the amendment of that year, however, they are done
SAYRE away with and "foreclosure" in Alberta now com-

V.

s-many pletely extinguishes the mortgage debt and all rights
comPAmY. of the mortgagor in the pledge. The order of the
AnglinJ. master in chambers in this case, on the contrary,

purports in express terms to keep alive and enforce
recovery of the greater part of the mortgage debt and
at the same time to vest the mortgaged property in
the mortgagee as absolute owner in satisfaction not
of his entire claim but of less than one-third of it.
I agree with the learned Chief Justice of Alberta and
Mr. Justice Simmons that such an order was not, and
was not intended to operate as, a "foreclosure" as
that term must now be understood in Alberta and
that it therefore did not operate to extinguish the
personal liability of the mortgagor. Neither was it
meant to have effect as a foreclosure as understood
in English equity jurisprudence. Moreover, if the
provision of the order directing a sale to the mortgagee
as an irredeemable purchaser at $6,500, and that
directing the issue of execution for the balance of the
mortgage debt are so incompatible one with the other
that both cannot stand, the proper course to rectify
the error committed in making such an order is, with
respect, not to strike out one of its provisions and
allow the other to stand. Inasmuch as the order
approving of the sale to the mortgagee at the price
fixed was sought and accepted only on the footing
that it should contain the additional provision for the
recovery of the balance of the mortgage debt and the
master never intended to make an order in any other
terms or on any other condition-never intended
that the mortgagee's claim should be extinguished
except as to the $6,500 for which he had offered to
take the land in satisfaction-the order should be
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vacated as a whole unless it can be sustained as a
whole. The mortgagor cannot insist on that part of SAYRE

it standing which suits his purposes minus the accom- s-u-
panying provision without which it was neither sought cOMPANT.
nor granted and would not have been taken. Grand Anglin J.

Trunk Pacific Rly. v. Fort William Property Owners
(1). If not entitled to maintain the order as it stands
the respondent asks that it should be set aside in toto
and to that relief it is entitled.

But is the order as made sustainable? There are
no doubt authorities for the proposition that the
court will under special circumstances sanction the
mortgagee becoming the purchaser of the mortgaged
premises at a court sale. In addition to Tennant v.
Trenchard (2), and Hutton v. Justin (3), cited by the
respondent, reference may be had to The Wilsons (4),
and Ex parte Marsh (5), cited in Fisher on Mortgages
(Can. ed. 1910) par No. 2020. When the mortgagee
is allowed to bid the conduct of the sale is usually
transferred to some other interested party. Domville
v. Berrington (6). Gowland v. Garbutt (7), cited by Mr.
Clark, is also an instance where this was done. But
in Ireland a contrary course has sometimes been
taken and the mortgagee allowed to bid, though
retaining the conduct of the sale, where the property
was clearly insufficient to pay the debt. Steele v.
Devonport (8); Spaight v. Patterson (9). These cases;
may be readily understood when it is borne in mind
that foreclosure is the primary remedy which the law
gives to the mortgagee, the right to a sale being
statutory and the conduct of the sale discretionary.

(1) 43 Can. S. C. R. 412; [1912] (5) 1 Mad., 148.
A.C., 224, at p. 229. (6) 2 Y. & C., 723.

(2) 4 Ch. App. 537, at p. 547. (7) 13 Gr., 578, at p. 580.
(3) 2 Ont. L.R., 713. (8) [18481 11 Ir. Eq. 339.
(4) 1 W. Rob., 172. (9) [18461 9 Ir. Eq. 149.
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Hewitt v. Nanson (1). Where a sale is ordered and
SAYRE the mortgagor is not financially good for any possibleV.

STrUy deficiency it is only reasonable to permit the mortgagee
COMPANY. to protect himself as far as possible by giving him
AnghJ. leave to bid at the sale, and, if necessary, to become a

purchaser. But no case is reported, so far as I have
been able to discover, where a mortgagee has been
allowed to acquire an absolute title to the land as a
purchaser and thereafter to maintain an action on
the personal covenant of his mortgagor for the amount
by which his mortgage claim exceeded the price at
which he purchased. A passage in the judgment of
Moss J. A., in Hutton v. Justin (2), may, however,
be referred to.

While the mortgagor's covenant for payment of the
mortgage debt may be absolute at law, in equity the
right to enforce it is subject to the condition that the
mortgagee shall not be disabled through any act of his
own (Ashburner on Mortgages (2 ed.) 683) not
authorized by the mortgagor from restoring the
estate. Palmer v. Hendrie (3); Kinnaird v. Trollope
(4). A mortgagee asserting absolute ownership of the
mortgaged property cannot sue on the mortgagor's
covenant. In equity, speaking generally, the rights
of payment and redemption are reciprocal.

Even where the mortgagee claims to have acquired,
in his character as such, absolute ownership of the
property under a title paramount, he cannot enforce
the mortgagor's covenant except on the terms that
he should submit to redemption. An excellent illus-
tration of this proposition is afforded by Parkinson v.

(1) 28 L.J. Ch. 49. (3) 27 Beav. 349, at p. 351.
(2) 2 Ont.L.R. 713, at p. 716. (4) 39 Ch.D. 636, at pp. 641-2.
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Higgins (1), where it was held on demurrer that a 1920

mortgagee, who had purchased at a court sale, which sAYB

would have conferred on a stranger so purchasing a Smaumr-
paramount and absolute title, COMPANY.

Anglin J.
could not sue for the mortgage money while asseiting his right to the -
proDerty mortgaged wholly independent of any title derived from the
mortgagor and without any right to redeem,

and Parkinson v. Higgins (2), where the same mortgagee
on pleading by way of equitable replication that he
had acquired title to the property solely to protect
his interests and that he had offered and was always
willing to submit to redemption on payment of the
mortgage moneys and the sum he had been obliged
to expend to save the property from sale to a stranger,
who would acquire paramount title, was held entitled
to maintain his action on the mortgagor's covenant.

In my opinion the doctrines of equity in regard to
mortgages preclude the making of an order which
purports uno flatu to vest the mortgaged property in
the mortgagee as purchaser free from all equity of
redemption and to enforce the personal liability of
the mortgagor for some part of the mortgage debt.
A mortgagee cannot have both the mortgaged prop-
erty and the mortgage money.

I find nothing in the Alberta statutory law which
warrants ascribing to the legislature the intention
of making such a substantial further inroad upon the
system of mortgage law which has grown up under the
fostering care of the chancery courts, as the order of
the master in chambers implies. Moreover, that
order seems to involve an evasion of s.s. 2 of s. 62 and
probably also of s. 62 (b) of the Land Titles Act.

(1) 37 U.C. Q.B. 308.
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1920 For relief from whatever hardship is entailed by the
SAYE undoubted deprivation of their contractual rights

V.
SECUrry effected by the former subsection mortgagees must

TRUSET

cOMPANY, look to the legislature, not to the courts.
Angin J. The appeal in my opinion should also succeed on

the ground that there has not been "a sale" of the land
within the meaning of s.s. 2 of s. 62 of the "Land
Titles Act" and that the mortgagee is therefore pro-
hibited by that subsection from issuing execution
under his judgment on the covenant. Sale in English
law generally imports an exchange of some article
of property for money. J. & P. Coats Ltd. v. Inland
Revenue Commissioners (1); Benjamin on Sale, 5 ed.,
pp. 2, 3. Here the transaction is not of that character.
It is an exchange or barter of the mortgaged property
for the release or extinguishment by the mortgagee.
of a portion of the debt owed him by the mortgagor
That in my opinion is not a sale within the meaning
of that word as used in s.s. 2 of s. 62. It is there
used in its general meaning in English law. More-
over, I am satisfied that the sale contemplated by the
statute is a sale to a stranger not to the mortgagee.

For these reasons I would allow this appeal and
set aside the order of the master in chambers. The
land titles register must be rectified so as to restore
the title to the position in which it stood before the
master's order was made, and the certificate of title
issued to the respondent mortgagee must be delivered
up to the registrar and cancelled.

The respondents were obliged to appeal from the
order of Mr. Justice Stuart which cut off all remedy
on the mortgagor's covenant. They may well there-
fore be entitled to add all their costs down to and exclu-
sive of the judgment of the Appellate Division to the

(1) [1897] 1 Q.B. 778, at p. 783.
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mortgage debt. But I think the appellant, in view of 19
the respondent's denial of his right to redeem (Kin- SAYBE

naird v. Trollope) (1); Hall v. Heward (2), is entitled sEaURNY

to his costs of the appeal to this court which he was COMPANY.

obliged to bring in order to have the order of the master Anglin J.

in chambers, upheld by the Appellate Division, set
aside. These latter costs should be set off against and
deducted from the mortgage debt.

BRODEUR J.-The question involved in this appeal is
largely a question of practice and procedure in a mort-
gage action. Mr. Justice Stuart, whose judgment the
appellants seek to restore, declares himself that the
practice which was followed by the master has been
in vogue for some time in order to work out in some
form the results which should follow upon the mora-
torium act of 1916 and that practice seemed to have
been approved tacitly, if not formally, by judicial
authority. Some questions of principle might inci-
dentally be raised for the solution of this question of
procedure or practice.

Although we have an appellate jurisdiction, this
court does not exercise it in matters relating to the
practice and procedure of the courts below, except
under special circumstances.

There is nothing which has been disclosed in this
case which would justify us, in my mind, in interfering
with the judgment appealed from. I am satisfied
that under the order as framed by the Appellate
Division the rights of the mortgagor will be duly
safeguarded.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

(1) 42 Ch.D. 610, at p. 619.
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192 MIGNAULT J.-The facts of this case are fully
SATRE explained in the judgments of the courts below, and

V.

s8uRIY need not be repeated here. The question chieflyTRUST

COMPANY, discussed in these judgments was whether the master's
Mignault J. order was such an order for foreclosure as would,

under the amendment to "The Land Titles Act,"
assented to on the 17th April, 1919, and which became
operative a month later (Alberta Statutes, 1919, ch. 37,
sect. 4), deprive the respondent of its right to recover
the balance of its claim, after deducting the sum for which
the mortgaged property was sold to the respondent.

The material portion of the master's order, granted
by him after hearing all the parties, and after proof
by affidavit that the value of the mortgaged property
did not exceed $6,500, is as follows:

. It is ordered that the sale of the lands and premises mentioned in the
Statements of Claim in the above actions to the plaintiffs for the price or
sum of $6.500.00 be and the same is hereby approved and confirmed:

It is further ordered that the payment into court by the olaintiffs
of the said sum of $6,500.00, the purchase price of the said lands, be
and the same is hereby dispensed with:

It is further ordered that the above named defendants, and each of
them, and all those claiming by, through or under the said defendants
or either of them, do hereby stand absolutely and irrevocably barred
and foreclosed of and from all right, title or equity of redemption in
and to the said mortgaged lands in the pleadings mentioned, and here-
inafter more particularly set forth:

And it is further ordered that the said lands and premises, being:
Lots Twenty-four (24) and Twenty-five (25) in Block Fifty-six (56)
according to a plan of part of the City of Calgary of record in the Land
Titles Office for the South Alberta Land Registration District as Plan
"A," Calgary, be vested in the plaintiffs The Security Trust Company,
Limited, of the City of Calgary, in the Province of Alberta, and Wil-
liam Murray Connacher, of the City of Calgary, aforesaid, for an estate
in fee simple, subject to the reservations contained in the existing
Certificate of Title, and that the Registrar of Land Titles for the South
Alberta Land Registration District do upon production of this order or a
certified copy hereof cancel the existing Certificate of Title and issue a
new Certificate of Title in the name of the said The Security Trust
Company, Limited, and William Murray Connacher, free and clear of
all encumbrances subsequent to and inclusive of the plaintiff's mort-
gage sued on herein;
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And it appearing and having been proved from said affidavits filed 1920
that there is due and owing to the plaintiffs on account of the mortgage SAr
which forms the subject matter of the above actions the sum of $20,- V.
564.31, which amount exceeds the sum of $6,500, the amount for which SEcuatrry
the said lands have been purchased by the plaintiff, by the sum of COMe v.
314,064.31. . -

It is further ordered that the plaintiffs have leave and liberty is lignault J.

hereby given to the plaintiffs to issue execution against the defendants
for the said sum of $14,064.31, being the balance of their claim, and
that judgment be entered accordingly for the said sum of $14,064.31
with interest and costs.

The amendment of 1919 referred to in the judg-
ments below is in the following terms:

62. Proceedings for recovery of money secured by a mortgage or
encumbrance, or to enforce any provision thereof, or sale, redemption
or foreclosure proceedings with respect to mortgaged or encumbered
land may be taken in any court of competent jurisdiction in accordance
with the existink practice and procedure thereof.

(2) No execution to enforce a judgment upon the personal covenant
contained in a mortgage, encumbrance or agreement of sale on or of
land or on any security therefor shall issue or be proceeded with until
sale of land, and levy shall then only be made for the amount of the said
moneys remaining unpaid after the due application of the purchase
moneys received at the said sale.

62b. The effect of an order for foreclosure of a mortgage or encumb-
rance heretofore or hereafter made by any court, or judge or by any
registrar shall be to vest the title of the land affected thereby in the
mortgagee or encumbrancee free from all right and equity of redemption
on the part of the owner, mortgagor or encumbrancer or any person
claiming through or under him subsequently to the mortgage or encumb-
rance, and shall from and after the date of the passing of this section
operate as full satisfaction of the debt secured by such mortgage or
encumbrance. Such mortgagee or encumbrancee shall be deemed a
transferee of the land and become the owner thereof and be entitled to
receive a certificate of title for the same.

I cannot look on the master's order in this case as
being purely and simply "an order for foreclosure."
It is much more than that. It provides for the sale
of the mortgaged property to the respondent for
$6,500.00, dispenses the respondent from paying the
purchase price into court, for its mortgage debt
exceeded $20,000.00, forecloses the appellant of all
right, title or equity of redemption in and to the
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12 mortgaged lands, and gives leave to the respondent
SAYBE to issue execution against the appellant for the bal-

2,.
SECURITY ance of its claim. The learned trial judge ordered

TRUST
Courav. that the part of the master's order permitting -execu-

Mignault J. tion to issue be struck out and replaced by an order
preventing execution. He thus applied section 62b
to the order, as if this order had been an order for
foreclosure pure and simple, with the effect that the
respondent, which never intended to take the property
in satisfaction of its claim, is now held to have done so.

With all possible deference, I cannot think that the
learned trial judge should have disregarded, nay more,
have struck out the provisions of the master's order
which prevented it from being an order for foreclosure
pure and simple, to which section 62b would apply.

The learned Chief Justice of Alberta shews what
the purpose of the amendment was. The Legislature
was moved to adopt it by reason of the decision of
this court in Mutual Life Assurance Co. v. Douglas (1)
The Appellate Division of Alberta had held that a
mortgagee who took a final order of foreclosure, lost
his rights on the covenant and that the debt was
extinguished. This court, on the contrary, decided
that the mortgagee could sue on the covenant, not-
withstanding the foreclosure, provided he was in
position to reconvey the mortgaged property. The
learned Chief Justice of Alberta says:

It seems abundantly clear that it was intended to declare the law
for this Province to be henceforth what the Provincial Court had held
it to be, and what the Supreme Court of Canada declared it was not.

I certainly cannot say that the learned Chief Justice
has wrongly stated the intention of the 1919 amend-
ment. But, on the construction of the amendment
itself, my opinion is that it would, to say the least,

(1) 57 Can. S.C.R. 243.
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be a misdescription to call the master's order, with its 1920

provisions for a sale to the respondent and for the SAYRE

latter's right to issue execution for the balance of its S-u=rry
TRUST

claim, a final order for foreclosure within the meaning COMPANY.

of section 62b, notwithstanding that the appellant Mignault J.

is in fact declared foreclosed of all right, title or equity
of redemption. Subject to what I will say, as to the
point raised by my brother Anglin, the effect of a sale
of the mortgaged property under subsection 2 of
section 62 would be to deprive the mortgagor of all
right in the property, and he would still be liable
for the moneys remaining unpaid after due applica-
tion of the purchase price. Here the property was
declared to be sold to the appellant and leave was
granted him to issue execution for the balance of his
claim, and looking at the whole order, I am of opinion
that it is not the order for foreclosure contemplated
by the amendment.

I now come to the point raised by my brother
Anglin, that the mortgagee, even under the special
legislation of Alberta, cannot be authorized to pur-
chase the property, and, while retaining it, to issue
execution against the mortgagor for the balance of
the mortgage debt, after deducting the price for which
he has purchased the mortgaged property. For that
reason, my learned brother concludes that the master's
order should be entirely set aside as containing contra-
dictory and irreconcilable provisions.

After due consideration I think the point well
taken, for it is an undoubted rule of equity that the
mortgagee cannot have both the mortgaged property
and the mortgage debt., While no doubt the mortgagee,
in a proper case and with sufficient safeguards, may
be allowed to bid at a court sale of the mortgaged
property (Halsbury's Laws of England, vo. Mortgage,
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8 No. 458, note (e); Fisher, Law of Mortgages, 6th
SAYR Canadian Edition, No. 2020), I can find no authority

V.
S unrr for the proposition that after buying in the property
coMPNY. himself, he can, while retaining it, sue for the balance
Mignault J. of the mortgage debt. There is authority to the

contrary, in the judgment of Hagarty, C.J., in Park-
inson v. Higgins (1), cited by my brother Anglin,
where the learned Chief Justice says:

On the whole my conclusion is that the mortgagee cannot sue for
his mortgage money, while in the same breath he asserts that the estate
is wholly his own, and that he holds it by title paramount, and wholly
independent of any title derived from the mortgagor.

The new legislation of Alberta does not, reasonably
construed, contradict this statement of the law.
On the contrary, section 62b shews that the mortgagee
cannot sue on the covenant when he has obtained
an order for foreclosure against the mortgagor, and this
provision would be easily evaded if the mortgagee
who has bought the property even with the leave of the
court could retain it and sue for the balance of the
mortgage debt. In the absence of any authority I
would not now say that he can do so.

I would allow the appeal and set aside the master's
order, with costs as stated in the opinion of my brother
Anglin.

Appeal dismissed without costs.

Solicitors for the appellant Sayre: McLean, Patterson
& Broad.

Solicitors for the appellant Gilfoy: Taylor, Moffatt,
Allison & Whetham.

Solicitors for the respondents: Savary, Fenerty &
Chadwick.

(1) 37 U.C.Q.B. 308, at p. 318.
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THE MINISTER OF FINANCE OF LANo
APPELLANT' 92

BRITISH COLUMBIA (DEFENDANT)...) *May 4.
*June 21.

AND

THE ROYAL TRUST COMPANY
(PETITIONER) .....................

IN RE SUCCESSION DUTY ACT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA.

Succession duty-Deceased domiciled toithout the province-Propeny
within and without the province-Method of taxation on property
within-"Succession DutyAct," R.S. B.C. (1911), c. 217, s. 7, as
amended by (B.C.) 1915, c. 58, 8. 4.

Where a person domiciled out of the province of British Columbia
dies leaving property both in and out of the province, the provin-
cial authorities have the right, for the purpose of computing
succession duty according to section 7 of the "Succession Duty
Act," to take into account all the property.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal ([1919] 3 W.W.R. 76) reversed,
Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal
for British Columbia (1), affirming the judgment of the
trial judge, Hunter C. J. (2), and maintaining the
respondents' petition.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(2) [1919) 1 W.W.R. 1101.(1) [1919] 3 W.W.R. 76.
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1920 The material facts of the case and the questions in
THE issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in the

MINISTER OF
FIN E OF judgments now reported.

BR..SHno
COLUMBIA

V.
THEc ROYAL
TRus Co. J. A. Ritchie, for the appellant.

Charles Wilson K.C., for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The late Sir William Van Home was
domiciled in Quebec when he made his last will and
testament and died on the 11th of September, 1915,
possessed of an estate of the aggregate value of $6,371,-
374.31, of which $300,000 worth was situated in the
Province of British Columbia. The questions raised
herein relative to the amount of the succession duties
collectable upon or out of that part of the estate so
situated, must be determined by the true interpreta-
tion and construction of the ''Succession Duties Act,"
as amended, of said province, if and so far as intra
vires the legislature thereof.

The judgment of the Court of Appeal for British
Columbia (1) holds that the scale applied by the
appellant in estimating the duties payable in question
would be ultra vires the power of the said legislature
to enact, and hence the "Succession Duty Act" so
construed would be ultra vires.

It should tend to clarity of thought upon the subject
to bear in mind that the right of any one to claim any
part of the estate of a deceased rests entirely upon the
legislative enactments, in force where the property so
left, may chance to have provided.

(1) [1919] 3 W.W.R. 76.
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The succession duties, so called, requiring a part of the 1920

estate situated in any province at the time of death to be THE
MINISTER OT

handed over to the Minister of Finance or other authority FINANCE OF
BaRIanS

declared by the legislature entitled to demand and receive COLUMBIA

same, is clearly within the power of the legislature to enact. THE ROYAL
TRUST CO.

The scale by which such duties are to be measured J

and the conditions upon and by which it is to be
applied also fall within the said power.

There is no attempt made by the enactment here in
question to tax, directly or indirectly, any part of
the estate lying beyond the province.

All that is attempted, is to apply a scale of assess-
ment to that now in question presumed to be fitting
the case of a wealthy man's estate.

Similar distinctions are, rightly or wrongly, made in
an infinite variety of ways in that kind of legislation
in the cases of those domiciled within a province.

Two of the most prevalent of those distinctions are
the cases of the men of wealth, as distinguished from
their poorer neighbours, or of men with a family, or
next of kin, as distinguished from those who have none.

No one has ever, so far as I know, tried to maintain
that such distinctive conditions are beyond the power
of the legislature having absolute authority over
property and civil rights, to impose as a term of the
necessary recognition by local authority, in order to
entitle any one to claim the succession of any part of
the property of a deceased person.

For aught I can see, as matter of law, the like dis-
tinction might be so made in favour of or against
the sex or colour of him or her who has died, or him or
her who is to become entitled to receive by virtue of
legislative authority what has been left, if the legis-
lature saw fit to do so.

15780-9
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1920 It seems to me necessary, from experience of the
THE mode of thought with which enactments such as thatMINISTER OF

FINANCE OF in question are sometimes approached, in trying toBRITISH apoce, uyn
COLUMBIA interpret and construe them, that a full realization

V.
THE ROYAL of the foregoing elementary principles is necessary.
TRUST CO.

Idington J. The amended statute now in question if viewed in
. light of such conceptions is to my mind very clear and

simple.

I agree it might have been expressed in some way
that would have rendered the construction put upon it
below impossible.

Yet if we pay heed to the interpretation of the
definitions of the phrases "aggregate value" and "net
value" when used in the enactment, how, I submit
with great respect, can the clauses wherein they occur
be construed otherwise than as embracing both pro-
perty within and without the province?

The phrases are defined respectively as follows:-

"Aggregate value" means the value of the property before the
debts, incumbrances, or other allowances authorized by this Act are
deducted therefrom, and shall include property situate without the
province as well as property situate within the province.

"Net value" means the value of the property, both within and
without the province, after the debts, incumbrances, or other allow-
ances or exemptions authorized by this Act are deducted therefrom.

What right have. we to read them in any sense
which will discard this statutory meaning? And what
right have we to read into the enactments in which
they appear another meaning than that would give?

And when we look at the whole purview of the
statute is it not clear that there is no pretence of
intention to tax anything situated beyond the province
but merely to apply by means of the ascertainment
thereof a scale of tax applicable to that within the
province according to certain conditions?
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These conditions I think were properly appreciated 1

by the appellant and duly applied by the rules of Ma IEE

proportion he has adopted. FmAxcroP

And, curiously enough, as illustrative of how the coU.BI

prepossessions and self-interest of men will tend to TEUS ROYA
mislead them, we have the respondent quite content Idington J.
to adopt the rule of proportion so invoked when it is
applied to the deduction of the testator's debts of
which none existed in the province.

And that is accepted by the court as quite right.

It would have been quite competent, but for the
testamentary disposition, for the respondent to have
paid all the debts out of British Columbia assets.

The necessary relevant authorities are cited in the dis-
senting judgments below and need not be repeated here.

I think the appeal should be allowed with costs.

DUFF J.-The decision of this appeal turns upon
the proper construction of section 7 of the "Succes-
sion Duty Act" as amended by the legislation of 1915.
The section so amended provides that where the net
value of the property of the deceased exceeds $25,000
and passes through a certain course of succession
mentioned in the statute, then

all property situated within the province * * * shall be subject
to duty as follows.

Then follows three sub-paragraphs, A, B, & C, of
which paragraph C only has relevancy to the present
appeal. That paragraph is in these words:

(c) Where the net value exceeds $200,000, at the rate of $1.50
for every $100 of the first $100,000, $2.50 for every $100 of the second
$100,000, and five dollars for every $100 above the $200,000.

15780-9t
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1920 Net value as defined in the interpretation section
THE means a net value ascertained by taking into account

MINISTER-OF
FINANCE OF the value of all property both within and without the

BRITISH
COLUMBIA province. It seems reasonably clear that the scheme

THE ROYAL contemplated by the legislature as brought intoTnusT CO.

DuffJ orce by paragraph (c), is that for the purpose of
-- ascertaining the rate in the case of estates falling

within that paragraph, the net value of the estate is
to be divided into three parts, the first being the sum of
one hundred thousand dollars, the second also being the
sum of one hundred thousand dollars, the third being the
difference between the sum of two hundred thousand
dollars and the sum representing aggregate net value;
the net value in every case as already mentioned
being ascertained by reference to the whole of the
property both within and without the province.
This division having been made, the rate prescribed
by paragraph (c) is the rate of one dollar and fifty
cents notionally applied to the whole of the first one
hundred thousand dollars of the net value; the sum
of two dollars and fifty cents for every one hundred
dollars on the second one hundred thousand dollars
notionally applied to the whole of that sum, and five
dollars for every one hundred dollars above the
two hundred thousand dollars notionally applied to
the whole estate both within and without the pro-
vince. In this manner the rate of taxation is ascer-
tained. The property taxed, however, is only the
property situated within the province, and in the case
of each of the parts only that part of the first one
hundred thousand, the second one hundred thousand
or the excess over two hundred thousand, as the case
may be,which is so situate is subject to taxation accord-
ing to the several rates prescribed by sub-section (c),
for the parts mentioned. This appears to be a simple
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and perfectly intelligible scheme applicable alike to 1920

estates partly situated within and partly situated THE
MINISTER OF

without the province, and to estates wholly situated FINANCE OF
BRITISH

within the province, and the intention of the legisla- COLUMBIA

ture seems to be expressed with reasonable clearness. THE ROYAL
TRUST Co

The alternative interpretation proposed by Mr. Wilson J

in his able argument, I think, cannot be maintained on -

any construction of "net value" in sub-section (c),
which is not inconsistent with the definition of that
phrase given in the interpretation section.

ANGLIN J. (dissenting).-Although it would appear
that in the opinion of the majority of the learned
judges who have dealt with this case its determination
should turn on whether s. 7 of the British' Columbia
"Succession Duty Act" (R.S.B.C., c. 217), as amended
by s. 4 of c. 58 of the statutes of 1915, is or is not
intra vires of the Provincial Legislature, I am, with
profound respect, unable to discern in it any arguable
question of constitutional validity. The subject mat-
ter of the taxation being admittedly within the pro-
vince, I fail to appreciate how it can transcend its
legislative jurisdiction to prescribe that the rate of.the
tax which it is to bear shall depend upon the amount
of the decedent's entire estate, whether situate wholly
within, or partly without and partly within, the
province, or how it could be said if the rate of taxation
on the domestic assets were made to increase with the
amount of the "net value" of an entire estate coma
prising foreign assets, that the greater tax 'conse-
quently levied on the domestic assets in that case
would involve an indirect tax on the foreign assets. I
agree with Mr. Justice Martin that

it is not a matter of indirect taxation at all but simply the fixing of a
basis of domestic assessment in varying circumstances, domestic and
foreign.
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i The respondent's petition does not claim freedom from
THE succession duties. It does not challenge the con-

MINISTER OF
FINANCE OF stitutionality of s. 7 of the statute. It asks merely aBarrssI
COLuMA declaration that the amount of the duty payable

THE ROYAL under it in respect of the $290,463.25, net value of the
TRusT Co.

A ~ estate of the late Sir William Van Horne, K.C.M.G.,Anglin J.
situate in British Columbia, is $8,523.16 and not
$14,242.10 as claimed by the province. Both parties
are agreed that the amount of the taxable property
in British Columbia is the "net value" of the decedent's
assets in the province and that this "net value" is to
be ascertained by deducting from the gross or aggre-
gate value of such assets a part of the debts of the
decedent which bears to his whole indebtedness the
same proportion as the aggregate value of his British
Columbia assets bears to that of his entire estate.
Whether this practice is correct or is sanctioned by
the statute is therefore a question not presented for
our consideration.

The difference between the parties arises from a
divergence of views as to the mode of computation
directed by s. 7, the material parts of which, as amend-
ed, read as follows:-

When the net value of the property of the deceased exceeds
twenty-five thousand dollars, and passes under a will, intestacy, or
otherwise, either in whole or in part, to or for the use of the father,
mother, husband, wife, child, daughter-in-law, or son-in-law of the
deceased, all property situate within the Province, or so much thereof
as so passes (as the case may be) shall be subject to duty as follows:-

(a) not applicable.

(b) not applicable.

(c) Where the net value exceeds two hundred thousand dollars,
at the rate of one dollar and fifty cents for every one hundred
dollars of the first one hundred thousand dollars, two dollars
and fifty cents for every hundred dollars of the second one
hundred thousand dollars, and five dollars for every one
hundred dollars above the two hundred thousand dollars.
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Counsel representing the Minister of Finance con- 1920

tends that it is not on the entire "first one hundred MI THE

thousand dollars "' worth of property situate in FINANCE OF

British Columbia that duty at the rate of 1% is to COLUMBIA
2 V.

be levied, but on the proportion thereof which would THE ROYAL

be subject to that rate if the entire estate had been TRUST C.
Anglin J.

situate within the province-and in like manner as
to the "second one hundred thousand dollars' "
worth of assets situate in British Columbia. He
would read the words "every one hundred dollars of
the first one hundred thousand dollars" and " every one
hundred dollars of the second one hundred thousand
dollars" as meaning in each case, "that portion of
every one hundred dollars which bears to it the same
proportion as the amount of the net value of the
estate within British Columbia bears to the net value
of the whole estate wherever situate." The respondent
executor, on the other hand, maintains that this con-
struction involves interpolating an idea which is not
only not. expressed in the statute but is excluded by
its terms. One hundred dollars, he says, means that
sum and not some part or proportion of it varying as
the relative amount of foreign assets comprised in
the estate is greater or less.

With Mr. Justice Galliher I view this as the real,
if not the sole, question for decision; and with that
learned judge I would determine it in the respondent's -
favour. While unable to read the words "net value"
in clause (c) as the learned Chief Justice of the Court
of Appeal does (i.e., as having a meaning different
from that which the same words bear in the first line
of s. 7-viz., the.meaning given to it by the definition

found in s. 2), I agree with what I understand to be
that learned judge's view and also that of Mr. Justice
Galliher, that it is the entire first one hundred thousand
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1920 dollars' worth of "all property (of the decedent)
THE situate within the province" that is declared by clause

MINISTER OF
FINANCE OF () of s. 7 to be liable to a duty of 1% and the entire

BRITISH2
COLUMBI second one hundred thousand dollars' worth of the

THE ROYAL same property that is declared to be liable to a duty of
Tausi Co.

21%, and that the 5% rate of duty applies only toAnglin J. 20
- the excess over the two hundred thousand dollars

worth of assets situate within' the province. The
statute, in my opinion, plainly says so.

Omitting the introductory forty-six words of s. 7,
which serve to define the cases that fall within the
operation of the section as a whole, and also the intro-
ductory words of clause (c) "where the net value
exceeds two hundred thousand dollars," which in like
manner serve to define the cases that fall within the
purview of that particular clause, the operative part
of the section, as applicable to the case before us, reads
as follows:-

All property situate within the province * * * shall be subject
to duty as follows:-

At the rate of one dollar and fifty cents for every one hundred
dollars of the first one hundred thousand dollars, two dolars and
fifty cents for every one hundred dollars of the second one hundred
thousand dollars, and five dollars for every one hundred dollars above
the two hundred thousand dollars.

That this provision was intended to apply to estates
consisting of property wholly within the province as
well as to those comprising property partly within
and partly without the province is conceded. While
in the former case the appellant takes the statute just
as it is and says that it fully expresses the intention of
the legislature, in the latter, he would apply clause (c)
as if it read as follows, the words in brackets being
interpolated, except the concluding words, which are
substituted:
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(c) Where the net value exceeds two hundred thousand dollars, 1920
(and part of the estate consists of property not within the province) THE
at the rate of one dollar and fifty cents for (a part of) every one hundred MINISTER OF

dollars of the first one hundred thousand dollars, (which bears to the FINANCE OF
BaRnSH

sum of one hundred doilars the same proportion as the net value of the COLUMBIL
estate within British Columbia bears to the net value of the entire v.
estate of the decedent) two dollars and fifty cents for ( T HE ROYALestae o th deedet) wo a like part of) TRUST CO.
every hundred dollars of the second one hundred thousand dollars, -
and five dollars for every one hundred dollars (wo.th of the rest of the Anglin J.
estate within the province). I

In the case at bar the appellant would apply the 1%
rate to $4,683.84, the 2% rate to $4,683.84 and the
5% rate, not as the statute says to "every one hundred
dollars above the two hundred thousand dollars,"
but to "every one hundred dollars above $9,366.48."

Not only does clause (c) of s. 7 appear to say in such
plain language that the lower rates of 1% and 2%
are the rates of duty to be taken in respect of the
first one hundred thousand dollars' worth and the
second one hundred thousand dollars' worth of prop-
erty situate within the province respectively that no
excuse is afforded for any departure from Lord Wens-
leydale's well-known "golden rule of construction,"
but as part of a taxing Act it does not admit of an
equitable construction in favour of the Crown in order
to carry out some presumed intention of the legisla-
ture in the direction of equality which has not been
expressed. Lumsden v. Commissioners of Inland
Revenue (1). The subject of taxation must come within
the letter of the law. We cannot justify reading into
this taxing statute any words such as counsel for the
Minister argues the legislature must have meant it to
contain to increase the burden of the tax, whether on a
plea of equalization or any other. It may be that if
the Act be read literally, as I think it must be, the
taxation on the $300,000 of British Columbia assets

(1) 11914] A.C. 877, at p. 897.
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L920 owned by the decedent will be less than it would have
THE been had all the rest of his estate of $6,371,374.75

MINISTER OF
FINANCE OF been likewise situate within the province. But, if

BRITISH
COLUMIA that be a result which the legislature did not intend, it

THE ROYAL is reached merely because it has expressed an intention to
TRUST Co.

Anglin J that effect and has failed to express any other intention.
The remedy is in its hands and must be sought from it
and not from the courts. Attorney General v. Milne (1).

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

BRODEUR J.-The question in this case is whether
the British Columbia Government should levy a
succession duty, on Sir Wm. Van Horne's Estate, of
$14,242.10, as claimed by the appellant, or of only
$8,523.16, as contended by the respondent and as
decided by the courts below.

The whole difficulty is as to the construction of
section 7 of the "Succession Duty Act" of British
Columbia and as to the way of computing the rate of
duty. There was a suggestion by one of the judges
below that the Province had no right to take into
account the extra-provincial assets to determine the
net value of the estate. But this constitutional
aspect was not, and with reason, accepted by the
other judges. It seems to me that a province acts
within its power in enacting that the property of a
deceased person situate outside the province should be
considered in arriving at the aggregate value. Re
Renfrew (2). There is no attempt in the present
statute to tax property outside the province; but it
simply declares that the property situate within the
province will bear a heavier duty when the whole
estate is larger.

(1) [1914] A.C. 765, at pp. 771, 774, 780-1.
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The provincial- authorities in determining the rate 12

of duty in this case have taken into account all the THE

property of the deceased both within and without F-ANC oF

the province and have subjected the proportionate COLU-BL

part of such property within the Province to the duty TH RO

which would have been payable if the whole estate had Brodeur J.
been within the province. This mode of calculation -

is not only a fair and equitable one, but is the one
authorized by the statute.

The respondent contends that the rate of succes-
sion duty should be determined with reference only
to the net value of the property of the deceased within
the Province.

Section 2 of the "Succession Duty Act" enacts
that the net value mentioned in section 7 means the value
of the property both within and without the Province.

It is common ground that the liabilities of the estate
should be charged proportionately on the property in
the province and it seems to me that the same rule
should be observed as to the payment of the rates of
succession duty.

The appeal should be allowed with costs throughout
and the claim as made by the British Columbia Minis-
ter of Finance be declared valid.

MIGNAULT J. (dissenting).-As I view this case, it
involves merely the construction of the British Col-
umbia "Succession Duty- Act," chapter 217 of the
Revised Statutes of 1911, as amended by section 4 of
chapter 58 of the statutes of 1915. No constitutional
problems arise and the right of the British Columbia
legislature to levy a succession duty of any amount on
property within the province passing by the death of
a person domiciled within or without the province,
has not been disputed.
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1920 The late Sir William Van Horne left an estate of the
THE aggregate value of $6,371,374.73, with liabilities of

MINmSTER OF
FINANCE OF $169,989.56, so that the net value of the estate wasBRITISH 69995,te vleoth

COLUMBIA $6,201,385.17. Out of the aggregate value, 2,000
THE ROYAL shares in the British Columbia Sugar Refinery, Limi-
TRUST Co.

- ted, were in British Columbia and their agreed value
was $300,000. The appellant demanded $14,242.10,
as succession duty, and the respondent, managing
executor of the estate, petitioned the court to have it
declared that the claim of the appellant proceeded
upon an erroneous basis, and that the sum payable for
succession duty was $8,523.16, and no more.

By the statute "aggregate value" means
the aggregate value of the property before the debts, incumbrances,
or other allowances authorized by this Act are deducted therefrom,
and shall include property situate without the Province as well as
property situate within the Province,

while "net value" is defined as
the value of the property, both within and without the Province,
after the debts, incumbrances, or other allowances or exemptions
authorized by this Act are deducted therefrom.

Section 7 of the statute is as follows:
' When the net value of the property of the deceased exceeds twenty-
five thousand dollars, and passes under a will, intestacy, or otherwise,
either in whole or in part, to or for the use of the father, mother, hus-
band, wife, child, daughter-in-law, or son-in-law of the deceased, all
property situate within the Province, or so much thereof as so passes
(as the case may be) shall be subject to duty as follows:

(a) Where the net value exceeds twenty-five thousand dollars,
but does not exceed one hundred thousand dollars, at the rate of one
dollar and fifty cents for every one hundred dollars;

(b) Where the net value exceeds one hundred thousand dollars
but does not exceed two hundred thousand dollars, at the rate of one
dollar and fifty cents for every one hundred dollars of the first hundred
thousand dollars and two dollars and fifty cents for every one hun-
dred dollars above the one hundred thousand dollars;

(c) Where the net value exceeds two hundred thousand dollars, at the
rate of one dollar and fifty cents for every one hundred dollars of the first
one hundred thousand dollars, two dollars and fifty cents for every hun-
dred dollars of the second one hundred thousand dollars, and five dollars
for every one hundred dollars above the two hundred thousand dollars.
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I am of opinion, on the construction of this section, 1920

that the property subject to succession duty is "all THE

property situate within the province," and inasmuch FIANCEOF

as the property in British Columbia of this estate COLUMBLA

exceeded in value $200,000. the succession duty -must be THE ROYAL
TRUST Co.

calculated according to paragraph (c) of section 7. Mignault J.

The property in British Columbia belonging to the -

estate amounted, I have said, to $300,000. It
appears to have been common ground between the
parties that from this $300,000 should be deducted
the sum of $9,536.75, being a share of the total liabilities
of the same proportion as the sum of $300,000 when
compared with the aggregate value of the whole estate,
thus leaving a net value in British Columbia of $290,-
463.25. It is on the basis of this reduction of the
assets in British Columbia that both parties have
proceeded, and I express no opinion whether the
reduction should have been made.

The appellant's mode of calculation, which I copy, cor-
recting some misprints in figures, from the respondent's
factum, no objection having been taken to the accuracy
of the statement by the appellant's counsel, is as follows:

Total amount of estate, less debts, $6,207,385.07; agreed value of
property in B.C. after deducting proportion of debts, $290,463.25.
The appellant then divided $6,207,385.07, the whole estate, by $290.-
463.25, the agreed net value of the British Columbia property, the
quotient being 21.3496. Then to ascertain the duty payable he
divides the first $100,000 by 21.3496, which is $4,683.84, and
14% on this sum is $70.24.

The same process for the next $100,000 at 2J% produces $117.09.
Then the appellant deducts twice $4,683.84, i.e., $9,367.68, from

the value of the property in British Columbia after deducting the
proportion of the debts, viz.: $290,463.25, leaving $281,095.57, and
upon this sum charges 5%, i.e., $14,054.77; the result being: first
$100,000 at 1-%, $70.24; second $100,000 at 21%, $117.09; the
remainder, viz., $281,095.57, at 5%, $14,054.77. Total, $14,242.10.

The appellant strongly relies on the statutory defi-
nitions of "aggregate value," and "net value" given
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1920 above, and contends that when paragraph (c) of
THE section 7 speaks of the "net value" exceeding $200,000,MINISTER OF

FINANCE OF the "net value" referred to is the net value of the
BRITISH

COLUMBIA property both within and without the province.
THE ROYAL Even supposing this construction to be sound, the rule
TRUST Co.

of paragraph (c) must nevertheless be followed, and
the rate of taxation is 12% on the first hundred

thousand dollars, 22% on the second hundred thou-
sand dollars, and 5 per cent above the two hundred
thousand dollars. The intention of the legislature is
clearly shown by the amendment made in 1915 to
section 7, which section, before this amendment, in
the case of a succession of more than $200,000.00,
required the payment of $5.00 on every $100.00 of the
net value of the estate. The effect of the amendment
was to charge, even in the case of a net value of more
than $200,000.00, 112 per cent. on the first $100,000.00,
212 per cent. on the next $100,000.00 and 5 per cent.
on the excess over $200,000.00. Moreover, as stated,
the subject of this taxation is "all property situate
within the province" (see also subsection (a) of section
5) and unless the legislature be held to have intended to
impose a tax on property outside the province, which it
could not do, the property only which was situate with-
in the province is taxed according to the scale indicated.

Calculating therefore in conformity with this scale the
succession duty on the sum of $290,463.25, agreed upon as
the-net valueof the assets in British Columbia, the amount
due is $8,523.16, as found by the two courts below.

I am therefore of opinion that the appeal should be
dismissed with costs. *

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Wm. D. Carter.

Solicitors for the respondent: Wilson & Whealler.
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THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED......APPELLANT; 1920

CROSS (DEFENDANT)................. June 4.
Oct. 12.

AND

GEDDES BROTHERS (PLAINTIFFS) RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO.

Contract-Sale of goods-Abandonment by vendor-Acceptance-Notice-
Subsequent acts of vendor.

G., by contract in writing, agreed to sell goods to the American Red
Cross but before any were delivered wrote the latter that he would
be unable to carry out his contract. The Red Cross then made an
entry on its books that the contract was cancelled.

Held, reversing the judgment of the Appellate Division (47 Ont. L.R.
163) Mignault J. dissenting, that though the Red Cross did not
give notice to G. that the abandonment was accepted the
contract was terminated as the subsequent acts of G., and especi-
ally his failure to deliver the'goods at the times specified showed
that he treated it as at an end and believed that the other party
had elected to accept.

Per Anglin J.-The conduct of G., viewed in the light of his letters
and the terms of the contract, amounted to an intimation of
abandonment and gave the Red Cross an option to rescind which
was sufficiently exercised when delivery was tendered.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) affirming the
judgment at the trial in favour of the plaintiffs.

The facts are sufficiently stated in the above head-
note.

*PRESEr:-Sir Louis Davies, C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin
and Brodeur JJ.

(1) 47 Ont. L.R. 163.
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12 Tilley K.C. for appellant.
AMERICAN
NAT ONAL

RED ROSS D. L. McCarthy K.C. for respondents.
GEDDES

BROTHERS.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This action is one brought to
recover damages for non-acceptance by the defend-
ants, appellants, of a quantity of woollen sweater yarn
tendered by the plaintiffs under a contract, called
throughout order 1788, for the sale by the plaintiffs to
the defendants of 20,000 pounds of such yarn.

There is no dispute between the parties as to the
facts and the single question argued at bar and to be
disposed of on this appeal is whether an unequivocal
and absolute written renunciation by the plaintiffs
of their contract for the delivery of the yarn contained
in a letter of the 2nd October, 1918, had been adopted
by the defendants.

On the receipt of plaintiff's letter of renunciation
the defendants' manager, Mr. Reed, gave instructions
that the contract was to be marked "cancelled" on
the defendants' records, and it was so marked, but no
letter was written to plaintiffs notifying them that
their renunciation of the contract had been accepted.
The defendants had forwarded written instructions
to the plaintiffs as to the shipping of the yarn dated
the same day as the plaintiffs had sent their renuncia-
tion letter. The letter covering the shipping instruc-
tions sent by the defendants, and that embodying the
renunciation by the latter of the contract crossed each
other.

The plaintiffs, however, when they received these
shipping instructions knew they must have been
forwarded before the receipt by the defendants of the
plaintiffs' letter of renunciation of the contract.
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After the 5th of October, when these crossing 1

letters were received by- the respective parties, one AMERICAN
NATIONAL

sending shipping orders, and the other renouncing the RED CROSS

contract, there were no further communications between GEDDES
BROTHERS.

them respecting this yarn now in dispute, being order The Chief
No. 1788, until December 10, 1918, when portions Justice.

of the yarn were offered for delivery to the defendants,
and were refused. But it does not seem to me that
this subsequent offer materially affected the legal
position of the parties.

The contention on the part of the appellants was
that the plaintiffs' letter of the 2nd October, 1918,
being an unequivocal and absolute refusal to carry out
contract 1788, was received and adopted by the
defendants, who at once cancelled the order in their
records. They further contended that the plaintiffs'
failure afterwards to deliver the 4,000 pounds of spot
yarn, immediately on receipt of shipping instructions,
and the first monthly instalment of 2,000 pounds
within a month after receipt of shipping instructions,
was evidence that they were aware the defendants
had accepted their repudiation.

The question then, it seems to me, in every such
case must be whether under the proved facts adoption
of one party to a contract of its repudiation by the
other party may be inferred from the proved facts, or
whether an actual notice of acceptance or adoption
must be given by the party receiving notice of the
repudiation to the party repudiating.

It seems to me from reading the authorities that
such an actual-notice of acceptance or adoption is not
necessary but that adoption may be reasonably
inferred from all the circumstances as proved.

15780-10
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1920 It would, of course, have been better business on the
AMERICAN part of the defendants to have acknowledged and
NATIONAL

RED CROSS accepted plaintiffs' letter of renunciation, but that
V.

GEDDES they as a fact did accept it is proved by the evidence
BROTHERS.

The Chief of their having cancelled the order in their records.
Justice. Then, what view did plaintiffs entertain on the crucial

point of their repudiation having been accepted?
Undoubtedly they fully understood and believed it
had been, as the evidence of Gordon Geddes clearly
shows. He says at page 10:-

Q.-Now did you receive any reply to your letter of October 2nd?
A.-No.
Q.-Then what did you do?
A.-Well, I waited about three weeks, as near as I can recall, and

was firmly convinced-I waited what I thought was a reasonable
time-and felt Mr. Reed was taking our letter as final, and the order
would be cancelled.

It is true, he afterwards changed his mind, for
reasons best known to himself,without giving defendants
any notice, or inquiring from them whether they were
satisfied with his renunciation of the contract or not.

However, we have here the explicit evidence of the
letter of renunciation; its receipt by the defendant;
the cancelling of the order in its books, and the firm
conviction sworn to by the renouncing party that the
contract was at an end. No notice of any kind was
sent by the plaintiffs of their. desire or intention to
withdraw their renunciation while, as a matter of
fact, they failed to deliver or offer delivery of two
instalments of yarn which the contract specifically
called for, namely 5,000 pounds as soon as reasonably
possible after the 5th October, and 2,000 pounds which
should have been forwarded about the 5th of November.
In my judgment, the fair inference which should be
drawn from all these proved facts is that the contract had
been put an end to by consent and assent of both parties.
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I can see little difference between writing an adoption of 1

the renunciation on the letter containing it, or directing AMERICAN
NATIONAL

the cancellation of the contract renounced in the records RED CROOS

of the party receiving the renunciation. In either case, it GEDDES

is some evidence of adoption of the renunciation, and a -
The Chief'

letter to the renouncing party, though a prudent and Justice.

businesslike course, is not an essential necessary to com-
plete the adoption in cases where facts proved allow of a
fair inference of acceptance of renunciation being drawn.

The law in cases of this kind is laid down by Lord
Esher in giving judgment in the case of Johnstome v.
Milling (1), at page 467, as follows:-

Accordingly the defendant has recourse to the doctrine laia down
in several cases cited, the best known of which is perhaps the case of
Hochster v. De la Tour (2). In those cases the doctrine relied on has
been expressed in various terms more or less accurately; but I think
that in all of them the effect of the language used with regard to the
doctrine of anticipatory breach of contract is that a renunciation of a
contract, or. in other words, a total refusal to perform it by one party
before the time for performance arrives, does not, by itself, amount to a
breach of contract but may be so acted upon and adopted by the other
party as a rescission of the contract as to give an immediate right of
action. When one party assumes to renounce the contract, that is,
by anticipation refuses to perform it, he thereby, so far as he is con-
cerned declares his intention then and there to rescind the contract,
because one party to a contract cannot by himself rescind it, but by
wrongfully making such a renunciation of the contract he entitles the
other party, if he pleases, to agree to the contract being put an end to
subject to the retention by him of his right to bring an action in respect
of such wrongful rescission. The other party may adopt such renun-
ciation of the contract by so acting upon it as in effect to declare that
he too treats the contract as at an end, except for the purpose of bring-
ing an action upon it for the damages sustained by him in consequence
of such renunciation. He cannot, however, himself proceed with the
contract on the footing that it still exists for other purposes, and also
treat such renunciation as an immediate breach. If he adopts the
renunciation, the contract is at an end for the purpose of the action
for wrongful renunciation; if he does not wish to do so, he must wait
for the arrival of the time when in the ordinary course a cause of action
on the contract would arise. He must elect which course he will
pursue. Such appears to me to be the only doctrine recognized by the
law with regard to anticipatory breach of contract.

15780-10- (1) 16 Q.B.D. 460. (2) 2 E. & B. 678.
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1920 I accept this extract as correctly stating the law
AMERICAN on thb subject which I think applicable to this present
NATIONAL

RED CR0S8 appeal. I find that the reasonable and necessary
GEDDES inference from the proved facts is that the plaintiffs'

BROTHERS.

The Chief letter of repudiation of 2nd October, never withdrawn
Justice. or qualified by them, had been adopted and acted

upon by the defendants and the contract put an end
to by mutual assent. See also Frost v. Knight (1).

I would, therefore, allow the appeal and dismiss the
action with costs throughout.

IDINGTON J.-Mr. Gordon Geddes, a member of
the respondent firm, tells that they were carrying on,
in Sarnia, Ontario, a retail dry goods and woollen
business as well as jobbing when he, in the early part
of August, 1918, went to Washington to solicit orders
from the appellant "for wool, knitting yarn."

He met, on that occasion, Mr. Reed, an associate
director of the Bureau of Purchases for the appellant,
and they agreed on terms for two orders to be sent
respondent.

One order was to be for sock yarn, which is now,
save incidentally in its results as shedding light on the
course of the business, out of the question raised herein.

The other was to be yarn for knitting sweaters.
That was, pursuant to the agreement reached orally,
forwarded on the 14th August, 1918, to respondent.
It was numbered and will be referred to herein as
number 1788.

To induce the giving of it, Mr. Gordon Geddes
had represented that respondents had on hand, ready
for shipment, 4,000 pounds of the desired quality.

(1) L.R. 7 Ex. 111.
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The order No. 1788, so forwarded by appellant 1

specified 20,000 pounds at a price of $1.80, delivery AmERICAN

4,000 pounds at once, and 2,000 pounds a month. RED CROSS

Shipping instructions to be given later-and to ship, GEDDES
BROPHERS.

freight collect, f.o.b. Sarnia.
Idington J.

Presumably this was received in due course by mail
a couple of days later.

The first response was dated 24th August, 1918, and
so far as related to order No. 1788 was as follows:-

Re your Order No. W1788 for 20,000 lbs. knitting yarn.
We regret to say there is some doubt about our ability to fill this

order.
The 4,000 lbs. spot yarn was sold and delivered to the American

Red Cross at this same price prior to receipt of your order, and the mill
from whom we bought this yarn claims they are unable to deliver the
balance.

We will make every effort to secure this delivery, and will force
the issue at once, and if we receive all or any part of it, will deliver
it as per your order.

On 26th September, 1918, the appellant wrote as
follows:

Sarnia, Canada,
Sept. 26, 1918.

Messrs. Geddes Bros.,
Sarnia, Canada.

Gentlemen:-
We write you in reference to order numbers W 1787, calling for

35,000 pounds of worsted yarn, and order W 1788, calling for 20,000
pounds of woollen yarn.

We received your letter of August 26th, and do not understand
your letter, and we will expect this yarn delivered as contracted with
us.!

I would ask you to wire at once how much of this yarn can be
shipped immediately, and when contract can be completed as we are
issuing shipping instructions now on all the yarn we have purchased
and wish to know just when we can count on delivery.

Be sure to wire on receipt of this letter, and oblige,

Respectfully yours,
Edward T. Reed,

Associate Director,
Bureau of Purchases.
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12 And on 2nd October, as follows:-
AMERICAN
NAIONAL Washington, D.C.,

E. Oct. 2nd, 1918.
GEDDES

BROTHERS. Geddes Bros.,

Idington J. Sarnia, Canada.

Gentlemen:-

Referring to your letter of September, 25th, we will say that
complete shipping instructions are being sent you for order No. Wash-
ington 1787 and 1788, and we will be glad if prompt shipments can be
made on both these orders.

Respectfully yours,

Edward T. Reed,

Associate Director,
Bureau of Purchases.

That was accompanied by the following shipping
instructions relative to No. 1788:-

To Geddes Brothers,
Sarnia, Canada.

Please ship the following to addresses specified below. Ship via
Freight Collect.

20,000 lbs., Code No. 1033B, Yarn.
Distribution:
6,200 lbs. Atlantic Division, American Red Cross, 20 E. 15th

Street, New York City.
7,000 lbs. Lake Division, American Red Cross, 724 Prospect

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
6,800 lbs Northern Division, American Red Cross, 10th and

Nicollett Ave., Minneapolisy Minn.
Alternate shipments to the Different Divisions.

Approved: Edward T. Reed,
For Director, Bureau of Purchases.

I can find no letter of 25th September, 1918, in the
case, or explanation relative thereto.

The letter of 2nd October, 1918, crossed in the mail
the following from respondents:- .
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Sarnia, Canada, 1920
Oct. 2nd, 1908. AMERICAN

Mr. Edward T..Reed, NATIONAL

c /o American Red Cross, Bureau of Purchases, RED CBOSS'

National Headquarters, Washington, D.C. GEDDES

Dear Sir:
Replying to your favour of the 26th inst., we wired you to-day as Idington J.

per your request, and enclose confirmation herewith. Regarding
your order, No. 1787, for 35,000 pounds of worsted yarn, we expect to
be able to deliver this complete, and as we stated to you in our tele-
gram, have approximately 6,000 pounds ready for immediate delivery,
which we are holding until we receive shippine instructions from you.

Regarding your order No. 1788, for 20,000 pounds of woollen
yarn at $1.80, it will be impossible for us to deliver this as the mills
are not able to make it, they state, on account of having government
orders which require their whole attention.

At the time this order was taken, i.e., August 14th, Mr. Geddes
pointed out to you that there was a possibility that it might not be
possible for us to fill these orders complete, and we believe the circum-
stances were outlined to you at that time. We wrote you on August
26th, explaining just what we would be able to do in reference to these
orders and as we received no reply, we presumed you understood the
situation.

We greatly regret, naturally, that we are not able to fill this order,
but it is something over which we have no control, and we trust that
under the circumstances you will consider this entirely satisfactory.

Yours very truly,
Geddes Bros.

No such telegram is in the case, nor is there any
telegram from respondents as requested by appellant's
letter of 26th September, 1918.

The appellant, on receipt of the letter, marked in
their books that the order No. 1788 was cancelled;
but, evidently, in absence of such telegram as requested
and through pressure of work, omitted to write or
wire such cancellation had been made.

Nothing more, however, was heard, in regard
thereto, by appellant, until the 10th day of December,
1918, when they received from Bates & Bates noti-
fication of a shipment by them from Montreal
account respondents.
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1920 The correct inference of cancellation agreed to had,
AMERICAN however, been properly drawn as appears from the
NATIONAL

RED CROSS evidence of said Gordon Geddes who testifies as
V.

GEDDES follows-
BROTHERS.

Idington J. Q. Then what did you do? A. Well, I waited three weeks, as
- near as I can recall, and was firmly convinced-I waited what I thought

was a reasonable time-and felt Mr. Reed was taking our letter as
final, and the order would be cancelled. After I waited a certain
length of time I began to get worried about it, and having the last
two exhibits in my mind, I felt perfectly satisfied that Mr. Reed would
force us to deliver that yarn. I got busy and canvassed the jobbing
trade, and places we did not usually expect to get yarn in that quantity.
I covered London, Toronto, and finally got to Montreal.

Q. With what result? A. I found some small quantity at Duncan
Bell's, at a high price, and I thoroughly covered all the jobbing houses
there and located another small quantity through McIntyre, Son &
Company, also at a high price.

He drew the correct inference but failed to telegraph
the fact though he had been, as appears above, urged
to do so by the letter of appellant of 26th September,
above quoted, which the respondents must have
received four or five days before wiring as desired.

I am unable to reconcile with any sense of fair
dealing such conduct on his part.

Instead of doing as they should have done they
changed their minds. I suspect by reason of their
omission to fairly consider the whole correspondence
and act accordingly, that the true reason for change of
mind was not any worry about what Mr. Reed would
do, but a change of market more favourable to them,
six weeks later.

It hardly lies in the mouth of one so failing himself
to act and answer promptly to complain of another he
so treated doing the same. Had they done so on
receipt of the letter of 26th September, in all proba-
bility we never would have had the confusion pre-
sented by the crossing letters of the 2nd October or,
I venture to think, this lawsuit.
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Yet the basis of the argument in the way of excusing 120

the respondents' conduct in first repudiating their con- AMERICAN
NATIONAL

tract, making, pursuant to such repudiation, default RED CROSS

from month to month -and then suddenly turning GEDDES
BROTHERS.

round and tendering goods in pretended fulfilment of it,
Idington J.

is that the appellant had failed to answer a letter.
Moreover the argument overlooks the fact that

respondents had, by their letter of 24th August, 1918,
which I quoted above, assured the appellant that they
would make every effort to secure this delivery and
would force the issue at once, etc., etc. What effort then
made to carry out the said promise does not appear.

It certainly does not appear a very solid basis
upon which to rest such an argument when they kept
appellant waiting a whole mouth to hear the result of
such assurances as said letter contained.

And when they got the letter of 26th September
from appellant referring thereto insisting upon due
fulfilment of their contract, instead of pleading for
forbearance they tell appellant that this one is abso-
lutely impossible of fulfilment.

If that is not an absolute repudiation of it, what
would be? Must we have violent and ill-natured
words used to render repudiation effective?

Indeed it is fairly arguable on the evidence that the
respondents never had become bound and this letter
was a distinct refusal to become so and hence nothing
more to be said. They doubtless hoped for generous
treatment, and got it by the actual cancellation.

The other contract got from appellant, at same
time, and by virtue of the same soliciting effort, and
which in a close sense, as to giving of orders for ship-
ment, and all else ran concurrently with that now in
question, has been fulfilled or adjusted in a common-
sense fashion.

153
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12 They were grouped together in the correspondence
AMERICAN up to the point when the respondents said they found
NAIIONAL

RED CROSS that one now in question impossible of fulfilment, and
GEDDES then much correspondence continued relative only

BROTHERS.

Idington . to the other. It evidently was assumed by both
- parties that that alleged contract had ended.

The respondents must have been much more dense
than I take them to be if they did not infer and clearly
understand under all the foregoing circumstances
that their abandonment or repudiation of the other
order now in question had been assented to by appel-
lant.

There were half a dozen shipments under 1787,
and all implied therein relative to that contract
recognized it as on foot; and most of these before the
appellant had ever heard of anything to suggest that
the respondents pretended that they were assuming
appellant recognized the order now in question as
being on foot and in force.

How could respondents imagine that appellant
during all that time and under such circumstances
was distinguishing thus its treatment of one contract
and ignoring its twin, unless by reason of assent to
the respondent's renunciation.

On November 6th appellant wrote respondents
asking how fast shipments will be made on Order No.
1787, but thade no reference to any claim under
order No. 1788, now in question.

Seeing this was but a few days after Mr. Geddes
had, as he professes, begun to get worried lest he
might be called upon to fill the Order No. 1788, it
seems very remarkable he did not cease worrying
or ask how it came about that appellant seemed only
concerned as to order No. 1787.
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Indeed he carefully abstained, after the 2nd October, 1920

1918, from ever referring to the matter of order No. AMERICAN
NATIONAL

1788 in any communications he had with appellant. RED CROSS

Instead of worrying about being possibly liable to BROEDs.

be called on for delivery thereunder, a careful study Idington J.

of all the evidence leads me to interpret his conduct
early in November as the result of a treacherous
intention to take advantage, if he could safely, of the
omission, on the appellant's part, to formally assent
by letter to the repudiation of respondents.

The numerous cases cited by the respective authors
and editors of Benjamin on Sales, and Blackburn on
Sales, relative to contracts for delivery by instalments,
fail to disclose anything like a parallel to the features
of this case. And those cited in argument fail to
fit these peculiar features.

We have, however, as the result of much discussion,
the opinions of many eminent judges on the question
of what- may constitute such a renunciation as to
relieve the other party to the contract.

I accept that expressed by Lord Coleridge in the
case of Freeth v. Burr (1), at page 213, as follows:-

In cases of this sort, where the question is whether the one party
is set free by the action of the other, the real matte'r for consideration
is whether the acts or conduct of the one do or do not amount to an
intimation of an intention to abandon and altogether to refuse perfor-
mance of the contrac,. I say this in order to explain the ground upon
which I think the decisions in these cases must rest. There has been
some conflict amongst them. But I think it may be taken that the
fair result of them is as I have stated, viz., that the true question is
whether the acts and conduct of the party evince an intention no longer
to be bound by the contract. Now, non-payment on the one hand, or
non-delivery on the other, may amount to such an act, or may be
evidence for a jury of an intention wholly to abandon the contract and
set the other party free.

(1) L.R. 9 C.P. 208
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12 Apply this to the terms of the respondents' letter
AMFERICAN declaring it absolutely impossible to fulfil the contract
NATIONAL

RED CROSS as interpreted by both himself and Mr. Reed, and the
GEDDES fact that the latter did accept and cancel the contract

BnoTHERS.

dt and the conduct of respondents in accord with that
- assumption, and I think we have a safe guide which

leads to the conclusion that respondents are not
entitled to recover.

The appellant could not on the facts disclosed have
recovered anything for any breach of contract.

On these grounds alone the appellant is entitled to
succeed herein.

But, beyond all that and the relevant law I cite as to
one aspect of the case, there is to my mind clear and
convincing evidence to be inferred from t~he steps
taken by and the conduct of both parties, that there
was a well understood mutual rescission of any con-
tract that by any possible conception of the facts
may have existed.

Moreover there seems no ground whatsoever upon
which to rest the judgment recognizing a right to
insist on delivery of the goods after the times specified
in the contract.

If the times fixed thereby are to be observed, then
the time for delivery as to the first 4,000 pounds was
on the 14th August, subject always, of course, to the
shipping order and by the time that had been given
in the letter of 2nd October, the time had then elapsed
for immediate shipment of at least 6,000 pounds,
and for another 2,000 pounds before respondents had
thought of buying a single pound to ship.

I am unable to understand how in any view of the
facts the respondents could claim any rights as to these
early instalments, whatever might be said as to the later
instalments on another view of the facts than I hold.
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And as to these later instalments if the contract 1920

could be held on foot, that would seem to have been AMERICAN
NATIONAL

ended and reduced to a question of damages by the RED CROSS

frank declaration of appellant that it could take no GEDDES
BROTHERS.

further deliveries and must submit to compensation Idi J.
in cases where the contract still in force.

An armistice having been declared on the 11th
November, 1918, the appellant made an appeal to all
those who had sold it goods to cancel their contracts
and adjust on an equitable basis.

That to the respondents, dated 27th November,
1918, reads as follows:-

Washington, D.C.,
November 27th, 1918.

Geddes Brothers,
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada.

In Re: Order Washington 1787.

Gentlemen:-

On November 20th the War Council of the American Red Cross
sent you the following telegram:-

"In view of the signing of the armistice the needs of the Red Cross
for merchandise have been very much reduced. We would appreciate
it therefore if you would be willing to cancel on an equitable basis
such part of our contract with you as has not already been shipped.
Will you be good enough to advise us if you will assist us in this matter?

War Council, American Red Cross."

We have have not as yet heard from you in reference to this tele-
gram and we hope very much that you will be able, on an equitable
basis, to do something in the way of cancellation of unshipped part of
order.

I will be in Washington the first four days of next week, and will
appreciate, very much, if you could take the matter up with me then.

Respectfully yours,

Edward T. Reed,
Associate Director. Bureau of Purchases.
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12 And to that respondents replied as follows:-
AMERICAN
NATioNAL Sarnia, Canada,RED CROSS

VE Dec. 2, 1918.
GEDDES

BRIHERS. Mr. Edward T. Reed, Associate Director,
Idington J. Bureau of Purchases, American Red Cross,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

We have your letter of November 27th, and beg to state that we
did not receive telegram from the War Council of the American Red
Cross. Your letter is the first intimation that you desire to cancel the
balance of your order.

We suggest that you outline to us the basis on which you desire
us to accept said cancellation, and we will do anything possible to
meet you.

Yours very truly,
Geddes Bros., per Gordon G. Geddes.

And then appellant made a special appeal to respond-
ents by the letter of 5th December, 1918, as follows:-

December 5, 1918.
Geddes Brothers,

Sarnia, Ontario, Canada.
In Re: Order Washington No. 1787.

Gentlemen:-

We are in receipt of your letter of December 2nd and have wired
you as per enclosd "confirmation telegram." We would like to have
you accept cancellation for the unshipped portion of this order, as you
know, owing to the present conditions the needs of the Red Cross have
been very greatly lessened and we are not in position to use the supplies
of yarn we have on hand and bought. This yarn was not bought for
business purposes, and we are not in position to, and should not, throw
a lot of yarn on the market, and we have asked firms to accept can-
cellation.

We have been very much pleased with the manner in which
practically all of the firms, having orders from us, have accepted
cancellation, and we certainly hope that you can do the same. We
believe you appreciate, fully, the situation and the facts that the Red
Cross is not organized, and should not be organized to dispose of
merchandise, and we hope that you can accept cancellation of the
unfilled portion of this order and relieve us of this amount of yarn.
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In reference to this cancellation you will remember that we placed 1920
an order with you-No. 1788, for 20,000 pounds of yarn and had AMERICAN
entered into this contract in good faith with you, and you cancelled NATIONAL

this order-and without making any trouble in regard to it, we accepted RED CROSS
this cancellation on your part although we had grounds for demanding GEDDES
the delivery of this yarn, and we hope that you will go over this matter BROTHERS.

carefully and consider it from every side. Idington J.
I will appreciate it if you could advise me by wire, promptly, as to

what you will do in the matter.
Respectfully yours,

Associate Director,
Bureau of Purchases.

That of the 27th November, and this, of course,.was an
appeal in respect of order No. 1787, and so recognized
by the respondents' reply to the former. They made no
allusion to order No. 1788, and no reply to this later one.

Meantime respondents were assiduously working
away through Bates & Bates, to get ready to tender
goods under order 1788.

The goods had not yet been shipped or delivered
f.o.b. as nominated in the bond. And they never
were so. The contract provided for the delivery at
Sarnia, f.o.b., and that term never was departed
from, but unfortunately escaped the observation of the
court below or I imagine we never would have been
troubled with this appeal.

I, therefore, fail to see how respondents are entitled
to recover by virtue of a tender at a place other than
that specified in the contract, and never named
or dreamed of.

I think the appeal should be allowed with costs
throughout, and the action dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-I am unable to agree with the conclusion
at which the Appellate Division arrived. I do not
find it necessary to pass any opinion upon the point
whether the seller, having made default in -delivery of
part of the goods, the subject of a sale in which delivery
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1920 is to be made by instalments, and such default in
AMERICAN itsel either constitutes sufficient evidence of anNATIONAL

RED CROSS intention of the party to abandon the contract, or is
GEDDES accompanied by a declatation on his part to that

BROTHERS.

DuffJ. effect, it is necessary that the buyer must notify his
- intention to concur in the abandonment of the con-

tract before tender by the seller of delivery of an
instalment deliverable at a later date.

There are two grounds upon which, in my opinion,
the respondent's action fails.

First: The basis upon which the parties entered
upon their agreement was, I think, the fact, which
the appellants believed upon the representation of the
respondents, that they had 4,000 pounds of yarn
ready for immediate delivery; and the delivery of.
that quantity of yarn forthwith upon the receipt of
shipping instructions was, I think, an essential term
of the contract breach of which invested the appellants
with the right to treat the contract as no longer
binding upon them, and I see nothing whatever in
the course of events as divulged by the evidence which
could be successfully relied upon by the respondents as
depriving the appellants of their right to declare their
election after the tender of delivery by the respondents.

Secondly: It is abundantly shown that the respond-
ents quite plainly declared their intention not to fulfil
the terms of the contract, and that they interpreted the
conduct of the appellants as expressing an intention
on their part to concur in that abandonment. I
think that was a perfectly reasonable interpretation
to put upon the appellants' conduct when viewed
by the respondents as a whole including the pressing
communications of the 26th September, and the 2nd
of October, followed by the silence which succeeded
the despatch of the respondents' letter of the latter
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date. That was a perfectly reasonable interpretation 1

and was the interpretation upon which the respondents AMERICAN
NATIONAr.

continued to act until circumstances arose which RED CROSS
11.

seemed to offer them more favourable prospects in GEDDES
BROTHERS.

another direction. It is equally clear that the appel- D

lants intended to acquiesce in the abandonment of the -

contract by the respondents. We have here, then, a
declared intention to abandon on part of the seller and
a concurrence in fact on the other side accompanied
by conduct which was treated by the seller as eviden-
cing such concurrence.

The appeal should be allowed and the action dis-
missed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-The facts out of which this litigation has
arisen are fully stated in the judgments delivered by Mr.
Justice Rose and in the Appellate Division (1). After
much consideration and not a little hesitation-the latter
due largely to the respect in which I hold the opinion
of the learned trial judge unanimously affirmed by the
Divisional Court-I have reached the conclusion that
this appeal must be allowed and the action dismissed.

Although the defendants have pleaded that the
acceptance of their order by the plaintiffs was con-
ditional-and this would seem to have been the
position taken by the plaintiffs in their letters of the
24th of August and the 2nd of October-the evidence
puts it beyond reasonable doubt that the sending of
the order itself was an unconditional written accept-
ance or confirmation of acceptance by the defendants
of an oral proposal made by the plaintiffs, which had
probably been orally accepted by the defendants
when made, and that there was in fact a firm con-
tract in the terms of that order.

(1) 47 Ont. L.R. 163.
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S Parol evidence adduced to show that the definite
A)ERAN terms of delivery clearly specified were not intended
NATIONAL

RED CROSS to bind the plaintiffs, but that they were entitled to
V.

GEDDES deliver the wool contracted for as speedily as it could
BROTHERS.

r 1-P be procured, was, I think, inadmissible. The real
question on this branch of the case is whether the
contract was rescinded-whether the conduct of the
parties was such that the proper inference from it is
mutual rescission, or whether the plaintiffs so acted
as to justify the defendants in declining to carry out
the contract when they did.

There is no reason for not fully accepting the view,
which I gather prevailed in the trial court and on
appeal, that both the plaintiffs and the defendants
acted throughout in entire good faith. That of the
defendants is not impugned and the fact that the
plaintiffs made purchases at the beginning of Novem-
ber, before there was any material decline in prices,
to enable them to carry out their contract would
seem sufficient to establish that they were also acting
bond fide. The defendants believed the contract was
put an end to by the plaintiffs' letter of the 2nd of
October; the plaintiffs early in November believed
that it was still on foot and that they might be held
to performance.

But it must be at least equally clear that both parties
were sadly lacking in ordinary business diligence. A
letter written by either of them to the other within a
reasonable time after the receipt of the letters of the
2nd of October, 1918, which crossed, such as ordinary
prudence would seem to have required from each,
would have prevented the situation now existing
from which serious loss must inevitably fall on one or
the other.
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If the case should be viewed purely as one of anti- 1920

cipatory breach effected by the plaintiffs' letter of the swAN
2nd of October intimating that they could not supply RED CROSS

the yarn for which they had contracted, I should GES

have agreed that the defendants could not succeed AnJ.
because of their failure to communicate by word or -

act their election to accept this declaration as a
renunciation of the contract and to treat the attitude
of the plaintiffs as having put an end to it. Scarfe v.
Jardine (1), at pages 360, 361; Johnstone v. Milling

(2), at pages 469, 471; Ewart on Waiver Distributed,
pp. 89 and 95. The first intimation of acceptance is
found in defendant's letter of the 5th of December.
Long before that letter was written the plaintiffs had
changed their position in the belief that they were
still bound by their contract.

But, in my opinion, the subsequent conduct of the
parties is in this case of paramount importance and,
as put by Lord Coleridge C.J., in Freeth v. Burr (3),
at page 213, "the real question for consideration" is
whether, having regard to the terms of the contract
and viewed in the light of the plaintiffs' letters of the
24th of August and the 2nd of October, their subse-
quent inaction and silence

do not amount to an intimation of an intention to abandon and
altogether to refuse performance ofthe contract * * * (do not)
evince an intention no longer to be bound by the 6ontract.

After referring to this passage from Lord Coleridge's
judgment with approval in Mersey Steel and Iron Co.

v. Naylor, Benzon & Co. (4), the Earl of Selborne

L.C., adds, at pp. 439 and 440:

(1) 7 App. Cas. 345. (3) L.R. 9 C.P. 208.
(2) 16 Q.B.D. 460. (4) 9 App. Cas. 434.
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1920 It appears to me according to the authorities and according to

AI-n sound reason and principle that the parties might have so conducted
NATIONAL themselves as to release each other from the contract, and that one

RED CROSS party might have so conducted himself as to leave it at the option of the
GEDDES other party to relieve himself from a future performance of the contract.

BROTHERS. The question is whether the facts here justify that conclusion.

Anglin J The same extract from the judgment of Lord Coleridge
was again accepted as stating "the true test" by Lord
Collins in General Bill Posting Company v. Atkinson
(1), at page 122.

Now what was the conduct of the parties material
to the question at issue? Having intimated by their
letter of the 2nd of October that they would be unable
to fulfil their contract, the plaintiffs made default in
delivering 4,000 pounds of yarn which, according to its
terms, should have been shipped as soon as reasonably
possible after the 5th of October, when shipping
instructions reached them, and they again made
default in shipping the first monthly instalment of
2,000 pounds which should have been put in transit
about the 5th of November. No explanation was
made by them of these failures to carry out the con-
tract and no complaint or demand for delivery came
from the defendants. Indeed both parties acted as if
the contract had ceased to exist-as if the defendants
were acquiescing in the plaintiffs' request to be relieved
from it and in their treating it as abandoned.

Meantime deliveries were being made by the plaint-
iffs upon, and correspondence took place in regard to,
another order for yarn (No. 1787) placed with them
by the defendants at the same time as the order now
in question (No. 1788). This state of affairs con-
tinued down to the 10th of December. No doubt the
plaintiffs made successful efforts to obtain the yarn
during the month of November. But because uncom-

(1) [1909] A.C. 118.
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municated to and unknown by the defendants, except 1920

as indicative of their honesty of purpose and as estab- AmE

lishing a change of position which precluded subse- RED CROSS

quent acceptance of their letter of the 2nd of October GEDDES
B IoTHERS.

as an anticipatory breach, those purchases are quite Angli J.
as irrelevant to the issue to be determined as is the -

defendants' entry in their own books of the cancella-
tion of contract No. 1788 on receipt of the plaintiffs'
letter of the 2nd of October. Although in a letter
written on the 5th of December in regard to contract
No. 1787, the defendants state that the plaintiffs had
cancelled contract No. 1788 and that they (the defend-
ants) had accepted that cancellation without making
any trouble about it, it was not until the 10th of
December that the defendants were apprised of any
departure by the plaintiffs from the attitude of inability
to fulfil the latter contract intimated in their letter of
the 2nd of October and of their intention to carry it out.

While the defendants cannot be heard to aver that
the contract now in question was terminated by their
uncommunicated acceptance of the plaintiffs' declara-
tion of inability to carry it out and acquiescence in its
thus being put an end to, the plaintiffs' subsequent
failure to deliver the instalments due in October and
November, although possibly not such non-perform-
ance as would per se justify rescission by the defend-
ants, viewed in the light of their letter of the 2nd of
October in my opinion

amounted to an intimation of an intention to abandon and altogether
to refuse performance * * * evinced an intention no longer to be
bound by the contract,

and this, as Lord Selborne puts it, gave the defendants
the option

to relieve themselves from a further performance of the contract.
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192 See also Millar's Karri v. Weddel (1), at page 129, per
AMERICAN Bigham J.; Cornwall v. Hensen (2), at page 303, perNATIONAL Crwl 2,33

RED CROSS Collins L. J.; Bloomer v. Bernstein (3). That option
V.

GEDES they promptly exercised by rejecting on its arrival

Anglin J the first yarn shipped to them by the plaintiffs' agents
- and by writing their letters of the 10th of December,

on receipt of the first invoice, to the plaintiffs and
their agents, Messrs. Bates & Bates, respectively.

The principle of the decision in Morgan v. Bain (4),
I think, applies and governs. That was the converse
case of tender of price and demand for performance
by a purchaser who, after he had notified his insol-
vency to the vendor, had allowed the dates specified
for delivery of two instalments to pass without protest,
and without any offer to pay the price on delivery
or any demand for explanation. On receipt of his
subsequent demand of delivery the vendor promptly
repudiated any obligation on the ground that the
contract had been put an end to. The notice of
insolvency did not terminate the contract but gave to
the subsequent failure to deliver and to the absence
of protest from the purchasers and of tender of price
by them a significance as evidence of abandonment
which they would not otherwise have had.

So here the plaintiff's letter of the 2nd of October,
while ineffectual to put an end to the contract because
acceptance of it was not communicated and although
it should be regarded, as the plaintiffs ntow contend,
not as an intimation of abandonment or refusal to
perform but merely as a request to be relieved from the
obligations of the contract, gave to the subsequent
non-delivery by them and to the defendants' silence in
regard thereto a significance as indicative of a deter-

(1) 100 L.T. 128 (3) L.R. 9 C.P. 588.
(2) [1900] 2 Ch. 298. .(4) L.R. 10 C.P. 15.
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mination to renounce the contract that they might 1920

otherwise have lacked. From the non-delivery under AMERICAN
NATIONAL

the circumstances the defendants had a right to RED CRoss
conclude that the plaintiffs had abandoned their GEDDES

contract and, if they did so conclude, to abandon it AnginO J.
themselves. Their announcement that they regarded A

the contract as at an end by their letters written as
soon as they had the first intimation of the plaintiffs'
intention to treat it as still subsisting and to carry it
out was, I think, a sufficient exercise of the option
which the plaintiffs' conduct had given them to
decline performance, notwithstanding that those let-
ters were written on the erroneous assumption that
the acceptance of the plaintiff's withdrawal from
the contract on the 2nd of October, entered in their
books, though unnotified, had already terminated it.

Treating the notice of insolvency in the Morgan
Case (1), as practically of the same legal value as the
unaccepted notice of inability to perform in the case
at bar (Tolhurst v. Associated Portland Cement Manu-
facturers (2), at page 671) the material circumstances of
the two cases are scarcely distinguishable. In both there
was non-delivery of two instalments, silence in regard to
the defaults and equally prompt repudiation when the
party who had given the notice subsequently sought to
treat the contract as still subsisting and enforceable.
If not (as I incline to think it may be) a case of ter-
mination by mutual abandonment, as put by Keating
J., in Morgan's Case (1)-the view of that case also
taken by Jessel M.R., in In re Phoenix Bessemer Steet
Co. (3), at page 114-we have here a case of conduct
of the vendors warranting an inference of intention to
renounce, and an exercise by the purchasers of the

(1) L.R. 10 C.P. 15. (2) [19021 2 K.B. 660.
(3) 4 Ch. D. 108.
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I920 option to withdraw thus afforded them, which seems
AMERICAN to have been the ground of decision of Lord Coleridge
NATIoNAL

RED CROSS in Morgan v. Bain (1).
V.

GEDDES Moreover, in order to succeed in this action, the
BROTHERS.

Angin J. plaintiffs must prove delivery or tender of delivery in
accordance with the terms of the contract. Under those
terms delivery of six or at the most eight thousand
pounds of yarn had fallen due at the beginning of
December. The amount shipped was 10,332 pounds.
The contract provided that delivery should be made
in monthly instalments of 2,000 pounds each, com-
mencing a month after the first "spot" delivery of
4,000 pounds. Such stipulations in mercantile con-
tracts are not negligible. Bowes v. Shand (2), at
pages 465-6, per Cairns L.C. While not disposed to
attach much importance to the fact that the shipment
was made from Montreal instead of from Sarnia,
since any difference in freight rates would be readily
adjustable, I question the sufficiency of the tender of
over 10,000 pounds actually made by the plaintiffs
early in December to support the averment of per-
formance essential to their claim. Hoare v. Rennie (3).

It would rather shock one's sense of what is just and
fair between man and man if, upon the state of facts
presented in this case, the purchasers should be legally
bound to accept and pay for the goods in question,
notwithstanding the vendor's early intimation of their
inability to carry out their contract, their subsequent
undoubted default in delivery of at least two instal-
ments (nearly one-third of the whole) and the com-
plete change in circumstances brought about by the
armistice. The conclusion that they are not so bound
is therefore all the more satisfactory.

(1) L.R. 10 C.P. 15. (2) 2 App. Cas. 455.
(3) 5 H. & N. 19.
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I do not find in the circumstances enough to warrant 1

a departure from the ordinary practice that costs A RcN

throughout should follow the event. RED CROSS

GEDDES
BROTHERS.

MIGNAULT J. (dissenting).-This case possesses MigatJ.
some features which render it rather a hard one for the -

appellant, but that is certainly no reason why perfectly
settled legal principles should not be applied regardless
of the hardship entailed thereby, and for the existence
of which the appellant is not without blame. Never-
theless these features have received my very serious
consideration, for the question, as it is now presented
to this court, is, in final analysis, whether the conduct
of the respondents has been such as to deprive them of
recourse under the contract which they admittedly
made with the appellant for the sale to the latter of
20,000 pounds of Oxford woollen yarn under order
No. 1788.

Admitting the existence of a valid contract, the
letter of the respondents of October 2nd, 1918, was
either a request to be freed from their contractual
obligations, a request which was not granted, or an
anticipatory breach of their contract.

Taking it to be an anticipatory breach of contract, it
gave the appellant the option either to insist on the
performance of the contract or to take the repudiation
of the respondents as a definite breach and treat the
contract as rescinded. For obviously one contracting
party cannot of his own will and without the assent
of the other rescind a valid contract. Obviously also
this option required due notice to the respondents of
the choice made by the appelant.

As far as the appellant is concerned there was, after
the anticipatory breach, no valid exercise of this
option. The appellant did not answer the respond-

15780-1A
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1920 ents' letter of October 2nd, but made an entry of
AMERICAN cancellation of order No. 1788 in its books, which, not
NATIONAL

RED CROSS being notified to the respondents, could not operate as
GEDDES an exercise of its option or as a rescission of the contract.

BROTHERS.

So far there can be no difficulty. But it is now
Mignault J.

argued that the subsequent conduct of the respondents
and their failure, after receiving the shipping instruc-
tions of the appellant, also dated the 2nd of October,
1918, to make shipments according to the terms of the
order, 4,000 pounds at once and 2,000 pounds per
month, and their silence until December when the
shipments in question were made and notice thereof
given to the appellant, amounted to an abandonment
of the contract disentitling the respondents to ship
the yarn in December and claim payment from the
appellant.

A careful examination of the record has convinced
me that this issue of abandonment-as distinguished
from the question whether the anticipatory breach of
the respondents and their failure to make deliveries
in time had relieved the appellant from liability under
the contract-was not submitted to the courts below.
In the appellant's plea the ground taken is: 1. That the
respondents had repudiated the contract and that
thereafter the appellant treated the same as terminated,
and purchased other yarn to take the place of the yarn
which it had intended to purchase from the respond-
ents, no proof of the latter statement having been
made; 2. That the respondents made default in deliver-
ing the yarn within the time specified in the appel-
lant's order and shipping instructions and consequently
there was no effective tender of delivery by the respond-
ents under the alleged contract. These two grounds
were also taken in the appellant's appeal to the Appel-
late Division as follows:-
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3. If there was a concluded contract between the parties the 1920
plaintiffs' letter to the defendants of 14th August, 1918, was a repudia- AMERIAN

tion thereof and such repudiation continued until after the expiration NATIONAL

of the time for delivery under the terms of such contract. RED CRoss
V'.

4. If there was a concluded contract between the parties and no GEDDES

effective repudiation thereof the. plaintiffs did not make deliveries BR(YHERS.

within the times specified in such contract. Mignault J.

In view of the issue thus presented to the courts
below, we have not the benefit of an express finding of
the learned trial judge on the question whether there
had been an abandonment of the contract by the
respondents acquiesced in by the appellant, as dis-
tinguished from a rescission by reason of the anti-
cipatory breach of the respondents and the acceptance
thereof by the appellant. The issues really presented
were decided by both courts below, and in my opinion
rightly decided, adversely to the appellant, and it was
held: 1, that the anticipatory breach of the contract
gave to the appellant an option to treat the same as
rescinded, but that the appellant never had signified
to the respondents its intention that the contract
should be treated as rescinded; 2, that (I take this in
somewhat abbreviated form from the judgment of Mr.
Justice Hodgins in the Appellate Division) time not
having been made of the essence of the contract, the
failure to deliver before December was an actual
breach, which, if it went to the root of the contract,
would merely entitle the appellant, if it saw fit, to
treat the non-perforimance as a repudiation of the
whole contract and to sue for damages.

I cannot help thinking that the question whether the
contract was by reason of the conduct of the parties
abandoned by them, is entirely distinct from the two
questions to which I have referred and which were
really in issue. . At all events, it is clear that the
abandonment must have been concurred in by both
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1 parties, for both must agree to an abandonment as well as
AMERICAN to a rescission, and an act of abandonment by one of them
NATIONAL

Rn CRoSS alone without acceptance or acquiescence by the other
V.

GEDDES cannot effect the continued existence of the contract.
BR0THERS.

I may add that the question of abandonment is
Mignault J.

essentially a question of fact, being an inference to be
drawn from all the circumstances of each case, and
decisions in particular cases, where it has been held
that the circumstances warranted the presumption of
abandonment, are of little assistance, unless the
circumstances are the same, a coincidence which is
hardly to be expected..

I may now refer to the case of Morgan v. Bain (1),
probably the nearest in point, which is cited in the
appellant's factum. There a purchaser of pig-iron to
be delivered in specified portions at fixed dates, became
insolvent subsequently to the contract and notified the
vendor of his insolvency. A petition was filed by the
purchaser in the Bankruptcy Court whereupon a
person was appointed to collect sums due and carry on
the business. A meeting of creditors was held at
which a composition at 5s. in the pound was agreed
to. No mention was made of the contract in the
statement of his affairs submitted by the purchaser,
and no deliveries under the contract were made by the
vendor at the determined dates. The price of iron
having risen the purchaser, who had obtained fresh
capital by forming a new partnership, demanded
delivery tendering cash payment, but the vendor
refused to deliver. It was held under these circum-
stances, on a special case stating the facts, that the
purchaser had abandoned the contract, and that the
vendor, by not making deliveries which had become
due, assented to its rescission.

(1) L.R. 10 C.P. 15.
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After full consideration I think that the Morgan 1

Case (1) cannot assist us here, the circumstances being Amcn-N

different. The respondents had, it is true, declared RED CROSS-

on the 2nd of October, that they could not carry out GEDDES
BROTHERS.

the contract, but, on the same date, the appellant Mignaunt J.
had written insisting on its performance. As matters -

then stood, under the authority of cases such as Frost
v. Knight (1), and Johnstone v. Milling (2), the appel-
lant not having exercised its option to treat the contract
as rescinded, on the contrary insisting on its perform-
ance, the respondents could subsequently carry it
out notwithstanding their previous declaration that
they would not do so. The only remaining material
point is whether the respondents' subsequent failure to
deliver before December and the absence of protest
by the appellant, give rise to the presumption of
abandonment of the contract by all the parties thereto.
I think no such presumption arises here. The antici-
patory breach of the respondents was caused by their
failure to obtain yarn. Subsequently, fearing that
notwithstanding their letter of October 2nd they would
be held to make deliveries-and the unretracted
letters of the appellant dated September 26th and
October 2nd, gave them every reason to believe this-
they made fresh inquiries for yarn and, in the begin-
ning of November, secured it in Montreal at a price
but little below the contract price, and the appellants'
letter of December 5th was the first intimation to
them that the appellant accepted cancellation of the
order. There is no suggestion whatever that the
respondents acted otherwise than in perfect good
faith, and while it would have been more prudent no
doubt to answer the appellant's letter of October 2nd,
and thus clear up the matter,-and the appellant

(1) L.R. 7 Ex. 111. (2) 16 Q.B.D. 460.
15780-11B
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12 itself was wanting in ordinary business caution in
A oERICAN not answering the respondents' letter of the sameNATIONAL

RED CRoss date-still I must find that the appellant's insistence
1'.

EDDES on the performance of the contract fully justified
BROTHERS.

Mig-it J the subsequent conduct of the respondent and that
- no presumption of abandonment by reason of delay

in delivery can arise.

On the whole, I fully agree with the judgments of
the courts below and my opinion is that the appeal
should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Tilley, Johnston, Thomson
& Parmenter.

Solicitors for the respondents: Hanna, LeSueur &
McKinley.
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JACOB KALICK ................. APPELLANT; 1920

*Oct. 12.
*Nov. 2.

AND

HIS MAJESTY THE KING ....... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR

SASKATCHEWAN.

Criminal law-Bribery-Violation of provincial Act-"Administration
of justice"-Cr. C. ss. 2, 157, 164-(C) 31 Vict. c. 71, s. 3-"The
Saskatchewan Temperance Act," Sask., S. (1917) c. 23.

A bribe given in order to induce a police officer not to proceed against
the party giving it for violation of "The Saskatchewan Temperance
Act" is given with intent to interfere with the "administration of
justice" under section 157 of the Criminal Code. Idington J.
contra.

Per Idington J. (dissenting)-Section 157 of the Criminal Code can
only herein be held relevant to a peace officer or public officer
as defined in the interpretation clause of the said code; and
appellant was not acting within such definition but merely per-
forming a duty of inspecting books under the "Saskatchewan
Temperance Act", and reporting, which could have been dis-
charged by any one. The offence in question was one against
section 39 of the said "Temperance Act ", and hence impliedly
excluded by section 154 of the said code from falling within section
157 thereof.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal
for Saskatchewan (1), affirming the judgment of the
trial court, with a jury, in the judicial district of
Swift Current, in Saskatchewan.

*PREsF.:NT-ir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) (1920) 3 W.W.R. 99.
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1920 The accused appellant was indicted as follows
KAzacK "For that he, . . . with intent to interfere

V.
THE KING. corruptly with the due administration of justice, did

corruptly give to one . . . police officer a bribe
. . . in order to induce (him) not to proceed
against the said (accused) for violation of the Sas-
katchewan Temperance Act." The accused was found
guilty by the jury but he prayed for a case to be
reserved for the Court of Appeal.

The question submitted in the reserved case stated
by the trial judge and the circumstances of the case,
are fully stated in the above head-note and in the
judgments now reported.

F. H. Chrysler K.C. for the appellant.

Harold Fisher for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur with Mr. Justice
Anglin.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-The appellant was
indicted in the King's Bench Judicial District of
Swift Current, in Saskatchewan, as follows:

........ For that he, the said Jacob Kalick, on the 20th of December,
A.D. 1919, with intent to interfere corruptly with the due administra-
tion of justice did corruptly give to one Abraham Weder, a Police
Officer, a bribe to wit-the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000)
in order to induce the said Abraham Weder not to proceed against
the said Jacob Kalick for violation of the Saskatchewan Temperance Act.

On this he was found guilty by the jury and there-
upon the learned trial judge reserved for the Court of
Appeal the following question:-

Was a bribe given in order to induce a Police Officer not to proceed
against the accused for violation of the Saskatchewan Temperance
Act, given with intent to interfere with the administration of justice
under section 157 of the Criminal Code? The evidence and charge
to the jury is hereto annexed.
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The majority of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal 1920

answered in the affirmative. KALICK
V.

The dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Newlands THE KING.

which gives us, by virtue of section 1024 of the Crim- Idington J.

inal Code, the jurisdiction to hear an appeal therefrom,
held that the offence disclosed by the evidence did
not fall within said section 157 of the Criminal Code
inasmuch as it was not specifically defined by the said
Code as a crime, and was specifically provided for by
the 39th section of the Saskatchewan "Temperance
Act" under and by virtue whereof the officer in question
was acting when alleged to have been bribed.

The section 39 of said Act reads as follows
39. 1. No police officer, policeman or constable shall, directly or

indirectly, receive, take or have any money for reporting or not report-
ing any matter or thing connected with the administration of this
Act, or for performing or omitting to perform his duty in that behalf,
except the remuneration and allowances assigned him in virtue of
his office by the Government of the Province.

2. Any police officer, policeman or constable receiving, or any
person offering money contrary to the provisions of this section shall
be guilty of an offence and liable to a penalty of $100 and in default
of immediate payment, to imprisonment for three months.

He held that, inasmuch as Parliament has the
exclusive jurisdiction of declaring what is, or may
constitute a crime, and had only declared offences
against provincial legislation to be crimes when and
so far as falling within section 164 of the Criminal
Code, which he held could not be so operative or
effective as the circumstances in question herein
required in order to maintain said conviction. That
secjion reads as follows:-

164. Everyone is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to one
year's imprisonment who, without lawful excuse, disobeys any Act of
the Parliament of Canada or of any Legislature in Canada by wilfully
doing any act which it forbids, or omitting to do any act which it
requires to be done, unless some penalty or other mode of punishment
is expressly provided by law.

15780-12
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12 That, which is simply a re-enactment of the Criminal
KALCK Code of 1892, seems, not only an express declaration of

THE KING. what (when merely resting upon disobedience of an
Idington J. Act of Parliament or of a legislature) is to constitute

an indictable offence, but also to limit or restrict the
indictable quality of the offence to something which
is not within the reservation expressed by the term

unless some penalty or other mode of punishment is expressly provided
by law.

That enactment of the Criminal Code of 1892 was
in substitution of 31 Vict. ch. 71, sec. 3, which was
the earliest enactment of the Dominion Parliament
giving the added strength of its enactment by virtue
of the exclusive jurisdiction it had over criminal law,
to help the enforcement of provincial legislation.

As I have always understood, the policy pursued
in this regard has been to help the provincial legisla-
tion but to carefully abstain from trenching upon the
provincial legislative powers, or wishes of the provin-
cial legislators, as expressed by themselves relative to
the sanctions to be imposed by provincial legislation.

Such being the case when we find any provincial
legislative enactment containing an express sanction
to secure its enforcement, its terms ought to be respected
and be the limit in that regard.

It seems idle to take as our guide the vulgar idea of
what may constitute a crime, when we have a much
better guide in the history of the legislation emanating
from Parliament as above outlined.

Then turning to the details of what has to be con-
sidered in light thereof, we have, in section 2 of the
Criminal Code, the definition and interpretation of
the words "Peace Officer" and "Public Officer" which
are used in the said section 157, now in question.
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Why should we go beyond these for the purposes 1

of this case? KAIJCK

There certainly is nothing in the Saskatchewan THE KING.

"Temperance Act" that seems to justify any departure Idington J.

from these respective definitions, nor in the code
to render it imperative to expand either definition in
relation to the particular officer in question herein.

What were his duties? What office did he fill,
under the Saskatchewan "Temperance Act" which
would render it fitting he should be looked upon as
either a peace officer or a public officer within the
meaning of section 157 of the Ciiminal Code, now in
question?

He may have been in fact a peace officer, or worn
the uniform of such, but the actual duty in .question
which he had to discharge was under the liquor depart-
ment created under said Act to inspect the books
which appellant, as a druggist, was bound by said
law to keep as a vendor of liquor, and compare the
incoming supply of liquors with the outgoings served
from said supply, and the prescriptions authorizing
sales, and report the result of such inspection and
audit to his superior officer.

Any man or woman sent by the liquor department
to discharge such simple duty could have made just as
good a report. It was not in any legal sense necessary
to have sent a constable, or peace officer, or public
officer, as defined by the code, to perform such a duty.

And sending one apparently so decorated surely
did not help to bring him within the meaning of section
157.

The evidence of Weder, the officer in question, tells
the story as follows:-

15780-121
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1920 Q. What was the first conversation you had with him?

KALICK A. When I came into the drug store I asked for the record and Mr.
v. Kalick gave them to me and I went back into the dispensary to do the

THE KING. work there.
Idington J I sat down at the little table in the dispensary, Mr. Kalick came in

and says "listen here, I will give you $100.00 and you leave the books
alone."

I said I would not do that. I then went to work and started to
check up the books and just before I was through Kalick came up
again and asked me how I was getting along.

I replied that I was of the opinion that he had to account for
some shortage. He said, "I will give you $500 and you leave the
books alone," or rather, "Fix up the books so that theywillbe all right."

I said I did not know whether he would be short or not yet, that I
was not through.

After I was through checking up the books I found a shortage of
liquor and I asked Mr. Kalick if he could account for the shortage

- and he did not say anything to that.
So then he offered me $1,000 to call the matter square, that is the

way he put it.

This illuminates the story relative to the nature of
the duties that were being discharged and the offence
of the appellant.

Unless we are to hold that the administration of the
Saskatchewan "Temperance Act" and "the adminis-
tration of justice" are synonymous terms, I fail to see
how we can bring this offence, which the foregoing
quotation and the remainder of the story unfold,
assuming the strict interpretation of it as against the
appellant, within the meaning of the indictment
assumed to be founded upon section 157 in question.

I have no doubt upon the facts interpreted as
contended for against the appellant, and in the absence
of legislation relevant thereto, that he might have
been held to have offended at common law as suggested
in the court below, or against section 39 of the Sas-
katchewan "Temperance Act,"
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I cannot see, even if the conviction herein stands, 1

how the appellant could plead that, if prosecuted at KALICK
common law or under said section 39 of said Act, in THE KMG.

bar of such prosecution. Idington J.

That seems to me not only the fair test, but the one
which the law imperatively requires to maintain this
conviction as founded on section 157.

In short I agree with Mr. Justice Newlands that
the offence now in question disclosed by the evidence
was, if interpreted against the appellant, clearly one
against the above quoted section 39, s.s. 2, and hence
impliedly excluded by section 164 of the Criminal
Code from falling within section 157, now in question.

Moreover, assuming there might, in the absence of
special or specific legislation bearing on the question,
have been found something offensive against the
common law, it is not that we have to deal with
but section 157. And I submit we must read that and
section 164 together, and apply the law that fits
the crime.

I, therefore, am of the opinion that the appeal
should be allowed.

DUFF J.-The stated case is in these words:-

On Feb. 5th, 1920, at Swift Current, the accused was found guilty
by a jury on the charge: "For that he, the said J. Kalick, on the 20th
day of December, 1919, with intent to interfere corruptly with the due
administration of justice, did corruptly give to one Abraham Weder,
a police officer, a bribe, to wit: the sum of one thousand dollars (81,000.00)
in order to induce the said Abraham Weder not to proceed against the
said J. Kalick, for the violation of the Saskatchewan Temperance Act."

The question submitted for the opinion of the Court
is:

Was a bribe given in order to induce a Police Officer not to proceed
against the accused for violation of the Saskatchewan Temperance
Act, given with intent to interfere with the administration of justice
under section 157 of the Criminal Code?
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12 It seems clear that giving a bribe to prevent pro-
KALICK secution for an offence is prima facie an interference

TiE KING. with the administration of justice. Mr. Chrysler
Duff J. argues that it is not within those words in the context

in which they appear in section 157 on two grounds:
1. That the offence is specifically dealt with in those

parts of the same section as well as in section 164 of
the code and that the normal scope of the phrase
must receive some restriction in consequence. I
cannot perceive the application of sec. 164 and as
to the other parts of section 157 they do not touch the
case of accepting or giving a bribe for affording pro-
tection against a prosecution for an offence and that
the facts proved established a case of giving a bribe for
such a purpose is assumed in the question submitted.

2. He argues that the application of the section is
limited to offenders or persons supposed to be or sus-
pected of being or fearing that they are offending
against the criminal law strictly so called, that is to say,
against the criminal law as falling within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada. While the
word "crime" in the Criminal Code generally speaking
applies only to crimes strictly so called and probably
has that restricted meaning in this section, I think
there is nothing requiring us to limit the meaning of the
words administration of justice in the way suggested.

The appeal should be dismissed.

ANGLIN J.-The reserved case assumes that the
defendant endeavoured to stifle a prosecution for a
violation of the Saskatchewan "Temperance Act" by
bribing a police officer, Was the bribe

given with intent to interfere with the administration of justice under
section 157 of the Criminal Code

is the question propounded. In my opinion it was.
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It is quite immaterial whether the police officer 1920

actually. intended or contemplated instituting a pro- KALIcK

secution. It suffices that the appellant gave the THE KING.

bribe with intent to head off such a proceeding. The Anglin J.

due administration of justice is interfered with quite
as much by improperly preventing the institution of a
prosecution as by corruptly burking one already begun.

Two contentions were pressed by Mr. Chrysler-
(a) that interference with a prosecution for a contra-
vention of a provincial penal statute is not within the
purview of section 157 of the code; and (b) that if any
offence against that section was committed it was
that of bribing a police officer

to protect (the appellant) from detection or punishment

and not that of

interfering corruptly with the due administration of justice.

(a) The obvious purpose of section 157 is to declare
criminal and to render indictable the corruption or
attempted corruption of officers engaged in the pro-
secution, detection or punishment of offenders. "Of-
fenders" is a very wide term (Moore v. Illinois) (1),
and the use of it affords a strong indication that the
application of section 157 should not be restricted, as
counsel for the appellant argued, to cases in which the
bribe is offered or given to prevent the prosecution,
detection or punishment of a person who is, or appre-
hends that he may be, charged with a crime indictable
under the criminal code or at common law. The
contravention of a valid provincial penal statute is an
offence and a person who commits it is an offender.

(b) I am unable to agree with the contention that, if
what the appellant did amounted to bribing a Peace

(1) 55 U.S.R. 13, at p. 19.
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1920 Officer with intent "to protect (himself) from detection
KALICK or punishment etc." within the concluding phrases of

THE KING. clause (a) of section 157, it cannot warrant his con-
Anglin J. viction for the crime of bribing a peace officer with

intent to interfere corruptly with the due adminis-
tration of justice provided for in the earlier and more
comprehensive phrases of the same clause. That the
act charged against the appellant was done with intent
to, interfere corruptly with the due administration of
justice in the ordinary acceptation. of that phrase is
conceded. The mere fact that it might also warrant
a conviction under the more restricted terms of the
concluding phrase of clause (a) is not, in my opinion,
a sufficient reason for cutting down the plain meaning
of the earlier phrase. Other instances of similar
overlapping occur in the Criminal Code.

Moreover, in order to bring the case within the
concluding phrase of clause (a) a finding that the
appellant had committed, or had intended to commit, a
contravention of the Saskatchewan "Temperance
Act" would be essential. No such finding has been
made. No such issue was presented to the jury.
No such charge was laid. Whether the- appellant had
in fact committed, or had intended to commit, an
offence against the Saskatchewan "Temperance Act"
was quite irrelevant and immaterial to the charge as
laid. It was only essential that, being apprehensive of
prosecution for such an offence, the appellant should
have bribed the police officer with intent to prevent
the realization of that possibility. Upon the case
presented he could not have been convicted under the
concluding phrase of clause (a); but upon the facts
assumed in the reserved case he was, in my opinion,
rightly convicted under the earlier clause.
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It is quite unnecessary to consider whether the 12

breach of a provicial penal statute which provides KALICK

its own penalty is a "crime" within the meaning THa KING.

of that word as used at the end of clause (a) of section Anglin J.

157. Expressing no opinion upon that question, I
allude to it merely to observe, with great deference,
that cases such as In re McNutt (1), referred to by the
learned Chief Justice of Saskatchewan, and the later
and decisive case of Mitchell v. Tracey (2), which deal
with the meaning and scope of the words "arising out
of a criminal charge" in section 39 (c) of the Supreme
Court Act, would appear to me to afford little or no
assistance in determining it.

The appeal fails.

BRODEUR J.-This is a criminal appeal. The appel-
lant was convicted before a duly constituted tribunal
with having corruptly interfered with the adminis-
tration of justice in giving to a police officer a bribe of
$1,000 in order to induce this police officer not to
proceed against him for violation of the Saskatchewai
"Temperance Act."

The charge had been laid under section 157 of the
Criminal Code which makes it an indictable offence
for any person to give to a police officer employed for
the prosecution, detection or punishment of offenders
any money with intent

10 to interfere with the administration of justice; or
20 to procure the commission of any crime; or
30 to protect from detection or punishment any per-

.son having committed or intending to commit a crime.

The reserved case which is now before us is sub-
mitted in the following words:

(1) 47 Can. S.C.R. 257.
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1920 Was a bribe given in order to induce a police officer not to pro-

KALICK ceed against the accused for violation of the .Saskatchewan "Tem-
v. perance Act" given with intent to interfere with the administration of

THE KING. justice under section 157 of the Criminal Code?
Brodeur J.

It is contended by the accused that he was prose-
cuted for having corruptly interfered with the adminis-
tration of justice, that the giving of money to
protect from detection any one committing a crime
before any proceedings have been instituted for the
punishment of that crime is not interfering with the
administration of justice and that it is another
offence dealt with otherwise.

The Court of Appeal for Saskatchewan answered
the reserved case in the affirmative, Mr. Justice
Newlands dissenting.

The police officer who received the bribe had been
instructed by his superior officers to check the liquor
sales made by the appellant and to see whether
the latter had unlawfully sold any liquor contrary
to the dispositions of the Saskatchewan "Temperance
Act," and to find out whether information should not
be laid against the appellant.

The work which the police officer was carrying out
was authorized by the law and was absolutely neces-
sary to put the wheels of justice in motion.

I am of opinion that the "administration of justice"
mentioned in section 157 of the Criminal Code should
not be restricted to what takes place after an infor-
mation had been laid; but it includes the taking of
necessary steps to have a person who has committed
an offence brought before the proper tribunal, and
punished for his offence. It is a very wide term
covering the detection, prosecution and punishment
of offenders.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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MIGNAULT J.-On the ground that the charge 1920

against the appellant, and on which a verdict of guilty KALICK

was returned by the jury, comes within the terms of THE KiNG.

article 157 of the Criminal Code, the jury having mignault J.

found the appellant guilty of having, on the 20th day
of December, 1919, with intent to interfere corruptly
with the administration of justice, corruptly given a
bribe to a police officer to induce him not to proceed
against the appellant for violation of the Saskatchewan
"Temperance Act," I am of opinion that the question
submitted should be answered in the affirmative.
To give a bribe to a police officer with this intent is a
corrupt interference with the administration of justice
within the terms of Article 157. It is, in my opinion,
immaterial whether proceedings were then pending
or merely likely to be taken, and I do not think that
the fact that these proceedings were to be instituted
under the Saskatchewan "Temperance Act" takes the
case out of the operation of this section of the Criminal
Code.

The appeal therefore fails and should be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed.
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1920 ADELARD DIOTTE (PLAINTIFF).... APPELLANT;
Nov. 17.
Nov. 23.

AND

GODFROIBERNIER (DEFENDANT). .RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Crown's Land Act-Crown's agent-Receipt-Title to land-R.S.Q.
(1909) arts. 1559, 1562.

The appellant, by a petitory action, asked to be declared owner of
certain land subject to the Crown's Lands Act and invoked as his
title the following receipt delivered to him by the Crown's Lands
Agent: "Crown Lands Agency. $1.00.-Dec. 29th, 1910.-
Received from Adelard Diotte the sum of one dollar as fee for
registration (description of land). Wm. Clarke, agent."

Held, that the terms of such a receipt do not fall within the provisions
of articles 1559 and 1562 R.S.Q., as the money was not paid
on account of the purchase price.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec, reversing
the judgment of the Superior Court, sitting in review,
at Montreal (1), and restoring the judgment of the trial
court, Weir J., which dismissed the appellant's action.

The appellant took an action au pititoire, asking
to be declared owner of a certain lot of land subject
to the Crown's Lands Act. Letters patent on that
lot have never been issued. The appellant invoked
as his title the receipt contained in the head-note;

*PRESENT.-Idiogton, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) Q.R. 55 S.C. 467.
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and he also produced the following letter, bearing no 19201

date, which he had received from the Crown Lands Diom
Agent. "Your 1 acre is all right as your Quit Claim BERNIER.

deed has been sent to Quebec and have made a note
of it in my books. Yours truly, Wm. Clarke, agent."
The respondent's plea is that such a receipt did not
constitute any title to the land in favour of the appel-
lant; and that he was himself the owner of the land,
having bought it from one Pilon to whom the Crown
had given a location ticket.

T. P. Foran K.C. for the appellant.

T. B. Major for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-I think this appeal must be dismissed
with costs.

DUFF J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Brodeur.

ANGLIN J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Brodeur.

BRODEUR J.-Le demandeur-appelant poursuit
au p6titoire et demande A tre d6clar6 propri6taire du
lot de terre No. 10c. 56me rang du canton de Aldfield.

Ce terrain est r6gi par l'Acte des Terres de la Cou-
ronne. Il n'y a jamais eu de lettres patentes d'6mises.
L'appelant invoque pour titre un requ de l'agent des
Terres de la Couronne qui se lit comme suit:

No. 223. Crown Lands Agency.
$1.00. Dec. 29th, 1910.

Received from Ad6lard Diotte the sum of One dollar as fee for
registration 11-B, in 4th R., 48 acre and a pt. 10-C, 1 acre lot in 5
range of townthip of Aldfield, P.Q.

Wm. Clarke,
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10 11 invoque 6galement la lettre suivante, qui ne porte
DIOTTE pas de date, qu'il aurait reque de l'agent:

BERNIER.

Brodeur J. Your 1 acre is all right as your Quit Claim deed has been sent to
Quebec and have made a note of it in my books.

Yours truly,
Wm. Clarke,

Agent.

Le d6fendeur-intim6 plaide que ce regu de 'agent
ne constitue pas un titre de propri6td, et que ce
terrain lui appartient, vu qu'il est aux droits de Joseph
Pilon A qui la Couronne 1'a conc6d6 par billet de
location.

La seule question dans cette cause est de savoir
si le regu invoqu6 par le demandeur constitue un
titre valable A la possession d'un terrain de la
Couronne.

L'article 1559 des Statuts Refondus de la Province de
Quebec dit que le Ministre des Terres peut 6mettre sous
ses seing et sceau des permis d'occupation en faveur
d'une personne qui d6sire s'6tablir sur une terre pub-
lique: et ces permis donnent au concessionnaire le droit
de poursuivre pour tout empitement qu'un tiers ferait
sur cette terre.

L'article 1562 des m~mes statuts dit que les agents
des terres de la Couronne peuvent 6galement faire des
concessions de terrains. En voici le texte:

Les permis d'occupation, certificats de vente ou regus de deniers
payds sur la vente des terres publiques et les billets de location, 6mis
et signds par un agent des terres de la Couronne, en faveur d'une per-
sonne qui a achet6 des terres publiques, out le mgme effet A l'6gard de
cette personne et de ses ayants cause, leur confrent les m~me droits,
pouvoirs et privildges sur les terres pour lesquelles ils ont t6 6mis, et
les assujettissent aux m~mes conditions, que si cette personne avait
obtenu du ministre un instrument sous forme de permis d'occupation
conforme A Particle 1559 S.R.
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Le demandeur-appelant pr6tend que le regu qui 1920

lui a 6t donn6 par l'agent des terres est un requ 6miS DzorrE

sous cet article, c'est-A-dire un requ "de deniers pay6s BERNIER.

sur la vente des terres publiques." Brodeur J.

Malheureusement pour sa pr6tention, ce regu ne
parait pas lui avoir t donn6 pour une somme d'argent
qu'il aurait pay6e sur la vente du terrain en litige,
mais lui a 6t6 donn6 "as fee for registration."

L'officier qui lui a donn6 ce regu est d6c6d6. II
aurait pu sans doute nous en expliquer la porte.
Son successeur, qui a 6t6 entendu, n'a pas pu nous
6clairer beaucoup sur la situation. Cette somme d'un
dollar qui a 6t vers~e entre les mains de l'agent
est bien entr6e dans le livre de caisse de 1'agence
et on retrouve bien dans un livret de requs le talon
du regu en question: mais il n'y a rien qui nous indique
si cet argent avait t donn4 pour le prix d'achat.

Au livre des ventes nous ne trouvons rien pour
indiquer que cette propri~t6 avait t achet6e par le
demandeur. Nous trouvons, au contraire, qu'elle
avait 6t6 vendue k Joseph Pilon.

Le demandeur a tent6 de prouver qu'il avait un
titre du fils ou de l'ayant-cause de ce Joseph Pilon,
mais on ne lui a pas permis de faire cette preuve.

Dans ces circonstances, je presume que ce quit
claim dont il est question dans la lettre de l'agent est
un transport que Diotte aurait eu du fils de Pilon et
qu'il 1'aurait envoy6 A l'agent des terres pour le faire
enregistrer ainsi que l'acte des Terres de la Couronne
1'exige (art. 1563 S.R.P.Q.). Alors ce requ n'aurait
donc pas 6t6 donn6 pour argent pay6 en acompte de
l'achat d'une terre publique mais pour l'enregistre-
ment, ainsi qu'il yest formellement d~clar6 d'ailleurs,
du transport ("quit claim") du fils de Pilon.
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1920 Le demandeur n'a pas prouv6 sa demande.
Di rrE Le renvoi de son action p6titoire ne devra pas

BERNIER. affecter les droits qu'il a pour les ambliorations qu'il
Brodeur J. a faites sur la propri6t6.

L'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Brodeur.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Devlin & Ste. Marie.

Solicitors for the respondent: Fortier & Major.
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JOHN KIDSTON (PLAINTIFF).............APPELLANT; 1920

*Oct. 21,22,25.
*Nov. 23.

AND

STIRLING AND PITCAIRN, LTD. RESPONDENT.
(D EFENDANT)........................................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR BRITISH

COLUMBIA.

Contract-Construction-Essential term-Special meaning-Parol evidence
-Company -Shares-Premium -Payment -Appropriation.

Both parties to a contract in writing agreed that one of its terms was
not used in the ordinary sense and parol evidence to explain its
special meaning was received.

Held, Brodeur J. contra, that, such term being essential and the
evidence showing that the parties were not ad idem as to it, there
was no contract. Idington J. was of opinion that there was a
contract but the damages should be assessed by a reference and
not as the Court of Appeal directed.

Per Brodeur J. (dissenting).-A contract is binding upon the parties
notwithstanding their different interpretations of its terms; and it
is for the court to determine which of these interpretations must
be upheld according to the surrounding circumstances which can
be proved by oral evidence.

The appellant having subscribed for fifty shares of the company
respondent, they were allotted to him at $120 per share being at a
premium of $20 per share. The appellant sent his cheque for
$1,500.

Held, Brodeur and Mignault J.J. dissenting, that the $1,500 should be
apportioned pro rota between the premium and the par value of
the shares.

Judgment. of the Court of Appeal ([1920] 3 W.W.R. 365) reversed,
Brodeur, J. dissenting.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault, JJ.

15780-13
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.8 APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal
KIDsON for British Columbia (1), reversing the judgment of

V.
SnR-NG the trial judge, Clement J. and dismissing the plain-

A ND
PITCAIRN. tiff's action.

LTD.

The appellant is a producer of fruits. The respondent
company is a co-operative corporation composed of
shareholders engaged in the cultivation of fruits and
it looked after the marketing and the sale of the
fruits of the orchards of which the shareholders of the
company were the owners. The parties made a
contract by which the appellant undertook to sell and
the respondent to buy during seven years the appel-
lant's crop of fruit, "the purchase price to be the
market price of such fruit in each year." Both
parties are agreed that'the term "market price" was
not used in the ordinary sense, to wit: the actual
price at which a commodity is commonly sold at the
place of the contract, as in this case there was no such
market; but both parties were not ad idem as to the
exact meaning of this term. The appellant also
applied for fifty shares of the company respondent,
which were allotted to him at $120 a share, meaning a
premium of $20 on the par value. He sent his cheque
for $1,500. The question is whether this sum must
be first applied in full payment of the premium and
the balance in part payment of the par value of the
shares; or whether the said sum must be apportioned
pro rata between the premium and the par value of
the shares.

Eug. Lafleur K.C. and W. H. D. Ladner for the
appellant.

J. J. Taylor- K.C. for the respondent.
(1) [19201 3 W.W.R. 365.
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IDINGTON J.-I am of the opinion that this appeal 9o

should be allowed in respect of three of the specific Ka-roN

matters in question. STIRIJNG

In the first place I cannot find anything in the PrwA N,

interpretation and construction of the several respective Idington J.
contracts made between appellant on his own behalf -

and on behalf of the two others he represented, which
should maintain the application of the particular
sliding scale put forward in the evidence as the only
one fitted for determining the rights of the parties.

It was neither expressly nor impliedly incorporated
in any of the said contracts or in the terms upon
which the appellant was admitted as a shareholder or
director of the respondent.

It was not put forward in the negotiations as a
final determination for the term of the ensuing seven
years these contracts were to run, but simply as an
illustration of the mode in which the respondent had
for a year or two then past, been trying to adjust the
yearly settlement of its accounts with those selling
their products to it.

It was not applied for such purpose in regard to the
first year's entire products sold the respondent under
the contracts now in question.

Indeed it is doubtful if it was applied as to any
material part of such products.

In order to help the court in the interpretation of an
ambiguously worded contract, extrinsic evidence may
be given of the surrounding circumstances under
which it was entered into.

The identity of the object which the parties had in
view as well as the identity of the subject matter with
which they were dealing may be better understood
when read in light of such surrounding circumstances.

15780-131
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For example' take one of the contracts before us
KIDSTON which reads as follows:-

VJ.

STIRLING
AND Agreement made (in duplicate) this twenty-ninth day of May,PITCAIRN,
LTD. A.D. 1914, between John Kidston (hereinafter called the vendor) of

t Jthe one part, and Stirling & Pitcairn, Limited, a body corporate duly
o incorporated under the statutes of British Columbia, and having its

head office at Kelowna, in the province of British Columbia, (hereinafter
called the purchasers), of the other part, whereby it is agreed as
follows :-The vendor will sell and the purchasers will buy the crop of
fruit now growing or to be grown on the trees of the orchard of the
vendor as at present olanted, situate near Vernon, in the Coldstream
municipality, for a period of seven (7) years from the first of May, 1914.

The purchase price shall be the market price of such fruit in each
year.

The vendor shall pick and gather the said fruit in due course, and
when sufficiently mature for the purpose of gathering and taking the
same, shall deliver the same to the purchasers' warehouse, reserving
such fruit as may be required for the use of the ranch.

Signed, sealed and delivered.

John Kidston (Vendor),
Stirling & Pitcairn, Ltd.,

(Purchasers).

In the presence of E. C. Kidston.

Others in question are in same form.

The "purchase price" as thus defined when using
the words "the market price of such fruit in each
year" is capable of several distinctly different meanings.

Was it to be the market price in the nearest
market town on the day of delivery for each
respective kind and quantity and quality as delivered
and to be paid in cash on delivery?

Or was it to be determined by means of arriving
at some average price for the fruit season for each
kind and grade in quality of each kind?

And was that to be according to what the application
of fair dealing and reasonableness applied to the
course of business in each year would disclose?
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In the latter alternative, or something akin thereto, 190

a knowledge of the surrounding circumstances would KIDSTON

materially assist in understanding what the parties I sTIRLING
K AND

were about. PrCAIRN, ,
LTD.

That once discovered would in its turn doubtless J

admit of the application of proper methods to demon- -

strate what would be fair and reasonable methods of
determining what had been the market price for any
given year.

What is fair and reasonable often can be applied
in law to help out what the parties have inadvertently
failed to make as expressly clear as a court might
desire.

It is even conceivable that a sliding scale of some
kind may, when the accounts come to be taken, be
found a valuable auxiliary to work out the result to
be determined.

But it never would be permissible to act upon the
theory that the sliding scale mentioned above had
become incorporated in the foregoing contract or the
others in same form.

Had it been demonstrated that the said sliding
scale had been, to the knowledge of all the parties,
actually applied, without objection, as a factor in
determining the price for the year (in July of which
the contract was executed though dated in May) it
might have been possible (acting upon many decisions
which rest upon what the parties did immediately
after the execution of the contract and in pursuit
thereof) as a means of determining what they had in
fact intended by the language used to imperatively
uphold the continuation of -such use.

It is not pretended that the said sliding scale is
commonly used in carrying on such business as in
question herein. -
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12 In short I can find no ground upon which to rest
KIDsTON the provision in the formal judgment of the Court of

V.
STIRING Appeal for the application of the said sliding scale,A ND
PAI-N, and would allow the appeal.

LTD.

Idington J. There is much to. be said in favour of the course of
dealing which both parties agreed in and adopted
immediately after execution of the contract as demon-
strating that both adopted the view that what was in
fact intended to be the market price was to be the
result of respondent's marketing elsewhere than in
British Columbia and that to be determined by
deduction of expenses and a fair commission. I
think that is likely to be best determined by a referee
proceeding on the basis of what was fair and reasonable.

In the next place I think that the learned trial
judge was right in allowing the plaintiff, now appel-
lant, the sum of $562.50, balance due for dividend on
his stock.

The contention that the first payment of $1,500
account fifty shares of stock must be first applied in
payment of the premium, seems to me quite unfounded
whether we look at the nature of the purchase or the
letter of appellant appropriating the money and
receipt of the secretary of respondent expressly putting
it as $30.00 per share.

It is quite true that the late Mr. Pooley's record of
his way of looking at the payment was in accord with
what the respondent contends, but that is by no
means clear in what he submitted to the appellant.

The judgment of the learned trial judge ought to be
restored. The appeal ought to be allowed in this
case with costs throughout to the appellant.

The respondent brought an action against the
appellant for specific performance of said contract.
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I am unable to find any ground in evidence herein 1920

upon which such jurisdiction can be exercised if regard KIDSTON

is had to the principles which have settled the limita- STIRLING
A ND

tions of the exercise of such jurisdiction. PrAIRN,
LTD.

The adequate and usual remedy of recovery for Idinton J.

damages for breach of contract was open to the plaintiff
in that connection.

The many complications involved in the perform-
ance of the contract and to be pursued in the remedy
given by means of specific performance, were such as
to bar a resort to that remedy.

The ambiguous nature of the contract of which so
many varying views have been taken render specific
performance inappropriate.

I need not continue my list of serious objections to
the exercise of such a mode or relief, but may be per.-
mitted to refer to the authorities cited on pages 26
et seq. of Fry on Specific Performance, 4th ed. relative
to my first objection; to pages 38 et seq. of the same
work relative to my second and to pages 294 et seq.
of same work, as well as foregoing, in relation to the
third objection I take.

The interim injunction which was granted was only
ancilliary to the specific performance which was
sought, and that should have ended with the proper
dismissal of the action by the learned trial judge.

Another injunction of a similar nature was granted
in the Court of Appeal pending the hearing of appeal
thereto.

That, of course, falls, or should fall, in my opinion,
with the failure to establish a right to specific per-
formance, which, I repeat, is the remedy specifically
sought in and by the said action.
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If the relief by injunction is to be held as sought
KmsoN independently of the right for specific performance,
STIRLING then I can find no authority that would entitle respond-

AND
PICAIRN, ent to such mode of relief in such a case as presented.

LTD.

Idington J. The authorities on that head are collected in Kerr
on Injunctions, chapter 10, wherein, or in reports of
later cases, I. can find none to uphold such a conten-
tion.

The respondent relies upon the decision in the case
of Metropolitan Electric Supply Co. v. Ginder (1),
which I respectfully submit does not, in its essential
features, dependent upon a statutory obligation and
a covenant, of which the practical effect was to main-
tain the right of the company to carry out that obliga-
tion, maintain the right to an injunction herein.

-It does not of my mind present very much resemb-
lance to the features of this case. Yet of all of those
cited, on behalf of respondent, it, in principle, comes
nearer than any other cited on its behalf, to touching
the operation of the principles involved.

The decision of Sir George Jessel in the case of
Fothergill v. Rowland (2) is almost exactly in point
in this, and is adverse to the respondent herein.

In conclusion I think the action for specific per-
formance was rightly dismissed by the learned trial
judge, and that dismissal should be restored with
costs throughout.

The respective counsel for the parties hereto are
agreed that there is no local statutory provision
under which the damages for breach of the under-
taking given on the obtaining of the said injunctions
can be dealt with herein.

(2) [1873] L.R. 17 Eq. 132.
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They are also agreed that respondent obtained the 1920

delivery of the crops of fruit for the balance of the KmSTON

seven year period, whether or not as result of an inj unct- SIRLING
AND

ion, which I hold should not have been granted, is P-rN,

not clear.
Idington J.

The appellant's action, according to my opinion,
must be maintained, but whether it covers anything
beyond the time up to when begun, and thus the
later results to be decided thereafter, I refrain from
dealing with.

There is thus ample room for a fine crop of litigation.

I would allow the appeal and meantime dismiss the
action for specific performance, with costs throughout,
and I would direct a reference similar to that which
the learned trial judge directed, but guarding against
his expression that there was no contract.

I think there was a contract which may be well
illuminated by the conduct of the parties relative
thereto, whilst excluding the sliding scale in question,
and applying the doctrine of what is fair and reason-
able which helps so much under our law in the admin-
istration of justice.

DUFF J.-My conclusion is that the trial judge was
right in his finding that the parties had never arrived
at a contract in terms.

On the other hand, fruit, the property of the appel-
lant, was received and disposed of by the respondents
in circumstances which exclude the hypothesis that
they were not to pay for it, and it follows, of course,
that the appellant is entitled to recover from the
respondents a reasonable price. My conclusion is
that the trial judge's judgment directing a reference
to ascertain the value of the fruit understood in this
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1920 sense should stand. I adhere however to the view
IIDSTON expressed in the argument that the dealings of the

22.
STIRLING parties afford up to a certain point a satisfactory guide

AND)
PITCAIRN, for the ascertaining of what is reasonable in the cir-Lm.
DuffJ cumstances and I think the order of reference ought to
- .contain a direction to the referee on this point. The

direction should be that the price is to be ascertained
by taking the average price realized by the respondents
for fruit sold by them of each kind and grade furnished
by the plaintiff and from that should be deducted
first, expenses incurred in handling the fruit received
from the plaintiff, and, secondly a sum representing a
reasonable profit. As to the question of the appropria-
tion of the moneys paid by the appellant on his shares,
I concur with the reasoning of Mr. Justice Idington.

If follows of course that the respondents' counter-
claim for specific performance should be dismissed.

ANGLIN J.-I am, with respect, of the opinion that
the learned trial judge reached the proper conclusion
upon all the evidence in this case. It discloses a
great many incidents which taken together make it
reasonably certain that the minds of the parties
never met as to the meaning of, or the method of
computing, the "market price" to be paid the plain-
tiff. They are agreed that this term is not used in
the ordinary sense-that it meant the average yearly
price received by the defendants on each grade and
variety of fruit sold by them less certain deductions
for expenses and profits. But upon the basis of
computation of these deductions they were never
agreed. Moreover there is a difference between
them as to whether sales for export should be included
in ascertaining the average prices. If this latter
were the only matter in dispute however, I should
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have had little hesitation in determining it in the 1920

plaintiff's favour. Stuart v. Kennedy (1), cited by KmsToN

the appellant from Benjamin on Sales, 5 ed., p. 103, STIRLING

seems closely in point. PCR

I also agree with the learned trial judge that the A J.
payments made by the plaintiff on account of his
subscription for fifty shares of stock in the defendant
company should be apportioned pro rata between the
premium of .20% at which he subscribed and the
par value of the shares. That I think is the true
meaning of the contract on which the shares were
taken, and, with respect, I am unable to understand
the application of the doctrine of imputation of pay-
ments to the single debt which the plaintiff incurred.

The conclusion that the parties were not ad idem
as to a vital term of the contract necessarily involves
the failure of the action of Sterling & Pitcairn, Limited,
v. Kidston.

I would allow the appeal of the plaintiff Kidston with
costs in this court and the Court of Appeal and would re-
store the judgment of the learned trial judge in each act-
ion, and would dismiss the cross-appeal also with costs.

On the reference, however, directed by the learned
trial judge the value of the fruits delivered by the
plaintiff (by which I take it a reasonable price for
them is meant) should, under the special circum-
stances of this case, be ascertained by deducting from
the average price realized by the defendants in each
year for all fruit sold by them of each kind and grade
furnished by the plaintiff the expenses incurred by
the defendant in handling the plaintiff's fruit and
a reasonable sum for profits on the sale thereof. The
evidence warrants the conclusion that a fair price
will be best arrived at by ihis method.

(1) [1885] 23 Sc. L.R. 149.
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12 BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-The main question on
KIDSTON this appeal is whether or not the contract is a binding
STIRLING one. The trial judge found that the parties were

AND
PITCAIRN, not ad diem and that the contract never existed.

LTD.I

- The Court of Appeal decided there was a valid con-Brodeur J.
- tract.

The respondent company is a co-operative corpora-
tion composed of shareholders engaged in the cultiva-
tion of fruits. It looked after the marketing and the
sale of the fruits of what is called in the case affiliated
orchards, viz., orchards of which the shareholders of
the company were the owners. The shares were
allotted according to the cultivated area of each
orchard.

In 1914, Kidston, who is a producer of fruits,
wanted to become a shareholder of the respondent
company and to have his fruits marketed and sold
by it, and he applied for 50 shares which were allotted
to him at $120 a share, meaning a premium of $20
over the par value. In the correspondence and the
negotiations which then took place, Kidston was
advised that the affiliated orchards sold their fruit to
the respondent company for a price to be calculated
upon the net returns after deducting for expenses
and profits according to what was called the "sliding
scale." This sliding scale was communicated to
Kidston and he then signed a contract providing for
the sale of his crop to the respondent company for a
period of seven years at a price which was to be
"the market price of such fruit in each year."

He delivered his fruits and he received during those
years the same price as was paid to the affiliated
orchards, but he claims that he should have received
a larger sum and he takes an action in reddition de
compte.
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He had paid $1,500, at first on his fifty shares of
which a sum of $1,000 was apportioned by the respon-
dent company for the premium of $20 a share and on
which sum of $1,000 .he did not receive any dividend.
He claims that this $1,500 should have been apport-
ioned equally on the par value of the shares and on
the premium and then he should have received larger
dividends.

Kidston, after having instituted his action in 1917,
continued however to deliver his fruits to the respond-
ent company until 1919, when, having refused to go on
with his contract, the respondent company took an
injunction to prevent him from selling to other
persons. The injunction was dismissed by the trial
judge who decided that the contract was not binding,
but the injunction was restored by the Court of
Appeal.

The case then turns almost entirely on the
construction of these words " market price" in the
contract.

In its ordinary sense the market price means the
actual price at which a commodity is commonly sold
at the place of the contract.

In this case, there is no market at the place where
the contract was made. These fruits have to be
shipped away to the United States or to some cities
of the Canadian provinces; and Kidston in his par-
ticulars and in his evidence admits that these words
had a special meaning in this contract and would
not cover the market price of the locality.

They mean, according to his opinion, the average
price realized by the respondent company for each
grade and variety of fruit, less the expenses and a
reasonable commission on the sale.
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12 In view of this admission by the appellant and in
KIDSTON view of the statements made by the respondent

V,.
STILING company in its pleadings and at the trial, I cannot

AND

PrMN, reconcile myself to the idea that there is no bindingL/M.

Brodeur J contract between the parties. If two persons entered
- into a contract and understood it in a different sense,

it is binding upon them. Stevens' Mercantile Law,
p. 102. There is no difference of opinion as to the
determining of the average price of each variety of
fruit. There is no serious difficulty either as to the
expenses connected with the sale of the goods.

As to the profits, the respondent company claims
that the sliding scale should be used to determine
these profits. The appellant opposes this idea.

For my part, I would think that the sliding scale
should be considered as part of the contract. It was
communicated to the appellant before he signed his
contract and was referred to time and again by both
parties during their course of dealings. That
scale was used with regard to all the co-operative
associates.

But if the sliding scale should-not be considered as
part of the contract, it would form at least a basis
on which a reasonable profit could be ascertained.

As to the appropriation of the money made by the
appellant on his shares, I consider that out of the
amount paid at first the necessary sum for the premium
should be deducted and that the appropriation made
in that respect by the respondent is well founded.

With regard to the injunction or specific perform-
ance, I concur with the views expressed by the learned
Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal.

On the whole, I am of the opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed with costs.
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MIGNAULT J.-The more I have studied the 1920

voluminous record in this case, the more I have KIDSTON

become convinced that the parties were wide apart STIRLING
AND

from the very beginning as to a vital term of their PITCAIRN,

contract, to wit, the price to be paid the appellant n j.
for his fruit. They drew up and signed, in May,
1914, a contract which on its face appears clear
and unambiguous. The appellant (vendor), by
this contract, undertakes to sell and the respondent
(purchaser) to buy during seven years the appellant's
crop of fruit, the purchase price to be the market
price of such fruit in each year, and the vendor to
gather and pick the fruit and when sufficiently mature
to deliver the same to the purchaser's warehouse.

Such a contract, I have said, is on its face clear and
unambiguous. The court could easily define the
expression "market price" which of course would
vary from year to year, possibly from month to month,
according to the condition of the fruit market, and the
appellant would obtain from the respondent the selling
price prevailing at the time and place of the sale for fruit
of the same kind and quality as that sold to the respon-
dent. .With a contract so worded there would of course
be no question of expense incurred by the respondent
or of any profit realized by it on the resale of the fruit.

Both of the parties, however, agree that the obvious
meaning of the language of their contract is not that
which they had in mind when they made it. The
contract was not an ordinary contract of sale, but it
involved a kind of agency of the respondent for the
appellant in the sense that the price to be considered,
the parties admit, is the price not of the sale by the
appellant but of the resale by the respondent, and
that certain expenses and charges as well as a reason-
able commission must be allowed the latter.
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1920 Having thus both agreed that the contract does not
KIDmTON mean what its language clearly imports, the parties
STIRING follow widely divergent courses when they attempt toAND
FITAIRN, define the "market price" which is to rule, and from

LTD.

Milt J the very start they appear to have been hopelessly
apart as to the price which was to be paid for the
fruit. The appellant defined "market price" in his
particulars as the average price realized by the respond-
ent from all sales made by it in each year of each
grade and variety respectively, less the expenses
properly incurred in handling the same and a reason-
able commission on the sale of the fruit. The expla-
nation of the respondent covers nearly a page in the
appeal book, and involves considering its policy
with what were termed the affiliated orchards, and
then, at the end of the selling season, taking the average
selling price of a carload lot of each particular variety of
fruit, deducting from this a profit on each box in
accordance with a scale called the sliding scale adopted
by the respondent in its dealings with the affiliated
orchards, in addition to which a further sum for
packing, overhead and handling charges by package,
as per the "sliding scale," would also be deducted.
The net result would give the net amount per pound
payable to the appellant and would be the market
price as the respondent understood it.

With the parties so far apart from the very start,
it is not surprising that after four years of dealings
there is a very considerable difference between what
the appellant contends should have been paid and
what he actually received from the respondent. The
appellant's action involves an accounting so as to
establish the amount of this difference, and as his
discussions with the respondent brought about no
result, he finally refused to make further deliveries
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and notified the respondent ihat he would sell his fruit 1920

elsewhere. The respondent then took an action for KwDSTOX

specific performance with an injunction to prevent the STIRLING
AND

appellant from selling his fruit to any other purchaser. PITCAIRN,
LTD.

I must confess that I endeavoured at first to find J

out which of the versions of the parties was the correct Mignau J.

one, and it is noticeable that the respondent before
us showed an inclination to accept the appellant's
definition of market price, while contending that the
"sliding scale" should be applied in determining the
deductions for expenses and the profit to be charged.
The appellant however, strenuously argues, and I
think rightly, that the "sliding scale" formed- no
part of the contract. That the conduct of the respond-
ent in fixing the amounts to be deducted for expenses
and the commission to be paid it was arbitrary there
can be no doubt, and its board of directors, of whom
appellant was, during the first years, a member,
but a constantly dissenting one, attempted to define
the meaning of "market price" and finally proposed
that a new contract be made stating that the price
payable should be fixed by the directors in each year.
Under these circumstances it appears to me impossible
to place on this vital term of the contract a meaning
which can in any way be considered as ever having
had- that consensus ad idem of the parties which is
essential for the existence of a valid contract.

I find myself therefore in agreement with the opinion
of the learned trial judge that there was no valid
contract. I may add that there is no room for con-
struction here because the natural and legal meaning
of the term "market price" was not intended by the
parties and they never agreed as to the special meaning
which it should hear.

15780-14
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1920 The question of the payments made by the appel-
IXKwsToN lant on the shares purchased by him in the capital

I,.
STIRLING stock of the respondent company is a rather difficult

AND

P-IR~N, one to solve. The appellant's application for sharesLTD.

stated that these shares, of a nominal value of $100
each, were issued at a premium of $20 per share, and
the appellant, applying for fifty shares, sent his cheque
for $1,500, being a deposit of $30 per share and pro-
mised to pay $22.50 per share on May 1st, 1915, and
a like amount on the 1st of May of the years 1916,
1917 and 1918. He made besides the deposit of $30
per share, the first payment of $22.50 per share due on
May 1st, 1915. The respondent acknowledged receipt
of the application and of the deposit of $1,500, stated
in the formal receipt sent to the appellant to be a
deposit of $30 per share on an application for fifty
ordinary shares of $100 each issued at 20% premium,
but in its books the respondent credited $1,000 to the
premium account and $500 to the capital account, so
that, of the first payment of $30 per share, $20 went
to the premium and $10 to the share itself. The
result was that inasmuch as dividends are paid by
the respondent on the paid up portion of its capital,
the respondent received a lesser dividend than if the
payment had been credited ratably on the premium
and on the shares, which the appellant contends, but
without citing any case supporting his contention,
should have been done.

I do not think that authorities as to appropriation
of payments can help us here, for there was only one
debt, i.e., for fifty $100 shares sold for $120 each.
If there had been two debts, one for the premium
and the other for the share itself as distinguished
from the premium, I would think that there has been
no appropriation by the appellant, who paid first
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$30 and subsequently $22.50 generally on each of the 1

shares subscribed by him, but that there was an Ku Tn

appropriation by the respondent which credited SING

$1,000 to premium and $500 to the 50 shares, and ru N,
this appropriation was subsequently notified to the Mignaut j.

appellant when he asked for explanation as to the -

amount of the dividend cheque sent to him. So that
it seems to me that when the learned trial judge
allowed the payments made by the appellant to be
ratably applied to the premium and to the share
itself, thus treating the premium and the share as if
they were two separate debts, he could not, under
the authorities, ignore the appropriation made by
respondent and notified to appellant. In this view
of the matter the case of Cory Bros. & Co. v. Owners
of "The Mecca," (1), cited by the respondent would
be in point and would sustain the judgment of the
Court of Appeal.

But here I find one debt only, that of $120 for each
share of a nominal value of $100. As I have said, the
appellant paid generally, at first $30 and subsequently
$22.50 on each share purchased by him and the receipt
given him for the first payment of $30 is also general.
The notes of the appellant's conversation with the
respondent's manager Pooley, when a subscription of
forty shares was contemplated, show that a total
liability of $4,800 was mentioned, on which 25% of
the total price was to be paid on allotment, and the
balance in four equal annual instalments. When the
appellant made the first payment of $30 per share
subscribed for at $120, he still owed $90 on each share,
for the price to him of the shares was $120 each.
The dividends of course were paid on the par value,

(1) 118971 A.C. 286, at p. 293.
15780-141
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1920 but unless the premium and the par value be dis-
KDSTON tinguished so as to form two separate debts-and

V.
STIRLING then the rules governing appropriation of payments

AND
PICAIRN, Would apply-the appellant still owes $67.50 on his

.LTD.

shares and can certainly not claim dividends on the
balance due by him on shares, which he purchased
at $120. If the premium and the par value be differ-
entiated, it does not seem unnatural that the premium,
which is the profit of the company for the privilege
of purchasing its shares and not a part of its capital,
should be paid first.

I therefore on this point, and for these reasons,
agree with the Court of Appeal.

There remains the action for specific performance
with the injunction taken by the respondent against
the appellant. In my view that there was no valid
contract, it is clear that this action was rightly dismissed
and the injunction dissolved by the learned trial
judge.

I would therefore allow the appeal of the appellant
with costs here and in the Court of Appeal except as
to the claim of the appellant for additional dividends
and the costs properly ascribable to this claim. The
respondent's cross-appeal which presupposes a binding
contract between the parties should be dismissed

- with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the- appellant: Cochrane, Ladner &
Reinhard.

-Solicitors for the respondent: Cowan & Gurd.
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NORTHERN ALBERTA NATURAL)
GAS DEVELOPMENT CO....... AP L ' 1

Nov. 3.
Dec. 17.

AND

ATTORNEY-GENERAL FOR THE RESPONDENT.

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA.......

IN IRE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Municipal corporation-Contract-Gas company-Maxinum rate-
"Existing rate"-"Public Utility"-"Public Utilities Act," (Alta.)
s. (1915) c. 6, s. 20 (b) and s. 23 (c).

The maximum rate stipulated in a contract between a gas company
and a municipal corporation, while the company has not yet by
by-law or otherwise fixed any rates which it proposes to charge, is
not an "existing rate" as used in section 23 (c) of the "Public
Utilities Act" of Alberta; and the Board of Public Utility Com-
missioners has no jurisdiction to modify it.

Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Anglin J.-A gas company, which has a
number of wells drilled and ready for operation but has not yet
constructed pipe lines to carry their output, nor begun to render
service to the public, is a "public utility," within the purview of
the "Public Utilities Act." Idington J. contra.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L. R. 416) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), allowing an
appeal by the Attorney-General of the Province of
Alberta from a decision of the Board of Public Utility
Commissioners.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 15 Alta. L. R. 416
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92 The Board had adjudged that it possessed juris-
NORTHERN diction under the "Public Utilities Act" of Alberta

ALBERTA
NATURAL GAS to make an order increasing the prices for the sale by
DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY the appellant of gas to consumers in the city of
T.

ATTORNEY- Edmonton beyond the maximum rates fixed by an
SGENERAL

I AERA agreement between the city and the company appel-tALBIERTA.

IN nR lant whereby the company was granted its franchise
TIES ACT by the city and which agreement was confirmed by

chapter 29 of the Statutes of Alberta, 1916.

A. H. Clarke K.C. and H. R. Milner for the appellant.

Eug. Lafleur K.C. and I. B. Howatt for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-After consideration I have
reached the conclusion that this appeal must be
dismissed.

I concur with the reasons for such dismissal stated
by my brother Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-To maintain this appeal we must hold
that a municipal corporation having, with the assent of
the electors,. known as burgesses, made a contract,
of such an unusual and ultra vires character, with a
company of adventurers, to make it legal required
legislative ratification thereof, and then that the
Legislature by enacting such merely ratifying legis-
lation, impliedly enabled the Board of Public Utilities
Commissioners to go a step further than had been
given by either contract so ratified, or the legislation
creating this Board; and hence, without the consent
of said burgesses to a variation of the contract, by
adding to the maximum price named in such a con-
tract for the services to be rendered, although it
might never come to be operative.
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The company in question never got beyond the 12

stage of expending some money in way of exploitation NRTERN

or construction, and never operated, nor was ready RAL A

to operate, anything, yet claims that it is a public cOurANY.

utility within the meaning of the definition thereof AGOR NEY-

in the "Public Utilities Act," which reads as follows:- ALBTA.

IN RE
(b) The expression "public utility" means and includes every PUBLIC UTILI-

corporation other than municipal corporations (unless such municipal TIES ACr

corporation voluntarily comes under this Act in the manner hereinafter Idington J.
provided), and every firm, person or association of persons, the business
and operations whereof are subject to the legislative authority of this
province, their lessees; trustees, liquidators, or receivers appointed by
any court that now or hereafter own, operate, manage or control any
system, works, plant or equipment for the conveyance of telegraph or
telephone messages or for the conveyance of travellers or goods over a
railway, street railway, or tramway, or for the production, transmis-
sion, delivery or furnishing of water, gas, heat, light or power, either
directly or indirectly, to or for the public; also the Alberta Government
telephones, now managed and operated by the Department of Railways
and Telephones.

The company in question pretends that it intends
to supply gas. How such a company, merely exploiting
the territory from which it expects to supply gas, can
claim that it

owns, operates, manages or controls, any system,

within the meaning of said description, I am unable
to understand.

And much less am -I able to understand how a
board merely given a possible jurisdiction to assent to
the entry of such a company into a. particular field
to operate in, and then, when in operation, regulate its
rates, can imagine that it has not only the powers
duly assigned it, but also the power to override the
legislative limitations of powers of contract, which a
municipality has had imposed upon it by its charter,
and extend those limited powers further than the

legislative creator had seen fit to grant by special
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1920 legislation, and in doing so to exceed not only the
NORTHERN contractual power or the expression thereof, and the

ALBERTA
NATURAL GAS specific legislation, but also something far beyond the
DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY powers assigned the Board itself.
ATTORNEY- It seems to me as plain as the English language can
GENERAL

AFRTA. make it, in the use thereof by a draftsman trying to
RE express a Canadian legislator's meaning, that the

TEs Ac Board can only deal with existent public utilities, and
Idington J. have nothing to do with the birth, growth, and finishing

of same ready to be owned and used.
And, despite the resistance of the Attorney General

for the province and the unanimous opinion of the
Supreme Court thereof specifically designated by the
legislation creating the said Board as the only authority
which is to determine the limits of the jurisdiction of
the Board, the company comes here asking us to over-
rule such determination, notwithstanding said court
has pointed out many other insuperable objections
in the way of the Board exercising such autocratic
powers as the company desires it to exercise.

The company of course, is entitled to say that it
got leave from this court to come here, but that is no
more conclusive as to our jurisdiction than any leave,
given by a single judge, for example, under the Winding-
Up Act, or another court inadvertently giving leave to
appeal in a case over which we never have been given
jurisdiction.

Although appearing of record in this case as a party
to the order granting leave, I wholly dissented there-
from for reasons assigned in writing.

I hold that we are not here to pass upon mere admin-
istrative acts of any branch of government, unless
expressly assigned that duty by Parliament, as, for
example, in regard to appeals from the Board of
Railway Commissioners for Canada.
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I have, however, in deference to what is assumed to 1920

be the contrary opinion of the majority of the court, NORTHERN

set forth above what seem to me amply sufficient ^ATURAL GAS

reasons for dismissing the appeal as well as that of COMPANY

want of jurisdiction. AEORNEY-
GENERAL

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs. AFRTA.
IN RE

PUBLIC UTI-

DUFF J.-I agree with the conclusion of the Appellate TIES AcT

Division. The judgment of the Board in which the Idington J.

question of jurisdiction is fully discussed sets forth as
follows:-
Any jurisdiction the Board may.possess so far as increasing rates is
concerned is derived from s.s. c. of section 23 of the "Public Utilities
Act." That section provides that the Board may after hearing fix
"just and reasonable" rates * * * whenever the Board shall

determine any existing individual rate * * * to be unjust or
unreasqnable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory or preferential.

The order of the Board, having regard to the circum-
stances, which it is unnecessary to recapitulate, in
effect is simply an order authorizing the company
to exact charges exceeding the limit fixed by the
agreement between the company and the municipal
corporation of Edmonton and by the statute confirming
the agreement. The company is providing no ser-
vices, it is in no position to provide any services;
consequently it is not in fact exacting any rate and it
has not by any corporate act fixed the rates it is to
charge. The order is therefore an order changing
the limits fixed by the agreement between the company
and the municipality ratified as already mentioned by
statute in respect of tolls and it is nothing else.

The question is: Does the provision quoted sanc-
tion such an exercise of authority by the Board ?

If such be the purpose of the provision the language
is not apt; it is a provision for substituting just and
reasonable rates for rates which have been held by
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1920 the Board on investigation to be unreasonable or
NORTHERN insufficient. The provision does not appear to con-

ALBERTA
NATURAL GAS template orders which merely expand or restrict the
DEVELOPMENT

COMPAN limits fixed by a statutory contract in respect of tolls
ATTORNEY- and charges. Whether in exercising authority under
GENERAL

FOR the section the Board may disregard the limits fixed
ALBERTA.

IN RE by such contracts is another question. The language
PUBLIC UTMu-

TIES AC. in my opinion is not sufficiently precise to support an
Duff J_ order which merely changes such limits.

ANGLIN J.-The appellant company has not yet
established a service. While it has a number of wells
drilled and ready for operation it has not constructed
pipe lines to carry their output. By its agreement
with the city of Edmonton, whereby it obtained its
franchise, certain maximum rates of charge for its
services are established. That agreement has been
validated and confirmed by statute. The company,
however, has not, by by-law or otherwise, fixed any
rates which it proposes to charge.

Alleging thalt the maximum rates specified in the
agreement with the city are quite inadequate, the
company applied to the Board of Public Utilities
Commissioners to fix increased rates for its future
services. The Board heard and granted this applica-
tion, notwithstanding the intervention of the Attorney
General contesting its jurisdiction. On an appeal
taken under the provisions of the statute the Board's
order was vacated by the Appellate Division as made
without jurisdiction, and from that decision the present
appeal has been brought by leave of this Court.

Three objections are taken to the jurisdiction of the
Board:-

(a) that because it has not begun to render service
to the public the appellant company is not yet a
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"public utility" within the purview of the "Public 2

Utilities Act"; (b) that the. Board's jurisdiction is NwiHERN

confined to increasing, reducing or approving of NATURAL GAS

existing rates, and a maximum rate is not an "existing COMPANY

rate"; and (c)that, except for the reduction of excessive ATORNET-

rates, provided for by s. 20 (b) of the statute, the ALBERTA.

Board has no power to interfere with rates fixed by NREC
the terms of a contract between a public utility and a TIES Act.

municipality. Anglin J.

The status of the appellant company to apply
to the Board and to assert the present appeal depend
alike upon its existence as a public utility. Objection
(a) should therefore be dealt with whatever view may.
be taken of objections (b) and (c). I am, with respect,
of the opinion that it should not prevail. If it is
sound a company ready to operate cannot obtain the
sanction or approval of the Board to the rates it
proposes to charge before actually commencing to do
business, but must wait until it is in actual operation
and actually charging such rates before it can legally
apply for such sanction or approval. That this was
the intention of the legislature seems highly improb-
able. The appellant company, in my opinion, "owns,
* * or controls * * works, plant or equipment * *

for the production or furnishing of gas * * to or for the
public" and is therefore within the definition of
"public utility" found in clause (b) of s. 2. Nothing
in that clause imposes actual operation or even com-
plete readiness to operate as a condition precedent to
such a company as the appellant attaining the status
of a "public utility." On the contrary the tenor of
the Act, taken as a whole, appears to contemplate that
in the stage of development which the appellant's
works, plant and equipment have reached that status
should be accorded to it.
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12 But objection (b) seems to me to be fatal to the juris-
NORTHERN diction of the Board whose powers are purely sta-ALBERTA

GAStutory. Sec. 20 (b) clearly does not apply. Nobody
COMPANY suggests that the maximum rates authorized by the

ATrORNEY- agreement with the municipality of Edmonton are
GENERAL

FoR excessive. Sec. 23 (c) is the only other provision
ALBERTA.

IN RE which purports to confer direct jurisdiction over rates.
PeULC UTruI-

TIES ACr. But the operation of that section is by its terms
Anglin J. confined to cases where "the Board shall determine

any existing rate * * to be unjust, unreasonable,
insufficient or unjustly discriminatory or preferen-
tial." It may be that it is not necessary to have a
rate in actual use and in course of collection to render
this clause of the statute applicable. But there must
at least be a fixed rate which the company has deter-
mined, by by-law or in some other proper method, to
impose and charge whenever it shall render the service
for which such rate is prescribed. A rate merely
stipulated as the maximum which the company may
exact, but which has not yet been charged or authorized
by the company and may never be so charged or
authorized is not an "existing rate." I am therefore
of the opinion that the case before us does not fall
within s. 23 (c).

The only other suggestion offered in support of the
appellant's position which seems to call for observa-
tion is that the Board has jprisdiction under s. 37 to
deal with and prescribe the rates to be charged by a
public utility as a condition of giving approval to a
"privilege or franchise" granted to it by the muni-
cipality. But, in view of the explicit provisions
of the statute empowering the Board to deal with
rates and delimiting its jurisdiction in that connection,
s. 37 in my opinion, cannot be invoked for that pur-
pose. The principle of the decision in Fort William
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Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Co. v. Property Owners 1920

(1) seems to be in point. The conditions authorized NORTHERN
ALBERTA

to be imposed by s. 37 are RATURAL GAS

conditions as to construction, equipment, maintenance, service or COMPANY

operation. ATORNEY-
GENERAL

"Operation" is the only word in this group which could FOR
ALBERTA.

possibly cover the fixing of rates. I had occasion to con- I R

sider its meaning and scope in the' recent case of Ottawa TIES Acr.

Electric Railway v. Township of Nepean (2). As used in Anglin J.

the statute now before us, in my opinion, it does not
-include the fixing or regulation of rates or charges.

Mr. Clarke pressed for an expression of opinion
upon objection (c) whatever view should be taken with
regard to objections (a) and (b). But, having regard
to my conclusion that objection (b) is well taken and
is fatal to the company's application, I think object-
ion (c) should not now be passed upon. It is not only
unnecessary to deal with it but any expression of opinion
upon it might well be regarded as purely academic.

Moreover, we were informed by counsel that an
appeal is actually pending under a similar statute in
the appellate court of another province in which this
very question is presented for decision, in the case of
a public utility in actual operation and charging
fixed rates or tolls. We should not embarrass the
presentation or determination of that appeal by any
expression of opinion here which could be regarded as
unnecessary or premature.

Because the appellant's application does not fall
within s. 23 (c) owing to their being no "existing rates"
the Board in my opinion was without jurisdiction to
entertain it and to make the order reversed by the
Appellate Division. Solely on this ground I would affirm
the judgment a quo and dismiss the appeal with costs.

(1) [1912] A.C. 224. (2) 60 Can. S.C.R. 216, at p. 244.
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MIGNAULT J.-On the ground that the so-called
NORTHERN rate which the appellant seeks authority from the

ALBERTA
NATURAL GAsBoard of Public Utilities Commissioners of Alberta
DEVELOPMENT

COMPANY to increase is not an "existing rate" within the meaning
ATTORNEY- of section 23, s.s. (c) of the "Public Utilities Act"

GENERAL
FOR (Alberta), my opinion is that this appeal fails and

ALBERTA.
IN RE should be dismissed. The appellant's franchise agree-

PrIBuc Umnr-
TIs Acr. ment with the city; of Edmonton fixes no rate, but

Mignaut J. establishes a maximum price for gas which the appel-
lant cannot exceed. Under this agreement and within
this maximum the appellant must by by-law deter-
mine the price to be paid by the consumers of gas,
and then only will there be an existing rate. It has
not yet done so for it has not yet laid down the pipe
lines through which the gas will be supplied. There
is therefore no existing rate, but merely a maximum
agreed upon by the appellant and the city, and it is
this contractual maximum which the appellant seeks
to have increased. In my opinion, the condition
required for the exercise of the Board's jurisdiction
is wanting. Looking at the whole situation and the
changed conditions since the agreement was made,
it would seem that resort should be had to the Legis-
lature rather than to the Board whose powers clearly
do not extend to a case like this one.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Hyndman, Milner &
Matheson.

Solicitor for the Attorney General of Alberta: Irving B.
Howatt.

Solicitor for the city of Edmonton: J. C. F. Bown.
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EDMONTON, DUNVEGAN AND 1920
BRITISH COLUMBIA RAILWAY APPELLANT *Nov. 3,.4.

CO., (DEFENDANT)............... . A.P.jL. *Dec. 17.

IN RE
PUBaC UTIL-

AND me Ace.

J. W. MULCAHY., (PLAINTIFF)...... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA

Master and servant-Railways-Injury to servant-Knowledge of
dangers-Volenti non fit injuria-Liability of master.

The respondent, employed by the appellant railway company as road-
master, had been specially instructed to repair a certain section
of the road-bed which was in a dangerous condition owing to
bad rails. The respondent frequently applied for new rails
which the appellant company did not supply. While, in the
course of his employment, the respondent was travelling over that
section in a hand-car, an accident occurred through the car leaving
the tracks and he was injured.

Held, Sir Louis Davies C. J. dissenting, that the appellant company
was liable, the defence of eolenti non in injuria not being appli-
cable under the circumstances.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 464) affirmed,
Sir Louis Davies C. J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the
judgment of the trial judge, Hyndman J. (2) and
maintaining the respondent's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in
the judgments now reported.

*PRESENr: Sir Louis Davies C. J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.

(1) 15 Alta. L.R. 464; [192012 W. W.R. 583. (2) [19191 3 W.W.R. 750.
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12 C. P. Wilson K.C. for the appellant.
EDMONTON,
DUNVEGAN

ANS Eug. Lafleur K.C. for the respondent.
BRIIS

COLUMBIA
RAILWAY

Co. THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting): At the conclusion
MULCAIiY. of the argument at bar I was of the opinion that Mr.

DIN Wilson had made out a good case for this appeal.
PoULC UTTIt-

uns ACT. As, however, my colleagues seemed to have a different

impression, I found it necessary to read with care all
the pertinent evidence in the case referred to by
counsel on either side, as also the judgment of the
trial judge, Mr. Justice Hyndman, and that of the
Appellate Division reversing it.

As a result, I am clearly of the opinion that, alike
on the applicability of the maxim volenti non fit injuria

and of the law of contributory negligence, the defendants
are not liable and that the appeal should be allowed
with costs and the judgment of the trial judge restored.

If there ever was a case, in my opinion, to which the
doctrine-of the maxim was applicable and should be
applied, it is this case.

The actual work and duty of the plaintiff, for which
he was employed, was to put in repair the very road-
bed, the dangerous condition of which, it is contended
by the plaintiff Mulcahy, caused the accident in
question. He undertook the employment and con-
tinued in it with full knowledge of the very bad and
unsafe condition of the roadbed. His knowledge of
its condition was probably better than that of any
other man. He applied, after going to work at the
repairs in August, for. new rails, and before, and in the
beginning of September, was informed that the com-
pany would supply new rails for a portion of the road
but could not do so for that part of it where the
accident occurred, namely, between McLennan and
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Grande Prairie. On receiving this definite informa- 1920

tion, he, on the 6th September., 1917, wrote to his EDMONTON,
DUNVEGAN

foreman the following letter. AND
BRITISH

COLUMBIA

Spirit River, Sept. 6, 1917.. RAILWAYCo.
Mr. Frank Donis, 1A.

Ex. Gang Foreman. IN RE

Dear Sir: PUBLIC UTILI-
HEs Acr.

When you are working your gang from Manir Tank Mile 341 to T
The Chief

Smoky 297 getting worst places out of track you will notice you will Justice.
find some very bad rails. I have made requisitions for rails to Mr.
Sutherland and he claims that he cannot give me any rails between
McLennan and Grande Prairie so when you find a very bad one go to
the nearest siding and take out rails from side track and put in main
line and put your bad rail in side track that you take from main line
leave a man to protect side track until you return with bent rail to
replace good rail taken out. I understand this is a very expensive way
to do but it is the only way we can get some of the very worst rails out
which will cause bad derailments if left in track when repaired I know
it will break up your gang so you cannot make a good showen but I
understand all of this and will proct (protect?) you if anything is
sayed about your work not showen up be shure and tamp up under
new rail in low places good.

Yours truly,

J.W. Mulcahy,
R.M.

No evidence could more clearly establish plaintiff
appellant's full knowledge of the road's condition
and of the inability of the company to supply new
rails on that portion of the road where the accident
occurred. The instrulctions he gave his foreman in
this letter as to how he should remove and replace
very bad rails, taken in conjunction with the other
letters in evidence, shew his complete knowledge of all-
the facts, namely, the bad condition of the road on
this particular section, the inability of the company
to supply new rails for that comparatively untravelled
section as all the rails they could procure were required
for the section of the road where there was the greatest

13137-15
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12 traffic for freight and passengers, and the means he
EDMONTON directed the foreman should take to supply the new
DUNVEGAN

rails required as substitutes for any "very bad ones."
BRITISH

COLUMBIA This letter is, to my mind, also a complete answer
RAILWAYc

Co. to the suggestion that the company had aggravated
MULCAHY. the dangers to which plaintiff was exposed by neglect-

IN RE
PUBLIC UTILI- ing to supply him with new rails. It shews his full

TIES Acr.

The Chief knowledge of the company's inability to supply new
Justice. rails between McLennan and Grande Prairie where

the accident occurred as all the new rails they could
procure were required for the more travelled sections
of the road. With all this actual knowledge, the
plaintiff continued in his position as roadmaster,
repairing the road for 'which he had been specially
employed. I can only, without quoting more from
the evidence, repeat my strong opinion that the
doctrine of volenti non fit injuria should be applied.

Then, as to the contributory negligence of the
plaintiff, I am also of the clear opinion that it has been
proved up to the hilt. He was in control of the car,
called a speeder, at the time of the accident and sat
in the front seat along with a workman named Car-
bonneau. Frank Donis, who was running the car under
his instructions sat behind him, and the evidence shews
clearly it was plaintiff Mulcahy's custom and duty to
signal to him the rate of speed. 'As usual, the witnesses
differ somewhat as to the rate, but Mulcahy's own
evidence is that, at the time of the accident, the
speeder was running at between 10 and 15 miles an hour.

Accepting plaintiff Mulcahy's own evidence of the
state and condition of the roadbed and rails over
which they were running, this rate of speed, I think,
was not short of reckless imprudence and negligence.
It no doubt thereby contributed to throw the car off
the rails and cause the accident which occurred.
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If, however, the evidence of the other witnesses, U2O

Donis and Sutherland and Carbonneau, is accepted, EDnxTO-,
DUNVEGAN

that the roadbed, at the place in question, was not
at all in the very bad condition that Mulcahy describes, COLUMBIA

but, as one of them Sutherland said: Co.
. MULCAHT.

about the best piece of track up there, the land dry and the ditching IN RE

very good, there was no chance for water to remain around the track PUBLIC UmaI-

and keep it soft or give'it a chance to become rough, i Aer.
The Chief

then the proper conclusion to be drawn is that which Justice.

I think the trial judge, accepting their evidence, drew
that the car ran off or jumped the track, not from the
bad condition of the roadbed or rails, but from some
unexplained cause.

My conclusion, therefore, is clear that the appeal
should be allowed with costs and the judgment of
the trial judge restored.

IDINGTON J.-The learned trial judge rested his
judgment herein upon the application of the doctrine
expressed in the maxim volenti non fit injuria.

Assuming, for argument's sake, such a defence
would have been applicable if the accident had hap-
pened the next day after the respondent had entered
upon his new employment, relying upon the reasonable
expectation of his being supported in his effort to
improve the dangerous condition then existent and to
be rectified, I cannot see how it can be made applicable
to the circumstances created by the gross neglect of
appellant to supply the rails which the respondent so
repeatedly urged upon its managers to be used in
rendering the very spot in question safe.

The Appellate Division, in my opinion, was quite
right in reversing, for the reasdns assigned by it, the
judgment of the learned trial judge on that ground,

13137-151
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12 unless there was pressed upon it, and shewn to be well
DDMNIEN founded, the ground of contributory negligence on the

AND part of respondent which is now urged upon us.
BRITISH

COLUMBIA
RAILWAY Although a casual expression by the learned trial

V. judge is quoted by counsel for appellant as indicating
mNCesau. that, in the said judge's opinion, the defence of contri-

PUBLIC UTILI-
TIES Act. butory negligence was established,.I cannot read it as

Idington j. an express finding upon the conflicting evidence that
appears or think that, if he so intended to find, he
would have so passed over what he found on the
facts and let the matter rest there, and then turned
to elaborate the ground upon which he does rest his
judgment.

And the absence of any reference thereto in the
able and fully considered opinion of the court below,
seems to indicate that no 'such defence had been
pressed on that court.

The evidence on the point, I repeat, is most con-
flicting. And in one view presented is reduced to a
narrow point, which does not seem by any means to
render it safe for us to act upon, under the foregoing
circumstances.

Indeed it amounts to no more than a possible
suspicion that when the speeder car approached the
point in question it might have been wiser for respon-
dent to have indicated, to the man operating, a
reduction in the rate of speed.

I do not think, in face of the foregoing history of
the alleged defence, and the conflict of evidence, as
well as the fact that the motorman knew the road as
well as respondent, that we would be justified in allow-
ing the appeal on that ground, and, therefore, I think
the appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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1920
DUFF J.-This appeal involves a controversy

touching the application of the maxim volenti nn DMONTN

fit injuria. Long ago Bowen, L. J., called attention ],,H

in a well known judgment to this-that the maxim is C111""'

volenti non fit injuria not scienti non fit injuria. I make Co.
V.

this observation because I should like it to be quite plain IN RE

that some sentences in the judgment of the learned trial PUBLIC UTILI

judge seemingly not quite consistent with this should D

not be accepted as an accurate exposition of the rule.
I do not find it necessary to discuss the question

whether if we had been confronted' with a case in
which the essential elements were the r~quest by the
company to Mulcahy to undertake the work he did
undertake in the circumstances known both to him
and to his superiors, the learned judge's finding of
fact that the conduct of the parties properly inter-
preted evinced an intention that Mulcahy should
bear the risk of the dangerous condition of that part
of the railway where his duties 'were to lie could
properly be set aside by the Appellate Division. I shall
proceed upon the hypothesis that Mulcahy did under-
take the risk but his agreement to undertake the risk
must, as the Appellate Division have held, be qualified
by the condition necessarily implied that the company
would do what they reasonably could to assist him in
minimizing the risk. That must, I say, be taken to
have been one of the terms upon which the risk was
assumed and I think an essential term. It follows
that the failure on the part of the company to fulfil
this term disables them from relying upon Mulcahy's
undertaking unless at all events they can establish
that by their default Mulcahy was not prejudiced.
The Appellate Division have taken the view apparently
that this was not shewn. Mr. Wilson has not satisfied
me that that view is erroneous.
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1-20 ANGLIN J.-The judgment of the Appellate Division
EDMONTON is challenged by counsel for the defendant company
DUNVEGAN

AND on two grounds. It is urged (a) -that the plaintiff
BaI ISH

COLUMBTA Voluntarily incurred the risk of the defective condition
RAILWAY

Co. of the railway which has been found to have been the
V.

MULCAHY. cause of his injury; (b) that excessive speed of the
IN RE

PUBLIC UIL,- car, or "speeder," on which he was travelling was the
TIES Acr.

- true cause of the accident and that he was so far
i Jresponsible for it that he should either be deemed the

author of his own wrong or at least guilty of contri-
butory negligence.

As to the first defence, depending upon the applica-
bility of the maxim volenti non fit injuria, I agree with
the opinion delivered by Mr. Justice Ives in the
Appellate Division concurred in by the learned Chief
Justice of Alberta and Mr. Justice Beck. The plain-
tiff did not agree to relieve the company from liability
for accidents that might happen from an unnecessary
prolongation of the risk arising from irremediably
defective rails owing to its failure to comply with his
reasonable and reiterated request that he should be
sent a supply of good rails to replace them. No such
implication is warranted either from his assumption
or his retention of the post of roadmaster of the
section.

That the speeder was running at an excessive speed
at the time of the injury was not found by the learned
trial judge, who dismissed the action because he was
"by no means satisfied" that the speeder did not

Jump the rails, * * * without any explainable cause.

But, assuming in the defendant's favour that the
speed was too great, the evidence is not convincing
either that the driver should be regarded as the plain-
tiff's alter ego so as to make him responsible for negli-
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gent driving or that the plaintiff had such an oppor- 12

tunity of observing and controlling the speed immedi- Eo.

ately before the moment of the accident that a case of AND

contributory negligence on his part is clearly made out. COLUMBIA

Notwithstanding the able argument presented by Co.

Mr. Wilson I am not satisfied that there is error in the MuLCAHY.
IN RE

judgment a quo. PULI nI-
TIEs ACTr.

Anglin J.
MIGNAULT J.-I concur With Mr. Justice Anglin. -

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors tor the appellant: Parlee, Freeman, Mackay
& Howson.

Solicitors for the respondent: Woods, Sherry, Collisson
& Field.
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1920 THE MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE APPELLANT;

*Nov. 18, 19. WORKS, LIMITED (DEFENDANT)
*Dec. 17.

IN RE
PUBLIC UTILI- AND

TIES ACT.

GEORGE McDONNAUGH (PLAINT} RESPONDENT.

IFF). ..................*...........

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Negligence-Accident-Danages--Jury's findings-Inconsistency-New trial.

The respondent was injured by placing his hand on a defective electric
motor in motion. He alleges that he was obliged to do so to
ascertain if the motor was overheated; but the appellant contends
that he acted contrary to instructions. The principal findings of
the jury were:

"4.--Was the accident caused by the common fault of the plaintiff and
the defendant; and if so, state in what the fault of each one con-
sisted?

"Yes.-The defendant is to blame for having had a defective machine
in operation, knowing that it was defective.

"The plaintiff is to blame for having exceeded what he was told to do,
by getting up and putting his hand on the motor while in motion
and taking unnecessary risks.-Unanimous."

The verdict of the jury, awarding $3,000 to the respondent, was affirmed
by the Court of King's Bench.

Held, Idington J. dissenting, that a new trial should be ordered, as the
. jury's findings are obscure and inconsistent.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench reversed, Idington J. dissenting
and Mignault J. concurring sub modo.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, province of Quebec, affirming the
judgment of the trial judge, Guerin J., with a jury and
maintaining the respondent's action.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ
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The respondent was injured, while in the employ 1920

of the company appellant, by placing his hand on an oHEAL

electric motor which was defective. The respondent LOCOMOTIVE
H'ORK,

alleged that he did so in order to ascertain if the LIMIIED,

motor was overheated, which act was necessary in A -
DoNNAUGH.

order to keep the motor in operation by oiling it if IN RE

PoMu 
UTILI-

needed. The appellant company pleaded that the TIES ACT.

respondent's duty, according to instructions given,
consisted only in replacing the fuses when they burned
out. The jury, after finding that the accident was
not due to the sole fault of either the appellant or the
respondent, answered to question 4 as reported in the
head-note. The appellant's ground of appeal is that
there is no relation of cause and effect between the
defective condition of the machine and the injuries
which the respondent sustained. The respondent
contends that the verdict is not clearly wrong and
therefore must stand.

A. Chase-Casgrain K.C. for the appellant.

Ernest P61issier K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting) -There is much in the
form of the verdict of the jury which is open to criticism.

But reading it as a whole there is one thing clear
and that is that the contention of the appellant never
was intended by the jury as its verdict.

I prefer giving it, as the evidence. justifies and the
learned trial judge and the unanimous holding of the
Court of King's Bench did, a rational meaning.

To do so this appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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1920 DUFF J.-I concur in the view of the court below
THE that there was evidence to support the verdict for the

MONTREAL
LocomoTvE plaintiff if the jury had found such a verdict after aWORKS,

LEGTED, complete and proper direction by the trial judge.
Mc-

DONNAUGH. But the questions for the jury were eminently
Pr3I sTIL- debatable ones and it is a case in which a judgment

Tsm. for the plaintiff ought not to be sustained unless two
Duff J. conditions are satisfied: 1 that the trial judge by his

charge brought home to the comprehension of the
jury the nature of the questions upon which they had
to, pass and 2' that there should be no substantial
doubt as to the meaning of the jury's finding. Neither
of these two conditions is satisfied. I think it is
gravely questionable that the jury understood the
questions they were asked to answer; and further,
after a good deal of consideration, I am quite unable
to satisfy myself as to the meaning of their answers.
There should be a new trial and all costs, including
the costs of this court, should abide the event of the
new trial.

ANGLIN J.-Greatly as I regret the necessity for the
adoption of that course I see no way to avoid ordering
a new trial of this action. The meaning of the jury's
findings is at best obscure. Putting upon them the
most benevolent interpretation of which they are
susceptible they seem to be hopelessly inconsistent.

The fault attributed to the defendants is the opera-
tion of a machine known to be defective. But,
admittedly, the defect in the machine did not itself
expose the plaintiff to any risk. Unless we are to
attribute to them an utter disregard of the requirement
that to be actionable fault must be a proximate cause
of the injury-dans locum injuriae-the jury must be
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taken to have meant that the operation of the defective 1920

machine entailed duties on the plaintiff in the discharge THE
MONTREAL

of which he was exposed to unnecessary and unwar- LocoMoTIv3
WORKS,

ranted risk of injury. Yet they found as fault on LI-TED,

his part that in performing the act which was the Mc,
DONNAUGH.

immediate cause of his being injured he exceeded IN RE
PosLIC UTrLo -

what he was told to do and took unnecessary risks. TIES AcT.

It is suggested for the plaintiff that by this latter Anglin J.

finding the jury merely meant that, although it was
part of his duty to see that the defective bearing did
not become overheated and therefore to ascertain
its condition from time to time by feeling the casing
covering it, he was not sufficiently cautious in doing
so. But the verdict scarcely admits of that inter-
pretation and attributing the intention to the jury of
making such a finding is almost pure conjecture. If
taken literally the finding ascribes to the plaintiff
fault of such a character that the conclusion is almost
inevitable that it was the sole cause of the accident.
But the jury negatived that view and expressly found
that there was fault on the part of the defendants
which contributed to causing the injury. A somewhat
meagre charge, particularly as to the necessity for
direct causal connection between any fault to be found
and the injury sustained, may to some extent account
for the difficulties which the findings present. At all
events it seems to me that they are insuperable and
that justice to both parties requires that a new trial
should be had. Costs of the abortive trial should
abide the event. The costs of the appeals to the Court
of King's Bench and to this Court-should be costs in
the cause to the appellant payable to it in any event
of the action.

BRODEUR J.-I concur in the result.
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1920 MIGNAULT J.-In this case the majority of the
THE court is of opinion that the appeal should be allowed

MONTREAL
LOCOMOTIVE and a new trial ordered. I would have been ready to

WORKS,
LIMITED, express my views on the merits of the respondent's

V.
Mc- action and to state whether it should be maintained or

DONNA UGH.

IcNI dismissed. I realize however that such an expression
PUBlLIC UTILI-

TIES A-. of opinion might possibly influence or embarrass the
Mignault J. new trial now ordered. So, while I would have pre-

ferred to dispose immediately of the action on its
merits, I will not dissent from the judgment ordering
a new trial.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Casgrain, McDougall,
Stairs & Casgrain.

Solicitor for the respondent: J. E. C. Bumbray.
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A.H.D.W. BREAKEY AND OTHERSI 1920

(PLAINTIFFS) ..................... *ANov. 15.
*Dec. 17.

AND

THE CORPORATION OF THE
TOWNSHIP OF METGERMETTE
NORTH (DEFENDANT)............ RESPONDEN''.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Municipal corporation-Right to cut timber-Immoveable property-
owner-Valuation Roll-Arts. 378, 881,88 C.C.-Arts. 16, S.S. 20
and 27, 649, 651, 684, 688 M.C. (Que.) 2 Geo. V., c. 45.

Although article 381 C.C., as amended by 2 Geo. V., c. 45, declares
that "the right to cut timber" is "immovable."

Held per Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The possessor of that mere
right cannot be placed on the valuation roll for the purpose of
municipal taxation under the Municipal Code.

Per Duff J.-The possessor of that right is not an "owner" within the
meaning of paragraph 20 of article 16 M.C.

Per Brodeur J.-The possessor of that right, if he is at the same time
the owner of the standing timber, can be placed on the valuation
roll. Anglin J. sembile.

Per Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-Such a right is not "immov-
able property" within the meaning of that term as defined by
paragraph 27 of article 16 M.C. and as used in article 651 M.C.

Per Idington J. dissenting.-The definition of the word "immovable".
by the legislature ought to be observed in the interpretation of
article 651 of the new municipal code which was enacted subse-
quently to the amendment of article 381 C.C.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 309) reversed,
Idington J. dissenting.

PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

REPORTER'S NOTE: In this case a motion to quash for want of
jurisdiction was dismissed with costs; the judgment is reported in
60 Can. S.C.R. 302.
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APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
BREAKEY Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec (1), reversing

1,.

TOin the judgment of the trial judge, Flynn J. and dis-
METOMETE missing the appellant's action.

NORTH. The material facts of the case and the questions
in issue are fully stated in the above head-note and
in the judgments now reported.

Louis St. Laurent K.C. for the appellant.

Ernest Roy K.C. for the respondent.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting). This appeal raises the
point of whether or not the possession of a right to cut
standing timber for a term of thirty years can be
placed on the valuation roll which is the first step taken
under the Municipal Code of Quebec in the way of
imposing taxes to be borne by the owner of any land
or part thereof.

The taxes in the rural municipalities of Quebec are
borne by the owner of the land, or parts thereof.

The right to cut standing timber was at one time, as
we held in the case of the Laurentide Paper Co. v.
Baptist (2), a mere personal right.

No matter whether the right was in perpetuity or
merely for a term of years such, by reason of the
peculiar angle at which learned lawyers sometimes
will look at things and arrive, by what to them
seems to be a sound process of reasoning, at con-
clusions that determine the quality of the ownership
of anything, was the ultimate result reached.

When that case was decided, and for a very long
time before, the view taken in that case, and in which
I agreed, no doubt was settled law in Quebec.

(1) [19191 Q.R. 29 K.B..309. (2) [19081 41 Can. S.C.R. 105.
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It might be that the timber growing on the land 120

was the only thing of value thereon or therein or that BREAKEY

could be produced thereby; and that the. unsophisti- THE
TowNsHip OF

cated might be.unable to appreciate the difference METGERMEfE

between the conclusive right to enter and cut same as d

and when from time to time the possessor of such -

right might see fit and by-means of the law protect
such right absolutely; and the absolute legal ownership
thereof as part of the entlre property in the land.
Perhaps even the sophisticated were at times puzzled
to maintain the nature of the subtle distinction
between the right to cut and carry away, and the
absolute ownership of . a dismembered part of the
entirety, even though the former, at least, had not
acquired a universally recognized legal designation or
definition of it.

I suspect it was by reason of the results reached in
said case, that shortly after the declaration thereof
the common sense of the legislature of the province
saw fit to try and make the legal conception of juristic
right, so far as legislative power could do so, conform
with the common sense conception of ownership of
land, or part therein or thereof or thereout, and
accordingly enacted 2 Geo. V., cap. 45, amending
Art. 381 of the Civil Code, as follows:-

1. Article 381 of the Civil Code is amended by inserting, after the
word "habitation" in the second line, the words: "the right to cut
timber perpetually or for a limited time."

Article 381, thus amended, now reads as follows:-

381. Rights of emphyteusis, of usufruct of immovable things, of
use and habitation, the right to cut timber perpetually or for a limited
time, servitudes, and rights of action which tend to obtain possession
of an immovable, are immovable by reason of the objects to which
they ace attached.
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1920 The fundamental law of the province as formerly
BREAKEY interpreted having been thus expressly amended,

V.

THE I respectfully submit that this new addition to theTOWNSHIP OF
METGERMETTE list of rights formerly held to be immovable, though

NORTH.

Idington J less than the entire ownership thereof, and a new
-- definition of what is to.be comprehended within the

term "immovable" ought to be observed throughout
by the courts; and at all events in dealing with any
subject matter falling within the term "immovable"
used in any legislative enactment passed by the
Quebec Legislature after said amendment, that word
"immovable" should be interpreted in light thereof
and construed accordingly, unless there appear in
such enactment a clear intention that another meaning
is to be attributed to the word "immovable."

The new Municipal Code was enacted some five years
thereafter and must, I submit, be read in light thereof.

Article 651 thereof reads as follows:-

All land or immovable property situated in a local municipality,
except. that mentioned in article 693 is taxable property.

Surely that is expressly within the definition of
"immovable" in the Civil Code as amended.

Article 693 contains a lot of exemptions of which
this now in question is not one.

I am quite aware that much in the -language of the
new Municipal Code remained, as it was in that
which it substituted, apparently capable of subserving
either the purpose of Art. 381 of the Civil Code, as
it stood before the amendment, or as it stood when
amended.

It is, however, in Article 651, just quoted, that the
key note of the whole is to be found so far as assess-
ment or valuation roll is concerned, and I submit
that said article dominates all else in that regard.
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It is the amended article of the code which must 1920

also always be applied to the later enactments and BREAKEY

deeds or agreements. And if the Laurentide Paper THE

Co. Case (1), or onp like thereunto, should again here- OF

after arise, it is the amended article that should, so NORTH.

far as relevant, be applied. Idington J.

We ought not to encourage the following of a meta-
physical train of thought born of other days, to defeat
such a plain enactment, clearly intended to set aside
for all purposes that which had resulted from the
adoption by the courts of that mode of reasoning.

The Legislature, moved evidently by a new mode
of reasoning in relation to every-day affairs of the
people concerned, had been led to determine that the
antiquated mode, so far as the right to cut timber
extended, should cease in regard to the meaning of
the word "immovable."

The comprehensive conception and purpose of such
an excellent fundamental law as the Civil Code should
not be lightly set aside.

I think, therefore, the appeal fails.

There is another aspect presented by the hearing of
this case.

There is, as I read the law, no title to land (in the
sense in which these words are used in section 46 (b)
of the Supreme Court Act defining our jurisdiction)
involved herein upon which our jurisdiction can rest.
At all events if the right in question is a mere personal
one, there can be no title to land in question, and
hence we should dismiss the appeal for want of juris-
diction.

(1) 41 Can. S.C.R. 105.

15780-16
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12 And if, by any process of reasoning, there can be
3A found a title to land in question, then, and only then,

ToWEx OF we have jurisdiction and, by adopting that ruling,
MEIGER the appellants are assessable and properly placed on

dt the valuation roll.
Idington J.

The appeal, is in my opinion, should be dismissed
with costs.

DuF J.-By article 688 M.C. municipal taxes
imposed on land may be collected from the

occupant or other possessor of such land as well as the owner thereof
or from any subsequent purchaser of such land.

By section 16, s.s. 20, owner is defined as meaning

everyone having the ownership or usufruct of taxable property or
possessing or occupying the same as owner or proprietor or occupying
Crown lands under a location ticket.

Section 16 provides that the expression so defined
shall have the

meaning, signification and application

so assigned to it

unless the context * * * declares or indicates the contrary.

It is, in my judgment, not permissible to give to the
word "owner" or "proprietor" in sec. 688 a more
extended meaning than that derived from the above
quoted definition. Nothing in the context or in the
subject matter indicates an intention to employ the
word in a more comprehensive sense. These con-
siderations in my opinion dispose of the appeal.
Article 381 C.C. as amended undoubtedly provided
that the appellant's droit de coupe de bois is an immov-
r ble but it does not follow that this right is a usufruct
or that it is proprietorship within the meaning of
these provisions of the Municipal Code. It is not
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sufficient, I think, to bring a possible subject of taxation '

within the sweep of these provisions to have a statutory BmA"EY

enactment declaring that possible subject to be an Tow ?me or

immovable. UETGERME

Duff J.

ANGLIN J.-Since "the right to cut timber per-
manently or for a limited time" has been declared by
Art. 381 of the Civil Code, as amended by 2 Geo. V.,
c. 45, to be

immovable by reason of the object to which it is attached

I should have been disposed to regard it as "immov-
able property" within Art. 651 of the Municipal Code
and, as such, "property taxable" in the name of the
owner or holder of such right, were it not for the
definition of "immovable property" in paragraph 27 of
Art. 16 of the latter code. That definition is as follows:

The words "land" or "immovable" or "immovable property"
mean all lands or parcels of land (toute terre ou partie de terre) in a
municipality owned or occupied by one person, or by several persons
jointly, and include the buildings and improvements thereon.

It is argued that this definition is merely indicative
and not restrictive. But the introductory paragraph
in Art. 16, in my opinion, answers that contention.
It reads as follows:-

Art. 16. The following expressions, terms and words whenever
they occur in this code or in any municipal by-law or any municipal
order have the meaning, significance and application resoectively
assigned to them in this article unless the context of the provision
declares or indicates the contrary.

The "application" of the term "immovable property"
is thereby confined to

all lands or parcels of land (toute terre ou partie de terre).

15780-161
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1920 Now, standing timber is no doubt part of the land on
BREAKEY which it stands. But the mere right to cut that

V.
THE timber is not. This distinction (I speak with the

TowNsiP

or utmost respect) is, in my opinion, disregarded in the
NoRIm. judgment of the majority of the learned judges of

Anglin J. the Court of King's Bench. It seems to have been
assumed, as put by Mr. Justice Martin, that under the
right to cut them

property in the trees is vested in the buyer before severance of the
trees from the soil.

Ownership of the trees passes, in my opinion, only
when they are cut and converted into movables.
The incorporeal right theretofore vested in the holder
of this droit de coupe is not parcel (partie) of the land
and therefore not "immovable property" within the
meaning of that term as used in Art. 651 of the Muni-
cipal Code, although it undoubtedly is so for other
purposes. I would allow the appeal with costs here
and in the Court of King's Bench and would restore
the judgment of the learned trial judge.

J. BRODEUR.-Il s'agit d'une action institude par
les appelants pour faire annuler sur un r6le d'6valua-
tion des entrdes qui les auraient ddsignds comme pro-
pri~taires de coupes de bois sur certains lots de terre.
Les terrains en question portent deux 6valuations,
1'une pour la foncialit6 ou le fonds, qui est mise au
nom du propridtaire, et l'autre pour la coupe du bois,
qui est mise au nom des appelants.

La corporation d6fenderesse dans sa d6fense main-
tient la validit6 de son r6le et allfgue qu'elle a le

pouvoir de taxer les appelants pour leurs droits de
coupe.
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Pour 6viter les frais d'enquite, les parties ont 1920

admis que les demandeurs sont contribuables dans BREAKEY

la municipalit6, qu'un r6le d'dvaluation a t fait THP
TOWNSHIP op

et que les demandeurs y ont t entrs comme propri& METGERMETTE
NoRTn.

taires de la coupe de bois. Ces admissions sont -
Brodeur J.

suivies d'une demande d'adjudication dans les termes -

suivants:

La seule question A d6cider est de savoir si un propri6taire d'un
droit de coupe de bois pour trente ans de cc jour peut 6tre port6 au
r6le d'6valuation sans 6tre propri6taire du fonds sur le terrain priv6.

Cette question est 6videmment soumise suivant les
dispositions des articles 509 et suivants du Code de
Proc6dure Civile.

La Cour Supdrieure a r6pondu n6gativement A
cette question et a maintenu l'action des appelants,
mais ce jugement a 6t renvers6 par la Cour du Banc
du Roi (1) qui a d6cid6 que le propri6taire d'un droit de
coupe de bois est propri6taire d'un immeuble et
comme tel est sujet A 6tre tax6 par les autorit6s muni-
cipales, mime quand il n'est pas propri6taire du fonds.

Nous avons alors A examiner si ce jugement de la
Cour du Banc du Roi est bien fond6.

Les r6les d'6valuation sont faits sous les disposi-
tions des articles 649 et suivants du Code Municipal.
Ils servent de base aux taxes municipales (art. 684).
Ils doivent contenir, en. autant de colonnes distinctes:

. . . 2' la d6signation et la superficie de tout immeuble de la
municipalit6, ainsi que de toute partie d'immeuble . . . 3o la
valeur rdelle de tout immeuble et de toute partle d'immeuble impo-
sable; . . . 6o les noms et pr6noms des propridtaires de tout
immeuble et de toute partie d'immeuble, s'ils sont connus.

Dans le cas actuel, le r6le d'6valuation de l'intim6e a
d6sign6 certains lots de terre comme 6tant la pro-
pri6t6 de diff6rentes personnes en tant que le fonds est

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 309.
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I= concern6 et les appelants ont 6t6 portis comme pro-
BRA m priftaires de la coupe de bois sur ces memes lots. II

Tr o ya une 6valuation distincte pour le fonds et pour la
m"Gm-EnME coupe de bois. Quand les taxes seront pr6lev6es, les

Brodeur J appelants seront appel6s A contribuer pour leurs
- coupes de bois.

La corporation intim6e avait-elle le droit d'inscrire
les appelants sur le r6le d'dvaluation comme pro-
pri6taires des coupes de bois.2

Si les appelants 6taient propri6taires du bois debout
lui-meime, je n'h6siterais pas A dire que oui. En
d'autres termes, si nous 6tions en pr6sence d'un droit
de superficie, le conseil municipal aurait le
droit de porter au r6le d'6valuation le propriftaire du
fonds et le propri6taire du droit de superficie; car
alors il s'agirait d'un lot de terre poss6d6 et occup6
partie par le propri6taire du fonds et partie par le
propri6taire superficiaire; et chacun de ces propribtaires
pourrait 4tre tax6 pour la partie qu'il occupe. (Art.
16 al. 27, C.M.)

Planiol, vol. ler, 4e 6d., no. 2572, dit:

La superficie formant, comme le fonds lui-mAme, une propri6t6
immobilibre (Besangon, 12 d6c. 1864: D. 65-2-1, et la note) est par suite
susceptible d'hypothbque.

Proudhon, Traitd des droits d'usage et du droit de
superficie, 26me 6dition, p. 604:

La superficie est un immeuble particulier qui, quoique reposant
sur le sol d'autrui, a cependant son existence propre et ind6pendante
de tout autre h6ritage . . . . Et en cela il est d'une nature toute
diffdrente de celle du droit d'usage qui, comme servitude rdelle, ne
peut avoir une existence solitaire, mgme civile, s6par6e du fonda
auquel elle est due.

Baudry-Lacantinerie, vol. 5, 26me 6d., no. 341, dit:

2Le superficiaire n'a pas un simple droit d'usufruit mais bien un
droit de propri6t6.
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L'article 378 du code civil nous dit que les arbres 1M

sont immeubles tant qu'ils tiennent au sol par les BR&iuy

racines. Alors s'ils appartiennent & une personne To=Ume

diff6rente de celle qui a le fonds, ils sont susceptibles - or
METGERMETIE

d'Atre grev6s d'hypothbques, d'usufruit et de servi- NoRTH.

tude, nous enseignent les auteurs suivants: Rolland de Brodeur J.

Villargues, vo. Superficie; Aubry & Rau, vol. 2, p.
440; Demolombe, vol. 9, no. 483; Fuzier Herman, vo.
Superficie: Planiol, 26me 6d., vol. ler, no. 1182.

Le droit de superficie n'est pas nomm6ment d6sign6
dans le code civil mais il n'en existe pas moms, ainsi
qu'il a 6t6 d6cid6 dans la cause de Cournoyer v. Cour-
noyer (1).

Mais nous ne sommes pas en presence d'un droit
de superficie.

En 1908, dans une cause de Laurentide Paper Co. v.
Baptist (2), cette cour a d~cid6 que le droit de coupe
constitue seulement un droit mobilier sur le bois
quand il est coup6, et que l'enregistrement de ce droit
ne pourrait donner au propridaire de la coupe une
pr6f~rence contre l'acheteur subs6quent de la propri~td
sur laquelle ce droit de coupe peut s'exercer.

Ce jugement a 6videmment incit6 la 16gislature A
faire l'amendement que nous retrouvons dans les
statuts de 1912 quand on a amend6 l'article 381 du
code civil.

L'article 381 se lisait comme suit:

Sont immeubles par I'objet auquel ils s'attachent, 1'emphythdose,
I'usufruit des choses immobilibres, I'usage et l'habitation, les servitudes,
les droits ou actions qui tendent A obtenir la possession d'un immeuble.

Et en 1912, on a ajout6 avant le mot "servitude" les
mots suivants:

le droit de coupe de bois perpdtuel ou pour un temps limit6.

(1) [1911] 18 R. de J. 194. (2) 41 Can. S.C.R. 105.
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Si on avait h d6cider la prisente cause sous les
BREAKEY dispositions du code civil, j'aurais A dire que le droit

V.

TIHE de coupe de bois est un immeuble. Malheureusement
TOWNSHIP OF

METGERME2rE pOurl'intimbe, la d6finition faite du mot immeuble dans
Brodeur . le code civil n'a pas 6td port~e au code municipal; et

-- alors il faut avoir recours au code municipal pour
decider la question qui nous est soumise. Or le code
municipal, par sa d6finition du mot immeuble, art. 16 al.
27, n'a pas compris le droit de coupe de bois. Tous les
droits immobiliers dont parle le code civil ne sont pas
susceptibles d'Atre taxes, mais il n'y a que les propri6t6s
ou les parties de propri6tis qui peuvent 6tre impos6es.

Il y a bien des immeubles d6sign6s comme tels au
code civil qui ne sont pas consid6r6s comme immeubles
au code municipal. Ainsi les servitudes, les droits
concernant la possession d'un imnmeuble, le capital
des rentes constitudes, les deniers provenant du
rachat de rentes constitu6es appartenant A des mineurs,
les sommes donndes par.les ascendants A leurs enfants
en consideration de leur mariage pour Atre employ6es
en achats d'h6ritages, sont des immeubles suivant le
code civil (arts. 381 & 382) mais personne ne pr6ten-
drait que ces immeubles pourraient etre portds au rble
d'6valuation et seraient des immeubles sous l'autorit6
de la d6finition porte h l'article 16, alinda 27, du

* code municipal.
Il est possible que le l6gislateur efit l'intention en

1912 de constituer la coupe de bois comme susceptible
d'6tre tax6e, mais il ne l'a pas dit.

IL est possible que les Breakey soient propritaires
d'un droit de superficie et par cons6quent d'une partie
de l'immeuble. Alors on aurait dil l'all6guer et le
prouver: mais l'admission comporte seulement qu'ils
sont les propridtaires non pas du bois lui-mame mais
du droit de coupe.
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J'aurais d'abord 6t enclin A renvoyer le dossier 1920

en cour supbrieure pour faire la preuve certaine de la BREAKEY

nature de leurs droits sur le bois, mais r6flexion faite, ToWSHEP OF
j'en suis venu A la conclusion qu'il valait mieux dis- METGERMETTE

NORTH.

poser de la cause telle que les parties l'avaient pr6- Brodeur J.
sent~e devant nous avec leurs admissions. D'ailleurs -

si les demandeurs sont rdellement propri6taires des
arbres et si, en d'autres termes, leur droit est un droit
de superficie, rien n'empiche de soumettre ce point
aux tribunaux. Je considbre qu'on ne pourrait pas alors
invoquer chose jug6e, car ce n'est pas ce qui nous est
soumis par le pr6sent appel.

Je viens done A la conclusion que nou's devrions
r6pondre n6gativement A la question qui nous a t6
pos6e par les parties.

Le jugement a quo doit Stre renvers6 avec d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-Les appelants, qui ont acquis des
droits de coupe de bois considdrables dans la muni-
cipalit6 de Metgermette-Nord, se plaignent qu'on
les ait entr6s au r6le d'6valuation comme sujets aux
taxes municipales A raison de leurs droits de coupe de
bois, et la question formule par les parties, et qui doit
d6terminer le sort de cette cause, est de savoir si un
propridtaire d'un droit de coupe de bois pour trente
ans peut 6tre port6 au r6le d'6valuation sans 6tre
propridtaire du fonds. La cour sup6rieure a r6pondu
n6gativement A cette question, mais la cour du Banc
du Roi, les honorables juges Carroll et Pelletier dif-
f6rant (1), a infirm6 ce jugement, d6cidant que le
droit de coupe de bois est assujetti aux taxes muni-
cipales impos6es en vertu du code municipal sur les
immeubles.

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 309.
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12 Il est hors de doute, depuis l'amendement apport6
BREAKEY A l'article 381 du code civil, que le droit de coupe de

V.

Tr E bois, perp6tuel ou pour un temps limit4, se trouve dansTowNswip
OF la classe des immeubles par l'objet auquel ils s'atta-

METGERMETR

No-. chent. Mais cette disposition du code civil ne rdsout
mignault J pas la question qui nous est soumise. Il s'agit, au

contraire, de savoir si ce droit immobilier est sujet A
la taxe sur les immeubles sous l'op~ration du code
municipal. L'article 651, premier alin~a, de ce dernier
code dit bien que

sont des biens imposables tous les terrains, immeubles on biens-fonds
situds dans une municipalit6 locale, sauf ceux mentionn6s dans
Particle 693.

Cependant il faut se reporter A la d6finition du para-
graphe 27 de l'article 16 pour d6terminer la significa-
tion, pour les fins du code municipal et de 'article
651, des mots 'terrains, immeubles ou biens-fonds', et
ce paragraphe dit:

Les mots "biens-fonds" ou "terrains" ou "immeubles" d6signent
toute terre ou toute partie de terre poss6dde ou occup6e, dans une
municipalit6, par une seule personne ou plusieurs personnes conjointes
et comprennent les bAtisses et les amdIiorations qui s'y trouvent.

Il r~sulte de cela que ce que le code municipal
considbre comme "biens imposables" ce sont les
choses et non les droits. Le droit, en un sens, est une
abstraction. C'est son objet qui le rend mobilier ou
immobilier. Avant l'amendement de l'article 381 C. C.,
on consid6rait le droit de coupe de bois comme un
droit mobilier, car son objet 6tait le bois que le con-
cessionnaire avait le droit d'aller couper et enlever:
Laurentide Paper Company v. Baptist (1). Le code
civil maintenant le range parmi les droits qui sont
immeubles par l'objet auquel ils se rattachent. Mais
cela n'entraine pas la cons6quence que ce soit une

(1) 41 Can. S.C.R. 105.
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terre ou partie de terre. C'est tout simplement un 1920

droit, immobilier bien entendu, mais un droit qu'on BREAKET

ne saurait confondre avec une terre ou partie de terre. Towwwnp or

Le savant avocat de l'intim6e, en r6ponse ; une M R T EE

question que je lui ai pos~e lors de l'audition, a dit Mignalt J.
qu'il entendait par "partie de terre"'une partie physique -

de cette terre. Le texte anglais du paragraphe 27,
qui parle de "parcels of land", d6montre bien qu'il en
est ainsi. On pourra appliquer les mots "partie de
terre" au cas, entre autres, oii une terre se trouve dans
deux ou plusieurs municipalit6s et alors chaque muni-
cipalit6 taxera la partie de cette terre qui se trouve
dans ses limites. Mais cela me paraltrait 6tre un
abus de langage que de dire qu'un droit de coupe de
bois est une partie de la terre ofi ce droit s'exerce, et
il ne suffit pas que ce droit soit immeuble, il faut encore
d6montrer que c'est un immeuble dans le sens que le
code municipal, art. 16, parag. 27, donne k ce mot.

S'il suffisait de citer l'article 381 du code civil pour
donner raison A l'intim6e, il faudrait logiquement dire
que le droit de servitude est imposable, car ce droit
est 6galement immeuble par l'objet auquel il se rat-
tache. Or on ne soutiendrait pas s6rieusement cette
proposition.

On dit que la concession d'un droit de coupe de
bois sur une terre diminue la valeur de cette terre,
que le propri6taire de la terre aurait le droit de faire
6valuer sa terre sans le bois qui s'y trouve, et qu'alors
ce bois qui fait partie de la terre serait exempt de
taxes si on ne pouvait atteindre le concessionnaire
du droit de coupe. Cet argument, qui me semble
Atre surtout un argument pour la 16gislature, ne me
convainc pas. IL aurait autant de force dans le .cas
d'une terre grev6e d'une servitude, oar cette servitude
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diminue plus ou moins, suivant sa nature plus ou
BREAKEY THOifS on6reuse, la valeur de la terre sur laquelle elle

V.
THE s 'exerce. Mais il ne s'agit pas ici de la vente du bois

TowNSHIP OF
METGERMETTE qui se trouve sur une terre, ni de la vente du droit

NORTH.

Mignalt J. de superficie, mais de la vente d'un droit de coupe de
- bois, et comme nous sommes en pr6sence d'une d6fi-

nition adopt~e par le 16gislateur, il faut se demander si
cette d6finition comprend le droit de coupe de bois.
Mon opinion est qu'elle ne le comprend pas.

Je crois donc que la question soumise par les parties
doit recevoir une rdponse negative. Avec toute
d6f~rence possible pour les honorables juges de la
cour du Banc du Roi qui ont exprim6 l'opinion con-
traire, je suis d'avis que l'appel devrait stre maintenu
avec les d6pens de cette cour et de la cour du Banc du
Roi et le jugement de la cour sup~rieure r6tabli.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Galipeault, St-Laurent,
Gagnd, Metayer & Devlin.

Solicitors for the respondent: Roy, Langlais, Lavergne,
Langlais, Godbout & Tremblay.
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BASIL ANTONIOU AND OTHERS A N23
APPELLANTS); * No23(DEFENDANTS)................... *Dec. 17.

AND

UNION BANK OF CANADA
(PLAINIFF)ESPONDENT.(PLAINTIFF) ......................

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Bills and notes-Acceptance-Holder in due course-Damages against
drawer-Set off-"And exchange"-Definite liability.

The appellants agreed to buy certain goods from A., who assigned, for
an indebtedness, to the respondent bank his interest in the con-
tract. A. later on shipped the goods, attached bills of lading
to the drafts and delivered them to the bank, which credited
A. with the proceeds of the drafts and forwarded them with the
bills of lading to its branch where appellants accepted them and
received the bills of lading. The bank brought action on the
drafts but the appellants, having a claim for damages suffered
by them by reason of A.'s breach of contract, set it off against
the bank's claim.

Held, Duff J. dissenting, that the acceptance of the drafts by the
appellants, with full knowledge of A.'s breach of contract, implies
an acknowledgement of unconditional liability towards the
respondent bank, which had no notice of the breach.

The appellants raised for the first time in this appeal the objection
that the words "and exchange," written on the bills without
indicating the rate of exchange, prevented them from being for
a sum certain under the "Bills of Exchange Act," section 28.

Per Sir Louis Davies C.J., Anglin and Mignault JJ.-This objection
should not be entertained now, as, if it had been raised on the
pleadings or at the trial, evidence might have been adduced to
show, by custom of trade or otherwise, that. these words import a
definite and precise liability.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin
and Mignault J.J.
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1920 Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Anglin J.-If these words have any
Amomon application at all in the case of these inland bills, they cannot be

m.o taken to deprive the instruments before us of their character
Umon BANx as bills of exchange because of any indefiniteness or uncertainty
O CANADA.

- in the amount for which the acceptors became liable.
Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 482) affirmed,

Duff J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), affirming the
judgment of Simmons J. at the trial and maintaining
the respondent's, plaintiff's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in
the judgments now reported.

J. B. Barron for the appellant.

A. H. Clarke K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I concur with Mr. Justice
Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent recovered judgment
at the trial upon certain bills of exchange drawn
by one Arnett, upon appellants, which were accepted
by them.

The appellants had entered into a written contract
with said Arnett, a manufacturer at Souris, Manitoba,
for the manufacture by him of certain goods which
were to be shipped for them to Calgary and ultimately
used by them for their place of business in Calgary.

The bills of exchange in question were drawn by
said Arnett at Souris and discounted with respondent
at its Souris agency.

(1) [1920] 15 Alta. L.R. 482; [1920] 2 W.W.R. 746.
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These bills of exchange were respectively accomp- 1
anied by shipping bills, or bills of lading, with instruct- ANTomou

ions written at head of each draft "hold for arrival of UmoN BANK
or CANADA.

goods." Idington J.
And not until and evidently in consideration of the -

delivery of such bills of lading was the acceptance
written by appellants of the bills of exchange now in
question.

Out of such an ordinary course of dealing we have
presented in this appeal some remarkable conten-
tions founded on the proposition that because the
manufacturer, Arnett, had assigned (beyond question
I assume as collateral security for advances made or
to be made by respondent) the said contract to the
respondent by the following memorandum-

For value received I hereby assign all my rights, title and interest
in the attached contract between myself and the King George Ice
Cream Parlors dated February 10, 1919, and all the moneys payable
thereunder and in the property therein mentioned, to the Union
Bank of Canada.
Dated April 19th, 1919.

T. L. Arnett

therefore any bills of exchange drawn by Arnett and
discounted with respondent, though only accepted by
appellants under circumstances as above related, were
possibly worthless in the hands of the respondent
and, at all events, were subject to be set off by any
claim for damages suffered by appellants by reason
of Arnett's breach of said contract.

I submit such a proposition only needs to be stated
to shew how very unfounded is this appeal. To my
mind it is not arguable.

The respondent is suing upon a bill of exchange given
for good and valuable consideration, accepted by appel-
lants, as already stated in consideration of its delivery
to them of the documents enabling them to get posses-
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1920 sion of the goods. And there is no pretence of know-
i A-omou ledge on the part of the respondent of any breach or
UON BANK otice by appellants to it, when so accepting these
Or CANADA.

drafts, of breach or claim for damages in consequence
Idington J.

thereof.

Even if there had been it could not have put the
appellants in any better position as against the respond-
ent. I only mention it as one of the peculiarities of
the case setup.

The contracts of appellants with respondent evi-
denced by these several acceptances are entirely
collateral to the original contract and shew no privity
of contract between the respondent and appellants
founded on the said original contract.

And, if possible, there is still less upon which to
rest any equitable claim of set off, or anything to
entitle the appellants to have respondent restrained
from enforcing the clear undoubted claim it has in
respect of each of said acceptances.

The respondent was the undoubted holder, in due
course, of each of these bills of exchange, and entitled
to recover from the appellants by reason of their
respective acceptances thereof in consideration of the
delivery of the bills of. lading, or shipping bills, as
more usually called in speaking of shipments by railway.

And the question raised as to the certainty of the
amount of each bill by reason of the use of the words
"and exchange" which for a few minutes seemed to me
the only serious point taken in the argument, seems to
be answered in several ways.

In the first place the amount of such inland rate for
cost of collection is well settled by daily practice
forming part of our common knowledge and that
specifically referred to in the Banking Act to be a
clearly fixed sum.
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In the next place the memo. written on the bill 1

should be used in light of such common knowledge ANTomou

and it leaves no doubt in my mind of the exact sum UmoN BANK
Or CANADA.

covered by the use of these words.
And again the original contract of appellants with -

Arnett expressly provides that appellants were to
pay by accepting drafts

to bear eight per cent per annum and bank charge for collection

which latter phrase has a well known definite meaning.
There is also the suggestion, made by Mr. Clarke,

of counsel for respondent, that the instrument, with
the evidence connected therewith, was at all events
evidence of a contract between the respondent and
the appellants of the meaning of which there can be
no doubt.

And I may repeat that it was as such a collateral
contract in no way dependent upon, or reduceable in
effect by reason of the result of breaches by Arnett
of the original contract.

Another point was faintly made by counsel for
appellants that the only signature to the acceptance
was that of Antoniou, which seems amply met by the
following statement made on examination for dis-
covery:-

Q. Were you authorized by your firm to accept these drafts and
the contract, you have signed all of them I see, I do not see any other
members of your firm on them?

Mr. Barron: You can take that as an admission from us that he
was authorized and was acting on behalf of the King George Ice Cream
Parlors and for his partners and whatever signing he did do, is the
same as the signature of all the partnei-s of the firm. I have told Mr.
Carson I would admit that all the time. That will save you consider-
able time in getting an answer out of the witness.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs
throughout.

15780-17
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12 DUFF J. (dissenting).-As between the respondent
A-amou and the appellant the effect of the assignment of the

UMoN BANK 19th April, 1919, no doubt depends upon the Consoli-Or CANADA.

DufJ. dated Ordinances, Ch. 21, sec. 10, s.s. 14 ("The
- Judicature Ordinance") but the rights of the bank and

Arnett inter se are governed by the Manitoba statute in
force at the date of the aVsignment, the effect of which
appears to be that the bank acquired a legal title to
Arnett's rights under his contract with the appellant.
Apart from this statute the bank became, even without
notice, the owner, at least in equity, of Arnett's rights.

At the date of the bills of exchange sued upon,
June 10th, 1919, Arnett was largely indebted to the
bank, considerably, that is to say, in excess of the
aggregate of the three bills. The evidence makes it
quite clear that the bills of lading were to be accom-
panied by drafts and I think the proper inference from
the facts is that the parties recognized the legal posi-
tion, namely, that the bank held the assignment and
any rights accruing to Arnett under his contract with
the appellant as security for his indebtedness and
that the right given by the contract to require accept-
ance of drafts by the appellant was a right which
Arnett was to exercise for the bank. This right, as
between Arnett and the bank was, as already indicated,
the bank's, the drafts were drawn for the immediate
benefit of the bank, the discounting of the bills was,
in substance, only a recognition of the bank's right
and the bank's title, in other words, in substance the
bank was the drawer of the bills. In these circum-
stances, with great respect, I cannot accept the view
that the bank was a holder in due course. It follows,
moreover, that the bank was merely in exercise of its
rights under the contract and assignment. The
acceptance which indeed was not strictly a voluntary
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acceptance, can be no answer to the appellant's claim 1

to set up in reduction a riglit to reparation in damages ANTomou

arising from Arnett's failure to observe the terms of UmNN BANK

the contract. Such a claim is not a mere personal D

claim or defence but a claim arising out of the very -

transaction upon which in the view above expressed
the bank's right to recover is based.

Nor am I able to understand how the appellant's
right is affected by the fact that judgment has been
recovered against Arnett. The doctrine of res judicata
is foxinded in justice and convenience and has -no
application here; the right as against Arnett arises
under the contract; the right of set-off against the
claim of the bank rests upon the ground that the bank
is not entitled to recover moneys which in the circum-
stances it would be unjust to call upon appellant to pay.

ANGLIN J.-By accepting the bills of exchange
sued upon, the appellants contracted directly and
unconditionally with the respondent bank to pay to it
the amounts thereof. An acknowledgement of absolute
liability therefor was implied. The consideration for
these contracts was the surrender of the bills of lading
held by the bank. This alteration of the bank's*
position, quite apart from any right it may have as
the "holder in due course" of negotiable paper, I think,
precludes the defence of set-off of the appellants' claim
for damages against Arnett, the drawer of the bills.

Moreover, for the establishment of their right of
recovery on their claim for damages the appellants
must invoke the judgment pronounced, but not yet
entered, in their action against Arnett. They cannot
successfully prefer this inchoate judgment as establish-
ing their right to damages and at the same time deny
its effect as a merger of the cause of action on 'which

15780-171
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1920 it was pronounced merely because it had not been
AroNoU formally entered. If effective to establish their

Umon BANK right to damages it must also operate to merge the
Or CANADA.

claim for those damages which it is sought to set off
- in this action. That the judgment against Arnett can

be set off against the plaintiff's claim is not contended.
The other grounds of appeal lack substance and

even if well founded as answers to a claim dependent
on the bank's status as a holder of the bills in due
course being established, they would be ineffectual to
defeat its claim based on its position as the holder of
independent contractual rights on which the defend-
ants axe directly liable to it.

Pressing the defence that the acceptances by Basil
Antoniou did not bind the firm of which he was a
principal and his co-partners seems to me scarcely
consistent with good faith in view of the following
admission of counsel for the defendants on the examina-
tion of one of his clients-for discovery.

You can take that as an admission from us that he (Antoniou)
was authorized and was acting on behalf of the King George Ice Cream
Parlors and for his partners and whatever signing he did do is the same
as the signature to all the partners of all the firm. I have told Mr.
Carson I would admit that all the time.

The objection based upon the insertion of the
words "and exchange" in the bills is taken for the
first time in this court. In my opinion it should not
be entertained, as, if it had been raised on the pleadings
or at the trial, evidence might have been adduced to shew
that these words import a definite and precise liability.
If they have any application at all in the case of these
inland bills, I think they cannot be taken to deprive the
instruments before us of their character as bills of
exchange because of any indefiniteness or uncertainty
in the amount for which the acceptors became liable.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.
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MIGNAULT J.-It is unfortunate for the appellants 1920

that before accepting the bills sued on, they did not Amomotv

consider the objections they now urge as reasons why uNON BA

they should not be held on their acceptances. The Migult J.
breach of contract they complain of had then occurred,
and they nevertheless accepted the bills. They now
say that as the drafts were attached to the bills of
lading, they could not get the goods without accepting
the drafts, but then, to get possession of the goods,
they rendered themselves personally liable to the
bank for payment, unless they can shew that the latter
is in no better position than Arnett. The fact is,
however, that the bank had made advances to Arnett
in view of his contract with the appellants and .had
credited the five drafts drawn by him on the appellants
against his overdraft so that there remained a credit
in Arnett's favour of $360.00. The bank was therefore
a holder in due course of the bills, and the appellants
by accepting them, with full knowledge of Arnett's
breach of contract, accepted an unconditional liability
towards the bank and should not now be listened to
when they attempt to offset Arnett's liability for
breach of contract against thle bank's claim against
them on their acceptance of the bills. The fact that
for greater security the bank took an assignment of
Arnett's rights under his contract with the appellants
is no reason for depriving it of its claim based on the
appellants' acceptance.

But Mr. Barron now says, for the first time, that
although the bills were accepted by Antoniou duly
authorized by the other appellants, this is not in law
an acceptance for the other appellants.

At the examination on discovery of Antoniou Mr.
Barron made the following admission:-
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1920 Q. Were you authorized by your firm to accept these drafts and

A Io the contract, you have signed all of them I see, I do not see any other
V. members of your firm on them?

Umon BANK Mr. Barron. You can take that as an admission from us that he
o CANnA. was authorized and was acting on behalf of the King George Ice Cream
Mignault J. Parlors and for his partners and whatever signing he did do, is the

same as the signature of all the partners of the firm. I have told Mr.
Carson I would admit that all the time. That will save you con-
siderable time in getting an answer out of the witness.

In view of this admission, which no doubt lulled the
respondent into complete security on the question of
Antoniou's authority to accept, I think Mr. Barron
should not be listened to when he now attempts to
escape from the effect of his admission, which I can
only construe as fully recognizing that Antoniou's
acceptance was the acceptance of the appellants.

Mr. Barron made another objection at the argument
for the first time, and that is that the words "and
exchange" in these bills without indicating the rate of
exchange, prevented them from being for a sum
certain, under the Bills of Exchange Act, sect. 28,
parag. (d) of s.s. 1.

Had this objection been made at the trial, it might
have been shewn that these words have, by custom of
trade or otherwise, a definite meaning well understood
by the parties. It seems scarcely consistent with
the rules of fair dealing in judicial proceedings to
consider now such a technical objection, and I do not
propose to do so.

On the whole I would dismiss this appeal with
costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Barron, Barron & Helman.

Solicitors for the respondent: Clarke, Carson, MacLeod
& Co.
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ALEXANDRE MINGUY.......... APPELLANT; 1920
*Dec. 1,

AND *Dec. 17.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING........ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Criminal law-Speedy trial-Election-Jury trial-Requirement by
the Attorney-General-Sections 446 (a), 690, 825, 826, 827, 828,
830, 833, 873, 1018, 1024 Cr. C.-(D.) 32-33 Vict., c. 29, s.
28-(D.) 8-9 Ed.. VII, c. 9, s. 2.

The appellant was accused of an offence, punishable by imprisonment
for a period exceeding five years and for which he had the right
of election to be tried by a judge or a jury. He first elected to be
tried by a jury and, after the preliminary hearing, he was com-
mitted for trial. Whilst still in custody of the sheriff, he wrote to
the latter that he was electing for a speedy trial and the sheriff
notified the judge of the sessions of this election. He was then
brought before a district magistrate and there elected for a speedy
trial. Later on, the Attorn.ey-General signed a declaration that the
indictment has been on his order "brought before the grand jury."
It was so brought, a true bill was found and the appellant tried
before a jury and found guilty.

Held, Idington J. dissenting, that the conviction of the appellant by a
jury was legal.

Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff J.-The requirement signed by the
Attorney-General was in compliance with section 825 Cr. C.,

.as amended by 8-9 Ed. VII, c. 9. s. 2.-Idington J. contra and
Anglin J. semble.

Per Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-The election for a speedy trial
made by the appellant before a district magistrate was not valid,
as it should have been made before the residing judge of the ses-
sions of the Peace, according to section 827 Cr. C.

Per Idington J. (dissenting).-The election by the appellant for a
speedy trial, contained in his letter to the sheriff, was valid, as
being made in conformity with s.s. 2 of s. 828 Cr. C., and any
subsequent irregularity could not affect the appellant's rights.

Judgment of the Court of King's Beuch affirmed, Idington J. dissenting.

*PRsEr:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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1- APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
MINGUT Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec, affirming

V.
THE KING the judgment of the trial judge, Desy J., with a jury

and dismissing the motion made by the appellant for
a stated case.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in the
judgments now reported.

Fernand Choquette for the appellant.

Lucien Cannon K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTIE.-At the close of the argument
on this appeal, I was of the opinion that the only
arguable point requiring consideration was to the
effect that the Attorney-General had not complied
with the amendment to section 825 of the Criminal
Code, 8-9 Ed. VII., Ch. 9, which enacted that
where an offence charged is punishable with imprisonment for a period
exceeding five years, the Attorney-General may require that the charge
be tried by a jury, etc.

It was admitted that the offence charged in the
indictment came within this section.

After examining the indictment filed with the
record, it seems to me quite clear that there is nothing
in this objection.

The indictment appears first to have been signed
by the crown prosecutors on behalf of the Attorney-
General under section 873, but in addition to this the
Attorney-General personally signed a requirement

-on the back of the indictment that "it should be
brought before the grand jury." It was so brought,
a true bill was found and the prisoner tried before a
-jury and found guilty.
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It seems to me therefore that the amending section 1920

of 825 has been fully complied with. MINGUT

I would dismiss the appeal. TnE KnM
Idington J.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-The appellant was
brought before the magistrate of the District of
Quebec upon the accusation of an offence which
entitled him to a right of election to be tried by a
judge or jury, and he elected the latter, on the 28th
April, 1920. Thereupon he was duly committed for
trial accordingly.

On the 5th of May, following, whilst still in custody
of the sheriff, he availed himself of the privilege
given by subsection 2 of section 828 of the Criminal
Code, which provides as follows:-

2. Any prisoner who has elected to be tried by a jury may, not-
withstanding such election, at any time before such trial has com-
menced, and whether an indictment has been preferred against him or
not, notify the sheriff that he desires to re-elect, and it shall thereupon
be the duty of the sheriff and judge or prosecuting officer to proceed
as directed by section eight hundred and twenty-six.

The sheriff duly notified the judge of the sessions
of this election.

Some question is now raised, for the first time, as to
whether the judge to whom the notice was delivered.
in fact was a judge of the sessions..

. That, to my mind, is, quite immaterial. When
once the accused has duly made his election in the
manner prescribed, by the statute, he has duly estab-
lished his right to be tried by a judge, unless by virtue
of some other provision in the statutes that right has
been overruled, or taken away.

There is no pretence herein that any such over-
ruling of his election as was possible, under subsection
3 of the said section, was seriously considered and
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1920 determined against him. No such contention has
MInGUT been set up. And if any mistake arose in the delivery

T.E KWG of the sheriff's notice, when properly addressed as
Idington J. the record before us shews or in the proceedings

thereon the prisoner must not suffer for that.

What is relied upon with more assurance is that
contained in the Criminal Code Amendment Act,
1909, which, amongst other changes, amended section
825 as it theretofore stood by adding subsection 5,
which reads as follows:-

5. Where an offence charged is punishable with imprisonment for
a period exceeding five years, the Attorney-General may require that
the charge be tried by a jury, and may so require notwithstanding that
the person charged has consented to be tried by the judge under this
part, and thereupon the judge shall have no jurisdiction to try or
sentence the accused under this part.

Under this sub-section undoubtedly the Attorney-
General for the province can overrule the appellant's
election.

The sole question with me herein is one of fact.
Did the Attorney-General deliberately decide, in
light of the foregoing facts, that the appellant should
be deprived of his prima facie right of election to trial
by a judge instead of by a jury?

Curiously enough the opinion judgment of Mr.
Justice Martin seems expressly to admit that the
indictment upon which the appellant was convicted
by the jury was

on the 9th of June * * * preferred against the accused before the
Grand Jury of the District then in session, upon the order of the Attor-
ney-General of the Province, under the provisions of Article 873 of the
Criminal Code.

And Mr. Justice Pelletier in like manner attributes
such action as the Attorney-General took to have been
done pursuant to same article 873 of the Criminal Code.
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That article reads as follows:- 1920
MIGUY

873. The Attorney-General or any one by his direction or any one V.
with the written consent of a judge of any court of criminal jurisdiction THE KiNG
or of the Attorney-General, may prefer a bill of indictment for any Idington J.
offence before the grand jury of any court specified in such consent. -

2. Any person may prefer any bill of indictment before any court
of criminal jurisdiction by order of such court.

3. It shall not be necessary to state such consent or order in the
indictment and an objection to an indictment for want of such consent
or order must be taken by motion to quash the indictment before the
accused person is given in charge.

4. Except as in this part previously provided no bill of indictment
shall be preferred in any province of Canada.

If what was done by the Attorney-General in way of
the preferment by the indictment in question is attri-
butable to the operation of said section, then, what
was done by such preferment certainly does not fall
within the meaning of the amendment of section 825,
by adding subsection 5 above.

Up to the time of this express amendment the
Attorney-General could not, nor could any one on his
behalf, take away the right of election given the
accused, though the learned judge or prosecuting
officer before him, had long had the power, under sec-
tion 828, subsection 3, of refusing to allow the exercise
of the right of re-election in special cases whenever they
deemed it would not be in the interests of justice.

The occasion for this, by some mischance I am
inable to understand, possibly never arose. A pos-
sibly accidental absence of the judge qualified to act
is one surmise if, as suggested in argument, he who did
act was not, but then that could not deprive accused of
the election he made by his letter to the sheriff and
forwarded by the sheriff's letter to the right judge.

Be all that as it may, if the accused was not brought
up before the right judge, as the statute requires,
that was the fault of the prosecuting counsel,
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12 else we should not have the judicial assent indorsed
MINGUT on the sheriff's letter, and that did not take away

THE KING this right of the accused, and due regard should have
Idington J. been had to the fact, on the motion to quash the

indictment. Any irregularity on the part of the
local authorities -in the matter could not, as appears
by Reg. v. Burke (1), affect the appellant's rights.

With great respect, neither of these learned judges
in appeal seems to me accurately to have distin-
guished that which may rest upon section 873 from
that which must rest upon section 825, subsection 5,
added by the amendment of 1909. I agree with them
that section 873 was all that parties acting had in
mind. The former is intended to govern the right to
go before a grand jury to prefer an indictment, which
right at common law was possessed by all the King's
subjects but, by later legislation, was cut down to
what the Attorney-General might permit, or the
learned judge presiding might, on application to him,
permit or order.

That modern way of restricting and regulating
proceedings before a grand jury was first introduced,
so far as I can find, into Canada by the Act respecting
Criminal Procedure of 1869, 32-33 Vict., Ch. 29;
sec. 28, confined to something like half a dozen offences.

Needless to trace how this at one time known as
relating to vexatious indictments was developed until
the restriction became complete and was subjected
to the requirements of said section 873, just quoted.

It is, however, imperatively necessary to bear in
mind herein the origin and purpose of that section and
its requirements as distinguishable from the origin
and purpose of the later enactment of 1909, upon
which the decision of this appeal should turn.

(1) [18931 24 0. R. 64.
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The mode in which the numerous attorneys general 1920

of different provinces carried out the earlier enactment MINGUY

might vary in minor details and, especially in the THE KING

method of expression adopted for causing those Idington J.

concerned to know and understand that required
assent, no doubt differed.

That would, speaking generally, be a matter of
minor consequence.

It is a very different object that is to be attained
by the action of the Attorney-General upon the new
section 825, subsection 5, quoted above, which involves
the taking away of a right of election given to an
accused person and implies the exercise of a kind of
judicial power or authority which the Attorney-
General is, I submit, expected by the amendment to
specially direct his mind to in each case coming up
for action. The power is expressly one given to him
alone and cannot be transferred to another.

I am unable to see on this record any clear exercise
of any such power. What does appear therein seems
to me more aptly attributable to the provisions of
section 873 as, by two of the learned judges below,
seems to have been inferred.

What possible reason could exist for the exercise of
such a power relative to what seems, at first blush, a
very ordinary sort of offence?

And again, if the Attorney General really intended
to take away the right from an accused of trial before
a judge, I should have expected I respectfully submit,
to find it expressed by apt language which would have
left no room for argument, and that which we are
referred to does not express anything but what is
consistent only with a direction under section 873.
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1920 Moreover how could there have been left in the
MINGHU mind of any one concerned in the motion to quash the

THE KING indictment, before accused was forced to plead thereto,
Idington J. any doubt or difficulty, for if in fact the fiat indorsed

was in truth intended to mean what is contended for,
surely in the City of Quebec, above all places, that
could easily have been set at rest by an affidavit or
otherwise.

Those accused of crimes may, in the majority of
cases, be at bottom in some minds entitled to very
little consideration.

But we must guard their rights as sacredly as
possible, and remember that society is not well served
by the conviction of any man unless by due process
of law strictly adhered to.

I think the appeal should be allowed, for the reasons
I have assigned, and that the right to have a case
stated should have been given him and, by reason
not only of default thereof but under and by virtue
of the powers assigned in such event by sections 1018
and 1024, respectively, to the Court of King's Bench
and this Court, the conviction should be quashed, or,
if the majority of the court so conclude; referred back
to the learned trial judge to state such case as he should
have stated.

See The King v. Hibert (1), and Reg. v. Hogarth (2),
as well as Reg. v. Burke (3), already cited.

DUFF J.-I concur with the Chief Justice.

ANGLIN J.-Only one of the objections to the
validity of his conviction taken on behalf of the
defendant calls for consideration. It is that based on

(1) [1905] 10 Can. C.C. 288. (2) [1893] 24 0. R. 60.
(3) 24 0. R. 64.
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the alleged absence from the record of anything which 1920

establishes the exercise by the Attorney-General of M-GUY

the power conferred on him by s.s. 5 of s. 825 of the THE KING

Criminal Code (8-9 Ed. VII, c. 9, s. 2) to require Anglin J.

that a person charged with an offence punishable by
imprisonment for a period exceeding five years shall
be tried by a jury notwithstanding that he has con-
sented to speedy trial by a judge. The jurisdiction
of the Court of King's Bench in proceeding with the
trial of this case is thus challenged. If there was a
valid election by the accused for a speedy trial, the
jurisdiction of that court was thereby superseded
(ss. 825, 827 and 833, Cr. C.; Reg v. Burke (1); Rex v.
Bissonnette (2), per Lamothe C.J.) and could be re-estab-
lished only by the Attorney-General personally exer-
cising the special power conferred on him by s.s. 5
of s. 825. Being a condition of jurisdiction the fact
that the authority had been exercised should appear
on the face of the proceedings. The ordinary pre-
sumption in favour of the jurisdiction of a superior
court scarcely covers such a case.

The law does not prescribe any particular method
in which the Attorney-General is to act. Neither is
notice to any person or body required. Nor is it
necessary that the Attorney-General should make
his requisition in open court. I am satisfied that the
indorsement over his signature on the indictment- of
his authorization for its presentment, provided it is
couched in terms -which unmistakably imply action
under s.s. 5 of s. 825, will suffice.

But s. 873 Cr. C. likewise provides for the preferring
of indictments by or on behalf of the Attorney-General
before a grand jury. The power which that section
confers, however, should not be exercised where the

(1) 24 0. R. 64. (2) [19191 31 Can. C.C. 388, at p. 389.
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19o accused has already elected for speedy trial, and he
'NmGuy may so elect after an indictment has been preferred

Tm: KING under it. Giroux v. the King (1). This latter step
Anglin J. was not taken in the present case, counsel for the

prisoner relying on what he assumed to have been a
valid election for speedy trial already made in the
Court of Sessions of the Peace, and the case appears
to have proceeded in the Court of Appeal on the
footing that such an election had been duly made.

Counsel for the Attorney-General very frankly
stated, in answer to a direct question put by me, that
if the indictment now before us had been preferred
under the authority of s. 873 it would have been in
its present form and might have carried precisely
the indorsement found upon it, namely:

Le pr~sent acte d'accusation "indictment" est portd devant le
grand jury par ordre du soussign6 procureur g6nbral de la Province de
Qubbec.

9 juin 1920.

(Sign6) L. A. Taschereau,
Proc. Gdn6ral de la prov. de Quebec.

In other words, so far as the proceedings shew, the
action taken by the Attorney-General in regard to the
presentation of this indictment is referable quite as
readily to s. 873 as to s.s. 5 of s. 825. It is therefore
impossible to say that it imports a requisition under
the latter provision. Under these circumstances,
if there had been a valid election for speedy trial,
in my opinion it would be extremely doubtful, to say
the least, whether the conviction could stand and
whether the motion to quash the indictment made on
behalf of the accused before plea should not have
prevailed.

(1) [19171 56 Can. S.C.R. 63.
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But I find it unnecessary to determine this question M
since, in addition to relying on the indorsement on MINGUY

the indictment as sufficient evidence of the exercise of THE KING.

the power conferred by s.s. 5 of s. 825, counsel repre- Anglin J.

senting the Attorney-General now insists, as it is
quite within his right to do (a respondent may support
the judgment a quo on any ground), that there was no
valid election for a speedy trial because the attempt
of the accused to make such an election did not take
place before the judge of the Sessions of the Peace as
contemplated by s. 827 Cr. C. Election before the
prosecuting officer (s.s. 2) is not suggested.

The District Magistrate, Corriveau, before whom
the record shews the accused was brought to make
his election, was without jurisdiction to receive it
because there was at that time a Judge of the Sessions
of the Peace for the District of Quebec (s. 823 ii) as
appears in the record and is admitted by counsel for
the appellant.

I cannot accede to the suggestion that the notice
to the sheriff, not required in this case (s. 826), but
provided for in other cases by ss. 825 (6), 828 (2),
and 830 (2) itself constitutes an election. Where it is
made part of the procedure, that notice is a preliminary
step leading to the accused being given an opportunity
to make his election by being brought before the
proper officer for that purpose. But the statute
makes it very clear that the election itself must take
place before the judge or the prosecuting officer ss.
825 (7), 826 and 827.

There was therefore no election by the accused for a
speedy trial sufficient to bring either ss. 3 and 4 of
s. 827 or s. 833 into operation. It follows that, the

15780-18
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0 jurisdiction of the Court of King's Bench never having
uM1GUT been superseded, its re-establishment by action of

THE KiNG. the Attorney-General under s. 825 (5) was not neces-
Anglin J sary. The indictment can be supported under s. 873.

I regard this rather as a case of first election within
s. 826 (7), than as a case of re-election within s. 828.
Section 830 (2) would be applicable, however, if the
accused upon withdrawing his original election for a
summary trial had elected to be tried by a jury and
the warrant of committal for trial had so stated.
That warrant is not in the record, and the election
which preceded it is stated in the proceedings to have
been merely to proceed by preliminary investigation in
lieu of summary trial.

There was evidence on which a jury could find the
defendant guilty of the charge laid against him. Taken
as a whole as it must be, the charge is not open to the
objections raised. The sentence imposed, while
apparently severe, was within the jurisdiction of the
court. It is not within our province to review its
propriety.

The defendant may have a real grievance in that
he was not given the opportunity to which he was
entitled of making an election for a speedy trial
before a competent judicial officer. But I know of no
redress for that grievance which it is open to us to
accord him in this appeal.

BRODEUR J.-Il s'agit d'un appel sous les dispo-
sitions de l'article 1024 du code criminel.

La question qui nous est soumise est de savoir si
la Cour du Banc du Roi avait juridiction pour juger.
I'appelant.
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Ce dernier alligue qu'ayant 6t6 accus6 sous l'article 12

446a du code ciminel, il a opt6 pour un prochs MIGUT

exp6ditif et que plus tard, malgr6 son option, il a T-s KING.

t amen6 par acte d'accusation devant la Cour du Brodeur J.

Banc du Roi, oci il a 6t6 jug6 et condamn6 h quinze ans
de p6nitencier.

La Couronne pretend que l'appelant n'a jamais fait
d'option valable et que, mime s'il en a fait une, le
Procureur-Gn6ral avait le droit de le poursuivre
par acte d'accusation devant la Cour du Banc du Roi
sous les dispositions de l'article 825, s. 5 du code criminel.
A cela l'accus6 r~pond que le Procureur-G6n6ral ne
parait pas avoir r~gulibrement fait la demande dont
parle l'article 825, s. 5.

Y a-t-il eu option d'un prochs exp6ditif par l'accus6?
Les pikces que nous avons devant nous ne sont pas
tris claires sur ce point. II est bien 6vident cependant
que l'accus6 desirait avoir un proces exp6ditif sous les
dispositions de la partie 186me du code criminel.
En effet, apr~s que le magistrat de district qui avait
fait l'enquete pr6liminaire, eut, le 5 mai 1920, jug6 la
preuve suffisante pour lui faire subir un prochs (art. 690)
et 'ei't envoy6 en prison pour y tre d6tenu en atten-
dant son prochs, les avocats de ce dernier ont notifi6 le
sh6rif, qui avait la garde de 'accus6, qu'il optait pour
un proc~s exp6ditif et qu'il fut amen6 devant

la Cour des Sessions dans le plus court d61ai possible afin qu'il puisse
faire sa d6claration A cet effet.

Le sh6rif, le 6 mai, informe par lettre le Juge des
Sessiofis, suivant les dispositions de 'article 826 du code
criminel, que Minguy d6clare faire option pour "un prochs
exp6ditif". Cette lettre du sh6rif est vers6e au dossier et
nous y voyons sur le dos de la lettre 1'entr6e suivante:

15780-181
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1920 Le Roi vs. Alexandre Minguy. Option pour demander un proc&s
exp6ditif. Prod. le 5 1920.

MINGUY (Signd) T. & G. G.P.
THE KING.

Bro-r J Le mois n'est pas mentionn6, mais les parties recon-
- naissent que c'est le mois de mai et que les initiales T.

et G. sont celles de Talbot et Gendron, Greffiers de
la Paix.

Nous voyons ensuite sur le dos de la mime lettre
l'entrie suivante:

Quebec, 7 mai 1920.

Present: M. le Juge Corriveau, M.D.D.
Le prdvenu 6tant pr6sent, Ia d6cision sur son option pour procs

exp6ditif est ajournde au 10 mai 1920.

Gus. Chouinard,
D.G.P.

Les initiales M.D.D. signifient Magistrat de district
et celles D.G.P. signifient Dput6 Greffier de la Paix.

Ces deux entr6es que nous retrouvons sur la lettre
du sh6rif me paraissent peu explicites et correctes.

D'abord le 5 mai il n'a pas pu y avoir d'option pour
proc~s exp6ditif, car A cette date l'accus6 n'avait pas
encore t amend devant le Juge des Sessions. La
lettre du shirif adress6e au Juge des Sessions n'a 
envoybe que le 6 mai et ce n'est que le 7 que le privenu
comparait devant un juge, qui n'est pas, cependant, le
Juge des Sessions mais un Magistrat de district, celui-lh
m~me qui avait condamn6 l'accus6 A subir son prochs.

Il est admis par les deux parties qu'il y a un juge des
sessions h Quebec.

En vertu du code criminel (Partie XVIII), les
options pour prochs exp6ditifs doivent avoir lieu
(art. 827) devant le juge qui est d6fini par l'article
823 comme 6tant le Juge des Sessions. Le magistrat
de district, suivant ce dernier article, n'a juridiction
que dans le cas oft il n'y a pas de juge des sessions.
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Le magistrat de district, M. Corriveau, n'avait done 1

pas juridiction dans le district de Qu6bec oft il y avait MINGUY

un juge des sessions. Par cons6quent, le pr6venu THE KING.

n'a done pu faire d'option valable pour un proc6S Brodeur J.

exp6ditif.

D'ailleurs a-t-il fait une option qui enlevait A la
Cour du Banc du Roi toute juridiction?

L'entrie qui est sur la lettre du sh6rif, en date du
7 mai, d6montre qu'il n'y a pas eu d'adjudication sur
I'option du pr6venu pour proc~s exp6ditif. L'entr6e
n'exprime probablement pas correctement ce qui a eu
lieu. A raison de ce qui est survenu subsiquemment,
je serais port6 A croire que ce jour-1h, le 7 mai, la
Couronne a fait une demande ou bien a manifest6
l'intention d'avoir un proces par jury, et que la question
est rest6e en suspens de savoir si l'accus6 serait jug6
A la Cour des Sessions ou A la Cour Criminelle.

Avant I'amendement de -1909 (8 et 9 Ed. 7, ch. 9,
s. 2), le privilige de l'accus6 de choisir un prochs
exp6ditif 6tait absolu; et du moment que son con-
sentement pour un prochs exp6ditif 6tait inscrit au
dossier, son prochs devait avoir lieu conformdment aux
dispositions de Ia partie XVIII du code criminel (art.
825, s.s. 2, 3 et 4 code criminel, S.R.C. 1906) c'est-A-
dire devant le Juge des Sessions de la Paix.

Les amendements de 1909 ont ajout6 plusieurs
autres sous-sections A l'article 825, et notamment une
A leffet que le Procureur-G6n6ral peut faire une
demande que le prochs ait lieu devant un jury.

Il me semble que cette demande, si elle ne peut pas
tre refus~e, ainsi que le pretend l'intim6, doit tre

au moins consigne au dossier de la cause afin d'6voquer
Ia cause devant Ia Cour du Banc du Roi ou bien
d'enlever au Juge des Sessions toute ju-idiction.
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1920 Dans la cause actuelle, je suis d'opinion que l'accus6
MIGU a bien d6sir6 opter pour un prochs expiditif: mais

Tnu KING. son consentement n'a pas t fait devant le juge
Brodeur J. comp6tent. Alors le Procureur-G~ndral pouvait, sous

l'article 873 du code criminel, porter un acte d'accusa-
tion devant le Grand Jury.

L'appelant se plaint aussi de l'ill6galit6 des instruc-
tions du juge au jury, mais il n'y a rien dans ces instruc-
tions qui violent aucun principe de droit. Quant aux
faits nouveaux qu'il pr6tend avoir d6couvert depuis
le prochs et quant A la s6v6rit6 de la sentence, ce sont
des questions qui ne sauraient justifier notre inter-
vention.

L'appel doit 6tre renvoy6.

MIGNAULT J.-Il y a deux questions A examiner
sur cet appel, car les autres griefs d'appel, dans mon
opinion, sont mal fond6s; 10 L'appelant a-t-il rielle-
ment opt6 pour un proc~s exp6ditif; 20 S'il y a eu
telle option, l'acte d'accusation (indictment) sur lequel
le prochs a eu lieu d6montre-t-il que le procureur-
g6n6ral de la province de Qu6bec exergait le pouvoir
que lui conf~re le paragraphe 5 de 1'article 825 du code
criminel, ou bien celui de l'article 873 du m~me code,
qui permet au procureur-g6n6ral ou A ses repr6sentants
de soumettre un acte d'accusation au grand jury?
Le pouvoir exerc6 sous l'article 825, al. 5, est d'une
port6e plus consid6rable que celui que confire 1'article
873, car il rend sans effet I'option pour un prochs
exp6ditif. Mais lorsque telle option n'a pas 6t6
valablement faite, il va sans dire que l'acte d'accusa-
tion pr6sent6 par le procureur-g6n6ral sous l'op6ration
de l'article 873, confire pleine juridiction. A la cour qui
juge le prochs. Du reste, dans l'espice, le magistrat
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de district avait fait 'enquite pr61iminaire et avait I
d6clard qu'il y avait lieu de faire subir un procs au MWIGUY

pr6venu, de sorte que l'acte d'accusation aurait pu THE K-WG.

6tre soumis au grand jury sans F'ordre du procureur- Mignault J.

g~ndral.

Maintenant y a-t-il eu option du pr6venu pour un
procks exp6ditif? Si j'arrive A la conclusion que la
r6ponse doit Atre dans la n6gative, je n'aurai pas
besoin d'exprimer d'opinion sur la deuxibme question.

Il est hors de doute que l'appelant d6sirait avoir un
proc~s exp6ditif, mais le d6sir ne suffit pas, il faut
que l'option elle-meme soit faite devant une personne
autoris6e A la recevoir. A cet 6gard, les parties
admettent qu'il y a A Qu6bec un juge des Sessions
de la Paix, I'honorable M. Choquette. Il y a aussi
un magistrat de district, M. Phil6as Corriveau.

Aprbs son arrestation, I'appelant fut amend devant
le juge des Sessions de la Paix, oft il fit option pour un
procs sommaire. II lui fut cependant permis plus
tard de se d6sister de cette option, et de proc6der par
enquete pr6liminaire. Cette enquite, si le magistrat
trouvait matibre A prochs, pouvait, suivant son choix,
le conduire soit A un prochs exp6ditif devant le juge des
Sessions de la Paix, soit A un procas devant la cour
du Banc du Roi si6geant au criminel. Pour le premier,
le procds exp6ditif, il fallait une option du pr6venu:
pour le second, le procas devant la cour du Banc du
Roi, aucune option n'6tait requise.

Le 5 mai 1920, le magistrat de district d6clara, je
I'ai dit, qu'il y avait matibre A prochs. Le mime jour
les procureurs de l'appelant 6crivirent au sh6rif de
Qu6bec le notifiant que leur client d6sirait opter pour
un prochs exp6ditif et le pribrent, en consequence,
d'amener 'accus6 devant la cour des sessions dans le
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192 plus court d6lai possible afin qu'il pfit faire sa d~clara-
MINGUY tion A cet effet. Sur reception de cette lettre, le

V.
THE KING. sh6rif, le 6 mai, 6crivit au juge des Sessions de la
Mignault i- Paix, I'informant que l'accus6

d~clare maintenant faire option pour un procks exp~ditif.

D'apris le code criminel, article 826, paragraphe ler,

Tout sh6rif doit, dans les vingt-quatre heures apris qu'un pr6venu
ainsi que ci-haut est prdventivement incarc6r6 en attendant son prochs,
informer le juge par 6crit que ce pr6venu est ainsi incarc6r6, relatant
son nom et ia nature de l'accusation port6e contre lui, sur quoi ie juge
fait comoarattre te pr6venu devant lui sons le plus court d61ai possible.

Remarquons que par 'expression "juge," la loi entend,
dans le cas du district de Qu6bee, le juge des sessions
(art. 823 code crim.). Lorsque le privenu est amend
devant le juge, celui-ci, apris avoir pris communication
des d6positions A la suite desquelles le pr6venu a t
incarcer6:

(a) fait connaitre au prisonnier de quelle infraction ii est accus6 et
lui en a~crit la nature; et (b) lui explique qu'il peut, A son choix, subir
son procds imm6diatement devant un juge sans l'intervention d'un
jury, ou rester en prison on sous caution, selon que la cour en d6cide,
pour subir son procks de la manibre ordindfire devant la cour qui a
juridiction criminelle. (Art. 827' code criminel.)

Si, lors de cette comparution devant le juge, le
pr6venu consent A subir son prochs devant lui, sans
l'intervention d'un jury, le prochs qu'on appelle
exp6ditif se fait devant le juge.

D'apr&s 'article 828, paragraphe 2,

tout prisonnier qui a opt6 pour le oroces devant un jury, peut
nonobstant I'option ainsi faite, en tout temps avant le commencement
du prochs, et soit qu'une accusation ait 6t ou non port~e contre lui,
notifier, an sh6rif, qu'il dAsire revenir sur sa decision; sur quoi le sh6rif
et le juge ou le fonctionnaire poursuivant doivent suivre la proc6dure
prescrite par Particle huit cent vingt-six.
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Cette notification au sh6rif se fait dans le cas oi m
un pr6venu, qui a opt6 pour le procks devant un jury, MNGUY

d6sire revenir sur sa d6cision, et alors le sh6rif et le THE KING.

juge doivent suivre la proc6dure prescrite par Particle maignault J.

826 dont j'ai cit6 le premier alinia.. Dans 1'espice,
I'appelant n'avait pas opt6 en faveur d'un procs
devant un jury; mais avait choisi une enquite pr6-
liminaire, laquelle, je l'ai dit, pouvait conduire soit au
prochs exp6ditif devant le juge des sessions, soit au
prochs ordinaire devant un jury.

Le deuxitme alin6a de 1'article 828 suppose qu'il y
a en choix d'un prochs devant un jury, choix que le
pr6venu desire ritracter. Il y a une disposition
au mime effet, et pour le m~me cas de r6tractation
d'option, aux alinias 2 et 3 de 1'article 830. Il y a
6galement une disposition semblable A 1'article 825,
paragraphe 6, pour les accus6s sous caution, mais il
n'y est pas question de r~tractation d'option, mais du
choix d'un procks exp6ditif.

Apparemment on a proc6d6 ici comme si l'appelant
avait choisi un proc~s par jury et voulait revenir sur
ce choix, car c'est dans ce cas qn'on s'adresse au
sh6rif lorsque le privenu est incarcr6. Dans l'esp~ce,
le sh6rif a inform6 par 6crit le juge des sessions que
l'appelant d6sirait maintenant faire option pour un
prochs exp6ditif.

Sur r6ception de cette lettre, le juge des sessions
aurait dd1 faire comparaitre le pr~venu devant lui, et
lui faire les dclarations exig6es par 1'article 827, et
c'6tait alors le moment de faire l'option d'un prochs
exp6ditif. Au lieu de cela, le 7 mai, on a fait com-
paraitre l'appelant devant le magistrat de district,
M. Corriveau, et une inscription au dos de la lettre du
sh6rif-il semble au moins qu'on aurait dit faire une
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12 entr6e au registre-indique que, le pr6venu 6tant
MxGHr pr6sent, la d6cision pour son option pour prochs

Mrn KiwG. exp6ditif est ajourn6e au 10 mai.. En regard, on a 6crit:

- Le Roi vs. Alexandre Minguy, option pour prochs exp6ditif.
Prod. le 5, 1920,

avec les initiales des greffiers de la paix au bas.

Est-ce pour la raison que M. Fernand Choquette,
avocat de l'appelant, nous a indiqude, de sa parent6
avec l'honorable M. Choquette, juge des sessions,
dont il est le fils, que M. Corriveau, le magistrat de
district, a si6g6 le 7 mai? Les dispositions du code
de proc6dure civile qui auraient emp&h6 M. Fernand
Choquette de comparattre devant son pore en matibre
civile ne s'appliquent 6videmment pas A un
procs devant une juridiction criminelle, et alors que
j'appr6cie hautement le sentiment de d6licatesse
qu'invoque le savant avocat de l'appelant, qui a tr~s
habilement plaid6 cette cause, il est 6vident qu'on
devait ici suivre la proc6dure qu'indique le code
criminel. Or malheureusement c'est devant le juge
des sessions que devait se faire l'option d'un prochs
exp6ditif, en r6ponse aux d6clarations que celui-ci
devait faire au privenu au d6sir de 1'article 827; et
comme il s'agit d'une matitre de juridiction de droit
commun, et que la proc6dure par voie de prochs
exp6ditif est de nature exceptionnelle, et exige le
consentement du pr6venu devant le juge des sessions,
je ne puis arriver A la conclusion que la Cour du Banc
du Roi, sidgeant au criminel, qui est la juridiction
de droit commun, a 6t6 dessaisie de la cause par ce
qui s'est pass6 devant le magistrat de district.

Les honorables juges de la cour d'appel paraissent
avoir pris pour acquis qu'il y avait eu choix d'un
proc~s exp6ditif. Le fait qu'ils n'ont pas discut6
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la question dont je viens de parler, me dispose A croire 12

qu'elle a pu n'avoir pas t6 soulev6e devant eux. MINGuY

Mais 6videmment cette question est prijudicielle, THE KING.

car s'iI n'y a pas eu choix r6gulier d'un prochs exp6- Mignault J.

ditif, il n'importe nullement que le procureur-g6n6ral
n'ait pas d6clar6 express6ment qu'il exigeait le prochs
devant un jury malgrd l'option pour un procks exp6-
ditif. Je n'ai done pas A exprimer d'opinion sur la
question que les honorables juges de la cour d'appel
ont longuement discut6e.

Les .autres moyens invoqus par l'appelant, je
l'ai dit, sont dans mon opinion mal fond6s. L'appel
doit done Atre renvoy6.

Appeal dismissed.

Solicitor for the appellant: Fernand Choquette.

Solicitors for the respondent: Marchand & Cannon.
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1920 DAME M. S. MUNROE AND W. .
APPELLANTS'

*Nov 12. O'CONNELL (DEFENDANTS)...-...)
*Dec. 17.

AND

CHARLES LEFEVRE (PLAINTIFF) . RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Sale-Judicial Sale-Taxes due-Fraud-Nullity-M unicipal law-
Practice and procedure-Irregularities-Arts. 689 and sef., 1043
1045, 1591, 1701, 1709, 1710, 1851, 1967, 1983, 2017, 2161 (i)
C.C.-Art. 748 C.C.P.-Arts. 373, 718, 723, 734, 735, 946, 955
962, 998 to 1015 M.C.

In 1846, one 0. became owner of a certain lot of land comprising two
cadastral lots. In 1867, he bequeathed it to seven legatees who were
thus joint undivided proprietors, one of whom was his daughter,
D., owner of one-eighth of the property. In 1879, being indebted
to the respondent, D. signed a deed of obligation in his favour
and, as collateral security, D. transferred to the respondent all
her rights in the above property. In 189, the respondent obtained
judgment for the amount then due which was never registered nor
executed. The whole property was then assessed for taxing
purposes under the name of "Estate 0." without any objection
on the part of the respondent who never concerned himself about
the property. In 1902, the appellants, two of the legatees,
purchased about the two-thirds of the shares of their co-legatees,
with the exception of those of D. and others which they
tried but failed to acquire. Up to two years previous to
1906, the municipal taxes had been paid, without the evidence
showing positively by whom. In 1907, the taxes not
having been paid for more than two years, the property
was sold by the municipality and adjudicated to the appellants
who were the only bidders. Two years later, they became absolute
owners by virtue of a deed of sale from the municipality. In
1912, the respondent took an action to set aside the adjudication
and the deed of sale, alleging fraud on the part of the appellants
and also irregularities in the proceedings of the sale.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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Held, Sir Louis Davies C. J. and Brodeur J. dissenting, that the appel- 1920
lants, as co-owners of the property, were not in law bound to
pay the taxes or to give to the respondent notice of the sale and .
that there was no fraud on their part in making use of the means LEFEVRE.

of a sale for taxes in order to dissolve the undivided ownership.
Per Idington, Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The first offer, even if

the only one, made in a sale for taxes, is an "enchbre" within the
meaning of Art. 1001 M.C.

Per Idington, Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The party owing
municipal taxes is not deprived of the right to bid and be declared
purchaser of the property sold by the municipality for the pay-
ment of those taxes.

Per Idington, Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The property having
been entered on the valuation roll under the name of "Estate
0." without any objection by the respondent the sale ought to
be considered as made super domino.

Per Idington, Diff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The seizure and the
sale of the goods and chattels of the party owing municipal taxes
is not a preliminary condition to the sale of the immovable
property, the provision of Art. 962 M.C. being permissive and
not imperative.

Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The respondent was not the "owner"
of the eighth undivided part transferred to him by D.

Per Brodeur J. (dissenting).-The evidence is sufficient to create the
presumption that the appellants were in possession, if not of the
whole property, at least of the seven-eighths part of it, and they
were bound in the circumstances of this case to pay all the taxes
due on it or to give notice to the respondent of the sale of the
property for taxes due.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench reversed, Sir Louis Davies
C.J. and Brodeur J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec, affirming the
judgment of the Superior Court, Belleau J. (1) and
maintaining the respondent's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions
in issue are fully stated in the above head-note and
in the judgments now reported.

F. Roy K.C. for appellant.

Aug. Lemieux K.C. and Paul Robitaille for respondent.

(1) [19201 Q.R. 57 S. C. 314.
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2 THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting).-I am of opinion
M N1JoE that this appeal should be dismissed and the judgment
LEVRE. of the Court of King's Bench, affirming that of the
The Chief Superior Court (1), confirmed. I agree generally with theJustice.

- reasons stated by my brother Brodeur J., but I prefer to
base my opinion upon the ground that the non-payment
of the taxes on the lands in question and for which they
were sold and bought in by the defendants constitute,
under the facts in this case, a deliberate fraud on the
part of the defendants as against the plaintiff.

These defendants were the owners of the lands
in question but subject to a security for the payment
of $500 loaned by the plaintiff to one Diana O'Connell,
a sister of James O'Connell and a legatee for one-
eighth of the latter's interest in the lands in question.

The plaintiff was a non-resident in the municipality
but the security held by him for the $500 loan was
well known to defendants, as clearly appears from the
evidence.

The defendants were and had been for years in
the possession of these lands and had received whatever
revenues they yielded, paying the taxes thereon
regularly until the year 1906. They attempted to
purchase the plaintiff's claim in an undivided one-
eighth interest, but the negotiations to that end were not
successful. I think the facts proved leave only one fair
inference to be drawn, namely, that, after such failure,
they determined not to pay the accruing taxes and not
to notify the plaintiff of their intended default, and in
this way to have the lands sold and purchase them in at
the sale and so destroy and defeat plaintiff's title under
his security. By their previous action for years in
receiving the revenues and paying the taxes on the
lands they had lulled the plaintiff into a false security.

(1) Q.R. 57 S. C. 314.
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Having paid all municipal taxes up to the year 1906 1920

and having failed in their efforts to purchase plain- MUNROE

tiff's undivided interest, their secret determination LEFEVRE.

not to pay the accruing taxes and to have the land The Chief

sold under the statute for their non-payment and -

bought in by themselves without any notice whatever
to the plaintiff and so destroy his security and his
interest in the land, amounted, in my opinion, in
view of the facts, to a deliberate fraud upon the
plaintiff which the law will not sanction or approve.

The learned Chief Justice Lamothe, of the Court of
King's Bench, who dissented from the judgment of
that court, held that, while the dealings and omissions
of the defendants in regard to their non-payment of
the taxes in order to -have the lands sold

were approaching bad faith, they did not actually c6nstitute fraud

As I have already stated, in my opinion, this conduct
and deliberate neglect on defendants' part without
giving plaintiff the slightest notice of their intentions,
not only approached bad faith but, under the circum-
stances of this case, ,actually constituted fraud.

IDINGTON J.-There is nothing in the evidence in
this case to establish any legal obligation on the part
of the appellants to continue to pay taxes, even if we
assume, which is not proven, that they, or some of
them, had, for some years, paid taxes for -the benefit
of respondent and themselves.

Nor is there anything in statute law, or otherwise,
prohibiting a part owner from buying at a tax sale
lands in which he has merely an interest. The reliance
placed by Mr. Justice Martin upon Art. 748 C.C.P.,
which he links up with Art. 1591 C.C., with deference,
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92 does not seem to me to be warranted. Indeed it
MuwnoE seems a straining of the language used, and overlooks
LEFEVRE. the basis for the rule contained in said Art. 748 C.C.P.

Idington J It no doubt originated in the fact that the parties
to such sales as contemplated thereby had often much
to do with the conduct of the sale; whereas the tax sale
originated in quite another way and is something with
the conduct of which the owner or debtor has nothing
to do.

I am unable to appreciate, at the value respondent
does, the subtle argument that there must be more
than one bidder.

If adopted herein I fear we would be endangering
many titles resting upon tax sales.

There is, if my memory serves me rightly, an Ontario
decision setting aside tax sales when the group attend-
ing same agreed, improperly, to refrain from bidding
against each other, thereby defeating the purpose of
the Act there in question.

All we have here is that the respondent seems to
have expected his co-owners in part to have gone on
paying the taxes without any contribution from him.

Without more than appears in the evidence it does
not become one suffering from his own neglect of duty
to complain.

The assessment being made en bloc to the estate
of somebody, did not seem to me quite regular until I
turned to the statute and was surprised to find that it
expressly provided for such mode of assessment in
such like cases, yet not expressly covering en bloc
assessments of distinctly separate parcels.

At all events no one speaking judicially seems to
have considered it worthy of serious mention, and all
assume such an assessment legally possible.
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If the assessment in that form was valid when the 90

roll completed, how can the appellant purchasers MUNROE

who had not a common interest with respondent LEPEVRE.

throughout the entire block sold, but only in one Idington J.

item of part thereof (Lot 266) be spoken of as joint
owners or co-owners?

And how can they be held to have been impliedly,
with him, joint debtors to the municipality?

And how can any such assumed legal relationship,
under such circumstances, be of any consequence in
the disposition of this case?

And how can the debt due the municipality be of
any consequence under such circumstances in deter-
mining the right of any one or more of such parties to
bid and buy the whole block as offered?

They had no joint interest in the whole property so
sold. They were neither joint owners nor joint
debtors.

I see no ground upon which the respondent can in
law say they (the appellants) were, as purchasers,
simply relieving him from paying the taxes upon that
part in which he had an interest.

With these observations I fully agree in the main
with the judgments of the Chief Justice and Mr.
Justice Greenshields.

I would therefore, allow the appeal with costs
throughout.

DUFF J.-I find myself fully in accord with the
views expressed in the judgment of the learned Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice Greenshields.

The appeal, should, I think, be allowed and the action
dismissed with costs.

15780-19
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192 ANGLIN J.-I concur in the conclusions reached by
MUNROE my brother Mignault, whose opinion I have had the
LETEVRE. advantage of reading, and generally in the reasons
Anglin J. on which they are founded.

BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-Il s'agit de la validit6
de la vente d'un immeuble pour taxes municipales.
Cette vente est attaqu6e par Lef6vre parce qu'elle
serait entach6e de fraude et parce qu'elle aurait t
conduite illigalement. Les d6fendeurs-appelants sont
les acqu6reurs de cet immeuble.

La Cour Sup6rieure (1) a maintenu l'action pour
les deux motifs qui avaient 6t6 invoqu6s, soit la fraude
et I'illigalit6.

La Cour du Banc du Roi a confirm6 le dispositif
de ce jugement sans en adopter tous les consid6rants.

Les ill6galit6s invoqu6es 6taient nombreuses et
elles ont donn6 lieu A une grande divergence d'opinion
parmi les juges de la Cour du Banc du Roi. L'opinion
de la majorit6 est 6nonc6e dans les termes suivants
du jugement de cette cour:

Considering that the two lots of land numbers two hundred
and sixty-six (266) and three hundred and sixty (360) of the cadastre
of the parish of Ste-Foy were assessed together in the name of the
Estate John O'Connell, whom the appellants represent, and the latter
were liable towards the said municipal corporations for the payment
of all the municipal taxes due for Lot No. 360 and seven eighths of
those on Lot 266, and which the appellants made default to pay.

Considering that, although the proceeding of the sixth of March,
1907, took the form of a tax sale, it was in reality only a payment by
the appellants to the said municipal corporation of a debt they and
the respondent Lef~vre owed that corporation the said tax sale did
not under the circumstances disclosed and established in this case
vest the appellants with a title to respondent's Lef~vre one undivided
eighth interest in said lot 266.

(1) Q. R. 57 S. C. 314.
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This Court, without adopting all the considdrants of the judgment 1920
appealed from, to wit, the judgment of the Superior Court for the MUNnoE
district of Quebec herein rendered on the third day of October, one .

thousand nine hundred and nineteen, doth confirm the said judgment LarEvRH.

as to its dispositif. Brodeur J.

En d'autres termes, la Cour du Banc du Roi a d6-
clar6 que la vente a 6t6 simul6e et n'a jamais exist6
valablement et que le pr6tendu prix d'achat vers6
par les appelants ne constituait, apris tout, que le
paiement de la taxe municipale auquel les d6fen-
deurs, comme seuls propridtaires ou propri6taires con-
joints de l'immeuble vendu, 6taient tenus.

La Cour Sup6rieure dans ses consid6rants avait
d6clar6 que les d6fendeurs-appelants avaient eu la
possession de cet immeuble et en avaient pay6 les
taxes municipales. La majorit6 de la Cour du Banc
du Roi est venue A la mime conclusion, savoir que les
d6fendeurs 6taient en possession de cet immeuble et
qu'ils en avaient pay6 les taxes.

L'honorable juge-en-chef Lamothe, qui 6tait dis-
sident en faveur des appelants, d6clare lui aussi:

Les appelants poss6daient les immeubles et ils en retiraient les reve-
nus-s'il y avait des revenus, ce qui n'apparalt pas.

L'honorable juge Greenshields, qui 6tait aussi
dissident, ne nous dit pas formellement qu'ils n'6taient
pas en possession, mais il rapporte des faits qui ne
sont pas prouv6s. Voici, en effet, ce qu'il dit:

Previous to the death of the testator, James O'Connell, the prop-
erty in question had been entered for taxing purposes in the books of
the local corporation of Ste-Foye under the name of John O'Connell.
After his death none of the legatees made any application to have his
or her or their names entered upon these books, and none were entered,
and the property appeared as belonging to the estate of James O'Con-
nell, and the two lots, 266 and 360, were continuously and without
interruption valued by the municipality for taxing purposes en bloc
and were assessed as belonging to the estate James O'Connell.

15780-191
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Il n'y a pas un seul mot de preuve dans la cause sur
MUNROE la manibre dont les propri6tis 6taient 6valudes avant
LEEVRE. la mort du testateur James O'Connell. Par cons&

Brodeur J. quent, on ne peut pas dire si le r6le d'6valuation portait
alors le nom de John O'Connell plut6t que celui de
James O'Connell. Je crois que l'honorable juge a
mal interpr6t6 la preuve qui a 6t6 faite & ce sujet.

Le seul t6moignage que nous avons sur ce point est
celui du s6cr6taire de la corporation municipale de
Ste-Foy, M. Robitaille. Or cet officier ne parle
nullement des r6les d'6valuation qui existaient A
la mort de James O'Connell en 1870. Son t6moignage
ne porte que sur les r6les de 1896 A 1907.

Les appelants, malgr6 l'opinion quasi unanime des
cours inf6rieures sur cette question de possession disent
que cette preuve de possession n'existe pas dans le
dossier, et que les dispositifs des deux jugements des
cours inf6rieures, 6tant bas6s sur cela, ils devaient 6tre
mis de c6t6.

D'ordinaire nous ne renversons pas les jugements
sur des questions de faits quand les cours inf6rieures
en sont venues A la m~me conclusion. Mais comme
je vois que quelques-uns de mes colligues sont d'opinion
qu'il n'y a pas de preuve pour justifier cette opinion
des cours inf6rieures, je me vois dans la n6cessit6
d'analyser la preuve et les faits de la cause.

II est vrai que la preuve directe de ces faits n'est
pas aussi claire qu'elle aurait da ou pu l'Atre; mais
cela est ddt A la mauvaise foi apparente de la d6fende-
resse dans son t6moignage. Le demandeur l'a exami-
nde comme t6moin et elle s'est content6e de dire qu'elle
ne connaissait rien et que le tout avait 6t0 fait par son
fils, I'autre d6fendeur, qui est d6cid6 avant I'audition des
t6moins. Elle refuse mAme de dire si elle a fait certains
contrats, lorsque ces contrats portent sa signature.
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Je suis d'opinion que la preuve est suffisante pour 1920

crier une prisomption que les d6fendeurs 6taient en MUNROE

possession et qu'ils payaient les taxes. LEPEVRE.

Voici les circonstances riv6les par la preuve. Brodeur J.
En 1870, James O'Connell mourait laissant un

testament par lequel il divisait ses biens entre ses
enfants et ses petits-enfants par parts inigales.

Parmi ses biens se trouvaient les lots 266 ct 360
du cadastre de Ste-Foye.

L'une des filles de James O'Connell, qui s'appelait
Diana, et qui avait h6rit6 d'un huitibme des biens, a, le 9
avril 1879, transport6 au demandeur Lef6vre ses
droits successifs et notamment un huitiame du lot
no 266 en garantie d'un pr6t que Lefivre lui avait fait.

Elle partit ensuite pour aller demeurer aux Etats-
Unis, ainsi que la plupart des 16gataires 'et h~ritiers
de James O'Connell, h l'exception de John O'Connell,
le mari de la d6fenderesse, et le d6fendeur William
John O'Connell et son frbre et ses soeurs.

Ces derniers sont restds en possession de la propri6t6.

Nous n'avons pas les r6les d'6valuation de 1879
A 1896, mais au r6le qui a 6 fait en 1896, Madame
Veuve John O'Connell, la d6fenderesse, y est entrde
comme propridtaire et un nomm6 Giroux comme
locataire.

Au 'r6le fait en 1899 le nom de Giroux n'apparait
plus comme locataire et le nom du propri6taire est
transcrit comme suit: "Succession Dame Veuve John
O'Connell."

Entr6e bien singulibre si l'on considbre que Madame
Veuve O'Connell 6tait encore vivante. Mais cette
entr6e peut s'expliquer par le fait que les enfants de
John O'Connell, notamment le d6fendeur William-
John alias James O'Connell et Mary Maria O'Connell
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- avaient des parts indivises dans ces immeubles
MUNROE et alors on a, tout de mAme improprement, d6crit les

V.
LEEIVRE. propri6taires comme 6tant "Succession Dame Veuve

Brodeur J. John O'Connell."
Maintenant il ne faut pas confondre le testateur,

James O'Connell, avec John O'Connell, son fils, le
mari de la d6fenderesse. Cette d6signation "Succes-
sion Dame Veuve John O'Connell" qu'on rel~ve dans le
role d'6valuation de 1899 s'applique 6videmment au
fils John et non A son phre, le testateur, qui s'appelait
James, car si on avait voulu par lA d6signer le terrain
comme appartenant A la succession James O'Connell
on n'aurait pas d'abord dans le r6le d'6valuation de
1896 port6 la propri6t6 au nom de "Dame Veuve
John O'Connell" et ensuite dans le r6le de 1899 au
nom de "Succession Dame Veuve John O'Connell."

Dans cette meme annie 1899, la d6fenderesse a
tent6 d'acheter les droits de Diana O'Connell dans
cette propri6t6 et le demandeur lui-mme a requ des
avocats des appelants une lettre lui demandant s'il
serait pret A vendre ses droits. I n'a pas 6t0 donn6
suite A ces offres.

Les d6fendeurs 6taient plus heureux avec la plupart
des autres co-h6ritiers qui leur vendaient leurs parts
indivises par acte fait le 8 mars 1902. Les parts
indivises qui y sont c6d6es y sont errondment d6crites
mais cela ne saurait affecter le pr6sent litige.

Je note tout de m6me dans cet acte que "Mrs.
Mary Stuart Munro, widow of the late John O'Connell,"
c'est-h-dire la d6fenderesse, 6tait alors co-propri6taire
avec les h6ritiers de James O'Connell. Comment 6tait-
elle devenue propri6taire? On ne le sait pas. Mais
tout de m~me il fait bon de signaler ce fait comme partie
des pr6somptions qui tendent A 6tablir sa possession et
son administration des immeubles en question.
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En 1902, la propri6t6 est encore port6e au r6le 1920

d'6valuation fait cette ann6e-14 sous le nom de "Suc- UnnoE

cession Veuve John O'Connell" et il en est de meme LEPEVRE.

sur celui de 1905. Brodeur J.

C'est sur cette succession que la propri6t6 a 6
vendue par le conseil de comt6, pour taxes, le 6 mars
1907.

Apris cet expos6 de faits it me semble qu'il ne peut
pas tre pr6tendu que les d6fendeurs n'6taient pas en
possession de la propri6td. Comme propriftaires
indivis ils 6taient soumis au paiement des taxes qui
grevaient la propri6t6. Ces taxes frappaient non-
seulement toute la proprit6 xmais chaque part indivise
de la propri6t6 (art. 1983, 2017 C.C., 946 C.M.).
Si les d~fendeurs n'avaient pas de titre pour toute la
propri6td, ils 6taient pour le moins propribtaires
indivis pour la plus grande partie, probablement 1,
quand la propridt6 a t6 taxie et ensuite vendue pour
difaut de paiement des taxes. Alors la portion
indivise dont les d6fendeurs 6taient propri6taires
4tait affect6e au paiement des taxes municipales.

Dans les cours inf~rieures on a pris comme acquis
le fait.que les taxes ont 6t paybes par les d6fendeurs
jusque vers 1902. Ils 6taient en possession de la
propri6t6 soit personnellement, ainsi que le constate
le r6le de 1896, soit comme reprisentants et h6ritiers
de John O'Connell. Ils ont ddt retirer les revenus
de la propri~t6 et h mime ces revenus ont dd payer
les taxes municipales, puisque leur co-propri6taire,
le demandeur, n'en a jamais pay6 lui-mime. 11
serait inconcevable de croire que la corporation
municipale aurait pass6 vingt ans sans percevoir les
cotisations qui frappaient cette propri6t6. Ils gdraient
au moins la propri6td qui appartenait h autrui pour
partie.
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Que leur administration fiit celle du negotiorunz
MUNROE gestor Sous les articles 1043 et suivants du code civil
LEFVRE. ou de mandataires par mandat tacite sous les articles
Brodeur J. 1701 et suivants du code, les d6fendeurs 6taient tenus

d'apporter A la gestion de la part indivise du demandeur
les soins d'un bon phre de famille. Ils devaient done
payer les taxes qui frappaient cette part indivise,
vu qu'ils en retiraieit les revenus, ou du moins avertir
le demandeur de les payer afin que ce dernier piit
prot6ger ses droits sur la propri~t6. Non; les d~fen-
deurs cessent de payer les taxes, gardent le silence et
ensuite laissent vendre cette propridt6 qui valait
plusieurs milliers de dollars pour environ cent dollars.

Je n'h6site pas A caractbriser cette conduite de
frauduleuse.

B6darride, vol. 2, p. 3, nous dit que la fraude

est F'art perfide de braver les lois avec l'apparence de la soumission,
de violer les traitis en paraissant les excuter, et de tromper par 'ext6-
rieur des actes et des faits sinon ceux qu'on d6pouille du moins les
tribunaux dont ils pourraient invoquer la puissance.

Les d6fendeurs laissent le denandeur dans une
fausse s~curit6. Pendant des ann6es et des ann6es
ils administrent son huitibme indivis dans la pro-
pri6td, essaient de l'acheter, mais ne pouvant pas
r6ussir ils ont recours au d6faut du paiement des
taxes municipales. Ils ne remplissent pas leurs propres
obligations et ne l'avertissent pas que leur gbrance est
terminde. Ils n'agissent certainement pas en bon
phre de famille (art. 1709, 1710 & 1045 C.C.).

Il est incontestable que le demandeur souffre un
pr6judice et que le fait dont ce pr~judice rdsulte est
un fait ill6gal ou ill6gitime (B6darride, no.. 643).
Les d6fendeurs ne sauraient done profiter de cette
vente municipale qu'ils invoquent pour garder la
propri6t6 du demandeur.
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Comme dit Baudry-Lacantinerie, vol. 20, 26me 1920

6dition, no 536, en parlant de l'administration de la MUNRoE
V.

chose commune: LEFEVIRE.

Si l'objet indivis est entre les mains de F'un des communistes, 1 Brodeur J
est vis-A-vis de ses co-propri6taires tenu d'en prendre soin. II -est
done responsable des fautes qu'il commet dans sa gestion.

Domat, au livre II, titre 5, discute les engagements
r6ciproques de ceux qui ont quelque chose de commun
sans convention. Ainsi, parlant d'une chose qui se
trouve commune, comme une succession entre co-
h6ritiers, il ajoute, p. 253, vol. 3, 6dition de 1822:

Ainsi celui qui a la chose commune entre ses mains doit en prendre
soin.

II ne doit done pas la laisser vendre pour d6faut de
payer les imp6ts fonciers qui peuvent la frapper, au
moins sans avertir son co-propriftaire.

Si les d6fendeurs voulaient faire cesser l'indivision
et se rendre acqubreurs de la part d6tepue par le
demandeur, ils devaient alors provoquer le partage
et prendre une poursuite en partage sous les dippo-
sitions des articles 689 et suivants du code civil.
Mais cela aurait t une voie trop droite pour les
d6fendeurs. Ils ont pr6f6r6 avoir recours A la pro-
c6dure d'une vente simulbe pour d6faut de payer les
taxes municipales et acqu6rir A vil prix une propri6t6
de valeur.

Je crois done que la vente doit 6tre mise de c6t6
et que l'action du demandeur doit 6tre maintenue.

L'appel des d6fendeurs doit 6tre renvoy6 avec
d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-L'intim6 attaque une vente pour
taxes municipales et dirige son action contre les
appelants qui se sont rendus acqu6reurs A cette vente.
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II a r6ussi devant le premier juge (1) et 6galement
MUNROE devant la cour d'appel, le juge-en-chef et le juge Green-
LEullRE. shields ayant toutefois fait enregistrer leur dissenti-

M4;nut J. ment. Les appelants nous demandent maintenant

d'infirmer ces deux jugements et de renvoyer 1'action
de l'intim6.

La propri6t6 dont il s'agit ici venait de la succession
de feu James O'Connell, et la fille de ce dernier, Diana
O'Connell, 6pouse de Donald McDonald, parait avoir
succ6d6 A un huitibme de cette succession, qui com-
prenait deux immeubles, les nos 266 et 360 du cadastre
de la paroisse de Sainte-Foy, dans le voisinage
imm6diat de la cit6 de Qu6bec. Le 9 avril, 1879,
Diana O'Connell, alors veuve, qui devait $520.00 A
l'intim6, consentit en sa faveur un acte d'obligation
promettant lui payer cette -somme avec intirAt A
10% dans deux ans. Par cet acte, pour assurer le
paiement de ce montant, elle c6da et transporta A
'intim6 ses droits successifs dans la succession de son

pore, et plus sp~cialement un huitibme indivis du lot
no 266. En 1899, I'intim6 obtint contre Diana
O'Connell un jugement sur cet acte d'obligation pour
une somme de $780.00, mais il n'appert pas que ce
jugement ait t6 suivi d'6x~cution. En 1902, I'appe-
lante Mary Stuart Munroe et son fils William John
O'Connell, ce dernier d6fendour dans cette action et
maintenant dic6d6, ont achet6 les parts indivises de
plusieurs des col6gataires de la succession O'Connell,
mais la part de Diana O'Connell n'a pas 6t6 acquise.
En 1907, les lots 266 et 360 ont 6t6 vendus par la
corporation du comt6 de Qu6bec pour taxes muni-
cipales dues A la corporation de Sainte-Foy, et Mary
Stuart Munroe et son fils William John O'Connell
s'en sont rendus adjudicataires pour le montant des

(1) Q.R. 57 S. C. 314.
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taxes et des frais. Deux ans plus tard, un acte de 1o2

vente a t6 consenti en faveur des adjudicataires, MuN-n

aucun retrait n'ayant t effectu6. C'est cette vente LEPEVRE.

que l'intim6 attaque. Mignault J.

Je ne puis m'emp~cher de dire au d6but que l'6tude
du dossier, tel que les parties l'ont fait, a td loin de me
satisfaire. Le dossier imprim6 ou "case"' est mal
fait et mal coordonn6, certains exhibits se trouvant
plac6s aprbs le jugement de la Cour d'Appel et les
autres avant, et il est 6vident que la lecture des 6preuves
a t6 faite par une personne incomp6tente. A tous
6gards, ce "case" ne r~pond pas aux exigences des
r~gles de pratique de cette cour. De plus, la preuve
faite de part et d'autre laisse beaucoup A d6sirer, et
I'intim6 est maintenant r~duit A invoquer des pr6-

somptions ou des inductions pour remplacer -la preuve
positive qu'il aurait dfi produire A l'enqubte.

Mais voyons les moyens de nullit6 de l'intim6.
Je dois dire d'abord qu'A mon avis l'intim6 n'est

nullement propri6taire d'une part indivise du lot
no 266, et cela malgr6 que l'avocat des appelants, dans
sa plaidoirie devant nous, ait exprim6 l'opinion qu'il
l'6tait. L'acte d'avril 1879 est un acte d'antichrise
auquel s'appliquent 1'article 1967 du code civil
aiisi que les r~gles du gage, et la propri6t6 de la
part indivise donnde en gage est restde A Diana
O'Connell. Une espice absolument identique est
celle Eglauch v. Labadie (1), jug6e par feu Sir Fran-
gois Langelier. On peut m~me se demander si l'anti-
chrise d'une part indivise produit un effet quelconque
avant le partage, question sur laquelle je ne me pro-
nonce pas, car, comme je l'ai dit, I'avocat des appe-
lants a admis le droit de propri6t6 de l'intim6 m~me
apris que je lui eusse signal6 'article 1967, et je me

(1) [19001 Q.R. 21 S.C. 481.
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dispense de discuter une question qui ne se pose pas
MUNROE en vue de 1'attitude prise par les appelants.
LEFEVRE. Le premier moyen de nullit6 est la fraude. L'ho-

Mignault J. norable juge de premibre instance a d6cid6 que les
d6fendeurs, depuis un grand nombre d'ann6es, avaient
t6 en possession du lot no 266, dont ils avaient

retir6 tous les revenus et acquitt6 toutes les charges,
A part celles pour le paiement desquelles les immeubles
no- 266 et 360 ont t vendus; qu'apris des tentatives
pour acquirir les intir~ts du demandeur ils avaient
laiss6 un certain montant de taxes municipales impay6,
6videmment dans le but de laisser vendre cet immeuble
et de s'en porter acqu6reurs, alors qu'ils 6taient eux-
m6mes tenus au paiement des taxes comme possesseurs
et qu'ils pouvaient arr~ter la vente en payant le
montant di comme ils l'ont fait lors de l'adjudication.

Apris un examen attentif du dossier, je ne trouve
la preuve que d'un seul fait parmi ceux mentionn6s
par l'honorable juge, la tentative d'acheter les intir~ts
de l'intim6. Il n'y a rien qui fasse voir que les appe-
lants (je parle de Mde. O'Connell et de son fils main-
tenant d6cid6 et repr6sent6 sur reprise d'instance
par sa veuve) 6taient en possession du lot no 266,
ni qu'ils en aient retir6 les revenus ou acquitt6 les
charges. En supposant que l'intim6 6tait, comme
il l'allgue, leur copropri~taire, rien n'obligeait les
appelants A payer sa part de taxes. Et quant A la
possession, la seule chose qui paraisse, c'est qu'un
locataire, le nomm6 Abraham Giroux, 6tait en posses-
sion des lots no- 266 et 360. Or on n'a pas interrog6
Giroux, qui a pu tris bien payer les taxes. On a
questionn6 Mde. O'Connell, vieille femme d'environ
quatre-vingts ans, mais on n'a rien prouv6 par elle,
car son fils vaquait A toutes ses affaires et ce fils est
mort depuis le 13 janvier 1913.
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Il n'y a non plus au dossier aucune preuve directe 12

que les appelants aient laiss6 les taxes impaybes dans le MuNRO.

but de faire vendre l'immeuble et de le racheter ensuite. LEFEVRE.

Raisonnant ex post facto on peut peut--tre dire que les Mignault J.

appelants, qui n'ont pas pay6 les taxes pendant une
couple d'ann6es-et on n'a pas prouv6 qu'ils les
payaient auparavant, c'est une prisomption qu'on
a voulu tirer du fait que l'intim6 ne les a pas paybes,
mais il n'est pas impossible que Giroux l'ait fait-ont
voulu laisser vendre l'immeuble et s'en porter ensuite
adjudicataires. En supposant que les appelants aient
eu cette intention, il n'en rsulte pas nicessairement
qu'ils aient voulu frauder l'intim6. Ils 6taient pro-
pri6taires d'A peu pris les deux-tiers indivis des
immeubles 266 et 360, I'autre tiers indivis appartenant
aux autres h6ritiers O'Connell. Ils ne devaient pas,
dans ces circonstances, la totalit6 des taxes, et rien ne
les obligeait A payer la part de leurs copropridtaires.
En supposant qu'ils aient pay- toutes les taxes pendant
plusieurs ann6es, ils n'6taient certainement pas tenus
de continuer ind6finiment de payer pour leurs copro-
pri6taires, et pour l'intim6, s'il 6tait vraiment copro-
pri6taire, surtout quand on ne d6montre pas qu'ils
recevalent les revenus ou loyers de ces propri~tis.
Il y avait pour les appelants deux moyens de sortir
de cette situation, l'action en partage ou la vente des
immneubles pour les taxes, et je suis d'avis qu'on ne
peut accuser les appelants de conspiration frauduleuse
parce qu'ils ont choisi le second moyen, beaucoup
moins cofiteux que le premier.

On dit que les appelants auraient dd pr6venir
l'intim6 de cette vente. Le s~crbtaire-trdsorier du
conseil de comt6 a annonc6 la vente, tel que l'exigeait
le code municipal, et A moins de dire qu'il y avait,
pour les appelants, obligation 16gale de donner un
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"" avis particulier A l'intim6, ce qu'on ne peut pr6tendre,
MUNROE on ne peut les taxer de fraude parce qu'ils n'ont pas

V.
LEFEVRE. donn6 cet avis. On a voulu soutenir qu'il y avait

Mignaultu. eu ici gestion d'affaires pour l'intim6. Rien ne justifie
cette assertion, car on n'a pas prouv6 qu'il y ait mime
eu une gestion quelconque. La vrit6, c'est qu'il y a
eu incurie incroyable de la part de 'intim6 qui demeu-
rait A Quebec et qui n'est pas al16 une fois, dans une
quarantaine d'ann6es, visiter cette propri6t6 dont il
pr4tend avoir 6 copropri6taire, et ne s'est jamais
occup6 de savoir si les taxes 6taient paydes. Dans ces
circonstances, on ne doit pas 6couter l'intim6 quand il
reproche aux appelants de n'avoir pas pay- les taxes
pour lui, et qu'il les accuse de conspiration frauduleuse
parce qu'ils ont cess6, dit-il, de payer ces taxes, qu'ils
ont laiss6 vendre la propri6t6 et I'ont ensuite rachet6i
sans 1'en avoir pr6venu.

Il y a ici, on me permettra de le dire, une confusion
d'iddes, assez in6vitable il est vrai, car on procide de
supposition en supposition. On suppose d'abord,
et A tort suivant moi, que l'intim6 6tait copropri6taire
avec les appelants; le jugement qu'il a obtenu, en
1899, contre Diana O'Connell dans une action pure-
ment personnelle, d6montre qu'il se considdrait cr~an-
cier et non copropridtaire. Se basant ensuite sur
cette pr6tendue copropri6td, on suppose, sans aucune
preuve, que les appelants 6taient en possession du
lot no 266 et qu'ils en tiraient les revenus. Cela
mime ne suffit pas, car il faut encore supposer, toujours
sans preuve, que ces revenus 6taient suffisants pour
payer les taxes. Ensuite on dit que le copropridtaire
en possession est oblig6 de prendre soin de la chose
commune et qu'il est responsable des fautes qu'il
commet dans sa gestion (Baudry-Lacantinerie, Socidtd,
38 6dition, no 536). Cela je le concide, mais il ne
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s'ensuit pas qu'il soit oblig6 envers ses copropri6taires 1

d'acquitter les charges et impots dont la chose est xWROE
grev6e, surtout pour la part incombant h ses copro- LEPEVE,

pri6taires. Au contraire, les auteurs enseignent qu'il Mignault.J.

n'y a, en l'absence d'une convention expresse, aucun
lien personnel entre les copropri6taires, aucun mandat
tacite entre eux comme entre associ6s aux termes de
l'article 1851 du code civil (Baudry-Lacantinerie,.
Soci6td, no. 539: Fuzier-Herman, vo. Indivision, no.
137 et suiv.). S'il n'y a ni lien personnel, ni mandat
tacite, il est clair que le copropridtaire en possession
ne repr6sente pas ses copropri6taires et qu'il n'est
tenu A leur 6gard d'aucun devoir actif, mais seulement
du devoir n6gatif de ne pas abuser de sa possession
et de ne pas s'opposer A ce que ses copropri~taires
jouissent avec lui de la chose commune (Fuzier-
Herman, eodem verbo, no- 73 et 74.) Et quant aux
dettes ou charges qui grivent la chose, chaque copro-
pri6taire est tenu d'en supporter sa part (Fuzier-
Herman, nos 97 et 98), et par consequent l'un d'eux
n'est pas oblig6 de payer pour les autres. Tout ceci
est 616mentaire et il est 4galement 616mentaire de dire
qu'il n'y a pas de responsabilit6 sans obligation, et
pas de faute 1 moins qu'il n'y ait manquement A un
devoir. Et si les appelants n'6taient pas tenus de
payer les taxes pour l'intim6, s'ils n'6taient pas oblig6s
de lui donner un avis particulier d'une vente annonc6e
publiquement, et on ne cite aucune autorit6 exigeant
cet avis, il s'ensuit qu'ils ne sont pas en faute A son
6gard, que la fraude n'existe pas pour la raison qu'aucun
droit de l'intimi n'a 6t viol, et que s'il souffre un
pr6judice il le souffre par sa propre incurie.

Je conclus done que l'accusation de fraude n'est pas
6tablie, et il ne faut pas oublier que l'intim6, 6tant
demandeur, avait la charge de cette preuve.
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1-o Venons-en maintenant aux formalitis de la vente,
MuNROE qui sont celles que prescrivait l'ancien code municipal.

W'V.
LEFEVRE. Les articles que je citerai sont les articles de ce code.

MignaultJ. L'intim6 attaque cette vente pour cinq raisons.

1. Il n'y a pas eu d'enchbres, ni d'ajournement de
la vente, et cette vente a t6 faite en bloc.

Ce moyen a 6t trouv6 bien fond6 par la cour sup6-
rieure, qui se base sur des d6finitions donnies du mot
"enchbre" par certains r6pertoires, et sur l'article
1003 C.M. qui veut que la vente soit ajourn6e si,
au moment de la vente, aucune enchbre n'est offerte.
Ici les appelants avaient offert de payer le montant
des taxes et des frais. Aux termes de-1'article 1001

quiconque off re alors (au temps fix6 pour la vente) de payer le montant
des deniers A pr6lever pour la moindre partie de cc terrain, en devient
I'acqu~reur, et cette partie du terrain doit lui 6tre adjug6e sur le champ
par le secr~taire-trisorier, qui vend celle qui convient le mieux A l'int6r~t
du d6biteur.

Il est 6vident donc que s'il y a eu telle offre, on ne
peut dire qu'il n'y a pas eu d'enchbre, et l'article 1003
ne s'applique pas. Dans ces circonstances, la vente
ne devait pas 6tre ajourn6e.

On insiste et on dit que la vente des no- 266 et 360
s'est faite en bloc, c'est-A-dire que les deux num6ros ont
it6 vendus ensemble et pour un seul prix.

La preuve constate que ces deux lots 6taient entrds
et 6valu6s ensemble au rble d'6valuation. Ils parais-
sent avoir 6t6 lou6s tous les deux au nomm6 Giroux.
Cela 6tant, j'adopte la r6ponse A cette objection que
donne l'honorable juge-en-chef Lamothe en ces termes:

Il n'y a, dans ce fait, aucune irr6gularit6 fatale. Deux lots de
terrain, ayant des num6ros de cadastre diff6rents, peuvent 6tre 6valuds
et tax6s ensemble s'ils appartiennent A un mime propri6taire, s'ils
forment une seule exploitation, etc. Ils peuvent Atre vendus en bloc
dans les mgmes cas. Lors de la confection du r6le d'6valuation, on
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peut objecter A la r6union de ces deux lots: si aucune objection n'est 1920
faite, le r6le d'6valuation ainsi que le r6le de taxation, ne sont pas, par MUNROE
1, frappds de nullit6. La saisie se fait conform6ment au r6le muni- V.
cipal; elle no peut se faire autrement. IJIEVRE.

Mignault J.
2. La vente a t faite aux d6biteurs. L'intime -

dit "aux saisis." Il est 6vident qu'il n'y avait pas de
"saisis" ici, car il n'y a eu aucune saisie, et, quand la
vente a lieu aux termes des art. 998 et suiv. du code
municipal, elle se fait sans qu'il y ait saisie des immeu-
bles assujettis aux taxes.

II est vrai qu'aux termes de l'article 748 du code de
proc6dure, la partie saisie, si elle est personnellement
tenue de la dette, ne peut se porter adjudicataire,
mais je suis d'avis que la validit6 des ventes pour taxes
municipales doit 6tre jug6e d'aprbs les dispositions du
code municipal seulement. Or ce code ne contient
pas de dispositions semblables A Particle 748 C.P.C.

Du reste, tout le monde sait qu'il arrive tris souvent
qu'une personne responsable du paiement des taxes
municipales ou d'une partie de ces taxes ach~te A
la vente municipale, son but 6tant quelquefois de se
faire donner un nouveau titre qui, au bout de deux
ans sans retrait, la fera consid6rer comme propri6taire
irr6vocable (art. 1007 C.M.), et aura l'effet de purger
l'immeuble des hypothiques (art. 1013 C.M.). Si
maintenant nous d6clarions qu'une personne respon-
sable des taxes ne peut acheter A la vente municipale,
nous reconnaitrions implicitement l'invalidit6 d'une
quantit6 considerable de titres qui reposent sur un
achat semblable. Je suis d'opinion que ces titres sont
valables, et je ne veux d'autre autorit6 que celle de la loi,
car l'art. 1001, que j'ai d6jA cit6, se sert de 1'expression
"quiconque" qui 6videmment comprend, parmi les
personnes qui peuvent ench6rir, le d6biteur des taxes.

15780-20
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On dit qu'alors cette personne achite d'elle-mnme.
MUNROE Cela n'est pas exact: elle ach6te de la corporation du
LETEVRE. comt6 au nom de qui l'acte de vente est consenti

Mignautl (art. 1009 C.M.). Peu importe qu'elle paie sa dette
en mAme temps que le prix de vente: la faute, si faute
il y a, est celle de la loi qui ne veut pas que le prix
d'adjudication d6passe le montant des deniers A
pr6lever y compris les frais. Pour cette raison, on ne
peut se plaindre que la vente se soit faite A vil prix,
car le prix de vente ne peut exc6der le chiffre des
taxes et des frais encourus. Voy. I'art. 1001 C.M.

L'intim6 cite des autorit6s anglaises et ambricaines
sur cette question. Je crois qu'il suffit de nous en
tenir aux articles du code qui sont suffisamment
explicites pour nous guider en cette matibre.

3. Il n'y a pas eu de discussion pr6alable des meubles
des appelants, les d6biteurs.

Je r6ponds que la saisie et la vente des meubles du
dbbiteur, facultatives aux termes de l'article 962
C.M., n'est pas une condition prialable de la vente
des immeubles pour les taxes qui les gr~vent en vertu
des art. 998 et suivants du code municipal.

4. Les appelants, d6biteurs des taxes, en payant le
prix d'adjudication, se trouvent avoir pay6 leur
propre dette, et ne peuvent ainsi changer le titre
qu'ils avaient aux lots no- 266 et 360.

J'ai r6pondu A cette objection en discutant le
deuxibme moyen de nullit6 de l'intim6.

5. La vente a t6 faite super non domino et non
possidente et est partant nulle.

La preuve constate qu'en 1896 les numbros 266 et
360 6taient entr6s au rble d'6valuation au nom de
Dame Veuve John O'Connell. En 1899 l'entrde est
"Succession Dame Veuve John O'Connell." En 1902
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c'est "Succession Veuve John O'Connell." En 1905 1

on met "Succession John O'Connell." En 1908, MausOn

apris l'adjudication mais avant l'acte de vente, on lit: LEPBTRE.

"Dame Mary S. O'Connell et Mr. W. G. O'Connell." mg tJI

Avant de discuter cette objection il vaut mieux
rendre compte des dispositions principales du code
municipal se rapportant tant au rble d'6valuation
qu'A la vente des terrains pour taxes.

Le code municipal, art. 718, exige qu'on entre au
rble d'6valuation, les noms, pr6noms et qualit6 des
propri6taires de biens imposables quand ils sont connus.
Aux termes de l'article 723 si le propri6taire d'un
terrain est inconnu, les estimateurs mettent le mot
"inconnu" dans la colonne des noms des propri6taires,
en regard <de la dsignation de ce terrain. Le rble
d'6valuation est examin6 par le conseil, et toute personne
peut se plaindre des entries y faites, et le conseil
peut corriger les noms des personnes qui y sont
inscrites (art. 734, 735). Ce r6le sert de base au rble
de perception qui indique, entre autres mentions, les
noms et 6tat de chaque propri6taire contribuable
inscrit au rble d'6valuation, ou le mot "inconnu" si le
propri6taire est inconnu (art. 955.)

Maintenant, quant A la vente d'immeubles pour
taxes, le secr6taire-tr6sorier du conseil local, sur
l'ordre du conseil, doit, avant le 20 d~cembre de
chaque ann6e, transmettre au bureau du conseil de
comt6 une liste des personnes endett6es pour des taxes
municipales ou scolaires, avec la d6signation des
terrains impos6s et le montant des taxes qui les
affectent (art. 373). Ces renseignements regus, le
secr6taire-tr6sorier du conseil de comt6 doit pr6parer,
avant le 8 janvier de chaque ann6e, une liste donnant

15780-201
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%-_ la d6signation de tous les terrains situbs dans la muni-
MIUNROF cipaliti du comt6 h raison desquels il est d6~i des taxes

t,.
LETEVRE. municipales ou scolaires, avec les noms des propri&-

Mignault J. taires tels qu'indiqu6s au r6le d'6valuation, et en
regard des terrains le montant des taxes qui les affec-
tent. Cette liste est accompagn6e d'un avis public
annongant que ces terrains seront vendus A 1'enchbre
publique au lieu o-i le conseil de comt6 tient ses ses-
sions, le premier mercredi de mars suivant A dix
heures du matin, h difaut de paiement des taxes et
des frais encourus (art. 998). La liste et l'avis doivent
Stre publi~s en la manire ordinaire et, de plus, deux
fois dans la Gazette Officielle et dans un on plusieurs
" papiers-nouvelles, " dans le cours du mois de j anvier
(art. 999). Au temps fix6 pour la vente, le secr~taire-
trisorier du conseil de comt6 vend ces terrains aprbs
avoir fait connattre le montant A pr6lever sur chacun
d'eux, y compris la part de frais encourus pour la
vente (art. 1000). Puis L'article 1001 indique la
manibre de faire cette vente; je le cite encore textuelle-
ment h cause de son importance dans cette cause:

Quiconque offre alors de payer le montant des deniers A pr6lever, y
compris les frais, pour la moindre partie de ce terrain, en devient
I'acqufreur, et cette partic du terrain doit lui 6tre adjug6e sur le champ
par le secr6taire-tr6sorier, qui vend celle qui convient le mieux P l'intkr~t
du d6biteur.

Sur paiement, par l'adjudicataire, du montant de
son acquisition, le secr~taire-tr6sorier constate les
particularitis de la vente dans un certificat fait en
double sous sa signature, et en remet un duplicata
A l'adjudicataire. Le deuxibme alinia de l'article
1004 dont je viens de transcrire le premier alinda,
ajoute:

L'adjudicataire est d~s lors saisi de la proprit6 du terrain adjug4
et peut en prendre possession, sujet au retrait qui peut en 6tre fait dans
les deux ann6es suivantes, et aux rentes foncibres constitu6es.
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Citons aussi 1'article 1007: W9
MUNRO00

Si, dans les deux ann6es qui suivent le jour de l'adjudication, le V.
terrain adjug6 n'a pas 6t rachet6 ou retrait d'apr~s les dispositions du LEEVRE.
chapitre suivant, I'adjudicataire en demeure propri6taire irr6vocable. Mignault J.

L'adjudicataire a droit alors A un acte de vente du
terrain, qui lui est consenti par la corporation du
comtd. Ajoutons que la vente transf~re A l'adjudi-
cataire tous les droits du propri6taire primitif et,
sauf certaines exceptions, purge tous les privilhges
et hypothbques dont le terrain peut 6tre grev6 (art.
1013). Enfin l'action pour faire annuler une vente
de terrain faite en vertu de ces dispositions, ou le
droit d'en invoquer l'ill6galit6, se prescrivent par deux
ans A compter de la date de l'adjudication (art. 1015).

Quand la vente en question a t6 faite les immeubles
4taient entrs au r6le d'6valuation au nom de la
succession John O'Connell. Ces biens venaient de la
succession James O'Connell, de sorte qu'il y avait
erreur de prinom. Cette erreur cependant ne pouvait
tromper personne, I'intim6 moins que tout autre, et ce
qui me parait d6cisif c'est que personne, ni l'intim6,
ni aucun autre int6ress6, n'a demand6 la correction
du rble d'6valuation. L'intim&-s'il 6tait vraiment
copropri~taire, et je ne puis lui reconnaltre cette
qualit6--aurait pu faire ins6rer son nom au role
d'6valuation. Il n'en a eu aucun souci pr6f6rant
sans doute faire payer les taxes municipales par
d'autres. Je suis donc d'opinion que l'intim6 est
mal fond6 A dire, A cause de 'entr6e des terrains au
nom de la succession John O'Connell, que la vente
s'est faite super non domino.

Les formalit s exig6es par le code municipal pour la
vente des terrains pour taxes municipales paraissent
avoir 6t 'suivies. Les annonces ont t6 faites dans la
Gazette Officielle ainsi qu'A la porte de 1'6glise de la
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1920 paroisse de Sainte-Foy. Je ne trouve pas au dossier
MnNRoo la preuve de l'annonce dans un " papier-nouvelles " au

V.

m'wv*. d6sir de l'art. 999, mais l'intim.6 ne s'est pas plaint
Mianault J. devant nous qu'elle n'ait pas 6t faite, et la prdsomp-

tion est qu'elle a di 4tre publi6e: omnia presumuntur
rite et solemniter facta donec probetur in contrarium.
Du reste, 1'article 1015 empAcherait I'intim6 de s'en
plaindre maintenant. Je trouve que le secr6taire-
tr6sorier s'est littdralement conform6 & 1'article 1001
en faisant l'adjudication. Il explique son mode de
proc6der en ces termes:

Q. Vous rappelez-vous de la fagon dont la vente a 4t6 conduite?
Est-ce qu'elle a t6 conduite comme vous dites 1A? Comment avez-
vous demandd?

R. Je mets la propri6t6, d'abord, A l'enchare et je demande qui
offre de payer le montant des taxes et des frais pour la propridt6. Le
premier prit me dit; Je la prends pour le montant des taxes et des
frais. Je d6mande s'il y a d'autres ench6risseurs. S'il y en a qui me
disent; II n'y en a pas, je 'adjuge. C'est de m~me que ga s'est fait IA.

Q. Comment demandez-vous l'ench6re?
R. C'est-A-dire, supposons qu'il y en a deux pour acheter. Une

premiere fois, il dit; Je la prends pour le montant des taxes et des
frais. Un autre, par derribre vous, peut dire; Je la prends pour les
trois quarts, ou le huitibme, pour le mime montant.

Q. C'est de m~me qu'elle a 6 mise A 1'enchire?
R. Sans doute, c'est de m~me.

On ne peut mieux se conformer aux exigences du
code municipal. Le secr6taire-tr~sorier n'a pas le
droit de recevoir plus que le montant des taxes et des
frais. Les surench~res se font, si je puis m'exprimer
ainsi, en moins prenant, c'est-A-dire, la somme offerte
restant invariable, le surench6risseur prend moins de
terrain pour le mime montant que le premier ench6-
risseur, et ainsi de suite. S'il n'y a qu'un seul ench&
risseur, il prend le terrain ou la partie qu'il indique
dans son enchbre pour le montant des taxes et des
frais encourus. Que les tiers puissent en souffrir,
c'est possible, mais ils peuvent surench6rir de la manidre
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que j'ai indiqude, et s'ils sont cr6anciers hypoth6caires 1920

ils ont droit de recevoir un avis du registrateur s'ils MUNo3

ont pris la precaution de faire inscrire leur nom dans LREfvRE.

le livre d'adresses de ce dernier (art.. 2161 (i) code Mignault J.

civil). En tout cas, la seule question qui doive nous
occuper ici, ce ne sont pas les inconv6nients qui peuvent
r6sulter de la loi, mais uniquement celle de savoir si
on s'est conform6 A la loi. Je ne puis r6pondre A
cette question autrement que dans l'affirmative.
J'ajoute que si l'intim6 souffre un pr6judice, il ne peut
s'en prendre qu'A son incroyable incurie. Vigilantibus
non dormientibus scripta est lex.

Les objections de l'intim6 me paraissent done
toutes mal fonddes et, par cons6quent, I'appel doit
tre accord6 et l'action de 'intim6 renvoyde avec

d6pens de toutes les cours, moins toutefois, pour les
raisons donn6es plus haut, les frais d'impression du
"'case."'

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Taschereau, Roy, Cannon,
Parent & Casgrain.

Solicitors for the respondent: Robitaille & Fafard.
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1920 ALEXANDER C. McKENZIE
APPELLANT'

*Nov 11. (PLAINTIFF).....................
*Dec. 17.

AND

HATTIE WALSH (DEFENDANT) .. . RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA

SCOTIA.

Sale of land - Memo. in writing - Statute of Frauds -
Additional terms.

Pursuant to an agreement to purchase her property the vendor signed
the following document: "Received from A. C. McKenzie the sum
of two hundred dollars on the purchase of house No. 33 Spring
Garden Road. Purchase price ten thousand five hundred dollars.
Balance on delivery of deed." In an action by the purchaser for
specific performance.

Held, that this document contained all the essential terms of a contract
for the sale of land and complied with the conditions of sec. 7 of
the Statute of Frauds. R.S.N.S. [1900] ch. 141.

It was contended that the time for completion of the purchase was a
term of the contract and should have appeared in the written
memorandum.

Held, that the finding of the trial judge that the time for completion
was agreed on after the document was signed should be accepted
and it was, therefore, not a term of the original contract but an
arrangement for carrying it out.

Per Duff J.-This defence was not pleaded nor submitted to the jury
and, as a question of fact, could not be raised after verdict since it
was not disclosed so as to challenge the attention of the plaintiff.

It was also alleged that the property sold wAs mortgaged and the pur-
chase was only of the equity of redemption which the memorandum
did not disclose.

Held, that the purchase was of the whole property and not of the equity
of redemption only and that the contract contained in the memo-
randum could be worked out as if it provided for the mortgage.

*PRESENT.-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.
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APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of 1920
Nova Scotia, (1) reversing the judgment at the trial in McKaNZIa

favour of the plaintiff and dismissing the action. WAsH.

The material facts and the questions raised on this
appeal are sufficiently stated in the above head-note.

Jenks K.C. for the appellant.

Power K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I Must confess I was not, at
the close of the argument, without some doubts as
to the sufficiency of the written receipt or memorandum
relied upon in this case as satisfying the. Statute of
Frauds. After consideration, however, and reading
of the authorities cited by counsel on both sides, I
have reached the conclusion that the memorandum
or receipt is sufficient. That it must contain all the
essential terms of the contract and must show that the
parties have agreed to those terms is conceded by both
sides. That it does do so, I conclude. The essential
terms are the parties, the property and the price.

The memo. or receipt in this case reads as follows:

Halifax, N.S.
February 5, 1919.

Received from A. C. McKenzie the sum of two hundred dollars on
the purchase of house, No. 33 Spring Garden Road. Purchase price
ten thousand five huudred dollars. Balance on delivery of deed.

(Signed) Hattie Walsh.

It seems to me that these three essential terms of the
contract-parties, property and price-are all included.

It appears that after the memo. was signed the
parties met and arranged for a time of completion,
viz., the 15th of April, and possession; the 1st of May.

(1) 54 N.S. Rep. 26.
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1920 I have read most carefully the judgments delivered
McKENZIE in the court below and concur with the opinion of

V.

WALS. Chief Justice Harris that the written memorandum or
The Chief receipt discloses a contract in writing sufficient to

Justice.
- satisfy the Statute of Frauds and that the arrangements

subsequently made for a time of completion and
possession were in the nature of appointments merely
to carry out the contract and not varying its terms.

I concur with the learned Chief Justice's judgment
and for the reasons given by him would allow this
appeal and restore the judgment of the trial judge
with costs throughout.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant as plaintiff sued respond-
ent for specific performance of an agreement entered
into by her for the sale to him of a house and premises
in Halifax.

The appellant paid, after several meetings at which
negotiations had taken place, two hundred dollars, and
got from the respondent the following receipt:-

Halifax, N.S.,
February 5, 1919.

Received from A. C. McKenzie the sum of two hundred dollars
on the purchase of house No. 33, Spring Garden Road. Purchase
price ten thousand five hundred dollars. Balance on delivery of deed.

(Signed) Hattie Walsh.

She evidently, a month or so afterwards, had made
up her mind not to sell.

The appellant brought this action on the 2nd of
May, 1919, and, by his statement of claim, delivered
later, set forth therein a copy of this agreement as
basis of his claim.

It is now contended by respondent, after being
beaten in several other contentions she set up, that
this is not a sufficient memorandum in writing to
comply with the Statute of Frauds.
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Prima facie it certainly seems to be so by containing 12

all the essential elements of a bargain and sale of land. MC0ENSIE

It is given expressly, for the cash payment, on the
rdingto J.

purchase of a house, definitely described, of which the I
purchase price is to be $10,500 and the balance on
delivery of deed.

Surely that covers all that is necessary to satisfy
the Statute of Frauds unless there is something render-
ing the transaction entered upon much more compli-
cated than usual, which does not appear herein.

The respondent in defence pleaded that the actual
agreement was only an optional one dependent upon
whether or not the respondent would be able to obtain
possession of another property which she had leased,
and further that the respondent signed the above
quoted memorandum upon the representation by
appellant that it was a mere receipt for two hundred
dollars.

Upon this issue the parties went to trial and the
result, upon most conflicting evidence, was a verdict
of the jury answering questions submitted entirely
negativing the contentions thus set up.

No other questions seem to have been suggested by
the respondent.

In an ordinary trial as to the validity of the receipt
as a contract setting out the terms, this should have
ended the whole matter in dispute.

The resourceful counsel for respondent was only
able to suggest at the close of the learned trial judge's
charge the following, answered as appears by the
learned judge as follows-

Mr. Ralston: Will you explain that the arrangement is everything
that took place between them that night?
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1920 His Lordship: The arrangement is the agreement between the

McKaNzi parties; the written agreement is conclusive in McKenzie's favour, if
V. he is telling the truth, but the woman says that agreement was not the

WALSH* whole agreement, that the whole agreement contained that condition,
Idington j. and that is the difference between the parties.

Then one would have expected the matter to end
by the verdict of the jury, for counsel did not object to
the charge further, or except thereto in any other way.

What transpired between the learned judge and
counsel later, does not appear in the case before us,
but one may infer from the judgment of the learned
judge that some further contentions, however irregular,
had been set up by counsel, for there is a judgment of
the learned trial judge in which he deals with a con-
tention first that the time for .completion of the con-
tract had not been contained in the memorandum of
the contract, and secondly that the mode of dealing
with the problem of an existing mortgage had not
been dealt with in the memorandum.

He disposes of the former by finding as a fact that
the time for completion had been determined by the
parties after the signing of the memorandum.

It was quite competent for the parties proceeding
upon the validity of the memorandum to have done so,
and default that, for the court to have determined what
was a reasonable length of time, on the assumption that
the contract was sufficient within the Statute of Frauds.

The finding of the learned trial judge may fall
within either and must bind all concerned.

The other question of the existence of a mortgage is
an every day incident dealt with by the courts in
suits for specific performance and is amply covered
by the decision of this court in. Williston v. Lawson
(1), at page 679, as expressed by Strong J. in the
language quoted.

(1) 19 Can. S. C.R. 673.
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I doubt if there ever sat in any Canadian Court a 1920

judge more learned in the relevant law to be observed Mc NZIE

as a guide, or better qualified to express an opinion WA-H.

on such a point of equity jurisprudence upon which Idington J.

the right to specific performance rests.
It would seem to me that the matter should have

rested there. But the respondent was persistent and
appealed, taking, in her notice of appeal, the following
grounds, the nature of which I give in abbreviated
form:

1st, that the findings were against the weight of
evidence; 2nd, such as reasonable men should not
have made; 3rd, because they were against the proba-
bilities; 4th, that the learned judge wrongly instructed
the jury; and 5th, because the learned judge's direction
as to the effect of the conflict was to present an issue
of one or other party committing perjury and hence a
withdrawal of the case from the jury.

Not a word therein points to the question of the
requirements of the Statute of Frauds having been
fulfilled or not.

I cannot find in the case any leave to amend this
notice or take any other ground.

The first observation I think this calls for is that
all argument addressed to us relative to the non-
compliance with. the Statute of Frauds never seems
to have occurred to counsel at the trial beyond what
was properly submitted to the jury and thus disposed
of; and seems to have been abandoned as a hopeless
contention when giving notice of appeal but, by reason
of something which does not appear, suggested in
appeal, is again mooted.

The result thereof is an opinion judgment of the
learned Chief Justice completely answering any such
contention; another of Mr. Justice Longley that
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1920 finds fault with the learned trial judge's charge, and
McKENZIE expresses the opinion that there should be a new trial,V.

WAL. and then, though finding difficulty in assenting to the
Idington J. proposition of Mr. Justice Ritchie that the document

was not of a character to fulfil the conditions of the
Statute of Frauds, finally assents thereto and to the
dismissal of the action.

I recite all this as illuminating how little confidence
either bench or bar had in the contention now made
the sole basis of answer to this appeal here.

I respectfully submit that once the issues raised
before the jury had been by them disposed of adversely
to the respondent, there was nothing more, reasonably
to be hoped for, as resting upon the Statute of Frauds.

I repeat that the memorandum was not solely a
receipt. for money, but prima facie evidence of a com-
plete contract within the Statute of Frauds, and when
such substantial issues as presented to the jury were
disposed of by them, nothing more should have been
given effect to, and that the mere matters of method
or form of carrying out the contract need not have
been further considered as being required by the
Statute of Frauds.

Hence I think the appeal should be allowed with
costs throughout and the judgment of the learned
trial judge restored.

DUFF J.-I concur on the whole with the judgment
of the Chief Justice of Nova Scotia, and there is only
one point which I would like to put in a slightly
different way.

The majority of the full court took the view that
the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds had not been
complied with inasmuch as it was a term of the agree-
ment that the balance of the purchase money was to
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be paid on the 15th of April and the deed then delivered 1

and that this term does not appear in the memorandum McKENZIE
produced by the plaintiff. I assume, without express- waS

ing any opinion on it, that the document produced is Duff J.

not in itself of such a character as to preclude oral
evidence shewing that it did not embody all the
material terms of the contract and consequently
that it was open to the defendant to plead and prove
by oral evidence that a stipulation to the effect men-
tioned was a term of the agreement.

The statement of defence raises no such issue.
The 9th paragraph, it is true, alleges that the memo-
randum produced by the appellant did not contain
all the terms of the agreement actually entered into
between the parties but the language of the plea
("does not contain all the terms of the said conditional
agreement or option") unmistakably relates to the
agreement alleged by the defendant in paragraph
7 which, while professing to set out fully the terms of
the agreement, mentions no stipulation touching the
date of the delivery of the deed or payment of the
purchase money. The state of the pleadings is not
without importance as indicating the issue to which
the evidence was directed; although of course the
pleadings in themselves are by no means conclusive as
to that. An examination of the proceedings at the trial,
however, leaves no doubt on one's mind that the
evidence was not directed to the issue whether or not
such a stipulation formed part of the agreement
between the parties. Such an issue would of course
be an issue of fact and prima-ily therefore a question
for the jury. In that issue the onus would be on the
defendant because the plaintiff had alleged a contract
in the terms of the memorandum set out and if the
defendant denying an agreement in such terms alleged
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1- in the alternative that if there was an agreement in
McKENZIE such terms there was a further term not disclosed byV'.

WAL. . the memorandum that would be matter of defence
Duff . and of the onus of that defence he must acquit himself.

Only once during the trial was the point adverted to.
In cross-examination, the plaintiff was asked whether
the arrangement that the balance of the purchase
money was to be paid on the date mentioned was
made on the day on which the memorandum was
signed or later. The plaintiff was unable to answer
although he did say that this was a part of the arrange-
ment between him and the defendant. No question
was submitted to the jury upon the point, no suggestion
was made by defendant's counsel that the jury should
be asked to pass upon it. On motion for judgment
the trial judge was asked to dismiss the action on the
ground that no date for completion was mentioned in
the memorandum but he rejected the contention taking
the view that the arrangement in respect of the date of
completion was made after the day on which the
memorandum was signed and that in any event this
arrangement was not part of the contract but in the
nature of an appointment for the purpose of carrying
out the contract.

It was not, in my opinion, open to the defendant
after the verdict to raise this question as a question of
fact. I express no opinion as to whether the practice
of the Nova Scotia courts would permit such a question
to be decided by the judge as a question of fact.
No such question of fact could be raised after verdict
because the point not having been taken on the
pleadings, it was the defendant's duty, if intended to
rely upon it, to disclose it in such a way as to challenge
the plaintiff's attention to it and it is very clear that
this was not done. ?
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I may add, however, that dealing with it as a 1

question of fact, reading the memorandum with the McKENZIE

evidence given by the plaintiff, my finding would be WALSH.

that the defendant had failed to prove that such a Duff J.

term was part of the contract. It follows, of course,
from this that the defendants could not, raising the
point as a point of law, succeed.

The appeal should be allowed and the judgment of
Mr. Justice Drysdale restored.

ANGLIN J.-This case has, in my opinion, been so
satisfactorily dealt with by the learned Chief Justice
of Nova Scotia that I shall content myself with express-
ing respectful concurrence in the opinion which he
delivered. I would merely add a reference to the
well-known language of Halsbury L.C. in Nevill v.
Fine Art and General Ins. Co. (1), at page 76, on the
hopelessness of asking for a new trial for mere non-
direction where no exception has been taken to the
charge at the trial.

MIGNAULT J.-This is an action taken by the
appellant for the specific performance of an agreement
for the sale by the respondent to the appellant of the
former's house in Halifax. On the 5th February,
1919, the appellant called on the respondent and
proposed to purchase her house. The appellant
testifies as to his conversation with the respondent as
follows:-

Q. Tell us what the conversation was? A. I just asked her if
the house was for sale; she told me it was; then I asked her the price;
she told me what the price was, $10,500.00, and after a little talking
back and forth I told her I would give her her price.

Q. That is $10,500.00? A. Yes.

(1) [1897] A.C. 68.
15780-21
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1920 Q. What happened then? A. At the same time she told me she

McKENzm was offered $10,000.00, or had been offered $10,000.00 and that she was
v. asking $10,500.00.

WALSH. Q. You agreed to give her $10,500.00? A. Yes; then I went out
Mignault j. and told her I would be back in half an hour; I went out and came

- back with the receipt and the money.
Q. You came back; you brought back this receipt I show you and

this cheque? A. Yes, and that cheque.
Q. What took place then? A. I read the receipt and passed it

over to Mrs. Walsh and apparently she read it; she had it anyway and
she apparently read it before she signed it.

Q. She signed it in your presence? A. Yes.
Q. And you gave her this cheque? A. Yes.
Q. You got the cheque back from your bank vouchered cashed?

A. Yes.
Q. And what further was said about the property at that time?

A. There was nothing particular said at that time.

The receipt referred to is very material because the
issue now between the parties is whether it was a
sufficient memorandum in writing to satisfy the
Statute of Frauds. It reads as follows.

Halifax, Feb. 5th, 1919.

Received from A. C. McKenzie the sum of two hundred dollars on
the purchase of house No. 33, Spring Gar. Rd., purchase price ten
thousand five hundred dollars.

Balance on delivery of deed.
(Sgd.) Hattie Walsh.

Two objections are now made to the sufficiency of
this receipt.

1. It was agreed between the parties, according to
the appellant's story, that the balance of the purchase
price would be paid on the 15th of April, and that
possession would be given the appellant on May 1st,
and this term was a material term of the agreement
and was not mentioned in the memorandum.

2. There was a mortgage on the house of $5,000
and the appellant states that the respondent said that
this mortgage could stay on, and no mention of this is
made in the memorandum.
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I may say that the learned trial judge (Drysdale J.) 1
tried this case with a jury, and the issue raised at the McKFNZIE

trial by the respondent was that it was a condition of WALSH

the arrangement that the appellant.was not to have the Mignault J.

house unless the respondent could get her tenants out
of another house belonging to her by April 1st. The
learned trial judge put questions to the jury covering
this issue, and the answers were against the pretensions
of the respondent. Judgment was given in favour of
the appellant, but the respondent succeeded in her
appeal to the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia en banc.

My opinion is clearly that the learned trial judge's
charge was a fair one, and if the evidence of the respond-
ent's daughters was not sufficiently set out by the
learned trial judge, his attention should have been
called to the matter by the respondent's counsel after
the charge. This was not done, and I do not think
the objection should now be entertained. I may add
that no new trial was granted by the court below, but
the appellant's action was dismissed on the objections
taken to the memorandum under the Statute of Frauds,
the learned Chief Justice of Nova Scotia dissenting.

Coming now to the objections founded on the
Statute of Frauds, the only one on which I feel any
difficulty is the first one, and this difficulty is on the
point whether the agreement alleged by the appellant
as to the payment of the balance of the purchase
price and the delivery of possession took place at the
interview of February 5th, or was a subsequent parol
agreement. If the former, I would think it was a
material term of the agreement, and should have been
mentioned in the memorandum. If it was a subse-
quent parol agreement, I think the memorandum is
sufficient.
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As can be seen, the memorandum describes the
MCKENZIF house to be sold and mentions the price, $10,500.00,

WALSH. on which $200.00 was then paid, and says:-
Mignault J.

- Balance on delivery of deed.

The appellant in his statement of claim says that,
by a subsequent parol agreement, it was agreed that
payment of the balance and delivery of the deeds
should be made by the 15th of April, and that respond-
ent should occupy the house free of rent until May 1st.

In the evidence given by the appellant as part of his
case, he says that this agreement would be in March
some time, either February or March. When called
in rebuttal, he first says it was made the next time he
was in the respondent's house, but adds further on
that it may have been made either when the receipt
was signed or later.

This, as it stands, is somewhat indefinite, but the
learned trial judge found as follows:-

It seems the parties met after the date of memo and arranged for
a time of completion, viz., the 15th of April and possession the 1st of
May, but I think such arrangements were in the nature merely of
appointments-to carry out the contract and not an effort to vary the
terms, which could not, I think, be verbally done.

I think this agreement, if subsequent to the memo-
randum, was of the nature stated by the learned trial
judge, but the material point is that the learned judge
finds as a fact that the arrangement was subsequent to
the memorandum. I think this finding of fact should
be accepted.

The consequence is that this memorandum contains
the material terms of the agreement of February 5th,
and is sufficient to support the appellant's action.
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On the question of the sufficiency of the memo- 1

randum, the judgment of the learned Chief Justice McKFNZIE

of Nova Scotia who dissented in the court below, is so WALSH.

complete that I rely on his reasoning and do not find mignault J.

it necessary to repeat it here. I also accept as entirely
sufficient the judgment of the learned Chief Justice
on the second objection of the respondent as to the
mortgage on the property.

In my opinion the appeal should be allowed and the
judgment of the learned trial judge restored with
costs here and in the court below.

Appeal 'allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: L. A. Lovett.

Solicitor for the respondent: John T. Power.
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1920 C. J. DREIFUS................ APPELLANT;

'Nov. 24.
*Dec. 17.

AND

HARVEY E. ROYDS...............RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE ONTARIO RAILWAY AND MUNI-

CIPAL BOARD.

Assessment and taxes-Land-Actual value-Assessment on adjacent
lands-PrincipL-Ontario Assessment Act, R.S.O. [19141 c. 1955
40 (1) and a. 69 (16).

By sec. 41 (1) of the Ontario Assessment Act "land shall be assessed
at its actual value" and by sec. 69 (16) "the court may, in deter-
mining the value at which any land shall be assessed, have reference
to the value at which similar land in the vicinity is assessed."

Held, that in assessing land under these provisions the governing
principle is to ascertain its actual value.

Held, further, Brodeur J. dissenting, that in this case the assessment
was made chiefly, if not entirely, on consideration of the value at
which adjacent lands were assessed and the actual value was
disregarded. The case was, therefore, sent back to the tribunal
appealed from to have the land assessed on the proper principle.

APPEAL from the ruling of the Ontario Railway
and Municipal Board which set aside the assessment
on appellant's land made by the County Court Judge
and restored the higher valuation of the Court of
Revision.

The questions raised on the appeal are sufficiently
indicated in the above head-note.

Chrysler K.C. for the appellant.

G. F. Henderson K.C. for the respondent.

*PRESsEwr:ir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This is an appeal by the 1920

owner of two parcels of land in the City of Port Arthur DRjus

from a judgment of the Ontario Railway and Muni- ROYDS.

cipal Board reversing a judgment of the District Th Chief

Judge for Thunder Bay, which in turn had altered the
judgment of the Court of Revision confirming an
assessment of the lands in question.

The assessment of the two parcels of land had
been fixed by the Court of Revision at $32,000 and
$28,000 respectively, being at the rate of $300 per
acre; the District Judge reduced these assessments
respectively to $10,700 and $9,300, being at the rate
of $100 per acre. The Ontario Railway and Municipal
Board restored the assessment fixed by the Court of
Revision, namely, $60,000, for the two parcels of land.

Unless it was clearly apparent that the Board from
whose judgment this appeal was taken had erred in
its conclusions either by adopting some wrong principle
or in ignoring some right one, I would not be disposed
even if I had the power, to interfere with its judgment.

They are men of great experience in dealing with
matters of the kind in question here and, as the hearing
took place in Port Arthur where the lands are situate,
I assume they would have an opportunity of inspecting
them and those in the immediate vicinity and, in this
way, would be better qualified than we possibly could
be to determine the actual value of the lands in dispute
and the weight to be given to the evidence as to the
assessment of these adjoining lands in deciding the
actual value of those in question here.

It is contended, however, that the Board erred in
that they disregarded the provision of the Assessment
Act, requiring the lands to be assessed at their actual
value and in allowing undue weight to the evidence
respecting the assessment of the lands of the same
kind as those in question in the immediate vicinity.
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12 The learned chairman of the Board, during the
D-"Iua hearing of the appeal, expressed .himself strongly,

V.
ROTDS. more than once, to the effect that the Board's duty

The Chief was to find the actual value of the lands in question,
Justice.

- and I find it difficult to reach the conclusion that he
erred in giving undue weight to the assessments
upon lands of the same kind in the immediate vicinity
of those in question. He seemed fully to appreciate
the finding of that "actual value" as the dominant
and controlling factor in determining the amount at
which they should be assessed.

But the evidence given before the board was most
meagre and unsatisfactory as to this "actual value"
and the Assessment Act expressly provides that, in
arriving at such actual value, consideration might be
given to the assessed value of lands of the same kind
in the immediate vicinity of those in question.

Whether undue weight was given to this evidence
of the assessed value of other lands of the same kind
as those in question in the immediate vicinity is very
difficult to decide.

In view of the large amount involved and the very
meagre and unsatisfactory character of the evidence of
actual value given, some of my colleagues think that
justice requires there should be a rehearing of the case
by the board and fuller and better evidence given of
the "actual value" of the lands which the Act requires.
Under the circumstances, I am not disposed to dissent
from such a disposition of the appeal.

I think we are all agreed that the actual value of
the lands and that only can be assessed. That is the
dominant and controlling factor which must determine
the assessment, and it would seem as if the assessor
failed to appreciate that fact and did not bring before
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the board the evidence necessary to enable it to find 8
such actual value but relied too much upon the subord- DREIus

inate fact of the assessed value of adjoining lands. ROYDS.

The Chief
Under all the circumstances I would agree to the Justice.

reference back to the board with instructions to take
further evidence of the actual value of the lands in
question, due regard being had to the assessment
values, unappealed from, of the lands of a similar
kind in the immediate vicinity of those in question,
in order to arrive at the actual value of those in question

It must not be assumed however, by this reference.
back to the board to fix the assessment upon the
"actual value" of the land, that the statutory direction
in arriving at that actual value to consider the assessed
values of similar lands in the immediate vicinity
of those under consideration, is to be ignored. On
the contrary, these values must have due consideration
and weight, but they were evidently not intended by
the legislature to be the sole or even the controlling
factor in determining the actual value of the lands
being assessed, but simply as one item of evidence in
reaching that actual value which had to be considered.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant is a non-resident
owner of two parcels of land situated in Port Arthur,
one of one hundred and seven acres and the other of
ninety-three acres, separated only by a highway
running between them, and thus together forming a
rectangular block of two hundred acres.

The respondent is the Assessment Commissioner of
Port Arthur who had these parcels placed on the said
city's assessment roll at an assessed value of three
hundred dollars an acre.
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1-2 The said owner appealed from said assessment to
DREIa the Court of Revision for the municipality, which

V.
ROYDS. dismissed his appeal.

Idington J He then duly appealed to the learned judge of the
District Court of the Provisional District of Thunder
Bay, who, after hearing evidence (which for some
reason or want of reason is not before us) allowed the
appeal and reduced the assessment to one hundred
dollars an acre.

It does appear from notes of his finding that appel-
lant had called two witnesses well acquainted with the
lands in question for many years, and well qualified to
speak on the subject of real estate values in the part
of Port Arthur in question, who put the value of the
whole possible farm land, undrained, at $75 to $100
an acre. One of these men speaking from personal
experience, indicates it would cost more to drain and
clear and make productive than it would be worth.

The learned judge says Mr. Royds did not call any
witnesses.

And then the learned judge closed his remarks thus:-

In my opinion, the value put by Mr. Schwigler and Mr. Tomkin
is altogether too high, and I cannot see where any owner can put
these swamps and muskegs to any use that would justify such a value.
But on their evidence I fix the assessment at $100 per acre and it is
reduced accordingly.

From that judgment the respondent herein appealed
to the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board, which
reversed same and restored the assessment made by
said respondent.

The record of the proceedings before us indicates
that counsel appeared respectively for the appellant
then, now respondent herein, and for the respondent
then, now the appellant herein. Yet the proceedings
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were opened by Mr. Royds in person without being 1

sworn, so far as appears, though in regard to any DEI-us

others called as witnesses the record indicates that ROYDS.

each man so called was sworn. Idington J.

He began thus:-

As shewn on the blue print submitted, the parcels marked in red
ink, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, form assessment subdivision 22, and parcels
numbered in red pencil 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, form assessment subdivision
32. We do not intend in this particular appeal to burden this Court
with. witnesses regarding the valuation. We do not wish to take up
that matter at present, because as you know since the war these things
differ -considerably, and we are going to appeal to you as a matter of
equity in the assessment of this property.

The Chairman: The reduction as made by the judge stands un-
less we are satisfied that its actual value is more than the value fixed
by him.

Passing that perfectly correct ruling of the chairman,
without heeding it, Mr. Royds launched out into
something unusual on the part of a witness, and which
is somewhat difficult to understand, but incidentally
discloses, if it means anything, that he had. in mind
to compare adjoining or adjacent blocks of land (which
had been subdivided and partly built on) extending
over a wide stretch of such neighbouring territory
with these uncleared, unbroken, .unimproved non-
subdivisions now in question.

He apparently conceived the idea of selecting such
improved subdivisions into small lots (assessable to
different owners) and making a total estimate of the
whole of such assessments, and then, computing the
entire acreage of each of such tracts so selected,
divided the total assessment of each by its acreage so
ascertained, and thus arrived at an assessment per
acre exceeding the assessment of the land now in
question herein, thus satisfying his own mind that he
had made an equitable assessment.
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The only vacant unsubdivided block considered at
DRmIUs all lay nearer the centre of the city and hence furnished
ROYDS. no basis for a fair comparison based on acreage.

Idington J.
He was asked, before he got started very far, as

follows:-

To the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Is this property marsh lands? A. No. It is straight back

nearly directly west from the post office. There is one lot on each
side of the Dawson Road. The assessment against parcels 1 to 6
at the time it was purchased by the owner were approximately $10,000;
that was in 1895.

To the Chairman:
Q. That is the aggregate assessment? A. Yes, in 1895, and the

aggregate assessment of that subdivision 22 at the present time is
$536,275.

To Mr. McKay:
Q. What do you mean by subdivision 22? A. The land west of

High Street to the city boundary, subdivision 2 of Ward 2. That is
the assessment for the whole subdivision. It was assessed for $10,100
in 1895. Parcels 7 to 11 were assessed approximately at $7,000 in
1895, and the assessment in 1919 was $331,810. I have taken the
whole block of land so as to make the assessment appear more equitable,
and I have taken the total assessment against these lands.

To the Chairman:
Q. It is actually assessment by subdivision lots? A. Yes, but I

have apportioned it out in the whole acreage, including streets, lots and
everything.

One and another asked questions but the
results may be just as inaccurate as when he denied
the fact of those lands being marsh lands.

I doubt if he really intended to swear as it reads,
for if anything is clearly proven in the case, these
lands in question are largely marsh lands.

Possibly his mind was running on his preconceived
notion of the other tracts he was speaking of a minute
later. If so then there was no fair comparison pos-
sible between the subdivisions he referred to and the
unsubdivided lands in question and, for the purposes
of this appeal, that is all that need concern us. -
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He seems aggrieved that appellant has not improved 1o

and subdivided his lands, although, from all that DBEPUs

appears, subdivision within the city's bounds seems to Ras.
have run, as elsewhere, far beyond the bounds of Idington J.

prudence.
The only other evidence, if this and such like irrele-

vant talk can be called evidence, given on behalf of
appellant before the board appealed from herein, was a
single witness who was called to prove that in 1911 or
1912 he tried to buy the land in question from the
appellant and he refused to consider any offer as he
had determined to keep his land for some relative,
although the said witness tried it on by steps up to
$20,000 or $30,000 and even $50,000. The latter
figures evidently I suspect, were a joke.

That witness on cross-examination testified as
follows:-

Q. You anticipated making a large profit? A. We wanted a
sudivision and we wanted to divide it up. It was close to the town, and
the extension of the railway out that way would make it a marketable
property, if we spent a little money on it.

Q. What did you reasonably expect to make over your figure of
$50,000? A. I could not tell you that now. This was a long time ago.

Q. Would you give that for it now? A. No.
Q. At what price did you anticipate putting the individual lots on

the market? A. We had not made up our minds; we would figure that
out. We would fix a price according to what it would cost, but Mr.
Dreifus would not commit himself to any price and we had to give him
up. We corresponded with him for about two years. He would not
answer a letter for a long time after we had written him.

The respondent would not venture to swear that the
land in its present state and in the state of the market
when the assessment was made, was worth, in the
market, what he had assessed it at, or to name a price.

His appeal ought, I respectfully submit, instantly
to have been dismissed for want of evidence, but it
was not.
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1-2 The now appellant, therefore, was driven to calling
D--tB three witnesses who demonstrated by facts that the

V.
RoYDB. judgment of the learned district judge could not have

Idington J. been disturbed by raising the assessment above what
he had fixed.

The ruling which followed, and is now appealed
against, would maintain any assessment, no matter if
double or treble the actual value, so long as it could
be argued that some other property, assessed in like
manner illegally and improperly beyond its value on
same assessment roll and hence must be upheld.

That is not the meaning of the words

and the Court may, in determining the value at which any land
shall be assessed, have reference to the value at which similar land in
the vicinity is assessed,

interjected in 1892 into the section from which the
section 69, sub-section 16, relied upon, has come.

In the Assessment Act the predominating clause is
that in which, as the chairman of the board repeatedly
suggested in the course of the proceedings, the actual
value is made the rule to be observed.

To reject this appeal would revolutionize the whole
jurisprudence established by many decisions during
the twenty-eight years since the embarrassing subsi-
diary paragraph relied upon was quietly introduced so
long ago as 1892, and enable municipalities to defeat
through compliant assessors the very fundamental
principle of the Assessment Act.

Instead of the respondent bearing the onus of
proof in such an appeal as before the Board, it was the
duty of the appellant assessor to have established by
evidence that the actual value of the land in question
had been that set down on the roll. If the practice
had been adopted of reporting the evidence given
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before the learned judge from whose judgment the 1920

appeal was taken, so that the Board could read it, DnEIus

that might not be necessary. Assuming, however, ROYDS.

as appears herein, that it formed no part of the record Idington J.

before the board, then clearly the appellant on a
re-hearing must bear the burden I indicate; in same
manner as an appellant to the Court of Revision must
bear the burden of proving the assessor in error.

Then, if that prima facie is so established, the
onus of proof may be shifted to the respondent.

It does sometimes so happen that the conflict of
evidence renders it difficult to determine. The actual
difference of opinion so made to appear may be slight
and in such a case I conceive the change of 1892 was
designed to permit the appellant court to refer to the
roll as an element to help to a solution of such a problem
as thus presented.

It was never conceived that it should be taken as
the sole guide, but only as a factor in the last resort
to avoid, by the allowance or disallowance of the
appeal, unjust consequences of disturbing a roll clearly
founded on the strictest effort to give full force and
effect to the imperative requirement of the Act that
land, unless in the excepted cases, had been set down
at its actual value.

A roll that its maker does not pretend to have been
so made out is not available for any such purpose.

It certainly is remarkable that in a city of the size
of Port Arthur not a single person could be brought
to say the assessment was right on the basis of actual
value.

The pretence that there are no sales rather tends to
shew there is no.value. Of course we ought to know
that such is not the case.
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It may well be that the actual value is low, indeed
Dwanm very low, and, if you will, unexpectedly so, but what-
ROYDB. ever it is, according to the judgment of witnesses

Idington J. competent to speak, their evidence must be the
guide.

The absurdity of bringing forward evidence of a
refusal to sell, or worse still, of such a refusal in 1911
and 1912 when everyone knows that estimated values
then and eight or nine years later are not identical,
tends to show, on respondent's part, a rather perverse
way of looking at things, which, I submit, should not
be encouraged.

The appeal should be allowed with costs herein and
before the board appealed from, and the judgment of
the learned district judge be restored.

DuFF J.-Section 40 s.s. 1 should be read with sec.
69, s.s. 16 of the Assessment Act. Reading the two
provisions together I can entertain no doubt that the
rule given by them as the rule governing the Court of
Revision in hearing and determining an assessment
appeal is that the assessment is to be determined by
the actual value of the land and that for the purpose
of arriving at the actual value of the land the court
may refer to the assessment of land in the vicinity
"similar" in character and consider the value of such
land as manifested by the assessment. It is not
necessary to attempt for the purposes of this appeal
any definition of the phrase "actual value" as employed
in this statute. It is very clear to me that the board
has proceeded upon the theory that the enactment of
see. 40, s.s. 1 is modified by that of s.s. 16 of sec. 69
and that the actual value for the purpose of assess-
ment may be something other than the actual value in
fact, the determination of which is governed by the
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practice of the assessor as applied to similar lands in 1o2

the vicinity. This I think is an erroneous view. DREIFUS

The governing enactment is that of section 40, s.s. 1, ROYDS.

and the rule laid down by s.s. 16 of sec. 69, is a sub- Duff J.

sidiary rule which has been enunciated with the
object of facilitating the application of the governing
rule. The assessment of other lands may be referred
to for the purpose of ascertaining the actual value,
that is to say as affording some evidence of the actual
value but only for that purpose.

The appeal should be allowed and the matter
referred back to the board to enable them to determine
the assessment in accordance with this principle.

ANGLIN J.-The following concluding paragraph
from the opinion of its chairman contains the basis of
the decision of the Ontario Railway and Municipal
Board allowing an appeal in this case from the learned
District Court Judge.

The chief reliance of the appellant is the provisions of section
69, subsection (16) of "The Assessment Act" which so far as material
reads "the Court may, in determining the value at which any land
shall be assessed have reference to the value at which similar land in
the vicinity is assessed."

Under the authorization of this provision, the appellant showed
that parcel 4, the unsubdivided block above referred to, is assessed to
a resident of Port Arthur at $400 an acre; parcel 6, the subdivided
parcel above referred to, is assessed in the aggregate at $425 per acre;
parcel 7, a subdivided parcel lying west of parcel 8 and further than it
from the centre of the city is assessed in the aggregate at $400 per
acre. No satisfactory proof was given that the character and quality
of the land embraced in parcels 5 and 8 were materially different from
the land in parcels 4, 6 and 7.

From this evidence the Board has reached the conclusion that
there is not such a disparity in the value of parcels 5 and 8 as compared
with parcels 4, 6 and 7, as to warrant the reduction made by the learned
district judge, and in the opinion of the board the assessment as
confirmed by the Court of Revision should be restored.

15780-22
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The principle involved in this passage is in my
DB1us opinion clearly erroneous. If it does not entirely

T.
ROYDS. ignore the paramount provision of s.s. 1 of s. 40, of

Anglin J. the Assessment Act-that "land shall be assessed
at is actual value" it at least treats as dominant
a subordinate clause of s. 69 (16) which permits the
Court of Revision

in determining the value at which any land shall be assessed (to) have
reference to the value at which similar land in the vicinity is assessed.

Moreover this latter provision rests on the assump-
tion that the assessment shall have been made on the
basis directed by the Act, i.e., that land shall be
assessed at its actual value. The evidence of the
assessor Royds shows that the roll in this instance
was not so prepared-that. his idea in making his
valuations was that there should be such relative
uniformity of assessment that the burden of taxation
"should be borne in an equitable manner"-that a
person situated as is the appellant

should be at least willing to contribute his equitable share with the
people who gave his land the value it has.

Royds' evidence as a whole demonstrates that in
preparing the assessment roll his purpose was not to
assess land at its actual value, but rather to assure
what he deems equality of assessment, regardless of
actual value. The assessments on similar lands in
the vicinity of those of the appellant, therefore, do not
in this case afford the criterion of value which the
legislature doubtless had in view when it provided
that reference might be had to them by the Court
charged with

determining the value at which any land shall be assessed.
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With great respect, the board appears to have 1920

restored the original assessment of $300 an acre, DREiiuS

which the District Court Judge had reduced to $100, Po-8.
solely because Anglin J.

there is not such a disparity in the value of parcels 5 and 8 (the subject
of the assessment under appeal) as compared with parcels 4, 6 and 7
(similar land in the vicinity) as to warrant the reduction made by the
learned District Judge.

The-Board would seem to have taken the assessment
of these neighbouring lands, assumed in the absence of
evidence to the contrary to be of the same character,
as conclusive of the valuation that should be put upon
the lands of the appellant for the purpose of the
assessment roll. Actual value, of which there was
some evidence, seems to have been wholly disregarded.
The decisions of this Court-La Corporation Archidpis-
copale C. R. de St. Boniface v. Transcona (1), and
Rogers Realty Co. v. Swift Current (2),.seem to me to
be in point.

I would allow. the appeal with costs and set aside
the order of the board. Although at first disposed to
restore the order of the learned District Court Judge,
which there is evidence to support, I think on the
whole the better course is to exercise the power con-
ferred by s.s. 2 of s. 41 of the Supreme Court Act,
as enacted by 8 & 9 Geo. V., ch. 7, and remit this
case to the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board in
order that it may fix the assessment of the actual
value of the land as prescribed by s.s. 1 of s. 40 of the
Assessment Act.

(1) 56 Can. S.C.R. 56. (2) 57 Can. S.C.R. 534.

15780-221
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BRODEUR J. (dissenting).-I am not satisfied that
DREIFUS the Ontario Municipal Board have based their decision

V.
RoYDS. on some erroneous construction of the law.

Brodeur J. The law requires (R.S.O. 1914, ch. 195, s. 40, Assess-
ment Act) that land should "be assessed at its actual
value."

The land in question covers a somewhat large area
in the midst of the city of Port Arthur and has belonged
for a great number of years to the appellant who
apparently keeps it for a relative to whom he proposes
to leave it in the future.

It is not subdivided into town lots.

Some years ago the appellant had the opportunity
of selling this land for $50,000 and he would not
consider favourably such an offer. The land is
assessed at about that sum.

The evidence is conflicting. Some witnesses say
the property is not worth more than $100 an acre.
On the other hand, it is in evidence that it is worth far
more than that. The members of the board held their
sittings in the locality and saw the land and could
make as good an estimation as these witnesses. They
came to the conclusion that the property should be
assessed at $300 an acre. They base their judgment
on a case of In re Lake Simcoe Hotel Co. and Barrie (1),
or at least they refer us to the decision in that case.

In that case of Lake Simcoe, it is stated that value
alone is to be considered in making assessments and
it is added also that the proper guide is to be found in
sect. 69 (16) of the Assessment Act, providing that the
Court may in determining the value at which any
land shall be assessed have reference to the value at
which similar land in the vicinity is assessed.

(1) 11 Ont. W.N. 16.
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In the present case, the land not being on the 1920

market, we have no sale price to guide us. It does not DREIFUS

give any revenue, and we cannot then have reference ROYDS.

to the returns to determine the value. The board Brodeur J.

considered the assessment at which the lands in the
vicinity were assessed. Different groups of lots of
land were formed for making the comparison and
it was found that these adjoining properties were
assessed at four and five hundred dollars an acre.

It seems to me that the appellant, in these circum-
stances, cannot complain of the decision of the board
which assessed its land at three hindred dollars an acre.

If I could read in the decision of the board that
they had disregarded the actual value of the land and
had based their valuation only on the neighbouring
property I would decide in favour of the appellant.
But as they failed to find out by sales, by the income
or by other means the actual value of the property,
and as the evidence of value given by witnesses was
"little more than guesses," they found in the value of
adjoining properties a guide which the law itself
declares could be considered.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-The only ground on which this
Court has jurisdiction to vary the valuation of property
assessed, is that the *court appealed from has pro-
ceeded upon an erroneous principle (sec. 41, Supreme
Court Act). So on this appeal from the Ontario
Railway and Municipal Board, which is the court of
last resort in the province of Ontario on matters of
assessment, it must be shown that the board, in allow-
ing the appeal of the present respondent from the
judgment of the district judge; has proceeded upon an
erroneous principle.
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1920 There is no doubt that the respondent urged an
DnPrrus' erroneous principle before the board when he con-
Roma. tended that because of municipal requirements the

Mignault J. city of Port Arthur had to have a certain amount of
revenue and that therefore equity of assessment
(whatever that may mean) would be the- fair
way. But the Board does not appear to have pro-.
ceeded on any such ground, so it is unnecessary to
consider it.

However the board clearly bases its judgment
upon subsection 16 of section 69 of the Assessment
Act, which says:-

In other cases, the court, after hearing the complainant, and the
assessor, or assessors, and any evidence adduced, and, if deemed
desirable, the person complained against, shall determine the matter,
and confirm or amend the roll accordingly. And the Court may in
determining the value at which any land shall be assessed, have refer-
ence to the value at which similar land in the vicinity is assessed.
And in all cases which come before the Court it may increase the
assessment or change it by assessing the right person, the clerk giving
the latter or his agent four days notice of such assessment, within
which time he must appeal to the Court if he objects thereto.

The governing provision in the Assessment Act
is section 40, subsection 1, which is as follows:

Subject to the provisions of this section, land shall be assessed
at its actual value.

Section 40, which lays down an imperative rule,
is among the provisions of the Act concerning the
valuation of lands, while section 69 is in the part of
the statute which deals with the Court of Revision.
Subsection 16 is clearly permissive only, and allows
the Court, before which an appeal against the assess-
nent is taken, to have reference, in determining the
value at which any land shall be assessed, to the
value at which similar land in the vicinity is assessed.
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Thus the imperative rule is that land shall be 1920

assessed at its actual value, and that rule is binding on DREIFus

the Court. But in determining the actual value of ROYDS.

the land, the Court may have reference to the value Mignault J.

at which similar land in the vicinity is assessed.

Careful reading of the reasons for judgment of the
learned chairman of the board, has convinced me
that undue prominence was given by the board to
subsection 16 of section 69, while the imperative rule
of subsection 1 of section 40 was apparently lost sight
of. Evidence of. the actual value of the land was
given before the board, but this evidence was dis-
missed with the remark that

in view of the fact that there is no movement in properties of this
kind at present, or indeed since before the war, such estimates of value
can be little more than guesses.

Other facts were also relied on by the learned
chairman, such as the assessment of the two parcels
in question in 1915 at $104,500 without protest, and
the further fact that when asked whether he would
take $50,000 for the property some eight or nine
years ago, the appellant stated that he did not wish
to sell and was holding the lands for a relative. It is
noticeable that Meikle, who testified as to this con-
versation with the appellant, says, in answer to a
question put to him by the respondent's counsel,
that he would not give that price for the property
now. And the silence of the appellant in 1915 is
certainly not conclusive against him when he protests
the assessment in 1919, although- it is possibly a
circumstance to be weighed.

I have therefore come to the conclusion that instead
of considering what was the actual value of the land,
the board based its judgment, to the exclusion of
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1920 evidence of actual value, on subsection 16 of section
DR-~us 69, which merely permits the Court, in determining

V.
ROYDS. the actual value, to have reference to the value at

Mignault J. which similar land in the vicinity is assessed. Giving
to this provision the prominence which the Board
gives it, practically nullifies the imperative rule of
section 40, subsection 1, and makes it really the
dominant rule, instead of being, what it is, a guide to
the Court in determining the actual value. The
result is that evidence of actual value was disregarded,
and the assessment of similar land in the vicinity was
considered as the controlling element in the passing on
the appeal from the district judge, whose judgment
was based on evidence of actual value.

I agree that the case should be referred back to
the board in order that it may determine what the
assessmefit of these lands should be according to their
actual value as required by the Assessment Act. To
that end the appeal should be allowed with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Malcolm A. McKay.

Solicitor for the respondent: D. J. Cowan.
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HENRY ABELL (PLAINTIFF)........ APPELLANT; 1920

*Nov. 26.

. AND *Dec. 17.

THE CORPORATION OF THE
COUNTY OF YORK (DEFENDANTJ

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO.

Highway-Dedication-Reservation of easement-Title to soil-Ontario
Municipal Act, 1913, s. 433-3 Edw. VII, c. 19, s. 601 (Ont.)

Prior to 1913 the soil and freehold of roads and highways in Ontario
were vested in the Crown and the roads and highways themselves
in the respective municipalities subject to any rights in the soil
reserved by the person who laid out such road or highway."
Sec. 433 of the Municipal Act, 1913, repealed these provisions and
vested the soil and freehold of roads and highways in the muni-
cipalities without any reservation of right. Prior to 1913 land
had been dedicated for a highway with the right reserved to main-
tain a raceway across it.

Held, Davies C. J. dissenting, that sec. 433 did not take away the
right so reserved; to effect that purpose clear and unambiguous
language is necessary and a mere inference from the repeal of the
provisions protecting the rights reserved is not sufficient; and
that the purpose of sec. 433 was to do away with the confusion
arising from the joint proprietorship over roads and highways to
which effect can be given without causing the injustice of taking
private property without compensation.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (45 Ont. L.R. 79) reversed and
that of the trial judge (39 Ont. L.R. 382) restored.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) reversing the
judgment at the trial (2) in favour of the plaintiff.

PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 45 Ont. L.R. 79; 46 D.L.R. 513. (2) 39 Ont. R. 382.
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12 A single question of law was raised on this appeal,
ABELL namely, whether or not sec. 433 of the Municipal

V.
THE coRPR- Act, 1913, by repealing a provision which protected

ATION OF THE y

COMITY oF private rights in a highway existing when it was
acquired by the municipality, had the effect of depriv-
ing the owner of such rights. The trial judge held
that it had not such effect and the Appellate Division
that it had.

H. J. Scott, K.C. for the appellant.

Lennox for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-The contest in this case is as
to the right of the now appellant to maintain a raceway
in connection with his mill property under the surface
of a highway called Pine Street in the village of Wood-
bridge.

The question in dispute depends upon the proper
construction of the 433rd section of the Municipal
Act, 1913. That section reads as follows:

433. Unless otherwise expressly provided, the soil and freehold
of every highway shall be vested in the corporation or corporations of
the municipality or municipalities, the council or councils of which for
the time being have jurisdiction over it under the provisions of this Act.

The law applicable down to the enactment of
this section was 3 Edw. VII, ch. 19, section 601,
as follows:

601. Every public road, street, bridge, or other highway, in a
city, township, town or village-except any concession or other road
therein, which has been taken and held possession of by any nerSon
in lieu of a street, road or highway laid out by him without compensation
therefor-shall be vested in the municipality subject to any rights in
the soil reserved by the person who laid out such road, street, bridge or
highway.
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It is not contended that there was any express 120

reservation of appellant's rights within the meaning ABELL

of those words in section 433. THE CORPOR-
ATION OF THE

Agreeing as I fully do with the reasoning of Sir coYw OR

William Meredith, Chief Justice of Ontario, who The Chief

delivered the judgment of the Appeal Court, con- Justice.

curred in by Maclaren, Magee and Hodgins JJ., I
would dismiss this appeal with costs.

The legislature has since altered section 433 and
its proper construction is not now of public import-
ance, and as I have nothing material to add to the
Chief Justice's reasons for judgment, I content myself
with a simple concurrence therein.

IDINGToN J.-The question raised herein is whether
or not the appellant's easement of carrying a mill
raceway across a highway constituted solely by the
dedication of the predecessors in title through whom
appellant claims, who obviously had reserved such
easement, has been taken away by section 433 of the
Municipal Act of 1913, which reads as follows:-

433. Unless otherwise expressly provided, the soil and freehold of
every highway shall be vested in the corporation or corporations of
the municipality or municipalities, the council or councils of which for
the time being have jurisdiction over it under the provisions of this Act.

I should be very unwilling to assume that the
legislature ever intended to exercise its undoubted but
extreme power of taking any man's property and
transferring it to another without due compensation.
I cannot think that it intended deliberately to do so
as is contended for herein. Such legislation, if ever
attempted, must be construed in the most restricted
sense.

Much stress is laid upon what is claimed to be the
clear meaning of the language used.
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2 The introductory words "unless otherwise expressly
ABELL provided" are read by those urging this view as if it

THE CORPOR- were absolutely necessary to have the express pro-
ATION OF THE
COUNTY OF visions framed in the form of a deed or other instru-

YORK.

ment of that sort.
Idington J.

It seemed at the close of the argument as if respond-
ents were willing to concede that, for example, a
statutory right of .a railway crossing or running along
the highway might be such an express provision.
But why so? Surely that sort of provision is often
beyond the legislative jurisdiction of the provincial
legislature as much as any private grant.

It is not an express provision within the power of
the legislature, much less within the literal meaning
of the words in question in the connection in which
they are used, which would seem possibly to imply
something expressly provided by the legislature.

Passing this more or less arguable proposition I
am decidedly of the opinion that unless the narrow
limits suggested thereby or something akin thereto is
to be adhered to, the words "otherwise expressly
provided" are quite comprehensive enough to cover
a claim such as the reservation of this easement
claimed by appellant, and all other rights established
by law as that is; just as effectually as those created
by other statutes for purposes of railways crossing or
running along the highway or the use of parts of the
soil by watermains of water supply companies, and
such like.

All such like rights would be obliterated by main-
taining the interpretation of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Ontario of the said section,
unless resting upon the provision of some Dominion
legislation.
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I agree so fully with the reasoning of Mr. Justice 1920

Middleton in his dissenting opinion that I need not ABELL

enlarge. THE CORPOR-
ATION OF THE

I do not think that the amending Act of 1919 in COUNTY OF
YoRK.

any way helps or hinders either side in such a case as Idion J.

this pending at the time it was passed. Counsel for
the respondent after taking his point having had time
to consider the objections thereto, with commendable
frankness, admitted so on resuming his argument.

I think the appeal must be allowed with costs
throughout and the learned trial judge's judgment
restored but not to go into effect for six months in
which, meantime, if so advised, respondent can
remedy the wrong or expropriate appellant's property
in the said easement.

DUFF J.-This appeal turns on a dry question of
law, namely, the application of section 433 of the
Ontario. Municipal Act of 1913. The section is in
the following words:-

433. Unless otherwise expressly provided, the soil and freehold of
every highway shall be vested in the corporation or corporations of the
municipality or municipalities, the council or councils of which for the
time being have jurisdiction over it under the provisions of this Act.

This section replaced sections 599 and 601 of the
Municipal Act of 1903, the text of which was in these
words:-

599. Unless otherwise provided for, the soil and freehold of every
highway or road altered, amended or laid out according to law, and
every road allowance reserved under original survey along the bank
of any stream or the shore of any lake or other water, shall be vested in
His Majesty, His Heirs and Successors.

601. Every public road, street, bridge or other highway, in a city
township, town or village-except any concession or other road therein,
which has been taken and held possession of by any person in lieu of a
street, road or highway laid out by him without compensation therefor-
shall be vested in the municipality subjept to any rights in the soil
reserved by the person who laid out such road, street, bridge or highway.
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1920 It has been held by the majority of the Appellate
ABELL Division that the effect of the legislation of 1913 is to

V.
THE CORPoR- abrogate rights existing at the time the legislation

ATION OF THE
COUNTY OF was passed secured by the provision of sec. 601 that

YORK.

DuffJ. the interest vested in the municipality shall be

subject to any right in the soil reserved by the persons who laid out
such road, street, bridge or highway.

Sections 599 and 601 of the Act of 1903 have had
a place in the Ontario municipal legislation for many
years and have been the subject of a good deal of
discussion and the general effect of the decisions
appears to be correctly stated by Mr. Biggar in his
Municipal Manual at p. 818, namely, that as regards
highways created by dedication "the soil and free-
hold" were vested in the municipality subject as in
that section 601 provided. In this general view of
see. 601 the Act of 1913 effected, as regards such
highways, no change in the law presently relevant,
unless, as has been held by the Appellate Division, by
repealing section 601 it did as regards such highways
abrogate the rights secured by the language above
quoted. I am unable myself to agree with this
conclusion and I think that section 14 s.s. (c) of the
Interpretation Act points to the principle which
ought to be applied if indeed its language does not
expressly cover the case. That section is in these
words:-

14. Where an act is repealed or whenever any regulation is revoked,
such repeal or revocation shall not, save as in this section otherwise
provided,

** * . * * * * * * *

(c) affect any right, privilege, obligation or liability acquired,
accrued, accruing or incurred under the Act, enactment, regulation or
thing so repealed or revoked.
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In the case at least of highways established by 0

dedication after the passing of section 601 or its parent ABELL

enactment, one is not, I am inclined to think, exceed- THE CORPOR-
ATION OF THE

ing the bounds of reasonable construction in holding CouNTY or

that the right of the dedicand was a right "acquired DuffJ.
under the Act" and therefore protected by this clause.
But whether that be or be not strictly so the Act of
1913 ought, I think, to be read in light of the canon
of construction laid down in Canadian Pacijfc Ry. Co.
v. Parke (1), applying the language of Lord Black-
burn in Metropolitan Asylum District v. Hill (2):-

It is clear that the burthen lies on those who seek to establish that
.the Legislature intended to take away the private rights of individuals,
to shew that by express words, or by necessary implication, such an
intention appears.

The words "soil and freehold" are not words of
such aptness and precision as one might have expected
to find if the intention had been to transfer the full and
unincumbered proprietorship a coelo usque ad centrum;
and indeed obviously the dominium of the munici-
pality is subject so long as the highway remains a
highway to the public right of passage exercisable by
all His Majesty's subjects.

In the result the construction contended for would
disable the municipality from acquiring only a stratum
of land sufficient for highway purposes in a case in
which the acquisition of the soil ad centrum (in the
case e.g. of a highway laid out over a mining property)
might entail a great deal of unnecessary expense and
inconvenience. The better view appears to be that
the subject matter with which the legislature is dealing
is the title held at' the time of the passing of the Act
by the Crown or by some public authority subject to
the public right of user as a highway. If that is the

(1) [1899] A.C. 535. (2) [1881] 6 App. Cas. 193, at p. 208.
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1- subject matter to which the enactment is directed and
ABELL I think that conclusion is justified by the character

THE CORPOR- of the existing legislation, then the principle of con-
ATION OF THE

COUNTY OF struction applies that general words should not beYORK.

DuffJ. extended so as to involve collateral effects upon the
-J rights of individuals which the legislature must be

presumed not to have contemplated. Railton v.
Wood (1).

ANGLIN J.-The findings of the learned trial judge
are now fully accepted with the result that the right
of the appellant to maintain the raceways in question
across Pine street, a public highway, prior to the
enactment of the Municipal Act of 1913 (3 & 4,
Geo. V, ch. 43) is conceded. The sole question on
this appeal is whether that legislation destroyed or
took away such right without compensation. Such a
confiscatory effect will not be given to a statute
unless it be inevitable. Maxwell on Statutes, 6 ed.,
501. The intention to accomplish that result must
be expressed in clear and unambiguous language,
27 Hals., Laws of England, No. 283. Here it has been
inferred chiefly because of the omission in section
433 of the Municipal Act of 1913, which replaced
sections 599 and 601 of the Municipal Act of 1903
(3 Ed. VII, c. 19), of the words

subject to any rights in the soil reserved by the person who laid out such
road, street, bridge or highway.

It is obvious, as is pointed out by Justice Mid-
dleton, that there must be some restricton on
the broad meaning which it is sought to attribute to
the language of section 433. Certain rights which
form part of the soil and freehold of highways were
not thereby vested in the municipalities. I agree

(1) [1890] 15 App. Cas. 363, at p. 367.
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with that learned judge that it is reasonably clear that 1

the purpose of the change made by the Act of 1913 ABELL

was to do away with some uncertainty and confusion THE CORPOR-
ATION OF THE

that arose from the former legislation which, while CouNry or
YORK.

providing that highways should be vested in the Anglin J.
municipalities (s. 601), at the same time declared -

(s. 599) that the soil and freehold thereof were vested
in the Crown. Apparently to overcome this difficulty
the legislation of 1913 vested the soil and freehold in
the municipalities, thus transferring to them the
proprietary rights theretofore held by the Crown.
The attainment of the purpose of the amendment does
not require interference with easements, such as that
held by the plaintiff, and reasonable effect, and I
think the full effect intended by the legislature, can
be given to the language of section 433 without in-
volving their confiscation.

Moreover I doubt whether the language

the soil and freehold of every highway shall be vested-

is aptf or appropriate to carry a mere easement enjoyed
over the highway, since an easement is only a right in
the owner of a dominant tenement to require the
owner of servient land "to suffer or not to do" some-
thing on such land and neither forms part of the
ownership thereof nor involves a right to any part of
its soil or produce. Gale on Easements, 9 ed. 91.

In reaching the conclusion that the appeal should
be allowed and the judgment of the learned trial
judge (1), restored, I have entirely put out of con-
sideration the amendment of 1919 (9 Geo. V. c. 46,
s. 20) brought to our attention by Mr. Lennox. (See
Boulevard Heights v. Veilleux) (2). If, notwithstand-

(1) 39 Ont. L.R. 382. (2) 52 Can. S.C.R. 185.

15780-23
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I-, ing ss. 18 and 19 of- the Interpretation Act, any
ABELL inference may properly be drawn from this enactment

V0.
THE CORPOR- it would seem to afford an indication that the viewATION OF THE

COUNTy OF of the effect of the legislation of 1913 above statedYORK.

Anglin J probably accords with 'what the legislature intended.
- Of course s. 19 precludes any inference that the sta-

tute of 1913 before 'the amendment of 1919 had the
effect for which the respondent contends or that such
amendment was necessary to give it the effect for
which the appellant contends. The amendment was
obviously passed to meet the decision of the Ap-
pellate Division in this case and may well have been
introduced merely ex majori cautela.

The appellant is entitled to his costs here and in the
Appellate Division.

BRODEUR J.-It is common ground that the street
under which were the raceways in question had been
dedicated as a public highway by the predecessor in
title of the plaintiff-appellant and that the dedication
was subject to his right as owner of certain mills to
enjoy the raceways across the street.

The public highways were before 1913 partly
vested in His Majesty and partly vested in the muni-
cipalities (1903, ch. 19, ss. 599 and 601).

The vesting in the municipality was made subject
to any rights in the soil reserved by the person who
laid out the road (section 601).

In the year 1913, it was enacted that all the roads
would be vested in the corporation. It is true that
the old sections 599 and 601 of the Municipal Act
were repealed and that no formal provision was
enacted as to the reservations that the former owners
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of the road possessed under the old law. But it seems 1920

to me that the object of the statute of 1913 was simply Ann

to bring a change as to the vesting of the highways THE CORPOR-
ATION OF THE

from His Majesty into the municipal corporations. COrNTY OF
YORK.

The repeal had not the effect of affecting any right, Brodeur J.

privilege or easement that the appellant possessed
concerning those raceways (s. 14 R.S.O. ch. 1). The
appellant still possesses the right which he reserved to
himself when his predecessor made his dedication to
use these raceways and continue the industrial develop-
ment which he could make with his mills.

I entirely concur in the views expressed in the
Appellate Division by Mr. Justice Middleton.

The appeal should be allowed with costs of this
court and the order of the trial judge restored with a
proviso however that it shall not become operative for
a period of six months, to enable the municipality in
the meantime, if it so desires, to expropriate the right
or easement in question.

MllGNAULT J.-I concur with Mr. Justice.Anglin.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Aylesworth, Wright, Moss
& Thompson.

Solicitors for the respondent: Lennox & Lennox.

15780-232'
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1920 ABRAHAM LAVIN (DEFENDANT) .. .. APPELLANT;
*Nov. 5.
*Nov. 23.

AND

MORRES GEFFEN (PLAINTIFF)..... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Partnership-Sale of interest by one partner to the other-Oral agree-
ment-Evidence-Statute of Frauds-"The Partnership Ordinance"
N.W.T. Ord. (1905) c. 94, s. 24.

Held, Duff J. dissenting, that, though the assets of a partnership include
an interest in land, an oral agreement by one partner to luy out
the other partner's interest in the partnership is enforceable and
the Statute of Frauds is inapplicable in such a case, unless it be
shown that' there appears a "contrary intention" to the rule
enacted by s. 24 of "The Partnership Ordinance" that "land"
which has "become partnership property * * * shall * *
"be treated as between the partners * * * as personal or
"movable and not real estate."

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 556) affirmed, Duff J.
dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), affirming the
judgment of the trial judge and maintaining the
respondent's action.

The appellant and the respondent were carrying
on business in partnership as farmers, ranchers and
general dealers in cattle. The respondent alleged
that the appellant orally agreed to buy out the respon-

.PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin
and Mignault JJ.

(1) (19201 15 Alta. L.R. 556; [19201 1 W.W.R. 666.
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dent's interest in the partnership on certain terms and 1

sued for the price agreed. The appellant denied this, LAVIN

pleaded the Statute of Frauds and counterclaimed for GEFFEN.

an order dissolving the partnership and for an account-
ing. Upon the case coming on for a first trial, without
the terms of the partnership agreement or of the lease
being put in evidence, the respondent admitted that
among the assets of the partnership was a leasehold
interest in some real estate. The trial judge then
dismissed the respondent's action, following Gray v.
Smith (1). On appeal to the Appellate Division, this
judgment was reversed and a new trial ordered (2).
On the second trial, both the partnership agreement
and the lease were produced and the respondent's
action was then maintained.

A. McL. Sinclair K.C. for the appellant.

J. B. Barron for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The reasons stated by Mr.
Justice Stuart in delivering the judgment of the
Appellate Division in this case are quite satisfactory
to me. I agree with them and would dismiss this
appeal with costs.

IDINGTON J.-The parties hereto by articles of
partnership agreed to become partners in the business

of mixed farming and cattle buyers.

The respondent had, two days before, obtained a
lease of four hundred acres of land in Alberta for the
term of five years.

(1) [1889] 43 Ch. D. 208; 59 L.J. (2) [1919] 15 Alta. L.R. 59; [19191
Ch. 145; 62 L.T. 335. 3 W.W.R. 498, 584.
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1- By said articles of partnership it was
LAviN

V. agreed and distinctly understood
GMEN.

Idington J. that the said lease should

be the property of and belong to the partnership

and the respondent agreed

to hold the said lease for the sole use and benefit and in trust for the
said partnership

and that he would execute such documents as required
to insure the benefit for the partnership which was to
become bound by the provisions and covenants con-
tained in said lease and save respondent harmless.

A month later these parties were negotiating for a
dissolution of said partnership and as the result
thereof orally agreed that the appellant should buy
out all the respondent's interests therein, including
the interest he had so acquired in said lease.

The learned trial judge decided in favour of the
respondent seeking to enforce the terms of said oral
agreement.

The appellant, amongst other things he contended
for, set up the provision of the Statute of Frauds, and
another statute requiring the contract to be in writing.

Section 4 of the Statute of Frauds is the only one
that seems to raise any difficulty.

The question raised thereunder is whether or not
the contract in question was one for

the sale of lands tenements or hereditaments or any interest in or
concerning them.

The authorities are collected in Leake on Contracts,
4th ed., pages 164 et seq., so far as bearing upon the
necessity for an assignment of a lease for a term of
years being reduced to writing. Of these the cases
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Buttemere v. Hayes (1), and Smart v. Harding (2), 12

followed as they have been by many others, seem to LAVI

establish the proposition that a contract for the GEFFEN.

transfer of a lease for a term of years or even a less Idington J.

interest in the possession of land, requires to be in
writing.

The question raised herein is whether or not that is
applicable to a bargain involving the transfer of the
whole of the assets of a partnership when made between
two partners.

The Partnership Ordinance in Alberta C.O. 1915,
ch. 94 by section 24 thereof, enacts as follows-

Section 24:-Where land or any interest therein has become
partnership property, it shall, unless the contrary intention appears,
be treated as between the parties (including the representatives of the
deceased partner) as personal or movable and not real estate.

It is submitted by counsel for appellant that this
refers to the law as administered in the courts of
equity for many years prior to the passing of the
Ordinance.

Assuming that to be the case, had either of the
parties any more, after the execution of the articles of
partnership, than an equitable interest in the lease to
dispose of?

And is that on going a step further anything more
than the interest either had in the ultimate result of
what value there would be left for either after winding
up? And I can conceive of a possible case of a joint
adventure in the acquisition of real estate or any
interest therein which might, in the last analysis, leave
nothing but that real estate to be bargained about,
and where there might be room for the application
of the obiter dicta in the case of Gray v. Smith (3).

(1) [1839] 5 M. & W. 456. (2) [1855] 15 C.B. 652.
(3) 43 Ch. D. 208.
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1920 But under such articles of partnership as above
LAVIN referred to, I.am unable to see any escape from the
,EFFEN. authorities cited by the court below, and many others,

Idington J. reducing the interest sold to a mere chose in action,
and hence that the appeal should fail.

I do not think it necessary in the view I take to
consider the motion to quash further than to say that
it is what the court expresses by its formal judgment,
and not the opinions leading up thereto, 'that .must
govern, and the record shews that all the court
decided was for a new trial.

I think the appeal fails and should be dismissed
with costs.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-I am not satisfied that the
Appellate Division considered that the judgment on
the previous appeal had determined the point of the
applicability of the Statute of Frauds. An opinion
to that effect was expressed but the actual determina-
tion of the question in its relation to the rights of the
parties in the action seems to have been left for the
judgment on the new trial. For that reason I think
the point is open on the present appeal.

On the merits of the point, as the majority of the
court take a different view there is perhaps not much
object in entering upon a detailed discussion. The
fallacy, if I may say so with great respect, which
appears to have prevailed with the majority of the
judges in this litigation is that the provision of "The
Partnership Act" declaring the interest of a partner
in partnership land to be (as between partners) per-
sonalty-a provision declaratory of the law as it existed
at the time the Act was passed-concludes the point;
in other words, that because for certain purposes the
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partner's interest is personalty it follows necessarily 12

that it is something to which the fourth section of the LAVIN

Statute of Frauds can have no application. GEFFEN.

Duff J.
The point of course is: Is such an interest an interest -.

in land within the meaning of the fourth section?
The judgments of Lord Cairns in Brook v. Badley (1),
and of the Lords Justices James and Cotton in Ash-
worth v. Munn (2), appear to me to furnish the
reasoning governing the determination of the point.

Lord Cairns' expression in the first mentioned case,

a person who has a direct and a distinct interest in the land,

is-if anything-more clearly applicable to the case
of a partner than to the case with which he was
dealing; and all the judges who took part in the
judgment in Ashworth v. Munn (2) in the Court of
Appeal treated the judgment of Lord Cairns as
governing the case of a partner. Lord Justice
Cotton said, speaking of a partner's interest, at p. 374:

It is, in my opinion, independently of any decision, an interest in land;

and at pp. 376-7 he says it is quite impossible, in his
opinion, to distinguish for the relevant purpose the
case of partnership property from that of the interest
of a person in land which is to be sold and the pro-
ceeds of which are to be divided among beneficiaries
of whom he is one. The interest in every such case,
of course, is, before any sale takes place, by reason of
the doctrine of notional conversion, in contemplation
of law personalty; but it is very clearly, I think,
(as all the eminent judges held) none the less an
interest in land. In Gray v. Smith (3), Lord. Justice
Cotton expressed the opinion that an agreement for

(1) [1868] 3 Ch. App. 672. (2) [1880] 15 Ch. D. 363 at p. 369.
(3) 43 Ch. D. 208.
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1920 the dissolution of a partnership and a transfer of one
LAVX partner's share in the assets (including leaseholds) is anV.

GEFFN. agreement within the fourth section concurring in
Duff J. this with Kekewich J.; and nobody after reading the

judgment of the Lords Justices in Ashworth v. Munn (1)
could be surprised at this expression of opinion.

ANGLIN J.-The judgment of the Appellate Division
delivered by Mr. Justice Stuart disposed of the question
at issue in this Court so satisfactorily that I feel I
cannot usefully add to it.

MIGNAULT J.-For the reasons given by Mr. Justice
Stuart in the Appellate Division, I would dismiss this
appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: B. Ginsberg.

Solicitors for the respondent: Barron, Barron &
Helman.

(1) 15 Ch. D. 363 at p. 369.
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D. W. OGILVIE & COMPANY..... APPELLANTS; 0

(PLAINTIFFS)..................... f Nov. 15,17.

1921

AND Feb. 1.

A. C. DAVIE AND OTHERS.......
(DEFENDANTS).................. SPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Contract-Illegality-Public order-Questions raised only at argu-
ment-New trial-Arts. 989, 990 C.C.-Sect. 158 (f.) Cr. C.

Per Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-Where a contract sued
upon has been held void for illegality on a ground not pleaded
and not referred to at the trial until after the close of the evidence,
and the circumstances relied upon to establish such illegality may
be susceptible of explanation, a new trial should be directed to
afford the plaintiff an opportunity to adduce evidence to meet
the defence of illegality. Connolly v. Consumers Cordage Co.
(89 L.T.R. 347) followed.

Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-Inthe case of a sale to the Government
a contract by the vendor to pay an agent, engaged by him to
procure the highest possible price, all that such agent could obtain
over a figure fixed by the vendor as the minimum net price he
would accept is not per se illegal as contrary to public order.

Per Idington J. (dissenting).-Upon the evidence, the option agree-
ment alleged by the appellants had expired and had never been
renewed.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench reversed, Idington J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, Appeal side, Province of Quebec, affirming
the judgment of the trial court and dismissing the
appellant's action.

PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignauit JJ.
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The appellants claim from the respondents the
oGMVIE & Sum of $12,567.85 being for commission and profits

Co.
V. due to them by virtue of a certain agreement, this sum

DAVIE
being the difference between the amount for which the
appellants had the right to purchase the respondent's
property and the amount paid by the government
under expropriation proceedings. The respondents
fyled pleas that the action was premature, that the
commission and profits had already been paid to appel-
lants' agent, and others in relation to the respective
items of the claim. At the close of the trial, the
respondents' counsel, in argument, alleged that,
upon the evidence, when they agreed to pay the
appellants for was an exercise of improper influence
with the government of Canada or some ministers
of the Crown or some of its officials in order to effect
the sale of their property. The trial judge and the
Court of King's Bench dismissed the appellant's
action, resting their judgment solely on that ground of
illegality.

Eug. Lafleur K.C. and J. W. Cook K.C. for the
appellants.

Louis St. Laurent K.C. and Gravel K.C. for the
respondents.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-The respondents, as
owners in part and as executors or trustees in part,
were entitled to compensation for land in Levis exprop-
riated by the Ci own for purposes of the Intercolonial
Railway on the 12th August, 1912. It is by no means
clear whether it was as the result of ignorance of the
fact that the land had been so expropriated or as a
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means of determining the compensation due the 192

respondents, that they retained appellants on the OGEY[E &

1st October, 1912, for some purpose and to effectuate DAT
same gave, on said date, the following option. Iingtn J.

D. W. Ogilvie, Esq.,
11 St. Sacrament St., Montreal, P.Q.

Dear Sir:

We hereby give you an option to purchase. the following described
property, such option to be good for four (4) months from present date.

That certain property known as the G. T. Davie & Sons property,
situated in the town of Levis, P.Q., the said property being bounded
on the north-west by the river St. Lawrence; on the south-east by the
public road known as the Commercial Road; the whole as per plan
prepared by A. E. Bourget, P.L.S., of date March 28th, 1912. The
whole as it now exists with wharves, buildings, etc., erected thereon.

The property to be accepted subject to existing leases and servitudes.
Rents, taxes, insurance, etc., to be adjusted to date of passing of deeds.
The property to be free and clear of any and all encumbrances.
Purchase price to be as per our letter of this date, payable on

passing of deeds, which must be passed within thirty (30) days from
the date of acceptance of option.

In the event of this option being taken up and the purchase
price paid, we agree to pay D. W. Ogilvie & Company, incorporated, a
commission of five per cent (5%) on the purchase price.

Yours very truly,

George T. Davie & Son.

The appellant responded thereto by the following:-

11 St. Sacrament St.

Montreal, Oct. 1, 1912.
Messrs. G. T. Davie & Sons,

Levis, P.Q.

Dear Sirs:
In reference to the option given me this day to purchase that

certain property owned by you situated in the town of Levis, P.Q.,
the whole as per plan prepared by A. E. Bourget, P.L.S. of date March
28th, 1912.

It is hereby understood that this option is given for the purpose
of my acting as your agent for the sale of the property at the best
obtainable figure and on completion of the sale I am to receive a
commission of five per cent on the purchase price.

Yours very truly,
(Sgd.) Douglas W. Ogilvie.
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The letter of respondents of 1st October, 1912,
oGLIE & enclosing the option, had referred to the part theCo.

a. Government required as worth, at least, $2.00 per

Idington J foot, evidently thereby including injurious affection
- ofso taking, and referred to some other land as pos-

sibly required for same purpose as worth $1.00 a
foot.

That option evidently expired by effluxion of time
without any results, or extension, or renewal, and all
therein, and connected therewith, seems only useful
as illuminating to a certain, or rather uncertain,
extent, what follows.

The next stage in the relations between the parties
hereto appears, by the following letter of appellant
of 7th May, 1913, and reply of respondent of 14th
May, 1913, which read as follows:-

Montreal, May 7, 1913.
Messrs. George T. Davie & Sons,

Levis, P.Q.

Dear Sirs:-

The Intercolonial Railway of Canada have sent us a blue print
of your property situated in Lauzon Ward, Levis, shewing the land
they purpose to expropriate lying between the present Intercolonial
Railway and the King's highway; the strip of land having a super-
ficial area, according to the plan as prepared by A. E. Bourget, of
36,900 sq. ft. E.M.

In order to take up this matter with the Intercolonial Railway,
will you kindly write us giving us the best cash price you will accept
for the 36,900 sq. ft. of land. On receipt of your letter we will com-
municate with the proper officials and endeavour to make a sale of the
property direct to the Intercolonial Railway without expropriation
proceedings.

Trusting you will give this matter your early attention, as it is
advisable to settle with the railway before expropriation proceedings
are started.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) D. W. Ogilvie & Co., Inc.
Per D. W. Ogilvie.
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(REPLY). 1921

Levis, May 14th, 1913. OGILVIE &
Co.Messrs. D. W. Ogilvie & Co.,

11 St. Sacrament St., Montreal, Que. DAVIE

Dear Sirs:- Idington J.
In answer to your letter of May 7th, we beg to say that we are

asking one dollar and twenty-five cents (81.25) per foot of our property
which has been expropriated by the Intercolonial Railway.

Yours very truly,.
Geo. T. Davie & Son.

Per J. 0. A. V.

That seems to have resulted in some little movement
on the part of the appellant, for it is able, on the
13th Oct., 1913, to write as follows:-

Montreal, October 13th, 1913.
F. P. Gutelius, Esq.,

General Manager,
Intercolonial Rly. of Canada,

Moncton, N.B.
Re Geo. T. Davie & Son's property, Levis, P.Q.

Dear Sir:-
. We beg to acknowledge receipt of your favour of the 9th instant

and note contents.
As per our letter of May 16th, 1913, addressed to Mr. F. T. Brady,

we are prepared to sell the G. T. Davie & Sons' property in Lauzon
Ward, Levis, P.Q., containing 36,900 sq. ft., for the sum of $64,575.00,
or $1.75 per sq. ft. This price will cover all damages.

We would point out that the question of "Damage" is a serious
one, as Mrs. Davie has to vacate the Davie residence, lying to the
south of the land in question; and the office of G. T. Davie & Sons,
and the Quebec Salvage Company, has to be vacated owing to!he
noise, inconvenience, etc., caused by the Intercolonial Railway taking
over the strip of land in question.

In addition to this, the question of carriage between the Davie
property situated to the south and to the north of the strip of land in
question has become a difficult one owing to the several tracks they
have to cross, and to the fact that the ground on this strip has been
excavated and it makes it difficult to take a heavy load from one
property to the other.

Mr. Geo. D. Davie is in Montreal to-day and the contents of this
communication has been put before him, and he has expressed his
opinion of being anxious to come to an early amicable settlement with
the Railway Coinpany.

Yours very truly,
(S.) D.W. Ogilvie & Co. Inc.
(S.) D.W. Ogilvie.
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12 Something, not clear what, revived the energy of
oGVIE& appellant, for we have respondent's letter:Co.

V.
DAVIE MnraJn 0h 94

- Messrs. D. W. Ogilvie & Co. Inc. Montreal, Jan. 30th, 1914.
Idington J. Dear Sirs:-

Re Levis property.
I hereby confirm the verbal extension given you some time ago of

your option for the purchase of the property of the undersigned at
Levis, at the modified price of a dollar and seventy-five cents per foot
for the portion required by the Government, viz., the portion lying
between the highway and the Intercolonial Railway, and containing
approximately thirty-six thousand nine hundred square feet, or one
dollar and twenty-five cents per foot, if you take the whole of the
property; the above option being hereby extended until, say, the
first of April, next. Yours truly,

(S.) George T. Davie & Sons.
Per G. D. D.

Montreal, March 31st, 1914.
The above option is hereby renewed on the same terms and

condition for sixty (60) days from the present date.
(S.) George T. Davie & Sons.
(S.) per G.D.D.

and reply from appellant's manager, as follows:-

George D. Davie, Esq., March, 26th, 1914.

Levis, P.Q.
Dear Mr. Davie:

In reference to the strip of land containing about 36,900 sq. ft.
which the Intercolonial Railway desire to purchase.

Following your verbal instructions, I have again got directly in
touch with the officials of the Intercolonial Railway regarding the
sale of this property, and have to-day been informed that as Mr.
Gutelius is likely to be kept at Ottawa for some days on important
business nothing at present can be done.

The official in question, however, informed me that the railway
were anxious to come to an amicable settlement for the purchase of
this property.

Under the circumstances, in order that there be no misunder-
standing, will you be good enough to renew the option of date January
30th, 1914, which expires on April 1st, 1914, for say, sixty (60) days.

This will give an opportunity to meet Mr. Gutelius in Montreal
or Moncton during the next couple of weeks and get this property sold
at private sale without any of our Quebec friends interfering in same.

With kindest regards,
Yours very truly,

Douglas W. Ogilvie.
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Nothing having been accomplished meantime, and 192

the sixty days' extension if given (as may be inferred OG-VIE &
from the letters of 22nd April and 28th April, 1914) Co.

DAVI.
having expired, I again remark that all the foregoing Idington J.
must pass for nothing as contractual basis to be -

relied upon by appellant, save as illuminating the
relations between the parties.

The letters I refer to of April, 1914, are as follows:-

Geo. D. Davie, Esq., Montreal, April 22nd, 1914.

Levis, Que.

Dear Sir:-

I understand Mr. Barnard spoke to you in reference to the property
of George T. Davie & Sons which I.C.R. wish to acquire.

I can get you one dollar and seventy-five cents ($1.75) per sq. ft.
for this piece of land from the railway, but I am also of the opinion
that if we hold out, this sum can be increased.

As our option on this property is good until June 1st, I would be
obliged if you would give the matter consideration.

I might suggest that the property be sold to myself or some other
responsible individual on a small cash payment at $1.75 per sq. ft.;
and that any profit over and above $1.75 per sq. ft. secured from
the I.C.R. be divided amongst those interested. This matter we
would have to adjust when we next meet.

Trusting you will take the matter up with your brothers and see
what can be done.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) Douglas W. Ogilvie.
Levis, Que., 28th April, 1914.

D. W. Ogilvie, Esq.,
11 St. Sacrament St., Montreal.

Dear Sir:-

Your favour of the 22nd instant re the property expropriated at
Levis by the I.C.R. was duly read and as requested I have talked the
matter over with my brother.

He is agreeable that we dispose of this property either to yourself
or some other responsible party that you would name at $1.75 per
sq. ft. on consideration of a cash payment to be made on same, leaving
you to dispose of it to the Government and any difference over the
$1.75 to be divided as you see fit.

Yours truly,

15780--4 George D. Davie.
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On the 2nd of June, 1914, when that last option
OoGIvEi & extension ended, respondents, apparently tired of theCo.,

needless and vexatious delay, promptly began to act

Idington J. on their own behalf and wrote directly to the manager
- of the Intercolonial as follows:-

Montreal, June 2nd, 1914.

F. P. Gutelius, Esq.,
Manager, Intercolonial Rly., Moncton, N.B.

Dear Sir:-

Since Sept., 1912, we have been corresponding with various
officials of the Intercolonial Railway in reference to a strip of land at
Levis, P.Q., which the railway company has taken possession of and
which belonged to Geo. T. Davie & Sons, Levis, P.Q.

The property in question has been acquired by the Davie Ship-
building and Repairing Co., Limited, and at a meeting of the directors
held at Montreal, this morning, we were instructed, without prejudice
to the proprietors' rights and subject to immediate acceptance, and
that the deed of sale be signed not later than July 1st, 1914, to make
the following proposition:

We will sell you the property containing a superficies of 36,900
sq. ft. E.M. as per survey prepared by A. E. Bourget, P.L.S., for the
sum of sixty-nine thousand, five hundred and seventy-five dollars
(869,575.00) cash, on passing of deed. The purchase price to include
damages to the adjoining property as belonging to the Davie Company.

The Davie Shipbuilding and Repairing Co., Limited, is anxious
to come to an amicable settlement regarding the purchase of this
land, and we trust you will give the matter your immediate con- .
sideration.

His reply is not in the case.

Surely that must have cut away all hope on the
part of appellant ever reaping anything by fair means
of any profit beyond the basis of $1.75 per foot for
whatever land taken by the Crown for the purposes
in question.

In response to letters meantime the appellant's
manager wrote as follows:-
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11 St. Sacrament St., 21
Montreal, Sept. 15th, 1914. OGILVIE &

Messrs. George T. Davie & Sons, Co.

Levis, P.Q. DAVIE.
Idington J.

With reference to your letter of the 8th instant, asking what the
position is of your claim against the Government for land taken for the
I.C.R. cattle sheds at Levis.

I beg to say that the settlement of this matter is progressing,
I consider on the whole, very satisfactorily.

. We have arranged with the Government to apply for a petition of
right to sue the Government for the value of the land, but have been
asked not to press this matter, as they expect to make a settlement.

In Ottawa last week we were asked to write Mr. Gutelius telling
him that if the matter was not settled before the 20th instant, we
would apply for the Petition of Right and that the same would be
granted.

Of course you know it is very difficult to get the Government to
move in any matter outside of war matters just at present; but they are
well disposed, and I really think we will be able to settle this matter
without suit within a very short time.

Of course when the settlement is effected, it will bear interest
from the date of the taking of possession by the railway company of
the Davie property.

Trusting this explanation is satisfactory, and assuring you that
we are doing everything possible in order to obtain a. quick settlement
in this matter.

Yours very truly,

Douglas W. Ogilvie.
Levis, Que., 17th Mar., 1915.

Nothing more appears in the case bearing directly
on the measure of appellant's retainer until March
17th, 1915, when respondents write as follows.-

Messrs. D. W. Ogilvie & Co., Inc.,
11 St. Sacrament St., Montreal.

Dear Sirs:-

In connection with our property at Levis, which the Intercolonial
Railway Co. has taken possession of for a siding and which property
has been in your hands for sale to the Government, Mr. Barnard
states that the Government will be willing to settle for the property
on terms that would give us one dollar and seventy-five cents ($1.75)

15780-241
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121 per foot for the property, with interest at 4% from date of sale to be

O & passed as soon as the deeds are got in shape. The purchase price to
Co. be payable as soon as the Government is in funds and not later than

V. two years from date.
DAVI.

- This would be satisfactory to us and we hereby authorize you to
Idington J. close the matter on such terms.

Yours faithfully,
Geo. T. Davie & cons.

It is to be observed that this did not expressly
renew or pretend to extend the terms of previous
letters giving an option and it is to me incredible that
in face of the respective letters of appellant of 13th
October, 1913, and of respondents of 2nd of June,
1914, to Mr. Gutelius, plainly declaring their terms,
that there should exist any hope of profit to be got
by fair means.

I, therefore, see no basis upon which appellant can
rest any claim for compensation on such a basis, or
any other basis than the 5% on price of $1.75 per foot.

Hence if there was in fact any discovery that a
larger area than the original 36,900 square feet within
that spoken of and defined by the plan of expropria-
tion, that larger area was respondents' property and
the price they named of $1.75 per sq. foot over and
over again, sometimes expressed as 36,900 square
feet, and at others as that more or less, was theirs
within the literal terms declared in the foregoing
letters.

'The only thing quite apparent is that for years the
respondents having allowed the appellants the oppor-
tunities I have outlined above, then ceased to do so
and claimed payment on basis of $1.75 a foot upon
which appellant would be entitled to its commission.
That had been paid before the appellant sued herein
on the basis of 36,900 sq. feet being the correct measure-
ment as assumed throughout till execution of deed;
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unless in regard to an incident connected with the 1

work of one Addie, a surveyor, who was not called, oGCEI&
and whose computation of the area in question may DAV*E.
have been the foundation for claims alleged to have Idin -J.
been made by the Government that it contained only -

34,312 square feet.

The deed to the Crown which resulted, after a year
or more of delay, and is dated 2nd June, 1915, pro-
fesses to convey 38,723 feet.

I am unable to identify the two descriptions, that
is the one given in expropriation and that given in the
deed, as being identical, though I see nothing to
demonstrate that the area in the original description
had been for any reason increased and yet why a new
description was resorted to is neither explained nor
explicable on the evidence before us. Either they
are the same or the contract under which appellant
worked has been departed from in a way that would
not help it herein.

If they are, as is quite possible, within the same
boundaries, only differently expressed, then the appel-
lant has nothing to complain of herein unless by
reason of an error of computation of area that he has
not got his commission upon the price of $1.75 per
square foot.

The apparent difference. in area would be 1,823
feet, which, at $1.75 per foot, would be $3,190.25, and
appellant's commission thereon would be, as I make
it, $159.51 due him, if this later computation of area
correct.

On my construction of the appellant's contract
with respondents, as evidenced by the above quoted
letters and the attendant circumstances interpreting
same, this would be the ultimate result for appellant.
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1921 I can see no ground for the extension of the impli-
oGEVIE & cations of profit after the time limit therefor had

Co.
V. -expired and the respondents had declared by their

DAVIE.

Idington J letter of 2nd June, 1914, to Mr. Gutelius, the terms
upon which they were willing to accept as compensa-
tion for their land expropriated, whether it be 36,900
feet or 38,723 feet.

It would have been highly improper for those
serving the Crown to have given more; if more given,
it must be attributed to mistake, or something worse,
which I hope did not exist, and, in any event, could
not benefit appellant.

In this view of the contract between the parties
hereto there never was any foundation for the pre-
tension of appellant to any share in the interest to be
paid by the Crown for the detention of payment.

The claim set up by appellant of about twenty to
twenty-five per cent profit, under all the circumstances,
is most repulsive and suggestive of much suspicion
of its having been founded upon hopes and expecta-
tions offensive against the provisions of the public
policy enunciated in section 158 of the Criminal Code.

Unless we are to assume, what is inherently improb-
able, that the respondents were so ignorant and
incapable as to be quite unfitted for taking care of
their own affairs, and much less of discharging their
duties as trustees, the result seems inexplicable upon
any other theory than that the Crown was made to
pay twenty-five per cent more than respondents were
willing to accept.

Which alternative should be adopted: That the
Crown was not well advised, or that it was imposed
upon? And again, that such imposition was designedly
brought about, or merely that the feeble folk serving the
Crown were overcome by those serving the respondents?
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And again, was it the result of a clear recognition 192t

on the part of the respondents that it was only by oG C

engaging an equipment adequate to surmount the DA m.
lethargic resistance of such feeble folk, that the respond- d

Idington J
ents could get a just consideration of their rights -

which led them to offer such a price for the service?
In the evidence there is a good deal that is very

suggestive of some willingness to do some manoeuvering.
In justice to the Minister of the Department there

is not the slightest ground of suspicion attaching to
him or to others directly serving the Crown.

We must, however, I submit, aid them in removing
the tendency of suspicion on the part of those believing
otherwise that such things can be done, by always
scrutinizing closely the conduct of those dealing with
their- subordinates.

There is much to arouse suspicion in some features
of the actions of the parties hereto and their respective
agents, and if the suspicious discovery of increase in
area is unfounded the Crown may recover from the
respondents, but that would not or should not help
appellant.

There is, in my view of the facts, no need to consider
the ground taken in the courts below.

If the result had' been to increase the price to the
extent claimed by appellant of twenty or perhaps
twenty-five per cent beyond the price which the
respondents had offered, then, I suspect, there would
be much in the case to suggest an examination of the law
and facts which the said courts have proceeded upon.

I would dismiss this appeal with costs, but without
prejudice to the appellant's right to recover in another
action the small item of $159.00 it may be entitled to
if in fact there was actually an increase of area beyond
that originally contemplated, conveyed to the Crown.
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1921 Whether or not there was an error or computation
Onev- & in the area upon the basis of which the price per footCo.

D1. desired by respondents was such as to entitle appel-

Idjngto Jlant to the item I have named as possible based
thereon, has not been the foundation of this appel-
lant's action or tried out.

It is quite possible that the respondents have been
paid too much, and that such overpayment is recover-
able by the Crown, and hence I do not deal with
the payments made by respondents to the subordinate
agent of the appellant.

DUFF J.-I regret to say that I have been unable to
concur in Mr. Lafleur's contention that the decision
of the trial judge affirmed by the Court of King's
Bench to the effect that the plaintiff's claim arises
out of transactions juridically sterile because par-
taking of the nature of trafficking with influence is
entirely without foundation in the evidence.

On the other hand it is quite clear to me that the
odious accusation which by the conclusion of the
courts below is held to be established was never really
put to the witnesses principally concerned in such a
way as to give them a fair opportunity of meeting it
and clearing themselves; and the point to which I
have given my attention is whether, there being some
evidence pointing in the direction of the conclusion at
which the courts below have arrived, it is of sufficient
weight to support the judgments or of so little weight
as to require a reversal of those judgments on this point.
On the whole I think the more satisfactory course is
to order a new trial reserving all the costs including
all the costs of the appeal to this Court to abide the
result of that trial. This being my conclusion, it
would be improper to discuss the evidence in detail.
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I am satisfied that as regards the other issues raised 1921

by the pleadings the appellants have fully established o0- &

their right to recover the amount claimed; and the V.
retrial should therefore be limited strictly to the issue
whether or not the contract upon which the claim
is based is a contract the enforcement of which
the -law regards as incompatible with those para-
mount interests of the community which are com-
pendiously indicated by the phrases "public policy"
and "public order."

ANGLIN J.-Appealing from a judgment of the
Court of King's Bench, affirming the dismissal of
their action by the Superior Court, the plaintiffs seek
judgment for the amount of their claim, or, alterna-
tively, a new trial on the ground that they were not
given an opportunity of meeting a charge of illegality,
not pleaded and first preferred in the course of the
argument before the trial judge, on which the judg-
ments against them solely rest.

The claim as formulated in the declaration consists
of three items:

(a) Balance of commission at five per cent on
the price which the defendants agreed to
accept for their land ................. $ 159.51

(b) Price paid in excess of what the vendors
agreed to take, exclusive of interest..... 1,809.75

(c) Interest on the price paid between the
date of taking possession and the date of
closing the transaction ("date of sale"). . 10,598.59

$12,567.85
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Besides particular defences peculiar to each item,
OGILVIE & two general defences are pleaded-that the actionCo.

DVI. is premature and that the plaintiffs' claim has been
i .satisfied by payments made by the defendants to

- Mr. C. A. Barnard. Consideration of these pleas
may be advantageously deferred. The discussion of
the several items will, therefore, proceed subject to
them and to the defence of illegality.

(a) and (b). A contract to pay a commission of
five per cent on a price of $1.75 per square foot, which
the defendants had agreed to accept, is admitted.
A supplementary contract that any sum -in excess of
this figure which the plaintiffs could induce the Govern-
ment to pay would belong to them as additional
remuneration is contested. But in view of the admis-
sions in the examination of Allison C. Davie, the
correspondence in evidence, and the acknowledgment
of this supplementary contract by the payment of
$5,000 on account of it by the defendants to Mr. C. A.
Barnard, there seems to be no reason to doubt that it
is established. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to
the balance of the commission asked and only to the
$1,809.75 claimed as excess price, or whether the
demand for a balance of commission is unfounded and
the whole $5,000 and interest thereon should have
been claimed as "extra price" depends on the true
area of the property conveyed to the Crown.

If the area conveyed was in fact that named in
the deeds, 38,723 square feet, the claim as formulated
is correct as to both items. If it was 36,900 square
feet, which was the basis of the negotiations and of
the actual settlement with the Government of the
price paid ($64,575 for 36,900 square feet at $1.75,
plus $5,000, a lump sum agreed to as a compromise),
the claim for a balance of commission is ill founded and,
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if not debarred by the principle limiting the adjudica- 1

tion to the sum demanded (Art. 113 C.C.P.) the OGEVIE &

plaintiffs would be clearly entitled to the sum of DA.

$5,000 and i'nterest thereon instead of $1,809.75, in Anglin J.
respect of item (b) of their claim. In their factum,
however, while apparently recognizing that a mistake
was made in this respect to their detriment they adhere
to their claim as formulated in the declaration.

The notice of expropriation gave the area of the
property to be taken as .79 acres, or 34,412 square
feet. According to a survey made by Mr. Bourget,
P.L.S., the actual area of the land expropriated was
36,900 square feet and the defendants appear to have
based their claim throughout on that being the correct
quantity. They still adhere to that position. Another
survey made for them by Mr. Addie is stated in a
letter from the Deputy Minister of Railways to Mr.
Barnard to have shown an area of 38,671.3 square
feet. The Deputy Minister points out that Mr. Addie
probably included land which was already the property
of the Cr6wn. The defendants asked that the Govern-
ment should send a- qualified surveyor to check over
Mr. Addie's survey on the ground and arrive at a
definite result with him. If that was done, the
record does not show the result. - Whether anything
was done or not, and whatever its result if anything
was done, it is abundantly clear that the transaction
was closed between Mr. Barnard and the Department
on the basis of the actual area being 36,900 square
feet, which it was agreed should be conveyed at a
price of $1.75 per foot ($64,575) plus $5,000 additional.
This latter sum was agreed upon, Mr. Barnard tells
us, by way of compromise between the figure of $1.75
per square foot stated by the plaintiffs in their letter
of 13th October, 1913, to the general manager of the
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12 I.C.R., and confirmed by the defendants' letter of the
OGILJ & 30th of January, 1914, as what they were willing toCo.

DV. accept on a basis of 36,900 square feet, and $2.00 per
l J square foot, the price finally demanded from the

Department by Mr. Barnard, who represented the
plaintiffs. Mr. Barnard's evidence and his letters
put that beyond doubt.

The deeds transferring the land to the Crown, in
which the area is stated to be 38,723 square feet, were
not seen either by the plaintiffs or by Mr. Barnard
before execution, although they had asked to be
notified of the closing of the matter and had stated
(letter of the 14th of March, 1916) that they wished
to be present. Mr. Barnard tells us that on the
date of closing (2nd of June, 1916) Mr. Dupr6, who
acted for the Government in investigating the title
and in giving instructions for the preparation of the
deeds and had arranged to notify Mr. Barnard so
that he and Mr. Ogilvie might attend on the closing,
telephoned him from Quebec that

the matter was all ready and that the Davies insisted on its being
closed that afternoon.

Of course Mr. Ogilvie and Mr. Barnard were unable to
be present.

Mr. Banard says that there were three different sur-
veyor's reports and that that meant quite a few inter-
views between himself and Mr. Dupr6. On the 2nd of
February, 1916, the plaintiffs wrote to the defendants:-

The situation is simply this: The Government have several plans
showing different areas of the property, and it is necessary that Mr.
Addie prepare a plan of the property as per the expropriation notice

If the area as shown on this plan appears satisfactory to the
Government the matter will be closed at once.

The Department of Railways and Canals informs us that their
engineer at Moncton has instructions to go into the matter with Mr.
Addie. And we are to-day again taking up the matter with the Depart-
ment, inquiring as to the delay.
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To this the defendants replied on the following day:- 1

Plans have already been prepared by Mr. Addie of the property OGILVIE &
and are no,% in possession of the Government. Co.

DAVIS.
What is required is that an engineer be appointed to go over the -

ground with Mr. Addie (as Mr. Brown, chief engineer at Moncton, Angln J.

wrote Mr. Addle he had no orders to that effect) and which Mr. Barnard
promised he would attend to at Ottawa.

It is urgent that this be done and that a Government engineer go
over the ground with Mr. Addie so that we can get the matter closed
up and a settlement effected without further delay.

On the 13th of March the papers were sent by the
Department of Justice to MM. Dupr6 & Gagnon with
instructions to get the matter closed without delay.
It must have been after this date that Mr. Barnard
had the frequent interviews with Mr. Dupr6 of which
he speaks. Some delay was occasioned by difficulties
of title and in having the order in council for pay-
ment put through. There is no further reference in
the record, however, to the question of area. Neither
Mr. Dupr6 nor the notary Couillard, who prepared
the deed, nor any of the surveyors or railway officials
concerned, is called to explain how the area came to
be fixed at the figure named in the deeds. Mr. Barnard
in a letter of the 22nd of May, 1917, to the late Mr.
Stuart K.C., who was then acting for the defendants,
refers to the change of area as a "manoeuvre * *

with a view to covering up the $5,000." Thomas
O'Neill, the defendants' accountant and confidential
clerk and a witness on their behalf, also suggests that
38,723 square feet was inserted in the deed "because
there was something to cover" in "the making of the
$5,000." But if that had been the purpose the area
would almost certainly have been increased by 2,857.14
square feet (which at $1.75 per square foot would
amount to $5,000) and made 39,757.14 square feet.
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12 While Allison C. Davie could not explain the state-
OG-I & ment in the deeds that the area was 38,723 square

Co.

V. feet and refused to characterize it as "false," he

Anglin J. swore positively that he knew the area of the property
to be 36,900 square feet.

Whether there is anything due in respect to item
(a) and what should have been the plaintiffs' claim on
item (b) depend entirely upon the true area of the
property conveyed. In my opinion that cannot be
ascertained on the evidence now before us. This
question should therefore form one of the issues for
determination on the new trial, which must be had
for other reasons presently to be stated. The plain-
tiff's rights in respect to items (a) and (b) should be
determined as above indicated when such area is
ascertained. To permit of complete justice being
done if the true area proves to be less than 38,723
square feet leave should be reserved to the plaintiffs to
present an incidental demand under Art. 215 (1)
C.C.P. foi the whole or any part of the balance of the
sum of $5,000 (and interest thereon) not covered by
the conclusions of their present declaration. Should
such a demand be held not to lie the right to bring
action for any such balance not recoverable in this
action, should, if the defence of illegality is not suc-
cessful, be reserved to them.

(c) The claim for interest, $10,598.59, between the
date of taking possession (12th of August, 1912) and
the date of conveyance (2nd of June, 1916) is preferred
on two grounds-as profit secured from the Govern-
ment over and above $1.75 per foot, and as covered by
a contractual 9tipulation. The sum claimed includes
$762.40, interest paid on the $5,000 and recoverable,
if at all, under item (b).
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If the plaintiff's claim to the interest on the $64,575 1921

rested solely on a stipulation that they should receive oGv &

so much of the purchase price as exceeded $1.75 per. IV.
DAVIE.

square foot, the view suggested by the learned Chief A J.
Justice of Quebec that as an accessory of the principal
it would belong to the defendants (res accessoria
sequitur rem principalem) might occasion difficulty.
The principle of the law of mandate adverted to by
my brother Mignault might also prove an obstacle
to recovery by the plaintiffs. But the special contract
invoked by them, if established, overcomes these.
difficulties.

While the matter was still in the stage of negotiation
the plaintiffs informed the defendants by letter (15th
of September, 1914), that

of course when the settlement is effected it will bear interest from the
date of the taking possession by the railway company of the Davie
property.

Allison Davie admits that from this letter the defend-
ants learned that the Government would pay interest
from the date of expropriation. When negotiations
between Mr. Barnard and the Department had so far
progressed that he was able to state the terms of
settlement, we find this passage in a letter from the
defendants to D. W. Ogilvie of the 17th of March,
1915:

Mr. Barnard states that the Government will be willing to settle
for the property on terms that would give us one dollar and seventy-five
cents (81.75) per square foot for the property with interest at four per
cent from the date of'sale to be passed as soon as the deeds are got in
shape. The purchase price to be payable as soon as the Government
is in funds and not later than two years from date. This would be
satisfactory to us and we hereby authorize you to close the matter on
such terms.
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The important words in this letter are "from the
OGILVIE & date of sale." Although the witness O'Neill says he

Co.
V. understood them to mean "from date of expropriation"

DAVIE5.

Anglin J. (testimony probably inadmissible), Allison C. Davie
offers no such explanation and George D. Davie, with
whom all the negotiations were carried on by Ogilvie,
is not called as a witness. Mr. Barnard says that it
was distinctly understood that the interest up to the
date of actual conveyance was to be given the plaintiffs
and himself as additional remuneration. He certainly
made a claim on that basis at an interview with
Allison C. Davie and O'Neill in January, 19 i6, when
he met them in Quebec to make certain, he says,
that they understood the terms of the settlement and
precisely what disposition was to be made of the
moneys to be paid by the Government. Davie and
O'Neill both admit that interview. Barnard says he
understood the claim he then made was assented to:
Davie and O'Neill that it was to be referred to George
D. Davie. The failure to call the latter as a witness is,
therefore, most significant. Barnard himself was a
witness for the defendants and their counsel had him
verify and then put in evidence a letter of the 22nd of
May, 1917, from himself to the late Mr. G. C. Stuart,
who was then acting for the Davies. In that letter
Mr. Barnard says:

Ogilvie's agreement provided that he would get anything over and
above $1.75 a foot. We tried first to get $2.50 a foot and then $2.00,
and finally got the Government to offer $1.75. The matter was at a
deadlock for some time when, after numerous interviews with the Min-
ister, I arranged that instead of getting $2.00 a foot we should get $1.75
plus $5,000.00 and interest on the whole amount at 4% from the
date of taking of possession, the $5,000.00 and interest from taking of
possession being a compromise between our demand at $2.00 and the
Government's price of $1.75.

I considered that Ogilvie, under his agreement, would be clearly
entitled to the $5,000.00 and the interest from the date of taking of
possession, but in order to avoid all possible misunderstanding, pre-
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pared a special letter which I sent to Ogilvie with instructions to have 1921
same signed by the Davies, in which I mentioned that I had arranged OGIVIE &
with the Government for the sale of the property on terms that would Co.
give them $1.75 per foot, "with interest at 4% from date of the sale D.
to be passed as soon as deeds are got in shape," and I thought by -
reciting "from date of sale to be passed as soon as deeds are got in Anglin J.
shape" that I had made it quite clear that they would only get interest
from the date of the deed of sale.

I further explained the matter in a letter to Mr. George Davie and
also verbally to Mr. O'Neill, and when I found that the cash payment
would not be sufficient to pay off Ogilvie took the trouble to go to
Quebec and meet Mr. Allison Davie and Mr. O'Neill at Chinic's Hard-
ware Store where we went into the figures and worked out exactly
how much the Davie Estate would have to add to the cash payment
in order to settle with Ogilvie, and how Mr. Allison Davie and Mr.
O'Neill can now pretend that the estate is entitled to the interest from
date of taking possession is frankly beyond me.

P.S. In figuring the amount of interest that Ogilvie is entitled to
I have in the above letter calculated interest up to the 2nd of June,
the date of the passing of the deed of sale. To give you the whole
story I should mention that when I-met Mr. Allison Davie and Mr.
O'Neill in Quebec at Chinic's and we figured the amount of interest
coming to Ogilvie they raised the point that if interest until the execu-
tion of the deed of sale was to be paid to Ogilvie the settlement might
drag on for a long time to the prejudice of the Davie estate. I agreed
that this would not be fair as the expectation was, when the Davies
agreed to take $1.75 afoot, that they would get payment within a
reasonable time, and after some discussion it was agreed that Ogilvie's
right to the interest would stop on the 1st of March.

Mr. Barnard's statement as to the objection raised
by Messrs. Davie and O'Neill is corroborated by their
testimony. The defendants also called Mr. D. W.
Ogilvie as* a witness on their behalf and had him
pledge his oath to the truth of all the facts within his
knowledge stated in Mr. Barnard's letter to Mr.
Stuart.

Finally, the defendants paid Mr. Barnard $10,763
on the 5th of June, 1916. Allison C. Davie says on
examination for discovery by counsel for the plaintiffs
that this payment was made in fulfilment of a legal
obligation-he is quite sure of it. On examination
by counsel for the defendants he at first repeats this
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1921 statement, but under adroit questioning he eventually
OGMVM & says that, while the first $5,000 was so paid, theCo.

DVm. 8econd $5,000 -was paid "out of goodwill," after a

Angu . conference of the family. Once again George D.
Davie is not called to verify this statement. The
witness O'Neill was not asked as to it. To me it is
simply incredible. Five thousand dollars (with $763
interest on it) was admittedly paid to Barnard as
principal secured in excess of $1.75 a foot. Barnard
had in January also demanded the interest from
August, 1912, to the date of closing on the $64,575
to be received by the Davies for themselves. The
Davies held Barnard's note for $10,000 principal and
$1,500 interest in connection with another transaction.
They seem to have assumed that because of the
relations betwe&n Barnard and Ogilvie's company any
payment which they might make to the former would
operate pro tanto as a discharge of their obligations
to the latter. They probably conceived that it
would be a good stroke of business to obtain payment
of Barnard's note by setting it off against what they
apparently believed might safely be credited to him
in discharge of their obligation to the plaintiffs.
Perhaps to avoid any admission that might prove
embarrassing in the event of Ogilvie. insisting on his
claim for the interest, while they described the first
$5,000 of the $10,000 of principal paid to Barnard as
"difference on sale of Davie property to I.C.R.," they
designated the second $5,000 as "allowance for services
rendered" in the statement sent to Barnard and as
"bonus for trouble" in a statement certified by O'Neill
and filed at the trial. Comment. on all this seems
unnecessary. I would merely add that the testimony
of Allison C. Davie is most unsatisfactory, It gives
an impression of shiftiness and unreliability.
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Taking into account all the evidence before us 191

bearing upon it, if obliged now to determine the OG- &

question, I should incline to the view that the Davies DAV.

did agree with Ogilvie that his firm should have as Angi J.
part of their remuneration the interest on the $64,575 -

between the date of taking possession and the date of
sale, by which I am disposed to think was meant the
date of execution of the deeds. But as a new trial
must be had on other grounds, it will probably be
more satisfactory that this item should be dealt with
by a judge who will have the advantage of seeing the
witnesses and possibly also of evidence not now
before us, such as the testimony of George Davie and
the explanatory letter to him mentioned in Barnard's
letter to Stuart. We have not the benefit of the views
either of the trial judge or of a majority of the learned
judges of the Court of King's Bench on the merits of
the plaintiffV claim apart from the defence of illegality.
The learned Chief Justice would treat the interest as
an accessory and holds the claim for $159.51 unfounded.
Mr. Justice Martin would disallow the plea of com-
pensation based on the payments to Barnard and the
defence that the action was premature. He finds
the claim for interest unfounded and also that for a
balance of commission. Mr .Justice Pelletier proceeds
solely on the ground of illegality. Mr. Justice Green-
shields dissents and there is no opinion delivered by
Mr. Justice Carroll. The formal judgment merely
dismisses the appeal "considering that there is no
error in the judgment appealed from."

The general defences still remain to be considered.
I know of no legal ground on which the defendants

can set up payment to Barnard as an answer to the
plaintiffs' claim. Neither as a partner nor otherwise

15780-251
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1921 was he entitled to receive moneys payable to them.
oGmvi He was merely their employee or sub-agent and hadCo.

V. apprised the defendants of that fact by sending them

An a copy of his letter of the 24th of March, 1916, written
to D. W. Ogilvie. Nevertheless they chose to pay
Barnard instead of the plaintiffs, moneys due, if at all,
to the latter.

The defence that the action is premature has occas-
ioned me some difficulty. The answer to it suggested
by Mr. Justice Martin, the only judge below who
alludes to it, seems open to the objection that the
delay in payment was negotiated by Barnard himself
and assented to by Ogilvie. The defendants, however,
would seem to have recognized by their payments to
Ogilvie of commission on $64,575 and to Barnard of
$10,763 in June, 1916, that they were then under
obligation to pay whatever remuneration had been
earned in respect of the entire sale, notwithstanding
that they had not yet received $60,000 of the purchase
money and the interest thereon. With some doubt
I accept the view of my brother Mignault that this
defence should not prevail.

I do so the more readily because it does not afford
an answer to a part of the claim proportionate to the
part of the purchase money paid before action and
does not preclude a declaratory judgment as to the
balance. Moreover by an incidental demand under
Art. 215 (2) C.C.P., all the purchase money having
since been paid, the plaintiffs could have put them-
selves in a position to recover such balance, if not
otherwise disentitled to it. The fact that the defence
was not given effect to in the courts below affords a
strong indication that in their opinion it should not be
maintained.
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The illegality charged by the defendants at the 1921

close of the trial was a violation of Article 158 (f) of oGEVIE &

the Criminal Code. They in effect then alleged that D.

what they agreed to pay the plaintiffs for was an An J.
exercise of improper influence with the Government -

or some Minister or official thereof. They refer to
the following features of the evidence as warranting
an inference that that was, in part at least, the nature
of the consideration which they were to receive for
the remuneration to be paid.

Ogilvie says that the Davies "appreciated" that he
was "in a better position to negotiate than they
were;" that was also his own impression:
the Davies felt that (he) could get a better price * * * from the
Government than they could,

and that
Mr. Barnard was probably in a more favourable position than (him-
self) to negotiate with the Government and its officials.

Any price in excess of $1.75 per square foot which they
could obtain from the Government was to be divided
between the plaintiffs and Barnard.

Although the Davies were always willing to accept
$1.75 per square foot for their property and on the
22nd of April, 1914, Ogilvie had written them
I can get you one dollar and seventy-five cents ($1.75) per square
foot for this piece of land from the railway, but I am of the opinion
that if we hold out this sum can be increased,

the completion of the transaction was delayed
until June, 1916, so far as appears solely to enable
Ogilvie and Barnard to secure additional moneys for
themselves from the Government. The Government
actually paid Sp,000 more than the Davies had asked
and were willing to take. In addition they paid
$10,598.59 of interest which the plaintiffs assert the
Davies had agreed to hand over to them.
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1 For two years the plaintiffs tried unsuccessfully to
oGLI & induce Mr. Gutelius, the general manager of theCo.

DVim. I.C.R., to agree to pay the defendants' price of $1.75

Anglin J. per foot. Then Mr. Barnard was brought in to
break the impasse by negotiating with the Minister
over Mr. Gutelius' head. The price demanded for
the land was immediately raised. Mr. Gutelius was
over-ruled and $5,000 additional in principal and
$10,598.59 interest-the latter apparently not expected
by the Davies for themselves-was eventually paid
by the Government.

Mr. Barnard says he was brought into the trans-
action when it was found that nothing could be done
with Mr. Gutelius--and that after he was brought in
the negotiations were left entirely in his hands, adding,
however,

I had Mr. Ogilvie to help me. I had Mr. Ogilvie use his influence up
at Ottawa and with the railway people

and that he (Barnard)

was to use his influence * * * to try and persuade Ottawa that
the price was reasonable.

In a letter of the 11th of June, 1915, written to George
D. Davie, when matters were dragging, Barnard
says
I expect to go to Ottawa this week and take the matter up with my
friends.

Thomas O'Neill, the defendants' accountant, says
Ogilvie told him

L have handed the whole thing over to Barnard. I do not want to
mix with the politicians in Ottawa and he has friends up there.

Then there is the suggestion thrqwn out in the
examination for discovery of D. W. Ogilvie that Mr.
Barnard was closely connected by marriage with a
member of the Government, and finally the increase
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of the area from the 36,900 square feet, claimed by L9'
the Davies to be the true area, to the 38,723 square OGEVIE &

feet mentioned in the deeds, coupled with Barnard's D'Vu:.

and O'Neill's surmise that it was made to cover up Anglin .

the additional $5,000.

In addition to all this, apparently before Mr.
Barnard's services were enlisted, there was a reference
to Government valuators, with whom the plaintiffs
advised the defendants to "keep in touch"-a myster-
ious intervention of a Mr. Lockwell, whose status and
connection with the matter are not explained-an
interview between Lockwell and Ogilvie at the latter's
residence in Montreal and eventually a valuation by
these valuators at the absurdly high figure of $3.00 a
square foot; on which the Department refused to act.

The cumulative effect of all these things is relied
upon to warrant the inference that the plaintiffs
demanded compensation or reward, by reason of, or
under the pretence of, possessing influence with the
Government, or with some minister or official thereof
(directly or through Barnard as their sub-agent), for

,procuring from the Government .payment of the
defendants' claim for compensation for their expro-
priated property. The learned trial judge considered
this inference warranted and that the contract sued
upon was therefore illegal as a barter of improper
influence. His judgment was pronounced on appeal
to be free from error. Two of the learned appellate
judges (-Lamothe C.J., and Martin J.), added, how-
ever, that in the case of a sale to the Government a
contract by the vendor to pay an agent, engaged by
him to procure the highest possible price, all that
such agent could obtain over a figure fixed by the
vendor as the minimum net price that he would
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1921 accept, is in itself illegal as contrary to public policy
OGvX & and involving deception of the Department interestedCo.

*. and a fraud upon the Government. Mr. Justice
DArm.

Martin speaking of the subject of the present action says
it was a demand for compensation under a pretence of possessing
influence with the Government: it was an agreement intended to mis-
lead and had the effect of misleading the Government as to the price
the respondents were willing to take for their property. The manner
in which it was made afforded an opportunity for appellant to exploit
the Government.

This aspect of the case has been dealt with by my
brother Mignault. I agree with his views upon it
and cannot usefully add to them. I am unable to
appreciate the ground of the distinction drawn by
the two learned appellate judges betweeen the Govern-
ment and a corporation, firm or individual as a pur-
chaser as affecting the legality of a contract for the
remuneration of the vendor's agent based on the
quantum of his interest in an increased price.

But the ground of the judgment of the Superior
Court requires further consideration. The first
observation I would make upon it is that if the four
principal facts relied upon-the over-ruling of Mr.
Gutelius, the long delay after the letter of the 22nd
of April, 1914, the payment of a large sum over and
above the price the vendors were prepared to accept
and the increase in the area from 36,900 square feet
to 38,723 square feet-have any probative force in
support of the defendants' case they tend to establish
rather an actual and successful use of improper influence
with the Government, or some minister or official
thereof, than a mere demand for compensation based
on the existence of such influence real or pretended.
Yet Mr. Justice Martin says

there is no evidence or suggestion that any official of the Government
was corrupted in any manner,
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and the learned Chief Justice of Quebec makes the 1921

same statement and adds OGILVIE &Co.
V.

II n'est pas allgu6 et il n'est pas prouv6 qu'on ait exerc6 aucune DAv.
influence indue sur la d6cision des autoritis. Il n'est pas non plus -
all6gu6 et il n'est pas prouv6 que le terrain expropri6 avait une valeur Anglin J.

infdrieure & celle pay6c par l'Intercolonial. Entre le gouvernement
d'une part et Davie & Co. d'autre part, le contrat n'est pas attaqu6 et
ne parait pas attaquable.

But for the four facts which I have specified, the other
matters relied upon in support of this branch of this
case-equivocal expressions in evidence and cor-
respondence and sinister suggestions of advantages
taken of friendships and family connection carried no
further-would not be deserving of notice. Their
significance depends wholly upon their connection
with the salient facts above stated. Taken with
those facts they no doubt give rise to a situation
"fraught with suspicion." But, with respect, if the
matter were to rest where it now is the inevitable
result in my opinion would be a verdict of "not proven"

The appellants quite reasonably do not desire such
a Pyrrhic victory. They wish to remove the stigma
necessarily left by an accusation such as that under
consideration if it be not completely refuted. Unfor-
tunately they did not ask for a postponement of the
trial to afford them an opportunity to meet that
charge when it was preferred in argument before the
trial judge. Had they done so and been refused,
even if the evidence were vastly stronger than it is-
if it clearly established a prima facie case against
them-having regard to the manner in which the
charge was sprung, they would, in my opinion, have
been entitled to a new trial to afford them the oppor-
tunity denied-not as -a matter of grace, but as of
right. Not having taken that course, however, they
are now obliged to ask indulgence. Yet, as the
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121 Lord Chancellor (Halsbury), delivering the judgment
OGeVrE & of the Judicial Committee, said, in Connolly et al. v.

Co.
DAV. Consumers Cordage Co. (1), where similar illegality,

not suggested in the Courts below, had been found
Anglin J..

by this Court
it is impossible to resist the cogency of the argument of counsel that
he has not had an opportunity of meeting the allegations that are
suggested against his client. As already stated, the circumstances
are fraught with suspicion. but suspicious as they are, they may,
nevertheless, be susceptible of explanation, and, if so, the opportunity
for explanation and defence ought to have been given. That has not
been done; and whatever may be the suspicions that their Lordships,
in common with the learned Judges below, may entertain upon the
subject, mere suspicion without judicial proof is not sufficient for a
court of justice to act upon.

My only doubt has been whether the proper course in
the present case would not be entirely to reject the
defence of illegality as unsupported by proof. I
defer, however, to what is probably the better judg-
ment of my learned colleagues that there is sufficient
of suspicion in the circumstances already before us to
warrant sending the case back for a new trial in order
that this defence may be fairly and fully investigated
and the appellants' guilt established, if they be guilty,
or if not their character cleared of what any right-
thinking man must regard as an imputation under
which they should not remain if it can be removed.

On the new trial the issues to be contested should be
restricted to the question of the area of the property
conveyed by the defendants to the Crown, the exist-
ence of a contract with regard to the payment of the
interest to the plaintiffs and the defence of illegality.
The question on this defence should be whether the
plaintiffs by reason of or under the pretence that they
or their agent Barnard possessed influence with the
Government or with any Minister or official thereof

[1903] 89 L. T., 347, at p. 349.
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demanded or exacted from the defendants or induced 1921

the latter to pay, offer or promise any compensation oG1 VIE &

fee or reward for procuring from the Government V.
DAVIE.

the payment of the defendants' claim or any portion Anglin J.
thereof for the taking by the Government of the
defendants' prbperty at Levis.

Under all the circumstances there should be no
costs of this appeal to either party.

BRODEUR J.-La demanderesse-appelante r~clame
le paiement d'une commission au sujet d'un terrain
qui appartenait aux d6fendeurs et qui a t expro-
pri6 par la Couronne.

Sur la contestation telle que lide, la demanderesse
aurait probablement r6ussi pour une partie importante
de sa reclamation, mais la Cour Sup6rieure, confirm~e
en cela par la Cour d'Appel, a trouv4 que l'option et
les conventions invoquies par la demanderesse n'avaient
pour but que de couvrir son intervention auprbs
des autorit6s f6ddrales pour obtenir par son influence
des conditions plus avantageuses et un prix plus 6lev6
pour le terrain expropri6, et que ces conventions,
6tant contraires A l'ordre public, 6taient ill6gales.

Cette question d'illigalit6 n'avait pas t6 soulevie
par la d6fense; et la demanderesse dit qu'elle en
souffre pr6judice parce que certaines circonstances
louches qui sont au dossier d~montreraient, si elles
6taient expliqudes par une preuve additionnelle qu'elle
se d~clare en position de faire, qu'elle a agi d'une
manibre absolument l6gale et honnete.

En effet, il serait important d'expliquer cette nomi-
nation d'6valuateurs, la presence autour d'eux ou au
milieu d'eux de personnages A r6putation douteuse,
cette lettre 'des d6fendeurs o ils disent qu'ils con-
naissent bien ces 6valuateurs,
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1921 we think our Mr. George can keep in touch with them (Letter, 19th

OGILVIE & Dec., 1913),
Co.
v. et le rapport de ces 6valuateurs donnant pour le

DAVIE.
r-e terrain exproprid une valeur plus consid6rable queBrodeur J.

celle que les d6fendeurs 4taient prets A accepter.
Il serait bon de connattre les raisons pour lesquelles

les d6fendeurs ont choisi comme mandataires des
personnes d'une ville 6loign6e qui ne connaissaient
rien ou presque rien des terrains exproprids. Cette
circonstance devient d'autant plus myst6rieuse que
Ogilvie dit, dans sa lettre du 26 mars 1914, qu'il
espdrait pouvoir compl6ter la transaction par vente
prive
without any of our Quebec friends interfering in same,

et que Barnard, dans une lettre du 15 janvier 1915,
dit qu'il irait A Ottawa dans quelques jours
take the matter up with my friends when I am there.

II est dvident que Gutelius, le g6rant g~n6ral de
l'Intercolonial, pour l'usage duquel ce terrain 4tait
expropri6, ne voulait pas payer le prix demand4 par
Davie et Ogilvie, et alors on a utilis6 les services
de Barnard pour n~gocier avec le ministre et passer
pardessus la tote de Gutelius. Ogilvie aurait dit A
ce sujet A une personne entendue comme t6moin dans
la cause:
I have handed the whole thing over to Barnard. I do not want to
mix with the politicians in Ottawa, and he has friends up there.

Il serait 6galement important de savoir pourquoi
on .a insr6 dans l'acte de vente une quantitk plus
consid6rable de terrain que celle que les d6fendeurs
disent avoir c6d6e. Barnard ne peut pas s'expliquer
ce changement et il sugg6re

the area was changed with a view to covering up the 35,000,00, for
which manoeuvre there was no reason whatever.
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1 y a encore d'autres circonstances dans la cause 1921

qui rendent probable 1'ill6galit6 de cette transaction: OG13 &

mais comme la demanderesse se croit en position V.
DAvis.

d'expliquer toutes ces circonstances et qu'elle n'en a Brodeur J.
pas eu l'occasion, je crois que nous devrions, dans ces
circonstances, non pas confirmer le jugement des
cours inf6rieures, mais appliquer la d6cision du Conseil
Priv& dans la cause de Connolly v. Consumers Cordage
Co. (1), et renvoyer la cause en Cour Sup6rieure pour
faire une enqu6te compl~te, et les tribunaux seront
ensuite en meilleure position de se prononcer sur cette
question de la 16galit6 du contrat intervenu entre les
parties.

L'un des items les plus importants de la r~clamation
de la demanderesse porte sur le question d'int6r~t.
Il s'agirait de savoir si l'intrit depuis l'expropriation
jusqu'A la passatioi du contrat appartiendrait aux
d6fendeurs ou A la demanderesse.

Il y a peut-etre un peu d'ambiguit6 dans la lettre
que les d6fendeurs ont signie A ce sujet, mais apris les
explications de Barnard, qui a prdpar6 cette lettre,
j'aurais t6 enclin A accepter son timoignage; mais
comme il est .formellement contredit sur un point par
d'autres t6moins et comme nous n'avons pas l'avantage
de 'opinion du juge qui pr6sidait au prochs et qui a
entendu ces t6moins sur leur cr6dibilit6, il vaut mieux
ne pas pr6juger la question.

Les defendeurs, dans leur defense, ont plaid6 que
l'action 6tait pr6matur6e et que Barnard avait autorit6
de recevoir de I'argent d'eux pour et au nom de la
demanderesse.

Ces deux moyens de d6fense sont mal fond6s.

(1) 89 L.T. 347
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12 Il n'y a rien dans les conventions entre la deman-
oanv & deresse et les d6fendeurs qui d6montre que le paiementCo.

D. de la commission ou de la partie du prix de vente qui

Brodeur J. excaderait $1.75 du pied ne serait pay6 que lorsque
les d~fendeurs recevraient eux-m~mes leur argent .du
gouvernement. Leur conduite prouve amplement qu'il
n'y a pas eu de ddlai d'accord6. Ils n'avaient requ,
lors de la passation de 'acte fixant I'indemnit6, qu'une
somme de $11,034.58: et cependant ils ont de suite
pay6 une somme d'au deld de $13,000.00 A la demande-
resse et A Barnard.

Quant au paiement fait A Barnard, il ne peut pas
6tre pr~tendu qu'il doit 4tre invoqu6 contre la
demanderesse. Barnard avait bien t employ6 par
la demanderesse pour aider au riglement par le gou-
vernement de la r6clamation des d4fendeurs, mais il
n'avait pas I'autorisation et le pouvoir de la de
manderesse de percevoir des deniers pour elle.

Pour ces raisons, L'appel devrait 4tre maintenu,
mais sans frais, vu que l'appelante est en faute de ne
pas avoir demand6 en dour supdrieure A faire 'enquete
qu'elle desire maintenant mettre au dossier.

Le contre-appel, vu la disposition du present appel,
devient inutile et devrait 4tre renvoyd sans frais.

Le dossier devrait etre renvoy6 en cour sup6rieure
pour s'enquirir de la 16galit6 du contrat.

A cette fin les parties devront avoir le droit d'amender
leurs plaidoiries. La demanderesse pourra pr6senter,
dans le cas oa'i le contrat ne serait pas ill~gal, une
demande incidente, si la cour supdrieure le permet, ou
bien le droit lui sera r6serv6 de r~clamer par une
nouvelle action une somme additionnelle si la quantit6
de terrain vendu n'est pas de 38,723 pieds mais est d'une
quantit6 moindre.
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MIGNAULT J.-The appellant, a body corporate, 1

which is owned and controlled by Mr. Douglas W. OGMVIE &

Ogilvie of Montreal, claims from the respondents DA.
$12,567.85 made up, as stated in its factum, of the al t..
following items:

1. For balance of commission on the sale by the respondents
to the Canadian Government for the Intercolonial
Railway of a parcel of land at Levis, Que............S 159.51

2. For difference between purchase price of 38,723 square
feet at $1.75 per foot, being...........$ 67,765.25
and the price actually obtained for the
property............................... 69,575.00 1,809.75

Interest on $9,575.00 for three years and 295 days at 4% 1,459.59
Interest on $60,000.00 for three years and 295 days ........ 9,139.00

$12,567.85

To explain this claim, I must say that on the 2nd
of June, 1916, the respondents sold the property in
question to the Government for a block price of
$69,575.00, with interest from "the date of taking"
(which the parties admit was the 12th of August,
1912, date of the registration by the Government of
the expropriation notice). The deed described the
property as containing 38,723 square feet, and the
appellant alleges that this was its area, and the Govern-
ment, on the date of sale, paid to the respondent on
account of the price, $9,575.00, with interest at 4%
from the date of taking, said interest amounting to
$1,459.59, so that the total cash payment was $11,-
034.59, The balance of the purchase price, $60,000.00,
the Government was to pay in two years from the date
of sale, June 2nd, 1916, with interest at 4% from the
date of taking The final payment, amounting with
interest to $69,575.00, was made to the respondent
on or about October 20th, 1918, a year and a half after
the bringing of the appellant's action.
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As briefly as can be stated, the appellant's claim is
On LvI & that it is entitled to a commission of 5% on a priceCo.

DAm. giving to the respondent $1.75 per square foot, and it

Mignault J. calculates this commission on a price of $67,765.25,
representing $1.75 per square foot on a total area of
38,723 feet. The appellant was paid $3,228.75 as
5% commission on $64,575.00, which, at the price of
$1.75 per foot, represents an area of 36,900 feet, and
it demands an additional amount of $159.51 being 5%
on $3,190.25, the difference between $64,575.00 and
$67,765.25.

Then the appellant claims that it is entitled, over
and above this commission, to anything received by
the respondents in excess of $1.75 per foot, and the sale
price being $69,575.00, this excess amounts to $1,809.75.

Finally, treating the interest payable to the respond-
ents as being something to which it, the appellant, is
entitled as being over and above the price of $1.75
per foot, it demands, as representing this interest, the
sum of $10,598.59, the greater part of which was paid
to the respondents long after the action was brought.
* Among other matters, the respondents plead that
the action, in so far as it is based on any amount paid
to them 'after June 2nd, 1916, is premature. They
also object that the real area of the property was
36,900 feet and not 38,723 feet as alleged by the
appellant and stated in the deed of sale to the Govern-
ment. They also claim the benefit of payments
exceeding $10,000.00 made by them to Mr. Charles
A. Barnard K.C., who was associated with the appel-
lant in the negotiations concerning the sale of the
property. I will dispose at once of this last defence
by saying that, in my opinion, the respondents cannot,
as against the appellant, offset any payments made
by them to Mr. Barnard.
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Before taking up the different items of the appel- 121

lant's claim, I must refer to the question of the area OGEVIE &

of the property which was discussed at considerable DAm.
length at the hearing. No evidence of this area was Mignaut J
given at the trial. The appellant alleges that it was -

38,723 feet, ant' the deed of sale, and a subsequent
deed between the Government and the respondents
correcting it, expressly give this figure as the area
sold. On the other hand, both Mr. Ogilvie, who
owns the appellant company, and the respondents
acted throughout on the assumption that the expro-
priated property contained 36,900 square feet, which
was stated to be shewn by a plan prepared by Mr.
Bourget, land surveyor, which plan however is not
in the record. The respondents had measurements
made by Mr. Addie, land surveyor, and it is mentioned
in a letter written to Mr. Barnard by the Deputy
Minister of Railways and Canals that Addie reported
an area of 38,671.3 feet. The expropriation notice
gives the area as being 79/100 of an acre, or 34,412
feet. Mr. Barnard, in one of his letters, qualifies as
a "manoeuvre" the statement in the deeds of an area
of 38,723 feet, and some of the learned judges of the
Court of King's Bench looked on it as being a very
suspicious circumstance. The position, however, is
this: The appellant founds its action on a sale of
38,723 feet, and no evidence, outside of the deeds,
was made of the real area. This seems clearly to be
the basis of the appellant's action as it was conceived
by the appellant itself.

First item. Claim of $159.51, additional commis-
sion. This claim is based on.the agreement, which is
not disputed by the respondents, to pay 5% on the
sale of the property at $1.75 per square foot, and the

15780-26
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12 question whether the respondents have paid all the
oG IE & commission owed by them or not depends on the areaCo.

D. of the land sold. This, I have said, the appellant

Mignault J. alleges was 38,723 feet. The respondents deny this
allegation, and aver that the total area was 36,900
feet. The appellant had therefore the onus of estab-
lishing its averment, but, as regards the respondents,
the statement in the deed of sale from the respondents
to the Government as well as in the subsequent deed
of correction, in both of which the area is declared to
be 38,723 feet, might probably be considered con-
clusive evidence, as being at least an extra-judicial
admission by the respondents of this area; and more-
over while Mr. Allison Davie swore, when examined
on discovery, that the area was 36,900 feet, he added
however the qualification

that is the plan we followed then

and he did not undertake to say that the statement in
the deeds was false. The matter could have been
cleared up by producing a copy of the plan annexed
to the deed of sale, and possibly by a survey on the
ground of the area shown on this plan, but as that was
not done, I would have been disposed to hold the
respondents bound by their admission in the deeds,
However, out of deference to the desire expressed by
my brothers Anglin and Brodeur, I am willing, inas-
much as the case must be sent back for retrial on the
question of the legality of the contract, that new
evidence be taken to establish the real area of the
property taken by the Crown. When this evidence
is made, it will be possible to determine whether the
appellant's claim for $159.51 is justified, assuming
that its action remains in the form in which it was
brought.
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Third item. Claim of the appellant for $10,598.59, 12

interest on the purchase price of $69,575.00. In my OG VIE &
study of this case I dealt with this item before con- DA .
sidering the second item of $1,809.75, which is the MignaultJ..
one in connection with which the greatest difficulty -

arises in view of the judgments of the courts below.
I had formed an opinion on the merits of this claim
for interest, but inasmuch as I now defer to the desire
of my brothers Anglin and Brodeur that this question
be among those directed to be retried, with the view
that some evidence which was not given be made,
I deem it my duty, so as not to embarass the new trial,
to express no opinion as to this item of the appellant's
claim.

Second item. Claim of the appellant for $1,809.75,
being the difference in price between $67,765.25.
representing 38,723 feet at $1.75 per foot, and
$69,-575.00, th'e total purchase price paid by the
Government.

This sum of $1,809.75 is clearly something paid by
the Government over and above the purchase price of
$1.75 per foot, and the appellant is entitled thereto
if the ground on which its action was dismissed in the
courts .below cannot be sustained.

The learned trial judge dismissed the action of
the appellant without costs for the following reason:

Consid6rant que la dite option et les conventions subs6quentes,
prouvdes et allgudes comme s'y rattachant, n'avaient pour but que de
couvrir I'intervention des demandeurs comme interm6diaires entre
Ie Gouvernement du Canada et les autorit6s du chemin de fer Inter-
colonial, d'une part, et les d6fendeurs, d'autre part, pour procurer,
par leur position et leur influence, aux dits d6fendeurs, des conditions
plus avantageuses et un prix plus 61ev6 pour le terrain alors ainsi
expropri6, et que la consid6ration stipulde 6tait le prix de telle inter-
vention;

15780-29)
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1921 Consid6rant que toute convention de cette nature est contraire A

OGLVIE & l'ordre public, et que toute consid6ration stipule pour y donner
Co. effet est ill6gale et nuile et ne peut faire l'objet d'une r6clamation en

DAI. justice.

Mignault J. The Court of King's Bench affirmed this judgment,
Greenshields J. dissenting, but in their reasons for
judgment some of the learned judges considered that
an agreement the object of which was to obtain from
the Government for this land something in excesp of
the price for which the respondents were willing to
sell it, was an illegal contract, contrary to public
order, and that the appellant could not recover any
compensation for its services under this agreement.
In the words of Chief Justice Lamothe,

Davie & Co. et la compagnie appelante se sont entendus ensemble
pour tfcher d'obtenir de l'Intercolonial une somme additionnelle
d'environ $5,000, somme que Davie ne r6clamait pas. En d'autres
mots, ils se sont entendus pour soutirer du trbsor public, une somme
additionnelle non r6clam~e et non due. Le motif des contractants et
leur but avou6 sont clairement illicites. Il s'agissait de tromper le
d6partement des chemins de fer sur les intentions de Davie & Co.; il
s'agissait de cacher ou de mettre en oubli le prix rdel demand6; le
d6partement a 6t induit A croire que Davie & Co. r~clamaient rdelle-
ment $5,000 de plus, et tout cela pour le b6ndfice de la compagnie
appelante. Il s'agissait de fonds publics. Le gouvernement n'est
pas dans la position d'un particulier; il ne peut faire aucune lib6ralit6
sans le consentement du parlement.

Je partage les vues du juge de premidre instance; le contrat entre
Ogilvie & Co. et Davie & Co. avait pour base et motif une consid6ra-
tion ill6gale, illicite et contraire A I'ordre public. Les tribunaux ne
peuvent en forcer l'ex~cution.

In consequence, the Court of King's Bench dis-
missed without costs the appeal from the judgment of
the Superior Court.

It should be observed that the grounds on which
both judgments below dismissed the appellant's
action, were not taken in the respondent's plea, but
the contention was raised at the hearing in ths first
court, and I would, with deference, think that the
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1921parties and particularly the appellant should have &

been afforded the opportunity of bringing fresh evi- o.

dence on the issue thus raised. In saying that I do DAVIE.

not for a moment dispute that the Court can proprio mia .

motu dismiss an action when it comes to the conclusion
that it is founded on an unlawful and illicit contract;
but even then I think it is better to reopen the case
so that the parties may, if they can, clear themselves
of the imputation of having made an unlawful or
illicit agreement.

The words of the learned Chief Justice of the Pro-
vince of Quebec which I have quoted, may I say so
with respect, somewhat overstate the facts of this
case as I conceive them. What happened was that
the respondents were willing to accept $1.75 per
foot for their property and to pay a commission of
5% on this price to the appellant who was their agent,
and who was in no wise connected with the Govern-
ment or under fiduciary relations with it. The respond-
ents agreed also to abandon to the appellant anything
in excess of the stated price which the appellant
might obtain. There was no suggestion whatever of
deceiving the Government, and there was surely no
duty incumbent on the appellant to disclose to the
Government the price which the respondents would
accept. It was the case of an agent bargaining with
a third party for the best obtainable price, even a
price in excess of that which his principal would
accept, and the fact that the agent had stipulated
with his principal that the excess price would belong
to him does not make the contract illegal. . The
learned judges of the Court of King's Bench recognize
that such a contract can be made when the purchaser
is a private individual (see also Guillouard, Socidt6,
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1921 no. 16, who discusses the nature, thereby admitting
OGILVI & the legality, of such a contract), but why can it not be-Co.

made when the purchaser is the Government, provided
-DAVIE.

Mignault J no misrepresentations, no corruption of public officials
- nor improper methods are resQrted to, and provided

that the vendor and his agent are under no fiduciary
relations with the Government imposing on them
the duty of disclosure? Here the learned Chief
Justice says:

Il n'est pas all6gu6 et il n'est pas prouv6 qu'aucun officier public
ait 6t0 eorrompu. IL n'est pas all6gu6 et il n'est pas prouv6 qu'on ait
exerc6 aucune influence indue sur la d6cision des autoritds. 11 n'est
pas non plus all6gu6 et il n'est pas prouv6 que le terrain exproprid avait
une valeur infirieure A celle pay6e par I'Intercolonial.

Entre le gouvernement d'une part et Davie & Co. d'autre part, le
contrat n'est pas attaqud et ne paralt pas attaquable.

That being the case, even though this property
was to be paid with public monies, how can it be
said that the agreement between the parties was
illegal and contrary to public order? The words
"public order" may be words to conjure with, but
their meaning is very vague, and although undoubtedly
a contract contrary to public order is void (arts. 989
and 990 Civil Code), still where a contract is not
prohibited by law it should be very obvious that it is
contrary to good morals or public order before it be
set aside. With respect, I cannot agree with the
learned Chief Justice when he comes to the conclusion
that this contract, which would not be contrary to
public order if the purchaser were a private citizen,
is against public order because the lands were bought
by the Government, it being remembered that the
agents who dealt with the Government were under no
fiduciary relation towards it, and resorted to no
corruption, misrepresentation or undue influence.
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The learned trial judge puts the case on somewhat 1921

different grounds when he finds that there was a OGILVIE &

contract whereby Ogilvie and Barnard undertook, D vE.
through their position and influence with the Govern- Mignaul J.
ment, to obtain a higher price for the property than -

that which the respondents were willing to accept,
the additional sum so obtained to be divided between
them. This, in my opinion, is a very much stronger
ground.

It is useless to deny that the facts in evidence lend
some support to the theory on which the Superior
Court's judgment is based. The respondents con-
tracted with Ogilvie and I have said that, in my
opinion, their contract was not per se an illegal one.
But Ogilvie found Mr. Gutelius, the superintendent
or general manager of the Intercolonial Railway,
obdurate. He refused to pay even $1.75 per foot for
the property, and then Ogilvie secured the co-operation
of Mr. Barnard, presumably and even admittedly,
because he possessed, or was supposed to possess,
influence with the Government. Mr. Barnard asked
$2.25 per foot from Mr. Gutelius who had declined
to pay even $1.75, and this was naturally refused.
(See Barnard's letter to Mr. Geo. D. Davie of April
1st, 1915). Mr. Barnard then negotiated with the
Minister of Railways and Canals, the head of the
Department, and finally Mr. Gutelius was overruled
and the sale was agreed to at a price of $64,575.00,
representing $1.75 a foot for an area of 36,900 feet,
which the parties then understood was the area of the
land, plus $5,000 which the Government agreed to
pay over and above this price. Mr. Barnard says,
in his letter of May 22nd, 1917, to Mr. Stuart K.C.,
that this was a compromise between his demand
first of $2.50, then $2.00, and the Government's price
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2! of $1.75. There is no doubt that in all he did, Mr.
OGILVE & Barnard acted with the approval of Mr. Ogilvie and

Co.

DV. also, I think, of the respondents, and but for his

i- intervention and influence it is possible the oppotition
- of Mr. Gutelius would not have been overcome.

It is needless to add that the $5,000.00 so obtained
was to be divided between Ogilvie and Barnard.

Under these circumstances the two courts have
found that the contract giving to Mr. Ogilvie and
"those interested" the surplus or profit which he
might obtain over and above the selling price of $1.75
per foot, was a contract made with them by reason of
their real or supposed influence with the Government,
in other words was a purchase of their influence with
the Government, and consequently null and void.

The appellant complained before us that it had not
been afforded an opportunity to meet, and disprove
if it could, the contention that it had bartered its
influence with the Government, which contention
was raised only at the argument in the first Court.
I have already said that I think that it should have
been afforded that opportunity and as a matter of
justice, and because were I to dispose of the contention
on the evidence in the record, I would have great
difficulty in determining whether there has been
really here a barter of influence with the Government,
or an ordinary contract with an experienced broker
looking towards the securing from the Government of
the best obtainable terms, I have come to the con-
clusion that the record should be sent back to the
Superior Court with directions to reopen the case on
this question whether there was, as found by the
Superior Court, an agreement by Ogilvie or Barnard,
through the influence which they possessed or pre-
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tended to possess with the Government or with any E
Minister or Official thereof, to obtain for the respond- oGoE &

ents the price of $1.75 per foot for the expropriated DAV'rE.

property, any sum obtained in addition to the said Mia -.
price to be divided between Ogilvie and Barnard.

I have not referred to the defence that this action is
premature. The reason for which this defence was
disregarded, to wit that Ogilvie's right to claim com-
mission could not be affected by a delay granted by
the respondents for the payment of the purchase
price, is in my opinion unsound inasmuch as the
respondents sold on terms made for them by Ogilvie
or by his agent, Barnard. But, in view of the conduct
of the respondents themselves, I do not think that this
defence should be maintained. They paid to the
appellant, immediately after the signing of the deeds,
and although they had received only $9,575.00 on
account of capital, the full commission on the purchase
price of $64,575.00, the $5,000.00 added thereto
being treated by them as something due to Barnard,
thereby recognizing that the appellant did'not have
to wait until the payment of the balance of the pur-
chase price to claim its commission on the balance.
They thus put their own construction on their contract
with the appellant, and I do not think they should
now be allowed to contend that the right of the appel-
lant, whatever it was, was postponed until the monies
were actually paid over to the respondents.

I therefore agree that there should be a retrial as
stated in the memorandum which will be included in
the formal judgment of the Court.

It may well be, if the area of the expropriated prop-
erty be shewn to be 36,900 square feet, that the appel-
lant has misconceived what are its rights against the
respondents, assuming that the contract sued on is a
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1921 lawful one. For the surplus price paid to the respond-
oGCE ents over and above the price of $1.75 per foot would

V. then be $5,000.00, and not $1,809.75 as alleged in the
DAVIE.

declaration. Whether the appellant, in view of the
- retrial, would be entitled to amend its declaration,

or to take an incidental demand, is a question on
which I do not deem expedient to express in advance
any opinion, but I am willing that any opportunity
to amend or to take an incidental demand be afforded
the appellant on the new trial ordered. It seems
to me that if the appellant is entitled to any portion
of the price paid the respondents as being over and
above the sum of $1.75 per foot, it should get a pro-
portionate part of the interest paid to the respond-
ents on the purchase price of the property.

I would grant no costs to either party of this appeal
nor of the cross-appeal which, in my opinion, should
be dismissed.

JUDGMENT.

The appeal is allowed without costs and a new trial
on certain points is directed as indicated in memor-
andum. Idington J. dissenting.

MEMORANDUM FOR FORMAL JUDGMENT.

10 The appeal is allowed without costs.

20 The Court declares that the defendants' conten-
tions that the action was prematurely instituted and
that Barnard was the plaintiffs partner and that
Barnard had authority and power to receive money
for the plaintiff company are unfounded.

30 The record will be sent back to the Superior
Court to further inquire into and determine
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(a) whether the plaintiffs by reason of or under 1

the pretence that they or their agent Barnard possessed oG0VIE &

influence with the Government or with any Minister DVIE.

or official thereof demanded or exacted from the
defendants or induced the latter to pay, offer or
promise any compensation, fee or reward for procuring
from the Government the payment of the defendants'
claim or any portion thereof for the taking by the
Government of the defendants' property at Levis;

(b) the area of the property conveyed by the defend-
ants to the Crown; and

(c) whether the defendants contracted to pay the
plaintiffs as part of their remuneration the interest
paid by the Crown on the purchase money between
the date of its taking possession of the property and
the date of the execution of the deeds conveying it.

40 The Court orders that both parties shall have
liberty to amend relevantly to the new enqubte above
directed so far as Quebec procedure permits and that,
without in any way determining that it would be
maintainable, leave shall be reserved to the plaintiffs,
should the area of the property be found to be less
than the 38,723 square feet mentioned in the deeds,
to prefer, if so advised, an incidental demand for an
increased allowance in respect of excess price over
$1.75 a square foot for the number of square feet
by which the property shall be found to fall short of
38,723.

The Court declares that if the illegality of the
contract is not established the plaintiff company is
entitled to a commission at the rate of 5% on so much
of the purchase money paid as represents the price
of the land actually conveyed at $1.75 a squaie foot
less the sum of $3,228.75 already paid to it and also
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11 the sum of $1,809.75 claimed in the declaration in
OGILVIE & respect of excess price with interest thereon and in

Co.

DvE. addition thereto to any sum for which they may
successfully maintain the incidental demand above
mentioned.

Should such incidental demand not be preferred
or be held not to lie and the defence of illegality fail
leave will be reserved to the plaintiffs to bring such
action as they may .be advised for any balance (over
$1,809.75) of the sum of $5,000 paid as excess price
which they may see fit to claim.

If it is not established that the contract alleged by
the plaintiffs is illegal, adjudication on the defendants'
liability in respect of the sum of $10,598.59 claimed
for interest is reserved to be disposed of by the Superior
Court.

Appeal allowed without costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Cook & Magee.

Solicitors for the respondents: Pentland, Gravel &
Thomson.
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UPPER CANADA COLLEGE 1no
. PPELLANT. D.

(DEFENDANT).................... .. De
J *Dec. 17.

AND

F. J. SMITH (PLAINTIFF)........... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO.

Action-Commission-Statute of Frauds-Leave to amend-6 Geo. V.,
c. 24, s. 19 (Ont.); 8 Geo. V, c. 20, s. 58 (Ont.)

By 6 Geo. V, ch. 24, sec. 19 amended by 8 Geo. V, ch. 20, sec. 58, sec. 13
of the Ontario Statute of Frauds, R.S.O. [1914] Ch. 102 was enacted
as follows:-"No action shall be brought to charge any person for
the payment of commission or other remuneration for the sale of
real property unless the agreement upon which such action shall be
brought shall be' in writing separate from the sale agreement and
signed by the party to be charged therewith or some person
thereunto by him lawfully authorized.

Held, Idington J. dissenting, that this enactment is not retrospective
and does not bar an action to recover commission under a con-
tract made before it came into force. Opinion of the Appellate
Division (48 Ont. L.R. 120) and of the trial judge (47 Ont. L.R.
37) overruled on this point.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (48 Ont. L.R. 120), allowing the
pleadings to be amended and damages claimed for breach of con-
tract, affirmed, Idington-J. dissenting.

Per Duff J.: The Appellate Division should have allowed the appeal
and refused the motion for dismissal of the action. No amend-
ment was necessary, the pleadings as they stood being sufficient.

APPEAL from a.decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) affirming the
judgment at the trial (2) in favour of the defendant
but allowing the plaintiff to amend his statement of
claim if he wished.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 48 Ont. L.R. 120. (2) 47 Ont. L.R. 37.
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12 The plaintiff sued for a commission on the price of
UPPER land sold through his efforts and the only questionCANADA

COLLEGE raised on the appeal was whether or not the Act 6
V.

Smrm. Geo. V, ch. 24, sec. 19, amended by 8 Geo. V, ch. 20,
sec. 58, which is set out in the head-note applied in
the case of a contract entered into before it came into
force. The trial judge held that it did. The judges
of the Appellate Division took the same view but the
majority held that the action should have been one
for damages and allowed the pleading to be amended
accordingly.

Arnoldi K.C. for the appellant.

J. F. Lawrence for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE-I concur in the opinion of
Mr. Justice Anglin.

IDINGTON J.-This is an action for the recovery of a
commission on the sale of land under a mere verbal
contract which would have entitled the respondents
to succeed but for the provisions of the amendment,
by 6 Geo. V, ch. 24, sec. 19, and 8 Geo. V, ch. 20, sec.
58, to the Ontario Statute of Frauds, which reads as
follows:-

No action shall be brought to charge any person for the payment
of a commission or other remuneration for the sale of real property
unless the agreement upon which such action shall be brought shall be
in writing separate from the sale agreement and signed by the party
to be charged therewith or some person thereunto by him lawfully
authorized.

The parties stated in their respective pleadings their
respective contentions and agreed that the issues
should be disposed of thereon under Rule 122 of the
Ontario Judicature Act.
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Upon argument before Mr. Justice Middleton he 1

held that under the imperative requirements of said UPPER
CANADA

amendment the respondent's action must fail, and COLLEGE

dismissed it accordingly. smrH.

On appeal to the Appellate Division they all seemed Idintn J.

impressed with the correctness of that decision of the
case presented to him but, upon the suggestion of Mr.
Justice Riddell that the action had been misconceived
and should have been founded upon facts which
seemed to imply, in his view, a legal obligation resting
upon appellant not to interfere with respondent's
right to earn said commission, a judgment was reached,
concurred in by the majority that the appeal should
be dismissed and leave given to amend and substitute
a new action founded upon such implication.

When I say "concurred in by a majority" it is to be
observed that one of the three constituting the majority
did so hesitatingly.

The others expressed their view by the opinion
written by Mr. Justice Masten in which .the Chief
Justice of the Exchequer Division concurred, holding
that the case as presented had been properly decided,
but apparently assented to the permission to amend
should that be made within ten days, and default
thereof, the appeal and action should be dismissed
with costs.

No such amendment has been made and the case
has been argued before us upon its original footing.

We are always reluctant to interfere with mere
matters of procedure in the courts below, but is this
proposed alteration of the record a matter merely of
procedure? I think not in light of the fact that
respondent has not accepted what has been proffered.
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12 The amendment, if made, would only result in the
UPPER trial of an action for damages upon the implication

CANADA
COLLEGE of contract and breach thereof, which never could

V.
srr. result in any substantial damages.

Idington J. How can there be substantial damages for breach of an
implied contract upon which, in the ultimate result, the
respondent could not shew that he had lost anything
because he was only deprived of the possibility of acquir-
ing a result upon which in law he could never recover?

I think this cause, in any form it is put, is hopeless
in light of the imperative requirements of the above
quoted amendment, and hence that this appeal
should be allowed with costs here and below, and the
judgment of the learned trial judge be restored.

DUFF J.-The principle which in my judgment
governs this appeal can be stated in the language of
Willes J. delivering the judgment of the Exchequer
Chamber and speaking on behalf of a court of six in
Phillips v. Eyre in 1870 (1). The passage is as follows:-

Retrospective laws are, no doubt, prima facie a questionable policy,
and contrary to the general principle that legislation by which the
conduct of mankind is to be regulated ought, when introduced for the
first time, to deal with future acts, and ought npt to change the character
of past transactions carried on upon the faith of the then existing law.
"Leges et constitutiones futuris certum est dare formam negotiis non ad
facta praeterita revocari; nisi nominatum et de praeterito tempore et adhuc
pendentibus negotiis cautum sit." Accordingly, the court will not
ascribe retrospective force to new laws affecting rights, unless by
express words or necessary implication it appears that such was the
intention of the legislature.

I think the case falls within the principle because,
1st, the considerations upon which that principle rests
apply to their full extent to the statute before us and
2nd, the conclusion is powerfully supported by the
decisions of the courts in cases in which the principle
has been applied.

(1) L.R. 6 Q.B. 1, at page 23.
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The well known passage may be recalled in which 1

Lord Coke (2 Inst. 292) lays it dowd that it is UPPER
CANADA

COLLEGEa rule and law of Parliament that regularly nova constitutio futuria v.
formam imponere debet non praetcritis surr.

Duff J.and the rule that statutory enactments generally are
to be regarded as intended only to regulate the future
conduct of persons is, as Parke B. said in Moon v.
Durden, in 1848 (1),
deeply founded in good sense and strict justice

because speaking generally it would not only be
widely inconvenient but

a flagrant violation of natural justice

to deprive people of rights acquired by transactions
perfectly valid and regular according to the law of the
time.

The plaintiff had, a contract with the defendants.
Under that contract he was entitled, upon the per-
formance of certain conditions, to be paid by them a
certain sum of money. He was entitled also to have
them refrain from taking steps which would prevent
him earning his right to be paid by hindering him
in the performance of the conditions. The effect of
the statute construed, as we are asked to construe it,
on behalf of the defendant, was to enable the defendants
to refuse to pay, to refuse to perform their obligations
under this contract because the plaintiff could never
acquire a right to bring an action upon it unless the
defendants consented to sign a memorandum complying
with the provisions of the statute. It is quite true
that the statute does not in terms declare such a
contract to be void but the effect of taking away the

(1) 2 Ex. 22, at pages 42 and 43.

15780-27
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1920 right to bring an action is that practically as regards
UPPER the power of the' plaintiff to secure the right which

CANADA
COLLEGE the contract gave him according to the law as it then

V.
surr. was, the contract is reduced to an abstraction. The
Duff J. plaintiff's right at the time of the passing of the Act

was a valuable right, a right capable of being appraised
in money; after the passing of the Act it became, if
the defendant's construction is the right one, deprived
of all value. It is not of any importance that the
right of action had not accrued when the statute was
passed, for

words not requiring a retrospective operation so as to affect an existing
status prejudicially ought not to be so construed.

Main v. Stark (1), in 1890.
The application of the principle is disputed on two

grounds: 1st, and this is the ratio of the judgment of
Mr. Justice Middleton, it is said that the statute is a
statute relating to procedure and the case therefore
falls within the rule thus expressed by Lord Penzance,
then Wilde B. in his judgment in Wright v. Hale, (2),

but where the enactment deals with procedure only unless the contrary
is expressed the enactment applies to all actions whether commenced
before or after the passing of the Act,

and the 2nd: It is said that the language of the statute
sufficiently expresses the intention of the legislature
that it should govern all actions without exception
begun after the date fixed by the statute itself for the
commencement of its operation.

To consider first the language of the statute. As
Parke B. said in Moon v. Durden, (3), the rule is "one
of construction only" and

will certainly yield to the intention of the legislature;

(1) 15 App. Cas. 384, at page 388, (2) [18601 6 H. & N. 227, at
per Lord Selborne. page 232.

(3) 2 Ex. 22, at pages 42 and 43.
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and that intention may be manifested by express 12

language or may be ascertained from the necessary UaNR

implications of the provisions of the statute, or the COLIaEGE
subject matter of the legislation or the circumstances Sm.
in which it was passed may be of such a character as Duff J.

in themselves to rebut the presumption that it is
intended only to be prospective in its operation.
Examples might be.multiplied in which judges of very
high authority have said that the intention to affect
prejudicially existing rights must appear from the
express words of the enactment, e.g., by Fry J. in
Hickson v. Darlow, (1), at page 692,

they are not to have a retrospective operation unless it is expressly so
stated.

And even more numerous instances might be adduced
of dicta enunciating the doctrine that the intention
must appear from the words of the statute itself.

The princile is one of such obvious convenience and justice that it
must always be adhered to in the construction of statutes unless in
cases where there is something on the face of the enactment putting it
beyond doubt that the legislature meant it to operate retrospectively.

Rolfe B. in Moon v. Durden (2), at page 33. In
Midland Rly. Co. v. Pye, in 1861, (3), at page 191,
there is a passage in the judgment of Erle C. J. approved
by the Privy Council in Young v. Adams (4), at page
476. It is in these words:-

Those whose duty it is to administer the law very properly guard
against giving to an Act of Parliament a retrospective operation unless
the intention of the legislature that it should be so construed is expressed
in plain and unambiguous language; because it manifestly shocks
one's sense of justice that an act legal at the time of doing it should be
made unlawful by some new enactment.

(1) [1883] 23 Ch. D. 690. (3) 10 C.B.N.S. 179.
(2) 2 Ex. 22. (4) [1898] A.C. 469.

15780-27)
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12 Again in Perry v. Skinner, in 1837 (1), Parke B. in a

CAD, passage approved in the last cited case says that
COLEGE

V. the law will not give retrospective effect to any Act of Parliament
Surra. unless the words are manifest and plain.

DuffJ. The foundation of the rule being, as Lord Coke says

that it is a

rule and law of Parliament that regularly nova constitutio

non praeteritis "formam imponere debet," this
practice of Parliament itself would seem to be an
adequate justification for the practice of the courts
in restricting the application of statutes to the future
unless the intention that they are to have a wider
effect is perfectly plain.

Decisions seemingly inconsistent with this principle
may generally be explained as having proceeded
from the view that either the subject matter
or the circumstances of the legislation excluded
the application of the consideration of justice and con-
venience upon which the practice of Parliament is
based. In Cornill v.Hudson, (2), for example, the court
had to decide the question whether section 10 of the
Mercantile Amendment Act of 1856, providing that
the limit of the Statute of James should not be extend-
ed- by reason of a person, in whom the right of action
was vested, being at the time the cause of action
accrued, beyond the seas or in prison. Lord Campbell
in delivering the judgment of the Court said:-

The intention was to prevent actions thereafter to be brought
whether on past or future transactions. Does that tend to injustice?
I see none. It only carries out what was probably the intention of the
legislature, that persons should not, by merely remaining abroad, now
that travelling is so easy and directions are so readily transmitted, be
enabled indefinitely to prolong the time within which they may com-
mence their actions. The period might extend to fifty years. Then

(2) [18571 8 E. & B. 429.
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as to imprisonment. An imprisonment of six years for crime is 1920
extremely rare in this country: persons might often commit the grossest Umnl
injustice by remaining voluntarily in prison to keep alive the right of CANADA

action. The legislature intended to prevent this vexatious prolonga- COLLEGE

tion of the right. I see no injustice in this intention, which may g
fairly be collected from the words of the 10th section.

Duff J.

On the other hand in Jackson v. Wooley, in 1858 (1),
at pages 787-8, the Court of Exchequer Chamber
held that section 14 of the same Act should not be
applied in such a way as to deprive the plaintiff of a
right of action existing at the time the statute was
passed and the rule of construction laid down by
Lord Cranworth then Rolfe B. in Moon v. Durden
(2), at page 33, quoted above was approved.
Lord Hatherley L.C., Pardo v. Bingham in
1869 (3), at page 740, seems to have thought
that Cornill v. Hudson (4), had been overlooked
by the judges who decided Jackson v. Woolley
(1), but the report shews that Cornill v. Hudson (4),
was cited before the Exchequer Chamber; and in
Williams v. Smith, in 1859 (5), at pages 563-4, it was
stated by Erle and Crompton JJ. that all the judges of
the King's Bench (the judges who decided Cornill v.
Hudson (4)) agreed with the opinion of the Exchequer
Chamber and Crowdy J. explicitly adopted the passage
quoted above from the judgment of Rolfe B. in Moon
v. Durden (2). Singularly Lord Hatherley does
not refer to Williams v. Smith (5).

West v. Gwynne, a decision of the Court of Appeal in
1911 (6) is another case in which the point of
view exemplified by the judgment of Lord
Campbell in Cornill v. Hudson (4) dictated the opinion
of the Court and it was held that the general

(1) 8 E. & B. 778. (4) 8 E. & B. 429.
(2) 2 Ex. 22. (5) 4 H. & N. 559.
(3) 4 Ch. App. 735, 740. (6) [1911] 2 Ch. 1
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92 words of a statute passed for the purpose of
UPPER correcting a state of law lending itself to grave

CANADA
COLLEGE abuse should not be restricted for the purpose

V.

SMI-H. of enabling people to exercise their legal rights unreason-
DuffJ. ably or oppressively from the vantage ground of the

apex juris. Emergency statutes passed during the
war providing for the suspension of particular remedies
and intended only to be measures of temporary
duration (see Welby v. Parker (1)), have been
held to apply to existing contracts and securities
on the ground that the language was clear and that
the object of the legislation would otherwise be
defeated.

Now coming more precisely to the language of the
statute before us, there is one peculiarity of it which
brings it within the scope of judicial comment of high
authority, namely, the fact that the words "shall be in
writing" point to a writing to be brought into existence
after the passing of the Act. Because of the cor-
responding language of the Statute of Frauds, Pratt
B. said, in Moon v. Durden (2), at page 27, that the
form of the condition on which the right to bring an action was made
to depend imported that future agreements alone

were struck at; and Rolfe B. in his judgment delivered
in the same case at page 36 expressed the opinion
quite decidedly that the previous decision in Towler v.
Chatterton (3), was open to criticism on the ground
that the similar language in Lord Tenterton's Act
points to a writing to be signed by the parties * * that is to future
acts only. .

And the form of this phrase appears to be a complete
answer to the suggestion made by Mr. Arnoldi that
the postponement of the date of the coming into

(1) [1916] 2 Ch. 1. (2) 2 Ex. 22.
(3) 6 Bing. 258.
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operation of the statute is in itself a ground for thinking 920

that it is to have a retrospective effect. As to this UPPER
CANADA

point, moreover, it could have little weight in re- COLLEGE

lation to the bearing of the statute upon negotia v -
pendentia in respect of which, of course, a cause of Duff J.

action might not accrue until after the date named.

I come now to the first mentioned ground upon which
the appellant relies, the ground upon which Mr.
Justice Middleton proceeded. Is this a statute
predudicially affecting rights as contemplated by
Lord Coke's canon or is it a statute relating to pro-
cedure only within the rule stated by Lord Penzance.
The last mentioned rule rests upon the simple -and
intelligible reason stated by Mellish L. J. in Republic
of Costa Rica v. Erlanger, in 1876 (1), at page 69, in
these words:-

No suitor has any vested interest in the course of procedure, nor any
right to complain if during the litigation the procedure is changed
provided, of course, that no injustice is done.

True, in the application of this rule difficulties and
differences of opinion frequently arise. In Wright
v. Hale, (2), already referred to, it was held
that a statute enabling a judge to deprive the plaintiff
of costs in a case in which but for the statute he
would have had an unqualified right to receive costs,
was a statute relating to matter of procedure only
(23-24 Vict. c. 126, s. 34); but in a subsequent case,
Kimbray v. Draper, in 1868 (3), Cockburn C. J. and
Blackburn J. used language indicating that in their
view the decision in Wright v. Hale (2) was not a
proper application of Lord Penzance's principle.

(1) 3 Ch. D. 62 (2) 6 H. & N. 227.

(3) [18681 L. R. 3 Q. B. 160.
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1- The rule, of course, does not imply that all new
cUPPR laws prejudicially affecting remedial rights are prima

COLLEGE facie retrospective. Both Lord Penzance and Mellish
t,.

SmI. L.J. used very guarded language, the former
Duff J. limiting the application of the rule to statutes which

affect procedure alone and the latter excluding it
where the effect of applying it would be to make the
statute an instrument of injustice. It seems too
obvious for argument that a statute declaring con-
tracts enforceable by the usual method, (that is to say
by action) for the breach of which either party may
recover damages, to be no longer enforceable by
action so that the parties have no longer any legally
enforceable right under such contracts, is a statute
which, if our language is to have any relation to the
facts of the economic world, abrogates or impairs
rights just as a statute taking away property does.
A right in the legal sense, not only in the common
language of men but in the language of common
lawyers everywhere, connotes a right which the courts
will protect and enforce by some appropriate remedy.

This may be illustrated by a reference to statutes
giving or taking away a right of appeal. A right of
appeal is, of course, a remedial right and the courts
have had to consider frequently the question whether
a statute giving or taking away a right of appeal
should prima facie be construed as affecting the
parties to pending litigation. If such statutes are
to be regarded as regulating procedure only within
the meaning of this rule, then prima facie their applica-
tion would not be restricted to proceedings subse-
quently instituted. Speaking broadly, the courts
have persistently refused to take this view of such
statutes; they have almost uniformly been held not to
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fall within the category of statutes relating to pro- 1920

cedure only on the reasoning expressed in these words cuPPER
by Lord Macnaghten in Colonial Sugar Refining Co. COLLEGE

v. Irving (1), at page 372. SmT.

On the other hand, if it be more than a matter of procedure, if it DuffJ.
touches a right in existence at the passing of the Act, the appellants
would be entitled to succeed. The Judiciary Act is not retrospective
by express enactment or by necessary intendment. And therefore the
only question is, was the appeal to His Majesty in Council a right
vested in the appellants at the date of the passing of the Act, or was it a
mere matter of procedure? It seems to their Lordships that the
question does not admit of doubt. To deprive a suitor in a pending
action of an appeal to a superior tribunal which belonged to him as of
right is a very different thing from regulating procedure. In principle,
their Lordships see no difference between abolishing an appeal alto-
gether and transferring the appeal to a new tribunal. In either case
there is an interference with existing rights contrary to the well-
known general principle that statutes are not to be held to act retro-
spectively unless a clear intention to that effect is manifested.

There is however a group of authorities, which in
this connection merits some discussion-cases relating
to the construction of statutes dealing with the limi-
tation of actions.

First, a word as to the decisions under the statute of
William IV. The language of section 8 of 3 & 4,
Wm. IV, ch. 27, was held to be retrospective. Jukes
v. Sumner, in 1845 (2); Angell v. Angell, in 1846 (3).
That section is declaratory in its terms and was said
by Parke B. in the first mentioned of these cases
speaking on behalf of the Exchequer Chamber to
effect a "parliamentary conveyance." In Doe d.
Evans v. Page (4) it was held by the Court of King's
Bench that section 7 of the Act was not retrospective.

In Towler v. Chatterton (5), it was held that 9 Geo.
IV, ch. 14 (Lord Tenterden's Act) prevented the
plaintiff recovering in an action brought after the

(1) [1905] A.C. 369. (3) 9 Q.B. 328.
(2) 14 M. & W. 39. (4) 13 L. J. Q. B. 153.

(5) 6 Bing. 258.
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1 passing of the Act based upon an oral promise made
UcPER before the passing of the Act but six months after theCANADA

COLLEGE cause of the action first accrued. The decision there
V.

Smrm. rested upon the fact that an express provision of the
Duff J. statute postponed the operation of it for a period of

seven months after the date of its passing and this
provision, it was held, enabling plaintiffs to protect
themselves by commencing their action before the
Act should take effect removed all possibility of the
mischief which the canon was intended to prevent.
With this decision Rolfe B. disagreed. Moon v.
Durden (1). The same kind of question arose in
The Queen v. Leeds and Bradford Rly. Co. in 1852 (2),
where the Court of Queen's Bench had to consider a
statute imposing a limitation of six months in respect
of certain proceedings before a justice of the peace
which provided that the enactment should not come
into force until the expiration of 7 weeks after its
passing. The Court held the statute to apply to
proceedings taken after the passing of the Act in respect
of a ground of complaint which had arisen before;
but Lord Campbell is reported to have said in
giving judgment

if it had been enacted that the provisions of the statute should come
into operation immediately I should have said that there was a hard-
ship in their being construed retrospectively and I should have been
unwilling so to construe them.

Crompton J. added
all the conditions of the enactment might be carried out without
unjustly excluding any remedy for existing complaints.

Two decisions both reported in 8 E. & B. illustrate the
manner in which the courts have dealt with such
statutes. In Jackson v. Woolley (3), the Court of

(1) 2 Ex. 22. (2) 18 Q.B. 343.
(3) 8 E. & B. 784.
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Exchequer Chamber had to consider the effect of sec.
14 of the Mercantile Amendment Act of 1856. The UPPER

CANADA

precise point to be determined was whether (pay- COLLEGE

ments having been made within six years before suit Smen.
by a co-contractor of the defendant and before the Duff J.

passing of the Act) the effect of that action was to
deprive the plaintiff of his right of action. The
Court, (Williams J., Martin B., Willes J., Bramwell,
B., Watson B., and Byles J.) held that such operation
could not be given to that section without offending
against Lord Coke's canon. The other case is Cornill
v. Hudson (1) already discussed.

The combined effect of these two decisions apparently
is that a statute dealing with the subject of time limit
upon actions is not to be given a retrospective effect
and is not to be applied in such a way as to deprive the
plaintiff of a right of action which he had at the time
when the statute was passed unless the court can
clearly see from the provisions of the statute that such
was intended to be the effect of it or unless the cir-
cumstances in which the statute was passed shew that
no injustice of the kind struck at by Lord Coke's
maxim would result from giving such operation to it.
The last of the relevant authorities dealing with sta-
tutes on this subject is The Ydun (2) in which it was
held that the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893,
(prescribing a time limit of six months for actions
against public authorities and imposing a liability to
costs as between solicitor and client upon the unsuc-
cessful plaintiff in any such action) was an answer to
an action commenced after the passing of the Act and
after the expiration of the period of six months limited
by the statute. The trial judge, Jeune P., seemed to
think the language of the Act too clear to admit of the

<1) 8 E. & B. 429. (2) [1899] P. 236.
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!8 application of any rule of. construction but proceeded
UrER to say that it was a case of a statute relating to pro-CANADA rltn

cOLLEGE cedure and that, at all events, there was no hardship
t,.

m=. because of the fact that some weeks had elapsed
Duff J. between the passing of the Act and the date on which

it was to come into force. In the Court of Appeal
A.L. Smith L.J. and Vaughan Williams L.J., treated
the Act as an act dealing with procedure only and
therefore retrospective. Romer L. J. expressed the
opinion that the Act was retrospective but gave no
reasons for his opinion.

With great deference, it is questionable, I think,
whether the judgments in this case are of such a
character as to afford any real guide for the
interpretation of another statute in so far as
they profess to lay it down that an Act attaching
a time limit to the assertion of rights of action is
within the rule an enactment relating to procedure
only. Such a proposition is difficult to reconcile with
Jackson v. Woolley (1), and it was not competent to
the Court of Appeal.in 1899 to overrule a decision of
the Court of Exchequer Chamber in 1858. I am not
suggesting that the decision in 1899 was an erroneous
decision or that the Court of Exchequer Chamber
would have decided that case otherwise. I am
inclined to think that the language of the Public
Authorities Protection Act points very clearly to an
intention that the Act should apply to existing causes
of action as well as to causes of action arising after the
passing of the Act. But the judgment in the later case
cannot, in face of Jackson v. Woolley (1), be regarded as
satisfactorily establishing the general proposition that
such statutes are to be regarded as statutes dealing with
procedure only and therefore prima facie retrospective.

(1) 8 E. & B. 784.
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But a complete answer to all the reasoning based 1920

upon these decisions touching legislation upon limita- c HE
tion of actions is afforded by the decisions on the COLEGE

4th section of the Statute of Frauds. The language of snrm.
the statute now under consideration, so far as relevant Duff J.
to the present question, reproduces the language of
that section almost ad rerbum; and if a decision
upon one statute can ever be a conclusive authority
for the construction of another statute these decisions
upon the Statute of Frauds if not overruled would
appear conclusive here. Of these there are two:
Helmore v. Shuter (1), and Ash v. Abdy (2). The
first is a decision of the Court of King's Bench, the
second of Lord Nottingham L.C. Both were decided
in 1678. The second is never cited and its value as
an authority, for the reasons given by Lord Campbell
in the well known passage in vol. 4, Lives of the
Chancellors, p. 271, may be slight. But no such
doubt rests upon the decision of the King's Bench.
In Moon v. Durden (3), Helmore v. Shuter (1)
was accepted expressly by three of the judges,
Platt, Rolfe and Parke BB., as being unques-
tionablya sound decision. And Rolfe and Parke BB.

-explicitly treated it as an example of the application
of the rule that prima facie statutes are to be construed
as prospective, which indeed is the ratio upon which
the decision was in terms put by the Court that
pronounced it. It was accepted as not open to dispute
that the rights of promisees would be prejudiced if the
statute were held to relate to past promises. The
view which appears to have decided Mr. Justice
Middleton in declining to apply the principle of these
decisions is that the authority of them disappears in

(1) 2 Shower 17. (2) 3 Swanston 664.
(3) 2 Ex. 22.
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!?3 consequence of the distinction which in modern times

CUPAE has been drawn between statutes directly invalidating
COLLEGE contracts and statutes forming part of the lex fori as

V.
SMTm. only affecting remedial rights; and the learned judge
Duff J. considers that because the effect of a statute is only

to bar the

legal remedy by which a contract might otherwise have been enforced

without directly invalidating the contract, it should for
the present purpose be regarded as a statute relating
to procedure only. The view of the 4th section which
was taken in Leroux v. Brown (1) is that while contracts
affected by it are not immediately vacated, the courts
are prohibited from enforcing them, in other words,
the right of action is taken away; this distinction was
held to be sufficient to support the conclusion that the
statute was a part of the lex fori. Upon that point
the soundness of the decision has been doubted by at
least one very eminent judge; see judgment of Willes J.
in Gibson v. Holland, in 1865 (2), at page 8 and 1
Smith's Leading Cases, 5th ed., p. 272, and Williams
v. Wheeler, in 1860, (3), at page 312.

It is quite clear, nevertheless, as Middleton J. says,
that the rule of Leroux v. Brown (1), that the 4th
section of the Statute of Frauds governs the pro-
ceedings on contracts in suit before an English
court wherever made, is accepted law. Maddison v.
Alderson, in 1883 (4), and Morris v. Baron (5). And
it is quite true, also, that Lord Blackburn in Maddison
v. Alderson (4), seems to say that the effect of the
4th section of the Statute of Frauds is only to prescribe
certain indispensable evidence "when it is sought to

(1) 12 C.B. 801. (2) L.R. 1 C.P. 1..
(3) 8 C.B.N.S. 299. (4) 8 App. Cas. 467.

(5) [1918] A.C. 1.
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enforce the contract." It may be doubted whether -12

Lord Blackburn was for the moment adverting to the UPPER
CANADA

decisions in which (as Willes J. observed in Williams COLLEGE

v. Wheeler (1), at p. 312, and in Gibson v. Holland (2) su.
at p. 9, it had been held that the existence of the Duff J.

memorandum at the time of the commencement of the
action is a condition of the right to sue, a rule as
Lindley L.J. said in In re Hoyle (3), at page 97, is
"founded upon the words of the statute;" and Lord
Selborne, at all events, at p. 474 ascribes to the statute
the wider effect of "barring the legal remedies" which
but for the statute might have been available.

I will not repeat what I have said above in answer
to the contention that a statute abrogating a right of
action which otherwise a party to a contract might
have asserted is not a statute prejudicially affecting
an "existing legal right or status" but an enactment
relating merely to procedure. With great respect, I
think for the reasons mentioned it is one thing to
affirm that a statute is a part of the lex fori but to
conclude that it is consequently retrospective as
relating to procedure only involves a non sequitur.
The appeal ought therefore to be dismissed.

But I am unable to concur with the view of the
majority of the Court that the judgment of the court
below is the right judgment. The appeal from the
judgment of Middleton J. ought, in my opinion, to
have been allowed and the defendant's motion to
dismiss the action dismissed with costs.

Two paragraphs in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Riddell give the grounds upon which the Appellate
Division proceeded:-

(1) 8 C.B.N.S. 299. (2) L.R. 1 C.P. 1.
(3) [1893] 1 Cb. 84.
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1920 In the view I take of the case the statutes have no bearing: the

UPPEn case has not been placed on the right basis. The real action is not to
CANADA recover commission at all. Admittedly commission cannot be recovered
COILEGE under the contract between the parties and on its terms, for the money
g . has not been received by the defendant, and therefore it is not payable
- to the plaintiff on the terms of the contract. Adlar v. Boyle (1).

Duff J. The real cause of action is damages for breach of the implied agree-
ment on the part of the defendant not to do anything to prevent the
payment by the purchaser of the purchase money out of which the
plaintiff was to receive his commission. I place this duty on a mini-
mum basis when so expressing it,

The statement of claim alleged facts giving rise to a
cause of action at least for damages on the principle
stated by Willes J. in Inchbald v. Western Neilgherry
Coffee &c. Co., in 1864 (2), in a passage cited with the
approval of the Judicial Committee in Burchell v.
Gowrie & Blockhouse Collieries, Ltd., (3), at page
626 in the following words:-

I apprehend that whenever money is to be paid by one man to
another upon a given event, the party upon whom is cast the obliga-
tion to pay, is liable to the party who is to receive the money if he
does any act which prevents or makes it less probable that he should
receive it;

and I have no doubt that the facts disclosed in the
statement of claim prima facie establish the right of
the plaintiff to have the damages measured by the
commission he would have been entitled to receive
had the business proceeded to its conclusion in the
ordinary course. See per Lord Atkinson, Burchell v.
Gowrie (3), at page 626.

I do not discuss the question whether the statement
of claim does or does not disclose a cause of action
for the commission itself. I think that may be an
arguable question; see the judgment of Lord Watson,
Mackay v. Dick, in 1881 (4), at page 270, in addition
to the judgment of Willes J. in the case already cited.

(1) 4 C.B. 635. (3) [1910] A.C. 614.
(2) 17 C.B.N.S. 733. (4) 6 App. Cas. 251.
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I do not pursue the point, it is enough to say the state- m
ment of claim (whose function it is not to cast the Jima
plaintiff's right of action into formal legal shape but CO-GE

to state the constitutive facts giving rise to the right 5 -
upon which he relies and to formulate the relief he Duff J.

demands), does state facts constituting a good cause of
action and does ask for relief to which, as I have said,
he is prima facie entitled, namely, the recovery of a
sum equivalent to the amount of the commission
to which he would have been entitled had matters
proceeded in their normal course. True it is commis-
sion is claimed as commission and no doubt, if the
view of. the Court of Appeal be the right one, namely,
that a right of action for the commission as such does
not arise out of the facts stated, this in that view
was not strictly accurate pleading; but there was a
claim for "further and other relief" and, with all due
respect, I am unable to perceive upon what ground it
could be successfully contended that this claim for
"further and other relief" would not embrace a claim
for the amount of the commission as damages.

We have not been referred to the particular rule in
the Ontario Rules of Procedure but no doubt under
the Ontario practice as in the other judicature systems
a prayer for further or other relief was unnecessary,
the court having full power to grant such relief as
it might deem to be just in addition to the specific
relief claimed, this power being limited by two con-
ditions as Fry J. said in Cargill v. Bower, in 1878 (1),
at page 508, 1st, that the plaintiff is entitled to such
relief upon the facts alleged and 2nd, that it is not
inconsistent with the relief specifically prayed. It is
unnecessary to point out that no such inconsistency

(1) 10 Ch. D. 502.
15780-28
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2 could be suggested as between the claim for com-
UPPcE mission as commission on the principle stated byCANADA

COILEGB Willes J. and a claim for damages measured by theV.
Srm. amount of the commission which the plaintiff ought to
Duff I have been allowed to earn. In Inchbald's Case (1),

the plaintiff claimed payment of the commission as
such and the court held that he was entitled not to
the full amount of the commission but to the amount
which, making allowance for the chances against
him, it was probable he would have earned but for
the conduct of the defendants.

But apart from all this, I cannot refrain from
observing that the defendant's proceeding was a
proceeding taken under consolidated rules 122 and
123, and that the point of law raised under the first
mentioned rule was strictly limited to this, namely,
that the statute was an answer to the action, and
that the proceeding before Mr. Justice Middleton was
a proceeding taken by consent for the purpose of
having that specific question decided under that rule.
And indeed as one might have expected in these
circumstances the only point raised before Mr.
Justice Middleton and the only point dealt with by
him, indeed, the only point raised by counsel for the
defendants prior to the judgment of the Appellate
Division was that specific point.

I assume that, in the proceeding under rule 122, a
judge might (according to the Ontario practice) have
power to dismiss an action on the ground that the
statement of claim disclosed no reasonable cause of
action; but that is a power which could not properly
be exercised where the facts stated in tHe statement of
claim did disclose a cause of action however inappro-

(1) 17 C.B.N.S. 733.
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priate. the relief demanded might be unless it should 1

appear that the action was brought solely for the c H
purpose of obtaining some relief which the court had cOILEGE

no power to grant, as in Dreyfus v. Peruvian Guano S'-

Co. in 1889 (1). Duff J.

ANGLIN J.-A curious situation is presented by this
appeal. The action is brought on a contract made in
1913, to recover commission on a sale of land. The
facts stated (2), disclose rather a cause of action for
damages for breach by the defendant of an implied
term of the contract sued upon whereby it made
the coming into existence of the state of facts on
which the plaintiff would have been entitled to pay-
ment of the commission sued for impossible. Amongst
other defences section 13 of the Statute of Frauds
(R.S.O., c. 102), first enacted by 6 Geo. V, c. 24, s.
19, assented to on the 27th of April, 1916, and amended
by 8 Geo. V, c. 20, s. 58, was pleaded. That provision
is as follows:-

No action shall be brought to charge any person for the payment
of commission or other remuneration for the sale of real property
unless the agreement upon which such action shall be brought shall be
in writing (separate from the sale agreement) and signed by the party
to be charged therewith or some person thereunto by him lawfully
authorized. This section shall come into force on the 1st day of
January, 1917.

The words which I have put in brackets were added
by the amendment of 1918.

The applicability, of this statutory provision was
brought before Mr. Justice Middleton for determina-
tion as a point of law, under Ontario Con. R. No.
122. That learned judge, while fully recognizing the
general rule excluding retrospective construction,

(1) 41 Ch. D. 151. (1) 47 Ont. L.R. 37; 48 Ont. L.R. 120.

15780-28k
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w (Gardner v. Lucas, (1), at page 601), on the authority of
UPPEB Towler v. Chatterton (2), and Grantham v. Powell,CANADA

COLEGE (3), held the statute applicable, notwithstanding
8_-. that the plaintiff was thereby deprived of a right of

Angli.. action, complete or accruing, existing when it was
enacted. Moon v. Durden (4), and Gillmore v. Shooter
(5), had been relied on by the plaintiff. The learned
judge distinguished the former on the ground that by
the statute there in question the contracts affected by
it were declared null and void, and the latter he held
in effect over-ruled by the distinction made in Leroux
v. Brown (6), between statutes which avoid contracts
and those that have to do merely with the enforcing
of them by action. The statute now before us, says
the learned judge,
bars the legal remedy by which the contract might otherwise have been
enforced, and so affords an answer to this action not by any retrospective
effect but because it speaks from its date and prohibits the action.

He accordingly directed judgment dismissing the action.
On appeal the Second Divisional Court. of the

Appellate Division made an order setting this judgment
aside and allowing the plaintiff to amend his statement
of claim within a stated period, but in default of such
amendment being made confirmed the dismissal of
the action. The amendment contemplated, as appears
fr6m the principal judgment delivered by Mr. Justice
Riddell, and concurred in by Clute J., and sub modo
by Sutherland J., was the substitution of the claim
for damages, above indicated, for that to recover
commission which, it was thought, must fail
because the conditions on which the commission
claimed would have become payable (through whose
fault is not material) had not been realized.

(1) 3 App. Cas. 582. (4) 2 Ex. 22.
(2) 6 Bing. 258. (5) 2 Mod. 310.
(3) 10 U.C.Q.B. 306. (6) 12 C.B. 801.
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The making of this order would seem to imply that I
the Divisional Court, or at least a majority of the c a
judges composing it, held the view that although the COLGE

statute invoked would afford a defence to the action Sr-

as presented it woild not be an answer to it if amended Anlin J.
as suggested. That was certainly the opinion of Mr.
Justice Sutherland, who expressly states his agreement
with Middleton J., and, unless it was shared by the
learned Chief Justice of the Exchequer Division and
Mr. Justice Masten, inasmuch as they also agreed
with Mr. Justice Middleton, I find it difficult to
understand their concurrence in the order allowing the
plaintiff to amend.

Counsel for the respondent, however, stated, with
the assent of counsel for the appellant, that Mr.
Justice Riddell had subsequently intimated that in
his opinion the statute was not applicable to the
action in either form. That may be what the learned
judge meant when he wrote
in the view I take of the case the statutes have no bearing; the case
has not been placed on the right basis.

Counsel for the respondent contended that section 13,
if applicable at all, would afford the same defence to
the action whether amended as proposed or as originally
framed. With great respect for the learned judges of
the Divisional Court who appear to have thought
otherwise, I share that view. . Both actions are based
on the contract for payment of commission. Both
alike require proof of it in support of the claim made.
That proof under the statute, if it applies, must be
made in writing and if such evidence be lacking any
remedy by action is taken away.

Counsel for the respondent -(plaintiff) then stated
that the determination of the issue as to the applica-
bility of the statute to the action in either form is
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I- what his client really desires. But he omitted to give
UPPER notice of intention to cross-appeal, as prescribed by

CANADA

COLGE Our rule No. 100, from the portion of the judgment
surra.. of the Divisional Court which directs the dismissal of the

Anlin J. action in default of the amendment allowed being made.
On the other hand the only part of that judgment

from which the defendant can appeal is that setting
aside the judgment of Middleton J. and allowing the
plaintiff to amend. In so far as that order may be
regarded as discretionary an appeal from it does not
lie. But if the action, in the form which the Divisional
Court proposes it should take, would be equally open
to the statutory defence invoked by the defendant,
the order allowing the amendment could scarcely be
upheld as an exercise of discretion. There can be no
discretion to direct a futile amendment. It should
be assumed that the amendment was allowed only
because in the opinion of the court, or a majority of
its members, the statute would not preclude the
action so amended being maintained. On the ques-
tions whether the statute applies to an action based on a
pre-existing contract and if so whether the claim, if
amended as proposed, will be equally within its pur-
view with that originally preferred, the defendant's
appeal may be entertained and, the purpose of a
cross-appeal by the plaintiff being thus attained, it
probably becomes unnecessary to accede to his request
for a dispensation from R. 100.

I am, with great respect, of the opinion that the
rule against the retrospective construction of statutes,
which is fundamental in English law, Lauri v. Renad
(1), at page 421, applies to this case. In the first
place, section 13 of the R.S.O., ch. 102,
is not retrospective by express enactment or by necessary intendment

(1) [18921 3 Ch. 402.
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On the contrary the words 1920

unless the agreement shall be in writing CANADA
CoLLEGE

point rather to future contracts than to those already a .
made. See observations of Baron Platt in Moon v. Anglin J.
Durden (1), at page 30. The negative implication in
section 5 of the Interpretation Act should also not be
overlooked.

The language of section 13 is the same as that of the
fourth section of the Statute of Frauds-

No action shall be brought (whereby) to charge any person, etc.,
unless, etc.

We have in Ash v. Abdy (13th June, 30 Car. 2) (2), the
view of Lord Nottingham (who states that "he brought
the Bill into the Lords' House") that the Statute of
Frauds (29 Car. 2) did not apply to an action which
though begun after, was brought on a contract made
before, its enactment. His Lordship overruled a
demurrer based on the statute. It is no doubt to
Gillmore v. Shooter (3) (30 Car. 2, Trin.) that Lord
Nottingham refers as

another case in the King's Bench this very term where the same point
being specially found was likewise adjudgcd upon argument.

It was there held that

it could not be presumed that the Act has a retrospect to take away
an action to which the plaintiff was then intituled.

Lord Nottingham naively adds

which I was glad to hear of, but said, if they had adjudged it other-
wise, I should not have altered my opinion.

Gillmore v. Shooter (3) has never been overruled.
It is cited in many later cases without a question or
adverse comment (e.g., Re Athlumney (4), at page 552),

(1) 2 Ex. 22. (3) 2 Mod. 310; Jones T. 108.
(2) 3 Swanst. 664. (4) 11898] 2 Q.B. 547.
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18 and is referred to as authority in such standard text
UM R books as Maxwell on Statutes, 6 ed., 384; Craies'

CANADA
COILEGB Hardcastle on Statutes, 2 ed., 348, and Potter's
SMT.Dwarris on Statutes, 163; see too 27 Hals. L. of E.,

Anglin * No. 305. We thus have that "contemporanea expo-
sitio" which the oft quoted maxim declares to be
"optima et fortissima in lege." (Maxwell, 6 ed., pages
531 et seq.)

It was as an addition to the Statute of Frauds, incor-
porated in the R.S.O. 1914 as c. 102, that the legisla-
tion now under consideration was enacted. The same
form of words is used as is found in what is perhaps
the most important provision of the principal Act.
It is not unreasonable to assume, notwithstanding
section 20 of the Interpretation Act, that these words
were intended to bear the same meaning. Casgrain
v. Atlantic & North Western Rly. Co. (1). At all
events the construction put upon the like words used
elsewhere in the same statute is 'perhaps the safest
guide to their construction in section 13 (Blackwood v.
the Queen (2); Cox v. Hakes, in 1890 (3); and authorities
dealing with them should be followed rather than
decisions upon the language of other Acts however
close the resemblance. I therefore abstain from
examining numerous decisions upon other statutes in
which the same construction as prevailed in the
Gillmore and Ash cases was put upon provisions
somewhat similar to that of the fourth section of the
Statute of Frauds. A collection of them will be
found in 27 Hals. L. of E. No. 305, note h.

Towler v. Chatterton (4), and Grantham v. Powell
(5), cited by Mr. Justice Middleton, deal with Lord

(1) [1895] A.C. 282, 300. <3) 15 App. Cas. 506, 529.
(2) 8 App. Cas. 82, 94. (4) 6 Bing. 258.

(5) 10 U.C.Q.B. 306.
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Tenterden's Act, the latter merely following the 8
former. Of Towler v. Chatterton (1), Baron Rolfe says a
in Moon v. Durden (2), at page 36, that COLEGE

It is worthy of remark that Lord Tenterden's Act points to a l
writing to be signed by the parties-that is, to future Acts only; and .

consequently the decision giving to that section a retrospective effect
was not a just one even if in conformity with the most narrow con-
struction of its language.

Some observations on one of the chief factors in the
decision of the Towler and Grantham cases will be
found in Re Athlumney (3), at p. 553.

While Moon v. Durden (2) may not aid the respond-
ent as much as it would if the action there dealt with
had not been begun before the statute came into
force, it is of value becapise Gillmore v. Shooter (4), is
cited by Barons Platt, Rolfe and Parke as authority
on the construction of the Statute of Frauds. Baron
Parke certainly did not regard the second member of
the section of the Gaming Act under consideration in
that case-

no suit shall be brought or maintained in any court, etc.-

as an enactment merely affecting procedure, because
he thinks (p. 44) that if it stood alone it would not
apply to pending actions. The case of Knight v.
Lee (5), dealing with a similar provision of the Gaming
Act of 1892, may also be referred to. Bruce J. there
says at page 44,

Here the plaintiff had a vested right of action acquired before the
statute came into force and it cannot be supposed that the statute
was intended to take such right away.

(1) 6 Bing. 258. (3) 2 Q.B. 547.
(2) 2 Ex. 22. (4) 2 Mod. 310.

(5) [1893] 1 Q.B. 41.
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1- When carefully considered the foundation of Mr.
UPPER Justice Middleton's judgment holding the section

CANADA
q!LLEGE now under construction applicable to the present
iiji.

SMITH. action, seems to be that it falls within the exception
Anglin J. made, in the case of statutes dealing with procedure,

to the general rule prohibiting retrospective con-
struction. The learned judge in his reference to
Leroux v. Brown (1), indicates that he thought the
effect of that decision was to bring the fourth section
of the Statute of Frauds within that exception. What
Leroux v. Brown (1) actually decided was that as a
provision dealing with and affecting merely the
remedy for, and not the right created by a contract,
the fourth section of the Statute of Frauds forms
part -of the lex fori and as such is applicable to all
actions brought in English courts to enforce contracts
within its purview wherever made. No doubt Chief
Justice Jervis does say that the fourth section "relates
only to procedure," but he uses the word procedure in
contradistinction to "the right and validity of the
contract itself" and probably meant no more than
that it formed part of the adjective law In the same
sense Maule J. says:

It is part of the procedure and not of the formality of the contract;

and Talfourd J.
That section has reference to procedure only and not to what are

called by jurists the rights and solemnities of the contract.

"Procedure" in the exception to the rule of construction
under consideration is used in a more restricted sense.
It has to do with the method of prosecuting a right of
action which exists, not with the taking away of such
right of action. As Lord Hatherly observes in Pardo
v. Bingham (2), at page 741, referring to section 10 of

(1) 12 C.B. 801. (2) 4 Ch. App. 735.
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the Mercantile Law Amendment Act (19 & 20 Vic., 1

ch. 97) which did away with the disability of absence cP-R
overseas as an answer to the Statute of Limitations COILEGE

V.

(21 Jac. 1, ch. 16).
Anglin J.

There is a considerable difference between this case and a case -
where the right of action is actually taken away.

Although statutes creating new remedies have some-
times been held available to enforce rights which had
accrued before they were exiacted, The Alex Larsen,
(1), at page 295; Boodle v. Davis (2), it is a very
different thing to hold that a statute has, in the
absence of express provision or necessary intendment,
the effect of destroying an existing right of action.
The taking away of a right of action is more than mere
procedure and a statute which has that effect is prima
facie within the general rule and not within the excep-
tion.

. In dealing with Acts of Parliament which have the effect of taking
away rights of action,

says Baron Channell in Wright v. Hale (3), at page 231,
we ought not to construe them as having a retrospective operation,
unless it appears clearly that such was the intention of the legislature;
but the case is different where the Act merely regulates practice and
procedure;

and Baron Wilde adds:

The rule applicable in cases of this sort is that, when a new enact-
ment deals with rights of action, unless it is so expressed in the Act an
existing right of action is not taken away. But where the enactment
deals with procedure only, unless the contrary is expressed, the enact-
ment applies to all actions whether commenced before or after the
passing of the Act.

This passage from the judgment of Baron Wilde is
expressly approved in The Ydun (4), at page 245.

(1) 1 W. Rob. 288.
(2) 22 L.J. Ex. 69.

(3) 6 H. & N. 227.
(4) [1899] P. 236.
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The thirteenth section under consideration pro-
Um hibits the bringing of an action. Therefore, if retro-CANADA

COLLeG spective, it takes away the right of action itself.
V.

BMW. It does more than prescribe

Anglin . what evidence must be produced to prove particular facts,

which Pollock C.B. in Wright v. Hale (1) describes as
a matter of procedure merely. It does not merely
regulate the method or the means of enforcing the
remedy; it takes the remedy wholly away. This
subject is satisfactorily dealt with in Hardcastle
on Statutes (Craies, 2 ed.), pages 343-355.

When it is borne in mind that statutes excepted
from the application of the general rule because they
deal with procedure are held to apply to pending
actions unless the contrary intention appears, R E
Joseph Suche & Co., Ltd., (2), the decisions
with regard to the operation of statutes taking away
rights of appeal appear to be in point. Of these
perhaps Colonial Sugar Refining Co. v. Irving (3),
may best be referred to. The right to appeal from
the Supreme Court of Quebnsland to His Majesty-in-
Council given by the Order-in-Council of June 30th,
1860, was taken away by the Australian Common-
wealth Judiciary Act of 1903 and an appeal to the
High Court of Australia substituted therefor. This
legislation was held not to affect the right of appeal
to the King in Council in a suit pending when the
Act was passed, but decided by the Supreme Court
afterwards. Lord Macnaghten after adverting to
the general rule and the exception and to the fact that
the Judiciary Act is not retrospective by express enactment or neces-
sary intendment,

proceeded as follows:-
(1) 6 H. & N. 230. (2) 1 Ch. D. 48, 50.

(3) [19051 A.C. 369.
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And therefore the only question is, was the appeal to His-Majesty- 1920
in-Council a right vested in the appellants at the date of the passing UPPER
of the Act, or was it a mere matter of procedure? It seems to their CANADA

Lordships that the question does not admit of doubt. To deprive a COLLEGE

suitor in a pending action of an appeal to a superior tribunal which g
belonged to him as of right is a very different thing from regulating -

procedure * * * . There is an interference with existing rights
contrary to the well-known general principle that statutes are not to
be held to act retrospectively unless a clear intention to that effect is
manifested.

The same view had prevailed in this court in Hyde
v. Lindsay (1), and their Lordships' decision was
followed and applied in Doran v. Jewell (2). If the
right to appeal be a right of such a character
that its abolition is not a matter of procedure, a
fortiori the taking away of an existing right to bring
an action would seem to be so and the construction of
section 13 involving that result

an interference with existing rights contrary to the well-known general
principle.

As Baron Parke said in Moon v. Durden (3), at page
43:

It seems a strong thing to hold that the legislature could have
meant that a party who under a contract made prior to the Act had as
perfect a title to recover a sum of money as he had to any of his personal
property should be totally deprived of it without compensation.

I am for these reasons of the opinion that section 13 of
the Statute of Frauds, R.S.O., ch. 102, does not apply
to this action either as originally framed or as it is
proposed that it should be amended.

Rule 122, under which the proceeding now in appeal
was instituted by consent, provides for the disposition
before the trial of points of law raised on the plead-
ings. It is common ground upon the pleadings that

(1) 29 Can. S.C.R. 99. (2) 49 Can. S.C.R. 88.
(3) 2 Ex. 22.
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1 the defendants have received only $244,000 (in pay-
UPPER ment in full for one parcel) of the purchase moneysCANADA

COLLEGE payable under the agreement for sale in respect of
SMH which commission is claimed by the plaintiff and

Angi J. that the plaintiff has been paid $6,100, which exceeds
the proportion of commission payable to him in
respect of the moneys so actually received by the
defendants. It is also common ground that as to the
rest of the property the agreement for sale has been
rescinded by mutual consent of vendor and purchaser.
By the third paragraph of the statement of claim the
plaintiff avers that the sum of $25,000 which he was
to receive as a commission for affecting the sale, was
made payable proportionately as the purchase money
for the property should be paid. An issue of law is
thus presented involving the plaintiff's right to main-
tain this action in the form in which it was launched,
i.e., to recover the balance of the $25,000 commission.
If of the opinion that the position taken in the defence,
that under the stipulation of the contract admitted
in the third paragraph of the statement of claim,
commission cannot be recovered on unpaid purchase
money, is sound, it was within the discretion of the
Appellate Divisional Court, instead of dismissing the
plaintiff's action because upon the facts stated by
him it was wrongly conceived, to permit an amend-
ment of the statement of claim. The exercise of that
discretion, as already stated, is not a proper subject of
appeal to this court. But, in so far as it may be
appealable by the defendant I should incline to support
the order made. I should have thought the allowance
of such an amendment under the circumstances
almost a matter of course in modern practice. There
is no appeal by the plaintiff against the holding that
he had misconceived his remedy.
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I am by no means so well satisfied, however, that, as 1

Mr. Justice Riddell puts it, UPPER
CANADA

COILEGE

the amount of money he (the plaintiff) would have received had v.
the defendants not broken their implied contract with him, will give a Sm.
very satisfactory measure of damages. Anglin J.

In the third paragraph of the statement of defence it is
alleged that it was expressly stipulated and agreed by
the plaintiff that in the event of the contract of sale
being rescinded as to any portion of the lands embraced
in it for any cause whatever, all right and claim of the
plaintiff to commission in respect of such lands should
be thereby determined and the contract therefor
rescinded. This allegation is denied in the reply.
The existence of the implied term of which the breach
would be alleged in the action, if amended as pro-
posed, is thus in issue. Moreover, other circum-
stances beyond the control of the defendants might
have resulted in the purchase moneys not being paid
in full. In this connection reference may be had to
the recent decision of this court in Gold v. Stover (1),
But these are questions with which we are not pre-
sently concerned. They will have to be considered
when the action comes to trial.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs. -

BRODEUR J.-I concur with my brother Anglin.

MIGNAULT J.-If the construction of the 13th
section of the Statute of Frauds, R.S.O. 1914, ch. 102,
added by 6 Geo. V, ch. 24, as amended by 8 Geo. V,
ch. 20, be still open to us, in view of the decisions
under section 4, my opinion would be that this section

(1) 60 Can. S.C.R. 623, 632.
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12 does not apply to actions brought after the statute on
Umn agreements for the payment of a commission on the

CA~NA
COLLEGE sale of real property made before its enactment and

V,.

m. which, before this statute, did not require to be in
ignanlt J. writing. This section reads as follows:

No action shall be brought to charge any person for the payment
of a commission or other remuneration for the sale of real property
unless the agreement upon which such action shall be brought shall
be in writing separate from the sale agreement and signed by the
party to be charged therewith or some person thereunto by him lawfully
authorized.

If the question of the meaning of this provision be
not concluded by authority, I would have no hesita-
tion in saying that, in my opinion, it applies to subse-
quent agreements only. The language of the statute
clearly shows this.

No action shall be brought * * * unless the agreement * * *

shall be in writing.

I cannot conceive this language being applied to prior
agreements, for if that had been the intention, the
natural language would be "unless the agreement is
in writing." The word "shall" refers to the future,
and is used in connection with both the bringing of
the action and the form of the agreement. If saying
that the agreement shall be in writing means past as
well as future agreements, then stating that no action
shall be brought unless the agreement shall be
in writing would bar actions validly brought
before the amendment but not decided at the time it
came into force. Therefore if the appellant's counsel
be right in applying the 13th section to an agreement
made before, where the action is brought after, the
statute, he would also be right in extending it to
actions brought before the statute on a parol agree-
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ment for commission, where the action was still 12

pending at the time of the enactment, that is to say cPuP
to pending cases. I cannot think that such was the COLLEGE

intention of the legislature. 5
This is my reading of the statute if its construction Mi* t J.

be still open to us. My brother Anglin has shewn
that it is still open, his quotation of the words of Lord
Nottingham in Ash v. Abdy (1), being especially
illuminating. It is with considerable satisfaction,
therefore, that I concur in my learned brother's
judgment.

I also agree that the appeal should be dismissed
with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Arnoldi & Grierson.

Solicitors for the respondent: Lawrence & Dunbar.

(1) 3 Swanst. 664.

15780-29
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1920 L. L. FULLER (PLAINTIFF).......... APPELLANT;

*Nov. 5, 8.

1921 AND

*Feb. 1.

L. GARNEAU (DEFENDANT) ........ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Sale-Sale of land-Agreement-Reservation of mines and minerals to
Crown-Implied powers-Whether greater than those expressly re-
served in Crown grant.

The reservation, in a Crown grant, of the mines and minerals "with full
power to work the same and for this purpose to enter upon and
use or occupy the * * * lands or so much thereof and to
such an extent as may be necessary for the effectual working of
the said minerals * * * " confers greater powers than those
implied in a bare reservation in an agreement for the sale of the
land so granted of "all mines and minerals." Sir Louis Davies C.J.
and Idington J. dissenting.

Per Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The terms of both reservations
imply the right to win, get at and take away the minerals;
but the terms of the reservation in the Crown grant may imply
furthermore the right to cause subsidence or destruction of
the surface.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 194) reversed, Sir
Louis Davies C.J. and Idington J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), affirming the
judgment of Scott J. (2) and dismissing the appel-
lant's action.

PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ.

(1) [1920] 15 Alta. L.R. 194; [1920] (2) [1920] 1 W.W.R. 154.
1 W.W.R. 619.
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The appellant is the purchaser from the respondent 1920

of certain lands under an agreement of sale "reserving Fu-L

unto His Majesty, His successors and assigns, all GARmu.

mines and minerals." Later on, the appellant dis-
covered by a search made in the Land Titles Office
that the reservation of mines and minerals in favour of
the Crown was not in the terms as represented by the
respondent; and alleging that it was a much more
complete reservation, he claimed rescission of the
agreement of sale.

J. R. Lavell for the appellant.

C. H. Grant for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE (dissenting).-The single and
only question which arises on this appeal for us to
determine is whether the words of the reservation in
the Crown grant are greater than, or different from,
the words in the agreement of sale from the defendant
respondent to the plaintiff appellant.

The words in the latter agreement are

reserving unto His Majesty, his successors and assigns, all mines and
minerals.

The reservation in the Crown grant is as follows:-
Reserving thereout and therefrom all mines and minerals which

may be found to exist within, upon or under such lands together with
full power to work the same and for this purpose to enter upon and use
or occupy the said lands or so much thereof or to such an extent as may
be necessary for the effectual working of the said minerals, pits, seams
and veins containing the same.

After reading the authorities cited by the counsel
at bar to sustain their respective contentions, I am
of the opinion that the appeal fails.

15780-291
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192 I think that Mr. Justice Ives, who delivered the
Furun judgment of the Appellate Division, correctly stated

GamAu. the question at issue, in his reasons for judgment, as
The chier follows:--
Justioe.

Do the words in the Crown grant enable more extensive colliery
operations to be carried on to get (or win) the minerals than do the
words used by the defendant vendor in the agreement, extended by
legal implication?

And he answered that question, I think, correctly
when he said he thought they did not.

The full reservation merely adds to the reservation
of the mines and minerals

the full power to work the same and for this purpose to enter upon and
use

so much of the lands and to such an extent as may be
necessary for the "effective working of the minerals"
or the mines, etc.

I cannot doubt under the authorities that these
express powers are impliedly and necessarily con-
tained in the simple reservation of the mines and
minerals and that they do not extend or enlarge
these implied powers which are essential to give
efficacy to the reservation.

See per Bayley, in Cardigan vs. Armitage (1), and
Lord Wensleydale in Rowbotham vs. Wilson (2);
Duke of Hamilton vs. Graham (3),

We are not called upon to decide upon the respective
rights of the mine owners under these reservations as
against the surface owner, and, of course, do not do
so. Whether or not they carry the right as against
the surface owner to cause subsidence of the soil
it is not either necessary or desirable on the facts

(1) [18231 107 E.R. 356. (2) [18601 8 H.L.Cas. 348.
(3) [1871] L.R. 2 Sc. App. 166 at p. 171.
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before us to determine. That question is certainly a 1

difficult and a delicate one and should only be dealt
with, where necessary to determine, on the facts as GAmnau.

found in each case. I do not, in the present appeal The Chief
Jufaice.

and on the facts as they appear in the record, feel
called upon or justified in expressing any opinon on
that question.

I simply determine that, in my opinion, the two
reservations mean the same and that the implied
powers arising in the one are equivalent to the express
powers given in the other. But whether they give
the right to cause subsidence as against the surface
owner I leave for determination when a case actually
involving that question arises and all the facts neces-
sary to decide it are before the Court.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-If the language used
upon which it is attempted herein to rest a charge of
fraudulent misrepresentation, is only applied in a
common sense way, having regard to what I suspect
is common knowledge on the part of every one dealing
in real estate in Alberta, it would mean, to him to
whom it was addressed there, exactly what the lan-
guage of the reservation in a Crown grant expresses,
when the title rests upon that with the reservation
therein of mines and minerals.

I must be permitted to doubt if it took seven years
on the appellant's part to discover this in face of such
a falling market as ensued.

The ground of delay not having been expressly
taken and argued out by reason of the narrow limita-
tions of the direction of trial as presented to us, I
need not pursue that phase of the question of delay.
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1.-- But the pleadings shew that the agreement of
PUEmR purchase which appellant accepted pursuant to such

GARNEAu. alleged misrepresentation, contained an express pro-
Idington J. vision for the appellant purchaser getting a deed of

conveyance pursuant thereto, subject to the con-
ditions and reservations in the original grant from the
Crown. That is all he is entitled to get and surely it
embraces such a well-known common reservation of
mines and minerals in the form now in question.

The cases relied upon by the appellant, in his
factum, to overcome this express feature of the con-
tract in question, do not seem to touch its force and
efficacy as a complete answer to the pretension of
misrepresentation -and fraud as specified by appel-
lant's pleadings set up as the fundamental part of
his case.

The cases so cited and relied upon are the well-
known cases of Venezuela Co. v. Kisch (1); Redgrave
v. Hurd (2), and Rawlins v. Wickham (3).

And besides in their essential features of fraud or
misrepresentation going far beyond anything pleaded
herein, the first named shews how prompt action is
required and delay may be inexcusable and destructive
of such a claim.

There is in short no fraud or misrepresentation
herein, if the pleadings are to be read as a whole, as
the factums seem to indicate. We have in the case
no copy of the order directing what is to be disposed
of, but no doubt that in the record and the recog-
nition by each factum of what is involved, may be
taken as our guide to the limitations thereof.

(1) [1867] L.R. 2 H.L. 99. (2) [1881] 20 Ch. D. 1.
(3) [18581 44 E.R. 1285.
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I may be permitted to say that it does not seem to i92
me at all necessary to rely upon some of the decisions FuLLUR

cited in support of the judgment appealed from, and GnxAu.

thereby impliedly to assume that the reservation in Idizgon J.

the Crown grant means, in every case, exactly what
many of the decisions cited seem to imply in regard
to subsidence of the surface, for they were, in many
instances, by the consideration of a course of legal and
judicial history which ultimately may not be found
exactly to fit all the conditions leading to what
was intended to be expressed in the reservations in
the Crown grants for land in our North West provinces;
especially when coal, for example, forms part of that
very surface in question which inevitably must sub-
side when such coal is taken.

It seems better to avoid putting, impliedly, an
interpretation, or construction of the Crown reserva-
tion which I hold must have been, or should have
been, from the foregoing considerations, presented
to the mind of appellant.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DurF j.-The point of law to which the Appellate
Division directed its attention is stated in the judg-
ment of Mr. Justice Ives

The plaintiff is the purchaser from defendant of certain lands,
under an agreement of sale "reserving unto His Majesty, his successors
and assigns, all mines and minerals."

The full reservation of the Crown grant is in the following words:-
Reserving thereout and therefrom all mines and minerals which

may be found to exist within, upon or under such lands together with
full power to work same and for this purpose to enter upon and use or
occupy the said lands or so much thereof or to such an extent as may
be necessary for the effectual working of the said minerals or the
mines, pits, seams and veins containing the same.
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1921 The issue is whether the words used in the Crown grant confer a
wider power on the owner of the mines and minerals over the surface,

V. than the words in the agreement, which admittedly are extended by
GAna*u. the implied right to the mineral owner to enter upon the surface and

Duff j. dig for, get and carry away the minerals. Or perhaps we might put
- the issue thus: Do the words of the Crown grant enable more exten-

sive colliery operations to be carried on to get the minerals than do
the words used by the defendant vendor in the agreement, extended
by the legal implication?

The precise question therefore upon which it is
necessary to pass is whether an exception of "mines
and minerals" gives in favour of the grantor rights
as large as the rights given by such an exception
associated with an express reservation of the right to
work in the terms above stated. It is to be noted
that the easement given by the reservation involves
not only the right to take the minerals found in the
lands granted but to enter and occupy the land for
the working of all veins containing minerals that may
be found in them. I should hesitate before holding
that the powers of entry for the purpose of exploration
under such a reservation are not greater than those
given by a provision of the deed excepting simpliciter
"mines and minerals."

There are other points which might be suggested
but it is unnecessary to discuss them because in one
respect at all events I have come to a definite
conclusion that the reservation of the right to work in
the terms of the patent confers wider rights than an
exception in the more limited form. It is established
doctrine that the right to work in such a way as to let
down the surface does not arise under an exception
of "mines and minerals" unless there is something in
the terms of the deed which expressly or by necessary
implication gives such a right. That is settled in a
series of cases. Love v. Bell (1); Butterley v. New

(1) [18841 9 App. Cas. 286.
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Hucknall Colliery Co. (1). (See especially the judg- 191

ment of Lord Macnaghten at pp. 385-6). But the Fam

rule seems to be also established that where there is an GAwnA.

express right to work a specified kind of mineral even Duff 3.

in terms less comprehensive than those we have now
to pass upon that may, according to the circum-
stances, involve the right to work that kind of mineral
notwithstanding this consequence. Ashbury J. in
Welldon v. Butterley Co. (2), fully discussed the effect
of a disposition where the reserved rights include by
express stipulation the power to work the subjacent
coal eo nomine, and where it is established as a fact
that by no known method of working the coal can
subsidence be avoided.

The reservation in the patent does not specifically
mention coal or any other mineral but there is a
reservation of all "mines and minerals" and a right
to work all of them. It does not appear to me that a
right expressed in these terms is less comprehensive as
regards any particular mineral that may be found
than a right derived from a stipulation in the same
terms but applicable to that particular mineral alone.
I think the judgment of Ashbury J. is convincing and
although in express terms it applies only to the case
of a reservation of the right to work specific minerals
the reasoning does, I think, involve the conclusion that
the rights under such a clause as that we have to
consider are of the same character; and in that reason-
ing I concur.

This suffices to dispose of the precise question
passed upon by the Appellate Division and decided
by them in a sense adverse to appellant and the result
is that the appeal from that decision should be allowed
and the judgment dismissing the action set aside.

(1) [1910] A.C. 381. (2) [19201 1 Ch. 130.
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I- The action will of course proceed in accordance with
FUU.EE the Alberta practice in the usual course to the trial of

GAnNYAu. the other questions which remain to be determined.
Df J I express no opinion of course upon any of these

questions nor do I make any suggestion- whatever as to
the ultimate effect of the present decision upon the
determination of the concrete questions in controversy
in this litigation.

The appellant is entitled to his costs of the appeal
and of the hearing in the court of first instance.

ANGLIN J.-The question to be determined on this
appeal is whether a reservation of mines and minerals
simpliciter in a grant of land carries with it all the
rights and privileges, actual and potential, which the
reservation of mines and minerals

with full power to work the same, and for this purpose to enter upon
and use or occupy the lands or so much thereof and to such an extent
as may be necessary for the effectual working of the said minerals or
the mines, pits, seams and veins containing the same

found in the grant of the land here in question from
the Crown, may confer. For the appellant it is
contended that there is a substantial difference in
regard to the right to destroy or cause subsidence of
the surface and certain other rights.

The implication in the mere reservation of them
in a grant of land of the right to win, get and take
away the minerals is recognized by a long series of
authorities. The powers which this implied right
gives are well stated by Kekewich J., in Marshall v.
Barrowdale (1). They may be formulated in terms
not dissimilar to those above extracted from the Crown
grant.

(1) [1892] 8 Times L.R. 275.
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But that the right so implied is always subject to 1921

the condition that its exercise shall not prejudice the Fu=u

surface owner's natural right to support is conclusively GAmNMAu.

established by many authorities in English courts of Anglin J.

which the most recent is the decision of the House of
Lords in Thomson v. St. Catharine's College, Cambridge
(1). The surface cannot be destroyed however necessary
it may be to do so for the practical working of the mines.

The same result follows in the case of an express
power to work, etc., where it is possible to work the
mines and extract the minerals without causing
subsidence or destruction of the surface, and the right
to do so is not conferred expressly or by necessary
implication in the terms in which the power is couched.
Dixon v. White (2); Davis v. Treharne (3). A modem
instance of such a necessary implication is found in
Davies v. Powell Duifryn Steam Coal Co. (4).

As Lord Macnaghten said in the Butterknowle Case
(5), after referring to the more recent decisions of
their Lordships:-

The result seems to be that in all cases where there has been a
severance in title and the upper and the lower strata are in different
hands, the surface owner is entitled of common right to support for his
property in its natural position and in its natural condition without
interference or disturbance by or in consequence of mining operations,
unless such interference or disturbance is authorized by the instrument
of severance either in express terms or by necessary implication. This
presumption in favour of one of the ordinary and most necessary
rights of property holds good whether the instrument of serevance is a
lease, or a deed of grant or reservation, or an inclosure act or award.
To exclude the presumption it is not enough that the mining rights
had been reserved or granted in the largest terms imaginable, or that
powers or privileges usually found in Crown grants are conferred
without stint, or that compensation is provided in measure adequate,
or more than adequate, to cover any damages likely to be occasioned
by the exercise of those powers and privileges.

(1) [1919] A.C. 468. (3) [1881] 6 App. Cas. 460.
(2) [18831 8 App. Cas. 833 at p. 843. (4) [1917] 1 Ch. 488.

(5) [1906] A.C. 305, at p. 313.
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19 But where it is established that the mines cannot
be worked or the minerals extracted without entailing

GAaz.u such consequences, an express power to work the mines
AnglinJI and get the minerals necessarily implies the right to

cause subsidence and destruction of the surface.
This is the result of the decisions in Butterley Co. v.
New Hucknall Colliery Co. (1); Duke of Buccleuch v.
Wakefield (2), and Bell v. Earl of Dudley (3). The
authorities on this branch of the law are ably dis-
cussed in the recent judgment of Astbury J. in Welldon
v. Butterley Co. (4).

In this latest case it is stated to be now scientifically
established that all systems of coal mining necessarily
result in the subsidence of the surface. It may be
that in the present case it can be shewn by evi-
dence that whatever coal lies under the land in question
cannot be removed without destruction of the surface.
At all events the fact that the express powers reserved
in the Crown grant expose the purchaser to the risk
of such a result, to which he would not have been
subject had the reservation been merely of "mines
and minerals," in my opinion suffices to preclude an a
priori finding that the title offered him is such as the
vendor can compel him to accept.

Other differences between the scope of the expressed
and implied powers urged by the appellant are prob-
ably negatived by the limitative word "necessary"
in the clause of the Crown grant. But they, as well
as the defences of notice by registration and waiver
of the right to repudiate, and the effect of the provision
in the agreement that the deed to be given shall be

(1) 1910 A.C. 381.
(2) [1869] L.R. 4 H.L. 377.
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(3) [1895]11 Ch. 182.
(4) (1920] 1 Ch. 130.
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subject to the conditions and reservations in the original grant from 1921
the Crown, FuwLE

V.

can be dealt with more satisfactorily after a full trial GAmauv.

of the action. Agln.

I am for these reasons, with great respect, of the
opinion that the appeal should be allowed and the
judgment of dismissal set aside and the action allowed
to proceed to trial in the ordinary course. It may be
that the plaintiff will then fail to satisfy the court
that whatever minerals may be upon, in or under the
land cannot be removed without permanent injury
to the surface and that the defendant will on that
ground eventually succeed.

The appellant is entitled to be paid his costs of the
appeals to the Appellate Division and to this court;
and the costs of the motion before Mr. Justice Scott
should be costs in the cause to the plaintiff in any
event thereof.

MIGNAULT J.-The issue of law tried on the plead-
ings in this case is whether the contention expressed in
paragraphs 10 and 11 of the respondent's statement of
defence is well founded for if it is the appellant's
action was rightly dismissed. These two paragraphs
are as follows:-

10.-The defendant says that the reservations set out in para-
graph 7 of the statement of claim are the same reservations or less
reservations than those implied by reservation of the mines and min-
erals.

11.-The defendant says that in law, reservation of the mines
and minerals is equivalent to reservation of mines and minerals together
with full power to work the same and, for this purpose, to enter upon
and use or occupy the said lands, or so much thereof and to such an
extent as may be necessary for the effective working of the said minerals
or the mines, pits, seams and veins containing the same.
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The appellant's action claimed rescission of an
FuLLa agreement of sale made with the respondent, on the

GANEu. ground, inter alia, that although the respondent stated
Mignault I. that he could not agree to sell the mines and minerals,

which were reserved, he represented that this was the
only reservation, whereupon the agreement of sale
was signed, reserving to His Majesty, his successors
and assigns, all mines and minerals. And the appel-
lant alleges in paragraph seven of his statement of
claim (referred to in paragraph ten of the statement
of defense), that since the agreement of sale, he has
discovered by a search made in th6 Land Titles Office
that the reservation of mines and minerals in favour
of the Crown was not as represented by the respond-
ent, but was a much more complete reservation, being
as follows:-

Reserving thereout and therefrom all mines and minerals which
may be found to exist within, upon or under such lands together with
full power to work the same, and for this purpose to enter upon and
use or occupy the said lands or so much thereof and to such an extent
as may be necessary for the effectual working of the said minerals or
the mines, pits, seams, and veins containing the.same.

The appellant's case is that under a bare reservation
to the Crown of mines and minerals, while the mines
and minerals lying under the surface could be-to
use the terms found in most reservations-von, got
at and taken away, this could only be done subject
to the surface owner's natural right of support of the
surface by the subjacent strata, whereas, under the
reservation found in the Crown's grant, the Crown
could, if necessary, cause a subsidence of the surface;

. so that the reservation in favour of the Crown is
materially different from that represented by the
respondent, and much more serious in its effects than
a general reservation of mines and minerals would be.
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The respondent's contention, as expressed in para- 1

graph 10 and 11 of his plea, in my opinion, is FULLER

clearly unfounded. I take it as being now well GARNEAU

settled that a bare reservation of mines and minerals Mignault J.

does not carry with it the right to cause subsidence of
the surface. An express reservation, on the contrary,
in terms such as those to be found in the grant from
the Crown and quoted above, where the mines and
minerals cannot be won, got at or taken away without
causing subsidence of the surface, carries with it by
necessary implication the right to work the mine and
extract the minerals even to the point of depriving
the owner of the surface of his right of support by the
subjacent strata.

This distinction is well expressed in the head note to
the decision of the English Court of Appeal in Butterley
Co. Ltd. v. New Hucknall Colliery Co. Ltd. (1), as follows:--

In construing instruments which involve the severance of surface
or of a higher seam and subjacent minerals it is presumed that the
owner of the surface or of the higher seam intends to reserve his com-
mon law right of support; the onus of shewing that this was not the
intention of the parties to the deed lies on the mineral owner, and
this onus is not discharged by the insertion of full powers of working
and carrying away all the minerals expressed in general terms, or of
wide provisions for compensation. But when the mineral owner
proves not only that the upper seam will not be destroyed, but only
injured to such an extent as will admit of compensation, and, further,
that it is impossible to get the minerals at all without letting down
the upper seam, all reasons for qualifying the general words of the
powers of working are gone, and if the terms of the instruments make it
clear that it was the intention of the parties that subjacent seams should
be worked, it is a necessary implication that they intended that there
should be a subsidence of superjacent strata.

As an example of a case where there is only a bare
reservation of mines and minerals, I may refer to the
recent decision of the House of Lords in St. Catharines
College, Cambridge, v. Dowager Countess of Rosse (2),

(2) [1919] A. C 468
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I- where the right to cause subsidence of the surface was
Fu-I denied. And, as shewing where this right can be

GARNEAu implied, when the terms of the reservation are suffi-
M;vianaJ. ciently wide, and the mine cannot be worked without

causing subsidence, there is the still more recent
decision of Mr. Justice Astbury in Welldon v. Butterley
Co., Ltd. (1). This last case, while not binding on
us, is very instructive as shewing where the right to
cause subsidence can be considered as a necessary
implication. of the right to work the mine, and the
learned judge very exhaustively deals with all the
authorities bearing on the matter.

On the issue of law raised in this case by the respond-
ent's plea, I, with respect, think that the appellant is
right in complaining of the dismissal of his action.
His action should therefore go to trial, and inasmuch
as the respondent alleges that he, the appellant,
purchased subject to the conditions and reservations
in the original grant from the Crown, it should be
determined whether this (if proved) renders his
purchase subject to the express reservation above
quoted, and whether it is possible or.not to win, get
at and carry away the minerals without causing
subsidence of the surface. The question will then
be whether the appellant has made out a case for
rescission of the agreement of sale.

The appeal should be allowed with costs here and
in the Appellate Division, costs of motion to the plain-
tiff in any event.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Lavell & Ross.

Solicitors for the respondent: Rutherford, Jamieson &
Grant.

(1) [19201 1 Ch. 130
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JOHN S. ARCHIBALD (PLAINTIFF) APPELLANT; 1920

*Nov. 22.
AND 1921

Feb. 1.JAMES H. MAHER............ DEFENDANT; F

AND

GEORGE W. COOK (MIS-EN-CAUSE) RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING' S BENCH, APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Privilege-Architect-Registration-Sale-Delay-Arts. 1695, 2009, 2013
to 2013g, 2082,2083,2084,2103 C.C.-(Que.) (1894), 57 Vic., c. 46;
(1895) 59 Vict., c. 42; (1904) 4 Ed. VII., c. 43, (1916) 7 Geo. V., c. 52.

There was no provision in the Civil Code, as it stood before the 22nd
December, 1916, allowing the architect to assert a privilege during
the progress of the work unless his claim has been registered;
and his privilege "takes effect" only from the date of registration.

The sale to a third party of an immovable upon which buildings have
been erected is conclusive against any rights the architect em-
ployed in their erection may have, if the latter has not registered
his privilege before the registration of the deed of sale.

Judgment of the Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 364) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec (1), reversing
the judgment of Weir J. and dismissing the appel-
lant's action.

The action was instituted by the appellant to have
certain propetty declared affected by an architect's
privilege for a sum of $7,851. In October, 1912,
one Maher, who had bought the property from the
respondent, instructed the appellant to prepare

*PRESEr:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) [18191 Q.R. 29 K.B. 364.
15780-30
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920 plans and specifications for a ten story building.
A-BCID The work was commenced but discontinued about

V.
MAER May, 1913, owing to lack of funds on the part

AND

CooR. of Maher. On September 1st, 1916, the property
was retroceded by Maher to the respondent. After
May, 1913, some work was done for protec-
tion from the weather of the part of the buildings
erected. In November, 1916, the respondent leased
the property to one Chadborn who erected a garage
on it between December, 1916, and May, 1917. On
September 14th, 1916, the appellant registered his
claim against the property, and on March 31st, 1917,
also addressed a notice, to the registrar as well as
to Maher and the respondent, claiming $7,851 for his
services as architect and he registered this notice
on April 13th, 1917.

Aim6 Geoffrion K.C. and L.P. Cr6peau K.C. for the
appellant.

J. W. Cook K.C. and F. J. Laverty K.C. for the
respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I am to dismiss this appeal
with costs and concur in the reasons for judgment
stated by Mignault J.

IDINGTON J.-I think this appeal should be dis-
missed .with costs.

DUF J.-I concur in dismissing this appeal for the
reasons given by Brodeur J.

ANGLIN J.-I concur with Mr. Justice Mignault.
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BRODEUR J.-La question que nous avons A d6cider 9

dans cette cause est de savoir si un architecte peut ARcHIBALD

r~clamer le privilige qu'il a, en vertu des articles 1695 MAKER

et 2009 du code civil, contre un tiers acqu6reur, dans COOK.
le cas oii l'enregistrement de son privilkge est post6- Brodeur J.

rieur A l'enregistrement du titre de ce tiers acqu6reur.
La question se complique du fait que les travaux

de l'6difice pour lequel l'architecte avait fait des plans
avaient dfi Atre abandonn~s par l'ancien propri6taire,
faute d'argent, et que l'6difice n'4tait pas termin6
quand le tiers acqu~reur a t mis en possession.

La Cour Sup6rieure a d~cid6 que le privil~ge de
l'architecte primait le droit du tiers d6tenteur, mais ce
jugement a 6t renvers6 par la Cour d'Appel (1)
pour le motif que l'enregistrement du privilge n'avait
pas 6t fait en temps utile, c'est-h-dire dans les trente
jours qui ont suivi la cessation des travaux.

Le privil~ge de 1'ouvrier a subi des contretemps
dans la l6gislation des trente dernibres ann6es, surtout
depuis la loi qu'on est convenu d'appeler la loi Aug6.
qui a 6t6 adopt6e en 1884. Mais cette 16gislation
avait trait plut6t aux conditions dans lesquelles le
privilige pouvait 4tre exerc6 qu'A l'existence du
privilige lui-meme.

Le privilge de l'architecte est de droit bien ancien.
Il repose sur ce principe d'6quit6 qui veut que ceux qui

mettent leur temps, leur travail, leur soin ou quelque matibre sort-
pour faire une chose ou pour la refaire ou la conserver

aient un privilige sur la. plus-value de l'hritage qui
rdsulte de son travail. Domat, vol. 3, 6dition de 1822,
p. 448; Pothier, 6d. de 1844, vol. 17, Des crides, no 129.

(1) Q.R. 29 K.B. 364.

15780-30,,'
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12 Ce privilige a 6t6 port6 dans notre code par les
AcmBAD codificateurs dans les articles 1695 au titre du Louage,V.

MAlER 2009 et 2013 au titre des Priviliges et Hypothiques,
AND

COOK. et 2103 au titre de l'Enregistrement. DeLorimier,
Brodeur J. Bibliothbque du code civil, vol. 17, pp. 384 et 404;

vol. 18, pp. 235 et 236.
A l'exception de 'article 1695, tous ces articles ont

6t6 amendbs par la loi Aug6 et la 16gislation subs6-
quente, c'est-h-dire par les statuts suivants: 1894,
57 Vict., ch. 46; 1895, 59 Vict., ch. 42; 1904, 4 Ed.
VII., ch. 43; 1916, 7 Geo. V, ch. 52.

Sous l'ancien droit fratugais le privilige existait sans
enregistrement, et il en 6tait de m~me au Bas-Canada
jusqu'en 1841 lorsque l'ordonnance de l'enregistrement
a 6 promulgu6e par le Conseil Special qui a d6cr6t6
que les architectes, constructeurs ou autres ouvriers
employ6s A la construction d'une bitisse devaient
faire enregistrer leur privilige en faisant faire des
proc~s-verbaux de l'4tat des lieux avant les travaux
commeneds et apris les travaux termin6s. Cette
dernibre disposition de la loi a 6t6 incorpor6e dans
l'article 2013 du code civil (DeLorimier, vol. 17,
p. 404). Cette loi cependant 6dictait une proc6dure
tellement compliqu6e et dispendieuse que l'entre-
preneur et l'architecte seuls pouvaient s'en pr~valoir
et qu'elle donnait peu de confort au pauvre ouvrier
ou journalier qui, avec son salaire alors peu r6mun6ra-
teur, ne pouvait se payer le luxe d'un avocat pour
s'adresser aux tribunaux et faire nommer des experts
pour faire la visite des lieux. Alors la loi Aug4, du
nom de son auteur, a 6t0 adopt~e en 1894 pour venir
au secours de l'ouvrier en d6clarant que le journalier,
I'ouvrier, le fournisseur de mat6riaux et le constructeur
ne seraient pas tenus de faire faire des rapports
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d'expertise que leur privilege subsisterait sans enregis- 1921

trement pendant la dur6e des travaux, mais qu'ilS ARCHIBALD

devaient enregistrer leur privildge dans les 'trente IAHER

jours qui suivraient le parachivement des ,travaux COOK.

ou la cessation de l'ouvrage. Brodeur J.

L'architecte 6tait omis dans cette nomenclature.
Les articles 2009, 2013 et 2103 du code civil, qui le
d6signaient nomm6ment, 6taient rappel6s et remplac6s
par d'autres articles oa son nom n'apparaissait pas,
et d'autres articles, soit 2013a, 2013b, 2013c, 2013d
et 2013e d6signaient la proc6dure A suivre pour les
conditions de 1'existence du privilge, son rang et les
droits du propri6taire dans le cas de notification du
privildge. Par contre, cependant, l'article 1695 subsistait
toujours qui d~clarait:

Les architectes, constructeurs et autres ouvriers ont un privilfge
sur les 4difices et autres ouvrages par eux construits pour le paiement
de leur .ouvrage et mat6riaux, sujet aux r~gles contenues au titre des
privilges et hypothiques et au titre de l'enregistrement des droits
rbeIs.

II est possible que la loi Aug6 n'ett pas pour effet
de faire disparattre le privil6ge de l'architecte, car les
termes g6ndraux de certains articles aux titres des
Priviliges et de l'Enregistrement auraient pu per-
mettre l'enregistrement de ce privilige si formellement
6nonc6 par Particle 1695. Mais la lgislature a
4videmment cru qu'il pouvait y avoir lieu A des incerti-
tudes et alors elle a, en 1895, rappel6 entibrement la
16gislation de 1'anne 1894 et lui a substitu6 une
nouvelle l6gislation oA cette fois l'architecte reparalt
dans les articles 2009, 2013, 2013a, 2013c et 2103.

Le fournisseur de mat~riaux, qui avait 6t en 1894
d6sign6 nomm6ment avec le journalier, I'ouvrier et le
constructeur dans les articles 2009, 2013, 2013a,
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1921 2013b, 2013c, 2013d et 2103, disparait de ces articles;
ARCHIBALD et le lgislateur adopte six nouveaux articles, 2013 (g)

V.
MAHER A 2013 (1) o1 il indique une procdure A suivre pour

AND
COOK. donner au fournisseur de mat6riaux

Brodeur J.
- un droit d'hypotbque qui prendra rang aprbs les hypothbques enregis-

tr6es ant6rieurement et les privildges cr66s par la prdscnte loi (art.
2013 (1)),

L'architecte par cette l6gislation de 1895 reprenait
incontestablement son rang parmi les privil6gi6s;
et, par contre, le fournisseur de matdriaux, qui, anti-
rieurement au code civil, avait un privildge, ainsi
que le declare Domat (loc. cit. p. 448), se trouvait
soumis A un regime particulier qui participait de la
saisie-arret, de l'hypothbque et du privilige tout A
la fois. Plus tard, en 1904, (4 Ed. VII, ch. 43), on a
r6tabli le fournisseur des mat6riaux parmi les privi-
l6gi~s des articles 2013 et 2013a du code civil tels
qu'amendds en 1895, mais on ne l'a pas d6sign6 A
l'article 2009 qui inumbre les cr4ances privil6gi6es
sur les immeubles.

Je ne puis m'empicher aussi de signaler la r6daction
de l'article 2013a qui, avec l'amendement fait en 1904,
se. lit maintenant comme suit:

Relativement A leur privilfge, le journalier, Fouvrier, Parchitecte
et le constructeur prennent rang dans Fordre qui suit:

10 Le journalier;
2o L'ouvrier;
30 L'architecte;
40 Le constructeur;
50 Le fournisseur de mathriaux.

Il est 6tonnant qu'on n'ait pas jug6 A propos de
mentionner dans la premidre partie de l'article le
fournisseur de mat6fiaux, comme on a fait pour les
autres. C'est qu'il y a des oublis bien 6vidents et
qui nous d4montrent bien que toute cette l6gislation a
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t6 r~dig6e bien hitivement et qu'elle donne lieu A 1

certain doute et A une certaine ambiguit6 qui doivent Anca.AL

nous faire rech~dcher l'intention du l6gislateur (art. MB

12 C.C.). Cook.

Dans cet ordre d'id6es, je remarque que l'article Brodeur J.

2009, tel qu'6dict6 par la loi Aug6 de 1894, en 6numb-
rant les creances privil6gi6es sur les immeubles, donne

au paragraphe 7me

la crdance du journalier, de l'ouvrier, du fournisseur de mat6riaux et
du constructeur

sujette aux dispositions de l'article 2013. L'article
2013 alors adopt6 en 1894 disait que ce droit de pref6-
rence de ces quatre priviligids s'exercerait sur la
plus-value; et dans l'article 2013b, il 6num6rait encore
ces quatre privil6gi6s et d~clarait que leur privilige
existerait sans enregistrement pendant les travaux et
avec enregistrement apris les travaux terminds.

Dans la loi de 1895, on fait disparattre dans l'article
2009 le fournisseur de mat6riaux et on le remplace
par l'architecte; de m~me, dans les articles 2013
et 2013a. Mais quand on vient alors A r6diger l'article
2013b on ne mentionne plus l'architecte mais simple-
ment le journalier, l'ouvrier et le constructeur. Pas
un mot de l'architecte. Est-ce par inadvertance,
comme dit l'honorable juge-en-chef de la Cour d'Appel?
C'est bien possible, car, comme pour le constructeur,
ses services acquibrent de jour en jour pendant .la
construction une plus grande valeur. Sa cr6ance
augmente au fur ..et A mesure que les travaux pro-
gressent et alors je comprendrais qu'il ne filt pas
oblig6 d'enregistrer au cours des travaux.

L'ordre-en-conseil qui 6tablit les honoraires d'archi-
tectes et qui a 6t0 produit dans la cause nous d6montre
que les honoraires de l'architecte sont susceptibles
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!8 d'augmenter avec le progrbs des travaux. Il est donc
AnCHmALD fort possible que ce soit un oubli du l6gislateur de ne

Vi.

MAHER pas avoir mentionn6 l'architecte parmi les personnes qui
AIMl

COOK. A 1'article 2013b ont un privilige sans enregistrement.
Brodeur J. Mais la Cour d'Appel, dans une cause de Carrire

v. Sigouin (1), semble avoir dispos6 de cet argument.
11 s'agissait dans cette cause de savoir si le privilige
du fournisseur de mat6riaux existait dans le cas oa
il n'avait pas donn6 l'avis exig6 par 1'article 2013g.

L'honorable juge Demers, en 6tudiant la l6gislation
alors existante, disait sur l'article 2013b:

L'article 2013 (b) n'a pas t amend6 par la loi 4 Edouard VII.
Or par la loi de 1895 le fournisseur de mat6riaux n'est pas compris dans
Particle 2013b. L'article 2103 ne peut done 6tre appliqu6 au four-
nisseur de matiriaux, puisque ce dernier n'est pas mentionn6 dans
'article 2013b.

Cette opinion de l'honorable juge Demers est bien
d6cisive: c'est que 'article 2013b ne peut pas s'appli-
quer au fournisseur de matbriaux, parce qu'il n'est
pas mentionn6. Alors il en serait donc de mime
pour l'architecte, puisqu'il n'en est pas question non
plus dans cet article 2013b. Cette cause de Carribre
v. Sigouin (1) ne devrait pas 4tre invoquie comne
autorit6 pour d6cider, comme la Cour d'Appel l'a fait
dans la pr6sente cause, que l'architecte doit enregistrer
dans les trente jours de la cessation des travaux.

Je partage l'opinion du juge Demers que le fait du
16gislateur de ne pas avoir mentionn6 l'architecte
dans l'article 2013b d6montre que cet article ne peut
pas 4tre invoqu6 par l'architecte ou contre lui.

Quand, en 1895, le l6gislateur a voulu parler de
l'architecte, il l'a nomm6ment d6sign6, et notamment
aux articles 2009, 2013, 2013a et 2013c. Ce dernier
article surtout rend pour moi la chose 6vidente qu'il
n'y a pas eu inadventance en r6digeant P'article 2013b.

(1) [1908] Q. R. 18 K.B. 176.
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J'en suis venu A la conclusion que le demandeur ne 1921

devait pas rdussir pour les raisons suivantes: ARcHImAL

Par l'article 1695 du code civil, le privilfge de AND

l'architecte est soumis aux r~gles contenues au titre c
des Privil~ges et Hypotheques et au titre de l'Enregistre- Brodeur J.
ment des Droits rdels. Les dispositions des articles
2013, 2013b et 2103 du code civil, tels qu'ils existaient
en 1916 quand Cook est devenu tiers d6tenteur de
l'immeuble, ne sont pas tris claires et peuvent porter
A controverse, comme je viens de le dire: mais, par
contre, les articles 2082, 2083 et 2084 du code disposent
des droits des parties dans le pr6sent litige.

D'abord Particle 2082 nous dit que l'enregistrement
des droits r6els leur donne effet et 4tablit leur rang
suivant les dispositions contenues au titre de l'Enregis-
trement.

L'article 2084 nous indique les droits rdels qui sont
exempts des formalit6s de l'enregistrement: et il
inclut notamment les privilfges mentionn6s en pre-
mier, quatri~me, cinqui~me, sixibme et neuvibme lieux
dans l'article 2009. Il en r~sulte donc, en raison de
la r~gle expressio unius est exclusio alterius que le privi-
1oge de l'architecte, qui est mention6 A l'alinda 7me de
1'article 2009, doit 6tre enregistr6. Suivant l'article
2083, les droits reels soumis A la formalit6 de 1'en-
registrement ont effet du moment de leur enregistre-
ment A l'encontre des autres crdances dont les droits
n'ont t enregistrds que subs~quemment. .

Dans le cas actuel, I'appelant n'a enregistr6 son
privilfge que post~rieurement A la date oii Cook a
fait enregistrer son titre de propri~taire. Cet enregis-
trement est tardif et ne peut pas constituter un pri-
vilge qui pourrait 6tre oppos6 A Cook.
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- Sans adopter les motifs de la Cour d'Appel, j'en
ARCHALD confirmerais, pour les raisons ci-dessus, le dispositif

V.
MAHER avec d6pens.

AND
COOK.

Brodeur J. MIGNAULT J.-This is an action by the appellant
to have it declared that he has, as architect, a privilege
for $7,851 affecting subdivision 7 of lot No. 1339 and
lot No. 1340 of St. Antoine Ward in the City of
Montreal belonging to the respondent.

One James H. Maher had purchased these lots
from the respondent in October, 1912, for $110,000 of
which $20,000 was paid in cash and the balance,
$90,000, was secured in the respondent's favour by a
vendor's privilege and was- payable by instalments.
Immediately after the purchase, Maher instructed
the appellant's firm, Saxe and Archibald, in whose
rights the appellant now is, to prepare plans and
specifications for a ten story building on this property.
Tenders were then called for and that of one Deakin
for $192,500 was accepted by Maher and a contract
made between him and Deakin for the construction
of the building, stipulating that it should be completed
in September, 1913. The work was commenced and
continued until May, 1913, when Maher became
financially embarrassed and the work was stopped.
On the 31st of July, 1913, a contract was made between
Deakin .and Maher, which had been drafted by the
appellant, whereby it was agreed that the building
operations would be postponed until March 1st, 1914;
that the value of the building as it stood was $33,550
on which $25,000 had been paid, leaving a balance of
$8,550; that there was a balance of $9,135 due the
contractor for which Maher gave his note; that the
contractor would proceed with the work, on March
1st, 1914, on receiving 20 days previous notice, pro-
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vided he was guaranteed that the necessary financial 12

arrangements to complete the work had been made; AncHaL

and that should the construction not be proceeded MA

with by March 1st, 1914, the contractor would then CoaH
be entitled to claim the balance due him to date. Mignault J.

No notice to continue the work on March 1st, 1914,
was given by Maher to Deakin, nor were the necessary
financial arrangements made. No work was done
save what was necessary to protect the part already
built, which was nothing more than the foundations
and reached the level of the sidewalk.

On September 1st, 1916, Maher, being unable to
pay the respondent the balance due on the purchase
price of the property, reconveyed it to the latter,
represented by his brother, Mr. J. W. Cook, K.C., in
consideration of the balance he owed him, $90,000,
for which the respondent gave him a discharge. This
deed of sale was registered on September 2nd, 1916.

On September, 14th, 1916, the appellant addressed
a notice to the registrar of Montreal West and to
Maher, stating that he claimed $7,851, and demanding
that his claim be registered against the property.
This notice was registered on December 16th, 1916.
On March 31st, 1917, the appellant also addressed a
notice to the registrar as well as to Maher and the
respondent, claiming $7,851 for his services as architect

in the construction of a building now being erected on said lots

and required that it be registered against this property,
This notice was registered on April 13th, 1917.

It may be observed that although the appellant
stated that the building was then being erected, the
work had been stopped since May, 1913, except what
was done for the protection of the work from the
weather, and the idea of any further construction
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8! had evidently been abandoned. It should be added
ARCBALD that in November, 1916, the respondent leased the

V.

MANR property to one Chadborn who erected a garage on
COOK. it some time between December, 1916, and May, 1917.

Mignault J. The Superior Court dismissed the respondent's
plea and gave judgment for the appellant on two
grounds: 1, that the ratification by the respondent of
the acceptance of Maher's reconveyance by Mr. J.
W. Cook was insufficient; 2, that the appellant's
privilege had been registered in due time.

The Court of King's Beich (1) reversed this judg-
ment, rejecting, and I think rightly, the first and
somewhat technical ground, to which I will not further
refer, the more so as it was not urged before this court,
and as to the registration of the appellant's privilege
holding as follows in the formal judgment:

Attendu que le ler mars 1914, Maher n'a pu, A raison de ses
difficultis financi6res, continuer les travaux qui, ds lors, 4taient
cens6s terminds;

Attendu que Archibald, architecte, ne pouvait enrigistrcr son
privilige d'architecte ni le 16 dicembre 1916, ni en avril 1917 plus de
30 jours aprbs que les travaux 6taient censis terminds.

In effect, and indeed in terms, this decision is that
the appellant could not register his privilege more
than 30 days

apris que les travaux 6taient censds termin6s.

With respect, I am of opinion that no such term as
30 days after the work is deemed to have terminated
or to have ceased is to be found in this frequently
amended and somewhat unskilfully drafted legisla-
tion. The case of work abandoned before completion
is clearly a casus omissus in these articles, as is likewise
the case of an architect or contractor dismissed during
the course of the building operations.

(1) Q. R. 29 K.B. 364.
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It appears unnecessary to go into the history of 1921

this legislation, for we are only concerned with its ARCHIBALD

proper construction as it existed at the time the MAHER
AND

appellant's services were rendered. Articles 2013 cooK.
(first paragraph), 2013a, 2013b and the first paragraph Mignault J.

of article 2103 were then as follows:-

2013. The labourer, workman, architect, builder and supplier of
materials, have a right of preference over the vendor and the other
creditors, on the immovable but only upon the additional value given
to the immovable by the work done.

2013a. For the purposes of the privilege, the labourer, workman,
architect, builder and the supplier of materials rank as follows: 1, the
labourer; 2, the workman; 3, the architect; 4, the builder; 5, the sup-
plier of materials.

2013b. The right of preference or privilege upon the immovable
exists, as follows:-

Without registration of the claim, in favour of the debt due the
labourer, workman and the builder, during the whole time they are
occupied at the work or while such work lasts, as the case may be; and,
with registration, provided it be registered. within the 30 days following
the date upon which the building has become ready for the purpose for
which it is intended.

But such right of preference or privilege shall exist only for one
year from the date of the registration, unless a suit be taken in the
interval, or unless a longer delay for payment has been stipulated in
the contract.

2103. I. The privilege of the persons mentioned in article 2013
dates, in the cases mentioned in the first clause of article 2013b, only
from the registration within the proper delay, at the registry office of
the division in which is situated the immovable affected by the insc rip-
tion of a notice or memorial drawn up according to form A, with a
deposition of the creditor, sworn to before a justice of the peace or a
Commissioner of the Superior Court, setting forth the nature and
the amount of the claim and describing the immovable so affected.

The learned judges of the Court of King's Bench
appear to have considered that through some inadvert-
ence the paragraph of Art. 2013b commencing with
the words "without registration" omitted any mention
of the architect, and that during the continuance of
the work superintended. by him the architect could
claim a privilege without registration. I have been
unable so to construe this article, nor do I think it
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I- competent for the court to supply an omission which
A-ALD appears to have been intentional. It was no doubt

V.
MAHER condidered that inasmuch as the labourer, the workman

AND
COOK. and, to some extent, the builder have claims which

mignant J. become payable at fixed times as the work progresses, it
would, especially in the case of the two first, be incon-
venient to require them to register a series of claims
payable day by day or week by week for varying
amounts. In the case of the architect there is no exemp-
tion from registration during the progress of the work
and there is no provision allowing him to assert a
privilege while the work progresses, unless his claim
has been registered.

A careful reading of article 2013b shows that this
difference was clearly intentional. "The right of
preference or privilege upon the immovable" which
"exists" is obviously the "right of preference" men-
tioned by Art. 2013, and is that in favour of the labourer,
workman, architect, builder, and supplier of materials.
Therefore the right of preference referred to in the
first line of Art. 2013b is the right of the five
classes enumerated in article 2013 and also in article
2013a. Then article 2013b states how this right
"exists," and it exists:

(a) without registration of the claim, in favour of
the debt due the labourer, workman and the builder,
during the whole time they are occupied at the work
or while such work lasts: and

(b) with registration, provided "it," that is to say
the right mentioned in the first line of article 2013b,
be registered within the 30 days, etc.

If it had been intended that the words "in favour
of the debt due the labourer, workman and the builder"
should apply to and govern the two clauses above
indicated as (a) and (b) respectively, they would
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have been placed in the introductory clause immedi- 1

ately after the verb "exists." Placed as they are, AncImALD

their restrictive effect is confined to the phrase "with- MAHER
AND

out registration, etc.," leaving the phrase "and with COOK.

registration, etc.," unrestricted and applicable to the xignault J.

entire subject of the verb "exists," thus embracing in
clause (b) the architect and the supplier of materials
as well as the other three classes. No valid reason
has been advanced for rejecting this plain graminma-
tical construction. There is no accidental omission
to supply. The architect is deliberately left out of
the first clause and equally deliberately included in
the second. The architect's right of preference. or
privilege "exists," "dates," or "takes effect" only
from the date of registration, in view both of article
2013b and of art. 2103, and also by virtue of the
general rules applicable to the registration of real
rights (arts. 2082, 2083), unless it be expressly exempt
from registration (arts. 2013b and 2084), which it
clearly is not.

It is true that article 2013b grants a delay of 30
days for the registration of the architect's privilege;
but this is in case the work has been completed, for
the starting point of this delay is the date when the
building has become ready for the purpose for which
it is intended. If the building operations are not
completed, but, as in this case, abandoned in course

'of prosecution, there is no delay for registration, for
there is no date fixed by law from which this delay.
could be computed. It follows that, in such a case,
although the architect must register his claim, he is
granted no delay for registration and his right of
priority as to other registered claims can only count
from the date of the registration of his own claim
(art. 2083).
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12 I may now cite art. 2013f for it leads to the con-
ARCHIBALD sideration of the legal principle upon which the dis-V.

ABEHR missal of the appellant's action should in my opinion
AND

COOK. be supported.
Mignault J.

2013f. The sale to a third party by the proprietor of the immov-
able or his agents, or the payment of the whole or a portion of the
contract price, cannot in any way affect the claims of persons who have
a privilege under Art. 2013, and who have complied with the require-
ments of articles 2013a, 2013b, 2013c and 2103.

It follows that the sale of the immovable to a
third party will be conclusive against the architect if
the latter has not complied with the requirements of
the articles here mentioned, and therefore, in a case
like this where the work has been stopped and aban-
doned and the building has never become ready for the
purpose for which it is intended, if the property be
sold to a third party who registers his deed of sale
before the architect registers his privilege, the archi-
tect's claim cannot be asserted against the immov-
able.

Here when the appellant registered his claim the
respondent vas the registered owner of the property
and in my opinion it was then too late for the appellant
to register his claim against the property. I may add
that there is no suggestion of bad faith on the respond-
ent's part, and the appellant must stand or fall on
his strict compliance with the provisions I have cited.

It is unnecessary to express any opinion upon the
question whether the appellant could have effectively
registered his claim either on the 16th of December,
1916, or on the 13th of April, 1917, had Maher remained
the owner of the property.

I make no reference to the amendments made to
this legislation by the statute 7 Geo. V, ch. 53, because
it came into force only on Dec. 22, 1916, at which
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date the respondent was the registered owner of the 1

property, and any work done by the appellant had ARCHIBALD

been finished long before its enactment. MAHER
AND

For these reasons I would dismiss the appeal with -cOK
costs.Mignault J.costs. AJ

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Elliott & David.

Solicitors for the respondent: Cook & Magee.
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C. H. WATSON (DEFENDANT)....... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Contract-Part performance-Terms vague-Specific performance-
Construction-Powers of the courts.

Though, where there has been part performance of an agreement, the
courts, when asked to decree specific performance, should
struggle against any difficulty arising from vagueness in the terms
of the agreement in order to effectuate the real intention of the
parties, they cannot do what would amount to making an agree-
ment as to some of the essential terms on which the parties were
never ad idem.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 587) reversed,
Idington J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the
judgment of Walsh J. (1) and dismissing appellant's
action.

The material facts of the case are fully stated in the
judgments now reported.

C. C. McCaul K.C. for the appellant.

H. R. Milner for the respondent.

PRESBENT:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JI.

(1) [1919] 15 Alta. L.R. 587; [1920] 1 W.W.R. 939.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE. -I have had the opportunity 1

of reading the reasons for judgment on this appeal
prepared by my colleagues Anglin and Mignault JJ. WAmoN.

and find that they have expressed very clearly the The Chief

views which I had myself formed after hearing the -

argument and carefully reading and considering the
reasons for judgment of the trial judge and Mr. Justice
Beck speaking for the Appellate Division.

It is one thing, and no doubt commendable, for a
court in cases where there has been part performance
of an agreement to struggle against the difficulty
ensuing from vagueness in the terms of the agreement
and, if possible, without creating a new agreement,
to spell out one which they conclude from the evidence
represents the real intention of the parties. It is
quite another thing, however, to make a new agree-
ment for the parties as to which they themselves were
never ad idem.

With great respect for the Appellate Division I
cannot help concluding after reading over the evidence
that they have done the latter in this case and have
made an agreement for the parties which they them-
selves never intended. It may be, I do not doubt it,
a very fair agreement and one calculated to do justice
to both parties, but it is not the agreement the parties
themselves reached or intended.

I concur in the proposed judgment allowing the
appeal with costs throughout and restoring the judg-
ment of the trial judge.

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-This is an action of
ejectment in which respondent counterclaimed asking
for specific performance of a contract of sale and
purchase under which the vendor put the respondent

15780-31,
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12 in possession of the land in question, and the latter,
KELLY in reliance upon the good faith of said vendor, made

WATSON. substantial improvements in way of buildings and
Idington J. fencing and cultivation.

The appellant admittedly has no higher rights than
the vendor, who was her father.

He admits negotiating with the respondent for a
sale of the premises to him and gave a written memo-
randum which defined the land accurately, named
the price and the cash deposit to be paid on a stated
date, and the rate of interest for the balance. And
thereby he induced respondent to enter into possession
and make the said improvements in question.

The learned trial judge held that as the parties
differed in some of the minor details as to later pay-
ments, there was no enforceable agreement.

The Appellate Division unanimously reversed that
judgment and by accepting respondent's version as
to the first crop to be reaped that year, and the vendor's
version as to those details relative to later payments,
properly, as I hold under the circumstances, declared
the respondent, on assenting thereto, to be entitled
to specific performance.

I have no doubt that according to what was within
the common knowledge of the learned judges in appeal,
so deciding, there was nothing very substantial in the
possibly different results likely to be reaped from the
operative effect of either version relative to these
details.

And the vendor's repeated assertion that the terms
of payment, which he was to become bound to observe
in the contract with his vendor, should govern those
he was to receive from respondent, seems to furnish,
if believed, a clear ground for the completion of the
contract in an enforceable form.
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Those terms had been fixed and never were changed 1

but the original vendor had stipulated he was not to KELLY

be bound until a third party, then abroad, had assented WATSON.

to such terms of payment. Idington J.

That party might have made some change but
in the ultimate result he did not. That detail
of the contract was in suspense, as it were, but
all else was settled absolutely and the result I
have adverted to effectually disposed of that sus-
pensive condition.

Indeed if respondent had been as astute as the
Appellate Division and had, on the development of
this unsubstantial difference in the probable result of
these details in evidence, simply said to the learned
trial judge: "This is a quarrel about nothing, I am,
though literally correct in my version, content to
accept that of the other party to the contract, and be
bound thereby," I incline to think the result might
have been satisfactorily settled at the trial. At least
I can see no answer there would have been to the
counterclaim for specific performance within the prin-
ciples upon which the courts of equity have long rested
their judgments in cases dependent upon part per-
formance of the contract.

Unfortunately the conduct of the respondent's
vendor had been so wanting in straightforward dealing
as to provoke the former into an insistence on his
version of the details being correct and what should
be observed.

I think the Appellate Division has taken a view
that is quite maintainable and that this appeal should
be for the reasons it has assigned, dismissed with costs
throughout.
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DUFF J.-Equity has gone very far in affording
KELLY relief to a person who, occupying land, has spent

V.
WATSON. money in making improvements or in connection with
Duff J. his occupation under the belief created or encouraged

by the owner of the land that an interest would be
granted to the occupier sufficient to enable him to
enjoy the benefit of his expenditures. Relief is not
afforded on the ground of agreement but on the ground
that it would be unjust to permit the owner to dis-
possess the occupant in the circumstances without at
all events making compensation. The cases are
discussed and summed up in the judgment of Lord
Hobhouse in Plimmer v. Corporation of Wellington
(1). The respondent is not entitled to stand upon
this ground in this appeal because a claim to relief.
upon this ground was never put forward and no such
claim has been the subject of investigation.

The courts would also give effect to a properly
founded inference arising from the conduct of the
parties that possession of land was taken or continued
under an understanding amounting to an agreement
for sale either upon terms ascertained in fact or upon
reasonable terms as to price and otherwise to be
determined in case of dispute by the judgment of a
competent court.

I think the judgment of the trial judge was right
that the parties never arrived at an agreement in
terms and I think moreover that the facts disclosed in
the evidence are not sufficient to support an inference
that they proceeded upon such an understanding as
that just indicated.

It follows that the appeal should be allowed and the
judgment of the trial judge restored.

(1) 11884] 9 A.C. 699.
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ANGLIN J.-With very great respect I am of the opin- 192

ion that the learned trial judge reached the correct KELLY

conclusion upon the evidence in this record and that WATSON.

what the Appellate Division has done, under the Anglin J.

guise of exercising to its fullest extent or even straining
its power and duty to ascertain the terms and to
enforce the complete performance of a somewhat
vague contract of which there had been part perform-
ance, (Wilson v. West Hartlepool Ry. Co. (1)), amounts
in fact to the making of a new contract for the parties.

In regard to the amount of the second instalment it
is no doubt common ground that some agreement was
reached. The memorandum, however, is indefinite.
Raymer, who made the contract with the defendant
and is a witness for the plaintiff, deposes that it was to
comprise the whole, the defendant that it was to consist
of half of the proceeds of the 1918 crop. In view of this
direct contradiction in the evidence the learned trial
judge was unable to determine which story should be
accepted. The Appellate Division, however, has seen
fit to accept that of the defendant and to reject that of
Raymer, fixing the value of one-half of the 1918 crop at
$500. While that may not be making a contract but
merely determining what one term of the contract
actually made really was, the sufficiency of the ground
for rejecting the conclusion of the trial judge on this
branch of the case seems to me to be questionable.

As to the remaining instalments, however, the only
provision of the memorandum signed by Raymer is
that the balance of the purchase money should be
payable in yearly payments with interest at 8%. The
defendant's story is that it was agreed that each of these
instalments was to be one-half the proceeds of the
annual crop whatever it might amount to. On the other

(1) r18651 2 de G. J. & S. 475 at p 494
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1921 hand, Raymer says that the amounts of the instal-
KELLY ments were to be arranged after the terms of his own

V.
WATSON. purchase of the land from Mr. Symington had been
Anglin J. agreed upon, that they were to be of fixed sums, and

were to be paid out of the proceeds of the annual
crops so far as they might suffice, but that any defici-
ency was to be supplemented in cash. Here again the
learned trial judge was unable to decide to which version
credence should be given. The Appellate Division,
however, has entirely rejected the defendant's story
on this branch of the case and has determined that
there shall be five equal annual instalments of $800
each payable with interest at 8% on the balance from
time to time remaining unpaid, making the dates of
those payments synchronize with those of the five
payments of $700 each to be made to Symington,
thus accepting in part Raymer's story of what it was
his intention to exact when the final agreement should
be made. It seems to me, with great deference, that
this is nothing else than making an agreement for the
parties in respect to matters which they themselves
had left open for future settlement' and goes beyond
any powers that courts of equity have ever asserted-
great and wide as those powers undoubtedly are.
This is not the case of a completed agreement couched
in general terms and omitting .only some details
which the law will supply. Neither is it a case of
nothing being left to be done except the embodiment
in a formal instrument of terms fully agreed upon and
sufficiently evidenced. Here essential elements are
left open to be made the subject of future agreement.
The language of Kay J. in Hart v. Hart (1), and that
of Turner L. J. in Wood v. Midgley (2), cited by Mr.

.McCaul, seems closely in point.
(1) [1881] 18 Ch. D. 670, at p. 689. (2) [1854] 5 deG. M. & G. 41 at p. 46.
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I would allow the appeal with costs in this court 1921

and in the Appellate Division and would restore the KELLY
judgment of the learned trial judge. W^TSON.

Mignault J.

MIGNAULT J.-In this case, although the learned
trial judge (Walsh J.) found that Raymer and the
respondent had agreed for the purchase and sale of
the property here in question conditionally on Raymer
acquiring it from Symington, the total sale price being
$4,800; he also found that they never were ad idem as
to the terms of -payment and that therefore there
never was any agreement which could be enforced.
This judgment was reversed by the Appellate Division,
Mr. Justice Beck, with whom the other learned
judges concurred, stating, after having cited the
conflicting versions given by Raymer and the respond-
ent Watson as to the terms of payment, that he
accepted the respondent's evidence that the first
payment was to be $300 and half of the 1918 crop,
(which would give $500, the respondent having valued
this crop at $1,000). Mr. Justice Beck also expressed
the opinion that the balance, $4,000, was to be appor-
tioned so as to accord with the terms of the sale agree-
ment between Symington and Raymer's daughter,
the appellant, and should be paid at the same dates at
8% interest. He proceeds to determine the issues
between the parties as follows:-

The judgment will contain a declaration to the effect that the
contract is one for the payment of $300 on the 10th of July, 1918, and
for the payment of one-half of the proceeds of the crop of 1918, the value
of the one half being fixed (on the defendant's evidence) at $500; and
for the payment of the balance, $4,000, of the purchase money, in
five equal annual instalments with interest at 8%, on the 25th Feb-
ruary in each of the years 1919-23; interest on the purchase price of
$4,800 (except the $300 which was refused by the plaintiff) to be
calculated from the 8th of April, 1918.
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1921 The judgment should also provide in some form for the protection
of the defendant against the plaintiff's non-payment to Symington.

V. It should allow the defendant one month from the date of his accept-
WATSON. ance of this judgment for the payment of the arrears owing to the

Mignault J. plaintiff .
- These amounts can be calculated and inserted in the formal

judgment.
If the defendant declines to accept this judgment his counterclaim

will be dismissed with costs, and the judgment for the plaintiff will
stand. If the defendant accepts this judgment he will have his costs of
the action, and the plaintiff's action will be dismissed with costs. If
the defendant accepts this judgment he will have his costs of the
appeal, otherwise the appeal will be dismissed with costs.

In view of the finding of Mr. Justice Beck that the
contract is as stated in the first paragraph of the above
excerpt it seems strange (may I say so with all defer-
ence) that the defendant is left free to decide whether
he will accept or refuse the judgment. However he
accepted it and the plaintiff now asks that this judg-
ment be set aside and the judgment of the learned
trial judge restored.

Recognizing to the fullest extent that where a con-
tract has been partly performed, the court, when
asked to decree specific performance, will struggle
against the difficulty ensuing from the vagueness of
the contract, still it is obvious that the court cafinot
make a contract for the parties if the latter have not
agreed on its material terms. So the proper inquiry on
this appeal is whether what the Appellate Division
declares to be the contract was really what the parties
had agreed on, for if they had not agreed on these
terms the contract contained in the judgment is one
made by the Court for the parties and obviously
cannot be sustained.

A careful reading of the evidence has convinced me
that the terms of payment stated in the judgment
were agreed to by neither Raymer nor Watson.
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They had made and signed a memorandum stating 1

their agreement as far as it had gone, viz., a sale of the KELLY

property for $4,800; a cash payment of $300 on or WATSON.

before July 10th, 1918; a further payment to be made Mignault J.

from the proceeds of the crop to be grown on the
land; an agreement for sale to be executed during the
season; and the balance of payments to be payable
yearly at 8% interest. It would really be difficult to
imagine anything more indefinite than this memo-
randum (the wording of which I have followed as
closely as possible) in so far as the terms of payment
are concerned, and the confusion becomes greater
still when we refer to the testimony of Raymer and
Watson.

The former says he was to get $300 in cash; the
entire crop for 1918; and the balance of the payments
were to be governed by the contract he would make
with Symington.

According to Watson he was to pay $300 in cash,
make a half crop payment in 1918, and give half the
crop from that on.

In view of this testimony I must find that the con-
tract, as stated by the judgment of the Appellate
Division, agrees with neither of the versions of the
parties. It takes from Watson's story the half crop
payment of 1918 and from Raymer's evidence the
division of the balance of the sale price so as to fit in
with the payments to be made to Symington. This
in my opinion could not be done.

We have therefore this result that the parties by
their testimony contradict each other as to the material
terms of their contract and that the terms contained
in the judgment of the Appellate Division are incon-
sistent with either of their versions. It follows that
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12 the judgment really makes a contract for the parties,
KELLY and, unless I do the same, I find it impossible, on my

t,.
WATON. consideration of the evidence, to state what the agree-

mignaut J. ment between Raymer and Watson really was. Under
these circumstances, the conclusion of the learned trial
judge that the parties were never ad idem in respect
of the terms of payment seems inevitable.

With some reluctance, for the good faith of Raymer
of whom the appellant is merely the nominee seems
open to suspicion, I have therefore come to the con-
clusion that the appeal must be allowed and the judg-
ment of the learned trial judge restored. Costs will
go to the appellant here and in the court below.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Lymburn & Reid.

Solicitors for the , respondent: Hyndman, Milner &
Matheson.
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JAMES W. DAVIDSON (PLAINTIFF)APPELLANT; 1920

*Oct. 28, 29.

1921AND
*Feb. 1.

JAMES G. NORSTRANT (DEFEND-}R

ANT).. . ........ . ... .. . . .

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Sale-Sale of land--Option under seal-Condition precedent-Considera-
tion-Nominal-Expressed as "now paid"-Non-payment-Specific
performance-Subsequent conduct-Parol evidence-Statute of
Frauds.

The respondent was purchasing some land from a company of which
the appellant was the sales agent f or $86,400 and asked the latter
to join him in the undertaking. The appellant, before doing so,
wished to see personally his principals who were resident in the
United States in order to obtain their consent. The respondent
then entered into an option agreement under seal whereby in
consideration of the sum of $100 "now paid," of which receipt was
acknowledged, and of the payment of half of the cash instalments
due in virtue of the purchase agreement, he assigned to the appel-
lant an undivided half-share interest in the land. The above
sum of $100 was in fact neither paid nor demanded. The respond-
ent then proceeded to complete the original purchase agreement,
paid the cash instalments amounting to $10,000 to the owners and
sold part of the land at a profit. The appellant, after having
obtained the approval of his principals, sent to the respondent the
sum of $5,000 with interest thereon within the delay specified in
the option; but the respondent returned it and refused to carry
out the agreement. The appellant sued for specific performance.

Held, Duff and Mignault JJ. dissenting, that the option agreement
was binding upon the respondent. Cushing v. Knight 46 Can.
S.C.R. 555) discussed.

*PRESETr:--Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin
and Mignault JJ.

I
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1920 Per Sir Louis Davies C.J.-The question whether the giver of the
DAymson option was bound thereby, without the payment of the $100, is

1. entirely one of intention, and, in this case, there was nothing to
NoRSMAnTr. indicate that it was the intention of the parties that such payment

should be a condition precedent to the respondent being bound,
both parties understanding that the down payment was immaterial
and negligible..

Per Sir Louis Davies C.J.-Upon the evidence, conduct and correspond-
ence of the parties, the option agreement was to become opera-
tive only when the consent of the appellant's principals had been
obtained; and after such consent there was no unreasonable
delay on appellant's part in tendering to the respondent the
moneys stipulated in the agreement.

Per Idington J.-When a contract for an option is under seal and
purports to bind for a specific time, assented to by the coven-
antee, its binding effect cannot be affected by any omission to pay
the consideration declared to have been received, unless and
until actual payment has been demanded and refused.

Per Duff J., Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The actual payment of the
sum of $100 was made. a condition precedent to the instrument
becoming effective as an option, and the consideration cannot be
treated as a mere nominal one.

Per Anglin J.-But the subsequent conduct of the respondent has
been such as to preclude him from relying upon the non-fulfilment
of the condition. Duff J. contra.

Per Anglin J.-And parol evidence of the facts warranting this infer-
ence is admissible since it does not amount to such a variation
of the terms of the contract that verbal proof of it would offend
against either the rule in regard to contracts reduced to writing
or the Statute of Frauds. Duff J. contra.

Per Anglin J.-Assuming that the payment of $100 was a condition
precedent to the existence of a binding option, the respondent's
offer to sell one-half interest in the lands purchased was not
expressly orimpliedly revoked before its acceptance by the appellant
within reasonable delay.

Per Duff and Mignault JJ. (dissenting).-The payment of $100 was
one of the facts which the appellant, relying upon the existence
of the option, had to establish in the absence of circumstances
dispensing with the performance of this essential condition.

Per Duff J. (dissenting).-The grant of an option has the effect of
vesting in the optionee an interest in land, and, if given for valuable
consideration, is not revocable; and the giver of the option is not
entitled to break it on offering to pay damages.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L. R. 252) reversed,
Duff and Mignault JJ. dissenting.
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APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division 1

of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the DAVIDSON

judgment of Simmons J. and dismissing the appel- NORSTRANT.

lant's action.

The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and
in the judgments now reported.

A. H. Clarke K.C. for the appellant.

C. C. McCaul K.C. for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The only question for us to
determine is the effect of the non-payment of the
$100 at the time the agreement for the purchase by
Davidson of the undivided half interest in the lands
of the respondent Norstrant was signed by the parties.

. The written agreement expresses the sum as being
"now paid," that is, at the time of its execution, and
it being agreed upon and npt in controversy that it
was not then paid, the respondent contends, and the
Appellate Division found, that this action for the
enforcement of the agreement would not lie and
dismissed it accordingly.

After careful reading of the evidence and the opinions
of the learned judges of the Appellate Division I am
of the opinion that the conclusion of the Chief Justice,
who dissented from the judgment and concurred
with the trial judge, was correct and that this appeal
should be allowed and the judgment of the trial
judge restored, substituting however for the reference
to assess damages as directed by him an order for an
accounting.

(1) [1920] 15 Alta. L.R. 252; [1920] 1 W.W.R. 700.
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12 I am strongly inclined to think, after careful reading
DAVMSON of their evidence, that both parties regarded the down

V.
NORSTRANT. payment of the $100 as immaterial and negligible, and
The Chief looking at the very large sum involved in the sale ofJustice.

- the one-half of Norstrant's interests in the lands, the
kind and character of the transaction and the conduct
of the parties, that the down payment was waived.

I desire however to rest my judgment upon the
fact, as clearly proved and not challenged or denied,
that at the very time the agreement was being signed by
the parties it was agreed and fully understood that it
was not to become operative or effective unless and
until Davidson, who was the agent for the owners
and as such had sold the lands to Norstrant, had
seen these owners and obtained their consent to his
becoming a part purchaser of the lands with Norstrant.

It is quite clear that without such a consent on the
part of the owners it would be alike inequitable and
unjust for Davidson to become a part owner with
Norstrant to whom, as agent for others, he had sold
the lands.

The evidence on this point is clear, undisputed
and unchallenged. Davidson's statement, not denied,
is as follows:-

Q. Will you give a history of the matter so as to explain why the
agreement was put in a lateral form as it is? A. Well, Mr. Norstrant
had been considering for some time the purchase of these lands and I
had discussed, I had charge of the sale of the lands, and I had discussed
the purchase of the lands with him, at the time when my associates
were here a few months prior to this, they had set the price on these
lands of around twenty-five dollars an acre. After discussing the
subject with Mr. Norstrant he informed me that, as the total amount
was some eighty-seven or eighty-eight thousand dollars, that he
thought the deal was too large for him, and at his home near Beiseker,
when this matter was discussed, he said to me "Don't you want to
take a half interest with me in them?" and I informed him at the time
that I thought the purchase was a good purchase for him and would be
and would interest me, but that owing to the fact that I was operating
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the company for the estate and for Mr. Beiseker, I would not agree 1921
to close any transaction of that nature without first having an oppor- DAvsdN
tunity of consulting with them and getting their approval. I told V.
him, however, that I thought * that I felt quite sure there NOnsTRANT.

would be no trouble, that they would be quite willing for me to take The Chief
this interest, behause they had already established the price which Justice.
Mr. Norstrant was paying and that they would have no objection to
my going in, and I informed then I * * and I informed him
I wanted to take it up with them personally, and I would be going
down to Minneapolis in the early spring and that therefore, we could
arrange some agreement that would give me until May. That was
along the line of the understand.

The conclusion, and I- think the only reasonable
conclusion, to be drawn from the evidence is that,
while the terms on which Davidson was to purchas e
the half interest were agreed upon, put into writing
and signed by the parties, it was at the same time
clearly understood and agreed that, inasmuch as
Davidson had acted as the agent of the owners in
selling the lands to Norstrant, he could not purchase
back a half interest in the same lands from Nors-
trant without the consent of those for whom he had
acted in selling the lands.
. As Davidson said in his evidence, he could not

"close the transaction" without such consent.

The signed agreement, therefore, was. merely a
tentative one depending for its coming into effect and
becoming operative upon- Davidson obtaining the
consent of those for whom, as agent, he had acted in
selling Norstrant the lands.

Davidson, accordingly, went to Minneapolis, ob-
tained the necessary consent of the parties spoken of,
and without any delay, on his return home, on the
14th March, 1918, . wrote respondent defendant,

* * Norstrant, that he had, a week before, "returned from
the States," and that the parties whose consent

15780-32
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1921 was necessary to his becoming a purchaser of a half
DAVIDSON interest in the lands were quite agreeable to his be-

V.
NOnSTRANT. coming such a purchaser and asked respondent whether

The Chief he should send his cheque for the $5,000 (which included
Justice.

- the down payment of $100) to Norstrant's residence
or deposit it to his credit in some bank in Calgary.

On the 19th March, not having ieceived any reply
to the letter of the 14th, Davidson again wrote enclosing
the cheque for $5,066.16, the $66.16 being interest
at 7% up to date.

On March 23rd Norstrant replied to Davidson's
letter of March 14th, explaining the delay as having
been caused by the "miscarriage somewhere" of
Davidson's letter and further stating that he

had plenty of cash on hand * * * having made arrangements to
get $10,000,

and on the 9th April replied to Davidson's letter of
the 19th March forwarding him the cheque for
$5,066.16, returning the cheque and saying:

I don't need the money now as I have to pay interest on the
money which I borrowed when the deal was made anyway, and this
money would only be idle here.

On 23rd April, Davidson again wrote Norstrant
formally notifying him that he accepted the offer
contained in the agreement of December 8th and was

prepared to pay him forthwith the $5,000 and interest and the other
amounts specified

for the purchase of the undivided half share of the
lands and enclosing marked cheque for $5,100.91,
being the $5,000 with interest from Dec. 4th, 1917.
In this letter he also asks for an accounting of any of
the lands Norstrant has sold.
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On the 25th April, Norstrant replied simply return- 1921

ing the marked cheque, having in his previous letter DAvIDson

stated why he did not want the money, and saying NORSTRANT.

he "would be in at your meeting the first of the month." The Chief
Justice.

Other correspondence followed but not the faintest -

hint was given by Norstrant at any time or in any
letter or otherwise that he repudiated the agreement
or claimed it was not binding on him because of the
non-payment of the $100 at the time of the signing
of the agreement.

I repeat that the proper conclusion, and I think,
the only proper conclusion to be drawn from -the
evidence, conduct and correspondence of the parties
is that they mutually had agreed at the time the
agreement was signed, it was not to become operative
or effective unless and until Davidson had obtained
the consent of the necessary parties to his entering
into it.

In this view of the case, the non-payment of the
$100 on the date of the signing of the agreement,
5th Dec., 1917, was not imperative or necessary.
The "transaction was not closed" and was agreed
not to be closed, nor was the agreement to become
operative, unless and until such consent was obtained.
When it was obtained, there was no unreasonable or
undue delay on Davidson's part in notifying Norstrant
or in tendering to him the necessary money stipulated
by the agreement, including the down payment of
$100 and interest.

Under these circumstances and for these reasons,
I would allow the appeal with costs here and in the
Appeal Court and restore the judgment of the trial
judge, with the substitution of an accounting for the
reference to assess damages.

15780-321
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12 IDINGTON J.-The appellant sues upon an option
DAvnsoN agreement under seal whereby the respondent agreed

NO1STRA-. to give appellant the opportunity of bearing half the
Idington J. burden and reaping half the profits to be derived

from a contract he, the respondent, was entering into
for the purchase of five sections of land in Alberta.

The total price on the basis fixed of $27.00 an acre,
amounted to $86,400, of which $10,000 had to be
paid in cash. The respondent was almost appalled
at the magnitude of the undertaking and the appellant,
on behalf of his employers, was endeavouring to
induce him to make the purchase, when respondent
asked him if he would join him in the undertaking.

The appellant in answer properly said he could
not do so without the express assent of his employers,
who were in Minneapolis, and he would not be able
to explain to them fully, without a personal inter-
view, all that might bear on such a question, for
which he could not hope till visiting Minneapolis
in the early spring.

To overcome that these parties hereto agreed that
the respondent should give the appellant an option
until the 1st of May following, to become a partner
in the purchase by paying the respondent meantime
the half of the cash payment and assuming in all
other respects the burdens, direct and incidental to
the carrying out of the contract.

A Calgary solicitor drew up for them a long written
agreement, providing for everything that might be
likely to arise in the carrying out of such a contract.

That was dated 8th of December, 1917, and made
between said parties, and began by witnessing that

in consideration of the sum of $100, one hundred dollars, of lawful
money of Canada now paid by the purchaser to the vendor, receipt
whereof is hereby acknowledged, the vendor covenants and agrees
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to and with the purchaser to sell and assign to the purchaser on or before 1921
the 1st day of May, 1918, one undivided one-half share or interest in DAV5ON

sections fourteen (14), fifteen (15), nine (9), ten (10) and eleven (11), V.
in township twenty-eight (28), in range twenty-eight (28), west of the NonsrnANr.

fourth meridian, in the province of Alberta, subject to the covenants Idington J.
and conditions contained in the agreement of sale thereof from the
Calgary Colonization Company, Limited, to the vendor, for the price
or sum of five thousand $5,000 dollars, on which shall be credited the
sum of one hundred ($100) dollars, with interest at six (6%) per cent
per annum from December 4th, 1917, and an undivided one-half (2)
share or interest in all necessary equipment purchased by the vendor
for the operation of the said farm prior to the first day of May, 1918,
for the price or sum equivalent to one-half (Y2) of the actual cash
paid for or on account of same by the vendor, subject to the payment of
any unpaid purchase money remaining against the same, together
with a sum equivalent to one-half the cash paid by the vendor prior
to the said first of May, 1918, in the cultivation of the said lands
together also, with one half-of the actual cash cost of any necessary
buildings which may be erected by the vendor on the said lands prior
to the said date.

The remainder of the contract provided for numerous
details, needless to repeat as not now in dispute.

The parties executed this agreement under their
hands and seals. The respondent then proceeded to
complete the original proposed purchase agreement
and paid $10,000.

The hundred dollars was never in fact paid or
afterwards referred to until the appellant tendered the
$5,000 in March, and repeated it in April following,
in more formal terms.

The appellant had gone, as expected, to Minne-
apolis in March, and wrote after his return from
there on 14th March, 1918, to respondent as follows:-

March. 14th, 1918.
James Norstrant, Esq.,

Rockyford, Alberta.

Dear Jimmie:-

I returned a week ago from the States, and consulted with Mr.
Beiseker and Mr. Smith of the estate, and they are quite agreeable
to the contract which I made with you in regard to the purchase of half
interest in the five sections.
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1921 Please inform me whether you desire me to send you my check
for $5,000 to Rockyford, or shall I place it to your credit in some

DAvasoN
v. bank in Calgary.

NonsTRANT. If you are not coming in to Calgary again within a week or so,
Idington J. wish you would let me know some day that I could meet you at Rocky-

- ford, and I will run out to see you.
Yours truly,

(Sgd.) James W. Davidson.

Getting no reply he wrote him again on 19th March,
enclosing his cheque for $5,066.16, to cover the $5,000
and interest at 7%.

On 23rd March, 1918, respondent wrote saying
as follows:-

Rockyford, Alberta.
Mr. J. W. Davidson,

Calgary, Alta.
Dear Mr. Davidson:-

Received your letter of March 14th. This letter must have
been mislaid somewhere, and then the roads have been so very bad,
our teams have not been to town this last week.

I have plenty of cash on hand. I made arrangement at Drum-
heller, to get ten thousand dollars.

Mr. Davidson, if you could let me know about a week ahead and
I will meet you at Rockyford, or I expect to be in the 29th March for
the bull sale, if that will be satisfactory to you. Kindly let me know.

Yours truly,
J. G. Norstrant.

And on the 9th April he wrote as follows:-

Rockyford, Alberta,
April 9th, 1918.

Mr. J. W. Davidson,
Calgary, Alta.

Dear Mr. Davidson:-
Enclosed find your cheque for $5,066.16 which I am returning.

I don't need the money now as I have to pay interest on the money
which I borrowed when the deal was made anyway, and this money
would only be idle here.

Am very busy getting at the seeding now. Will try and get in to
see you as soon as I can find a few days to spare.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) J. G. Norstrant.
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Respondent not having appeared as promised, 12

appellant wrote, enclosing a marked cheque for DAvmsoN

$5,100.71, explaining at length what it was for and NORSTRANT.

desiring information on the subject of what had been Idington J.

done relative to the land, and to this the respondent
replied as follows:-

Rockyford, Alta., Apr!l 25th, 1918
Mr. Jas. W. Davidson,

Calgary, Alta.
Dear Sir:-

Enclosed find your cheque which you left with me yesterday.
I will be in at your meeting the first of the month.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) J. G. Norstrant.

The appellant wrote on 30th of April, 1918, a long
letter recounting the history of their dealing and also
returning the cheque.

In my view of this case this correspondence, apart
from being evidence of the tender or waiver thereof,
is only of importance in regard to an aspect of the
case which I will refer to presently.

No dispute arises here or below, so far as I can see,
as to the tender.

The learned trial judge gave judgment for the
appellant after having heard both him and respondent
as to such collateral or subsidiary facts as were rele-
vant or irrelevant.

The Appellate Division, by a majority, reversed
that judgment, the Chief Justice dissenting and
upholding the judgment of the learned trial judge.

The majority of the court seem to hold, notwith-
standing the contract being under seal, that unless
and until the hundred dollars named therein as con-
sideration had been paid, the contract was void. I
wholly dissent, with great respect, from such view of
the law.
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12 I agree that a unilateral offer of an option without
DA sON consideration can be revoked at 'any time, unless

1.
NORSTRANT. under seal as this contract was.
Idington J. I am of the opinion that if the offer is made under

seal and not accepted it may be withdrawn within a
reasonable time and that the measure of such time
might under certain circumstances be very brief indeed.

I am further of opinion that, if there is no other
consideration than mutual promises, an agreement for
an option without seal may be enforceable.

Such promissory consideration may be in shape
of a promissory note, or a promise to give one, or
something else of value. And when the contract for
an option, as here, is under seal and purports to bind
for a specific time, assented to by the covenantee, it
binds without the payment of any consideration.

And the binding effect thereof cannot be affected
by any mere omission to pay what is named as the
consideration which has been declared to have been
received, unless and until the offerer has demanded
from him bound to pay such consideration, and
been refused.

None of the said several propositions of law for
the most part need, I respectfully submit, any citation
of authority to support them or any of them.

The distinction between the efficacy of contracts
under seal and those not, so far as consideration
therefor is concerned, still stands good, I think.

The man contracting under seal to give an option
to the other party thereto, and stipulating for a
consideration named, is entitled to have it paid, but
even if it is not paid, it stands as a debt due and, by
oral evidence, can be so shown despite the acknowledg-
ment of its receipt.
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That debt, or price of consideration, remaining due 121

and owing by virtue of the bargain attested by such DAVDSON

debtor executing the contract, is sufficient considera- NoRSTRANT.

tion even if he owing it never accepts the option. Idington J.

That alone would uphold the validity of the con-
tract even if a mere simple contract not under seal
so far as the elements of need of consideration for
such like contract is concerned. How can its being
made under seal render it less?

There is presented in argument here, as has been
elsewhere, what, if I may be permitted to say so with
respect, seems to me a mere metaphysical train of
thought, which suggests its payment is a condition
precedent, inherent in the contract so framed, to
render its becoming at all operative. Where is that
condition precedent to be found? It certainly is
not expressed. And I repeat it never has been suc-
cessfully invoked in the case of a simple contract.

I have not found in the numerous English and
Canadian and other authorities cited, anything to
support such a proposition. I find in the judgment
of Cowen J. in the case of McCrea v. Purmort (1), at
foot of p. 113 and top of p. 114, two sentences which
express more neatly than I have seen elsewhere what
is my own view of the relevant law on the subject,
as follows:-

Looking at the strong and overwhelming balance of authority,
as collectable from the decisions of the American courts, the clause in
question, even as between the immediate parties, comes down to the
rank of prima facie evidence, except for the purpose of giving effect
to the operative words of the conveyance. To that end, and that
alone, is it conclusive.

If the case presented were a mere simple contract
expressed to be in consideration of the promise to pay
one hundred dollars it would be prima facie binding.

(1) [1836] 30 Am. Dec. 103; 16 Wend. 460.
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12 And if the acknowledgment of its receipt were
DAVIDSON therein expressed that could not be held to be in any

V.
NORSTRANT. way destructive of the vitality of the contract.
Idington J. It might well be that if and when payment had

been demanded and refused such refusal would end
the force of the contract.

Such being, as I take it, the condition of things
under a simple contract, I repeat, how is it changed by
adding a seal? It seems, I respectfully submit, a
confusion of thought which should not have existed
if the common use of such a form of expression had
been borne in mind.

I respectfully submit that this alleged implication
of a condition has no foundation in law to rest upon in
any aspect of the case.

And the citation in support of respondent's case, of
decisions such as Dickinson v. Dodds (1), or Davis v.
Shaw (2), in which respectively an unaccepted offer
of an option for which there was no consideration was
properly held null or revocable at will, does not help
to commend the curious theory of an implied con-
dition precedent in a case where the offerer is bound
both by his seal and the acceptance of a promised
consideration which he never demanded before his
breach of contract. Had he done so and been refused
payment, I should have held him released.

In truth there is no English or Canadian authority,
or American either when correctly interpreted, directly
supporting such a proposition of an implied condi-
tion precedent, as claimed herein.

On the contrary we have the dictum I quote above
from the judgment in the McCrea Case (3) neatly ex-
pressing the law, as I view it, applicable to this case.

(1) [1876] 2 Ch. D 463. (2) [1910] 21 Ont. L.R. 474.
(3) 30 Am. Dec. 103
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The case of Cushing v. Knight (1) has in it the 1921

element of demand and refusal, on unjustifiable DAVIDSON

grounds, of payment. Then we have the insurance NORSTRANT.

cases, beginning with Xenos v. Wickham (2), folldwed Idington J.

by numerous English decisions as well as many Ameri-
can cases which in principle seem to refute this theory
of an implied condition precedent as operative, unless
and until payment of the consideration.

Of the latter numerous cases, Basch v. The Hum-
boldt Mutual Fire and Marine Ins. Co. (3), is typical.

The decision in Morgan v. Pike (4), holding that
the covenantee was entitled to recover on a deed
although obviously the consideration therefor was his
covenant in same deed, which he had never executed,
seems to cover the whole ground.

And when we come to the actual facts surrounding
the contract and the conduct of the parties in relation
thereto, so fully illuminated by the correspondence
above quoted, there seems not the slightest ground
for reliance upon such a theory, and, if it ever had a
possible existence, seems to have been clearly waived.

I would therefore, allow the appeal with costs.
I agree, however, with Mr. Justice Beck's suggestion
that a judgment for an account would be much more
appropriate than an assessment for damages, for this
is an action for the sale of a share in the contract.
If the parties, or either of them, desire such an amend-
ment it should be granted as the judgment the court
should have given.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-I am unable to perceive
any difficulty in the point of construction which was
the principal point argued and the principal point

(1) [1912] 46 Can. S.C.R. 555.
(2) [18671 L.R. 2 H.L. 296.

(3) [18721 35 N.J.L.R. 429.
(4) [18541 14 C.B. 473.
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1921 discussed in the court below. The contract of the
DAVIVsON 8th Dec., 1917, professes to create an option, to vest

V.
NOnSTRANT. an option in the appellant and it is a long settled rule

Duff J_ that- in the exercise of an option for the purchase of
land the terms as to time of payment and otherwise
of the contract under which it is created must in all
respects be strictly pursued. Master v. Willoughby
(1); Brooke v. Garrod (2).

In the contract now before us it is, I think, quite
clear that the sum mentioned, $100, as the considera-
tion for the option is a sum the payment of which is
one of the essential conditions of the constitution of
the option, one of the facts which the plaintiff, relying
upon the existence of the option, must establish in
the absence of circumstances dispensing with the
performance of the condition. It is not necessary to
consider the effect of Cushing v. Knight (3). I see no
reason to depart from the view I expressed there or
indeed to reconsider the subject, but the arguments in
favour of the view that the sum nominated to be paid
upon the execution of the instrument is a condition
of the constitution of the vendor's obligation are
much stronger here than in that case by reason of the
circumstance that the instrument we are here dealing
with is a unilateral instrument, and I repeat, I can
entertain no doubt that the payment of the sum men-
tioned is, by the terms of the instrument, a condition
precedent upon the performance of which at the time
specified any right of the appellant derived from the
instrument alone must rest. I can only add that I
am unable to agree with the suggestion that the con-
sideration named can be treated as a merely nominal
consideration.

(1) [1705] 2 Bro. Par]. Cas. 244. (2) [1857] 2 deG. & J. 62.
(3) 46 Can. S.C.R. 555.
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The question which occupied much attention on the !1

argument-it now proves not to be open as I shall DAVSON

explain presently-is one which does not appear to NoSTRANT.

have been considered in the courts below, and it is Duff J.

this: Has the conduct of the parties been such as to
preclude the respondent from relying upon the non-
fulfilment of the condition precedent, the point upon
which he succeeded in the Appellate Division?

The appellant's contention is twofold: 1st, it is
said, the whole of the consideration of the purchase,
the sum of $5,000 with interest from the date of the
agreement was paid by the appellant and accepted
by the respondent and this I shall consider after
discussing the second branch of the argument; 2nd,
it is said the respondent by his conduct waived the
stipulation of the contract requiring the immediate
payment of $100 as a condition of the option. It
should be noticed that the payment is not a condition
of the instrument going into effect; the instrument
was unquestionably validly executed and went into
effect as a deed but the payment was a condition
named in the deed upon the performance of which
the appellant's rights under the deed are based.
It seems quite clear that the option if validly created
would vest in the optionee an interest in land. The
decision of the Court of Appeal in London and South-.
western Railway Co. v. Gomm (1), seems to be con-
clusive. Each one of the three judges, Sir George
Jessel, Sir James Hannen, and Lindley L.J. explicitly
hold that the grant of an option has the effect of creating
an interest in land and these opinions are not mere
dicta; they are the foundation of a distinct ground
upon which the judgment of the court was based.

(1) [1882] 20 Ch. D. 562.
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12 It has often been held that where the judgment of. a
AVTDSON court is based on two distinct grounds it is not compe-

V.
NORSTRANT. tent to another court bound by that decision to disre-

Duff J. gard one of them as being unnecessary to the decision.
True, the interest of the optionee is not the same as

that of a purchaser but it is real and substantial
and is not revocable and here I must take leave to
dissent from the observation made by the learned
trial judge in the course of the proceedings to the
effect that the giver of the option might lawfully
disregard it and pay damages. An option given for
valuable consideration is not revocable. Bruner v.
Moore (1); Manchester Ship Canal Co. v. Manchester
Racecourse Co. (2). And in South Wales Miners
Federation v. Glamorgan Coal Co. (3), Lord Lindley
points out that to break a contract it is an unlawful
act and that in point of law a party to the contract
is not entitled to break it on offering to pay damages.
Any attempt on the part of the grantor to withdraw
the option would be disregarded by a court administer-
ing equitable principles.

Since the option, if validly constituted, vested in the
optionee an interest in land the contract embodied
in the instrument under discussion was a contract
within the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds; and
it is, I think, settled law that neither the plaintiff
nor the defendant could at law avail himself of a parol
agreement to vary or enlarge the time for performing
a "contract previously entered into in writing" and
required so to be by the Statute of Frauds; and more-
over that in equity when a contract falling within the
Statute of Frauds is once made no conduct or verbal
waiver can be relied upon to substitute a different

(1) 1904] 1 Ch. 305 at p. 309. (2) [19001 2 Ch. 352 at p. 364.
(3) [1905] A.C. 239 at p. 253.
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agreement from the one appearing in the contract 12

itself unless the case can be brought within the equi- DAVTDSON

table principles on the subject of part performance. NORSTRANT.

Stowell v. Robinson (1); Morris v. Baron (2). It Duff J.

does not at all follow that one of the parties to the
contract may not estop himself by his conduct or by
his conduct put himself in a position in which he is
precluded from denying that the other party has ob-
served in a particular case the time or manner desig-
nated by the contract for the performance of one of its
stipulations. Hartley v. Hymans (3).

Where one party to a contract is under an obligation
to pay the other is under a correlative and concur-
rent obligation to accept and if the party in whom
the obligation inheres prevents the performance of it
by failure to observe his own concurrent obligation
or otherwise by any wrongful act, he will not be allowed
to take advantage of the non-performance of the
first party; and this principle is comprehensive enough
to prevent any person on whom the incidence of the
contractual obligation falls justifying or excusing his
default in performance of it by setting up the promi-
see's non-performance of a condition precedent where
the promisee's non-performance is due to the conduct
of the promisor which makes it unjust or inequitable
that the promisor should rely upon such non-perform-
ance. Mackay v. Dick (4). These principles have
been applied in a series of cases relating to contracts
for the sale of goods where at the request of the buyer
or seller there has been a forbearance to deliver at
the time named for delivery in the contract. Where

(1) [1837] 3 Bing. N.C. 928, at pp. (3) [1920] 36 Times L.R. 805 at
936 and 937. pp. 810 and 811.

(2) [1918] A.C. 1 at pp. 16 and 17. (4) [1881] 6 A.C. 251 at pp.
263 and 270.
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12 the postponement of delivery took place at the request
DAVIDSON of the buyer made before the date fixed for delivery,mq V.

NORSTRANT. it was held in Hickman v. Haynes (1), that the buyer
Duff J. was estopped from averring that the seller was not in

truth ready and willing to deliver on the contract
date. (Page 607). And the principle of the decisions
which are summed up in the judgment of Lindley L. J.
in the case just mentioned was stated in the judgment
of Brett J. in Plevins v. Downing (2), in these words:-

It is true that a distinction has been pointed out and recognized
between an alteration of the original contract in such cases, and an
arrangement as to the mode of performing it. If the parties have attempt-
ed to do the first by words only, the court cannot give effect, in favour
of either, to such attempt, if the parties make an arrangement as to the
second, though such arrangement be made only by words, it can be
enforced. The question is what is the test in such an action as the
present, whether the case is within the one rule or the other.

Where the vendor, being ready to deliver within the agreed time,
is shown to have withheld his offer to deliver till after the agreed time in
consequence of a request to him to do so made by the vendee before
the expiration of the agreed time, and where after the expiration of
the agreed time, and within a reasonable time, the vendor proposes to
deliver and the vendee refuses to accept, the vendor can recover
damages. He can properly aver and prove that he was ready and
willing to deliver according to the terms of the original contract. He
shows that he was so, but that he did not offer to deliver within the
agreed time because he was within such time requested by the vendee
not to do so. In such a case it is said that the original contract is not
altered, and that the arrangement has reference only to the mode of
performing it. But, if the alteration of the period of delivery were
made at the request of the vendor, though such request were made
during the agreed period for delivery, so that the vendor would be
obliged, if he sued for non-acceptance of an offer to deliver after the
agreed period, to rely upon the assent of the vendee to his request,
he could not aver and prove that he was ready and willing to deliver
according to the terms of the original contract. The statement shows
that he was not. He would be driven to rely on the assent of the
vendee to the substituted time of delivery, that is to say, to an altered
contract or a new contract. This he cannot do so as to enforce his
claim. This seems to be the result of the cases which are summed
up in Hickman v. Haynes (1).

(1) 11875] L.R. 10 C.P. 598. (2) [18761 1 C.P.D. 220 at pp. 225
and 226.
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There appears, it is true, to be some point in the 1921

criticism upon this judgment made in a note at pp. DAVIDSON

690-1 of the last edition of Benjamin on Sales, to the NoSTasNT.

effect that the distinction drawn by Brett J. between Duff J.

.a postponement at the request of the plaintiff and a
postponement at the request of the defendant is not
consistent with the decision in the Tyers case (1), and
that the view of Blackburn- J. expressed arguendo in
that case gives the true rule, namely, that a post-
ponement of delivery by a seller in consequence of the
assent of the buyer to his request stands in the same
position as a postponement at the request of the
buyer. In neither case, it is suggested, does the
plaintiff rely upon a binding contract to postpone
delivery but upon a voluntary forbearance brought
about by the conduct of the other party and in either
case, it is suggested, the plaintiff, if in truth he would
have performed the condition, had he not been induced
to refrain from doing so by the conduct of the other
party, is in a position to aver and prove his readiness
and willingness to perform it.

This criticism, it will be observed, really leaves
untouched the principle stated in the judgment of
Brett J.; it is rather directed to his concrete application
of it by which it may at least be plausibly contended
the scope of the principle is not adequately recognized.

The principle upon which courts of equity have
acted is stated by Lord Cairns in Hughes v. Metro-
politan Rly. Co. (2), in a passage applied by Farwell
J. in Bruner v. Moore (3), to the effect that stipulations
as to time in a contract constituting an option may be

(1) [1875] L.R. 10 Ex. 195. (2) [1877] 2 A.C. 439.
(3) [1904] 1 Ch. 305.

15780-33
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waived by conduct having the effect of leading one
DAVIisON of the parties to suppose that the strict rights arising

NOnSTRANT. under the contract will not be enforced "where to
Duff J. enforce them would be inequitable having regard to

the dealings which have * * * taken place
between the parties."

I am discussing, it will be observed, the waiver of
conditions precedent. As regards waiver of conditions
subsequent somewhat different considerations apply,
in the majority of cases at all events, as usually the
right affected by the condition is made defeasible at
the option of the party entitled to enforce the con-
dition. In such cases the right continues to subsist
until the party has declared his election to avoid it
which he may of course do by unilateral act, the
matter being entirely in his own hands. In dealing
with conditions precedent where the act designated is
one of the things which enter into the constitution
of the right the existence of which is in dispute and
consequently if the act is not performed no right
arises under the strict terms of the contract, obviously
something more than a declaration of intention either
by words or by conduct is required to fill the gap.
Obviously also the gap is filled if the party entitled
to enforce the condition is either estopped by law or on
equitable principles precluded from disputing that
the other party has done everything required to be
done on his part; and there seems to be no reason in
principle why the estoppel or the corresponding
equitable claim should not be rested upon facts or upon
conduct subsequent to the time fixed for the perform-
ance of the condition. As Lord Chelmsford said in
Roberts v. Brett (1):-

(1) [1865] 11 H.L.Cas. 337 at p. 357.
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I have no difficulty in saying that in such a case the party who 1921
may avail himself of the non-performance of the condition precedent DAVSON

but who allows the other side to go on and perform the subsequent V.
stipulations has waived his right to insist upon the unperformed con- NORSTRANT.

dition precedent as an answer to the action. Duff J.
Bentsen v. Taylor (1); Panoutsos v. Hadley Co. (2);
Hartley v. Hymans (3); Leather Cloth Co. v. Hieroni-
mus (4).

Always observing, however, that in those cases in
which the Statute of Frauds comes into play the
plaintiff must fail if in substance he is relying not
upon the written agreement but upon a verbal agree-
ment or an agreement by conduct substituted for
the written agreement in whole or in part. Stowell v.
Robinson (5); Noble v. Ward (6); Bruner v. Moore (7);
Corn Products Co. v. Fry (8); Morris v. - Baron (9);
and subject always, moreover, I repeat, to this, that
the plaintiff has been put in a position by the conduct
of the other party to aver that he was at the time
designated (when the provision as to time is impera-
tive) ready and willing to perform his part of the
contract. With the plaintiff "readiness and willing-
ness" where he is seeking to enforce an obligation
in which he is involved concurrently with the defend-
ant is always a condition precedent, and this is so
even in a case in which if he had been the defendant
he might have succeeded in resisting the claim against
him on the ground that he was absolved from perform-
ance by the conduct of the other party.
Whichever party is the actor

said Lord Halsbury in Forrestt v. Aramayo (10)

(1) [1893] 2 Q.B. 274. (6) [1867] L.R. 2 Ex. 135.
(2) [1917] 2 K.B. 473. (7) [1904] 1 Ch. 305 at pp. 312-13.
(3) [1920136 T.L.R. 805 at pp. 810-811. (8) [1917] W.N. 224.
(4) [1875] L.R. 10 Q.B. 140. (9) [1918] A.C. 1.
(5) [18371 3 Bing. N.C. 928. (10) [1900] 83 L.T. 335 at p. 338.

15780-331
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1921 and is complaining of a breach of contract he is bound to show, as a

DArmDson matter of law, that he has performed all that was incident to his part
V. of the concurrent obligations. The averment that he was always

NORSTRANT. ready and willing to perform his obligation is a necessary averment.
Duff J. Hickman v. Haynes (1);- Plevins v. Downing (2);

Hartley v. Hymans (3).

Applying these principles to the circumstances
disclosed in the present appeal I should be disposed,
as I intimated more than once in the course of the
argument, to think that a vendor and purchaser
accustomed to deal with one another and on such a
footing as the parties to this appeal were having
executed an instrument such as that before us and
having separated without a word being said as to
the payment of the consideration for the option, the
sum being comparatively trifling, there was suffi-
cient prima facie evidence of a request for forbear-
ance and compliance with that request to constitute
an estoppel within the meaning of the cases discussed
in Hickman v. Haynes (1). One circumstance, however,
deprives this view of relevancy; the evidence shows
quite plainly that the appellant's attention was not
drawn to the circumstance that this sum of $100 was
to be paid on the execution of the instrument and
points rather directly to a similar conclusion as touch-
ing the respondent's state of mind. The appellant
who never thought of the condition precedent as he

.states himself, cannot, of course, be heard to say
that his default was due to anything done by the
respondent who, as far as one can see, was in the same
state of inattention as himself. Not only does he
not aver readiness and willingness; such an averment
if made would be conclusively negatived by his own
evidence.

(1) L.R. 10 C.P. 598. (2) 1 C.P.D. 220.
(3) 36 Times L.R. 805.
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The subsequent conduct of the parties gives no 1921

additional support to the appellant's contention on DAVIDSON

this point and indeed a perusal of the case makes it NoSTANr.

quite clear that neither estoppel nor the correspond- Duff J.

ing equitable principle is a ground of claim which the
appellant is entitled to rely upon in this court. There
is no suggestion of it in the pleadings, it was not
touched upon by either the trial judge or the judges of
the Appellate Division, it was barely mentioned in the
appellant's factum and the cross-examination which
at first sight might seem to have been directed to it
appears on a closer examination to have been aimed
at the respondent's plea of mistake on his part and
overreaching on part of the appellant.

As to the contention that the purchase price was
accepted by the respondent the correspondence estab-
lishes that the respondent had no intention of accept-
ing the appellant's cheque and there was nothing in
the respondent's conduct calculated to convey to the
mind of the appellant the idea that such was his
intention. I concur with the comment of Stuart J.
as regards the appellant's knowledge of the sales
made by the respondent. I do not doubt that the
appellant was aware of these sales when he wrote the
letter of the 19th March. In making the sales the
respondent had committed himself - to a series of
contracts involving a repudiation of any obligation to
sell to the appellant; Manchester Ship Canal Co. v.
Manchester Racecourse Co. (1), and Metropolitan
Electric Supply Co. v. Ginder (2); he was asserting
openly (and there is no doubt with the knowledge of
the appellant acquired anterior to any offer of pay-
ment) his right to deal with the property as owner;
and I can find in the appellant's conduct thencefor-

(1) 11901] 2 Ch. 37 at p. 51. (2) [1901] 2 Ch. 799 at p. 807.
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1921 ward only a persistent though unsuccessful effort to
DAvDsON coax or trick the respondent into a position in which

V.

NoneRAN. he could aver that his cheque had been accepted.
Duff J. The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-A defence of misrepresentation having
failed at the trial, the only question now before us is
the effect on the rights of the parties of the non-
payment by Davidson at the time the agreement
sued upon was executed of the sum of $100, receipt
whereof is thereby acknowledged as the consideration
for the vendor's covenant to sell.

The learned Chief Justice of Alberta in his analysis
of the opinions delivered in this court in Cushing v.
Knight (1), so much -relied on for the respondent, has,
I think, satisfactorily distinguished that decision
from the case at bar. Yet, if the question now pre-
sented were merely one of interpretation of the written
agreement, while an implied promise by the respond-
ent to pay the sum of $100 to the appellant as the
consideration for which the latter undertook to keep
his offer of sale open from the 8th December, 1917,
to the 1st of May, 1918, may be found in it, I should
think it also clear that actual payment of that sum
was thereby made a condition precedent to the instru-
ment becoming effective as an option. Nor do I find in
the terms in which it is couched any latent ambiguity
in this respect such as might justify resort to evidence
of conduct or negotiations to aid in construction.

I cannot assent to the contention that the facts
that the agreement is under seal, and that it contains
a recital of the payment of the sum of $100 are con-
clusive in the appellant's favour. Neither can I
regard that sum as merely a nominal consideration.

(1) 46 Can S.C.R. 555.
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But as Baron Bramwell said in White v. Beeton (1) 121

DAvmsoN

that which was at one time a condition precedent (may) by my own v.
conduct become no condition precedent. * * The performance of NOESTRANT.

an act may be at one time a condition precedent and not at another. Anglin J.

The reasonable inference from the circumstances
immediately following the execution of the agree-
ment and the subsequent letters of the respondent-
unless we are to attribute to him bad faith in writing
them amounting almost to dishonesty-seems to be
that, without relinquishing his right to insist upon
actual prepayment of the $100 he voluntarily forbore
doing so and made it apparent that he was
satisfied to rely upon the undertaking or liability of
the appellant to pay that sum either as part of the
$5,000 payable on the 1st of May or before the time
for making that payment should expire. Parol evi-
dence of the facts warranting this inference is admis-
sible since it does not amount to such a variation of
the terms of the contract that verbal proof of it would
offend against either the rule in regard to contracts
reduced to writing or the Statute of Frauds. It does
not involve the sibstitution of a promise to pay for
actual payment as the consideration. Such a case
would present great difficulty. Vezey v. Rashleigh
(2). It is merely a withholding by the respondent of
the exercise of his right to insist upon the performance
at the date thereby fixed of a promise to pay stipulated
in the written contract, Tyers v. Rosedale & Ferryhill
Iron Co. per Martin B. (3)-a substituted mode of per-
formance assented to without release of the original
obligation; Leather Cloth Co. v. Hieronimus (4); Plevins

(1) [1861] 7 H.&N. 42, at p. 50. (3) [1873] L.R. 8 Ex. 305, at p. 319;
(2) [19041 1 Ch. 634. L.R. 10 Ex. 195.

(4) L.R. 10 Q.B. 140, at p.146.
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1921 v. Downing (1). The principle taken from Lord Cairns'
DAVIDBON judgment in Hughes v. Metropolitan Rly. Co. (2),

NORANT. as applied in Bruner v. Moore (3), may perhaps also
Anglin J. be invoked. That the appellant assumed liability

to pay the $100 is, I think, sufficiently evidenced by
his execution of the agreement which would otherwise
seem to have been purposeless. I incline to the view
that there was a binding option, if not from the execu-
tion of the instrument, from the 14th of March, or,
at all events, from the date of the tender in April.

In any event, however, the document of the 8th
December, 1917, may, in my opinion, be regarded as
an offer to sell a one-half interest in the lands in ques-
tion upon the terms therein stated. There was never
any express revocation of that offer and nothing had
transpired that would imply a revocation before the
appellant intimated his intention to accept and tend-
ered the amount which would be due to the respond-
ent on the 1st of May, including the $100 and interest
thereon.

Resale of the land was contemplated by the parties.
Resale at a profit was the chief obj'ect of the venture.
The sales made by Norstrant did not imply a revoca-
tion of his offer to sell to Davidson an undivided one-
half interest in his purchase from the Calgary Coloni-
zation Company. Knowledge of those sales by David-
son, therefore, would not amount to notice of revoca-
tion of that offer such as would preclude an effective
acceptance of it. Moreover Davidson was in fact
unaware of Norstrant's sales when he sent the letter'
of the 14th of March, 1918, intimating his intention
to carry out the agreement. No other act of revocation
is suggested. Davidson might have some recourse

(1) 1.C.P.D. 220. (2) 2 App. Cas. 439.
(3) [1904] 1 Ch. 305, at p. 312.
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in damages against Norstrant if he exceeded his 1921

authority and his sales were unsatisfactory. But he DAVmSoN

can in any event hold Norstrant accountable for his NoRSmANT.

share of their proceeds. Anglin J.

Assuming in favour of Norstrant that the prepay-
ment of the sum of $100 remained a condition pre-
cedent to the document becoming binding as an
option and, that it was therefore open to him at any
time before acceptance of the offer to sell to have
withdrawn it, communication of such a withdrawal
to the appellant was necessary in order to terminate
his right of acceptance and preclude him by exercising
it from converting the offer into a firm contract of sale.

While the delay in Davidson's acceptance might,
apart from the special circumstances, have been so
unreasonable as to render it inefficacious, the evidence
here shows -that such delay as was required to enable
the appellant at his convenience in the early spring to
interview the members of the firm of Beiseker and
Davidson at Minneapolis was contemplated and
provided for. Davidson communicated the result
of that interview to the respondent by his letter of
the 14th March, written promptly on his return
from the trip on which it took place, and informed
him of his intention to take up the option and become
the purchaser of a one-half interest in the lands.
He formally accepted Norstrant's offer and tendered
all the money due on the 1st of May by his letter of the
23rd of April, receipt of which in due course has been
proved.

I would, for these reasons, with great respect, allow
this appeal and restore the judgment of the learned
trial judge, substituting however for the reference to
assess damages directed by him an order for an account-
ing as indicated by Mr. Justice Beck.
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1-a MIGNAULT J. (dissenting).-That this case presents
DAVIDSON some features of considerable difficulty is shewn by

NonRNT-. the division of opinion in the courts below. And the
Mignault J. respondent, who lost in the first court but succeeded

in the Appellate Division, the learned Chief Justice of
Alberta dissenting, relies on legal principles of an
elementary character, the great difficulty not being
as to the principles themselves but rather on the
question whether a proper case has been made out
for their application.

The agreement signed by the parties on the 8th
December, 1917, gave rise to this litigation. This
agreement, in so far as. is-material to the present
controversy, states that in consideration of the sum
of $100 "now" paid by the appellant to the respond-
ent, the receipt of which is acknowledged, the respond-
ent agrees with the appellant to sell and assign to
him, on or before the 1st of May, 1918, one undivided
half share or interest in certain farm land which the
respondent purchased on the same day from the
Calgary Colonization Company, subject to the cove-
nants and conditions contained in the agreement of
sale from the latter company to the respondent, for
the price of $5,000 on which was to be credited the
said sum of $100 with interest at 6% per annum from
December 4th, 1917, and an undivided one-half share
or interest in all necessary equipment purchased by
the respondent for the operation of the farm prior to
May 1st, 1918, for a price equivalent to one-half of
the actual cash paid for the same by the respondent,
subject to the payment of any unpaid purchase
money remaining against the same, together with a
sum equivalent to one-half the cash paid by the
respondent prior to May 1st, 1918, in the cultivation
of the said lands, together also with one-half the
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actual cash cost of any necessary buildings erected 1921

by the respondent on the said lands prior to the above DAymSN

date. In the event of the appellant availing himself NoBTRANr.

of the respondent's agreement, certain stipulations Mignault J.
were made as to the farming operations to be carried
on by the respondent which are not material to the
present inquiry. The document witnessing the contract
was made under seal and was signed by both parties.

Although by this instrument the respondent acknow-
ledged receipt of $100 stated to be the consideration of
the agreement, it is common ground that this sum
was not paid nor was it ever demanded by the respond-
ent. The reason the appellant desired to obtain an
agreement in this form, was that one Davidson, then
deceased, and one of whose executors the appellant
was, had had an equitable interest in the property,
and the appellant very properly did not wish to enter
into the venture before consulting his co-executors,
which he expected would require some time. He
went to Minneapolis with this object in, view, and
after his return he wrote, on March 14th, 1918, to
the respondent informing him that he had obtained
the consent of his co-executors and asking the respond-
ent if he desired that he should send him a cheque to
Rockyford or place the money to his credit in a bank
in Calgary. On March 19th, the appellant sent the
respondent his cheque for $5,066.16, being the half of
the cash payment made by the latter to the Calgary
Colonization Company with interest at 7 per cent
from January 10th. The respondent answered on
March 23rd, acknowledging receipt of the letter of
March 14th, stating however that he had plenty of
cash on hand. On April 19th, the respondent wrote
to the appellant returning the cheque for $5,066.16
saying that he did not need the money then as he had
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12 to pay interest on the money which he had borrowed
DA-SON when the deed was made, and the appellant's money

V.

No-SmAr. would only be idle in his hands. The appellant
Mignault J. wrote again, on April 23rd, insisting on the respond-

ent's acceptance of the half of the cash payment
made by him, notifying him that he accepted the offer
contained in. the agreement of December 8th, and
enclosing a marked cheque for $5,100.71, being the
$5,000 with interest from December 4th. This cheque
the respondent returned without assigning any reason
on April 25th.

When this action was taken by the appellant, the
respondent contested it, denying the tender of $5,100.71
and any notification of acceptance by the appellant of
the offer contained in the agreement of December
8th. It was only at the trial that the respondent
amended his statement of defence by setting up total
failure of the consideration mentioned in the agreement.

It is on this plea of failure of consideration that the
Appellate Division dismissed the appellant's action.

Reliance was placed in the Appellate Division
on the decision of this court in Cushing v. Knight (1),
but it seems to me that the fact that in that case a
demand was made for the money consideration, which
had not been paid although its receipt was acknow-
ledged in the agreement, with notification that if it
were not paid within four days, the contract would
be treated as rescinded,-sufficiently distinguishes
Cushing v. Knight (1) from the present case where no
such demand was made.

Some discussion took place at bar and in the courts
below on the question whether the $100 mentioned as
consideration could be regarded as a purely nominal

(1) 46 Can. S.C.R. 555.
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consideration, the more so as the agreement was 1921

under seal and therefore, it was contended,- would DAVsmon

stand without consideration. Independently of the NORSTRANT.

question whether the sealing of the agreement rendered Mignault J.

it enforceable without consideration, I have not been
able to satisfy myself that failure of consideration,
where a valuable consideration is requisite for the
existence of a contract, can be met by saying that the
consideration mentioned in the contract is a merely
nominal one and can therefore be disregarded. For
this would be equivalent to holding that although
consideration is required, no consideration at all is
necessary. In other words, if this contention is sound,
where the parties mention a merely nominal con-
sideration, instead of a substantial one, the contract
would stand without payment of this consideration,
and, if so, it would be valid without any consideration.
If the sum mentioned as consideration be so insignifi-
cant that it can be disregarded, then there is no
consideration whatever. I may add that even were
it open to the appellant to urge that a nominal con-
sideration can be disregarded, here the sum of $100
appears sufficiently substantial, the more so as it was
to be credited on the purchase price, to prevent us
from holding that it was in any way purely nominal.

Nor is it any answer to say that the agreement
being under seal no consideration at all is necessary,
for the agreement itself states that it was entered
into in consideration of the then and there payment
of $100, and if this sum was not paid, the sealing of
the agreement would not protect it from the total
failure of the consideration it expressly mentions.

Coming now to the objection that the sum of $100
was not paid and therefore that the agreement sued
on is void for want of consideration, I think it must be
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1-2 conceded, on the construction of the agreement, that
DAvIsoN the payment of this sum was a condition precedent

NORSTRANT. to the existence of any contract of option between
Mignault J. the parties. It is said that the respondent waived

this stipulation as to the mode or time of perform-
ance, but I have been unable to find any evidence
of such waiver. It is true that when the appellant
sought to tender the sum which had to be paid before
May 1st, the respondent alleged that he was not
then in need of money to carry out his purchase
from the Calgary Colonization company. But while
the respondent may have thought that he was bound
by the agreement, still the fact remains that he could
not be bound unless the money consideration men-
tioned in the deed was paid. I cannot see my way
to find in the agreement both an option contract
conditioned on the prepayment of the consideration
and, if the consideration failed, an offer open to
acceptance so long as it was not withdrawn. The
agreement is either an option contract binding on
the respondent from its date, or it is no contract at
all, certainly not a mere offer which the appellant
could accept before May 1st, 1918, provided the
offer had not been withdrawn before that date. The
intention clearly was that the respondent should be
bound until the first of May to sell a half share of the
property to the appellant, if he accepted the option,
but the respondent could not be so bound unless the
money consideration mentioned in the deed was paid,
for the granting of the option to purchase was based
on this payment. The answers made by the respond-
ent to the appellant's letter are consistent with the
fact, which I think probable, that, not having, as he
swore, a copy of the agreement, he was unaware of
the existence of the clause requiring the pre-payment
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of the $100, and the appellant himself says that he 1921

read over the contract without noticing this clause. DAymsN

But then if the respondent was without such know- NoSTRANT.

ledge, it certainly cannot be said that he waived Mignault J.

this stipulation. The position in fine appears to me
to be this. The appellant sues on this agreement
and must therefore shew that he fulfilled the con-
dition subject to which it was entered into. This
he has not done and he has consequently not made
out a case entitling him to succeed.

I would therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: E. A. Dunbar.

Solicitor for the respondent: F. C. Moyer.
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1921 F. V. KILLORAN (DEFENDANT)..... APPELLANT;

'Feb. 1, 2.
Feb. 24. AND

THE MONTICELLO STATE BANKR
(PLAINTIFF).

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Bills and notes-Conditional sale agreement-Promissory notes-
Notes on same sheet as agreement-Negotiability-Holder in due
course-"The Sale of Goods Ordinance" (N.W.T.) C.O. 1915, c. 39.

The appellant bought a horse from one Dygert for $1,700, paid $300
cash and gave two notes of $700 each. Below each note was
written an agreement providing that the property in the horse
would not pass until the balance of the purchase price was paid;
and stipulating that "no holder of said notes by or to whom * * *
said notes * * * have been discounted * * * shall be

affected by the state of accounts between the subscriber and the
promisee or by any equities existing between the subscriber and
the promisee, but shall be deemed to be a holder in due course and
for value of the notes held by him." Dygert indorsed the notes to
the respondent bank for value. The horse died before the notes
were paid and the sale was then avoided between the appellant
and Dygert under "The Sale of Goods Ordinance."

Held, that the respondent bank was entitled to recover on the notes
from the appellant.

Per Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-Under the agree-
ment,. the respondent bank was a holder in due course, though it
had notice of the contract between the appellant and Dygert.

Per Idington, Duff and Mignault JJ.-These notes were severable
from the agreement aid constituted in law promissory notes.

Judgment of the Appellate Division ([19201 3 W.W.R. 542) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), reversing the
judgment of Walsh J. at the trial (2) and maintaining
the respondent's action.

*PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(2) [1920] 3 W.W.R. 17.(1) [1920)13 W.W.R. 542.
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The material facts of the case and the questions in 1921

issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in KrLORAN

the judgments now reported. THE
MONrlCELLO

STATE BANK.

W. L. Scott for the appellant.

A. B. Hogg for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant signed what are in
due form two ordinary promissory notes for $700
each That was followed on each of the same sheets
of paper at the respective heads of which each of said
promissory notes had been written and signed by
appellant, by an agreement purporting to be made
between said appellant and Dygert, the payee of each
of the said promissory notes.

Each of these agreements was signed by appellant
but not by Dygert.

Each of the same has indorsed on it an affidavit,
purporting to have been sworn to by Dygert; first
stating that he is the owner or bailor of the goods
mentioned in the written agreement; that said copy of
agreement is a true and correct copy of the agreement
of which it purports to be a copy, and that

3. The said agreement truly sets forth the agreement between
myself and the said F. V. Killoran the parties thereto, and that the said
agreement therein set forth is bona flde and not to protect the goods in
question mentioned therein against the creditors of the buyer or bailee.

These promissory notes were indorsed to another
party who re-indorsed to respondent who sued to
recover same.

The learned trial judge treated each of these pro-
missory notes, and what followed, as one document,
and together as an ordinary lien note.

15780-34 '
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He then applied or sought to apply sections 9 and
KLLORAN 22 of the "Sales of Goods Ordinance" of Alberta

2'.
TE thereto and found that the effect thereof, in the event

MOlCELLO
STATE BANK. of the death of the stallion, (which was the property

Idington J. agreed to be sold) and which event took place before
payment of the said promissory notes, was that the
obligation to pay ceased, and dismissed the action.

In the Appellate Division this judgment was reversed
and judgment given for the respondent for the amount
of the said promissory notes and interest with costs.

Against that judgment this appeal is taken.
The said alleged promissory notes I must hold to be

in law promissory notes, and the respective agree-
ments following each, a merely collateral agreement
which may or may not have some operative effect
between the parties thereto, but cannot effect, even
with notice thereof to the respondent taking them in
due course, its rights to recover.

In each of these agreements was a clause designed
to stop the appellant from denying that indorsees in
due course could be otherwise than such.

In my view it is not necessary to follow up all the
manifold views that may be taken of the curiously
worded agreement.

The respondent was not a party thereto. There was
no proof of failure of consideration, nor could there be
under such very peculiar circumstances.

The whole contrivance of each of the said supple-
mentary documents and all that followed each, may,
if persisted in as a mode of doing business, lead to
much litigation, and may result in disappointment to
those using it when that has run its course, but for the
present case all that has to be determined is that each of
the documents first signed is a promissory note, to the
suit upon which no effectual answer has been set up.
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Of the curiosities I have found in my search for 12

what might be an answer, I may refer to the cases KnaToRAN

cited in Byles on Bills, 17th ed., page 251. And of THE

these the case of Salmon v. Webb (1), in its essential sTATE BANK.

features, including the non-execution of the agree- Idington J.

ment by the promisee, alike to this, determines in
principle how a mere collateral agreement may fail
to operate against those holding in due course.

I need not enlarge but may, in deference to the
argument presented by counsel for appellant, say that
I doubt if his contention for the narrow meaning he
claimed for the phrase
any equities existing between the subscriber and the promisee

used in the said agreements, so called, is tenable.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-I have no difficulty in concurring with the
view of the Appellate Division that the instruments
sued upon are promissory notes. In each case there
is, it is true, on the same piece of paper one of these
instruments and a collateral agreement, but the
collateral agreement is no part of the instrument sued
upon. By its express terms, indeed, it is not to
qualify the absolute obligation of the promissor or to
affect the contractual rights of the parties in such a
way as to impair the negotiability of the note.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs.

ANGLIN J.-Assuming in the appellant's favour,
but without so deciding, that although there is much
in the terms of the documents to support the contrary
view, the instruments sued upon were not promissory
notes, the agreements in my opinion make it clear

15780-341 (1) [1852] 3 H.L. Cas. 510.
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* ~that the respondent, as a holder with whom the notes
KILLORAN had been discounted, is entitled to all the rights which

V.
THE would have attached to its position were the instru-

MONTICELLO
STATE BANK. ments promissory notes of which it was the holder

Anglin J. in due course. I cannot understand for what other
purposes it was stipulated that
no holder of said notes by or to whom * * * said notes * * *

have been discounted * * * shall be affected by the state of
accounts between the subscriber and the promisee or by any equities
existing between the subscriber and the promisee, but shall be and shall
be deemed to be a holder in due course and for value of the notes held
by him.

As "a holder in due course," the respondent is, in
my opinion, entitled to recover, whatever might have
been the rights of R. F. Dygert had the notes remained
in his hands.

On this ground I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

BRODEUR J.-Killoran agreed to purchase from a
man named Dygert a horse for $1,700 on which he
made a part payment of $300 and signed for the
balance of the purchase price two instruments which
I might, for the sake of this decision, call lien notes.
There is a difference of opinion in the courts below as to
whether these instruments should not be considered
as promissory notes. But I do not feel obliged in view
of the conclusion I have reached to decide this point.

These instruments stipulate that the property of
the horse would not pass until the balance of the
purchase price would be paid and they contain the
following clause:

These notes * * * may be discontinued, pledged or hypo-
thecated by the promisee and in every such case payment thereof is
to be made to the holder of the notes instead of the promisee, and no
holder of the said notes * * * shall be affected by * * * any
equities existing between the subscriber and the promisee, but shall
be, and shall be deemed to be a holder in due course and for value of the
notes held by him.
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Dygert indorsed these instruments and besides made 12

a written assignment of them to the plaintiff who now KILLORAN

sues Killoran, who signed them. THE
MoyNCELLO

Killoran contends that the sale of the horse has sTATE BANK.

been avoided under the provisions of the "Sale of Brodeur J.

Goods Ordinance Act," which declares, in section 9,
that

where there is an agreement to sell specific goods and subsequently the
goods, without any fault on the part of the seller or buyer, perish
before the risk passes to the buyer, the agreement is thereby avoided.

Unless otherwise agreed the goods remain at the seller's risk until
the property therein is transferred to the buyer; but when the property
therein is transferred to the buyer the goods are at the buyer's risk
whether delivery has been made or not.

In the present case, the goods were delivered, but
the property thereof remained with the vendor, they
are at his risk and between the vendor and the pur-
chaser the sale should be considered as avoided since
the horse sold died before it became the absolute
property of the purchaser. Res perit domino.

But as far as the transferee is concerned, the situa-
tion is different, in view of the provisions of the con-
tract made by the appellant. The latter has agreed
that the notes could be transferred and that the holder
should be considered as a holder in due course in
spite of ,the notice he might have of the contract
between the vendor and purchaser. He contracted
himself out of the right of resorting as against the
assignee of the creditor to his equities against the
creditor himself. (Leake on Contracts, 6th ed.,
page 865).

This holder should then be considered in the light
of this agreement as if he were a holder in due course
without notice under the provisions of the Bills of
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12 Exchange Act. He can recover the payment thereof,
RAN though the sale of goods which has brought the signa-

THn ture of these instruments is avoided.
MONTECELUO

STTE BANK. I am of the opinion that the plaintiff is entitled to
-ignana J recover.

The appeal fails and should be dismissed with costs.

MIGNAULT J.-I have duly considered all that Mr.
Scott said in his very able argument for the appellant
and in the memorandum which he has since filed.
Nevertheless, in my opinion, the appeal cannot be
sustained.

The promissory notes sued on, although printed on
the same sheet of paper as the agreement for the sale
of the stallion, are, I think, severable from this agree-
ment, and constitute perfectly valid promissory notes
which could be transferred, as was done here, by indorse-
ment. Consequently even if the contract was termi-
nated between the parties by the death of the stallion,
the rights of the respondent as holder in due course
of these notes are unaffected thereby.

I also concur in the reasons for judgment of my
brother Anglin, as a further ground for the dismissal
of this appeal.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: McDonald, Martin &
Mackenzie.

Solicitor for the respondent: A. B. Hogg.
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NARCISSE LORD (PLAINTIFF)...... APPELLANT;
*Nov. 19.

AND
Feb. 1.

LA VILLE DE SAINT-JEAN
(DEFENDANT)....................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF KING'S BENCH,*APPEAL

SIDE, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

M4unicipal corporation-Public road-Sidewalk-Prescription-Dedica-
tion-Servitude-Art. 2193 C.C.

On an action en bornage instituted by the appellant, the respondent
claimed the ownership of a strip of land, used as a sidewalk in
front of the appellant's property, by virtue of documentary title,
by dedication and by prescription of thirty years. The appellant
denied the existence of the documentary title and urged that the
respondent's possession was not unequivocal, alleging that, during
that possession, the steps leading into his house encroached on
the side-walk, the cornices projected over it and the drain
crossed the strip of land.

Held, Duff J. dissenting, that the corporation respondent is the owner
of the strip of land.

Per Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-The encroachments alleged
by the appellant did not have the effect of vitiating the re-
spondent's title.

Per Duff and Brodeur JJ.-A municipal corporation can acquire
a public way by prescription. Mignault J. dubitante.

Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The respondent became owner of the
strip of land by way of dedication duly accepted.

Per Duff and Brodeur JJ.-The common law doctrine of dedication is
not a part of the law of the province of Quebec.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of King's
Bench, appeal side, Province of Quebec, affirming
the judgment of the trial judge and dismissing the
appellant's action.

PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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I- The material facts of the case and the questions in
LoaD issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in

LA VImE DE the judgments now reported.SANT-EAN.reotd

Aimg Geoffrion K.C. and Georges Fortin for the
appellant.

F. L. Beique K.C. and P.A. Chass K.C. for the
respondent.

IDINGTON J.-I would dismiss this appeal with costs.

DUFF J. (dissenting).-The rule governing the
acquisition of a public way by prescription is stated
in Proudhon, Vol. 2, at p. 372, in the following words:-

Concluons done que, quand un chemin qui sert de communication
entre plusieurs lieux habitis a 6t6 publiquement ouvert et librement
pratiqu6, c'est-&-dire paisiblement poss~d6 par l'6tre moral et collectif
que nous appelons le public, pendant plus de trente ans qui constituent
aujourd'hui le terme extreme de notre prescription la plus longue, le
droit en est acquis A ceux qui se trouvent A la port6e de s'en servir.

Possession by the public in the manner described
is essential. In my opinion the public user proved in
this case had not the quality of exclusiveness neces-
sary to enable one to describe it as "possession."

I have not been able to convince myself that the
principle of dedication as understood in the common
law is a part of the law of Quebec. It has rather
been assumed to be so upon the authority of an obser-
vation in the judgment of Lord Fitzgerald in Chavigny
de la Chevrotibre v. Citl de Montrial (1). Rightly
read that passage does not, in my judgment, suggest
even that the English principle of dedication is a part
of the law of Quebec. The object of the-passage is to
give a description of the character of the user neces-

(1) [1886] 12 A.C. 149 at pp. 157-8.
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sary in prescription, the "abandonment" being referred 1

to as one of the elements indicating the nature of the LORD

user; and as regards the character of the user required LAVILLDE

for the purpose of giving a title by prescription there DuffJ.

is no difference between the law of England and -

Scotland and, of course, as his Lordship points out,
the French law on that subject is the same. To con-
strue the passage as laying down the rule that the
principle of dedication is a part of the law of Quebec
necessarily involves the result that one must ascribe
to Lord Fitzgerald speaking for the Judicial Committee
the dictum that as regards the principle of dedication
the law of England and Scotland are the same. A
dictum which would be opposed, as every one knows,
to the fact.

There are no doubt dicta and perhaps even decisions
of comparatively recent date by judges in Quebec
which nominally, at all events, seem to involve a
recognition of the common law doctrine of dedication.
I have been unable to discover any principle of law
upon which these dicta and decisions are based which
applies in the province of Quebec. There is one
fundamental distinction between the law of England
and the law of France in respect of highways. By
the law of England, the highway is regarded as a
locus in which the public has a right of passage, the
proprietorship of the fundus being prima facie vested
in the adjoining owners. The existence of the public
right could be established by prescription, that is by
proving a public user from which it might be inferred
that the public had enjoyed the right from time
immemorial. Later the courts for the purpose of
abridging the period resorted to an expedient analo-
gous to the expedient adopted in the case of easements,
properly so called, the presumption of a lost grant.
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1921 Facts sufficient to lead to the inference that in fact
LORD the owner had devoted the property to the use of the

t1.

LA V-L D public as a highway and that the public had actedSAIMIJIN. hgwypbi
DuffJ. upon and accepted the donation were held to be a
- sufficient foundation for the public right. But the

public right acquired in this way could like the public
right acquired by prescription be a right of user only.
The proprietorship in the fundus could not pass to the
public because the public in whom the right of passage
was vested was a public consisting of all the King's
subjects and such a fluctuating body could not, by
the law of England, be the proprietor of a corporeal
interest in land.

In the law of France there appears to be no such
obstacle. 2 Proudhon, pp. 370-1. But I have looked
in vain for any authority showing that French law
ever recognized any principle by which the proprietor
of land lost his title to it eo instante by the mere act
of opening it to the public with the intention of
enabling the public to have the enjoyment of it as a
highway.

ANGLIN J.-I am not satisfied that the disposition
by the provincial courts of the several objections to the
regularity and sufficiency of the surveyors' report taken
by the appellant was erroneous.

On the merits of the case it is quite clear that the
respondent city has not a documentary title to the
strip of land in dispute. Without determining the
sufficiency of its alleged title by prescription, (I enter-
tain some'doubt as to the exclusiveness of the posses-
sion shewn) I am convinced, for the reasons assigned
by my brother Mignault, that title in the city corpora-
tion by dedication has been established.
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BRODEUR J.-II s'agit dans cette cause de savoir 1921

qui, du demandeur ou de la corporation d~fenderesse, LORD

est propri6taire du terrain sur lequel est sis le trot-
toir qui se trouve en face des lots 139 et 140 du cadastre r

Brodeur J.
de la ville de St. Jean.

La corporation d6fenderesse en r~clame la propri6t6
par une possession imm6moriale qui remonte h une
p6riode ant~rieure A 1868, puisque cette annie-lk il a
t d6cid6 par son conseil municipal de remplacer le

trottoir en pierre par un trottoir en bois. Ce nouveau
trottoir avait sept pieds de large et 6tait construit sur
le cot4 nord de la rue appel6e la Place du March6 et
rejoignait les bAtisses du demandeur.

En 1905, la corporation intimbe a d6cid6 de remplacer
ce trottoir en bois par un trottoir en ciment d'une
largeur un peu moindre que le pr6c6dent, en laissant
cette fois un espace d'environ un pied entre le trottoir
lui-mame et la maison du demandeur. Evidemment
cette politique de la d~fenderesse ne plaisait pas au
demandeur et il a protest6 la d6fenderesse, le 17 aobit
1905, d'avoir A faire. le trottoir de la mime largeur
que l'ancien, sinon il r~clamerait la propri~t6 et la
possession absolue du terrain sur lequel serait situ6
le trottoir.

La ville ayant refus6 de se rendre A cette sommation,
la pr6sente action en bornage a 6 institu6e. Des
arpenteurs experts ont t nomm6s pour visiter le
terrain en litige et entendre les t6moins; et ils ont fait
rapport que la possession trentenaire r6clam6e par la
corporation 6tait bien fond6e. La Cour Supdrieure a
accept6 le rapport des experts: et, enfin, la Cour
d'Appel a unanimement confirm6 le jugement de la
Cour Supdrieure.

L'appelant pr6tend que la possession de la d~fen-
deresse intim6e est une possession 6quivoque pro-
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12 miscue et commune, et qu'elle ne peut alors servir de
LORD base A la prescription acquisitive; et il se base sur

V.
LA VILLE DE l'article 2193 du code civil qui dit
SAIND-JEAN.

Brodeur J pour pouvoir prescrire au moyen de la possession il -faut qu'elle
soit continue et non interrompue, paisible, publique, non 6quivoque
et A titre de propriftaire,

et il invoque A cette fin que le demandeur a toujours
fait acte de propridtaire sur le terrain en litige en y
construisant et en y maintenant des perrons, en le
traversant d'un canal d'6goht, en 6rigeant au-dessus
du terrain les corniches de sa maison,.en y 4talant des
machines agricoles et en en payant les taxes.

Il est en preuve que cette lisibre de terrain a toujours
t utilis6e par la d~fenderesse pour un trottoir A

l'usage du public et ce depuis un temps immemorial.

Ce trottoir a t construit, maintenu et renouvel
par la corporation intim6e et il faisait absolument
partie de la rue publique.

Nous ne sommes pas, comme dans la cause de
Gauvreau v. Page (1), en face d'une possession 6quivb-
que ofi le propri6taire du terrain avait ouvert un chemin
pour l'exploitation de sa propri6t6 et y avait fait tous
les frais d'entretien et de construction. Nous avons
dans la pr6sente cause une corporation municipale
qui a fait des trottoirs il y a plus de trente ans sur
le terrain en litige et les a constamment entretenus.

Mais on se demande si la prescription trentenaire
est en force dans notre droit.

Je ne saurais mieux faire sur ce point que de citer
Proudhon, Trait6 du Domaine Public, qui dispose de
la question dans les termes suivants: (no. 631, p. 964,
2me. 6dition).

(1) 119191 60 Can. S.C.R. 181.
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Mais un chemin public pourrait-il Atre 6tabli par le moyen de la 1921
prescription ordinaire? . . Il s'est form6 un chemin A travers un
ou plusieurs fonds, soit communaux, soit de particuliers; et chacum V.
sert de communication entre des lieux habit6s, ou d'un village A un LA VILLE DE

autre village; dans le principe ceux qui l'ont 6tabli n'en avaient pas le AIN-EAN.
droit; le propri6taire ou les propri6taires des fonds qui en sont travers6s Brodeur J.
ont gard6 le silence pendant plus de trente ans, et depuis ce temps il a
6t0 constamment et publiquement pratiqu6; ces propridtaires seraient-
ils encore fond6s A en interdire l'usage? Ne pourrait-on pas, au con-
traire, leur opposer que, par la possession trentenaire, il y a eu prescrip-
tion acquisitive du chemin au profit du domaine public? . . .
Concluons done que quand un chemin qui sert de communication entre
plusieurs lieux habit6s a 6th publiquement ouvert et librement pratiqu6,
c'est-A-dire paisiblement poss6dd par l'Atre moral et collectif que nous
appelons le public, pendant plus de trente ans, qui constituent
aujourd'hui la dur6e de notre prescription la plus longue, le chemin est
acquis au domaine public de la commune.

L'appelant invoque le fait qu'il a des perrons qui
couvrent une petite partie du trottoir et que les*
corniches de sa maison surplombent le trottoir et
qu'un canal d'6gott le traverse.

Ces diffrentes servitudes ne sauraient affecter les
droits de la corporation. Comme dit Guillouard,
vol. ler, Prescription, no. 375:

Non-seulement on ne peut acqu6rir par prescription la propri6t6
du sol des voies ou places publiques, mais on ne peut acqubrir sur ce
sol aucune servitude qui soit contraire A la destination de la rue ou de
la place; sans doute, les propri6taires riverains d'une rue ou d'une
place peuvent y 6tablir des portes, y ouvrir des vues, y conduire les
eaux pluviales ou m6nagres, car c'est la destination mme de la rue
ou de la place de procurer ces avantages aux riverains.

Loca enim publica, ulique privatorum usibus deserviunt, jure scilicet
civitatis non quasi propria cujusque.

Mais du moment ott il s'agit d'un usage de la voie ou de la place
de nature A nuire A la destination g6ndrale de ces terrains, A entraver les
services qu'ils sont appelds A rendre, le riverain ne peut pas plus acqu&
rir un droit de servitude qu'un droit de propri6td.

Parlant de la possession 6quivoque, Guillouard,
au no. 273 du m~me trait6, dit:

Mais si la possession est 6quivoque, la pr6somption doit 6tre A
notre avis en faveur de l'Etat ou de la commune. Dalloz, 1854-1-114.

La d~fenderesse pr6tend qu'il y a eu dedication
(abandon) du terrain en litige.
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1- Vu la conclusion A laquelle j'en suis venu sur la
LORD question de la prescription trentenaire, il n'est pas

V.

LA VILE DE n6cessaire de discuter longuement ce point. J'ai
SAINT-JE:AN.

Broder J d6jL exprim6 longuement mon opinion A ce sujet dans
- la cause de Gauvreau v. Page (1), et j'en suis venu A

la conclusion que la doctrine de dedication du droit
anglais n'est pas en force dans Qu6bec et qu'un abandon
d'immeuble A, titre gratuit ne pouvait pas se faire
sans titre, vu qu'un acte portant donation entre
vifs doit Atre notari6 et porter minute A peine de
nullit6 (art. 776 C.C.). Dans le cas actuel cependant
le demandeur parait admettre dans sa d6position
et son protit que le terrain n'a pas t c6d6 gratuite-
ment par ses auteurs, mais que cet abandon s'est fait
pour bonne et valable consid6ration et que la cession
alors participe non pas de la donation mais di contrat
de vente. Dans ce cas, un contrat par 6crit ne serait
pas n~cessaire.

Pour ces raisons l'appel doit Atre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

MIGNAULT J.-Apris l'examen du volumineux dos-
sier en cette cause, il ne me parait pas susceptible
de doute: 1 que la lisibre en question n'appartient
pas A l'intimbe en vertu de ses titres comme faisant
partie.du lot no. 136 du cadastre de Saint-Jean, connu
sous le nom de Place du March6; 2e, que sans cette
lisibre l'appelant n'a pas, sur la rue Jacques Cartier,
toute la largeur que lui donnent ses titres et le cadastre
pour les lots ayant front sur cette rue, soit 43 pieds
pour le lot no. 140, 31 pieds pour le lot no. 141, 36
pieds pour le lot no. 142, en tout 110 pieds.

Cela explique l'insistance de l'intim6e A vouloir
borner non suivant ses titres mais d'apris ce qu'elle
appelle sa possession imm6moriale. ' Sous ce dernier

(1) 60 Can. S.C.R. 181.
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aspect, je puis tirer du dossier une troisibme consta- 192

tation de fait qui ne souffre aucun doute, c'est que, LORD

lors de l'institution de l'action de l'appelant, en L uD

1905, la lisibre en question 6tait occup6e par un trottoir Mignt J.
A l'usage du public depuis au delh de trente ans, en -

prenant la date mentionnde par l'appelant, 1873, oi'i
il en a eu d'abord connaissance, mais il est 6vident que
l'existence d'un trottoir A l'usage du public sur cette
lisitre remonte A une date bien ant6rieure.

Une quatribme constatation de fait que je tire du
dossier, c'est que dans l'origine les perrons de l'appelant
occupaient une partie de la lisibre et du trottoir qui
s'y trouvait, que les corniches de l'h6tel de l'appelant
se projetaient au dessus du trottoir de vingt-cinq A
trente pouces, et qu'il y a , en travers du trottoir,
un canal d'6gout appartenant A l'appelant, 6gouttant
son h6tel, lequel canal continue ensuite en dehors
de la ligne extirieure du trottoir et rejoint un canal
du voisin du c6t6 est, se d6versant finalement dans
l'4gout de l'intime sur la rue Champlain, car il n'y
a d'6gout public sur la Place du March6 que du cot6
oppos6 A la propri6t6 de l'appelant. L'appelant dit
que peu apris qu'il ffit rendu l il a r~trici ses perrons.
En 1907, il a rebiti l'h6tel, le reculant du c6t6 nord,
c'est-h-dire en s'61oignant de la lisibre et du trottoir,
d'environ un pied, pour le mettre en ligne avec un
magasin qu'il avait sur le lot no. 139. Le plan suppl6-
mentaire pr6pard sur l'ordre de la cour supbrieure par
les arpenteurs-gdom~tres pour indiquer les lignes de
division respectives r~clam6es par les parties, fait
voir que les constructions de l'appelant sont 6loignbes
d'un pied et demi A un pied huit-dixibmes de la ligne
adoptke par les arpenteurs-gdomitres, et que les
perrons ou marches des portes lat~rales sont en dedans
de cette ligne.
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Prenant pour acquis les faits que je viens de men-
LARD tionner, l'intim6e a 6videmment besoin soit de la pre-

A E scription, soit de l'abandon par destination A l'usage
Mignault J. du public (dedication) pour rdussir en cette cause.

Les arpenteurs-g6omatres se sont basis sur la pre-
scription trentenaire pour reconnaitre les droits de
propridtd que l'intim6e r~clame sur la lisibre, et les
jugements dont est appel reposent 6galement sur cette
prescription, mais le jugement de la cour de premiere
instance, qui a t6 confirm6 par la cour du Banc du Roi,
invoque aussi l'abandon par destination comme suit:

Consid6rant que la preuve d6montre que la lisibre en question a t
abandonn6e A la d6fenderesse pour l'usage de la rue "Place du March6"
et d'un trottoir longeant la propri6t6 du demandeur du ct6 sud.

Je suis convaincu qu'il a dft en 6tre ainsi et que les
auteurs du demandeur ont abandonn6 cette lisibre
A la municipalit6, celle-ci, au moins depuis 1866, par
un r6glement adopt6 par elle, s'6tant oblig6e h faire et
rdparer A ses frais le trottoir qui s'y trouvait. Dans
son protst du 17 aott, 1905, I'appelant allbgue que
ses auteurs ont permis la construction sur leur terrain
d'un trottoir par tol6rance et A condition que ce
trottoir fAt de sept pieds de large. IL n'y a pas de
preuve de cette derniare condition, et aprbs tant
d'ann6es la pr~tention de 'appelant d'6tre d~clar6
proprietaire exclusif de cette lisibre me semble franche-
ment insoutenable. En 1905, lors de son protet, la
seule chose qui l'ait 6mu c'6tait la pr6tention de l'inti-
m~e de construire un trottoir en ciment large de cinq
pieds pour remplacer le trottoir en bois de six pieds
environ de largeur qui depuis longtemps couvrait la
lisibre, et aprbs ce prot~t et l'institution de l'action,
I'appelant a lui-mime construit sur cette lisibre un
trottoir en bois ., l'usage du public sur le m~me emplace-
ment que I'ancien trottoir, bien qu'A une largeur
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moindre, confirmant ainsi la destination de la lisibre- 921
Il est donc 6vident qu'il y a eu abandon au public de LoaD

cette lisibre, en supposant qu'elle ait primitivement LA VIL DE
SAms-JEAN.

appartenu aux auteurs de l'appelant, ce que je crois J

probable. Cet abandon a t accept6 par l'intim6e -

qui, pendant plus de trente ans avant le prochs, a
construit et entretenu un trottoir sur la lisibre.

L'appelant, surtout pour contester la qualitA de
la possession de l'intim6e, invoque le fait que ses
perrons occupaient une partie du trottoir, que ses
corniches s'y projetaient et qu'il a Wt6 et est encore
travers6 par le canal d'6gout dont j'ai parl6. Cepen-
dant l'appelant dans son tmoignage admet qu'il y a
A Saint-Jean nombre de perrons qui empitent sur les
trottoirs de l'intime, ce que cette dernibre parait
tol~rer, et on ne saurait de 1A conclure sArement que
l'intimbe n'ait pas poss6d6 le trottoir. Aujourd'hui
aucun perron de l'appelant ne se projette au delA
de la ligne adopt6e par les arpenteurs-gdomitres, et
il n'appert pas que ses corniches la d6passent, de sorte
que si cette ligne est maintenue l'appelant n'a pas A
enlever ses perrons et corniches. Quant au canal
d'6gout, je n'attache aucune importance au fait qu'il
traverse le trottoir, du moins comme pouvant affecter
le droit de propri~tk et la possession du trottoir et
de la lisibre; cela me parait tre un arrangement tout
a l'avantage des deux parties pour le drainage des
propri6t6s sur la Place du March6, et sans portke
aucune sur leurs droits de proprikt4 respectifs.

Si la lisibre en dispute a Wtd abandonnie par 'appe-
lant et ses auteurs pour l'usage du public, et si cet
abandon a t accept6 par l'intim6e, ce qui me parait
incontestable, la ligne adoptke par les arpenteurs-
giomatres doit Atre maintenue. Je me base unique-

15780-35
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ment sur le fait de cet abandon diiment accept&
LORD Dans la cause de Gauvreau v. Page (1), j'ai exprim6

V.
LA VILLE DE mes doutes sur la question de savoir si un chemin
SAINT1-JEAN.

Mignaut J. public peut Atre 6tabli par prescription trentenaire,
- la difficult6 6tant toujours de prouver la possession

requise pour cette prescription, et cette difficult6
dans 1'esp~ce se trouve accrue par le fait de l'existence
sur la lisibre, pendant plusieurs anndes, des perrons de
l'appelant. Cette difficultA quant A la preuve de la
possession avec les qualitbs requises pour la pres-
cription n'existe pas quand il s'agit de la destination
A l'usage du public, car cette destination n'exige que
l'acceptation suffisante du public ou de 'l'autorit6
municipale qui le reprisente. De plus, alors que, pour la
prescription, il faut que la possession ait dur6 pendant

. une p6riode fix6e qui peut 4tre interrompue, I'abandon ou
destinationpour l'usage du public est complet et d~finitif
das son acceptation, et sans que la possession du public
ait dur6 pendant une p6riode d6terminde a priori.

Mon 6tude du dossier m'am~ne done A conclure que
la ligne de division adopt6e par les jugements dont est
appel doit Atre maintenue. De nombreuses objections
ont t6 faites par I'appelant A la procidure des arpen-
teurs-gdomitres. Ces objections ont 6tk rejeties par
les deux cours et j'accepte leur d6cision A cet 6gard.

Sur le tout, pour les raisons que je viens d'indiquer,
et sans adopter les motifs des jugements quant A
la question de prescription, je crois que l'appel devrait
etre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant: Georges Fortin.

Solicitor for the respondent: P. A. Chass6.
(1) 60 Can. S.C.R. 181, at p. 195.
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CANADIAN NORTHERN RAIL- 1921
APPELLANT'

WAY COMPANY (DEFENDANT) ... *Feb. 2, 3.
Feb. 24.

AND

L. 0. HORNER (PLAINTIFF) ......... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ALBERTA.

Negligence-Railway-Jury trial-Res ipsa loquilur-Burden of proof-
Master and servant-N.W.T. Ord. (1915), c. 98.

The respondent's husband, a brakesman in appellant's employ, was
killed by the derailment of his train. The derailment was caused
by an unlocked switch being partly open. At the trial, the respond-
ent simply gave evidence of the accident and of the damages
claimed by her, resting her case on the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur.
The appellant then moved for a non-suit on the ground that this
doctrine was not applicable in a case between master and servant.
The motion was refused and the appellant proceeded to produce
evidence to rebut the prima facie case of negligence. The jury
rendered a verdict in favour of the respondent.

Held, Mignault J. dissenting, that, upon the evidence, the verdict of
the jury that the condition of the switch was due to the negligence
of the appellant must be upheld.

Per Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.-In the province of Alberta
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur can be invoked by a servant
seeking to hold his master liable for injuries sustained in the
course of his employment, since the defence of common employ-
ment has been taken away by statute; and it was incumbent
upon the appellant to rebut the presumption of negligence
resulting from the application of the doctrine.

Per Idington, Anglin and Brodeur JJ.-The sufficiency of the evi-
dence adduced by the appellant to rebut such presumption was
wholly within the province of the jury.

Per Mignault J. (dissenting).-The evidence adduced by the appellant
having completely rebutted the prima facie case of negligence re-
sulting from the ruleres ipsa loquitur, and the respondent not having
made any affirmative proof of negligence of the appellant, the jury
was not justified in finding a verdict in favor of the respondent.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (119201 3 W.W.R. 909) affirmed,
Mignault J. dissenting.

PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
15780-352
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83 APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division
CANADLAN of the Supreme Court of Alberta (1), affirming, on
NORTHERN

RAEWAYCO. equal division of the court, the judgment of Walsh J.
V.

HORNER. with a jury, and maintaining the respondent's action.
The material facts of the case and the questions in
issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in
the judgments now reported.

D. L. McCarthy K.C. and N. D. McLean for the
appellant.

David Campbell for the respondent.

IDINGTON J.-The respondent sued as the widow
of a brakeman killed in an accident on appellant's
railway. That -accident and the consequent death of
respondent's late husband were caused by the train
on which he was serving having been derailed in
passing a switch which was found unlocked.

There can be no doubt of the derailment having
been the result of the switch having been unlocked.

Prima facie that condition of things must be attri-
butable to the open switch and that in turn to the
negligence of appellant. The burden of proof that it
was due to some other cause than such negligence
thus rested upon the appellant. Until that was estab-
lished by such clear evidence that the jury could not,
as reasonable men, refuse to accept and act upon it
the presumption arising from the circumstances,
expressed in the maxim res ipsa loquitur, stands as
the guide for the jurors.

The sole substantial question raised by this appeal
is whether or not the jury has by acting upon the said
presumption, and unreasonably, either impliedly

(1) 119201 3 W.W.R. 909.
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refused to believe, or so far as believed to accept as a 1921

satisfactory rebuttal of such presumption the evidence CANADIAN
NORTERN

adduced by the appellant, tending to shew that appel- RAIWAY CO.

lant's servants absolutely discharged their respective HORNER

duties and that the discharge thereof would cover all Idington J.

that may be involved in the charge of negligence.
Now, it is the province of the jury to decide as to the

credibility of each and every witness and the measure
of credibility to be given to the evidence of each
witness.

The jury may properly disregard the evidence of
each witness from many points of view. It may find
from his demeanour or otherwise that he is entirely
unworthy of credit.

In this case there does not seem to be anything for
applying such an extreme view as to any of the wit-
nesses, especially in view of the expressions in the
learned trial judge's charge. There is, however, very
much in the ordinary experience of life which the jury
could well apply in this case, and that is that he on
whom the duty is cast and is daily many times dis-
charging, with absolute care and accuracy, may from
time to time through a great variety of causes omit to
discharge.

Such a man in good faith is apt to persuade himself
that he had actually discharged his duty when, as
a matter of fact, he had entirely forgotten to do so, or
failed from some cause to perform it.

Yet in such a case of failure his master may be
legally liable for the negligence involved, if injury to
another results therefrom.

The jury in such a case must use the best judgment
it can and its verdict is only reviewable and reversible
by an appellate court if such as no twelve men could
reasonably arrive at on the evidence presented.
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1- In this case or any other where the jury may have
CANAMUN been of a less number, I do not regard the exact number
NORTHERN

RAmwAYco. of twelve jurors as governing, though I present it as
HORNR. what has been so often presented by the highest

Idington J. courts in England where twelve is the number of a
jury selected to try an issue of fact.

The jury was confronted with the problem of
deciding whether the unlocked §switch was the result of

* negligence on the part of some one of the servants of
the appellant, or a criminal interference by some
stranger.

The evidence tendered to rebut the former depended,
in almost every instance bearing on that aspect of the
case, upon the unsupported evidence of a single
witness, who may have been mistaken. If any link
in that chain of events thus failed the whole defence fails.

And we should not forget the very serious conse-
quences presented to the mind of each of such wit-
nesses tempting him to persuade himself that he must
have discharged his duty, when in fact he may have
failed to do so.

As to the possibilities of the switch being left un-
locked, Farrell, a witness for the appellant who had
been a brakeman on its trains, testified that he had
found switches unlocked "but not very often."

I should have preferred to have seen this point
pressed upon others. For what it is worth it shews
that appellant's servants are not quite as infallible
as it pretends herein.

The alternative question presented to the jury, of
whether or not *the unlocking in question herein was
the result of strangers to the service having improperly
meddled with the lock, seems unsupportable by any
evidence worth considering.
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The fact of someone having taken, on the Sunday in J2)4
question, a hand car used by the section foreman, and cANAD-N

NORTHERN

apparently ridden on it for some miles away to a RAWAY CO.

point where it was found later, is relied upon as if HORNER

important. Idington J.

One can easily understand how and why some idle
men or boys, on a Sunday or holiday, might be tempted
to do such a thing. It seems, however, an incident
quite incapable of explaining why they, or such like
idlers, should engage in the far more serious criminal
conduct of unlocking the switch and deliberately
planning the wreck of the train in question or any
other passing over the point in question.

Moreover the switch was at a part of the country
five or six miles away from any habitation but one,
other than that of its foreman, and there was not the
slightest effort made to attach blame to that party, or
indeed to any party.

If there had been any reason to believe that it was
the work of any persons designing to wreck the train,
some trace would probably have been found of such
persons.

The death of three men, and the ruin of property
in cars and otherwise, which must have resulted,
would have so aroused public attention and the
public authorities as to have disclosed if any founda-
tion in fact for such a theory, something more than a
commonplace incident of someone taking a ride
on a hand-car-left as it was to tempt the idlers to so
use it.

There was never, I suspect, much search made for
the alleged criminal unlocking of the switch. Probably
nobody believed that theory and it was only looked
on as fit to ask judges and juries to accept it.
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To my mind the whole of the hints thus thrown out
CANADIAN as to the cause of the accident are not deserving of
NORTHERN

RAIWAY Co. serious consideration as an alternative to the possi-
I,.

Hona. bilities indeed probabilities of the unlocked switch
Idington J. being the result of neglect.

Before parting with the hand-car incident I cannot
forbear remarking that its exposure to such use was
apparently the result of carelessness on the part of the
foreman on whose inspection of the switch so much
reliance is placed. Alternatively he seems to have
felt he was in such a deserted district, so remote from
possible marauders, that he was quite safe in doing so.

Yet we are asked to presume on such a slender
thread of evidence as adduced that the jury coming to
a like conclusion were, in doing so, acting as no set of
reasonable men could do and hence set aside their
verdict.

The point was made in argument here that other
trains had passed over unhurt.

It is admitted in evidence that such going in one
direction would not be affected by the condition of the
switch but contended that one had preceded the one
in question and passed in safety going in same direction.

Hence it is argued that assuming we have an account
of all trains run on the part of the road in question
there was nothing happened for at least twenty-four
hours out of which could have arisen the neglect of
duty in question.

That would be a cogent, though by no means
conclusive, argument had the appellant proven, as it
should have done, if possible, that there was no other
train passing which needed to use the switch, and left
it unlocked.

It is said by counsel for appellant that no such
point was made in argument below.
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Whether that be correct or not does not matter. 192

It is the evidence we have to be guided by and not the CANADIAN
NORTHERN

argument of counsel. RAWAY,.co.

I doubt much, however, if it was not present to the HORNER

minds of the learned judges in the court below, for I Idington J.

find Mr. Justice Ives in writing his judgment, had
properly looked for such evidence and found it in the
answer of Mr. Irwin, a superintendent of appellant on
his examination for discovery, as follows:-

224. Q. When, prior to the accident, was the switch in question
last operated? A. 17.20 K., July 5th, that would be 5.20 P.M.

225. Q. And that train proceeded out of the "Y" upon the main
track, going west? A. Yes, Sir, I presume it did; I don't know whether
it went in and backed through or went into the other switch first and
came out of this. My opinion is they would head into this switch and
back through the other one, but I am not prepared to say.

Mr. Justice Ives held that this answer to 224 having
been put in by respondent's counsel is sufficient.
It seems to me quite clear that the party so testifying
could not swear to that needed to make effective
proof meeting the point raised, and is only assuming it.

I am unable, with great respect, to agree with that
view of Mr. Justice Ives as to the weight to be attached
to this, but pleased to find that he felt as I do the
need of some such evidence to make any possible
defence for appellant out of the movement of trains.

I may remark in passing that the learned Chief
Justice relied on other grounds entirely, in which,
with respect, I cannot agree.

I am quite unable to understand why or by what
process of reasoning a fellow servant who had nothing
to do with the switch in question, could be debarred
or his representatives be debarred from reliance on
the maxim of res ipsa loquitur which is nothing but a
concise expression of common sense applied to cir-
cumstantial evidence.
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12 It is equally applicable to every phase of common
CANADIN sense use of circumstantial evidence.
NO.THERN

RAmLWAY Co. It could hardly be applied to the case of a man in
Nm. charge of a switch injured by his own neglect or his

Idington J. representatives founding an action on such injury.

There are many other things incidental to the
inquiry which I should have liked, before giving a
favourable ear to appellant, to have heard a good
deal more relative to.

One of these was the question of the light on this
switch and the angle at which the target was set when
the train was approaching the point in question; and
another as to the results found after the accident in the
situation of the switch and light in something more
tangible and satisfactory than what appears in evidence.

The frame in which the switch was set is sworn to
have been undisturbed after the accident. If so,
why was the light so found, as it was, not giving light,
and the target turned as it was?

And if not the result of the accident why was it
passed instead of stopping?

And again the neglect of someone to lock the switch
after using it may have been productive of much in
its many possible movements as the result of trains
passing over the point in question either way.

On these points the evidence is left in a rather
unsatisfactory condition.

The following evidence is worth considering:-

Q. A Juryman. You state this train was the first one that went
over the switch before the accident. If you went over that and
that switch was apparently open would it have any effect on your
train?-A. None whatever.

Q. Your train would not close the switch or throw it wider open?
A. Well, it might; it would, but it would spring back to about half way.

Q. It would not affect your train at all?-A. No.
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It suggests in the first place that the jury was 1

possibly quite as alive to the several questions thus NADIAN

raised as we can be, and that the passage of the trains RwA- Co.

upon which so much reliance is placed by appellant, HORNER.

may have had much to do with the changes in the Idington J.

switch's position if left unlocked. Such shaking and
disturbance of the switches unchained may have had
much more serious results upon an unlocked switch in
relation to the accident in question than the evidence
discloses.

In conclusion I should say that for a great many
years this Court has refused in any way to interfere
with the measure of damages as left by the courts
below, even when we have felt them excessive. If
the courts below cannot find therein a ground for
granting a new trial then we should not interfere.

There must be an end, if possible, to litigation being
prolonged.

I agree so fully with what has been well said by the
learned judges below, taking the view I do of this case,
that I rely thereon as well as on the foregoing reasons
in reaching the conclusion that this appeal should be
dismissed with costs here and below.

DUFF J.-This appeal was argued by Mr. Mc-
Carthy with his usual force and ingenuity, but it is
unnecessary, in my judgment, to enter upon any of
the interesting general questions discussed. I agree
with the majority of the Appellate Division that from
the circumstances in evidence the jury might properly
infer that the condition of the switch was due to the
negligence of somebody for whom the appellants are
responsible; and I think the jury, by their finding,
expressed this conclusion with sufficient clearness.
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12 ANGLIN J.-Read together, as I think they should
CANADIAN be, the answers of the jury to the first and second

RAILWAY Co. questions submitted to them cover findings
V.

HORNER (a) that the cause of the derailment which resulted
Anglin J. in the death of Horner was the switch in question

"not being properly set and locked,"

(b) that the existence of this state of affairs was
attributable to the defendants, and

(c) that it amounted to actionable negligence.

These findings, unless they are not sustainable,
sufficed in my opinion, to warrant the entry of judg-
ment for the plaintiff for such damages as she was
entitled to recover.

That the derailment was caused by an unlocked
switch being partly open is common ground. The
plaintiff offered no evidence to shew how the switch
came to be in that condition, invoking the doctrine
res ipsa loquitur to establish prima facie responsibility
of the defendants for its being so. That, if attribu-
table to an act or default of them or their servants,
the position of the switch amounted to actionable
negligence is neither questioned nor questionable.

Nor does it seem open to doubt that, if 'the plaint-
iff's husband had been a passenger-if the relation of
master and servant had not subsisted between him
and the defendant company-upon the fact that the
derailment was caused by a partly open switch being
established or admitted, the applicability of the
doctrine res ipsa loquitur would have been incon-
testible.

The switch belonged to and was under the manage-
ment of the defendants; in the ordinary course of
things it could not have been half open as it was
unless the defendants' servants in charge of it had
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failed in some respect to use proper care; in the absence 1

of explanation by the defendants it would be reason- cANADEN
NOnTEN

able for a jury to infer that the switch was not properly RAnLWAY CO.

closed and locked because of some want of care on HORNER.

the part of those servants. Scott v. The London and Anglin J.

St. Katherine Docks Co. (1); Flannery v. Waterford
and Limerick Rly. Co. (2).

Mr. McCarthy strongly contended, however, that
the fact that Horner was an employee of the defend-
ants excludes the applicability of res ipsa loquitur.
That and the sufficiency of the evidence adduced by
the defendants to establish that they and their servants
had fully discharged their duty in regard to the switch
and thus to lead to the inference that its admittedly
improper position was ascribable to the intervention
of some foreign agency for which they were not account-
able, or at least to render unwarrantable the inference
that it was attributable to them, were the main
grounds of the appeal.

That res ipsa loquitur cannot ordinarily be invoked
by a servant seeking to hold his master liable for
injuries sustained in the course of his employment is
due to the fact that the injury may have been caused
by the fault of a fellow servant for which at common
law the master would not be liable or, it may be, to
the fault of the servant himself. Where it is equally
probable that the master may or may not be liable no
presumption of liability can arise. But when, as in
Alberta, the defence of common employment has
been taken away by statute and the master is liable
to a servant for injuries due to the neglect of a fellow
employee if the servant injured was himself neither
responsible for nor in a position to know the existence
of the danger which caused the injury complained of,

(1) (1865] 3 H. & C. 596. (2) [1878] Ir. R. 11 C.L. 30.
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!8 there seems to be no reason why he should not be
CANADIAN entitled to invoke the doctrine res ipsa loquitur as ifNORTHERN

RAILWAY Co. he were a stranger. In my opinion upon the admitted
HoNEn facts of this case the plaintiff was clearly justified in
Anglin J. invoking that. doctrine. In all probability the switch

would not have been unlocked and partly open as it
was found immediately after the derailment unless
there had been neglect of duty by some servant of
the defendants. At least that was an inference which
a tribunal of fact could properly draw.

The sufficiency of the evidence adduced by the
defendants to rebut that inference by shewing that their
servants had fully discharged their duty in regard to
the position of the switch was eminently a matter for
the jury. The credibility of the witnesses who deposed
to the discharge of their several duties in regard to the
closing of the switch or seeing that it was closed
was for the jury to determine. Counsel for the
respondent very properly pointed out that while there
was the positive evidence of Neil Macdonald, a brake-
man on a train which had used the switch twenty-
four hours before the derailment, that he had closed
and locked it, the conductor of that train upon whom
the company's rules cast the duty of seeing that every
switch used by this train is left in proper position
was not called as a witness, and there was no satis-
factory evidence that other trains had not used the
switch in the interval. Mr. McCarthy answers that
the train despatcher's sheet was produced and shewed
every train operating in the division during the
period in question. He also stated that the failure to
call either the conductor or the train despatcher is
urged here for the first time. It is impossible to
know whether the jury discredited the evidence of
Neil Macdonald, and that of Jordan, the section
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foreman, who testified that he saw the switch locked 1921

on the morning of the day of the accident, or whether CANADIAN
NORTHERN

they inferred proprio motu from the failure to call the RAwar CO.

train despatcher that some other train or engine had HORNER.

used the switch during the day of the accident. Anglin J.

Mr. McCarthy also relied very much on evidence
that another train travelling in the same direction
as that on which the unfortunate Horner was en-
gaged had safely passed over the switch about eleven
hours before the derailment. This is no doubt cogent
evidence, but its conclusiveness depends wholly on the
sufficiency of the proof that there had been no legitimate
use of the switch during the intervening eleven hours.

It is common ground that the opening of the switch
by accident, if it were locked, was an impossibility.
Interference with it by mischevious boys, as was
suggested, would be, to say the least, highly improb-
able. The opening of it by design by any unauthorized
adult would be a criminal act such as should not be pre-
sumed. While, if trying the case on the evidence in
the record and without seeing the witnesses, I might
have been disposed to consider that the presumption
of actionable fault arising under the dbctrine res
ipsa loquitur was sufficiently met, I am unable to say
that a jury properly instructed, as the jury in this
case admittedly was, could not reasonably have
reached the contrary conclusion.

While the verdict was undoubtedly large, having
regard to the facts that the man who was killed was
only twenty-six years of age, that he was in good
health and in good standing as a railroad man, that
he had been already promoted to the rank of con-
ductor and apparently had excellent prospects for
future advancement, that he was earning at the time
of his death about $175 a month, and that the plaint-
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1921 iff, aged twenty-three years, and two children of tender
CANAIAN age survive him, I am not prepared to say that the

NoRTHERN
RAWAY Co. amount of the judgment is so excessive that we would

HORNER. be justified in setting it aside on that ground.
Anglin J.

The appeal in my opinion fails.

BRODEUR J.-This is a railway accident. The
plaintiff's husband was employed as brakeman on one
of the appellant's trains, which derailed at a switch
west of Peace River Station. Three men were killed,
amongst whom was this brakesman. In inspecting the
wreck it was found that the switch was half open
and that the derailment was due to that.

The plaintiff proved her case in establishing the
accident and the condition of the switch and of the
railway line at this place. She rested her case on
the maxim, or, as I prefer to call it, on the rule of
evidence res ipsa loquitur.

The defendant company then moved for a non-suit
on the ground that this rule of evidence does not
apply as between master and servant. The trial
judge dismiissed the defendant's application and the
company called evidence.

This evidence is to the effect the switch had been
opened the night before for the passage of a train,
that it had been properly locked after closing it,
that on the day of the accident, some trains passed in
both directions and nothing strange was seen in
connection with this switch which appeared in good
order, that about an hour before the accident happened
a train going west passed at that place and the switch
looked all right and that when the eastbound train on
which the brakesman Horner was working, passed the
switch was half open.
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Now how this change in the switch came to happen 1

no evidence is adduced to shew. It was left to the cNADIAN

jury as a question of inference. If the verdict had RAmWAY Co.

been a general verdict it would without doubt, have Hov.a

to be sustained, because there is enough of evidence Brodeur J.

to leave to the jury the inference that the accident
was due to the negligence of the company. But the
verdict was not a general one. It is stated that the
defendant was guilty of negligence; and they assign
as a cause of the negligence that the switch was not
properly set and locked and that it caused the
derailment and wreck of the train. In other
words, the answer appears to be a finding of the
cause of the accident rather than a fixing of the
responsibility for it.

But as they have in answer to the first question
found expressly that there was negligence on the part
of the railway company, their finding may be due to
the fact that they may not have believed some of the
witnesses for the defence or they may have drawn the
inference that the accident was due to the fault of the
employees of the company.

As to the rule of evidence res ipsa loquitur, it should
be observed that the exclusion of the rule in the case
of master and servant is based upon the doctrine of
common employment. In Alberta, a legislation was
passed by which this doctrine of common employ-
ment has been discarded; and I am of the view that
the rule of evidence should be fully observed in a
system of legislation where the doctrine of common
employment is no more in force.

For these reasons I would dismiss the appeal with
costs.

15780-36
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1921 MIGNAULT J. (dissenting).-The respondent's hus-
CANADHN band was killed in an accident on the appellant's

NORTHERN
RAIwAy co. railway, and in a suit against the appellant she obtained

V.
HORNER. from the jury a verdict for $25,000 which, subsequently

Mignault J. to the appeal by the appellant to the Appellate Division
of Alberta, she reduced to $20,000.

The facts fortunately give rise to no dispute between
the parties. Late at night on Sunday, July 6th, 1919,
a freight train known as Extra East No. 2047 of the
appellant was derailed at Peace River Junction, a
place where there is practically no settlement, and the
respondent's husband, who as head end brakeman
was riding in the cab of the engine, was killed, as
were also the engineer and fireman. At the place
where the locomotive was derailed a loop line known
as the "Y," used to permit trains to change their
direction, leaves the main line and extends to a branch
of the railway to the north, which branch also leaves
the main line a short distance further east. The
cause of the derailment was discovered immediately
by the conductor, the rear end brakeman and an
employee who was riding as a passenger, all three of
whom were in the "caboose" and were uninjured, the
rear part of the train not having left the rails. This
cause was that the switch connecting with the "Y"
was about half open, so that the wheels of the engine,
the tender and the first fifteen cars left the rails, and
the engine in which Horner was riding was thrown
over onto its right side. The switch, or rather the
lever handle by which it was operated, was usually
held in place by a locked padlock, but after the acci-
dent this padlock was found unlocked. The lamp
of the switch was not burning after the accident and,
as a matter of fact, it then received a blow which
would have sufficed to put out the light had it been
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burning. The switch lever handle was raised and 12

was pointing across the main line, while the target CANADIAN

was very nearly parallel with the main line. At that RAmWAY Co.

place there is a curve and the evidence seems to shew nONER

that from the engine of train No. 2047 approaching Mignault J.

the switch the lamp would have shewn green if it
was then lighted, as it must have been, for otherwise
it would have been the duty of the engineer, who had
full view of the switch for a mile and a half before he
reached it, to stop his train. It is therefore not
unreasonable to assume that the light was then burn-
ing and showed green. This, however, is, and can
only be, a surmise, for none of the ill-fated occupants
of the locomotive cab survived to tell the story.

In her action claiming on her behalf and on behalf
of her children $30,000 damages for her husband's
death, the respondent alleged three grounds of negli-
gence against the appellant:-

(a) In running the said train at the time and place of the said
occurrence at an excessive and dangerous speed.

(b) In permitting or causing the said "Y" switch to be set or placed
improperly to allow the said train to pass along and upon the main
track safely.

(c) In having a defective switch and railway tracks at the time
and place of said occurrence, whereby the said locomotive was caused
or allowed to leave the railway tracks as aforesaid.

Of these three grounds the first and third may be
disregarded because none of them were found by
the jury.

At the trial the respondent made formal evidence
of the accident, by calling a physician to prove the
cause of death and by putting in parts of the examina-
tion on discovery of Mr. Irwin, superintendent of the
first division western district of the appellant's rail-
way, and also of the damages claimed by her, and

15680-36i
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1921 then declared that she rested her case and relied on
cANAMAN the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. The appellant having

NORTHRN
RAnwAy co.moved for a non-suit, the question of this doctrine

HORNER. and its applicability between master and servant was
Mignault J. argued and the trial was adjourned to give the learned

trial judge time to examine the authorities. The
following day the learned trial judge refused the motion,
but the respondent nevertheless decided to put in
additional parts of the examination of Mr. Irwin with
the object apparently of further establishing negli-
gence on the part of the appellant. The motion for
non-suit was renewed at what was termed the second
close of the respondent's case and was again denied.

The appellant then proceeded to call witnesses, to
wit its servants and officials, in order to rebut any
prima facie case resulting from the rule res ipsa loquitur,
assuming its applicability in a case like this. I will
have to discuss this evidence in detail, so I will immedi-
ately quote the ansivers made by the jury to the ques-
tions submitted by the learned trial judge.

1. Was the death of Horner caused by the negligence of the
defendant? A. Yes.

2. If so, in what did such negligence consist? A. Of switch
known as west main track switch leading to the "Y" at Peace River
Junction not being properly set and locked causing the derailment
and wreck of train known as Extra East No. 2047.

3. If the plaintiff is entitled to recover, what amount of damages
is she entitled to recover? A. $25,000 (twenty-five thousand dollars.)

Before discussing the rule of evidence res ipsa
loquitur, the first point to be considered is whether
it applies in a master and servant case like this one,
having regard to the state of the law in the province of
Alberta.

It is broadly stated in text books such as Beven on
Negligence, 3rd edition, p. 130, and Halsbury, Laws of
England, vol. 21, p. 439, note m, that this rule does
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not apply between master and servant. But on 192

referring to the cases cited by them: Patterson v. cANADIAN
NORTHERN

Wallace (1); Love grove v. London, Brighton and South RA-WAY CO.

Coast Rly. Co. (2), where a dictum of Willes J. at HoNmE

p. 692 is quoted, it is seen that the fellbw servant rule Mignault J.
was there applied, and, in cases governed by that
rule, it is clear, as stated by Willes J., that

it is not enough for the plaintiff to shew that he has sustained an injury
under circumstances that may lead to a suspicion, or even a fair infer-
ence, that there may have been negligence on the part of the defend-
ant; but he must go on and give evidence of some specific act of negligence
on the part of the person against whom he seeks compensation.

And the same eminent judge, at p. 691 of the same
report, said that

there can be no doubt that the person injured and the person whose
negligence caused the injury were fellow servants.

I am therefore disposed to think that because of
the fellow servant rule, which applies (except in
matters governed by Workmen's Compensation Acts)
in almost every jurisdiction subject to the common
law, the maxim res ipsa loquitur-which is no more
than a presumption of negligence that the defendant
must rebut-has been considered inapplicable in
master and servant cases. But the fellow servant
rule has been excluded in Alberta by chapter 98 of
the Ordinances of the North West Territories, whereby
is was enacted that:

2. It shall not be a good defence in law to any action against an
employer or the successor or legal representative of an employer for
damages for the injury or death of an employee of such employer that
such injury or death resulted from the negligence of an employee
engaged in a common employment with the injured employee any
contract or agreement to the contrary notwithstanding.

(1) [1854] 1 Macq. (H.L.Sc.) 748. (2) [1864] 16 C.B.N.S. 669.
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1921 Therefore inasmuch as the liability of the master

NAN for injuries suffered by his servant is in Alberta the
RALWAY Co. same as his liability for injuries inflicted on a stranger,

V.
HORNEB. I would not be disposed to qualify the application of

Mignault J. the maxim res ipsa loquitur by distinguishing one case
from another. And there is no authority that I know
of which excludes this maxim between master and
servant in a jurisdiction where the rule as to common
employment has been repealed by statute. This
point now stands to be determined by this court for
the first time, and I think it must be determined
against the contention of the appellant.

Now as to the rule res ipsa loquitur, a rule of evi-
dence I have said, and a very reasonable one, it is
now firmly established, and its scope is well shewn by
the following quotations from the opinions of eminent
judges.

In Christie v. Griggs (1), Sir James Mansfield C.J.,
observed that

when the breaking down or overturning of a coach is proved, negli-
gence on the part of the owner is implied. He has always the means
to rebut this presumption, if it is unfounded; and it is now incumbent
on the defendant to make out that the damage in this case arose
from what the law considers a mere accident.

The defendant in that case having made'evidence
concerning the cause of the accident, the Chief Justice
said:-

There was a difference between a contract to carry goods, and a
contract to carry passengers. For the goods the carrier was answer-
able at all events. But he did not warrant the safety of the passengers.
His undertaking, as to them, went no further than this, that as far as
human care and foresight could go, he would provide for their safe
conveyance. Therefore, if the breaking down of the coach was purely
accidental, the plaintiff has no remedy for the misfortune he has
encountered.

(1) [18091 2 Camp. 79.
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In Carpue v. London and Brighton Rly. Co. (1), 1

Lord Denman said:- CANADIAN
NORTHERN

RAILWAY CO.
It having been shewn that the exclusive management, both of the v.

machinery and of the railway, was in the hands of the defendants, it __HORNEB.
was presumable that the accident arose from their want of care, unless Mignault J.
they gave some explanation of the cause by which it was produced; -

which explanation the plaintiff, not having the same means of know-
ledge, could not reasonably be expected to give.

In Byrne v. Boadle (2), the case of a barrel falling
from a building on the plaintiff, Pollock C.B.
expressed himself as follows:-

The fact of its falling is prima facie evidence of negligence and the
plaintiff who was injured by it is not bound to shew that it could not
fall without negligence, but if there are any facts inconsistent with
negligence it is for the defendant to prove them.

In Scott v. London and St. Katherine Docks Co. (3),
Erle C.J. said at p. 601:-

There must be reasonable evidence of negligence. But where the
thing is shewn to be under the management of the defendant or his
servants, and the accident is such as in the ordinary course of things
does not happen if those who have the management use proper care, it
affords reasonable evidence, in the absence of explanation by the
defendants, that the accident arose from want of care.

In Kearney v. London, Brighton and South Coast
Ry. Co. (4), a case of a brick falling from a bridge and
injuring a person passing under it, Cockburn C.J.
stated:-

Where it is the duty of persons to keep premises, or a structure
of whatever kind it may be, in a proper condition, and we find it out of
condition, and an accident happens therefrom, it is incumbent upon
them to shew that they used that reasonable care and diligence which
they were bound to use, and the absence of which it seems to me
may fairly be presumed by the fact that there was the defect from
which the accident had arisen. Therefore there was some evidence
to go to the jury, however slight it may have been, of this accident
having arisen from the negligence of the defendants; and it was incumb-
ent on the defendants to give evidence rebutting the inference arising
from the undisputed facts.

(1) [1844]5 Q.B. 747, at p. 751.
(2) [1862] 2 H. & C. 722.

(3) [18651 3 H. & C. 596.
(4) [1870] L.R. 5 Q.B. 411.
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12 In Flannery v. The Waterford and Limerick Ry.
CANADIAN Co. (1), the plaintiff had been injured by the derail-

NORTHERN
RAILWAY Co. ment of a train in which he was travelling. Palles

V.

HoRNER. . C.B. followed Scott v. London & St. Katherine Docks
MignaultJ. Co. (2), and, at p. 39 said:-

I am of opinion that as the railway, the engine and the waggon
were under the defendants' management, and as the circumstance
of the wagon leaving the rails does not happen in the ordinary course
of things if due care is used, the fact of the accident was sufficient
evidence to call upon the defendants to shew that there was no negli-
gence on their part.

I think therefore that the circumstances of this
case and the fact of the open and unlocked switch
which undoubtedly caused the derailment, suffice to
establish a prima facie case of negligence making it
incumbent on the defendant to rebut the presumption
of fault resulting therefrom.

If the appellant has sufficiently rebutted this
presumption there is no doubt that it cannot be held
liable for Horner's death. Christie v. Griggs (3);
Readhead v. Midland Ry. Co. (4). This is therefore
the question that must be determined by carefully
examining the evidence adduced by the appellant.

In so far as the switch is concerned-and in view
of the jury's finding I need not consider the other
grounds of negligence set. up in the respondent's
statement of claim, but I may say that the appellant
established that the equipment of the train, its air
brakes as well as the railway itself were in perfect
condition-it was proved to be one of the best switches
on the line. It was last used in connection with the
"Y" the evening before the accident. Six miles
west of the switch is a summer resort, Alberta Beach,
and an excursion train had run from Edmonton to

(1) I.R. 11 C.L. 30. (3) 2 Camp. 79.
(2) 3 H. & C. 596. (4) [18671 L.R. 2 Q.B. 412.
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this resort on Saturday, July 5th, without stopping 12

at Peace River Junction. On the return trip this CAN
NORTHERN

train left Alberta Beach about 8.45 P.M. and stopped RAwAY CO.

at this switch to go into the "Y" in order to turn the HORNE R

train. Neil Macdonald, the head end brakeman, on Mignault J.
this train, opened the switch to let the train go on to
the "Y" track. He swore that after the train had
passed on this track, he set the switch in normal
position, parallel with the main line, placed the lever
handle down and locked it. This witness was not
cross-examined by the respondent.

The next day, Sunday, the 6th of July, the day of
the accident, Jordan, the appellant's section foreman,
as was his duty, inspected the switch between 10 and
11 o'clock in the forenoon. He testified that it was
in good condition then, that the lever handle and
lock were in proper place, properly locked, and that
the switch was set for the main line. He said that on
Sundays people are often on the track-it is to be
remembered "that Alberta Beach is six miles away-
and that his hand car, which was some distance east,
was stolen that afternoon and taken to near St. Albert,
also to the east of the switch. The switch lamp was
then burning. He had often inspected the switch
and never found it unlocked.

.Another freight train of the appellant, known as
extra 2147 west, had twice passed the switch along
the main line that Sunday. First coming from
Edson, which is west of Peace River Junction, it
passed the switch about noon, going east, without
stopping. The engineer of this train, Fallon, swore
that the switch then was all right, and that had it
been wrong the train would have been derailed, for
it was going in the same direction as Horner's train
went that- same night. Returning towards Alberta
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12 Beach that evening, his train passed the switch between
CANADAN 8 and 9 o'clock, and went on to Alberta Beach, where

NORTHERN
RAHWAY Co. it was crossed by Horner's train No. 2047, which did

V.

HORNER. not stop at Alberta Beach and continued on to the
mignau J. east and was derailed at the switch as already stated.

Fallon, the engineer of train 2147, being on the north
side of the locomotive (the switch was on the south
side of the line), could not see the switch when he
went on that evening to Alberta Beach, but the
fireman, Wellington, and the head end brakeman,
Farrel, of train 2147 were in position to see the switch
.as they passed, and both swore that the switch was
then all right, the target shewing all right for the
main line, and Farrel said that had the switch handle
been in a horizontal position facing north he would
have noticed it, and that he saw nothing like that.
It was however stated by Wellington that if the
switch was open an inch or two as his train went west,
it would not affect the train at all, and that the flanges
of the wheels would bring it over into its proper place.
As to this, anofher witness of the appellant, Jordan,
confirmed this last statement, saying that a train
going west would close the switch, but that it would
spring to a certain extent afterwards. None of the
men on the train 2147 could say whether the switch
light was burning when this train passed the switch
going west that evening, for it was not then dark
enough to notice the light.

As I have said, train 2047 on which Horner was
riding passed train 2147 at Alberta Beach, going east.
It was derailed at the switch about half an hour
afterwards, and I have described the condition in
which the switch was then found, unlocked, the
lever handle raised and pointing to the north across
the main line.
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Of the witnesses called by the appellant, the learned 1921

trial judge said in his charge to the jury: CANADIAN

RAILWAY Co.
Now I think I may say with perfect propriety that in my opinion v.

the railway company has acted with great candour and with great HORNER.

fairness in the number and class of the witnesses whom it has placed Mignault J.
before you. It seems to me that they practically exhausted the wit- -
nesses who were able to cast any light upon this tragedy, and it is to
be commended for that. Those men who were called were without
exception all employees of the railway company. There has not been
a suggestion made against their perfect honesty, and I am very glad
that that is so. These men struck me as being fair-minded, honest,
intelligent men, who gave evidence they did give with perfect candour
and straightforwardness. That is my opinion of them. You may have a
different opinion. I am simply expressing my own opinion, but there
is no suggestion that simply because they are employees of the railway
company they twisted their evidence to suit the purpose of their
employer. We all know, in these days at any rate, that the sympa-
thies of railway men are just as apt to be with each other as they are
with their employer. However, Mr. Campbell was exceedingly fair
in his conduct of this case and has not made the slightest imputation
against the perfect honesty of the various witnesses called by the
defence. So that you have had these men before you, you have heard
from them their story, and it is for you to say now upon a review of all
the evidence whether in your opinion this unfortunate accident occur-
red through the negligence of the railway company.

Elsewhere the learned trial judge said:-

I feel quite justified in saying that in my opinion all the evidence
that could be given has been given in this case, except, perhaps, the
evidence of the man by whom this switch was opened and who appar-
ently is not known to any person, and you are entitled to draw such
inference from all the evidence as that evidence will justify.

It was contended on behalf of the respondent that
the jury may not have believed the testimony of
these witnesses, whose credibility however was in no
way impeached by her counsel, and the straight-
forwardness of whose evidence was testified to by the
trial judge; that they may not have believed Mac-
donald who said that he set and locked the switch for
the main line on the Saturday evening, and he was not
cross-examined by the respondent's counsel,-nor
Jordan who on Sunday forenoon found the switch
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1921 locked and set for the main line-nor the train crew
CANADIAN of train 2147. If the jury did not believe this evidence
NORTHERN

RAnWAY Co. there is nothing in the verdict to shew it, for the
V.

HORNER. negligence which they found was that the switch was
Mignault J. not properly set and locked, which obviously refers to

its condition at the time of the derailment and involves
no necessary disbelief in the testimony of Macdonald
and Jordan that it had been properly set and locked
the evening previous and was so set and locked on
the forenoon of Sunday. And this testimony was
conclusively corroborated by the fact that train 2147
passed the switch safely at noon on Sunday going
east, for had the switch been in the condition in which
it was that evening at the time of the derailment, this
train would unquestionably have been derailed.

The only possible difficulty to my mind is that it
might perhaps be said that the open and unlocked
condition of the switch at the time of the accident
justified the inference that Macdonald, when he said
that he had closed it the night before, and Jordan,
when he testified that it was closed and locked between
10 and 11 of the forenoon of Sunday, were mistaken
and should be discredited. That inference might
have had some weight had train 2147 not passed the
switch safely going east at noon on Sunday, but with
this fact standing out I would not think that any jury
would be justified in disregarding the positive evidence
made by the appellant that the switch had been
properly set and locked. Indeed the evidence as to
the prior condition of the switch is all one way and is
so strongly corroborated that it would seem almost a
mockery if a verdict finding that the switch had not
been properly set and locked when last used could be
supported by suggesting that perhaps the jury had
not believed this evidence. And, as I have already
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said, I construe the jury's answer as referring merely 1921

to the condition of the switch at the time of the acci- CANAAN
NORTERN

dent and not to its previous condition that day and RA-WAY CO.

the evening before. HORNER.

I think that taken with what the learned trial Mignault J.

judge said to the jury when they were recalled after
discussion of objections to the charge, the jury's
answer to question 2 must bear this construction.
The learned trial judge said:

I told you at the start of my charge that the plaintiff by a simple
proof of the fact that this accident had occurred had imposed upon
the company the onus of proving that it did not occur through its
negligence. I think I made myself quite plain as to that. And it
follows from that, of course, that if the company has not satisfied you
that the accident did not occur through its negligence then it did not
discharge that onus, and the plaintiff is entitled to a verdict.

The appellant's counsel did not object to this
direction, which, in my judgment, may I say so with
deference, goes beyond what is incumbent on the
defendant in such cases. See Christie v. Griggs (1)
and Readhead v. Midland Ry. Co. (2). But the jury
being told that the simple proof of the accident imposed
on the company the onfus of proving that the accident
did not occur through its negligence, and that if the
company did not prove this the plaintiff was entitled
to a verdict, naturally considered the open and unlocked
switch which caused the accident as being itself the
negligence they found against the defendant in answer
to the first question, and that is the verdict they
rendered.

So we have this result, if the respondent's contention
is sound, that because the jury finds that the switch
was unlocked and unset at the time of the accident,
evidence of regular inspection of the switch, positive

(2) L. R. 2 Q.B. 412
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12 proof that when inspected that day it was locked and
CANADIAN set for the main line, in fact evidence that the appel-

NORTHERN
RAWAY Co.lant used reasonable care and diligence and did all

V.
HORNER that human care and foresight could suggest to ensure

Mignault J the safety of its line, is all of no avail to rebut what
obviously is a mere presumption under the rule res
ipsa loquitur.

I cannot concur in this result which would impose
on the railway company the obligation of an insurer
towards those who travel on its lines. For it is obvious
that the best organized. and most carefully guarded
human systems may and do occasionally fail. But
when the railway company has done all that human
care and foresight can suggest to render its lines
safe to the public and to its own employees, an occur-
rence like the one under consideration is as much a
pure accident as is the breaking of an axle-tree through
a hidden flaw in its welding. And where there has
been, as here, regular and careful inspection of the
switches of the railway, unless it be held that the appel-
lant is. obliged to have an employee in constant attend-
ance at each of its switches, I must find that the
appellant's evidence completely rebuts and destroys
the prima facie case-for it is only a prima facie
case-which results from the rule res ipsa loquitur.
The respondent was thus without evidence of the
negligence which she alleged and which was the very
basis of her right of action, and the appellant was
entitled to a verdict in its favour. Under these
circumstances, the verdict for the respondent appears
to me entirely perverse.

I may add that at the argument I asked counsel
for the appellant what criticism he had to make of
the evidence adduced by the appellant. He said
first that the conductor of Macdonald's train, whose
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duty it was, as well as of Macdonald himself, to see 12

that the switch opened for that train had been properly CANAMAN
NORTHERN

closed and locked, should have been called to corrob- RA-WAYCO.

orate Macdonald. In view of the fact that possibly HORNER.

the conductor did not verify this, for otherwise he Mignault .

would no doubt have been called, his testimony would
have been useless, and the learned counsel who had
not even cross-examined Macdonald, should not
therefore criticise the non calling of this conductor.
A second criticism was that the appellant had not
proved that no train since Macdonald's train had
used this switch. The learned counsel probably
forgot that he had himself proved this fact by putting
in question and answer No. 224 of Irwin's testimony
on discovery which read as follows:-

Q. When prior to the accident was the switch in question last
operated? A. 17.20 K. July 5th, that would be 5.20 P.M.

I would therefore allow the appeal and dismiss the
respondent's action.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Short, Cross, Maclean &
McBride.

Solicitors for the respondent: Friedman & Lieberman.
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E. R. BEATTY (DEFENDANT) ....... .APPELLANT;

*Nov. 25.

AND 1921

Feb. 1.

WILLIAM T. BEST AND G. P. ASHi
(PI~~nFs) RESPONDENTS)(PLAINTIFFS) .... .. . . ..... . .. . ... .

E. R. BEATTY (DEFENDANT) ....... .APPELLANT;

AND

JONATHAN CALVERT AND G. P.tR
ASH (PLAINTIFFS)............... .D

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO.

Sale - Vendor or trustee - Rights of benefciaries - Representation -
Term "or thereabouts."

The vendor may be a trustee for others of the money payable by the
purchaser but his beneficiaries have no rights but those given
by the contract and if, in carrying out the sale, the purchaser
incurs a loss for which the vendor is liable it may be deducted from
the purchase money.

In a contract for sale of a going concern the liabilities were stated to be
$836,894, "or thereabouts."

Held, that an excess of $857 was too substantial to be covered by the
qualifying expression.

Judgment of the Appellate Division (47 Ont. L.R. 265) reversed.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court of Ontario (1) reversing the judg-
ment at the trial which dismissed the actions of the
respective plaintiffs (respondents)

*PREsaN:-Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 47 Ont. L.R. 265.
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The respondent Ash executed an agreement with 1

the appellant to sell to him the stock and assets of a BEATrY

company. Appellant was to assume the liabilities BES
AND AsH.

and pay $5,900 in cash. Ash had collected a part of BEner

this amount from the other respondents to purchase CLIE-

stock i-4 the company but never procured the stock. ^N ASH.

The respondents Best and Calvert brought action
-to recover from appellant the amounts due them.

In a schedule to the agreement of sale the liabilities
of the company were given as $36,894, "or thereabouts."
Appellant was obliged to pay $857 more and claimed
the right to deduct it from the amount payable to
Ash. The trial judge acceded to this but on refusal to
add Ash as a party he dismissed the two actions. In
the Appellate Division Ash was added and judgment
was given allowing Best and Calvert the amounts they
respectively claimed. The Court held that Ash was a
trustee-of the amount payable by appellant who could
not set off the $857 against it as the debts were not
mutual. Beattie then appealed to the Supreme Court
of Canada.

W. J. McCallum for the appellant.

J. J. Gray for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I would allow this appeal and
concur in the reasons for judgment stated by Anglin J.

IDINGTON J.-This is an appeal from the judgment
of the second Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of Canada against appellant in two actions
alleged to have been consolidated, and founded upon
an agreement dated the 27th day of May, 1919.

15780-37
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S19 That agreement was made between the respondent
BEAflY Ash as vendor, of the first part; appellant as pur-

V.
BEST chaser, of the second part; and the Canadian DrillAND Asa.

BEATFT and Electric Box Company, Limited, thereinafter
CALVERT. called "The Company." of the third part,
AND Asi. The recitals set forth his acquisition of the business
Idington J. and assets of two companies and a sale thereof by

him to the party of the third part which had by two
agreements agreed to issue certain of its capital
stock to said vendor who had agreed to pay certain
liabilities therein referred to and that the company
had purported to carry on business and had
incurred certain obligations, and certain shares of its capital stock have
been applied for, sold, issued or allotted or agreed to be sold, issued or
allotted either by the company or the vendor, and the vendor has received
certain monies from persons who subscribed for shares of the company's
capital stock and has paid certain monies either to or for the company.

And whereas the agreements hereinbefore mentioned have nof been
carried out and default has been made thereunder and the vendor is finan-
cially unable to carry out his part of the same and it is inexpedient for
the company to insist on the performance of the same, and the company
and the vendor have agreed to cancel the agreements between them.

And whereas, on the representation, condition and understanding
that at the date hereof the assets of the company are as set out in
Schedule "A" attached hereto, and that the total liabilities or obliga-
tions of the company are as set out in Schedule "B" attached hereto,
and upon all the said assets of the company being transferred and
assigned to the purchaser and upon all the shares of the capital stock
of the said company which have been sold, issued or allotted and all
the interest of the vendor and any other persons in shares which have
been agreed to be sold, issued, or allotted, being transferred and assigned
to the purchaser or his nominee or nominees and upon the vendor
releasing the company and the purchaser from all claims of every
nature and kind whatsoever which he may have against the company
or under the said agreements or any of them or otherwise howsoever,
the purchaser herein called the party of the second part has agreed
with the vendor and the company to enter into these presents.

The operative part of the agreement then proceeds
in consideration of the premises and of the mutual
covenants and agreements to set forth in most com-
prehensive terms that:-
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The vendor doth hereby grant, transfer, assign and set over unto 1921
the purchaser all his interest, if any, in the agreements hereinbefore BEm
mentioned and, in the shares of the capital stock of the said company V.
which has been subscribed, applied for, sold, issued or allotted, or BEST

agreed to be sold, issued, or allotted, whether to the vendor himself AID AsH.
or to any other person or persons. BEATrY

The vendor hereby appointing the purchaser his attorney to trans- CALVERT.
fer on the books of the company either in the name of the purchaser or AND Asi.
his nominee or nominees, such of the shares as are owned by or as Idington J.
stand in the name of the vendor or in which he is interested in any -
way.

And the vendor covenanting and agreeing to procure and deliver
to the purchaser within thirty days valid and proper transfers or
assignments of all shares owned by or standing in the name of, any
other persons or in which such persons may be interested in any way.

And the vendor further covenanting and agreeing to procure the
execution and delivery by the company of these presents and the
approval and ratification of the directors and shareholders of the
same.

And the vendor further waives all claims of every nature and
kind whatsover which he may have against the company or under
the said agreements or any of them or otherwise howsoever, and
hereby releases and discharges the company and the purchaser from
all obligations therefor and thereunder.

Then:-

The company doth hereby grant, transfer, assign and set over
unto the purchaser all its right, title and interest, if any, in and to the
agreements hereinbefore mentioned and its goodwill, chattels, stock,
lands, buildings, fixtures, patents, formulas, blue prints, accounts and
bills receivable and particularly the assets as set forth in the schedule
"A" attached hereto, as well as all other assets and claims whatsoever.

That is followed by the covenant of the appellant
now sued upon, which reads as follows:-

And in consideration of the foregoing the purchaser hereby coven-
ants and agrees to assume the obligations and liabilities of the company
as set forth in Schedule "B" attached hereto amounting to the sum of
$36,894.38 or thereabouts, and to pay to the vendor or the various
persons entitled thereto the sum of $5,900.00 upon receiving releases of
their respective rights arising from the payment of money to the
vendor, or transfers of the shares in the said company upon which the
said amount has been paid by the persons making said payments or
subscribing for shares.

15780-371
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1921 TeAhAt1-- The respondent Ash presuned to assign $1,000,
BEATrY part of the said $5,900 to Best, his father-in-law, and

BEST to Calvert, his brother-in-law, the sum of $900.00
AND ASH.

BEATTY out of said $5,900.00.
V. Then, as the evidence discloses in the followingCALVERT.I

AND ASH. questions and answers
Idington J.

SJ Q. Did they instruct the bringing of these actions or did you?
A. I instructed my solicitor to take action.

Q. For them? A. Yes.

he instituted these actions in the respective names of
his said friends.

The defendant, now appellant, set up that the
liabilities represented in said schedule had substan-
tially exceeded the total represented in said Schedule
"B" and that in some respects the assets had fallen
short of the total represented.

The learned trial judge arrived at the conclusion
that these assignees could not maintain, as mere
assignees of the chose in action, any action unless the
covenantee Ash was added as party plaintiff.

He proceeded then at the close of the trial to set
forth the difficulties in the way of such plaintiffs, even
if Ash were added as a party attempting to recover,
and, in any event, inasmuch as the covenant
sued upon, had proceeded upon the implied covenant
on the part of Ash, relative to the substantial correct-
ness of the Schedules "A" and "B," the defendant,
now appellant, was entitled to have the balance,
due under his covenant, reduced by the sum of $857.06,
and such further sums as a reference might, if desired,
disclose.

He then gave the plaintiffs a limited time to procure
the consent of Ash to be so added.

It turned out, as lepresented later to the learned
trial judge, that Ash had refused to give such consent.

580
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He then, quite properly, proceeded to dismiss the 12

actions and in support of his judgment referred to BEA
relevant authorities which support the position he took. ANES.

Thereupon, the plaintiffs appealed to the court of BEA
appeal for Ontario, and, on the case coming up before .
the Second Appellate Division, that court properly AND Asa.

held Ash was a necessary party, and he consented to Idington J.

be added accordingly.
The appellant seems to have consented to that

being done.
The next question that thus arises was whether the

said claim of $857.06 could be, as that court treats it,
set off, or, as I prefer, set up by way of defence to the
action on the covenant sued upon.

In my opinion an assignment of anything less than
a whole chose in action does not entitle the assignee to
sue, and these actions should, I submit with respect,
have been dismissed on that ground, long before they
were.

The statute enabling an assignee of a chose in action
to sue, in my opinion, never was intended to enable
the possessor of a valuable chose in action to issue a
kind of currency, as it were, by dividing up his right
into little bits and distributing them amongst his
friends, and giving each of them a chance to worry
and annoy the debtor.

The Second Division of the Appellate Court would
seem also to have held, at first blush, something akin
thereto, else it need never have insisted upon Ash being
made a party plaintiff, as it seems to have directed.

Having, however, so directed and allowed the
argument to proceed on that basis, it seems to be
alleged by the judgment appealed from that counsel
for appellant admitted or made some admission from
which it had inferred as follows:-
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1921 In the course of promoting the Canadian Drill and Electric Box

B Company, Limited, Ash went about seeking subscribers for shares,
v. and obtained $5,900 of money which it now transpires he received as

BEST trustee for the subscribers in order that he might procure for them
AND ASH. shares in the company. No shares were ever issued to these subscribers

BEATY and Ash remained a trustee of the moneys which he had received and
V.

CALVERT of the $5,900 payable by the defendant under the terms of the agree-
AND ASH. ment in recoupment of these trust moneys which are traced to the

Idington J. defendant.
This situation does not appear to have been brought to the attention

of the trial judge by counsel for the plaintiff and only transpired in the
course of the argument in this court from the admissions of counsel for
defendants in answer to questions from the court. This circumstance
appears to me to be decisive of the controversy. The issue is as to
the right to set off against the $5,900 due by defendant to Ash as
trustee the over payment made by defendant on account of general
liabilities, for repayment of which Ash is alleged to be personally
responsible.

There is nothing in the respondents' case at the
trial as presented in the evidence supporting same,
or in reply to justify counsel in making any such admis-
sion and he stoutly asserts he never did.

It is difficult to see how, after all that had trans-
pired in the trial court, and the contentions set up
there and in appeal, that he should have done so, and
given away his client's case.

He may no doubt in argument have conceded
something not intended, as young men may almost
concede anything and then be mistaken.

I have no hesitation in holding that in such a case
as is presented herein, counsel could not bind his
client to something the document sued upon does
not warrant him in conceding.

I deal, therefore, only with the document and the
relevant facts as disclosed at the trial.

Nothing appears therein to constitute a trust or a
condition of things involving a trust and notice thereof
to appellant.
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I fully agree with the law as set forth by the late 1

Street J., one of the best of Ontario judicial authorities BEATrY

in law, in the following paragraph quoted by the BEST
AND Asa.

judgment appealed from, as follows:- BEA'Fy
V.

In all the cases since Tweddle v. Atkinson (1) in which a person not AVAR

a party to a contract ha brought an action to recover some benefit -
stipulated for him in it he has been driven, in order to avoid being Idington J.

shipwrecked upon the common law rule which confines such an
action to parties and privies, to seek refuge under the shelter of an
alleged trust in his favour: Mulholland v. Merriam (2) Re Empress
Engineering Co. (3) Re Rotherham Alum Co. (4) Candy v. Gandy
(5) Hendersom v. Killey; (6) Osborne v. Henderson (7); Robertson v.
Lonsdale (8)

An examination of the. authorities thus cited and
what they demonstrate leads me to conclude that a
covenantor who is a bare trustee need not be made a
party to enable his cestuis que trustent to sue; that a
covenant to pay to some third party a sum named,. or
fruit of something being contracted for, does not
create such a trust as to entitle the third party to sue;
and that the trustee may be made a party if the
requirements of justice so demand.

The first of these decisions clearly indicates con-
clusively the legal truth of the first of the propositions
I submit, and the foundation for the next of foregoing
propositions is found in the others, as well as the
reason for the last, which is merely a safeguard against
injustice in executing the equities involved in some
complicated cases.

With great respect I cannot agree with the deduct-
ions which the court below appears to have drawn
from said decisions.

(1) 1 B. & S. 393. (5) 30 Ch. D. 57.
(2) 19 Gr. 288. (6) 17 Ont. App. R. 456.
(3) 16 Ch. D. 125. (7) 18 Can. S.C.R. 698
(4) 25 Ch. D. 111. (8) 21 O.R. 600.
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One more point made on the argument for respond-
BEATY ent was that the words "or thereabouts" in the coven-

BEST ant disposed of the claim. No authority was cited,AND Ass.

BEAm and common sense would perhaps be the best. A
V.E trifling or comparatively insignificant sum, which

AND ABE. I do not think $857.06 is, even in a large deal, might
Idington J. possibly be covered thereby. Abler judges than I

have refused to go further, or so far, perhaps. The
cases of Barker v. Windle (1), Davis v. Shepherd (2),
and Oddie v. Brown (3), present the use of the phrase.

They seem to refer us to common sense.
I think the learned trial judge was right and that his

judgment should not have been disturbed, and that
this appeal should be allowed with costs herein, and a
reference as the learned trial judge offered be again
offered if desired by either party, costs thereof to
abide the event.

DUFF J.-The only question requiring discussion
turns upon the effect of certain provisions in the
agreement of the 27th May, 1919. Among other
things it is provided as follows:-

Whereas on the representation, condition and understanding that
at the date hereof * * * the total liabilities or obligations of the
company are as set out in Schedule B attached hereto * * the pur-
chaser * * * has agreed with the vendor to enter into these
presents

And in consideration of the foregoing the purchaser hereby cove-
nants and agrees to assume the obligations and liabilities of the company
as set forth in Schedule B attached hereto amounting to the sum of
$36,894.38 or thereabouts, and to pay t the vendor or the various
persons entitled thereto the sum of $5,900 upon receiving releases of
their respective rights arising from the payment of the money to the
vendor, or transfers of the shares in the said company upon which the
said amount has been paid by the persons making the said payments
or subscribing for shares.

(1) 6 E. & B. 675. (2) 1 Ch. App. 410.
(3) 4 De G. & J. 179.
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The liabilities of the company proved in fact to 1921

include liabilities not mentioned in the schedule and BEAM
1'.

to be in the aggregate considerably more than the sum BEST
AN Asi.

mentioned, $36,894.38; the purchaser asserts the right sum
to apply the sum of $5,900 mentioned in the paragraph CALVE RT,

above quoted in liquidation in part of these obligations. AND ASH.

The Appellate Division has held that the vendor was Duff I
a trustee in respect of this sum of $5,900 because it
was made up of sums which the appellant's counsel
was understood to have admitted on the hearing of the
appeal were owing by the vendor to various persons
from whom he received them for the purpose of applying
for and securing shares in the company, which shares
were never issued; and the conclusion is drawn from
these facts that the covenant contained in the para-
graph quoted from the operative part of the agreement
in respect of this $5,900 is a covenant entered into
with the vendor as trustee for these persons and,
consequently, it is said that no part of this sum can be
diverted for the purpose of liquidating the undis-
closed liabilities.

With respect, I think it is a debatable point whether
the covenant in question is a covenant with the
vendor as trustee. Assuming that he was accountable
to other persons as trustee for these moneys which he
received from them for a purpose which was never
carried out, it would by no means necessarily follow
that the purchaser was contracting with him as
trustee. The true meaning of the contract may be
that the pirchaser agreed with the vendor to indem-
nify him against these obligations either by paying
the vendor or by paying the vendor's creditors.

However that may be, with great respect, the
answer to the respondents' contention is to me abund-
antly clear that, assuming the covenant as regards
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12 this sum of $5,900 to be a covenant exacted by the
BEATry Vendor and entered into by the purchaser for the

ti.
BEsT benefit of other persons, the rights of these other

AND Asit.

BEArY persons must depend upon the terms of the agreement
AV. and the rights of the beneficiaries in respect of the

AND ASH. fruits of the enforcement of this covenant can be no
Duff J. higher than the rights given by the covenant itself.

The beneficiaries' rights whatever they were as against
the vendor, could not be affected by the covenant.
The covenant itself takes its effect as part of the
agreement in which it is found and gives such rights
and only such rights as flow from that agreement.

Now the recital quoted above makes the right of
the vendor depend upon the condition that the repre-
sentation mentioned is a true representation. Saving
in so far as subsequent events may have affected the
reciprocal rights of the parties, the condition expressed
in the recital is an essential term of every obligation
undertaken by the purchaser. Now, it is not suggested
that anything has happened which has relieved the
vendor and the beneficiaries from the exigency of
this term to such a degree at all events as to deprive
the purchaser of the right to set up the non-fulfilment
of it as a defence pro tanto against any action on the
covenant now sued upon.

The point made upon the words "or thereabouts"
in the covenant is without substance. The recital
shews that the agreement proceeds upon the repre-
sentation that the liabilities and obligations of the
company are set out in full in Schedule B." There is
nothing in the words of the operative part of the
agreement to qualify this, the words "or there-
abouts" obviously being intended to qualify only
the statement as to the aggregate amount of the
liabilities and obligations mentioned.
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The appeal should be allowed with costs here and 1921

in the Appellate Division and I think justice will BEATY

best be done by making an order in terms of the BEST
AND ASH.

judgment offered by Mr. Justice Hodgins at the BEATTY

conclusion of the trial. cAL
AND AsH.

ANGLIN J.-Whatever they may be, the rights of Anglin J.

the original plaintiffs, Pest and Calvert, or of the
added plaintiff, Ash, as against the defendant Beatty
in respect of the moneys sued for in these actions
arise out of and are subject to the terms and conditions
of the agreement made between Ash and Beatty on
the 27th of May, 1919. It is solely under that agree-
ment that any liability exists against Beatty and he is
entitled to insist on the terms on which he undertook
it being fulfilled. These terms cannot be affected
by the relationship between Ash and Best and Calvert.

It may be that the $5,900, if it should reach Ash,
would in his hands be subject to a trust for the plaint-
iffs, Best and Calvert, and others. It does not follow
that it was as a trustee that Beatty agreed to pay
him this sum. But, assuming that to be the case,
Beatty's undertaking to pay it would be subject to
the conditions of the agreement whereby he assumed
that obligation. Those conditions were, inter alia,
that the company which Beatty was acquiring pos-
sessed certain assets as shewn in Schedule A to the
agreement, and that its liabilities did not exceed
$36,894.38 "or thereabouts," as shewn in Schedule
B. Beatty alleges breaches of both these conditions.

At common law a breach of either condition would
preclude recovery on Beatty's covenant. But in
equity on the defendant being put in the same position
as if the conditions had been strictly observed by
deducting from what he has undertaken to pay enough
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1- to make good the default, he may be required to pay
BEATTY the balance. The case is not one of set-off in theV.
BEST ordinary sense, but one of inability on the part of the

AND ASH. bt mu~ypr

BAm plaintiffs to establish their claim until the conditions
of the defendant's obligation have been fulfilled at

AND ASH. their expense.
Anglin J. Upon evidence warranting such a finding the learned

trial judge held that Beatty's claim that the liabilities
exceeded $36,894.38 by $857.06 was established.
This amount is too large to be covered by such words
as "or thereabouts." Having been obliged to expend
$857.06 to put himself in the position which he would
have held had the condition as to the amount of the
company's liabilities been fulfilled, Beatty's obligation
to pay $5,900 to Ash "or to various persons entitled
thereto" is pro tanto reduced. Having already paid
$4,000 on this account, to "various persons entitled
thereto," subject to the further deductions which he
asserts a right to make, there remains due from Beatty
$1,900 less $857.06, or $1,042.94.

The defendant also claimed to deduct damages
which he alleged he had sustained because certain
assets included in Schedule A either did not fulfil
representations made as to them or were subject to
defects in title not disclosed. This claim was rejected
by the learned trial judge on the ground that the
evidence did not sufficiently support it and I am not
prepared to overrule that finding.

Another deduction claimed referred to a sum of
$425 owing by one Aylesworth to the company whose
assets were acquired from Ash. This claim was for
money advanced and the record contains a written
acknowledgment of it by Aylesworth. All that appears
in evidence about this item is a statement by Beatty
that Aylesworth demurred when asked by him to
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pay it on the grounds that he had lost money and 1921

time through his connection with the company and BEA

that Ash had personally claimed this sum from him. B-
AND ASH.

But it is not proved that Beatty is unable to collect BEATIY

this sum from Aylesworth-still less that it was not a CLV

valid asset of the company. Ash was not asked AID ABH.

about it when he gave evidence. The learned trial Anglin J.

judge makes no reference to this claim of the defendant,
probably either because it was not pressed upon him
or because he thought it -could not be seriously con-
tended that the evidence established it.

The sole deduction to which the defendant is entitled,
therefore, is the sum of $857.06. The disposition of
the case proposed by the learned trial judge in his
opinion of the 12th December, 1919, seems to have
been correct and should now be directed.

The appellant is entitled to have his costs in this
court and the Appellate Division paid him by the
respondents.

BRODEUR J.-This case has caused very serious mis-
understandings. At the conclusion of the trial, the
trial judge expressed his willingness to maintain the
action in part if the plaintiffs Best and Calvert would
bring into the case G. P. Ash as co-plaintiff with them.
But the trial j'udge having ascertained that the plaint-
iffs had declined to add Ash as a party plaintiff,
later on dismissed the action.

Then in the Appellate Division counsel for the
plaintiffs stated that he had been misunderstood by
the trial judge and that he was willing to add Ash as a
co-plaintiff; he applied to the Appellate Division
for an order making Ash co-plaintiff, and the case was
argued.
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1921 It was contended in appeal that Ash acted with
BEA- regard to the sum of $5,900 which Beatty undertook

V.
BEST to -pay by agreement of the 27th of May, 1919, as

AND ASH. My
BEATTY trustee and that no deduction could be claimed from

CAL VERT. that sum for non-fulfilment on the part of Ash of
AND ASH. obligations which he contracted in virtue of this
Brodear J. agreement.

The Appellate Division declared that in the course of
the argument and from admissions of counsel for Beatty
in answer to questions from *the court, it appeared that
the said sum of $5,900 was trust money and that this
sum could not be set off against claims that Beatty
could claim against Ash personally.

As a result the plaintiffs' actions were maintained
by the Appellate Division.

Now Beatty appeals to this court and his counsel
virtually states that he never made any admissions
which would justify the inferences drawn by the court
below.

It seems to me that all these misunderstandings which
have arisen, as well before the trial judge as before the
Appellate Division, should have been brought formally
to the attention of the judge or of the court before
whom the consent or admissions have taken place.

If a judgment is rendered upon alleged refusals or
admissions which have, according to the views against
whom they were invoked, never occurred, then they
should bring the matter before the tribunal where the
alleged refusals or admissions have been made, in
order that the matter be more conveniently discussed
and dealt with.

None of the parties however in this case have been
willing to adopt this procedure and the appellant now
asks relief from this court.
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The respondent claimed at first that we had no 1

jurisdiction, at least in the case of Calvert, because the BEFATT

amount in controversy did not exceed $1,000. (Sec. BES
AND ASn.

48 Supreme Court Act). BEAWY

It is to be noticed that the real plaintiff, according CALVERT.
AND AsH.

to the judgment of the court below, is the trustee J
Brodeur J.

Ash and that the two actions have been consolidated. -

The defendant Beatty has a judgment against him
for an amount exceeding $1,000, viz., $1,962.72.

In these circumstances, this court has jurisdiction-

As to the merits of the appeal, I have not been
able to find in the record the evidence that Ash was
acting as trustee for the persons who, like Best and
Calvert, purchased shares in the company in question.
This item of $5,900 should be treated in the same way
as the rest of the purchase price.

As Ash has not fulfilled the conditions of his agree-
ment, the appellant may raise successfully this issue
in an action to recover part of the purchase price.

The appellant Beatty claims that he could recover
from the plaintiff Ash a sum of $857.06 alleged to be
due by him for excess liability which he paid for
Ash's benefit. This sum should be deducted from the
amount which he still owes to Ash.

There is also a sum of $425 which he claims should
be deducted from the $5,900.00. As to this claim of
$425.00 the evidence is not complete and the matter
should be referred to the Master.

MIGNAULT J.-Ash, having been added as co-plaintiff
in the Appellate Division, the question was whether,
under the agreement between Ash and Beatty, the latter,
being sued by Best and Calvert in two separate actions
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12 for amounts claimed to be due to Best and Calvert as
BEATTY transferees of Ash by virtue of this agreement, couldV.
BEST set off against the plaintiff, the sum of $857.06, beingAND AsH.

BEATFY the amount paid by him, Beatty, in excess of

CALVR $36,894.00, the amount represented to him as the lia-
" ^,8- bilities of the Canadian Drill and Electric Box Com-
Mignanit J. pany, whose assets were sold by Ash to Beatty. The

sale agreement in question represented that the liabili-
ties of this company were $36,894.38 or thereabouts,
as set out in a schedule attached to the agreement, and
Beatty paid liabilities amounting to $857.06 in excess
of this amount. The amount payable by him to Ash
by virtue of this agreement was $5,900.00. The two
actions were for $1,000.00 and $900.00 respectively
as a part of this price, and against these actions Beatty
claimed that he was entitled to set off the said sum of
$857.06.

The Appellate Division refused him this right of
set-off for the following reasons which I quote from the
judgment of Mr. Justice Masten:-

In the course of promoting the Canadian Drill and Electric Box
Company, Limited, Ash went about seeking subscribers for shares,
and obtained $5,900 of money which it now transpires he received as
trustee for the subscribers in order that he might procure for them
shares in the company. No shares were ever issued to these sub-
scribers and Ash remained a trustee of the moneys which be had
received and of the $5,900 payable by the defendant under the terms
of the agreement in recoupment of these trust moneys which are
traced to the defendant.

This situation does not appear to have been brought to the atten-
tion of the trial judge by counsel for the plaintiff and only transpired
in the course of the argument in this Court from the admissions of
counsel for defendants in answer to questions from the court. This
circumstance appears to me to be decisive of the controversy. The issue
is as to the right to set off against the $5,900 due by defendant to Ash
as trustee the overpayment made by defendant on account of general
liabilities, for repayment of which Ash is alleged to be personally
responsible.
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In other words what is claimed is to set off against a debt due to 1921
Ash as trustee a claim against him personally. But these are not BEATTY
mutual debts and could not be set off in law or equity. Ambrose v. v.
Fraser (1) BEST

The plaintiffs are therefore entitled to recover the full amount AND Asu.

claimed without any set off or deducti)n in respect of the claim of BEArY
$857.06. CALVERT

AND ASH.
With respect, I am of opinion that while undoubtedly A .

a debt due by a person personally cannot be set off fignault J.

against a claim made by him as trustee, this legal
principle is without application in this case. Best and
Calvert and their co-plaintiff Ash sue for something
alleged to be due under this sale agreement between
Ash and Beatty. It was a condition and representa-
tion of this agreement that the liabilities assumed by
Beatty amounted to $36,894.38 or thereabouts, and
notwithstanding this condition and representation
Beatty had to pay $857.06 in excess of this amount.
It is therefore immaterial whether Ash was or was
not a trustee for third parties as to the amount payable
by Beatty under the agreement. The actions are for
an amount due by Beatty as price of this sale and are
founded on the agreement which contains this con-
dition and representation. The defence of set-off of
Beatty is also based on this agreement. Therefore if
Ash or his assignees claim under the agreement, they
can be met by any defence arising out of its terms,
and it matters not whether they sue as trustees or
otherwise. I am therefore of opinion that the defence
of set-off was open to Beatty.

I had some doubts whether the excess amount
paid by Beatty could come within the words "or
thereabouts." But, on reflection, I have come to the
conclusion that the difference is too substantial to
permit us to exclude it under so vague a clause.

(1) [1887] 14 O.R. 551.
15780-38
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The appeal should, therefore, be allowed with costs
BEATrY here and in the Appellate Division and the judgment

V.
BEST should be in the terms of the opinion of Hodgins J.A.,

AND AsH.

BEATTY dated the 12th December, 1919.
V.CALVERT

AND AsH. Appeal allowed with costs.
Mignault J.

Solicitors for the appellant: Lamport, Ferguson and
McCallum.

Solicitor for the respondents: T. T. Gray.
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WESTERN CANADA ACCIDENT 1921

AND GUARANTEE INSUR- APPELLANT; *'eb. 3,'4.

ANCE CO. (DEFENDANT) ......... *Mar111.

AND

S. PARROTT (PLAINTIFF)........... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR SAS-

KATCHEWAN.

Insurance-Accident and guarantee-Breach of contract-Insurer's
knowledge-Continuation of defence in action against insured-
Waiver of condition-Estoppel.

The respondent held a policy of insurance in the appellant company to
indemnify him against accidents to his employees. An employee
was injured and brought action against the respondent. The
appellant, in pursuance of a condition of the policy, assumed the
defence. During the trial, the appellant learned, by the respond-
ent's own admission, that the machine which caused the accident
had been unguarded in breach of a condition of the application
and of the policy. But the appellant continued the defence
down to judgment awarding damages to the employee. The
respondent brought this action to recover the amount paid by
him. The appellant pleaded that owing to the respondent's
breach of the condition of the policy, it was relieved from liability.

Held, that the appellant company, having assumed and continued
the defence with knowledge of the fact that the machine was
unguarded, waived any right to dispute liability under the policy
for such breach of condition.

Judgment of the Court of Appeal (13 Sask. L.R. 405) affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Appeal
for Saskatchewan (1), reversing the judgment of
Haultain C.J. at the trial and maintaining the respond-
ent's action.

PRESENT:-Idington, Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) [1920] 13 Sask. L.R. 405; [1920] 3 W.W.R. 113.

15780-38)
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The material facts of the case and the questions in
WESTERN issue are fully stated in the above head-note and inCANADA

AccDENT the judgments now reported.ANDreotd
GUARANTEE
INSURANCE
cOMPANY. P. E. Mackenzie K.C. for the appellant.
PARROTT.

G. H. Yule for the respondent.

IDING TON J.-The appellant insured respondent
against loss from the liability imposed by law upon the
assured for damages on account of bodily injuries
accidentally suffered, while the policy was in force,
by an employee while within the factory and in and
during the operation of the trade or business described
in a specified schedule.

There appear as usual numerous conditions limiting
appellant's liability.

And indorsed on the policy was the following:

Indorsement to be attached to and forming part of Manufact-
urers' Liability Policy No. M. 165, Modern Laundry.

Notwithstanding anything herein contained to the contrary, it is
hereby understood and agreed that all mangling machines owned
and operated by the assured shall be provided with fixed guards or

safety feed tables, adjusted at the point of contact of the rolls so as to
prevent the fingers or hands of the employees from being drawn into
the rolls, and that such guards shall be maintained during the term
of this policy. Any failure on the part of the assured to provide and

maintain such guards shall relieve this company from liability on
account of personal injuries due to such neglect, and this policy is
accepted by the assured accordingly.

Dated at Winnipeg, Man., this 6th day of February, 1914.

The Western Canada Accident and
Guarantee Insurance Company.

(Sgd.) A. F. W. Severin,
Manager and Secretary.

The inaiti questions raised herein are whether or

not the said provision can be waived or the appellant
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estopped from setting it up against respondent in 121

answer to this suit upon said policy, and whether or WESTERN
CANADA

not, in either such case, the facts relied upon establish AcCIDENT

in law either waiver or estoppel. GUAMMEE

A young woman working at a mangle in respondent's COMPANY

laundry was injured by her fingers being drawn into PARROrIT.

the rolls. Idington J.

The contention set up by appellant was and is
that the mangle in question was not guarded in the
manner specified and hence no action can lie.

The factum for the respondent claims that there is
no evidence from which it can be inferred that the
absence of a guard was the immediate cause of the
accident.

I confess I am unable to find in the evidence any
necessary connection between absence of the guard
and the accident. But the parties concerned seem
to have assumed there was. The case seems to have
been argued out on that assumption.

I may be permitted to point out the difference
between the language of the above quoted condition
and the terms of the local statutes which provide for
the protection of employees thus:-

17. No person shall keep a factory so that the safety of any
person employed therein is endangercd or so that the health of any
person employed therein is likely to be permanently injured.

19. In every factory:-(a) All dangerous parts of mill gearing
machinery * * * shall be, so far as practicable, securely guarded.

The words of this section 19 only require that the

machinery shall be, so far as practicable, securely guarded.

The condition indorsed on the policy and herein
relied upon is in form absolutely imperative by requiring

guards, * * * so adjusted at the point of contact of the rolls so.
as to prevent the fingers or hands of the employees from being drawn
into the rolls.
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This feature of the condition must be borne in
WESTERN mind when we are asked to consider that the appellant
CANADA

ACCIDENT had no notice of the actual fact of a want of guard.
AND

ISRAN" In the report of the respondent to appellant of the
coMPANY nature of the accident and probable cause which was
PARROr. made on the form supplied by appellant, we find the

Idington J. following question and answer:-

E 35. Narrate below how accident happened, its cause, etc., and
illustrate by any marked rough sketch which you think will enable
the cause of the accident to be easily understood:

Girl was ironing handkerchiefs and odds and ends. It is figured
out that the ring on her finger caught in the fabric and the rolls took
her hand in on to the heated ironing surface before hand was released,
was burned.

How could appellant relying, if its present pre-
tensions are well founded, upon such a clause as
quoted above by way of limitation of its obligation,
fail to discern instantly on reading such an answer
that there was no guard such as called for?

It seems to me inconceivable that any one knowing
and relying upon such a condition could read said
statement of the nature of the accident and not have
his attention aroused thereby. I can conceive of his
feeling that no known guard could have prevented it.

Its next or concurrent step was to send its agent,
Sinclair, who was such a trusted agent as to be the
same man who had countersigned the policy in question
and given it vitality a few months previously, to make
inquiries on its behalf into all that was involved.

He was shewn the place and how the accident
happened, and returned and had further discussion,
according to respondent's evidence. And, according
to the foreman's evidence, he was told the machine
was running in the same condition at the time of the
accident. It was unguarded.
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Trotter, the manager of appellant's local agency, 12

came later, as I infer, agd was told by the mother of WESTERN

the injured employee that the machine was unguarded. AccIDENT

Trotter pretends he does not recollect, but admits it GUARANTEE

was possible she had done so. coMPXNY
PARRUMrSeverin, the general manager of the appellant, was A

examined for discovery, and part of his said examina- Idington J.

tion was put in evidence.

He was asked and answered thus:-

Q. Who were your authorized agents at Saskatoon. A. Wil-
loughby-Sumner & Company.

Q. Was there a Mr. Sinclair connected with that company? A.
There was in 1914.

That examination disclosed a mass of correspond-
ence which passed between him and appellant's head
office and the local agency, which leads me to the
conclusion that the appellant abandoned, if it ever
had any intention of relying upon, such a defence
as now set up, and instead to take its chance in pre-
ference thereto of defending the action the employee
might bring against the respondent.

And when that action was brought the appellant
was notified by respondent and the former asserted
its right under the policy to defend same.

It entrusted the defence to a firm of solicitors of
whom one was called and produced the appellant's
letter of instructions to defend.

That letter clearly indicates that, instead of raising
any question such as involved in the condition in
question, the appellant could by defending the action
try to defeat the employee in that action by relying
on her having worn a heavy ring and thus being
drawn in, and the law which shewed she had assumed
the risk, despite the law for her protection.
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12 I cannot understand and I am not at all inclined
WESTERN to believe the assertion or contention that the writerCANADA

ACCIDENT Of such a letter did not well know and understand allAND
GUARANT the foregoing facts, tending to prove that it was byINSURANCE

COMPANY that time well understood by the appellant thatI,.
PARROTr. there were no such guards in use as required at the

Idington J. time of the accident, or for a long time before the
policy issued, as required either by the.local statute or
the more rigid terms of the condition indorsed on the
policy.

The solicitor says, after producing said letter:

I assumed machinery was unguarded from letter from defendant
instructing me. I discussed question of guard having been removed
with Severin before trial.

I agree with him that the clear inference from the
letter of instructions indicates as much and in face
of his disclosure as to discussing the question of
absence of guards with Mr. Severin before the trial,
I am unable to understand why the trial was gone on
with unless upon the assumption that Severin had for
the appellant elected his chance of defeating the
employee to his then chance of defeating respondent
in such an action as this.

There is abundant evidence I think that the respond-
ent was induced by the action of the appellant to
change his position, by reason of the course of con-
duct of appellant, to his detriment. And I am of the
opinion that it is thereby estopped from setting up
the condition relied upon.

I might have mentioned the contribution by appel-
lant to redress the wrong the employee had suffered,
which never should have been made if it had any
thought of turning round on respondent and setting
up the condition in question.
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Hence I am of opinion that the Court of Appeal 1921

was right in allowing the appeal on the main issue WES1N

and in regard to the cross-appeal which arose out of A-DE-

such contributions. GuRNTEE

They, in any other light than as flowing from appel- COMPANY
1'.

lant's election to abandon its condition, might be PABRcRT.

treated as voluntary payments and hence not recover- Idington J.

able.
The allowance of the costs of defence in pursuing

such a course of conduct is, if possible, still more
indefensible.

The cases cited in The Atlas Assurance Co. v. Brown-
ell (1), proceed -on the want of authority in those
concerned and are clearly distinguishable from this
where the general manager is ultimately the authority
who made the election to abandon the condition.

The appeal should be dismissed with costs throughout.

DUFF J.-After carefully considering the evidence I
have come to the conclusion that the appeal should be
dismissed. I think the weight of evidence supports
the view contended for on behalf of the respondent
that the appellant company assumed theidefence of
Miss Oxenham's action with the knowledge that the
basis of the claim was, in part atall events, the fact
that the machine she was tending was unguarded and
that there was no misrepresentation of fact by the
respondentas to the state of the machine.

The defence having been assumed in such circuin-
stances and persisted in down to the trial with the
acqtuiesceone of the respondent, there is, I think,
ample evidence to support tha inference, and that I
think is the right inference, that the company agreed to
assume responsibility under the policy.

(1) 11899] 29 Can. S.C.R. 537.
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The agreement of the respondent by which the
WEANADN control of the proceedings and negotiations for settle-

A N ment, if there should be any, were delivered over to
GUAIIANTEE the company is a sufficient consideration.

INBURANCE
COMPANY There is, I think, not the slightest ground for

V'.
PAROT . suggesting that the company's officials were not acting

Duff J. with the authority of the company; and I can see no
ground whatever for doubting that the company is
bound by the agreement.

The case does not raise any of the nice points that
sometimes arise when a claim is founded upon election,
estoppel or waiver taking effect on equitable principles.

ANGLIN J.-Assuming in the appellant company's
favour that, but for its continued conduct of the
defence in the action of Oxenham v. Parrott after
becoming aware by Parrott's own admission that the
machine on which Oxenham was injured was un-
guarded, it would have had a good defence to Par-
rot's claim in this action for indemnity under the
policy held by him on the ground that accidents
in the use of unguarded machinery were not within
the risk, its continuation of that defence down to judg-
ment estops it in my opinion from now setting up that
answer to this action. Its right to conduct Parrott's
defence to the Oxenham claim existed only if and
because the injury to Oxenham was within the risk
covered by its policy.

On becoming aware of the fact which it now alleges
excluded Parrott's liability to Oxenham from that
risk, it had an election to repudiate liability to Parrott
and decline further to carry on his defence or to
accept such liability and continue that defence. Its
action in continuing the defence would seem to be
unequivocal and to import an election to undertake
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liability upon its policy. But it was at all events 1

conduct from which Parrott was justified in assuming CND

that it had so determined and that he therefore need ACCIDENT
A ND

not concern himself with the Oxenham claim-either GUARANTEE

to defend that action or to endeavour to settle it. COMPANY

PARROTT.

Judgment was recovered by Oxenham for $1,400.09. n
Anglin J.

Parrott's evidence is that he believed he could have
effected a settlement of the action for $700, and
circumstances detailed in the evidence indicate a
probability that a settlement could have been effected
for a sum substantially less than $1,400. The prin-
ciples enunciated in the judgment of the Court of
Exchequer Chamber in the leading case of Clough v.
London and North Western Rly. Co. (1), delivered by
Mellor J., but written by Blackburn J. as he tells
us in Scarf v. Jardine (2), and approved in Morrison
v. Universal Marine Ins. Co. (3), govern this case.

Assuming that the fact that Oxenham was injured
on an unguarded machine excluded any claim in
respect thereof from its policy, the appellant company
had a right of election either to repudiate or to accept
liability therefor. With full knowledge of that fact,
if it did not actually elect to do so-Scarf v. Jardine-
(2), it so acted as to create the impression that it
accepted responsibility. The position of the respond-
ent-the other party to the contract-was affected.
He took no step to protect himself because lulled into
security by the belief, induced by the company's
action, that it would indemnify him against whatever
judgment Oxenham might recover. Prejudice suffi-
cient to support an estoppel would seem to be implied
in these circumstances. Ogilvie v. West Australian

(1) [18711 L.R. 7 Ex. 26, at p. 35. (2) 1188217 A.C. 345, at p. 360.
(3) [18731 L.R. 8 Ex. 197, at pp. 203-5.
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1921 Mortgage and Agency Corporation (1); Knights v.
ESTERAN Wifen (2). After Oxenham had recovered judgment

ACCIDENT the respondent had no chance to avoid payment of
AND

GUARANTEE the damages thereby awarded. The burden lies on
INSURANCE

COMPANY the appellant company, whose conduct lulled the res-
PARRO. pondent to rest, to shew that he could not have escaped
Anglin J. any -part of that liability after the time when its

officers learned the fact that the machine on which
Oxenham was injured was unguarded. Dixon v.
Kennaway & Co. (3).

The appeal in my opinion fails and should be dis-
missed with costs.

BRODEUR J.-I concur in the result.

MIGNAULT J.-I am inclined to think that the fact
that the mangling machine by which Miss Oxenham
was injured was unguarded, notwithstanding that the
respondent had declared that all machinery would be
provided with proper guards, was a breach of the
conditions of the policy issued to him by the appellant
at a lower premium than if the risk insured were
against accidents caused by unguarded machinery,
and that for this reason the appellant could have been
relieved from liability under the policy. But the
question here is whether the appellant is now entitled
to repudiate liability for this breach of contract, in
view of the fact that when the respondent was sued
by the mother of Miss Oxenham, the appellant under-
took to contest the latter's claim with the result that a
judgment was recovered against the respondent for
$1,409.09, which the latter has paid and now seeks

(1) [1896] A.C. 257, at p. 270. (2) L.R. 4 Q.B. 660, at pp. 664-7.
(3) [19001 1 Ch. 833, at pp. 839-40.
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to recover from the appellant. The respondent states 1921

that if he had been left free to compromise the claim W0E1-N,

against him, he could have settled it for $700. Mrs. ACCIDENT
AN D

Oxenham, at the trial, swore that she refused an offer GUARANTEE
INSURANCE

of $100 made on behalf of the appellant, but that she CoMPANy

offered to the respondent to settle for $700 and would PARR{TrT.

have done so. Mignault J.

The learned Chief Justice of Saskatchewan, who
tried the case, stated that the appellant may be held to
have first had knowledge of the unguarded condition
of the mangling machine at the time the solicitor for
the plaintiff in the Oxenham action became aware of
the fact on the examination for discovery of Parrott.
The learned Chief Justice however considered that the
appellant having under the policies the right to
defend the action, the fact that it continued to do so
after having obtained this knowledge, did not suggest
any waiver of the conditions of the policy.

The Court of Appeal being of opinion that this
conduct involved waiver of any right to dispute
liability under the policy and that the position of
Parrott had been prejudiced by the conduct of the
appellant in contesting the Oxenham action, when he,
Parrott, could have settled for one-half of the amount
he was eventually condemned to pay, reversed the
judgment the learned trial judge had rendered in
favour of the appellant.

The only construction, in my opinion, that can be
placed on the conduct of the appellant in defending
the Oxenham action on behalf of the respondent is
that it assumed liability under the policy, for this
was its obligation by virtue of the contract it made
with the respondent. So far as this conduct was
induced by its ignorance of Parrott's breach of con-
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1 tract, it could not be set up by the latter against the
WMERN appellant. But when. the appellant discovered this

ACCIDENT breach, which entitled it to repudiate liability under
AND

GUARANTEE the policy, it was placed on its election betweenINSURANCEpae
COMPANY repudiating liability and treating the policy as existing
PAnnRcYr. between Parrott and itself. It was then that it

Mipau@t * should have made its election and given notice thereof
to Parrott. By continuing with full knowledge of
the breach to contest the action it elected to treat the
policy as existing. From that point of view it would
not seem necessary to shew that the respondent was
prejudiced by the continuance of the defence set up
by the appellant against the Oxenham action, but the
existence of this prejudice strengthens the respond-
ent's contention that, notwithstanding his breach of
contract, the appellant should be held to have elected
to treat the contract as still existing. And the least
that can be said is that the appellant so conducted
itself as to give Parrott reason to believe that it had
elected to continue the policy and thus prevented him
from making the best terms possible with Mrs.
Oxenham.

I do not think that under the law of contract there
can be any doubt that when a breach of contract by
one of the contracting parties occurs, the other party
can elect to rescind the contract or to continue it
notwithstanding the breach, and if it elects to con-
tinue the contract, it is held to all the covenants
therein contained. I may perhaps on this point be
permitted to refer to my judgment in American
National Red Cross v. Geddes Bros. (1), in which,
although I wrote a dissenting opinion, there was, as I
understand it, no dissent as to this legal proposition

(1) [1920] 61 Can S.C.R. 143.
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which rests on very solid authority: Clough v. London 1

& Northwestern Rly. Co. (1); Scarf v. Jardine (2); wJEm

Frost v. Knight (3); Johnstone v. Milling (4). ACCEDENT

Applying therefore this rule, I must find that the IARANCE

appellant, which could have repudiated liability cOMPANY

when it acquired knowledge of the unguarded con- PAR'r.

dition of the mangling machine, elected not to do so Mignault J.

by continuing to contest in the respondent's name the
Oxenham action. And therefore I think it cannot
now set up the breach as a defence to the respondent's
action claiming to be reimbursed for what he was
forced to pay to Mrs. Oxenham, the more so as the
conduct of the appellant in continuing to contest the
Oxenham action after knowledge of the breach,
caused a prejudice to the respondent by preventing
him from effecting an advantageous compromise with
Mrs. Oxenham.

My impression is that some forms of guarantee
policies expressly state that the defence by the company
of any action taken against the insured shall not be
deemed an admission of liability under the policy.
There is nothing of the kind here, and the conduct of
the appellant distinctly shews that it recognized its
liability towards the respondent.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: McCraney, Mackenzie &
Hutchinson.

Solicitor for the respondent: G, H. Yule. .

(1) L.R. 7 Ex. 26, at p. 34.
(3) [1872] L.R..7 Ex. 111.
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1921 NEWMAN CLARK............ APPELLANT;

*Feb. 24, 25.
*Mar. 11. AND

HIS MAJESTY THE KING........ RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE APPEAL DIVISION OF THE SUPREME

COURT OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

Criminal law-Trial-Plea of insanity-Charge to juiy-Proof-
Beyond a reasonable doubt.

On a criminal trial where the prisoner pleads insanity it is misdirection
for the judge to charge the jury that insanity must be proved
beyond a reasonable doubt. Rex v. Anderson (7 Alta. L.R. 102)
approved. The King v. Kierstead (45 N.B. Rep. 553) overruled.
Idington J. dissents.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Appeal Division
of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick affirming
the conviction of the appellant -on an indictment for
murder.

The appellant being put on trial pleaded that he
was insane when the crime was committed. Subject
to this defence the crime was proved.

The trial judge in charging the jury instructed them
that the onus of proving insanity was on the prisoner

and that such defence must be established "beyond a

reasonable doubt." The appeal Division having
already decided in 1818 in The King v. Kierstead (1)
that this was a proper charge the trial judge refused

an application for a reserved case based on it as a
misdirection and the Appeal Division refused to
direct that he should grant it.

*PRESENT:-Idington Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ.

(1) 45 N. B. Rep. 553.
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In a case of Rex v. Anderson (1), the Appellate 12

Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta had, in CLARK

1814, held that such a charge was misdirection and THE KING.

the prisoner applied for leave to appeal to the Supreme
Court of Canada under the provisions of the amend-
ment of the Criminal Code passed in 1920 being
10-11 Geo. V, ch. 43, sec. 16. This amendment
authorizes a judge of the Supreme Court of Canada
to grant leave to appeal to that Court where provincial
courts have given conflicting decisions on a question
of criminal law. The leave was granted in this case
the effect of which was that the judge granting it
held that it can be granted where the court below is
unanimous (if not the amendment would be unneces-
sary, as if there is dissent in the court below an
appeal would lie as of right) and also that the refusal
of the provincial court to direct the trial judge to reserve
a case is an affirmance of the conviction under sec.
1024 C.C.

W. P. Jones K.C. for the appellant.

W. B. Wallace K.C. for the respondent referred to
Rex v. Beard (2).

IDINGTON J. (dissenting).-The appellant was
indicted for murder and convicted thereof. The
defence set up was insanity. The facts bearing upon
his actual commission of the crime charged seem to
have been of such a conclusive character as to leave
no room for doubt of his guilt unless he could be
excused on the ground of insanity, or rather a doubt
of his sanity which is sought to serve the same purpose.

(1) [19141 7 Alta. L.R. 102. (2) 122 L.T. 625.

15780-39
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2 Stripped of undue verbiage confusing or tending to
CLARK confuse the mind, the issue raised is whether or not if

THE KING. there might have been or ought to have been created
Idington J. by the evidence adduced a doubt as to his sanity in the

minds of the jurors who tried him, then he. should
have been acquitted.

The law in Canada ever since the enactment of the
Criminal Code of 1892, is that declared by section
11 thereof continued in section 19 of the Criminal
Code, chapter 146 of the Revi ed Statutes of Canada
1906, as follows:-

19. No person shall be convicted of an offence by reason of an
act done or omitted by him when labouring under natural imbecility,
or disease of the mind, to such an extent as to render him incapable
of appreciating the nature and quality of the act or omission, and of
knowing that such an act or omission was wrong.

2. A person labouring under specific delusions, but in other
respects sane, shall not be acquitted on the ground of insanity, under
the provisions hereinafter contained, unless the delusions caused him
to believe in the existence of some state of things which, if it existed,
would justify or excuse his act or omission.

3. Everyone shall be presumed to be sane at the time of doing or
omittihg to do any act until the contrary is proved.

In submitting the question of appellant's sanity to
the jury, the learned trial judge told them that the
burden was placed upon the accused to make out his
insanity at the time of the commission of the offence,
beyond a reasonable doubt.

Inasumch as that precise form of direction had been
then recently, unanimously approved by the Court
of Appeal for New Brunswick in' the case of The King
v. Kierstead (1)i the learned trial judge refused to
reserve a case for said court, founded upon the objection
that there was error in so charging the jury. That
court upon appeal thereto decided to abide by its
ruling in said case and refused to interfere.

(1) 45 N.B.Rep. 553.
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The Court of Appeal for Alberta in a similar case 12

of The King v. Anderson (1), having, in 1914, by a CLARK

bare majority decided that a charge using similar THE KING.

language to that now in question, was erroneous and Idington J.

granted a new trial, the appellant obtained from my
brother Anglin leave to appeal to this court, under
and by virtue of chapter 43, section 16, of the Dominion
Statutes of 1920, which provides as follows:-

16. The following section is inserted immediately after section
one thousand and twenty-four of the said Act:

1024a. Either the Attorney-General of the province or any person
convicted of an indictable offence may appeal to the Supreme Court
of Canada from the judgment of any court of appeal setting aside or
affirming a conviction of an indictable offence, if the judgment appealed
from conflicts with the judgment of any other court of appeal in a lile
case,

and continues to provide for a judge of this court
giving in such case leave to appeal.

It has been argued before us not only that there is a
substantial conflict between the judgment in question
and that in the Anderson Case (1), but also that the
ruling of the Supreme Court of the United States in
Davis v. United States (2), is the correct view to
adopt.

The head note to that report is as follows:-
If it appears on the trial of a person accused of committing the

crime of murder, that the deceased was killed by the accused under
circumstances which-nothing else appearing-made a case of murder,
the jury cannot properly return a verdict of guilty of the offence
charged if, upon the whole evidence, from whichever side it comes,
they have a reasonable doubt whether, at the time of killing, the
accused was mentally competent to distinguish between right and
wrong, or to understand the nature of the act he was committing.

No man should be deprived of his life under the forms of law
unless the jurors who try him are able, upon their consciences, to say
that the evidence before them, by whomsoever adduced, is su icient
to shew beyond a reasonable doubt the existence of every fact neces-
sary to constitute the crime charged.

(1) 7 Alta. L.R. 102. (2) 160 U.S.R. 469.
15780-394
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Such is the result of an argument in which about a
cLRK hundred authorities were cited, and many of them are

THE KING. referred to in the judgment of the court.
Idington J. Such is, as it seems to me, the drift and probable

result of accepting the law as laid down in the Anderson
Case (1), in preference to that by the New Brunswick
Court of Appeal.

The grave consequences of our so deciding would be
almost tantamount to repealing the above quoted
enactment of our Code, obviously designed to put an
end to what was presumably an undesirable state of
our law as administered, and place it upon clear and,
but for what has happened, I should have supposed
unmistakable grounds.

In the Anderson Case (1), Mr. Justice Stuart was,
I respectfully submit, apparently unable to define the
difference between a defence to the "satisfaction of
the jury" or "clearly proven" and one "beyond
reasonable doubt."

And, with great respect, I cannot see how, for a
moment, the protection thrown around a prisoner is,
as he suggests, necessarily interfered with by the due
limitation of the defence set up.

Mr. Justice Beck cited therein as authority Cyc's
definition which tends in same direction as ultimately
decided in the Davis Case (2) I refer to above.

None of the other authorities which he cites, to my
mind, I respectfully submit, when closely examined
and considered, really touch the kernel of what is
involved herein.

On the other hand such decisions as Chief Justice
Harvey relies upon, aptly present the identical view
he took of the Anderson case, as that which had been

(1) 7 Alta. L.R. 102. (2) 160 U.S.R..469.
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presented by eminent judges in England, using the 12

phrase "beyond reasonable doubt" in the same sense ClARK

in relation to the proof of insanity as did the learned THE KNG.

trial judge in that case. Idington J.

He cited Bellingham's Case, decided in 1812;
referred to in Russell on Crimes (7th ed.) at page 65;
Reg. v. Stokes (1), decided in 1848, only five years
after McNaghten's Case (2), by Baron Rolfe, who had
been appointed to the Exchequer Chamber in 1839
and hence possibly one of the judges called to answer
the question in the McNaghten Case (2), and (though
best known as a leader of the Chancery Bar) had had
considerable experience in criminal trials as recorder
of Bury St. Edmunds, and in presiding at the trial of
many notable criminal cases; and the case of Rex v.
Jefferson (3), where Mr. Justice Bigham, as late as 1908,
charged the jury in the same terms as now objected to.

And although that. case went to appeal no one ever
thought of raising such a ground as now taken herein.
Why so unless clearly untenable?

The truth would seem to be that the law as laid
down in the McNaghten Case (2), that in order to
establish the defence, on the ground of insanity, it
must be "clearly proven" and that "to the satisfaction
of the jury" has always been, for at least a hundred
years the law in England; and that it has been so
presented to juries concerned in the language now
complained of without challenge.

Mr. Tremear, in the second edition of his work on
our code, in his notes upon the section thereof now in
question, says that it was in the draft code prepared
by the Imperial Commission, but never adopted by
parliament.

(1) 3 Car. & K., 185. (2) 10 C1. & Fin. 200; 8 Eng. R. 718.
(3) 72 J. P. 467.
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Law seemingly was found to be more stabilized, as it

CLARKe
THE were, in England without a code, than in some other

THE KING. countries with one.
Idington J. That, however, is no reason for our departing from

our criminal code which seems to me in its terms to
be more imperatively adverse to the appellants con-
tention in its terms than the logical result of the
judicially made law of England.

The word "satisfaction" has given to it, in Murray's
Dictionary, as one of its many meanings, the following:

6. Release from suspense, uncertainty, or uneasiness (J.); infor-
mation that answers a person's demands or needs, removal of doubt,
conviction.

Phrase, to (a person's) satisfaction.

I am unable to find the thing proved, as our Code so
expressly requires, unless it is so beyond reasonable
doubt. I should dislike very much to hold any man
proved insane, either in a civil or criminal proceeding.
unless I could do so beyond reasonable doubt.

And I venture to think that the safety and pro-
tection of society is just as important as is the pro-
tection of a member thereof, when that member is
placed upon trial. On the one hand he or she has been
most justy protected for ages by the use of a judicial
formula, as it were, lest passion and prejudice should
prevail and injustice be done.

And in rdlation to the defence of insanity, those who
have given thought to the matter at all, must realize
how easy it has been and still is to abuse the defence by
suggestions, for example, of temporary insanity, and
mislead those moved by pity or passion, to the deteri-
oration of the due administration of justice.

I respectfully submit that society as a whole is
quite as much entitled to be protected as a single
member thereof. Such illustrations as proof of an
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alibi, which forms part of the evidence of the actual 11

facts pro and con, bearing upon the issue raised relative CLARK

to the actual perpetration of the offence in question, TIHE KING.

are quite beside the collateral substantive issue of Idington J.

mental and moral responsibility.

That is only permitted to be raised as a defence in
law to the actual commission of the offence when
rebutting the presumption of sanity declared by said
section until the insanity is proved.

The charge against an accused person should in
regard to the acceptance of and weight to be given the
evidence of fact for or against him or her so far as
bearing upon the actual offence charged, be kept
clearly and distinctly severable from the defence of
insanity, and each of the issues thus raised be given its
own proper place in the presentation thereof, made by
the judge's charge, or otherwise.

It must be determined first whether or not upon the
evidence bearing upon the actual perpetration of the
offence, the accused can be found "beyond reasonable
doubt" guilty, and then due consideration be given to
the alternative of whether or not at the time in question
the accused wa.s of sound mind within the meaning of
the statute and that finding must be subject to the
like limitations of proof "beyond reasonable doubt."

The appeal, in my opinion, should be dismissed.

DUFF J.-On the trial of an accused person indicted
for murder where the defence of insanity is set up, it is
incumbent upon the accused in order to negative his
responsibility for an act otherwise criminal to prove
to the satisfaction of the jury that he was insane at
the time he committed the act. Mcnaghten's Case (1),

(1) 10 C. & F. 200.
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192 and Criminal Code, section 19, subsec. 3. The
CLARK trial judge told the jury that they ought to convict

THE INo. the prisoner unless the defence of insanity was estab-
Duff J. lished by the prisoner beyond a reasonable doubt, and

he added:

If you entertain any reasonable doubts as to the sanity of the
prisoner at the time he committed the act, why then it is your duty to
convict.

This direction was, in my opinion, an erroneous one
and calculated to mislead the jury.

Broadly speaking, in civil proceedings the burden
of proof being upon a party to establish a given allega-
tion of fact, the party on whom the burden lies is
not called upon to establish his allegation in a fashion
so rigorous as to leave no room for doubt in the mind
of the tribunal with whom the decision rests. It is,
generally speaking, sufficient if he has produced such
a preponderance of evidence as to shew that the
conclusion he seeks to establish is substantially the
most probable of the possible views of the facts. This
proposition is referred to by Mr. Justice Willes in
Cooper v. Slade (1), in these words:

The elementary proposition that in civil cases the preponderance
of probability mdy constitute sufficient ground for the verdict.

The distinction in this respect between civil and
criminal cases is fully explained in a judgment of Mr.
Justice Patteson speaking for the Judicial Committee
in the case of Doe d. Devine v. Wilson (2), The whole
passage is so instructive and so apt that it is worth
while reproducing it in full:-

Now, there is a great distinction between a civil and a criminal
case, when a question of forgery arises. In a civil case the onus of
proving the genuiieness of a deed is cast upon the phrty who pro-

(1) 6 H.L. Cas. 746. (2) 10 Moore P.C. 502, at pages
531 and 532.
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duces it, and asserts its validity. If there be conflicting evidence as 1921
to the genuineness, either by reason of alleged forgery, or otherwise, CIARK
the party asserting the deed must satisfy the jury that it is genuine. V.
The jury must weigh the conflicting evidence, consider all the probabili- THE KING.

ties of the case, not excluding the ordinary presumption of innocence, Duff J.
and must determine the question according to the balance of those
probabilities. In a criminal case the onus of proving the forgery is
cast on the prosecutor who asserts it, and unless he can satisfy the
jury that the instrument is forged to the exclusion of reasonable doubt,
the prisoner must be acquitted.

Now, the charge of the learned judge appears to their Lordships
to have in effect shifted the onus from the defendants, who assert the
deed, to the plaintiff, who denies it, for in substance he tells the jury
that whatever be the balance of the probabilities, yet, if they have a
reasonable doubt the defendants are to have the benefit of that doubt,
and the deed is tp be established even against the probabilities in
favour of the doubt. Certainly, it has been the practice so to direct
the jury in a criminal caie; whether on motives of public policy or
from tenderness to life and liberty, or from any other reason, it may
not be material to inquire, but none of those reasons apply to a cicil
case. If, indeed, by the pleadings in a civil case, a direct issue of
forgery or not, be raised, the onus would lie on the party asserting the
forgery, and this would be more like a criminal proceeding, but even
then the reasons for suffering a doubt to prevail against the probabili-
ties, would not, in their Lordships' opinion, apply.

This exposition of the distinction between the two
classes of cases brings out the point that the rule in
criminal cases is a rule based upon policy.

The distinction may be illustrated by reference to
another class of proceedings in which a similar rule
applies, namely, proceedings to establish illegitimacy
and proceedings in which the validity of a de facto
marriage is called in question. Where a child is born
of a married mother and husband and wife have had
access during the relevant period the presumption of
legitimacy is of such a character that it can only be
overcome by evidence producing in the mind of the
tribunal a moral certainty. And this moral certainty
is contrasted by Lord Lyndhurst in a celebrated
passage in Morris v. Davies (1), with a conclusion

(1) 5 C. & F. 163.
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reached by weighing the probabilities and resting
CLARK
THE ~ upon a mere balance of probabilities. The like rule

THE KING. prevails where a marriage having been solemnized,
Duff J. there have been cohabitation and issue and a question

arises as to whether the marriage ceremony was
formally sufficient. In such a case it is incumbent
upon those who impeach the validity of the marriage
to demonstrate the existence of the defect.

All this is sometimes expressed by saying that the
law presumes innocence and legitimacy but in truth
the fact that in given circumstances there is a rebut-
table presumption of law in favour of a certain con-
clusion does not necessarily afford any guide as to the
weight or strength of the evidence required to rebut
the presumption. The law presumes for example
that a promissory note is given for a valuable con-
sideration; a presumption which has only the effect
of establishing a prima facie case. The law presumes
innocence but it prescribes also a supplementary rule,
namely, that in criminal proceedings, at all events, the
presumption of innocence is not rebutted unless the
evidence offered for that purpose demonstrates guilt
in the sense of excluding to a moral certainty all
hypotheses (not in themselves improbable) incon-
sistent with guilt.

The precise question to be determined is whether
the same rule governs where the presumption to be
overcome is a presumption of sanity. Where the
question arises on a criminal prosecution the practice
has been to treat the presumption as a. presumption of
law and this practice seems to be sanctioned both by
the answers given by the judges in Mcnaghten's Case (1)
and by the provision of the Criminal Code of Canada

(1) 10 Cl. & F. 200.
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above referred to; but as I have just pointed out the 12

circumstance that the presumption is a presumption CLAR1
of law tells us nothing as to the weight of the proof THE KING.

required to overcome it. Is there a special rule as to this? Du J_

I am unable to think of any principle or any reason
of policy comparable in importance to those upon
which rest the rules touching the presumptions of
innocence and legitimacy for holding that a similar
rule should be applied as touching the character of the
proof to be exacted where the presumption to be
overcome is the presumption of sanity; or why the
general principle should not be adhered to that in
judicial proceedings conclusions of fact may legiti-
mately be founded upon a substantial preponderance
of evidence.

I have moreover no doubt that the expressions
which have for generations been used by judges in
instructing juries in criminal proceedings as to the
degree of certainty justifying a conviction (as "the
prisoner must be given the benefit of the doubt,'.'
"guilt must be established to the exclusion of reason-
able doubt"), are expressions which have passed into
common speech; and that a Canadian jury receiving
instructions couched in similar terms as to the probative
weight of the evidence necessary to justify a given
conclusion would in the great majority of cases attach
to. these expressions the significance which they
ordinarily bear and are intended to bear when used in
relation to the presumption of innocence. A jury
being instructed that a finding of insanity would
only be proper if they should be satisfied to the exclu-
sion of all reasonable doubt upon that point, would
not, I am quite sure, understand that an affirmative
conclusion would be justified by proof consisting only
of a substantial preponderance in the weight of evidence.
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I--- It will be necessary to refer very briefly to some
CLAEK authorities that have been mentioned. And first of

THm KING. the charge of Mansfield C. J. in Bellingham's Case,
Duff J. which is said to have been approved by Lord Lynd-

hurst C. B. in The Queen v. Oxford (1). The report of
Sir James Mansfield's charge seems to be a newspaper
report only, and Lord Lyndhurst's words of approval
seem to be rather directed to the Chief Justice's
definition of insanity than to his remarks upon the
burden of proof. Lord Lyndhurst indeed in Oxford's
Case (1), contents himself with stating that the jury
must be satisfied that the prisoner was insane before
they can properly acquit him. Bellinghams's Case
was a very painful case and I do not think it can be
regarded as a satisfactory authority upon this point.
See The Queen v. Oxford (1); The Queen v. McNaughton
(2), and especially the speech of Mr. Cockburn. In
Oxford's Case (1), just referred to, Lord Denman C.J.,
who with Alderson B. and Patteson J. presided, limited
himself to remarking as regards the burden of proof
that all persons "prima facie -must be taken to be of
sound mind till the contrary is shewn." In similar
terms the jury was charged in The Queen v. Vaughan (3);
Reg. v. Higginson (4); Reg. v. Davies (5); Reg. v. Barton
(6); Reg. v. Townley (7); Reg. v. Layton (8).

It is quite true that in Reg. v. Stokes (9), Rolfe B. is
reported to have said that if the jury were left in
doubt it would be their duty to convict, and similar
language is attributed to Bingham J. in Rex. v. Jefferson

0

(10). When the remarks of these learned judges are

(1) 4 State Trials 508. (6) 3 Cox 275.
(2) 4 State Trials 847. (7) 3 F. & F. 839.
(3) 1 Cox 80. (8) 4 Cox 149.
(4) 1 C. & K. 129. (9) 3 C. & K. 185.
(5) 1 F. & F. 69. (10) 72 J. P. 467.
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read as a whole, however, the fair interpretation of 192

them seems to be that the jury must be satisfied with CLARK

the evidence of insanity. They were not, I think, THE KNG.

intended to convey to the jury the impression that Duff J.

they must arrive at that degree of moral certainty
which is necessary to justify a conviction upon a
charge of crime. As against these observations may
be put the language of Tindal C. J. in addressing
the jury in McNaughton's Case (1), where he presided
with Williams J. and Coleridge J. The learned Chief
Justice used these words:-

If on balancing the evidence in your minds you think the prisoner
capable of distingushing between right and wrong, then he was a
responsible agent and liable to all the penalties the law imposes. If
not so, and if in your judgment the subject should appear involved in
very great difficulty, then you will probably not take upon yourselves
to find the prisoner guilty. If that is your opinion, then you will
acquit the prisoner.

It seems clear that there has been no uniform
practice of directing the jury on the issue of insanity
in the manner adopted by the trial judge in this case
and as it appears, as I have said, to be more con-
sistent with principle that the jury should be told that
insanity must be clearly proved to their satisfaction
but that they are at liberty to find the issue in the
affirmative if satisfied that there is a substantial,
that is to say, a clear preponderance of evidence,
I am constrained to the conclusion that there was
substantial error in the conduct of the trial and that
a new trial should be directed.

ANGLIN J.-Is it misdirection to instruct a jury
that to justify a verdict of acquittal on that ground
(sec. 966 Crim. Code) in a prosecution for murder
the defence of insanity must be established beyond a

(1) 4 State Trials 847.
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192 reasonable doubt? The Supreme Court of Alberta
CLARK en banc (Harvey C. J. dissenting), held that it was in

THE Kima. Rex v. Anderson (1). The Appeal Division of the
Anglin J. Supreme Court of New Brunswick, following its own

previous judgment in The King v. Kierstead (2), has
unanimously held in this case that it is not. Hence
this appeal-the first brought to this court under
section 1024 (a) of the Criminal Code, enacted by
10-11 Geo. V., c. 43, s. 16.

If this question were entirely open, I should be
disposed to accept as more logical and humane than
that approved in English law (however defensible
the latter may be on grounds of policy) the view
which has prevailed in the Supreme Court of the
United States and in many states of the Union (Lawson
on Presumptive Evidence, p. 537; 16 C.J., 775) that,
while the presumption of sanity relieves the pro-
secutor in the first instance from proving that fact,
if, upon the whole evidence, a reasonable doubt
remains in the mind of the jury whether at the time
of the killing the accused was mentally competent to
distinguish between right and wrong or to understand
the nature of his act, it cannot properly render a
verdict of guilty. Davis v. United States (3); German
v. United States (4). The reasoning of Mr. Justice
Harlan, delivering the judgment of the court in the
Davis Case (3), seems to me unanswerable. How can
a man rightly be adjudged. guilty of a crime
if upon all the evidence there is reasonable doubt whether in law he
was capable of committing crime ? (P. 484).

* * *

How upon principle or consistently with humanity, can a verdict
of guilty be properly returned if the jury entertain a reasonable doubt
as to the existence of a fact which is essential to guilt, viz., the capacity
in law of the accused to commit that crime ? (P. 488).

(1) 7 Alta.L.R.102; 22 Can.C.C.455. (3) 160 U.S.R. 469.
(2) 45 N.B. Rep. 553, 565. (4) 120 Fed. R. 666.
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Where, as in murder, intent is an essential element in 1

the crime, if the evidence as a whole so far rebuts the cVA

presumption of intent that it is left doubtful whether TnE KING.

the accused was capable of forming the necessary Anglin J.

intent-could have had mens rea-how can it be held
that all the constituent elements of criminality are
established beyond reasonable doubt? Professor
Thayer in his excellent Treatise on the Law of Evi-
dence (1 ed., pp. 381-4) discusses this question with
his customary lucidity.

The defence of insanity, which goes to negative
an essential ingredient of the crime-criminal intent-
just as does the defence of inevitable accident-and
as the defence of an alibi goes to negative another
essential element, the identity of the accused-is
thus put on the same footing as other defences. Evi-
dence in support of them which creates in the minds of
the jury a doubt whether some essential element of the
crime has been established-a doubt which on the
whole evidence is not removed-entitles the accused
to an acquittal, since the burden of satisfying the jury
of his guilt beyond reasonable doubt, which always
rests on the prosecutor and never changes, has not
been discharged. Rex. v. Schama (1); Rex. v. Stoddart
(2); Rex. v. Myshrall (3).

But this is not the law of England with regard to
the defence of insanity as is stated by the judges in
their answers to questions propounded to them by the
House of Lords in McNaghten's Case (4), which,
notwithstanding criticism by eminent judges and
writers, have ever since been generally accepted in
English courts as authoritative. It does not suffice in

(1) 24 Cox 591, at p. 594. (2) 2 Cohen Cr. App. C. 217.
(3) 8 Can. Cr. C. 474. (4) 10 C1. & F. 200, at p. 210.
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English law that a defendant pleading insanity should
CLARK create a doubt as to his sanity in the minds of the

1V.

Tan KING. jury. He must prove his irrespdnsibility "to their
Anglin J. satisfaction"-it must be "clearly proved." So said

Lord Chief Justice Tindal, speaking for himself and his
fellow judges.

As the learned Chief Justice of Alberta says (1)
the authority of McNaghten's Case (2) not having
been accepted in the United States

a reference to American text writers and cases can furnish no aid in
determining the law in Canada on this subject.

On the other hand our Parliament has seen fit in
s. 19 (3) of the Criminal Code to define the law which
is to govern Canadian courts in these terms:-

Everyone shall be presumed to be sane at the time of doing or
omitting to do any act until the contrary is proved.

It is noteworthy that, although the codifiers un-
doubtedly had the language of McNaghten's Case (2)
before them, our legislators have not said that, in
order to overcome the presumption of sanity, mental
irresponsibility must be "clearly proved" or even
that it must be "established to the satisfaction of the
jury"-but merely that it must be "proved."

Another point of difference between our statutory
law and that of England, perhaps not devoid of
significance, is that whereas here on insanity being
"proved" the verdict is to be "not guilty", (the jury
being required to find the insanity specially and, if
that be the case, to state that the acquittal is on
account of it s. 966), thus indicating that insanity
with us goes to the question of guilt or innocence, in
England since 1883 .(46-47 Vic., c. 38) in like circum-
stances the verdict must be guilty of the act or omis-

(1) 7 Alta. L.R. 102 at p. 109. (2) 10 Cl. & F. 200, at p. 210.
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sion charged but insane at the time when he did the 1

act or made the omission, thus indicating that insanity C-

is there not an absolute defence but rather matter Tm MNG.

available in arrest of judgment. This would seem to Anglin J.

be a logical outcome of the view that, notwithstanding
reasonable doubt as to sanity raised by the evidence,
criminality involving intent may exist beyond reason-
able doubt.

No doubt, however, "proved" in subsection 3 of
section 19 of our Code must mean "proved to the
satisfaction of the jury," which, in turn, means to its
reasonable satisfaction. Braunstein v. Accidental Death
Ins. Co. (1). It may possibly have been meant to cover
the phrase "clearly proved" used in McNaghten's Case
(2)."Clear and positive proof," however, was held in an
Indian case cited in Stroud's Jud. Dict. (2 ed.), 323,
(the report is not available here) to mean "such
evidence as leaves no reasonable doubt." If the
adverb "clearly" adds to the force of the participle
"proved" its use, in my opinion, is not warranted
under our Code. Still less is it justifiable to add to
the "proved" of the Code such a distinctly qualifying
phrase as "beyond all reasonable doubt," if a higher
degree of certainty is thereby required than the word
"proved" itself imports.

"Proved" is not a word of art. Aaron's Reefs v.
Twiss (3). - It may have different shades of meaning
varying according to the subject matter in connection
with, and the context in which, it is used. "Tested"
or "made good" or "established" are its ordinary
equivalents. Murray's Dict. Crampton v. Swete (4).
It may require only evidence of the factum probandum

(1) 1 B. & S., 782, 797. (3) [18961 A.C. 273, 282.
(2) 10 Cl & F. 200, 210. (4) 58 L.T. 516.

15780-40
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12 sufficient to be left to a jury. Tatam v. Haslar (1);
CLARK see too The People v. Winters (2). Here I find nothing

V.
THE KNG. to warrant requiring evidence of greater weight than
Anglin J. would ordinarily satisfy a jury in a civil case that a

burden of proof had been discharged-that, balancing
the probabilities upon the whole case, there was such a
preponderance of evidence as would warrant them as
reasonable men in concluding that it had been estab-
lished that the accused when he committed the act was
mentally incapable of -knowing its nature and quality,
or if he did know it, did not know that he was doing what
was wrong. That I believe to be the law of Canada, as it
appears to be that of most of the states of the American
Union. Underhill on Criminal Evidence, s. 158.

The latter clause of the ancient maxim, stabit
praesumptio donec probetur in contrarium, does not
import that any special amount or degree of evidence
is required to rebut the presumption. Its whole
office is to shift to him against whom it operates the
burden of adducing such evidence as will satisfy the
tribunal that the presumption should not prevail
(Best on Evidence, 11 ed., p. 314), such proof as
may render the view which he supports reasonably
probable. To require that a particular presumption
must be negatived beyond reasonable doubt is to
super-add to the force of the presumption a rule of
substantive law-and that has been done in the case
of the presumption of innocence. Thayer, Law of
Evidence, 1st ed., pages 336 and 384. The history of
this presumption of law and the distinction between
it and the doctrine of reasonable doubt is dealt with
by Mr. Justice (now Chief Justice) White in Coffin v.
United States (3), at pages 452-60.

(1) 23 Q.B.D., 345. (2) 125 Cal. 325.
(3) 156 U.S.R. 432.
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I quite appreciate the difficulty experienced by 1

Harvey C. J. (1), and by White J. (2), in formulating CLkMK

the distinction between proof to the satisfaction of the m KiNG.

jury and proof beyond reasonable doubt. How can I A" J.

be satisfied of a fact if I have reasonable doubt that it
is so? But, with Mr. Justice Beck, (p. 117) I am con-
vinced that the expression "proved beyond reasonable
doubt" has become consecrated by long judicial
usage as pointing to an amount or degree of proof
greater than is imported by the word "proved" standing
alone or by the expression "established to the satis-
faction of the jury," or even by "clearly proved"-
certainly greater than is required to discharge the
burden of proof in civil matters. That learned
judge quotes an extract from the judgment delivered
by Sir John Patteson in Doe d. Devine v. Wilson (3),
at page 531, and a passage from Taylor on Evidence
(par. 112) as illustrating this difference. But the
actuality of the distinction in law between an instruc-
tion that the existence of a fact or condition must
be proved and that it must be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt is perhaps best tested by the inquiry
whether an accused would not have ground for com-
plaint if the trial judge having charged that the jury
must be satisfied of his guilt-that it is clearly proven-
should refuse to direct them that they must be so
satisfied beyond reasonable doubt. I put that question
to counsel for the Crown during the argument. It
was not answered. I find it was anticipated by Mr.
Justice Stuart in Andersons's case (pp. 113-4). With
that learned judge
I think the rule is well established that an accused person is en-
titled to have such a direction given,

(1) 7 Alta. Rep. 102, at p. 109-10. (2) 45 N.B. Rep. 553.

15780--401 (3) 10 Moore P.C. 502.
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12 accompanied by an explanation of what is reasonable
CLARK doubt. Rex. v. Stoddart (1); Rex. v. Schama (2);

V.
TrE ING. Re. v. White (3), are instances of the recognition of

Anglin J this right in English law. In R. v. Sterne, cited
in Best on Evidence (11 ed.) 84, Baron Parke in-
structed that there should be

such moral certainty as convinces the mind of the tribunal as reason-
able men, beyond all reasonable doubt.

I also agree with Mr. Justice Stuart that

if the expression (beyond reasonable doubt) was not improper
in the present case, then it inevitably follows that it is not necessary
in the ordinary case,

i.e., in directing the jury as to the burden of the pro-
secution.

The case of Reg. v. Layton (4), in which the trial
took place shortly after McNaghten's Case (5), where
the direction given by Rolfe B. was

the question therefore for the jury would be not whether the
prisoner was of sound mind but whether he had made out to their
satisfaction that he was not of sound mind,

may perhaps be referred to as an instance of a correct
appreciation of the effect of the McNaghten Case.
Lord Lyndhurst had delivered a similar charge in
Rex v. Offord (6). The charge of Bigham J. in R. v.
Jefferson (7), that the prisoner has to make out the
charge of insanity

to your satisfaction without any reasonable doubt; if you have rea-
sonable doubt as to whether he knew he was doing wrong or not you
must find him guilty.

though similar to that in Bellingham's Case, as noted in
(6), and to that in R. v. Stokes (8), was, I venture to

(1) 2 Cohen Cr.App. C. 217. (5) 10 Cl. & F. 200.
(2) 24 Cox 591, at page 594. (6) 5 C. & P. 168.
(3) 4 F. & F. 383. (7) 72 J. P. 467, at page 469.
(4) 4 Cox 149, at p. 156 (8) 3 C. & K. 185.
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think, a misapprehension of the effect of the answer 1

of the judges in the House of Lords. Such a charge, Cix
would, in my opinion, be clearly wrong in Canada. THE KING.

These Nisi Prius reports, however, are really of _ l-

little value.
On appeal in Jefferson's Case (1), Lawrence J.,

delivering the opinion of the court setting aside the
verdict on another ground, was careful to state that no
question had been raised as to the direction of the
trial judge (p. 470), probably to make it clear that
approval of it was not to be inferred.

I am, for these reasons, of the opinion that there was
misdirection at the trial of the appellant and that it
is not possible to say that substantial wrong did not
result therefrom. The application of the appellant
for leave to appeal should, therefore, be granted and
his conviction set aside and a new trial directed.

BRODEUR J.-I concur with my brother Duff.

MIGNAULT J.-A presumption being, by definition,
a deduction from a known or ascertained fact, or, as
the old writers expressed it, ex eo quod plerumque fit,
it is clear that the presumption of sanity of mind,
entailing civil and criminal responsibility, would be
fully recognized even if it had not been made the
subject of a statutory declaration. So paragraph 3
of section 19 of the Criminal Code, which states that

every one shall be presumed to be sane at the time of doing or omitting
to do any act until the contrary is proved,

merely gives an unnecessary, I do not say a useless,
legislative sanction to a universally recognized pre-
sumption of fact, entitling us to consider it as a

(1) 72 J. P. 467.
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12 presumption of law-although that does not add to
CLARK its evidential force-which will stand as proof of the

TrnsKING. basic element of criminal responsibility, until it is
Mignault J. rebutted or, to use the words of the Code, "until the

contrary is proved."
This shews that although we have an express declara-

tion by the legislature, the Code really adds nothing
to the common law; in fact the presumption of sanity
of mind, involving criminal responsibility, is recog-
nized in England as well as in all countries, and our
inquiries need not carry us further, which are subject
to the common law.

We may, therefore, take the rule stated by the
judges in McNaghten's Case (1), that the jurors should
be told that every man is presumed to be sane until
the contrary is proved to their satisfaction, (I do not
here refer to the further statement of the judges,
speaking by Tindal C. J., that insanity must be
"clearly proved") as being in effect the rule of our
criminal code, for although the words "to the satis-
faction of the jury" are not contained in paragraph
3 of section 19, inasmuch as the contrary of the pre-
sumption must be proved, and the proof must be
passed on by the jury, this proof must be sufficient to
satisfy the jury that the presumption has been rebutted.

I do not think that it is necessary to consider cases
that have been decided in the United States, although
I have read with interest and with some measure of
sympathetic consideration the able opinion of the late
Mr. Justice Harlan in Davis v. United States (2), to
the effect that if on the whole evidence any reasonable
doubt exists as to the sanity of the accused the jury
should acquit. This manifestly would transgress the

(1) 10 C1. & F. 200.
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rule of our Code, for instead of proving his insanity, it 1

would be sufficient for the accused to create in the minds CaK
of the jury a reasonable doubt whether he was sane when THE KING.

he committed the crime, which would, in my judgment, MignaultJ.

deprive the legal presumption of its legitimate effect.
Here the learned trial judge in charging the jury

emphasized that it was their. duty to convict the
accused unless in their opinion he had proved his
insanity beyond a reasonable doubt. Is this mis-
direction in law? The Supreme Court of New Bruns-
wick, whose judgment in the case of The King v.
Kierstead (1), the learned trial judge followed, has
unanimously held that it was not. Inasmuch, how-
ever, as the Appellate Division of Alberta, in Rex v.
Anderson (2), had decided that such a direction was
wrong, the appellant was enabled to appeal to this
court by reason of a recent amendment of the Criminal
Code 10-11 Geo. V., ch. 43, sec. 16.

My first impression at the hearing was that if the
jury entertained a reasonable doubt whether the plea
of insanity was proved, the legal presumption was not
rebutted. Further reflection has, however, led me to
think that it is sufficient that the jury be satisfied on
all the evidence that the plea of insanity has been
established, and for that reason I fear that the direc-
tion which was given in this case may have been, to
say the least, misleading. It is, moreover, open to the
objection that something is added to the law, which is
content with requiring that the contrary be proved,
without specifying the degree of proof to be adduced.
It is unquestionable that guilt must be proved beyond
a reasonable doubt, so that the presumption of inno-
cence is stronger, and rightly so, than the presumption
of sanity. Proof in ordinary matters does not sup-

(1) 45 N.B.R. 553. (2) 7 Alta. L.R. 102; 22 Can. C. C. 455.
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1921
I- pose that the evidence removes all doubt; it is the

CLARK result of a preponderance of evidence, or of the accept-
THE KmG. ance on reasonable grounds of one probability in pre-
Mignaut J. ference to another, and, in the case of insanity, the

evidence generally is largely a matter of expert opinion.
To say that insanity must be proved to the satis-
faction of the jury does not weaken the legal pre-
sumption, but it places the plea of insanity on the
same footing as all other defences which must be
established so as to satisfy the jury. I would certainly
not say that if the jury be in doubt whether the
accused was sane or insane they should acquit him,
because, if they accept his plea of insanity, they
must expressly find that he was insane and return a
verdict of not guilty because of insanity (sect. 966
Crim. Code). But while unquestionably all the onus
here is on the accused, still the jury may accept his
evidence as having greater weight than that of the
Crown, although they might not feel that all reason-
able doubt has been removed. Such a doubt might be
caused by the testimony of one reputable expert
against the opinion of other experts, and, in such a
case, it is certainly within the province of the jury to
accept the views of the latter in preference to those of
the former. I would therefore think that a proper
direction would be to call the attention of the jury to
the legal presumption of sanity and to inform them,
the onus being on the accused, that insanity must be
proved by him to their satisfaction. Further than
that I would not go.

A serious wrong or miscarriage may have resulted
from the direction given by the learned trial judge, so
on full consideration I concur in the judgment allowing
the appeal and ordering a new trial.

Appeal allowed.
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ON APPEAL FROM THE APPELLATE DIVISION OF THE
SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO.

Action-Sale of land-Building restrictions-Conveyance by vendee-
Breach by purchaser-Action by original vendor-Interest-Laches.

A syndicate owning land conveyed it to P., one of their number, in
trust to subdivide and sell. P. made several subdivisions and
sold lots in one with a covenant by his grantees to erect only
residential buildings. The grantees conveyed the lots to a church
corporation who proceeded to build a church thereon . In an
action by P., in his. personal capacity, for an injunction and
demolition of the church building.

Held, Brodeur J. dissenting, that P. had no interest to maintain the
action having before the trial sold all his holdings in the sub-
division containing the church. Brodeur J. held that he owned
and continued to own one lot in the area affected by the covenant
of P.'s grantees.

Held also, per Idington and Anglin JJ., that as the injunction was not
applied for until the church was practically completed P. was
probably estopped by laches from bringing an action.

APPEAL from a decision of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court of Ontario, reversing the judg-
ment on the trial in favour of the appellant.

The only question raised on this appeal is whether
or not the appellant could maintain his action under
the circumstances set out in the head-note. The

trial judge held that he could but was reversed by the
Appellate Division.

*PRESENT:-Sir Louis Davies, C.J. and Idington, Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.
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1- F. D. Davis for the appellant.
PAGE

CAMPBELL Wigle K. C. for the respondent.
THE

CHnI JUSICE THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I am of opinion that this
appeal should be dismissed with costs for the reasons
stated by Chief Justice Sir William Meredith in
delivering the unanimous judgment of the Appellate
Division. The grounds on which the learned Chief
Justice based his opinion are succinctly and clearly stated
in the following paragraph of his reasons for judgment:

In my opinion the respondent is not entitled to the relief awarded
to him. He has no interest in the question raised, and does not repre-
sent any one who has at interest. If the owners of the other lots
have rights, the dismissal of the action will not affect them. The
extraordinary remedy sought ought not to be awarded even if the
respondent had a technical right to enforce the covenant, especially
in the circumstances to which I have referred, and he has not been
damnified by what the appellants have done.

I concur in these conclusions alike of law and fact
and have nothing useful to add to them.

IDINGTON J.-The appellant and others were owners
of some farm lands, of which, by and through him,
as their trustee, they made a subdivision for resi-
dential purposes.

All of said subdivisions had been sold before
this action except two lots, and at the beginning
of the action those two were sold.

Hence at the trial he had no interest in the main-
tenance of such an action as this, which is brought
against the respondents, as trustees and owners of
some lots in said sub-division upon which a church
was being built, to restrain their building there because
doing so is alleged to be in violation of a restrictive
covenant given appellant by some of his grantees from
whom respondents acquired their title.
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The substance of the said covenant is thus set forth 1

in the appellant's factum:- PAGE

CAMPBELL
The grantees, for themselves, their heirs and assigns, hereby ANDANOTHER.

covenant and agree with the grantor, his heirs and assigns, that no Idi
buildings shall be erected upon the said lands except for residences and
their necessary outhouses, such residences to be erected as single
residences or double tenements only, and all such residences, if they
be single residences, are to be erected at a cost of not less than $1,500.00,
and if they be double tenements are to be erected at a'cost of not less
than $2,500.00, and no buildings are to be erected on the said lands at a
distance of less than twelve feet from the street line of the said Moy
Avenue.

The decision in the case of London County Council
v. Allen (1), seems conclusively to restrict the right
recognized in Tulk v. Moxhay (2), and asserted by
appellant herein to enforce such a covenant to one
who owns part of the land in question.

Surely all that was within the contemplation of him
and the parties giving such like covenants was to
protect the area of the sub-division of which each so
covenanting was buying a part. Appellant pretends
herein that he holds under the trust deed from his
fellow adventurers other lands not subdivided and
hence owns part of the land in question and therefore
comes within the terms of the judgment in the said
London County Council Case (1).

The trust deed to him and under which he acted
imposes no such restrictive scheme as part of his trust.

It would seem as if the restrictive covenant scheme
was a development of his own and was limited to the
area of the sub-division in question, and though
presumably his cestuis que trustent assented to the use
thereof so far as that area was in question, it by no
means follows that they would assent to it in regard
to other sub-divisions and he certainly, in. execution

(1) [1914] 3 K.B. 642.
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1- of his trust, could not impose it, without their con-
PAGE sent, in relation to other subdivisions. That might

CAND rEL in one section of the property be advantageous to

Idington J. the sellers but in another quite the reverse.
Again it is urged that he is a trustee for those who

bought other lots than those immediately in same
subdivision.

I fail to find the trust anywhere expressed. Indeed
the appellant seems to have carefully avoided creating
such a trust, or having it imposed upon him.

Though the covenant is made with the appellant
"his heirs and assigns" there is no evidence of his
having assigned it, or of ever having given the pur-
chasers of other lots the benefit thereof in any deed.

I fail to find, therefore, how any of those he pretends
to be taking a paternal interest in, could set up any
such claim.

Hence in light of the above cited cases appellant
has no interest in equity to assert such right as he
does and cannot properly pretend he is acting as
trustee for such others as suggested in argument.

In conclusion the acquiescence and delay from at least
some time in November until the 24th January, whilst
the church was being built, should debar him seeking
any injunction when the building was almost completed.

The purpose of so building was evident in October
and if an injunction was to be the remedy, it should
have been applied for promptly.

The covenant does not run with the land and hence
the only possible remedy was in equity which does
not countenance such a course of conduct.

This appeal should be dismissed with costs.

DUFF J.-The appeal should be dismissed with costs.
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ANGLIN J.-That as owners deriving title under 1

the covenantor the defendants are not bound to the PAGE

plaintiff covenantee if he does not retain any land AND A

for the benefit of which the restrictive covenant sued Aglin J.

upon was entered into is clearly established by London -

County Council v. Allen (1), and Formby v. Barker
(2), decisions of the English Court of Appeal.

The doctrine of Tulk v. Mozhay (3), does not extend to the case in
which the covenantee has no land capable of enjoying as against the
land of the covenantor the benefit of the restrictive covenant. * * *

Where the covenantee has no land, the derivative owner claiming
under the covenantor is bound neither in contract nor by the equitable
doctrine which attaches in the case where there is land capable of
enjoying the restrictive covenant. Per Buckley L. J.

The plaintiff and certain co-adventurers formed a
syndicate to purchase the Davis farm, a property in
the city of Windsor, for the purpose of subdividing
and disposing of it in building lots. The title was
vested in the plaintiff as trustee for sale on behalf of
himself and the other members of the syndicate.
Three plans of subdivision of parts of the farm were
prepared and registered in the following order as
Nos. 579, 591, and 648 respectively. It does not
appear whether any lot on plan 579 was disposed of
before the registration of plan 648. The lots owned
by the defendants they acquired from the original
purchasers from the plaintiff, and on them they
built the church which the plaintiff seeks to have
removed. These lots are within subdivision 579 and
.front on Moy Avenue.
* When the action was begun the plaintiff had some
interest in a lot in this street and in another in Hall
Avenue, both within subdivision 579, but he has
since parted with both these lots and neither he nor

(1) [1914] 3 K.B. 642. (2) [19031 2 Ch. 539.
(3) 2 Ph. 774.
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1921 his co-adventurers have any interest now in any lot
PGE fronting either on Moy Avenue or Hall Avenue within

AMPBLL. subdivision 579. Personally he owns no land whatever
Anglin J within the subdivision.

He and his co-adventurers some time since divided
amongst themselves all the unsold lands shewn on
plan No. 579 and his trust as to that subdivision
thereupon terminated. He still owns lot No. 605 in
Moy Avenue within subdivision 648.

The purpose of the covenant sued upon would seem
to have been to require the owners of lots 138 and
139, Moy Avenue, on which the offending church is
built, to conform to the building scheme of the syndi-
cate whereby Hall Avenue and Moy Avenue within
the subdivision covered by plan No. 579 were to
remain exclusively residential streets. It would appear
to have been the lands abutting on these two streets
within this subdivision and no others that were intended
to be benefited thereby. While this is not explicitly
stated in the record the following extract from the
examination-in-chief of the plaintiff makes it tolerably
clear that the trial proceeded on that footing.

Q. Which of these subdivisions are the lands in question in? A. 579.
Q. The lots are included in registered subdivision 579? A. Yes.
Q. There were restrictions included in your conveyance of the

lots? A. Yes.
Q. Tell us how that happened? A. Certain streets, Moy and Hall,

were restricted to residential property only.
His Lordship: Is not that a matter of writtext record?
Mr. Davis: I wish to show the general scheme. We say it was

restricted property.
His Lordship: The deeds put in, I take it, contain the restrictions

on which you rely?
Mr. Davis: Yes, my lord.
Q. Were all the lots sold under restrictions? A. Yes.. Every

individual lot was sold with a restriction of some kind on it.
His Lordship: It might be helpful to know over what land or lands

the restrictions now in issue extended.
Witness: I can show it from the plan.
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Mr. Davis: Q. What portion of the lands covered by these plans 1921
was subject to restrictions? PAGE

Mr. Wigle: Confine yourself to 579. That is the only one in question. V.
Mr. Davis: What portion of 579 was subject to restrictions? CAMPBELL

AND ANOrER.
A. All of it except the one large block that was sold for a large home- -

everything except that. Anglin J.
His Lordship: Subject to what restrictions?
Mr. Davis: What restrictions were there? A. Moy and Hall

avenues were restricted to residential streets.

The plaintiff therefore appears to have no status to
maintain this action.

Moreover he represented to the church authorities,
through the defendant Allworth, before the church
was erected, that personally he had no objection to its
being built-that his opposition was solely because
as trustee of the farm he deemed it his duty to protect
customers to whom he had sold. In his evidence he
says that it is in their interest that this action, although
not purporting to be brought by him as a trustee or
in any other representative capacity, is maintained.
In view of the subsequent change in the defendants'
position by the erection of the church, even if he still
held land within the benefit of the covenant, it would
seem not improbable that suing as an individual he
would be confronted by an awkward estoppel.

He never was trustee for his vendees and has no
status to assert any rights they may have. His
trust for the syndicate, if still subsisting, would not
seem to help his position, since the syndicate retains
no land for the benefit of which the covenant was
obtained. That trust, however, has come to an end.

Finally the fact that this action was brought only
when the defendants' building was nearing completion
would probably afford a defence on the ground of
laches to the claim for the extraordinary remedy of a

.mandatory injunction for its removal.
The appeal fails and must be dismissed with costs.
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1921 BRODEUR J. (dissenting)-The appellant's action is for
PAGE an injunction restraining the defendants from erecting

CA0L. on the corner of Moy and Niagara Streets, in the

me na City of Windsor, a church, contrary to the building
- restrictions which were stipulated in the deed of sale

which the appellant made of the lots of land on which
this church was to be built.

The appellant was the owner with some others of a
farm which is within the boundaries of Windsor and
they decided to subdivide it into building lots and the
appellant was appointed trustee for his co-owners to
make the sale of these lots; and a conveyance to that
effect was made to him on the express covenant that
building restrictions should be placed upon the lots
fronting Moy Street. This covenant was fully carried
out by the appellant in all the grants which he made.

In 1913, a sale was made of the lots in question in
this case to the Turners, with the usual building
restrictions; that sale was duly registered and the
defendants purchased these lots from the Turners with
notice of those building restrictions. The defendants
tried to obtain the consent of several of their neighbours
to the construction of the church because they realized
that such an edifice would be a violation of those build-
ing restrictions. They failed to obtain the consent of a
larger number of interested parties who petitioned the
appellant to institute proceedings to restrain the
trustees from constructing the church. Hence the
present action, which was maintained by the trial
judge but whose decision was reversed by the first
Appellate Division on the ground that the plaintiff
has no interest in the question raised since he has no
lots on Moy Street.
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The evidence shews that the plaintiff, after his co-
owners entrusted him with the sale of the farm in ques- PAGE

tion, had four subdivision plans prepared. The first one CAMPBELL

was made by Owner McKay on the 24th of April, BrodeurJ.
1911, and was registered under No. 579. It covered -

the front part of the farm to Erie Street and contained
lots which were numbered 1 to 445. It contained on
Moy Street the lots 138 and 139 in dispute in this
case. At the time of the institution of the action, the
plaintiff was personally the owner. of lots 228 and 229
which were shewn on this survey plan No. 579, but
he had sold them before the trial took place.

On the 22nd of March, 1912, the plaintiff went on
with the survey of the farm from Erie Street. The
same land surveyor, 1VIcKay, prepared a plan which
was registered as plan No. 591. The lots described
on this plan were known as Nos. 450 to 562. Moy
Street was continued on this new plan as a prolongation
of the one shewn on plan 579. There was on this latter
plan a block of land called "Block A," which was then
left without being subdivided; but on the 16th of Novem-
ber, 1912, the subdivision of this Block A was made and
registered. The lots covered by this subdivision of
Block A were numbered 566 to 591 inclusively.

On the 30th of January, 1913, plaintiff had the
work of the subdivision of the farm continued from
above Erie Street to Ottawa Street and a plan giving a
description of the lots 592 to 707 was prepared by the
same surveyor and registered under the number 648.
On this survey is shewn the lot 605 which was situate
on Moy Avenue and which was purchased by the
plaintiff on the 17th of December, 1915, and which
was at the time of the institution of the action and
of the trial, and which is still, his property.

15780-41
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192 Those three surveys covered a great part of the farm
PAGE which the plaintiff and his associates had purchased in

V.CAMPBELL 1911.
ANDANrHER.

Brodeur J. When the plaintiff sold to the Turners on the 5th of
August, 1913, the lots 138 and 139 situate on Moy
Street, the three subdivision plans had been registered
and the purchasers covenanted that they would not
erect buildings upon these lots 138 and 139, except for
residences.

When the plaintiff acquired lot 605, it was on a
restrictive agreement of about the same nature as the
one stipulated in the Turner contract.

The respondents acquired lots 138 and 139 from the
Turners in Sept. 1917 and got notice of the restrictive
clauses affecting these lots, though no formal covenant
was stipulated in their deed of acquisition. They
tried to obtain the consent of their neighbours for the
erection of a church on these lots. Some of them
acquiesced and waived their rights. Some others,
amongst whom is the plaintiff, refused to give the
necessary consent. It is possible that if the church
authorities had been willing to erect a stone or brick
building all the objections would have vanished.
It is not very clear in the evidence, but it may be
surmised that a large construction of inflanunable
materials would be of such a dangerous character that
these neighbours would not feel disposed to waive
their rights under the building scheme which had
been devised as to the nature of the constructions on
Moy Avenue.

I cannot see how the Appellate Division has made
the mistake of stating that the respondent had no
interest in any lot on Moy Avenue. There has been
perhaps a confusion as to some lots, viz., 228 and 229,
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which appear on the plan 579 which the plaintiff 1921

possessed at the institution of the action but which PAGE
V.

he sold before the trial. He is asked the following: CAMPBELL
AND AwarHER.

Q. Do you own any lands now in the subdivision where the lots -
in question are? A. At the present time, no sir. Brodeur J.

The witness evidently refers as we may see by the
context to the subdivision plan No. 579. But he
makes it very clear that he is still the owner of a lot,
No. 605, on Moy Avenues

This lot, No. 605, appears on the subdivision plan No.
648, of the 30th January, 1913, which was the continua-
tion of the two previous plans Nos. 579 and 591, made re-
spectively in 1911 and 1912. These three plans had been
registered long before the Turners purchased in 1913,
and long, also, before the respondent purchased in 1917.

This Moy Street was running in a straight line from
Sandwich Street to Ottawa Street and all the lots sold
on this street, including No. 605, were sold with
building restrictions.

This is a case in which we should refuse to apply the
principles laid down in the cases of Formby v. Barker
(1); London County Council v. Allen (2); Milbourn
v. Lyons (3), relied upon by the respondent, because
in those cases the plaintiff had no interest in any
land situate near the one in dispute.

In the present case the appellant is still the owner
of a lot situate on Moy Avenue. He is himself under
restrictive obligations. He is then entitled to rely
on Tulk v. Moxhay (4), and to ask that the respond-
ents, the subsequent purchasers of the lots 138 and
139 on Moy Avenue, be ordered to demolish the build-
ing which they have erected contrary to the covenant
contained in their vendor's title.

(1) [1903] 2 Ch. 539. (3) [1914] 2 Ch. 231.
(2) [19141 3 K.B. 642. (4) 2 Ph. 774.
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1921 The respondents contended also that the plaintiff
PAGE should not succeed because when the church was con-

V,.
cAMPELL structed he stood by and allowed the respondents to

AND ANOTHER.

Brodeur J. complete their building. The work began in December
- and the plaintiff almost immediately saw the respond-

ents and made his objections to the building being
erected. Correspondence was exchanged between the
parties until January and, not being able to agree, the
present action was instituted on the 16th of January.
It cannot be contended in those circumstances, that the
respondents may effectively say that the plaintiff
stood by.

The judgment a quo should be reversed and the
decision of the trial judge restored with costs of this
court and of the Appellate Division.

MIGNAULT J.-On the ground that the appellant at
the time of the trial owned no lots in the subdivision
where the church erected by the respondents is situated,
and therefore had no interest in the restrictious imposed
when the lots were first sold by him, I think the appeal
fails and should be dismissed.

He clearly says that he owns no land in this sub-
division:

Q. Do you own any lands now in the subdivision where the lots in
question are? A. At the present time, no, sir.

His Lordship: In 579? A. I did when this action was started,
but they have since been sold.

Mr. Davis: Have you no lands at all in the subdivision? A. No,
sir, not at the present time. They have been sold since this action
was started.

The restrictions preventing the erection of buildings
not of a residential character had been imposed by the
appellant on the predecessors in title of the respond-
ents. The latter purchased the property with know-
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ledge of these restrictions but without having, by 1

their deed of purchase, covenanted to observe them. PAGE
V.

There is therefore no privity of contract between the AAMPBELL
AND ANorHER.

appellant and the respondents. Mignaut J.

On the authority, however, of Tulk v. Moxhay (1)
the appellant contends that he is entitled in equity
to enforce this covenant against the respondents who
purchased with notice of the building restrictions.

The answer is that having disposed of all land in
the subdivision, he is without interest to enforce the
covenant, and that therefore the doctrine of Tulk v.
Moxhay (1), does not apply; London County Council
v. Allen (2); Milbourn v. Lyons (3).

The appellant when asked what interest he had
in the enforcement of the covenant, answered that, as
trustee of the farm, it was his duty to protect the
customers to whom he sold lots. . It seems to me
that these customers, if they are aggrieved by the
erection of the respondents' church, should assert their
own rights. I am clear, however, that the appellant,
having no longer any interest in the land to be bene-
fited by the covenant, cannot now enforce the restric-
tions.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Davis & Healy.

Solicitors for the respondents: Rodd, Wigle & McHugh.

(1) 2 Ph. 774. (2) [1914] 3 K.B. 642.
(3) [1914] 2 Ch. 231.
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ACTION-Commission-Statute of Frauds
-Leave to amend-6 Geo. V., c. 24, 8. 19
(Ont.); 8 Geo. V, c. 20, s. 58 (Ont.) By
6 Geo. V, ch. 24, sec. 19 amended by 8
Geo. V, ch. 20, see. 58, sec. 13 of the
Ontario Statute of Frauds, R.S.O. [1914]
ch. 102 was enacted as follows:-"No
action shall be brought to charge any
person for the payment of commission
or other remuneration for the sale of
real property unless the agreement upon
which such action shall be brought shall
be in writing separate from the sale
agreement and signed by the party to be
charged therewith or some person there-
unto by him lawfully authorized.-Held,
Idington J. dissenting, that this enact-
ment is not retrospective and does not
bar an action to recover commission
under a contract made before it came
into force. Opinion of the Appellate
Division (48 Ont. L.R. 120) and of the
trial judge (47 Ont. L.R. 37) overruled on
this point.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division (48 Ont. L.R. 120), allowing the
pleadings to be amended and damages
claimed for breach of contract, affirmed,
Idington J. dissenting.-Per Duff J.:
The Appellate Division should have
allowed the appeal and refused the
motion for dismissal of the action. No
amendment was necessary, the pleadings
as they stood being sufficient. UPPER
CANADA COLLEGE V. SMITH ........ 413

2-Sale of land-Building restrictions-
Conveyance by vendee-Breach by purch-
aser-Action by original vendor-Inter-
est--Laches.] A syndicate owning land
conveyed it to P., one of their number, in
trust to subdivide and sell. P. made
several subdivisions and sold lots in one
with a covenant by his grantees to erect
only residential buildings. The grantees
conveyed the lots to a church corporation
who proceeded to build a church thereon.
In an action by P., in his personal capa-
city, for an injunction and demolition of
the church building.-Held, Brodeur J.
dissenting, that P. had no interest to
maintain the action having before the
trial sold all his holdings in the sub-
division containing the church. Brodeur
J. held that he owned and continued to
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ACTION-Concluded.
own one lot in the -area affected by the
covenant of P's grantees.-Held also, per
Idington and Anglin JJ., that as the
injunction was not applied for until the
church was practically completed P.
was probably estopped by laches from
bringing an action. PAGE V. CAMPBELL

............. 633

APPEAL-Objection raised for first time-
Evidence-Where the action was brought
on bills of exchange the appellants
rais'ed for the first time in the appeal the
objection that the words "and exchange,"
written on the bills without indicating
the rate of exchange, prevented them
from being for a sum certain under the
"Bills of Exchange Act," section 28.-
Per Sir Louis Davies C.J., Anglin and
Mignault JJ.-This objection should
not be entertained now, as, if it had been
raised on the pleadings or at the trial,
evidence might have been adduced to
show, by custom of trade or otherwise,
that these words import a definite and
precise liability. AwrONOU v. UNION
BANK OF CANADA................. .253

ARBITRATION AND AWARD-Prev-
ious action-Agreement to arbitration-
Larger claim fyled- Ultra petita.] The
respondent, alleging that the appellants
had encroached upon beach lot No.
586 of St. Roch Nord, took an action for
$96,000.00, the value of 384,000 square
feet. Before any contestation, both part-
ies agreed to submit to one arbitrator the
question whether such encroachment
on lot No. 586 had taken place and, if in
the affirmative, the amount of compensa-
tion. The respondent then fyled with
the arbitrator, under protest by the
appellant, a larger claim for $162,040.50,
representing 681,162 square feet of land
comprised in lot No. 586. The arbi-
trator rendered his decision allowing
$51,539.58, the value of 572,662 square
feet.- Held, that the arbitrator's sentence
was not ultra petita.-Judgment of the
Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B.
302) affirmed. QUEBEC HARBOUR COM-
MISSIONERS v. LA CIE DU PARC ST.
CHARLES.... ..................... 29
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ARCHITECT -Privilege-Registration-
Delay-Sale to third party ...... 465

See PRIVILEGE.

ASSESSMENT AND TAXES-Muni-
cipal corporation-Right to cut timber-
Immovable property - Owner-Valuation
Roll-Arts. 378, 381, 382 C.C.-Arts. 16,
ss. 20 and 27, 649, 651, 684, 688 M.C.
(Que.) 2 Geo. V., c. 45.] Although article
381 C.C., as amended by 2 Geo. V,
c. 45, declares that the "right to cut
timber" is "immovable:" Held, per
Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-
The possessor of that mere right can-
not be placed on the valuation roll for
the purpose of municipal taxation under
the Municipal Code.-Per Duff J. The
possessor of that right is not an "owner"
within the meaning of paragraph 20 of
article 16 M.C.-Per Brodeur J.-The
possessor of that right, if he is at the
same time the owner of the standing
timber, can be placed on the valuation
roll. Anglin J. semble,-Per Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ.--Such a
right is not "immovable property"
within the meaning of that term as
defined by paragraph 27 of article 16
M.C. and as used in article 651 M.C.-
Per Idington J. dissenting. The defi-
nition of the word "immovable" by the
legislature ought to be observed in the
interpretation of article 651 of the new
municipal code which was enacted subse-
quently to the amendment of article
381 C.C.-Judgment of the Court of
King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 309) reversed,
Idington J. dissenting. BREAKEY V.
TowNsHIP OF METGERMETTE NORD. 237

2-Sale - Judicial Sale - Taxes due-
Fraud-Nullity-Municipal law-Prac-
tice and procedure-Irregularities-Arts.
689 and sef., 1043, 1045, 1591, 1701,
1709, 1710, 1851, 1967, 1983, 2017, 2161
(i) C.C.-Art. 748 C.C.P.-Ars. 373, 718,
723, 734, 735, 946, 955, 962, 998 to 1015
M.C.] In 1846, one 0. became owner of
a certain lot of land comprising two
cadastral lots. In 1867, he bequeathed
it to seven legatees who were thus joint
undivided proprietors, one of whom was
his daughter, D., owner of one-eighth of
the property. In 1879, being indebted
to the respondent, D. signed a deed of
obligation in his favour and, as collateral
security, D. transferred to the respondent
all her rights in the above property.
In 1899, the respondent obtained judg-

ASSESSMENT AND TAXES-Cont'd.
ment for the amount then due which was
never registered nor executed. The whole
property was then assessed for taxing
purposes under the name of "Estate 0,"
without any objection on the part of the
respondent who never concerned himself
about the property. In 1902, the appel-
lants, two of the legatees, purchased about
the two-thirds of the shares of their co-
legatees, with the exception of those of D.
and others which they tried but failed to
acquire. Up to two years previous to
1906, the municipal taxes had been
paid, without the evidence showing
positively by whom. In 1907, the taxes
not having been paid for more than two
years, the property was sold by the
municipality and adjudicated to the
appellants who were the only bidders.
Two years later, they became absolute
owners by virtue of a deed of sale from
the municipality. In 1912, the respond-
ent took an action to set aside the adjudi-
cation and the deed of sale, alleging
fraud on the part of the appellants and
also irregularities in the proceedings of
the sale.-Held, Sir Louis Davies C.J.
and Brodeur J. dissenting, that the
appellants, as co-owners of the property,
were not in law bound to pay the taxes
or to give to the respondent notice of the
sale and that there was no fraud on their
part in making use of the means of a
sale for taxes in order to dissolve the
undivided ownership.-Per Idington,
Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The
first offer, even if the only one, made in a
sale for taxes, is an "enchhre" within the
meaning of Art. 1101 M.C.-Per Iding-
ton, Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.-
The party owing municipal taxes is not
deprived of the right to bid and be
declared purchaser of the property
sold by the municipality for the payment
of those taxes.-Per Idington, Duff,
Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The property
having been entered on the valuation roll
under the name of "Estate 0.," without
any objection by the respondent the sale
ought to be considered as made super
domino.-Per Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ. The seizure and the sale
of the goods and chattels of the party
owing municipal taxes is not a preliminary
condition to the sale of the immovable
property, the provision of Art. 962 M.C.
being permissive and not imperative.-
Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The re-
spondent was not the "owner" of the
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ASSESSMENT AND TAXES-Concl'd.
eighth undivided part transferred to him
by D.-Per Brodeur J. (dissenting).
The evidence is sufficient to create the
presumption that the appellants were in
possession, if not of the whole property,
at least of the seven-eighths part of it,
and they were bound in the circum-
stances of this case to pay all the taxes
due on it or to give notice to the respond-
ent of the sale of the property for taxes
due.-Judgment of the Court of King's
Bench (Q.R. 30 K.B. 252) reversed.
MUNROE v. LEFEVRE .............. 284

3-Assessment and taxes-Land-Actual
value-Assessment on adjacent lands-
Principle-Ontario Assessment Act, R.S.
0. [1914] c. 195, 40 (1) and s. 69 (16).]
By sec. 40 (1) of the Ontario Assessment
Act "land shall be assessed at its actual
value" and by sec. 69 (16) "the court
may, in determining the value at which
any land shall be assessed, have reference
to the value at which similar land in the
vicinity is assessed."-Held, that in
assessing land under these provisions the
governing principle is to ascertain its
actual value.-Held, further, Brodeur J.
dissenting, that in this case the assess-
ment was made chiefly, if not entirely, on
consideration of the value at which
adjacent lands were assessed and the
actual value was disregarded. The case
was, therefore, sent back to the tribunal
appealed from to have the land assessed
on the proper principle. DREIFUS V.
RoYDs.......................... 326

BILLS AND NOTES-Bills and notes-
Acceptance- Holder in due course-Dama-
ages against drawer-Set off-"And
exchange"-Dejinite liability.] The appel-
lants agreed to buy certain goods from
A., who assigned, for an indebtedness, to
the respondent bank his interest in the
contract. A. later on shipped the goods,
attached bills of lading to the drafts and
delivered them to the bank, which
credjted A. with the proceeds of the
drafts and forwarded them with the
bills of lading to its branch where appel-
lants accepted them and received the
bills of lading. The bank brought action
on the drafts but the appellants, having
a claim for damages suffered by them by
reason of A.'s breach of contract, set it off
against the bank's claim.-Held, Duff J.
dissenting, that the acceptance of the
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BILLS AND NOTES-Continued.

drafts by the appellants, with full know-
ledge of A.'s breach of contract, implies
an acknowledgment of unconditional
liability towards the respondent bank,
which had no notice of the breach.
The appellants raised for the first time in
this appeal the objection that tlfe words
"and dxchange," written on the bills
without indicating the rate of exchange,
prevented them from being for a sum
certain under the "Bills of Exchange
Act," section 28.-Per Sir Louis Davies
C.J., Anglin and Mignault JJ. This
objection should not be entertained now,
as, if it had been raised on the pleadings
or at the trial, evidence might have been
adduced to show, by custom of trade or
otherwise, that these words import a
definite and precise liability.-Per Sir
Louis Davies C.J. and Anglin J. If these
words have any application at all in the
case of these inland bills, they cannot be
taken to deprive the instruments before
us of their character as bills of exchange
because of any indefiniteness or uncer-
tainty in the amount for which the accept-
ors became liable.-Judgment of the
Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 482)
affirmed, Duff J. dissenting. ANTONIOt
v. UNION BANK OF CANADA........ .. 253

-Conditional sale agreement-Promissory
notes- Notes on same sheet as agree-
ment - Negotiability - Holder in due
course-"The Sale of Goods Ordinance"
(N.W.T.) C.O. 1915, c. 39.] The appel-
lant bought a horse from one Dygert for
$1,700, paid $300 cash and gave two
notes of $700 each. Below each note
was written an agreement providing
that the property in the horse would not
pass until the balance of the purchase
price was paid; and stipulating that "no

older of said notes by or to whom * *
said notes * * have been discounted
* * shall be affected by the state of
accounts between the subscriber and the
promisee or by any equities existing
between the subscriber and the promisee,
but shall be deemed to be a holder in
due course and for value of the notes
held by him." Dygert indorsed the
notes to the respondent bank for value.
The horse died before the notes were
paid and the sale was then avoided
between the appellant and Dygert under
"The Sale of Goods Ordinance."-Held,
that the respondent bank was entitled
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BILLS AND NOTES-Concuded.
to recover on the notes from the appel-
lant.-Per Idington, Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ.-Under the agree-
ment, the respondent bank was a holder
in due course, though it had notice of the
contract between the appellant and
Dygert.-Per Idington, Duff and Mig-
nault JJ. These notes were severable
from the agreement and constituted
in law promissory notes.-Judgment of
the Appellate Division ([1920] 3 W.W.R.
542) affirmed. KILLORAN V. MONTICELLO
STATE BANK...................... 528

BORNAGE-Public road-Dedication-
Prescription-Art. 2193 C.C........ 535

See TITLE TO LAND.

BRIBERY-Interference with adminis-
tration of justice-Saskatchewan Temper-
ance Act-Cr. Code ss. 154, 157 ...... 175

See CRIMINAL LAW 2.
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556) aff.......................... 356

See PARTNERSHIP.

11---Geddes Bros. v. American National
Red Cross (47 Ont. L.R. 163) rev. ... 143

See CONTRACT 1.

12--Girard v. Montreal Tramways Co.
(Q.R. 57 S.C. 394) aff ............. . 12

See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.

13-Horner v. Canadian Northern
Ry. Co. ([1920] 3 W.W.R. 909) aff... 547

See MASTER AND SERVANT 3.

14- Hudon v. Roy (Q.R. 19 K.B. 68)
overruled......................... 40

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 1.

15--Isman v. Sinnott (12 Sask. L.R.
445) var......................... 1

See MORTGAGE 1

16-Kelly v. Watson (15 Alta. L.R.
587) rev.......................... 482

See CONTRACT 5.

17-Kidston v. Stirling and Pictairn,
Ltd. ([19201 3 W.W.R. 365) rev ..... 193

See CONTRACT 2.

18-King, The, v. Kierstead (45 N.B.
Rep. 553) overruled............... 608

See CRIMINAL LAW 4.

19- King, The, v. Magdall (15 Alta.
L.R. 313) aff..................... 88

See CRIMINAL LAW 1.

20-Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.
v. Canadian Car and Foundry Co. (19 Ex.
C.R. 311) aff..................... 78

See PATENT OF INVENTION.

21- Metgermette Nord v. Breakey (Q.R.
29 K.B. 309) rev................. 237

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

22- Monticello State Bank v. Killoran
([1920] 3 W.W.R. 542) aff......... 528

See BILLS AND NOTES 2.
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23-Mulcahy v. Edmonton, Dunvegan
and British Columbia Ry. Co. (15 Alta.
L.R. 464) aff .................... 223

See MASTER AND SERVANT 2.

24- Norther Alberta Natural Gas
Development Co. v. City of Edmonton (15
Alta. L.R. 416) aff ................ 213

See COMPANY 2.

25-Parrott v. Western Canada Accident
and Guarantee Ins. Co. (13 Sask. L.R.
405) aff.......................... 495

See INSURANCE, ACCIDENT.

26-Quebec Harbour Commissioners v.
La Compagnie du Pare St. Charles (Q.R.
29 K.B. 302) aff.................. 29

See ARBITRATION AND AWARD.

27- Rex v. Anderson (7 Alta. L.R. 102)
Approved..................... 608

See CRIMINAL LAW 4.

28-Royal Trust Co. v. Minister of
Finance of British Columbia ([1919] 3 W.
W .R. 76) rev..................... 127

See SUCCESSION DUTIES.

29- Security Trust Co. v. Sayre (15
Alta. L.R. 17) aff ................. 109

See MORTGAGE 3.

30---Smith v. Upper Canada College
(48 Ont. L.R. 120) aff ............ 413

See AcTIoN 1.

31-St. Henri de Taillon v. Boily (Q.R.
29 K.B. 146) rev................. 40

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 1.

32- Union Bank of Canada v. Antonion
(15 Alta. L.R. 482) aff ............. 253

See BILLS AND NOTES 1.

CIVIL CODE

1-Art. 381 (Immovables) ........ 237
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

2-Arts. 2064-5 (Colonization Works)
................................. 40

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 1.

3- Art. 2193 (Prescription) ....... 535
See TITLE TO LAND.

COMPANY-Shares - Premium - Pay-
ment - Appropriation.] The appellant
having subscribed for fifty shares of the
company respondent, they were allotted
to him at $120 per share being at a
premium of $20 per share. The appellant
sent his cheque for $1,500.-Held, Bro-
deur and Mignault JJ. dissenting, that
the $1,500 should be apportioned pro
rata between the premium and the par
value of the shares.-Judgment of the
Court of Appeal ([1920] 3 W.W.R. 365)
reversed, Brodeur J. dissenting. KID-
STON V. STIRLING AND PITCAIRN, LTD. 193

2-Contract--Gas company-Maximum
rate-"Existing rate"-"Public Utility"-
"Public Utilities Act," 'Alta.) s. (1915) c. 6,
s. 20 (b) and s. 23 (c)] The maximum rate
stipulated in a contract between a gas com-
pany and a municipal corporation, while
the company has not yet by by-law or
otherwise fixed any rates which it proposes
to charge, is not an "existing rate" as used
in section 23 (c) of the "Public Utilities
Act" of Alberta; and the Board of Public
Utility Commissioners has no jurisdiction
to modify it.-Per Sir Louis Davies C.J.
and Anglin J. A gas company, which
has a number of wells drilled and ready
for operation but has not yet constructed
pipe lines to carry their output, nor
begun to render service to the public, is a
"public utility," within the purview of
the "Public Utilities Act." Idington J.
contra.-Judgment of the Appellate Divis-
ion (15 Alta. L.R. 416) affirmed. NORTH-
ERN ALBERTA NATURAL GAS DEVELOP-
MENT Co. v. ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF
ALBERTA..... .................... 213

CONTRACT-Sale of goods-Abandon-
ment by vendor -Acceptance - Notice-
Subsequent acts of vendor.-G., by con-
tract in writing, agreed to sell goods to
the American Red Cross but before any
were delivered wrote the latter that he
would be unable to carry out his contract.
The Red Cross then made an entry on its
books that the contract was cancelled.-
Held, reversing the judgment of the
Appellate Division (47 Ont. L.R. 163)
Mignault J. dissenting, that though the
Red Cross did not give notice to G. that
the abandonment was accepted the con-
tract was terminated as the subsequent
acts of G., and especially his failure to
deliver the goods at the times specified
showed that he treated it as at an end
and believed that the other party had
elected to accept.-Per Anglin J. The
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CONTRACT-Continued.

conduct of G., viewed in the light of his
letters and the terms of the contract,
amounted to an intimation of abandon-
ment and gave the Red Cross an option
to rescind which was sufficiently exercised
when delivery was tendered. THE
AMERICAN NATIONAL RED; CROSS V.
GEDDES BROTHERS ................ 143
2-Construction - Essential term -
Special meaning-Parol evidence-Com-
pany -Shares - Premium - Payment-
Appropriation. Both parties to a con-
tract in writing agreed that one of its
terms was not used in the ordinary sense
and parol evidence to explain its special
meaning was received.-Held, Brodeur J.
contra, that, such term being essential and
the evidence showing that the parties
were not ad idem as to it, there was no
contract. Idington J. was of opinion
that there was a contract but the damages
should be assessed by a reference and not
as the Court of Appeal directed.-Per
Brodeur J. (dissenting).-A contract is
binding upon the parties notwithstanding
their different interpretations of its
terms; and it is for the court to determine
which of these interpretations must
be upheld according to the surrounding
circumstances which can be proved by
oral evidence.-The appellant having
subscribed for fifty shares of the company
respondent, they were allotted to him at
$120 per share being at a premium of $20
per share. The appellant sent his cheque
for $1,500.-Held, Brodeur and Mignault
J.J. dissenting, that the $1,500 should be
apportioned pro rata between the premium
and the par value of the shares.-Judg-
ment of the Court of Appeal ([1920] 3
W.W.R. 365) reversed, Brodeur J. dis-
senting. KIDsToN V. STIRLING AND PIT-
CAIRN, LTD....................... 193

3-Sale of land-Memo. in writing-
Statute of Frauds - Additional terms.
Pursuant to an agreement to purchase her
property the vendor signed the following
document: "Received from A. C. Mc-
Kenzie the sum of two hundred dollars on
the purchase of house No. 33 Spring
Garden Road. Purchase price ten thou-
sand five hundred dollars. Balance on
delivery of deed." In an action by the
purchaser for specific performance.-
Held, that this document contained all
the essential terms of a contract for the
sale of land and complied with the con-
ditions of see. 7 of the Statute of Frauds.

CONTRACT-Continued.
R.S.N.S. [1900] ch. 141.-It was con-
tended that the time for completion of
the purchase was a term of the contract
and should have appeared in the written
memorandum.-Held, that the finding
of the trial judge that the time for com-
pletion was agreed on after the document
was signed should be accepted and it
was, therefore, not a term of the original
contract but an arrangement for carrying
it out.-Per Duff J.-This defence was
not pleaded nor submitted to the jury
and, as a question of fact, could not be
raised after verdict since it was not dis-
closed so as to challenge the attention of
the plaintiff.-It was also alleged that the
property sold was mortgaged and the
purchase was only of the equity of
redemption which the memorandum did
not disclose.-Held, that the purchase
was of the whole property and not of the
equity of redemption only and that the
contract contained in the memorandum
could be wor'ked out as if it provided for
the mortgage, MCKENZIE V. WALSH 312

4- Illegality-Public order -Questions
raised only at argument-New trial-Arts.
989, 990 C.C.-Sect. 158 (f.) Cr. C.-
Per Duff, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault
JJ.-Where a contract sued upon has
been held void for illegality on a ground
not pleaded and not referred to at the
trial until after the close of the evidence,
and the circumstances relied upon to
establish such illegality may be susceptible
of explanation, a new trial should be
directed to afford the plaintiff an oppor-
tunity to adduce evidence to meet the
defence of illegality. Connolly v. Con-
sumers Cordage Co. (89 L.T. 347)
followed.-Per Anglin and Mignault JJ.
In the case of a sale to the Government a
contract by the vendor to pay an agent,
engaged by him to procure the highest
possible price, all that such agent could
obtain over a figure fixed by the vendor
as the minimum net price he would
accept is not per se illegal as contrary to
public order.-Per Idington J. (dissent-
ing). Upon the evidence, the option
agreement alleged by the appellants had
expired and had never been renewed.]
OGILVIE & Co. v. DAVIE........... 363.

5-Part performance-Terms vague-
Specific performance-Construction-Pow-
ers of the courts. Though, where there
has been part performance of an agree-
ment, the courts, when asked to decree
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specific performance, should struggle
against any difficulty arising from vague-
ness in the terms of the agreement in
order to effectuate the real intention of
the parties, they cannot do what would
amount to making an agreement as to
some of the essential terms on which the
parties were never ad idem.-Judgment
of the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R.
587) reversed, Idington J. dissenting
KELLY V. WATSON................. .. 482

6-Sale-Sale of land-Option under
seal - Condition precedent - Considera-
tion- Nominal-Expressed as "now paid"-
Non-payment-Specific performance-Sub-
sequent conduct-Parol evidence-Statute
of Frauds.] The respondent was purch-
asing some land from a company of
which the appellant was the sales agent
for $86,400 and asked the latter to join
him in the undertaking. The appellant,
before doing so, wished to see personally
his principals who were resident in the
United States in order to obtain their
consent. The respondent then entered
into an option agreement under seal
whereby in consideration of the sum of
$100 "now paid," of which receipt was
acknowledged, and of the payment of
half of the cash instalments due in virtue
of the purchase agreement, he assigned
to the appellant an undivided half-
share interest in the land. The above
sum of $100 was in fact neither paid nor
demanded. The respondent then pro-
ceeded to complete the original purchase
agreement, paid the cash instalments
amounting to $10,000 to the owners and
sold part of the land at a profit. The
appellant, after having obtained the
approval of his principals, sent to the
respondent the sum of $5,000 with interest
thereon within the delay specified in the
option; but the respondent returned it
and refused to carry out the agreement.
The appellant sued for specific perform-
ance.-Held, Duff and Mignault JJ.
dissenting, that the option agreement
was binding upon the respondent. Cush-
ing v. Knight (46 Can. S.C.R. 555)
discussed.-Per Sir Louis Davies C.J.-
The question whether the giver of the
option was bound thereby, without the
payment of the $100, is entirely one of
intention, and, in this case, there was
nothing to indicate that it was the inten-
tion of the parties that such payment

CONTRACT-Continued.

should be a condition precedent to the
respondent being bound, both parties
understanding that the down payment
was immaterial and negligible.-Per Sir
Sir Louis Davies C.J.-Upon the evidence,
conduct and correspondence of the parties,
the option agreement was to become
operative only when the consent of the
appellant's principals had been obtained;
and after such consent there was no
unreasonable delay on appellant's part
in tendering to the respondent the moneys
stipulated in the agreement.-Per Iding-
ton J. When a contract for an option is
under seal and purports to bind for a
specific time, assented to by the coven-
antee, its binding effect cannot be affected
by any omission to pay the consideration
declared to have been received, unless
and until actual payment has been
demanded and refused.-Per Duff J.,
Anglin and Mignault JJ.-The actual
payment of the sum of $100 was made a
condition precedent to the instrument
becoming effective as an option, and the
consideration cannot be treated as a
mere nominal one.-Per Anglin J. But
the subsequent conduct of the respondent
has been such as to preclude him from
relying upon the non-fulfilment of the
condition. Duff J. contra.-Per Anglin
J. And parol evidence of the facts
warranting this inFerence is admissible
since it does not amount to such a varia-
tion of the terms of the contract that
verbal proof of it would offend against
either the rule in regard to contracts
reduced to writing or the Statute of
Frauds. Duff J. contra.-Per Anglin
J. Assuming that the payment of $100
was a condition precedent to the existence-
of a binding option, the respondent's
offer to sell one-half interest in the lands
purchased was not expressly or impliedly
revoked before its acceptance by the
appellant within reasonable delay.-Per
Duff and Mignault JJ. (dissenting).-
The payment of $100 was one oi the facts
which the appellant, relying upon the
existence of the option, had to establish
in the absence of circumstances dispensing
with the performance of this essential
condition.-Per Duff J. (dissenting). The
grant of an option has the effect of
vesting in the optionee an interest in
land, and, if given for valuable con-
sideration, is not revocable; and the
giver of the option is not entitled to
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break it on offering to pay damages.-
Judgment of the Appellate Division
(15 Alta. L.R. 252) reversed, Duff and
Mignault JJ. dissenting. DAVIDSON
v. NORSTRANT. .................... 493

7-Sale-Vendor or trustee-Rights of
benefciaries-Representation-Term "or
thereabouts."] The vendor may be a
trustee for others of the money payable
by the purdhaser but his beneficiaries
have no rights but those given by the
contract and if, in carrying out the sale,
the purchaser incurs a loss for which the
vendor is liable it may be deducted from
the purchase money.-In a contract for
sale of a going concern the liabilities
were stated to be $36,894, "or there-
abouts."-Held, that an excess of $857
was too substantial to be covered by the
qualifying expression.-Judgment of the
Appellate Division (47 Ont. L.R. 265)
reversed. BEATTY v. BEST........ .. 576

8-Gas company-Rates-Existing rate-
Public Utility.................... 213

See COMPANY 2.

9--Agreement for sale-Promissory
notes-Severance... ............... 528

See BILLS AND NOTEs 2

CRIMINAL LAW-Seduction under pro-
mise of marriage-Previous illicit con-
nection-Previous chastity of complain-
ant-Findings of the jury-Arts. 210, 212,
1102, 1140 Cr. C.] The appellant was
convicted for having, under promise of
marriage, seduced and had illicit connect-
ion with an unmarried female of previously
chaste character under the age of 21
years. The girl complainant, at the
trial, admitted that she had had illicit
connection with the appellant on one
previous occasion under mutual promise
of marriage.-Held, Duff and Brodeur
JJ. dissenting, that the fact of the previous
seduction did not preclude the jury from
finding the complainant to be "of prev-
iously chaste character" within the
meaning of article 212 Cr. C., the question
whether or not the facts and surrounding
circumstances could justify such a con-
clusion being one to be determined by
the jury alone.-Judgment of the Appel-
late Division (15 Alta. LR. 313; [1920]
2 W.W. R. 251) affirmed, Duff
and Brodeur JJ. dissenting. MAGDALL
v THE KING..................... 88

CRIMINAL LAW-Continued.

2-Bribery-Violation of provincial Act-
"Administration of justice"--Cr. C. as. 2,
157, 164-(C) 31 Vict., c. 71, s. 3-"The
Saskatchewan Temperance Act," Sask., S.
(1917) c. 23.] A bribe given in order to
induce a police officer not to proceed
against the party giving it for violation of
"The Saskatchewan Temperance Act"
is given with intent to interfere with the
"administration of justice" under section
157 of the Criminal Code. Idington J.
contra.]-Per Idington J. (dissenting).
Section 157 of the Criminal Code can only
herein be held relevant to a peace officer
or public officer as defined in the inter-
pretation clause of the said code; and
appellant was not acting within such
definition but merely performing a
duty of inspecting books under the
"Saskatchewan Temperance Act," and
reporting, which could have been dis-
charged by anyone. The offence in
question was one against section 39 of the
said "Temperance Act," and hence
impliedly excluded by section 154 of the
said code from falling within section 157
thereof. KALicK v. THE KING .... 175

3-Speedy trial-Election-Jury trial-
Requirement by the Attorney-General-
Sections 446 (a), 690, 825, 826, 827, 828,
830, 833, 873, 1018, 1024 Cr. C.-(D.)
32-33 Vict., c. 29, s. 28-(D.) 8-9 Ed.
VII, c. 9, s. 2.] The appellant was
accused of an offence, punishable by
imprisonment for a period exceeding
five years and for which he had the right
of election to be tried by a judge or a
jury. He first elected to be tried by a
jury and, after the preliminary hearing,
he was committed for trial. Whilst
still in custody of the sheriff, he wrote
to the latter that he was electing for a
speedy trial and the sheriff notified the
judge of the sessions of this election.
He was then brought before a district
magistrate and there elected for a speedy
trial. Later on, the Attorney-General
signed a declaration that the indictment
has been on his order "brought before the
grand jury." It was so brought, a true
bill was found and the appellant tried
before a jury and found guilty.]-Held,
Idington J. dissenting, that the conviction
of the appellant by a jury was legal.-
Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Duff J.
The requirement signed by the Attorney-
General was in compliance with section
825 Cr. C., as amended by 8-9 Ed. VII,
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CRIMINAL LAW-Concluded.
c. 9, s. 2. Idington J. contra and Anglin
J. semble.-Per Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ. The election for a speedy
trial made by the appellant before a
district magistrate was not valid, as it
should have been made before the residing
judge of the sessions of the peace, accord-
ing to section 827 Cr. C.-Per Idington
J. (dissenting).-The election by the
appellant for a speedy trial, contained
in his letter to the sheriff, was valid, as
being made in conformity with s.s. 2 of
s. 828 Cr. C., and any subsequent irregul-
arity could not affect the appellant's
rights. MINGUY v. THE KING ...... 263

4-Trial-Plea of insanity-Charge to
jury-Proof-Beyond a reasonable doubt.]
On a criminal trial where the prisoner
pleads insanity it is misdirection for the
judge to charge the jury that insanity
must be proved beyond a reasonable
doubt. Rex v. Anderson (7 Alta. L.R.
102) approved. The King v. Kierstead
(45 N.B. Rep. 553) overruled. Idington
J dissents CLARK v. THE KING... 608

CROWN LANDS-Crown's Land Act-
Crown's agent-Receipt-Title to land-
R.S.Q. (1909) arts. 1559, 1562.] The
appellant, by a petitory action, asked to
be declared owner of certain land subject
to the Crown's Lands Act and invoked as
his title the following receipt delivered
to him by the Crown's Lands Agent:
"Crown Lands Agency. S1.00.-Dec.
29th, 1910.-Received from Addlard
Diotte the sum of one dollar as fee for
registration (description of land). Wm.
Clarke, agent."]-Held, that the terms
of such a receipt do not fall within the
provisions of articles 1559 and 1562 R.S.
Q., as the money was not paid on account
of the purchase price. DIOTHE v. BER-
NIER........ ..................... 188
2-Sale-Sale of land-Agreement-Re-
servation of mine sand minerals to Crown-
Implied powers-Whether greater than
those expressly reserved in Crown grant.]
The reservation, in a Crown grant, of the
mines and minerals "with full power to
work the same and for this purpose to
enter upon and use or occupy the * * *
lands or so much thereof and to such an
extent as may be necessary for the
effectual working of the said minerals
* * * " confers greater powers than
those implied in a bare reservation in an
agreement for the sale of the land so

CROWN LANDS-Concluded.

granted of "all mines and minerals."
Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington J.
dissenting.-Per Duff, Anglin and Mig-
nault JJ. The terms of both reserva-
tions imply the right to win, get at and
take away the minerals; but the terms
of the reservation in the Crown grant
may imply furthermore the right to
cause subsidence or destruction of the
surface.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division (15 Alta. L.R. 194) reversed, Sir
Louis Davies C.J. and Idington J.
dissenting. FULLER v. GARNEAU... 450

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR - Mort-
gage-First and third mortgagee-Fore-
closure of first and sale-Action on coven-
ant in third . .... . 1

See MORTGAGE.

2- Transfer of property-''A la charge
de 'hypothbque-Personal obligation. 65

See MORTGAGE 2.

DEDICATION-Public road-Law of
Quebec ... ......... 535

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 4

DOMICILE-Succession duty-Property
in province other than that of domicile-
Method of taxation ................ 127

See SUCCESSION DUTIES.

EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE
See MASTER AND SERVANT

ESTOPPEL-Sale of land-Building
restrictions-Injunction-Delay in apply-
ing............................. 633

See ACTION 2.

EVIDENCE- Negligence-Jury V trial-
Res ipsa loquitur-Burden of proof.. 547

See MASTER AND SERVANT 3

FORECLOSURE
See MORTGAGE.

HYPOTHEC
See MORTGAGE

INJUNCTION - Nuisance - Theatrical
performance-Crowd on street-Obstruc-
tion!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

See NUISANCE.
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INSANITY-Criminal law-Plea of
insanity-Charge to jury-Proof-"Beyond
a reasonable doubt" .................. 608

See CRIMINAL LAW 4.

INSURANCE, ACCIDENT-Accident
and guarantee-Breach of contract-Insur-
er's knowledge-Continuation of defence in
action against insured-Waiver of con-
dition-Estoppel.] The respondent held
a policy of insurance in the appellant
company to indemnify him against
accidents to his employees. An employee
was injured and brought action against the
respondent. The appellant, in pursuance
of a condition of the policy, assumed the
defence. During the trial, the appellant
learned, by the respondent's own admis-
sion, that the machine which caused the
accident had been unguarded in breach of
a condition of the application and of the
policy. But the appellant continued the
defence down to judgment awarding
damages to the employee. The respond-
ent brought this action to recover the
amount paid by him. The appellant
pleaded that owing to the respondent's
breach of the condition of the policy, it
was relieved from liability.- Held, that
the appellant company, having assumed
and continued the defence with know-
ledge of the fact that the machine was
unguarded, waived any right to dispute
liability under the policy for such breach
of condition.-Judgment of the Court of
Appeal (13 Sask. L.R. 405) affirmed.
WESTERN CANADA ACCIDENT AND GUAR-
ANTEE INS. CO. V. PARROTT ........ 595

LEGAL MAXIMS-Volenti non fit in-
juria........................... 223

See MASTER AND SERVANT 2.

2- Res Ipsa Loquitur ........ ... 547
See MASTER AND SERVANT 3.

MASTER AND SERVANT-Workmen's
Compensation Act-Tramways Company-
Free transportation-Injury to employee-
Liability-R.S.Q. (1909) arts. 7321 et
seq] The respondent, an employee of
the company appellant, when injured,
was returning from his work to his home
in a tramcar on which he was entitled to
be carried free under certain provisions in
the company's regulations.-Held, that
the respondent had a right to compensa-
tion under the Quebec Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, as the injury was occa-

MASTER AND SERVANT-Continued.

sioned "by reason of or in the course of
(his) work," within the meaning of
article 7321 R.S.Q. (1909.)-Judgment of
the Court of Review (Q.R. 57 S.C. 394)
affirmed MONTREAL TRAMWAYS CO V
GIRARD...... ................... 12

2-Railways-Injury to servant-Know-
ledge of danger-Volenti non fit injuria-
Liability of master.] The respondent,
employed by the appellant railway
company as roadmaster, had been speci-
ally instructed to repair a certain section
of the road-bed which was in a dangerous
condition owing to bad rails. The
respondent frequently applied for new
rails which the appellant company did
not supply. While, in the course of his
employment, the respondent was travel-
ling over that section in a hand-car, an
accident occurred through the car leaving
the tracks and he was injured.-Held, Sir
Louis Davies C. J. dissenting, that the
appellant company was liable, the defence
of volenti non fit injuria not being
applicable under the circumstances.-
Judgment of the Appellate Division
(15 Alta. L.R. 464) affirmed, Sir Louis
Davies C. J. dissenting EDMONTON,
DUNVEGAN AND BRITISH COLUMBIA RAIL-
WAY CO. V. MULCAHY.............. .. 223

3- Negligence-Railway-Jury trial-
Res ipsa loquitur-Burden of proof-
Master and servant-N.W.T. Ord. (1915),
c. 98.] The respondent's husband, a
brakesman in appellant's employ, was
killed by the derailment of his train.
The derailment was caused by an unlocked
switch being partly open. At the trial,
the respondent simply gave evidence of
the acdident and of the damages claimed
by her, resting her case on the doctrine
of res ipsa loquitur. The appellant then
moved for a non-suit on the ground that
this doctrine was not applicable in a case
between master and servant. The motion
was refused and the appellant proceeded
to produce evidence to rebut the prima
facie case of negligence. The jury
rendered a verdict in favour of the
respondent.- Held, Mignault J. dissent-
ing, that, upon the evidence, the verdict
of the jury that the condition of the
switch was die to the negligence of the
appellant must be upheld.-Per Anglin,
Brodeur and Mignault JJ. In the
province of Alberta the doctrine of res
ipsa loquitur can be invoked by a servant
seeking to hold his master liable for
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MASTER AND SERVANT-Concluded.

injuries sustained in the course of his
employment, since the defence of common
employment has been taken away by
statute; and it was incumbent upon the
appellant to rebut the presumption of
negligence resulting from the application
of the doctrine.-Per Idington, Anglin
and Brodeur JJ. The sufficiency of the
evidence adduced by the appellant to
rebut such presumption was wholly
within the province of the jury.-Per
Mignault J. (dissenting). The evidence
adduced by the appellant having com-
pletely rebutted the prima facie case of
negligence resulting from the rule res ipsa
loquitur, and the respondent not having
made any affirmative proof of negligence
of the appellant, the jury was not justified
in finding a verdict in favour of the
respondent.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division ([19201 3 W.W.R. 909) affirmed,
Mignault J. dissenting. CANADIAN
NORTHERN RY. Co. v. HORNER..... 547

MINES AND MINERALS - Crown
grant-Reservation-Implied powers. 450

See CROWN LANDs 2.

MORTGAGE-First and third mortgage-
Foreclosure of first mortgage and sale of
land-Recovery under covenant on third
mortgage-Collateral security not dis-
charged.] The appellant, having pur-
chased a property from the respondent,
transferred to him, as security for the
balance of the purchase price, a first and a
third mortgage due by one Yandt upon
another property; and, as collateral
security, he also gave a mortgage on the
property bought, payable at dates cor-
responding with the respective due dates
of the above two mortgages. In course of
time, the respondent obtained foreclosure
under the first mortgage and sold the
land. The appellant then claimed a
discharge of the collateral mortgage.-
Held that, notwithstanding the fore-
closure of the first mortgage and the sale
of the foreclosed property, the respondent
could still recover under the appellant's
covenant for payment contained in the
third mortgage and the appellant was
not entitled to the discharge of the
collateral mortgage until the payment of
the third mortgage.-Judgment of the
Court of Appeal(12 Sask. L.R. 445; [1919] 3
W.W.R. 719) varied. IsuAN v. SiNuorr I

2-Transfer of property-"A la charge
de 'hypothbque"-Personal obligation-

MORTGAGE-Concluded.

Articles 1019, 1508, 2016, 2056, 2065,
C.C.] The mere taking of a transfer of
property subject to a hypothec,-"A
la charge de 1'hypothbque"-does not,
under the civil law of Quebec, per se, entail
any personal obligation on the part of the
transferee to pay the debt for which the
hypothee is security.-Judgment of the
Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B.
375) affirmed. LEGAULT v. DEshvE. 65

3-Order allowing purchase by mort-
gagee-Execution for balance of claim-
Foreclosure-"The Land Titles Act," (Alta.)
S. (1919) c. 37, s. 62b.] An order by
which a mortgagee becomes the owner of
the mortgaged land as purchaser at a
named price with leave to issue execution
for the balance of his claim, is not an
order for foreclosure operating as satis-
faction of the debt under section 62 b of
"The Land Titles Act" as amended by
chapter 37 of the Alberta Statutes, 1919.-
Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington
and Brodeur JJ. (affirming the judgment
of the Appellate Division).-Though the
order should have been set aside and a
proceeding de novo directed, the decision
of the Appellate Division that, notwith-
standing the terms of the order, the mort-
gagee may still pursue his remedy for
the balance of his claim should not be
disturbed, the question involved being
one of practice and procedure.-Per
Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ. (reversing
said judgment). The order should be
set aside as the doctrine of equity in
regard to mortgages preclude the making
of an order which purports uno flatu to
vest the mortgaged property in the
mortgagee as purchaser free from all
equity of redemption and to enforce the
personal liability of the mortgagor for
some part of the mortgage debt. A
mortgagee cannot have both the mort-
gaged property and the mortgage money-
Per Duff and Anglin JJ. The sale
sanctioned by the order was not a sale of
the land within the meaning of s.s. 2 of s.
62 of "The Land Titles Act" and the
mortgagee is therefore prohibited by
that section from issuing execution
under his judgment on the covenant.-
The sale contemplated by the statute is a
sale to a stranger, not to the mortgagee.-
Judgment of the Appellate Division
(15 Alta. L.R. 17; [19191 3 W.W. R. 634)
affirmed on equal division of the court.
SAYRE & GILFOY V. SECURITY TRUST CO.

........... 109
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MUNICIPAL CODE, QUEBEC
1- Art. 14 (Irregularities) ........ 40

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 1.

2- Arts. 20 and 27 (Interpretation). 237
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

3- Art. 116 (Meetings of Council). . 40
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 1.

5- Art. 519 (Roads)............. 40
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 1.

6- Art. 651 (Valuation roll) ...... 237
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

7- Art. 962 (Municipal taxes) .... 284
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 2.

8- Art. 1001 (Tax sale) .......... 284
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 2.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION-By-
law-Special meeting- Notice-Absence of
councillor-Minutes of the meeting-Clos-
ing oj road between two municipalities-
Consent of the county council-Articles
505, 1233 C.C.-Articles 14, 115, 116, 118,
332, 334, 340, 344, 345, 355, 359, 467,
473, 474, 475, 519 M.C.-R.S.Q. (1909),
articles 2064, 2065.] The notice for a
special meeting of a municipal council
having been given to all the councillors by
a non-registered letter sent to them by
mail, instead of the notice being served on
each councillor individually as required
by the municipal code, the minutes of the
meeting could not and did not mention
that such notice had been served on one
of the councillors who was absent (Art.
116 M.C.). At the trial it was proved,
(which evidence was objected to by the
appellants) by this councillor's own
admission, that he had in fact received
notice in due time.-Held, Anglin J.
dissenting, that the proceedings of the
council at the meeting were irregular and
null. Hudon v. Roy dit Desjardins (Q.R.
19 K.B. 68) overruled.-Per Anglin J. (dis-
senting). Any irregularity that there may
have been in the giving of notice of the
meeting was cured by article 14 M.C.-
A colonization road, which passed through
the municipality respondent and a neigh-
bouring municipality, had been opened by
the provincial authorities long before the
existence of both municipalities. The
municipality respondent changed, within

MUNICIPAL CORPORATION-Cont'd.
its limits, the course of this road without
changing the place where it connected
with the neighbouring municipality, and
passed a by-law closing the other road.-
Per Anglin and Mignault JJ. It was not
necessary for the municipal council to
obtain, previously, the consent of the
county council. (Art. 519 M.C.). Duff
and Brodeur JJ. contra.-Judgment of the
Court of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B.
146) reversed, Anglin J. dissenting.
BoILY v. CORPORATION DE ST-HENRI DE
TAILLON......................... 40

2- Right to cut timber-Immovable
property-owner-Valuation Roll-Arts.
378, 381, 382 C.C.-Arts. 16, s.s. 20 and
27, 649, 651, 684, 688 M.C. (Que.) 2 Geo.
V, c. 45.] Although article 381 C.C., as
amended by 2 Geo. V, c. 45, declares that
"the right to cut timber" is "immovable."
-Held, Per Duff, Anglin and Mignault
JJ. The possessor of that mere right
cannot be placed on the valuation roll for
the purpose of municipal taxation under
the Municipal Code.-Per Duff J. The
possessor of that right is not an "owner"
within the meaning of paragraph 20 of
article 16 M.C.-Per Brodeur J. The
possessor of that right, if he is at the same
time the owner of the standing timber,
can be placed on the valuation roll.
Anglin J. semble.-Per Anglin, Brodeur
and Mignault JJ. Such a right is not
"immovable property" within the meaning
of that term as defined by paragraph 27
of article 16 M.C. and as used in article
651 M.C.-Per Idington J. dissenting.
The definition of the word "immovable"
by the legislature ought to be observed in
the interpretation of article 651 of the
new municipal code which was enacted
subsequently to the amendment of
article 381 C.C.-Judgment of the Court
of King's Bench (Q.R. 29 K.B. 309)
reversed, Idington J. dissenting. BREA-
KEY v. TOWNSHIP OF - METGERMETTE
NORD........................... 237

3-Highway-Dedication - Reservation
of easement-Title to soil-Ontario Muni-
cipal Act, 1913, s. 433-3 Edw. VII, c.
19, s. 601 (Ont.).] Prior to 1913 the soil
and freehold of roads and highways in
Ontario were vested in the Crown and the
roads and highways themselves in the
respective municipalities subject to any
rights in the soil reserved by the person
who laid out such road or highway."
Sec. 433 of the Municipal Act, 1913,
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATION-Conc'd.
repealed these provisions and vested the
soil and freehold of roads and highways
in the municipalities without any reser-
vation of right. Prior to 1913 land had
been dedicated for a highway with the
right reserved to maintain a raceway
across it.-Held, Davies C. J. dissenting,
that sec. 433 did not take away the right
so reserved; to effect that purpose clear
and unambiguous language is necessary
and a mere inference from the repeal of
the provisions protecting the rights
reserved is not sufficient; and that the
purpose of sec. 433 was to do away with
the confusion arising from the joint
proprietorship over roads and highways to
which effect can be given without causing
the injustice of taking private property
without compensation.-Judgment of the
Appellate Division (45 Ont. L.R. 79)
reversed and that of the trial judge (39
Ont. L.R. 382) restored. ABELL V.

COUNTY OF YORK................. 345

4-Municipal corporation-Public road
-Sidewalk-Prescription - Dedication-
Servitude-Art. 2193 C.C.] On an action
en bornage instituted by the appellant, the
respondent claimed the ownership of a
strip of land, used as a sidewalk in front of
the appellant's property, by virtue of
documentary title, by dedication and by
prescription of thirty years. The appel-
lant denied the existence of the document-
ary title and urged that the respondent's
possession was not unequivocal, alleging
that, during that possession, the steps
leading into his house encroached on the
side-walk, the cornices projected over it
and the drain crossed the strip of land.-
Held, Duff J. dissenting, that the cor-
poration respondent is the owner of the
strip of land.-Per Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ. The encroachments alleged
by the appellant did not have the effect of
vitiating the respondent's title.-Per
Duff and Brodeur JJ. A municipal
corporation can acquire a public way by
prescription. Mignault J. dubitante.-
Per Anglin and Mignault JJ. The re-
spondent became owner of the strip of
land by way of dedication duly accepted.-
Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. The common
law doctrine of dedication is not a part of
the law of the province of Quebec.
LORD V. VILLE DE SAINT-JEAN....... 535

5--Contract -Gas company - Rates -
Existing rate-Public utility ........ 213

See CoMPANY 2.

NEGLIGENCE-Accident - Damages-
Jury's. findings - Inconsistency - New
trial.] The respondent was injured by
placing his hand on a defective electric
motor in motion. He alleges that he was
obliged to do so to ascertain if the motor
was overheated; but the appellant con-
tends that he acted contrary to instruct-
ions. The principal findings of the jury
were: "4. Was the accident caused by
the common fault of the plaintiff and the
defendant; and if so, state in what the
fault of each one consisted? Yes. The
defendant is to blame for having had a
defective machine in operation, knowing
that it was defective. The plaintiff is to
blame for having exceeded what he was
told to do, by getting up and putting his
hand on the motor while in motion and
taking unnecessary risks. Unanimous."
The verdict of the jury, awarding $3,000
to the respondent, was affirmed by the
Court of King's Bench.-Held, Idington
J. dissenting, that a new trial should be
ordered, as the jury's findings are obscure
and inconsistent. MONTREAL LocoMo-
TIVE WORKS v. McDONNAUGH ...... 232

2- Railway - Jury trial - Res ipsa
loquitur-Burden of proof-Master and
servant-N.W.T. Ord. (1915), c. 98.]
The respondent's husband, a brakesman
in appellant's employ, was killed by the
derailment of his train. The derailment
was caused by an unlocked switch being
partly open. At the trial, the respondent
simply gave evidence of the accident and
of the damages claimed by her, resting her
case on the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur.
The appellant then moved for a non-suit
on the ground that this doctrine was not
applicable in a case between master and
servant. The motion was refused and the
appellant proceeded to produce evidence
to rebut the prima facie case of negligence.
The jury rendered a verdict in favour of
the respondent.- Held, Mignault J. dis-
senting, that, upon the evidence, the
verdict of the jury that the condition of
the switch was due to the negligence of
the appellant must be upheld.-Per
Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault JJ. In the
province of Alberta the doctrine of res
ipsa loquitur can be invoked by a servant
seeking to hold his master liable for
injuries sustained in the course of his
employment, since the defence of common
employment has been taken away by
statute; and it was incumbent upon the
appellant to rebut the presumption of
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NEGLIGENCE-Concluded.
negligence resulting from the application
of the doctrine.-Per Idington, Anglin
and Brodeur JJ. The sufficiency of the
evidence adduced by the appellant to
rebut such presumption was wholly
within the province of the jury.-Per
Mignault J. (dissenting). The evidence
adduced by the appellant having com-
pletely rebutted the prima facie case of
negligence resulting from the rule res ipsa
loquitur, and the respondent not having
made any affirmative proof of negligence
of the appellant, the jury was not justified
in finding a verdict in favour of the
respondent.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division ([1920] 3 W.W.R. 909') affirmed,
Mignault J. dissenting. CANADIAN
NORTHERN RY. Co. v. HORNER ..... 547

And See MASTER AND SERVANT.
And See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.

NEW TRIAL-Contract -Illegality-
Public order-Questions raised only at
argument- New trial-Arts. 989, 990 C.C.
Sect.158 (f.) Cr. C.]-Per Duff, Anglin,
Brodeur andMignault JJ. Where a con-
tract sued upon has been held void for
illegality on a ground not pleaded and not
referred to at the trial until after the close
of the evidence, and the circumstances
relied upon to establish such illegality may
be susceptible of explanation, a new trial
should be directed to afford the plaintiff
an opportunity to adduce evidence to
meet the defence of illegality. Connolly
v. Consumers Cordage Co. (89 L.T.
347) followed. OGILVIE & Co. v. DAVIE

...................... 363

2-Negligence-Action for damages-
Inconsistent findings of jury ........ 232

See NEGLIGENCE 1.

NUISANCE - Theatrical performance-
Crowd on street-Obstruction of neighboring
premises-Injunction.] A theatre Co.
may be restrained by injunction from so
arranging its performances that persons
waiting for admission assemble in such
numbers that they obstruct the access to
neighbouring business premises and seri-
ously inconvenience the proprietors.
STRAND THEATRE CO. V. CAHILL &
Co............................. 100

PARTNERSHIP-Sale of interest by one
partner to the other-Oral agreement-
Evidence-Statute of Frauds-"The Part-
nership Ordinance," N.W.T. Ord. (1905)
c. 94, s. 24.]-Held, Duff J. dissenting,
that, though the assets of a partnership
include an interest in land, an oral agree-
ment by one partner to buy out the other
partner's interest in the partnership is
enforceable and the Statute of Frauds is
inapplicable in such a case, unless it be
shown that there appears a "contrary
intention" to the rule enacted by s. 24 of
"The partnership Ordinance" that "land"
which has "become partnership property
* * * shall * * * "be treated
as between the partners * * *
as personal or "movable and not real
estate." - Judgment of the Appellate
Division (15 Alta. L.R. 556) affirmed,
Duff J. dissenting. LAVIN v. GEFFEN

........ 356

PATENT OF INVENTION-Installa-
tion of invention-Foreign vessel-Infringe-
ment-"Patent Act," R.S.C. (1906), c.
69, ss. 30 and 53.] The respondent,
having a contract from the French
Republic to construct twelve vessels at
Fort William for use during the late war,
agreed, by a supplementary contract,
when the vessels were 95% completed, to
install on each of the ships a wireless
apparatus which the respondent claims
to be an infringement of its patent.
These apparatus were bought by the
French Republic in New York and
shipped to itself at Fort William. The
respondent did nothing else than allow
its men, under the direction of a naval
officer of the French Republic, to install
these apparatus on the vessels.-Held,
Anglin J. dissenting, that the respondent
did not "construct or put in practice"
the invention of the appellant within the
meaning of section 30 of the "Patent
Act."-Per Mignault J. The terms of
section 53 of the "Patent Act," cover not
only the case of a foreign ship visiting a
Canadian port, but also the case of a
foreign ship built in Canada. Anglin J.
contra.-Judgment of the Exchequer
Court (19 Ex. C. R. 311) affirmed, Anglin
J. dissenting, and Duff J. taking no part
in the judgment owing to absence.
MARCONI WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. OF
CANADA v. THE CANADIAN CAR AND
FOUNDRY Co..................... 78
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE -
Criminal law-Trial-Plea of insanity-
Charge to jury-Proof-Beyond a reason-
able doubt.] On a criminal trial where
the prisoner pleads insanity it is mis-
direction for the judge to charge the jury
that insanity must be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt. Rex v. Anderson (7
Alta. L.R. 102) approved. The King v.
Kierstead (45 N.B. Rep. 553) overruled.
Idington J. dissents. CLARK v. THE
KING....... .................... 608

PRESCRIPTION-Municipal Corpora-
tion-Public road-Bornage-Law of Que-
bec-Art. 2193 C.C................ 535

See TITLE TO LAND.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT-Commis-
sion-Sale of land-Statute of Frauds-
R.S.O. [1914] c. 102, s. 13 .......... 413

See STATUTE 5.

PRIVILEGE - Architect - Registra-
tion - Sale - Delay - Arts. 1695, 2009,
2013 to 2013g, 2082, 2083, 2084, 2103
C.C.-(Que.) (1894), 57 Vict., c. 46;
(1895) 59 Vict., c. 42; (1904) 4 Ed. VII, c.
43, (1916) 7 Geo. V, c. 52.] There was no
provision in the Civil Code, as it stood
before the 22nd December, 1916, allow-
ing the architect to assert a privilege
during the progress of the work unless his
claim has been registered; and his privi-
lege "takes effect" only from the date of
registration. The sale to a third party
of an immovable upon which buildings
have been erected is conclusive against
any rights the architect employed in
their erection may have, if the latter has
not registered his privilege before the
registration of the deed of sale.-Judg-
ment of the Court of King's Bench
(Q.R. 29 K.B. 364) affirmed. ARCHI-
BALD V. COOK..................... 465

RAILWAY-Master and servant-Rail-
ways-Injury to servant-Knowledge of
dangers-Volenti non fit injuria--Liability
of master.] The respondent, employed
by the appellant railway company as
roadmaster, had been specially instructed
to repair a certain section of the road-bed
which was in a dangerous condition
owing to bad rails. The respondent
frequently applied for new rails which the
appellant company did not supply.
While, in the course of his employment,
the respondent was travelling over that

RAILWAY-Concluded.

section in a hand-car, an accident occur-
red through the car leaving the tracks
and he was injured.-Held, Sir Louis
Davies C. J. dissenting, that the appellant
company was liable, the defence of
volenti non fit injuria not being applicable
under the circumstances.-Judgment of
the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R. 464)
affirmed, Sir Louis Davies C. J. dissenting
EDMONTON, DUNVEGAN AND BRITISH
COLUMBIA RAILWAY CO. V. MULCAHY

............ 223

SALE OF GOODS-Bills and notes-
Conditional sale agreement-Promissory
notes-Notes on same sheet as agreement-
Negotiability- Holder in due course-
"The Sale of Goods Ordinance" (N.W.T.)
C.O. 1915, c. 39.] The appellant bought a
horse from one Dygert for $1,700, paid
$300 cash and gave two notes of $700
each. Below each note was written an
agreement providing that the property
in the horse would not pass until the
balance of the purchase price was paid;
and stipulating that '"no holder of said
notes by or to whom * * * said
notes * * * have been discounted
* * * shall be affected by the state of
accounts between the subscriber and the
promisee or by any equities existing
between the subscriber and the promisee,
but shall be deemed to be a holder in due
course and for value of the notes held by
him." Dygert indorsed the notes to
the respondent bank for value. The
horse died before the notes were paid and
the sale was then avoided between the
appellant and Dygert under "The Sale of
Goods Ordinance."-Held, that the re-
spondent bank was entitled to recover on
the notes from the appellant.-Per
Idington, Anglin, Brodeur and Mignault
JJ. Under the agreement, the respond-
ent bank was a holder in due course,
though it had notice of the contract
between the appellant and Dygert.
Per Idington, Duff and Mignault JJ.
These notes were severable from the
agreement and constituted in law promis-
sory notes.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division ([1920] 3 W.W.R. 542) affirmed.
KILLORAN V. MONTICELLO STATE BANK

.......... 528

2- Trustee vendor-Rights of beneficia-
ries-Going concern-"Or thereabouts' 576

See CONTRACT 7.
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SALE OF LAND
See VENDOR AND PURCHASER.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE-Sale of
land-Memo. in writing-Statute of
Frauds-Additional terms .......... 312

See SALE 4.

2-Part performance-Vague terms-
Construction....................... 482

See CONTRACT 5.

STATUTE-Crown Lands Act-Payment
for title-Receipt-R.S.Q. [1909] Arts.
1559, 1562.] The appellant, by a petitory
action, asked to be declared owner of
certain land subject to the Crown's
Lands Act and invoked as his title the
following receipt delivered to him by
the Crown's Lands Agent: "Crown
Lands Agency. $1.00.-Dec. 29th, 1910.
-Received from Adelard Diotte the sum
of one dollar as fee for registration
(description of land). Win. Clarke,
agent."-Held, that the terms of such a
receipt do not fall within the provisions
of articles 1559 and 1562 R.S.Q. DioTrE
v. BERNIE ........................ . 188

2-Municipal corporation-Contract-
Gas company-Maximum rate-"Existing
rate"-"Public Utility"-"Public Utili-
ties Act," (Alta.), s. (1915), c. 6, s. 20
(b) and s. 23 (c).] The maximum rate
stipulated in a contract between a gas
company and a municipal corporation
while the company has not yet by by-law
or otherwise fixed any rates which it
proposes to charge, is not an "existing
rate" as used in section 23 (c) of the
"Public Utilities Act" of Alberta; and
the Board of Public Utility Commissioners
has no jurisdiction to modify it.-Per
Sir Louis Davies C. J. and Anglin J. A
gas company, which has a number of
wells drilled and ready for operation but
has not yet constructed pipe lines to
carry their output, nor begun to render
service to the public, is a "public utility,"
within the purview of the "Public Utilities
Act." Idington J. contra.-Judgment of
the Appellate Division (15 Alta. L.R.
416) affirmed. NORTHERN ALBERTA NAT-
URAL GAs DEVELOPMENT CO. v. ATrORNEY
GENERAL OF ALBERTA............. 213

STATUTE-Continued.
3-Assessment and taxes-Land-Actual
value-Assessment on adjacent lands-
Principle-Ontario Assessment Act, R.S.
0. [1914] c. 195, s. 40 (1) and s. 69 (16).]
By sec. 40 (1) of the Ontario Assessment
Act "land shall be assessed at its actual
value" and by sec. 69 (16) "the court
may, in determining the value at which
any land shall be assessed, have reference
to the value at which similar land in the
vicinity is assessed."- Held, that in
assessing land under these provisions the
governing principle is to ascertain its
actual value.-Held, further, Brodeur J.
dissenting, that in this case the assessment
was made chiefly, if not entirely, on con-
sideration of the value at which adjacent
lands were assessed and the actual value
was disregarded. The case was, there-
fore, sent back to the tribunal appealed
from to have the land assessed on the
proper principle. DREIFUS v. ROYDS

.......... 326

4 - Highway - Dedication - Reser-
vation of easement-Title to soil--Ontario
Municipal Act, 1913, s. 433-3 Edw. VII,
c. 19, s. 601 (Ont.).] Prior to 1913 the
soil and freehold of roads and highways
in Ontario were vested in the Crown and
the roads and highways themselves in
the respective municipalities subject to
any rights in the soil reserved by the
person who laid out such road or high-
way." Sec. 433 of the Municipal Act,
1913, repealed these provisions and
vested the soil and freehold of roads and
highways in the municipalities without
any reservation of right. Prior to 1913
land had been dedicated for a highway
with the right reserved to maintain a
raceway across it.-Held, Davies C.J.
dissenting, that sec. 433 did not take
away the right so reserved; to effect that
purpose clear and unambiguous language
is necessary and a mere inference from
the repeal of the provisions protecting the
rights reserved is not sufficient; and that
the purpose of sec. 433 was to do away
with the confusion arising from the joint
proprietorship over roads and highways
to which effect can be given without
causing the injustice of taking private
property without compensation.-Judg-
ment of the Appellate Division (45 Ont.
L.R. 79) reversed and that of the trial
judge (39 Ont. L.R. 382) restored.
ABELL v. COUNTY OF YORK ......... .345
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STATUTE-Concluded.
5 - Action - Commission - Statute of
Frauds-Leave to amend-6 Geo. V, c. 24,
s. 19 (Ont.); 8 Geo. V, c. 20, e. 58 (Ont.).]
By 6 Geo. V, ch. 24, sec. 19, amended by
8 Geo V ch. 20, see. 58, sec. 13 of the
Ontario Statute of Frauds, R.S.O. [1914]
Ch. 102 was enacted as follows:-"No
action shall be brought to charge any
person for the payment of commission or
other remuneration for the sale of real
property unless the agreement upon
which such action shall be brought shall
be in writing separate from the sale
agreement and signed by the party to be
charged therewith or some person there-
unto by him lawfully authorized.-Held,
Idington J. dissenting, that this enact-
ment is not retrospective and does not
bar an action to recover commission
under a contract made before it came
into force. Opinion of the Appellate
Division (48 Ont. L.R. 120) and of the
trial judge (47 Ont. L.R. 37) overruled on
this point.-Judgment of the Appellate
Division (48 Ont. L.R. 120), allowing the
pleadings to be amended and damages
claimed for breach of contract, affirmed,
Idington J. dissenting.-Per Duff J.
The Appellate Division should have
allowed the appeal and refused the
motion for dismissal of the action. No
amendment was necessary, the pleadings
as they stood being sufficient. UPPER
CANADA COLLEGE V. SMITH ........ 413

STATUTE OF FRAUDS-Sale of land-
Memo. in writing-Additional terms. 312

See VENDOR AND PURCHASER 4.
2- Partnership-Sale to co-partner-
Oral agreement.................... 356

See PARTNERSHIP 4.
3---Ontario-R.S.O. [19141 c. 1025, s.
13-Sale of land-Commission ...... 413

See STATUTE 5.

STATUTES-(D.) 55-56 V. c. 29, ss. 154,
157-(Criminal Code).............. 175

See CRIMINAL LAW 2.
2-(D.) 55-56 V., c. 29, s. 212 (Criminal
Code)............................. 88

See CRIMINAL LAW 1.

3---(D.) 55-56 V., c. 29, e. 828 (Criminal
Code)........................ 263

See CRIMINAL LAW 3.
15780-46

STATUTES-Concluded.
4-R.S.C. [1906], c. 69, ss. 30 and 33
(Patent Act)...................... 78

See PATENT OF INVENTION.

5-8-9 Edw. VII., c. 9, s. 2 (Criminal
Code)............................. 263

See CRIMINAL LAW 3.
6--R.S.O..[1914] c. 102, s. 13 (Statute of
Frauds)........................... 413

See STATUTE 5.
7-R.S.O. [1914] c. 195 (Assessment
A ct).............................. 326

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 3.
8- (0) 3 Edw. VII, c. 19, s. 601 (Muni-
cipal Act)........................ 345

See STATUTE 4.
9-(0) 3-4 Geo. V., c. 43, s. 433 (Muni-
cipal Act)........................ 345

See STATUTE 4.
10-(0) 6 Geo. V., c. 24, s. 19 (Statute of
Frauds)....................... 413

See STATUTE 5.
11- (0) 8 Geo. V., c. 20, s. 58 (Statute of
Frauds)........................... 413

See STATUTE 5.
12-R.S.Q. [19091 Arts. 1559 and 1562
(Public Lands)................. 188

See CROWN LANDS.

13-R.S.Q. [1909] Art. 7321 (Work-
men's Compensation Act)........... 12

See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.

14- (Q.) 2 Geo. V., c. 45 (Immovables 237
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

15--R.S.N.S. [19001 c. 141, s. 7 (Statute
of Frauds)........................ 312

See VENDOR AND PURCHASER 4.
16- R.S.B.C. [1911] c. 217, s. 7 (Succes-
sion Duties)....................... 127

See SUCCESSION DUTIES.
17-(Alta.) s. 1915, c. 6, ss. 20 (b) and
23 (c) (Public Utilities)............ 213

See COMPANY 2.

18-(Alta.) s. 1919, c. 37, s. 62b (Land
Titles)............................ 109

See MORTGAGE 3.

19- (Sask.) s. 1917, c. 23 (Temperance
A ct).............................. 175

See CRIMINAL LAW 2.
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SUCCESSION DUTIES-Deceased domi-
ciled without the province-Property within
and without the province-Method of
taxation on property within-"Succession
Duty Act," R.S. B.C. (1911), c. 217, s. 7, as
amended by (B.C.) 1915, c. 58, s. 4.] Where
a person domiciled out of the province of
British Columbia dies leaving property
both in and out of the province, the
provincial authorities have the right, for
the purpose of computing succession
duty according to section 7 of the "Succes-
sion Duty Act," to take into account all
the property.-Judgment of the Court of
Appeal ([19191 3 W.W.R. 76) reversed,
Anglin and Mignault JJ. dissenting.
MINISTER OF FINANCE OF BRITISH COL-
UMBIA v. THE ROYAL TRUST CO.... 127

TEMPERANCE ACT-Saskatchewan-
Violation-Bribery-Cr. Code, ss. 154,
157.............................. 175

See CRIMINAL LAw 2.

TIMBER-Right to cut-Immovable prop-
erty-Valuation roll................ 237

See ASSESSMENT AND TAxEs 1.

TITLE TO LAND-Municipal corpora-
tion-Public road-Sidewalk - Prescrip-
tion-Dedication-Servitude-Art. 2193 C.
C.] On an action en bornage instituted
by the appellant, the respondent claimed
the ownership of a strip of land, used as a
sidewalk in front of the appellant's
property, by virtue of documentary
title by dedication and by prescription
of tirty years. The appellant denied
the existence of the documentary title
and urged that the respondent's possession
was not unequivocal, alleging that,
during that possession, the steps leading
into his house encroached on the side-
walk, the cornices projected over it and
the drain crossed the strip of land.-
Held, Duff J. dissenting, that the cor-
poration respondent is the owner of the
strip of land.-Per Anglin, Brodeur and
Mignault JJ. The encroachments alleged
by the appellant did not have the effect
of vitiating the respondent's title.-
Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. A municipal
corporation can acquire a public way by
prescription. Mignault J. dubitante.-
Per Anglin and Mignault JJ. The re-
spondent became owner of the strip of
land by way of dedication duly accepted-
Per Duff and Brodeur JJ. The common
law doctrine of dedication is not a part of
the law of the province of Quebec.
LORI v. VILLE DE SA A-JEAN..... 535

TRAMWAY-Workmen's Compensation
Act-Free transportation-In/ury to em-
ployee-"In course of work' -Art. 7321
R.S.Q. [1909]................... 12

See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.

TRUSTEE-Sale-Vendor or trustee-
Rights of beneficiaries-Representation-
Term "or thereabouts".] The vendor may
be a trustee for others of the money
payable by the purchaser but his bene-
ficiaries have no rights but those given
by the contract and if, in carrying out the
sale, the purchaser incurs a loss for which
the vendor is liable it may be deducted
from the purchase money.-In a contract
for sale of a going concern the liabilities
were stated to be $36,894, "or there-
abouts."-Held, that an excess of $857
was too substantial to be covered by the
qualifying expression.-Judgment of the
Appellate Division (47 Ont. L.R. 265)
reversed. BEATTY v. BEST......... .576

VENDOR AND PURCHASER-Mort-
gage-Mortgagee holding first and third
mortgages-Foreclosure of first mortgage
and sale of land-Recovery under covenant
on third mortgage-Collateral security not
discharged.] The appellant, having pur-
chased a property from the respondent,
transferred to him, as security for the
balance of the purchase price, a first and a
third mortgage due by one Yandt upon
another property; and, as collateral
security, he also gave a mortgage on the
property bought, payable at dates corre-
sponding with the respective due dates of
the above two mortgages. In course of
time, the respondent obtained foreclosure
under the first mortgage and sold the land.
The appellant then claimed a discharge
of the collateral mortgage.-Held that,
notwithstanding the foreclosure of the
first mortgage and the sale of the fore-
closed property, the respondent could
still recover under the appellant's coven-
ant for payment contained in the third
mortgage and the appellant was not
entitled to the discharge of the collateral
mortgage until the payment of the third
mortgage.-Judgment of the Court of
Appeal (12 Sask. L.R. 445; [1919] 3 W.W.
R. 719) varied.

2-Mortgage-Order allowing purchase
by mortgagee-Execution for balance of
claim-Foreclosure-'fThe Land Titles
Act," (Alta.) S. (1919) c. 37, e. 62b.] An
order by which a mortgagee becomes the
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VENDOR AND PURCHASER-Cont'd.
owner of the mortgaged land as purchaser
at a named price with leave to issue
execution for the balance of his claim,
is not an order for foreclosure operating
as satisfaction of the debt under section
62 b. of "The Land Titles Act" as amended
by chapter 37 of the Alberta Statutes,
1919.-Per Sir Louis Davies C.J. and
Idington and Brodeur JJ. (affirming the
judgment of the Appellate Division).-
Though the order should have been set
aside and a proceeding de novo directed,
the decision of the Appellate Division
that, notwithstanding the terms of the
order, the mortgagee may still pursue his
remedy for the balance of his claim should
not be disturbed, the question involved
being one of practice and procedure.-
Per Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ.
(Reversing said judgment)-The order
should be set aside as the doctrines of
equity in regard to mortgages preclude
the making of an order which purports
uno flatu to vest the mortgaged property
in the mortgagee as purchaser free from
all equity of redemption and to enforce
the personal liability of the mortgagor for
some part of the mortgage debt. A
mortgagee cannot have both the mort-
gaged property and the mortgage money-
Per Duff and Anglin JJ. The sale sanc-
tioned by the order was not a sale of the
land within the meaning of s.s. 2 of s.
62 of "The Land Titles Act" and the
mortgagee is therefore prohibited by
that section from issuing execution under
his judgment on the covenant. The sale
contemplated by the statute is a sale to a
stranger, not to the mortgagee.-Judg-
ment of the Appellate Division (15 Alta.
L.R. 17; (1919] 3 W.W. R. 634) affirmed
on equal division of the court. SAYRE V.
SECURITY TRUST CO............... 109

3-Judicial Sale-Taxes due-Fraud-
Nullity-Municipal law-Practice and
procedure-Irregularities-Arts. 689 and
sef., 1043, 1045, 1591, 1701, 1709, 1710,
1851, 1967, 1983, 2017, 2161 (i) C.C.-
Art. 748 C.C.P.-Arts. 373, 718, 723,
734, 735, 946, 955, 962, 998 to 1015 M.C.]
In 1846, one 0. became owner of a certain
lot of land comprising two cadastral lots.
In 1867, he bequeathed it to seven legatees
who were thus joint undivided proprie-
tors, one of whom was his daughter, D.,
owner of one-eighth of the property.
In 1879, being indebted to the respondent,
D. signed a deed of obligation in his

VENDOR AND PURCHASER-Cont'd.
favour and, as collateral security, D.
transferred to the respondent all her
rights in the above property. In 1899,
the respondent obtained judgment for
the amount then due which was never
registered nor executed. The whole
property was then assessed for taxing
purposes under the name of "Estate 0."
without any objection on the part of
the respondent who never concerned
himself about the property. In 1902, the
appellants, two of the legatees, purchased
about the two-thirds of the shares of
their co-legatees, with the exception of
those of D. and others which they tried
but failed to acquire. Up to two years
previous to 1906, the municipal taxes had
been paid, without the evidence showing
positively by whom. In 1907, the taxes
not having been paid for more than two
years, the property was sold by the
municipality and adjudicated to the
appellants who were the only bidders.
Two years later, they became absolute
owners by virtue of a deed of sale from
the municipality. In 1912, the respond-
ent took an action to set aside the adjudi-
cation and the deed of sale, alleging
fraud on the part of the appellants and
also irregularities in the proceedings of
the sale.-Held, Sir Louis Davies C. J.
and Brodeur J. dissenting, that the
appellants, as co-owners of the property,
were not in law bound to pay the taxes
or to give the respondent notice of the
sale and that there was no fraud on their
part in making use of the means of a
sale for taxes in order to dissolve the
undivided ownership.-Per Idington,
Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ. The
first offer, even if the only one, made in a
sale for taxes, is an "enchbre" within the
meaning of Art. 1001 M.C.-Per Iding-
ton, Duff, Anglin and Mignault JJ. The
party owing municipal taxes is not
deprived of the right to bid and be
declared purchaser of the property sold
by the municipality for the payment of
those taxes.-Per Idington, Duff, Anglin
and Mignault JJ. The property having
been entered on the valuation roll under
the name of "Estate 0." without any
objection by the respondent the sale
ought to be considered as made super
domino.-Per Idington, Duff, Anglin and
Mignault JJ. The seizure and the sale
of the goods and chattels of the party
owing municipal taxes is not a preliminary
condition to the sale of the immovable
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property, the provision of Art. 962 M.C.

eing permissive and not imperative.-Per
Anglin and Mignault JJ. The respondent
was not the "owner" of the eighth
undivided part transferred to him by
D.-Per Brodeur J. (dissenting). The
evidence is sufficient to create the pre-
sumption that the appellants were in
possession, if not of the whole property,
at least of the seven-eighths part of it,
and they were bound in the circumstances
of this case to pay all the taxes due on it
or to give notice to the respondent of the
sale of the property for taxes due.-Judg-
ment of the Court of King's Bench
(Q.R. 30 K.B. 252) reversed. MUNROE
v. LEFEVRE....................... 284

4-Sale of land-Memo. in writing-
Statute of Frauds-Additional terms.] Pur-
suant to an agreement to purchase her
property the vendor signed the following
document: "Received from A. C. McKen-
zie the sum of two hundred dollars on
the purchase of house No. 33, Spring
Garden Road. Purchase price ten thou-
sand five hundred dollars. Balance on
delivery of deed." In an action by the
purchaser for specific performance.-
Held, that this document contained all
the essential terms of a contract for the
sale of land and complied with the
conditions of sec. 7 of the Statute of
Frauds. R.S.N.S. [19001 ch. 141.-It
was contended that the time for com-
pletion of the purchase was a term of the
contract and should have appeared in the
written memorandum.- Held, that the
finding of the trial judge that the time for
completion was agreed on after the
document was signed should be accepted
and it was, therefore, not a term of the
original contract but an arrangement for
carrying it out.-Per Duff J. This
defence was not pleaded nor submitted
to the jury and, as a question of fact,
could not be raised after verdict since it
was not disclosed so as to challenge the
attention of the plaintiff.-It was also
alleged that the property sold was
mortgaged and the purchase was only of
the equity of redemption which the
memorandum did not disclose.-Held,
that the purchase was of the whole
property and not of the equity of redemp-
tion only and that the contract contained
in the memorandum could be worked
out as if it provided for the mortgage.
McKENZIE v. WALs.............. 312

5-Partnership-Sale of interest by one
partner to the other-Oral agreement-
Evidence-Statute of Frauds-"The Part-
nership Ordinance," N.W.T. Ord. (1905),
c. 94, s. 24.-Held, Duff J. dissenting,
that, though the assets of a partnership
include an interest in land, an oral agree-
ment by one partner to buy out the other
partner's interest in the partnership is
enforceable and the Statute of Frauds is
inapplicable ip such a case, unless it be
shown that there appears a "contrary
intention" to the rule enacted by s. 24
of "The Partnership Ordinance" that
"land" which has "become partnership
property * * * shall * * * "be
treated as between the partners * * *
as personal or "movable and not real
estate."-Judgment of the Appellate
Division (15 Alta. L.R. 556) affirmed,
Duff J. dissenting. LAVIN v. GEFFEN 356

6- Sale of land-Agreement-Reserva-
tion of mines and minerals to Crown-
Implied powers-Whether greater than
those expressly reserved in Crown grant.]
The reservation, in a Crown grant, of
the mines and minerals "with full power
to work the same and for this purpose to
enter upon and use or occupy the * *
* lands or so much thereof and to
such an extent as may be necessary for
the effectual working of the said minerals
* * * " confers greater powers than
those implied in a bare reservation in an
agreement for the sale of the land so
granted of "all mines and minerals."
Sir Louis Davies C.J. and Idington J.
dissenting.-Per Duff, Anglin and Mig-
nault JJ. The terms of both reservations
imply the right to win, get at and take
away the minerals; but the terms of the
reservation in the Crown grant may
imply furthermore the right to cause
subsidence or destruction of the surface.-
Judgment of the Appellate Division
(15 Alta. L.R. 194) reversed, Sir Louis
Davies C.J. and Idington J. dissenting.
FULLER v. GARNEAU............... 450

7- Action-Sale of land-Building
restrictions-Conveyance by vendee-Breach
by purchaser-Action by original vendor-
Interest-Laches.] A syndicate owning
land conveyed it to P., one of their
number in trust to subdivide and sell.
P. made several subdivisions and sold
lots in one with a covenant by his grantees
to erect only residential buildings. The
grantees conveyed the lots to a church
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VENDOR AND PURCHASER-Condd.
corporation who proceeded to build a
church thereon. In an action by P., in
his personal capacity, for an injunction
and demolition of the church building.-
Held, Brodeur J. dissenting, that P. had
no interest to maintain the action having
before the trial sold all his holdings in the
subdivision containing the church. Bro-
deur J. held that he owned and continued
to own one lot in the area affected by the
covenant of P.'s grantees.-Held, also,
per Idington and Anglin JJ., that as the
injunction was not applied for until the
church was practically completed P. was
probably estopped by laches from bringing
an action. PAGE V. CAMPBELL ..... 633

8-Sale of land-Option under seal-
Condition precedent-Specific performance
............ ... ................. 439

See CONTRACT 6.

WAIVER-Insurance-Accident and
guarantee-Breach of contract-Insurer's
knowledge-Continuation of defence in
action against insured-Waiver of con-
dition-Estopped.] The respondent held
a policy of insurance in the appellant
company to indemnify him against
accidents to his employees. An employee
was injured and brought action against
the respondent. The appellant, in pur-
suance of a condition of the policy,
assumed the defence. During the trial,
the appellant learned, by the respondent's
own admission, that the machine which
caused the accident had been unguarded
in breach of a condition of the application
and of the policy. But the appellant
continued the defence down to judgment
awarding damages to the employee. The
respondent brought this action to recover
the amount paid by him. The appellant
pleaded that owing to the respondent's
breach of the condition of the policy, it
was relieved from liability.-Held, that
the appellant company, having assumed

WAIVER-Concluded.
and continued the defence with know-
ledge of the fact that the machine was
unguarded, waived any right to dispute
liability under the policy for such breach
of condition.-Judgment of the Court of
Appeal (13 Sask. L.R. 405) affirmed.
WESTERN CANADA ACCIDENT AND GUAR-
ANTEE INS. CO. v. PARROTr ......... 595

WORDS AND PHRASES-"Adminis-
tration of justice"............... 175

See CRIMINAL LAw 2.

"Construct or put in practice" .......
See PATENT OF INVENTION.

78

"Of previously chaste character" ..... 88
See CRIMINAL LAW 1.

"Or thereabouts"....................
See CONTRACT 7.

576

"Owner".... ...................... 237
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1.

"Public utility". ............... 213
See STATUTE 2.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT
-Tramways. Company-Free transporta-
tion-Injury to employee-Liability-R.
S.Q. [1909] arts. 7321 & seq.] The respond-
ent, an employee of the company appel-
lant, when injured, was returning from
his work to his home in a tramear on
which he was entitled to be carried free
under certain provisions in the company's
regulations.-Held, that the respondent
had a right to compensation under the
Quebec Workmen's Compensation Act, as
the injury was occasioned "by reason of
or in the course of his work" within the
meaning of article 7321 R.S.Q. (1909).-
Judgment of the Court of Review (Q.R.
57 S.C. 394) affirmed. MONTREAL TRAM-
WAYS Co. v. GIRARD............... 12
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